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", Preface
i:
_ ?i:
,,s_: The Spacecraft Charging Technology Conference was held at the USAF Academy-t
_;_!,: from 27-29 October 1976. The Conference provided the initialopportunity for an
_ exchange of results from the AF/NASA Spacecraft Charging Technology Program.
.-,_" This program is coordinated by the AFSC(DL)/NASA(OAST} Space Research and
°_: Technology Review Group. The Review Group coordinates interdependent tech-i°_"
- _i" nology programs between the two agencies. At the Conference, USAF, NASA,
_::;_, industry and university groups working in the spacecraft charging technology area
o_ were able to present their results. Spacecraft charging technology encompasses
a broad based technology effort, composed of expertise spanning the spectrum from
_,. geophysics to spacecraft design engineering. The Conference provided a medium il
e_ for a comprehensive presentation of results fro_ programs in these diverse dis- :
" '_i ciplines The technology b_se formed at the Conference, and contained in thig
, __i,_ document, has immediate and direct application to design and test requirements
'_.,_i for on-goirigand planned USAF, NASA, and industry space systems.
_"_ We would like to thank Col. John E. Brooke, Assistant Director of Science
i _i: and Technology, USAF Systems Command, and Dr. Robert E. Smylle, Acting
_ ',: Associate Administrator for Aeronautics and Space Technology, National Aero-
_ _ nautlcs and Space Administration, _or their approval and endorsement of the Con-
°_i: ference. C. Pike would like to thank Col. Bernard S. Morgan, Jr., Commander
.'_i of the USAF Geophysics Laboratory, USAF Systems Command, for his encourage-
='_!f ment and for his support of the Conference. We would also llke to thank Lt. Gen.
_' James R. Allen, Superintendent, USJ.,F Academy, for supporting the Conference,
o°:_ including arrangements for accommodations, transportation, meals and facilities,
g
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and Brig. Gen. William T. Woodyard, Dean of Faculty, USAF Academy, for his
welcoming address. In part_ular, thanks are extended to Cap{. Mark Torreano,
Directorate of Conferences, USAF Academy, for his outstanding support at the
Conference. Members o_the Conference Program Committee are Capt. M. II.
Bun_, Dr. M.L. Minges, Dr. A. /1osen, Dr. /I.W. Rostrnn, and Dr. E.C.
Whipple.
C. P. PIKE
/1. /1. LOVELL
Co-Chairmen, USAF/NASA Spacecraft
Charging Technology Conference
i
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__::i! SESSION I. F:N_,IRIINIIENT
=_,_',. DeForest reviewed the geosynchronou._ plasma environment Including the high
°%: energy tail,the thermal background plasma, the low temperature "warm plasma,"
= _ ;_
'_ locnlly produced secondaries, substorm in_ectionevents, fieldaligned currents
!.
o (Received for publication 24 February 197_)o
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,- and magnctopausc crossings. A aynehronou,_ environment plasma model was pro=
,_ sented that includes omnidirectional and unidirectional electron fluxes. Charging
in cavities located at the ends of a spacecraR can bc dominated by the intense field
:_) aligned fluxes. Johnson et al reported observations of field aligned fluxes of 0 +
__:; and B+ tons. Fluxes of 108 tons/ore sec sr and with keV energie._ are seen,
_ Sagalyn and Burke reported on vehicle potential and plasma density and temperature
measurements. At 2500 km altitude in polar orbit, vehicle potentials of up to -40 V
are observed during impulsive auroral electron precipitation events. Stevens et al
examined data from the Transient Event COunter on the CTS satellite. When dis-
- i charges occurred, they were often recorded at the rate of a few per second, but
no spacecraft anomalies appear directly related to t'ae discharges. Purvis et al
:-_J_: reported on active control of spaceci'aft charging using ATS-5 and ATS-6. Data
" from the ion engine neutralizer and an unbiased electron emitter were used. With
"_, the neutralizer On, the potential Was -10 volts in eclipse and, when the neutralizer
_ was turned off, the potential went to -1200 volts. The plasma bridge neutralizer
:= is more effective than the emitter in maintaining vehicle potential near ground.
_ Goldstein examined ATS-6 ton engine neutralizer data in conjunction with the UCSD
: particle detector. When the spacecraft potential was clamped to -10 volts, positive
cesium ions flowed back to the spacecraft. He recommends mounting discharge
devices away ?rein the spacecraft on a boom in order to minimize contami.nation.
i :. Goldsteinand DivinecalculatedspacecraftpotentiallevelsforJupiter. Potentials
0!4= of 103 to 104 voltsare expected. Beattleand Goldsteindescribedtheselection
: process, includingvarious trade-offs,forthe activecontrolsystem for theJupiter
_ Orbiter withProbe (JOP) spacecraft. Calculationsby Pavel etal indicatedthat
/, highaltitudenuclearburstscan leadto processes which resultinhighcharging
levelson synchronous satellites.Juilleratand Philipponshowed thatproton fluxes
o _: tn the South Atlantic Anomaly lead to currents which charge the proof mass of a
oi_ low altitude "drag-free" satellR¢. Garrett combined measurements of ATS-6
__o_: ecllpse data on particle fluxes and AE-C satelllte data on UV radiation. He pre-
_:!: senteda nearly linearrelationshipbetween solar illumination/photoelectronflux
s and the logarithmofspacecraftpotential.Grard describedthe many applications
=o _ thatan electronsource such as a simple cathodemay have toscientificand engi-
:'," neeringsatellitepayloads.
" SESSIONI[. MODELING
= This summary willattempttoindicatethe trendsof research in the area of
_:i:', modeling wt_h an emphasis on what isstillneeded, A detailedsummary ofthe ]
i
__o_ 10 1
....... L: ......... .
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talks that were given will not be given, Some of the points to be discussed were.
brought out in the panel discu_aion which followed the main ,_e,_:3ion_ _f the
conference.
The ultimate aim of the modeling erfort_ I_ to providc a theoretical _chemo i
which can he u,_od to de,tribe the _trueture of the ._heath around the ._paeeeraft _i
and to calculate the charging eurrent_ to the ,_pacecraft. In order for the model
to be useful. _t should be readily applicable to real spacecraft, and the re._ultn
should be capable of verification by comparison with data.
A full three-dimensional, self-consistent, tir_e-dependent model for space- ""
craft charging is likely to be so complicated and time-consuming on a computer
that its application to real problems would be quite limited. An important aspect
of modeling r_search is finding out what agproximations can be made. Any approx-
imation which does not compromise the essential physics arid which reduces the
complexity of the computatiOns should b_ very useful. A number of such approxi-
mations were discussed at the conference.
Orte obvious approximation is the neglect of time-dependence and the assump-
tion of quasistatic conditions. There are.probably many situations where this is a
realistic assumption since the time constant for the plasma response is usually
short compared tothe time scale forchanges inconditions.Occasions where this
assumption isnot validmay occur duringdischargeeventsand possiblyduringthe
charging ofdielectricswhich have large capacitancesand hence longtime con-
stantsforcharging.
Another approximation istheutilizationof a more restrictedgeometry than
the fullthree-dlmenslons. Such models can give insightintothe basicphysical
mechanisms and theirrelativeimportance with lesscost. However, theirappli-
cationto realisticspacecraftconfigurationsisprobably restricted.
Neglectofspace charge may be a validapproximationunder some circum-
stances, Inparticular,itis probablyquiterealisticto neglectthecontributionto
the space charge from the ambient plasma inenvironments where the electron
densityinthe magnetospher[c plasma issmall compared tothe photoelectrondens-
ity. IncludingOnlythe space charge due to thephotoelectronsisprobably adequate
insuch circumstanced.
An aim thatallmodelers shouldkeep in mind isthe possibilityofrepresenting
theirnumerical resultswith analyticformulas. As insightisgainedintothe rela-
tiveimportance of thevarious physicalprocesses, itis probablethatmany of
theseprocesses can be individuallymodeled withsome sortot an analytic
representation.Any such representationcouldbe extremely usefulin reducing
computing time and Costs.
ii
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Am_ther importanta_peetof m_daiing i_thatofvoriflcatlon,Thl,_mv_Ive._at
lea_t two thlng,_. First0 n modal nm_t be built for an _ctual _paceeraft which will
S data murat be obtained with oxpcrlment._ ,m that :_paeo-be obtaining data. . econd,
craft which can be u_cd to compare wtt,_ the prodictione of the model.
Thought ._hould be _gven now to the problem (ff developing a char_lnt_ m()del for
_pectfic spacecraft. Two _pacecraft which are obvlou_ candldate,_ are ._'1'S-II
which 1_ at pre,_ent provtdtn_ mo,._t of the curren'ly available data on ,_pacecragt
charging in ,_ynchronou,_ orbit° and the SCATIfA ._pacecraft which will b0 launched
in early 1,079. Differdntial ehart_ing has been detected an ._'rs-_; but a full inter-
_t
pretation of the data r,_.qutres a n,odeling effort. A charging model for ,_CA'I'IIA
will be essential for the interpretation of data from that spacecraft.
One final comment on verification: the exp'eriments arJ the ._TS satellites and
on SC._TH._ were developed without the insight-_ that a charging model w_uld pro-
vide. It is highly ligely that as ._ char_ing model is developed and compared with
spacecraft data, new experiments and better configurations of existing instruments
will be devised for verification of charging proce_;es. In this re:_peet0 the present
modeling work must be regarded as an interim e_fort until there has been at lea_t
one iteration of the modeling - verification cycle.
SESSllI_,Ill. XiX'I'EIII.tI.._CII++,I{_,I:TEIIIZX'rll)_
The materials characterization session of this co:_ferenee was devoted to
presentations on the experimental determination of the behavior of typical soace-
craft materials when exposed to _imulated geon_agnctic substorm co_dition_. In
addition, there were papers on _'aeility related topics.
Papers by Stevens et al and Saylor presented results of _urvey tests on the
response of vartou_ materials to elec'"on bombardment. Results given by
Stevens et al were based on r_.easurements of leakage current and surface v._ltage0
while those given by Saylor were based on measurements of leakage current.
Surface voltages given by Saylor were calculated _rom the leakage current and
sample capacity. The most striking difference in results wa:_ in the surface volt-
ages reported. Saylor reports large positive surface voltages (2-3 kV) for teflon
and kapton samples under bombardment by electron beams with beam energies up
to 7 keV. In contrast, SteVens et al report only negative surface voltage_ for these
materials under bombardment by electron beams with beam energie_ from 2 to
20 keV.
The test results for flexible solar array segments were given by Steven_ et al
at_d Bogus. The results Were similar. The tests reported by Bogus were mare
12
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complete and conc:_,d_ _ .t temperature can have an influence on discharging
characteristics.
Edge voltage g,,adients were discussed by Robinson. This work complimented
that presented by Stevens et at. Howevei-, in this work, discharges in the silver
teflon samples were hard to obtain until the sample was cut. Discharges were t
obtained in the tests described by Balmain. Here the characteristics of surface
micro-discharges in dielectric samples in a scanning electron microscope facility
were described.
Seller1 discussed the problems of sample hysteresis and its effect on the
interpretatior, of the results. Facilities and possible electron sources were dis- _"
cussed by Berkopec et al and Nanevicz and Adarrto.
Irl general, the papers given in this session presented more information than
was available one year ago. HoWeVer, there are SuffiCient differences noted in
these results to warrant a Critical evaluation of test methods and sarflple
preparat ion.
SESSIONiV. MATERIALSDEVELOPMENT
I. Ovei'view
Inprinciple,an attractivetechniquefor controllingand minlmizin_ spacecraR
charging or atleastfordistributingthe charge in an equipotentialmanner is
through theuse ofelectricallycorlductivesurfaces for the materialsexposed to the
space environment. As discussedelsewhere duringthisSymposiUm. thelevelof
electricalconductivityrequiredisrelativelymodest inmost cases. Some prom-
isingadvances have been made inthisdirectionas summarized insome of the
papers inthissession, Inothercases, furtheradvances presenta realchallenge.
Spacecraftsurfacematerialsare varied {forexample, insulatingblankets,
solarcellS,structuralmembers, and opticalcomponents} and the taskof
developingelectricallyconductiveanaloguesofallthese materialswhile main-
tainingtheir primary functional _eatures p -esents difficult technical issues.
An example here would be electrically conductive thermal control coatings. Coat-
ings, black in color (both visually and in the IR), can be produced readilybased on
the carbon black pigmented materi_tls used widely in the aircraft industry. How-
ever, such coatings will clearly produce significant thermal loads in the substrates
beneath them. While they will emit satisfactorily in the IR, they will have very
high solar absorptanee and thus not really perform the thermal control function at !
all. Obtaining acceptable thermal control features along with electrical conductiv-
ity in a practical coating is proving to be very difficUlt.
13
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Even with conductive surfaces, practical method_ of electrically interconnect-
ing different surface regions may not be _traightforward. An example here would
be the lnterconneetlon of optical solar reneetor mirrors which have been coated
with electrically conductive surface material. The OSR._ are, of course, quite
small, thu_ the lnterconnections have to be numerous. The mirrors are also
fragile and their coatings are delicate, thus introduction of conduction paths
through the adhesion materials around and under the mirrors is a dlgicult c'_slgn
problem. An additional design requirement especially important for Depal_tment
ofDefense satellitesi_dependablelongterm performance. Assurln@ long life-
time, _n the order of 5 to I0 years, for materialswhich must perform under a
multlplicityof environmentalstresses can be difficult.For exarnl_le,one ofthe
centrali_suesat presentisthe interdependencyofco_Itaminatio_and spacecraft
charging..Questions such as the followingarise: (1)does contaminationchange
the electricalcharacteristicsof condUctiVesUrfaces? (2) does significantcon=
laminationarise when electricaldischargingoccurs especiallywhen thelatteris
low level,but chronic,over longperiodsof time? Severalpapers _t thissympos-
lureaddress thesequestions.
As discussedat some lengthdurin_the symposium, thereare designalterna-
tivestoConductivematerialsfox'controlof chargingeffects. Electromagnetic
shieldingof criticalcomponents would be one exart_ple,simply haltingoperation
of the satelliteduringperiodsOfhigh levelsolaractivitywould be another. Some
methods of control,especiallythe so-called"active"techniquesof dissipating
charge, actualiydepend on the presence of interconnectedelectricallycotlductive
surfacesto "funnel" the charge totliepointofdissipation.
Once conductivematerialsbecome available,issuesofspacecraftsystem
designusing these mateL'ialsarise. From the material developer'sview, this
generallymeans thata substantialdesigninformationpackage must be developed
: includingthe response Of thematerial in a number orcombined-envlronment
: exposure situations.Again, as discussedfrequentlyduringthissymposium, there
are a number ofunresolved questionsas to exactlywhat testsare necessary and
sufficientoproduce the designpackage. Sincethe requiredmaterialscharacter-
izationsseem tobe complex and the effectsinthe materialssubtle,questlcns
::. ariseas to Intercomparlsonsof testresultsamong differentinvestigatorsand
how standardizationofthe testmethodology can be affected.
Even thoughthe developmeht of conductivematerialsrepresentshigh risk,
probably longrange technology°the effortshouldbe undertakenbecause _f the
highpayoffin spacecraftdesignflexibilityand reliability.Without improved mate-
rials,alternativedesignfixesor change in modes of system operationpresent
penaltiesinhighersystem weight, shorterlifetime,and lessened reliability.
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The papers in this session can conveniently be divided into two categories.
i First is a group dealing specifically with new electrically conductive materials
i i development: paper numbers IV-l, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Second is a group dealing with
' effects on materials of an electrically energetic env!ronment and with the methods
,!
i ;! of materials characterization: paper numbers IV-2, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. As
: mentioned above, the effects/characterizati0n issues are central to the effective
i use of these new materials in spacecraft design and for high confidence predictions
ot performance especially in long lifetime missions.
:: 2. _laterials Devel0pmentPapers
The first paper in this group by W. L. Lehn (iV-l) presents an overview of
the on-going and planned materials development efforts under a cooperative USAF/
=v NASA program. A jointly planned US&F-NASA interagency cooperative research
_ and technology program has been established and implemented to investigate _1!i_i spacecraft charging phenomena. The majority of the materials development task
" under this joint program iS the responsibility of and is being directed by the USAF
!i Materials Laboratory (AFML). This paper gives an oVervieW of the materials
_ development work, much of it just recently initiated, in four fundamentally differ-
ent functional areas: (i) thermal control materials, (2) insulative materials,
=! (3) transparent materials for OSR application and condtlctive materials for solar
cell application0 and (4) conductive low outgassing adhesives.
i_ The current situation in the development of electrically conductive thermal
:->_ control coatings (paints) is summarized by J.E. Gilligan (paper IV-3) of liT
_i Research Institute working under Air Force sp_nsor:_hip and by C.M. Shai (paper
_: IV-4) who discusses the in-house work at NASA Goddat'd.
L;_ A wide variety of approaches for the development of conductive paint type I
'i? thermal control co_ttings have been investigated under the IITRI program. Mate-3
: rials which have been investigated and evaluated include both standard as well as
electrically conductive organic and inorganic binders pigmented with coflductive
_}'i: metallic and inorganic doped oxides. The paint systems formulated using com-
_ mercially available c_nductive organic quarternary-ammoniutrl salt-polyvlnyl-
-_; carbazole polymers are interesting but will require a substantial, long term
_}: development before space stable materials _ill be realized. A major concern is
poor vacuum and radiation stability of the polymeric bitlders. Several promising
, coatiflgs based on a conductive antimony-doped tin oxide pigmetlt in silicone and
!,
! silicate binders with resistivities in the desired range of 1 × 109 ohm-cm or lower
_ were prepared but further develol_ment is required. From an overall point of view,
_, the inorganic sihcate coatings offer the greatest near term potential. The standard
_ state-of-the-art Z-93 specification inorganic thermal control coating exhibits good
" 15
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_'!! electricalpropertiesand isa very space stablesystem. This materialdoes
_ developa low levelsurfacecharge butdoes not arc/discharge. Development ofan
°!;' inorganic coating with improved electricaI conductt_ty properties could be cora-l !'
_/ pletedin 1-2 years. The matei-talsdevelopedwere evaluatedBased on electrical
_-_i conductivity,goalof I × 109 ohm-cm or lower, physicalpropertiesand stability
_}: ofthe spectralreflectanceunder _imu_.atedspace vacuum ultravioletexposure.
.....#_ The NASA coatingsdevelopment prOgram isindirectsupportofthe Inter-
national Sun Earth Explorer (ISEE) spacecraft. Materials which have been devel-
oped and evaluatedincludebothorganicand inorganicbinderspigmented with
:_!: standarddielectr4.cas well as semiconductor pigments. The formulation,evalua-
o_: tion, and testing of these materials are presented. CondUctive paints ranging in
_"" color,from whiteand lightyellowto green exhibitingsolarabsorptance_,aluesfrom
• :_ 0..22to 0.6_ have been formulatedfrom doped in_)rganicoxidepigments ininorganic
......._, mixed alkalisik_,"atebinders. Emittance valuesrange from 0.87 to 0.90 and reals- !
;_i tivitiesfrom 1X 103 to I× i05 ohm-m 2. The green painthas been selectedfor _I
_°'_ application on the ISEE satellite. Results of the material_ characterization sit, dies
_i_!i_ have shown that conventional thermal control paints charge to a certain degreeunder _Imulatedsynchronous orbitradia ionexpo ure, but theydo not arc or dis-
:,_i charge, the excess charge being lead/conductedtothe conductivesubstrateor
_ : grouted.The conductivepaintsdo not Charge but conductthe charge toground.
_!_, An entirely different approach to thermal control is discussed by V..). Belanger
_?'_. a_d A.E. Eagles (paperIV-61. Their concept, developedat General ElectricUnder
_-_:,_o USAF sponsorship,involvesthe use of lflghpuritysilicafabricas an extremely
,_!i:i space stable, low solar absorptance to emittance ratio (white paint type) coating.
__i The application of these high purity silica fabrics and conductible fiber/silica
__',_'i, fiberinterweavesto controltheeffectsofspacecraftcharging isbeing investigated.
:'_' FUrther, a number of satellitesystems contractorsare consideringuse of the
-,'i materialbecause of itsextreme space stability,contaminationresistance,long
_2:!:. llfecharacteelstlcs,and itsresistancetoheat pulseloading. The materialspre-
_ _i!_i' pared have beet_ Studied as part o_ the NASA responsibility for the engineering
_°;_' characterlcation of the materials developed under the broad USAF/NASA joint
_!': program. Ithas been found thatunder simulatedsynchronous orbitchargingcon-
_°_ dtttons the silica fabric coating materi_tl0 either by itsel_ or whefi used as the outer
_-_. layer o_mtiltllayei-nsulation(MLI) blatikets,does become charged but does not
°_" arc oi_ discharge, All of the other" typical MLI conft_rations using outer layers
_:_ ofdielectricpolymeric materialsch_trgeand arc/dischargetoan excessivedegree.
-o :;_ The basic fabricmatei'ialiscommercially available.Secondary emission con-
= _'i.: ductivity,proposed as the mechanism forthe obaerved behavior, isdiscussedin
;_:i! the,paper. A program todevelopa silicafabricwith optimizedthermal opticaL,
_ weight, and other physical and engineering properties has been initiated.
o
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The final paper in the materials development category (paper IV-5) by
L. Amore, A.E. Eagles and E. Okress uf General Electric describes the design,
fabrication and testing of conductive coating materials in the form of low co_t
conductivetransparentcoatingsforopticalsolar reflectors,solar cellcover
glassesand conductivepolymeric films for a varietyofuses such as thermal
Insulatlonblankets.
Examples of theapproaches discussedinthe paper includethedepositionof
transparentmetal oxidecOatings(indiumtinoxide)on Kapton and Teflonmetallized ram.
polymeric films. Thus faz',good adhesion has been obtai1_edand therehas been
littledegradatiorlof thethermal controlfeaturesof the films. Conductive grids,
photoetchedon polymeric film substtates,alsoperform wellas describedinthe
paper. OSR and solar ceU cover glass m0dificatio:_have shown toholdpromise.
Gla_s fritsmodified or doped with zinc,lead,lithium,and cerium are effectivein
producingconductivesurfaces inthese materials.
3. _|aterials _[|ccts and Characterization Papers
The .firStpaper inthisgroup by J.A. Wall, E.A. Burke, A.R. FredericRson
and J.C. Garth (paperIV-2) deals withelectricalpropertiesof insulatingmate-
rials. A knowledge of thedielectricpropertiesand electroninteractionphetlomena
ofthe materialsappliedto the exteriorsurfacesof a spacecraftis requiredin
order todetermine the susceptibilityofthe spacecrafttothe ambient as wellas
the disturbedsynchconous environment. A comprehensive literaturesearch was
performed by Wall and coworkers atRome Air DeVelopment Center on spacecraft
insulatingmaterialsinthe areas of electricalconductivity,basic mechanisms of
energeticelectroninteractions,(forexample, secondary emission, backscatte,
range, etc.)charge storageand electricalbreakdown. The search concentrated
primarilyon polymeric dielectrics.Althoughwork has continuedinthese areas
for a number ofyears, much ofthe inforn:ationhad been generatedonlyin the .
past 5 to 10 years and new dataand theoreticalapproaches are appearingmore
and more frequently.With the exceptionofdielectricbreakdown, much of the
dataand theoryneeded to helpsolve thespacecraftcharging,problem exceptfor
certainspecificmaterialsshouldthereforebe available._oonin theopen literature.
In thenext paper (IV-T).R.C. Adamo an_iJ.E. Nane_icz ofStanfordHesearch
Institutediscussphotocondlactlvltyeffectsin hlghvoltage.pace insulatingmateri_Is.
The dark and photoconduetivityof variousexternalsatellitediele_trlcmaterialsis
an important tactOrtnany synchronous o_bitcharging/dischargingMtuation, Re-
centinvestigationsofseveraltypicaland potentialspacecraftinsulatingmaterials
l'.aveshown thatthe conductivityunder simulatedsynchronous oi-bitcondltion_as
wellas the conditionsrequiredforelectricalbreakdown are a functionof tempera=
ture, illuminationintensityand wavelength,and electronbeam energy and current.
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_=: These authorsindicatethatmany of theirsamples showed an increasein conduc-
: tivityof severtlorders of magnitude, pa_tlcularlyathighertemperatures while
_i Kapton showed a change of fiveorders ofmagnitude under illumination.Adamo
: :, and Nanevicz conclude thatfurthermaterialsinvestigationsinthisarea are war-
i'/ rantedtohelpprovide guidanceand directionfor futuredevelopment efforts.
A techniquefor determiningthe Conductanceofthermal controlcoatingsby a
::io,!_ contactless method in vacuo is outlined by W. Viehmann, C.M. Shai and E.L. _,-
,, S_tord of NASA Godd_trd (paper IV-8). In order to simulate orbital conditions
_q,. more closely,current-denslty-Voltage(j-v)curves we_'eobtainedwiththe contact-
i less method inwhich thepainton an aluminum substratewas the anode of a vacuum
_ diode configurationwitha tungstenfiiamentcathode. Conductances per unitarea
!_i!'i Which satisfy the ISEE requirement were observed On black paints containing carbon
i/ " and in"white" and green paintsfilledwith zincoxidewhich had been "fired"in
ii order toinducedefectconductivity.Because of surfaceeffectsand the _onhomo-! i_
_ geneous natureof paints,large discrepancieswere foundbetween measurements
_, with thecontactlessmethod and measurements employing metalliccontacts,par-
i-_:'i, ticularlyatlow currentdensities. Tllere_0re,measurements with metalliccon-
,_ tartswere con:_ideredtobe ofquestionablevalueindecidingthe suitabilityof
:,i: coatingsfor electrostaticharge control.
t_i D.F. Hall of Aerospace Corporationdescribes the charging/contamination
_'i experiment on the SCATHA spacecraft(paperIV-9). The ML-12 experiment, a
i=_" jointprojectofthe AF MaterialsLaboratory and Aerospace Corp, isdesigned to
'_ determine ifspacecraR charging contributessignificantlyto the rateofcontami-
iJ
i _: nationarrivingat exteriorspacecraftsurfaces,and some of thecharacteristics
_ and effectsof thecontamin-t'oncollected.The contaminationtransportmode
_, mlder inrestigationinvolvesthe ionizationofmolecules outgassedor releasedby
i ,_ thevehiclewithinthe vehicleplasma sheathand theirsubsequentelectrostatic
! _ reattractioh to the vehicle.
! i TWo sensor types will be flown. One type is a combination retarding potential
_' analyzer (RPA) and temperature controlled quartz crystal mlcrobalance (TQCM).
,=i:, With it, distinction can be made between charged and uncharged arriving molecules,
_ and information concerning the temperature dependence of contamination absorption
i and desorption rates obtained. The other scissor type exposes samples of different
_.i spacecraft surface materials to arriving contamination and continuously measures
'_:ii, the solar absorptance(os)of thesematerials. Changes inos of space-stable
V_ii,I samples will be entirely ascribed to contamination effects whereas changes in
!._ other samples will resuP from a combination of contamination, photochemical,
and radiationeffects.Upon ground Command, some samples willgo througha
_ _' heating sequence designed to roughly determine the temperature at which contam-
_, inatlonisdesorbed.
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In addition to describing the goals and techniques of ML-12 in more detail,
the expected peZ'formance of the sensors and the need for coordination with other
exp_riments on SCATIIA are discussed in the paper.
Papel-IV-10 by J.B. Reagan, W.L. Imhof and E.E. Gaines at Lockheed Palo
Alto Research Laboratory deals with the effects of energetic particle radiation on
spacecraft charging at geosynchronous orbit. In addition to the low energy, 5 to
50 keV electron environment at geosynchronous orbit which affects the external
dielectric surfaces of the spacecraft there is also a very intense, dynamic and
penetrating radiation environment, particulvrly at penetrating energies >1.5 MeV,
which is responsible for a va: _y of adverse charging effects on spacecraft com-
ponents. The most serious of these is the degradation and failure of the widely
used compli_entat_y-metal-oxide-semicondUctor (CMOS) electPonic components
as a result of internal charge-buildup induced by the energetic electrons. The
dose received by a CMOS device from energetic electrons and associated brems-
strahlung was predicted with two computational codes. The tw_ models were
found to be different by as much as a factor of six. Resolving these discrepancies
with the High Energy PartiCle Spectrometer experiment (SC-3) on SCATHA is dis-
cussed by these authors along with a reVieW of the present discrepancies in the
radiation models and the corresponding influences on spacecraft materials and
component lifetimes.
Finally, a paper entitled "Electrical Discharges Caused by Satellite Charging
at Synchrotaous Orbit Altitudes" by Naneviez, Adamo and Shaw of Stanford Research
Institute was substituted for the paper originally scheduled (paper IV-11). This
paper which complements the earlier CTS Transient Event paper by Steveris et al
in Session I reports on some of the earlier, on-orbit measure._ents of satellite
discharge events.
SESSIONV, DES;GN !_NDTEST
The papers in this section cover several subjects pertinent to tl_e satellite
design engineer: environmental spectficat:ons, charge effect monitor devices and
several approaches in vehicle design to limit, control or prevent spacecraft
charging.
The paper by Bo_ver provided an overview of the spacecraft charging problems
encountered by satellite systems and what must be done to circumvent these prob-
lems. The charging phenomenon is very geometry-dependent and therefore varies
immensely from satellite to satellite, but there are certain fundamentals which
can be considered. The surfaces of current on-orbit systems are almost entirely
dielectric, whether that dielectric is the 12 mils of cover glass over the solar
19
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cells,the 2 mils of kaptoftsurfaceon multiplelayerthermal blankets,or the
2 mils of cover glass backed by aluminum or silverused as second surfacereflec-
tors. These surfaces become capacitorswhen electronsare depositedon them.
and inthe environment describedpreliminarilyby Stevens/Lovell/Purvisinthe
_. third papei-, they charge to the breakdown voltage. The subsequent discharge
arid punch-through induces spurious signals in the cables between electronic boxes
with the possibility of upsetting the electronics or burning them out. This burn-
out must be a concern, but can be coped Vcithby eliminatingthe chargingand sub-
: sequent discharging,by pt'eVentingcouplingintothe cablesthrough shielding,or
by designingimmunity intctheelectronics.
:_ CondUCtivefabricsare currentlybeing definedand conductivepolymeric
coatingsfor cover giassesare inthedevelopment stages,but theyare expensive
and they may attenuatex-ray hardeningin the case ofmilitarysatellites.Con-
: sideringthe weightpenaltyofincreasedshielding,currentpreferenceistodesign
immunity intothe electronics.The lackofa database around which todesign,
however, leads tosome over-design;infact,most systems being designedtoday
utilizeallthreeapproaches to controllingcharging and discharging. Fortunately.
:_ but again onlyin the case of militarysystems, the designapproach tosolve
SGEMP and EMP problems may solveESD problems, and thisisdiscussed
extensivelyinthe papers by Smith and Holman and Ling. Lewis describedthe
_ : designapproaches used on two experimentalsatellitesystems. One. requiring
survivalupon entry intothe Martian atmosphere, allowedoperationWith corona
z=_ but prevented arcing, while the other wi_l be subjected to energetic particle
charging and subsequent arcing.
An approach to solvingthe problem after-the-fact(subsequenttodesign)is
presentedby Gore. The extensivegrounding, shieldingand strictadherence to
EMI requirements proved successfulon thisCanadlan/US venture.
The originalproblem of convincingsatellitedesignersand operatorsthat
some anomalous occurrences were indeedcaused by arc discharge-triggered
L transients was aggravated by the fact that no on-orbit record existed. In fact,i
charge effect monilor devices are not included on the majority of satellites
:" schedtfledfor launchihthe near future. Nanevicz _nd Stevensetal discussedthe
"i importance ofestablishinga one-to-ont_correlationbetween system electronic
perturbationsand the localenvironment, as wellas how itcan be done.
. Ro_en presented an approach to radiation susceptibility tests through pulse
injectionon an engineeringmodel or thesatellitelectricalsystem, and concludes
thatthe radiativep_rtof theproblem iscontrollableby means of reasonableEMC
controls.
An entirespectrum ofposslbilltiesfor limitingor preventingchar_Ing isthus
• presented, but the measures are expensive and much work remains in order to fully
understand the problem,
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i The purpose of this meeting is to provide both a focus for technologists and a
oo_ current assessment to management of a relatively new phenomenon that has come
i,-_", to be known as spacec_'aR charging. This ConferenCe which was sponsored jointly
°'_ by US_F and N,_SA is intended to become the regular forum for di_seminatlng the
)! information gained in the investigation of this phenomenon. Before proceedlng, to
i _ technical presentations, I #_ould like to discuss the USAF/N_S_ interdependency
_ program and give a brief overview of the spacecraft charging program.
i :
By 1973 both USAF and NASA wel'e becoming increasingly aware that they had
/_! i many common technology problems in both aeronautics and space. The natural
_o_ consequence or this realization and continually tighteningbudgetary constraints wa._
the interdependency program. Existing technology programs of mutual interest
o:, were identified. Where one agency had more expei-tise in a specific area, it was
_oo_ assigned the responsibility of providing the technolvgy for both agencies. In some
° __ 21
ea_e_, an agency has cancelled lt,_ program and transferred funds tcJ the respon-
sible agency. Where both ageneie_ have dc._lred to maintain prograrn_, the pro-
grams have been jointly managed and the technical responsibility ha_ been clearly
established. Although it has taken some time for programs to mer_e into an inter-
dependent mode, the concept is now bein_ successfully p "oloited and benefit_ are
beginning to accrue. The obvious benefits of the intcrdev ndency program have
been to stretch the limited dollars available to both agencies, to reduce or elimi-
nate duplication, and to provide both agencies enhanced capabilities.
TIlESP.St,ECRAFT CIIARI;INI;iNTF,IIiIEiEM)L_I,_PIIOI;IIl,_l
The _pacecraftcharging USAF/NASA program isan excellentspecificexample :i
of interdependency. Sincespacecraftcharging has influencedthe performance of
military,commercial and NASA satellites,itbecame a logicalcandidatefor a
jointprogram. A program plan for USAF/NASA spacecraftcharging investigation i
was approved by ColonelBrooke and myself inNovember of 1975. Itwas planned i
from thebeginningto rel_lectrueinterdependency. Each element of the program _
was assigtledtoeitherNASA or USAF withwelldefinedaccountability.The succes._
of thetotalprogram requiresthatboth organizationsexecutetheirportion
successfully.
The objectiveofthe spacecraftcharginginvestigationistoprovidethe design
criteria,materials,techniques,and testmethods to insurecontrolof the absolute
!
and differentialcharging ofspacecraftsurfaces. This objectiveisbeing met by
conductinga combined flightestand ground techliologyprogram. Itisestimated
thatthe investigationwillrequireanother 4 years tocomplete.
The informationgeneratedin thisinterdependencyprogram willbe incorporated
into a design criteria handbook and test specifications which will be available to the
aerospace community. The handbook will catalog the materials behavior and
t
develop the criteria for minimizing the charge buildup. The specifications will
detail the procedures for testing satellites to guarantee that they will withstand
the environment without anomalies. It is planned that preliminary documents will
be available by late next spring.
SI'_I:ECI_AFTI;iI_,RI;INI;PilENOI,E_O_i
Spacecraft charging has come to be defined as the condition that arises when
the geomagnetic substorm environment changes the potential of satellite surfaces
relative to the space plasma potential. The Charging phenomenon is usually
i '
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_, thought of in association with geosynehronous satellites, but it can also influeneO
satellites in other orbits.
i "- During the early 1970's, several synchronous ._atellite_ experienced spurtou._
!: switching activity. Somewhat later, experimental measurements on-board ATS-5
ill suggested that the satellite could become charged to large negative voltage_ by a
; geomagnetic substorm. Through a detailed _tudyof theseanomalle._and ground
! _ observatorydata,a linkwas establishedshowing thatthesubstorm conditionand
! the anomalies were occurring simultaneously. Laboratory tests Were conducted
_ todemonstrate thatthe electromagneticpulse from an electricaldischargeofan _"
=-_ insulatorcouldbe coupledintothe telemetryharness as a ps.eudocommand or a_
noi_e. Continuedstudiesof the phenomenon have resultedin theconceptof dif-
! ferentialcharging of satellitesurfaces,inthe dembnst_atlonofthermal control
coatingdegradation,and inthe possibilityofenhanced contaminationdue to elec-
," trostaticforces. In addition,theuncontrolledand unwanted electr'Icfield_hirJer
i ! scientificmissions tomeasure low energy phenomena. The resultsof these_tudies
!ii' willbe presentedinthe followingsessionsof thisConference.
_:_; TIlE CONFERENCE
!r
_ Inthenext 3 days, you willhear discussionsofwhat isbeing done todefinethe
-i
geomagnetic substorm environment, of theanalyticaltoolsthatare beingdeveloped
i_ as guidesto futurespacecraftdesign,of the work thatisunderway tocharacterize
material responses, of the materialmodificationsthatare necessary tominimize
_i, charging,and ofthe flightexperiment aspectof the investigatlon,as a partof that
i_i flightprogram, the USAF SCATHA satellitewillbe launched in1979 to investigatei:o!:,
_ the charging phenomenon in the actual space environment. You will hear in some
i_i_ depth a discussionof theSCATHA satelliteinthe followingtalk.
_= i_'
i_2i By the Completion ofthisConference, Ibellevethatyou willhave a general
!_ u_derstanding of spacecraft charging and what is being done to handle this phenom-
efmn. You willsee thatthe spacecraftcharging investlgatldnis a cooperative
_' effort between NASA and USAF to attain a goal of nationwide interest to designers,
experimenters and users of futurespacecraft. Successfulc_.mpletionof thisjoint
_-_. program willprovideus withthecapabilityto controlthe advcr,_eeffectsof space-
craft charging on satellite operations and scientific in,'esttgations. Such a capabtl-
_:)' ity is essential to the development of the sophisticated 1o_, "-lif_ satellites which
Ii willserve us allinthe future.
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1. W_EIBIF]_X
"/'heSAMSO Space Test Program (P78-2 Space Flight) is a vitalportion of the
NASA/USAF Charging Investigation. As shown in Figure I, various tasks are the
responslbtlity of a diversified collection of government and civilianagencies. The
rnaterlals portion of this program is to be acc0mplished by the USAF Materials
Laboratory and the testingof space vehicle models and experiment packages is a
venture of NASA Lewis and the experiment Principal Investigators. Environmental
work isbeing done by both the USAF Geophysics Laboratory and NASA. Other
agencies such as the USAF Weapons Lab are assisting in the evaluation of suitable
components to survive the natural radiation environment. There are some dozen
experiments which will be flyingon the P78-2 space vehicle attempting to charac-
terize the natural environment and measure the buildup and bleakd0wn of charge
on the various components of the space vehlcle.
The Space and Missile Systems Organization itselfis primarily concerned
with this phenomenon as a measure of the survivability of satellites. Although
military spovsored satellitesa_e our main concern, the problem is common to all
s_tellites,especially those in the near-synchron0us region. The P78-2 SCATHA
4
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Figure I. Program Plan
spacefl.{ght itself is a validation of the modeling activities and a source of new
on-orblt data. The final product is a specfftcatlon to be followed when designing
spacecraft so as to negate or minimize the effects of spacecraft charging, that !
is, a way todesignand testsatellites,and a confirmationthata spacecraftis
builtsuch thatitdoes not experiencecharge-induCedanomalies.
Numerous approaches to thecharging problem have been investigatedalready.
One method isto fabricatethe spacecraR entirelyfrom conductivematerial. How-
ever_ thismethod has been shown tobe enormously expen3iVeformaterialsthat
are (andremain) col_ducting.Itisbeiu£ successfullyused for"one-shot"applicao 1
tton,but inview of thenumbers ofsatellitesotvarious type_flown-both military
and commercial - there must be a better way. ]
i
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The objective (Figure 2) of this mission, in the most general sense is to pro-
vide data to program offices (military and civilian) to insure that survivable space 1
systems are designed, tested, a_d flown. The STP P78-2 mission is much more
confined than that. The P78-2 objectives are to fly two types of pabkages, one
set associated with charging and one set concerned with mate_'ials effects, by pro-
viding a space vehicle which supports the payload objectives, and by operating
that spacecraft for a minimum of 1 year rttrieving and distributing data as
requested by the experimenters.
SPACECRAFT CHARGING INVESTIGATION
PROVIDE SPACECRAFT CHARGING INFORMATION TO PROGRAM
OFFICES TO FACILiTAI'E THE DESIGN AND TESTING OF SPACE
SYSTEMS
STP 78 - 2
TO LAUNCH AND O_ERATE ON-OR31T THE SAMSO-402 SPACECRAFT
CHARGING AT HIGH ALTITUDES (SCATHA) EXPERIMENT. PLUS TH E
MATERIAL LAB-902 THERMAL CONTROL 'CONTAMINATION AT HIGH
ALTITUDES EXPERIMENT.
• DETERMINE AND ANALYZE PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS
• DESIGN. DEVELOP. FABRICATE TEST AND LAUNCH A SPACE
VEHICLE SYSTEM THAT MEETS THE PAYLOAD REQUIREMENTS
• INTEGRATE THE PAYLOADS INTO AN OPERATIONAL SPACE
VEHICLE SYSTEM
• OPERATE THE SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEM ON-ORBIT FOR ONE YEAR
• COLLECT AND DISTRIBUTE REQUIRED PAYLOAD DATA
Figure 2. Mission Objectives
In order to properly accomplish these objectives, it was first necessary to
determine the experimenter requirements, no easy task with the dozen different
experiments on this mission. Next came the problem of designing and building a
space vehicle which supports those diversified requirements. .";s an aid to the
accomplishment of this task, 6 months was spent in a d_finition phase attempting
27 t
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Ito opttmize the mission. It is also necessary that the payloads and space vehicle
operate in harmony and continue to do so for ! year on orbtt. STP will operate
the vehtvle during that year and Collect the required data which will be processed
and analyzed according to an integrated plan currently being developed. Eventually,
each experimenter wtl! profit from having the benefit of the corr, bined data rather
than just his own.
3. MANAGEMENT.......
From a management viewpoint (see Ft_,ure 3)° the _CATHA mtssiori is quite
different from previous STP missions. Although the program is currently
assigned to the Space Test Program during the flight Demoristration Phase, it
originated within tile Survivability Directorate and after the LaUnch and Orbital
Operations Phase will return to Survivability. TO assure continuity, Survivability
personnel are currently assigned to the program full time within STi _ and those
personnel will revert to Survivability with the end of the spaee mission. The
overall Mission Manager function is ftllecf by STP personnel.
ConSulting agencies and the Aerospace Corporation provide support for the
overall mission. The General System Engineering and Technical Direction role
is performed by the Aerospace Corporation for the Space Vehicle fabrication and
] _O_rATi J
_OelU_lhi,FirE
mNnwIUiAWt
I"" I !.-,,-1
i" o , _ ,,I I i I ' ' ; , lI I _ '
Va-ci,- iI,,-.l i-n I
n0tt: °IlU
FLgure 3, OrganizatLonal (_hart
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testing. An Application Task Group composed ot representatives from Aerospace
and consultants provide similar support for the scientific aspects cf the mission.
A'Pro_ect Team has also been formed to coordinate the requirements of the
individual experimenters. The compbsttion of these vaZ'tous teams fluctuate
: according to the particular mission phase. The Project Team has proven abso-
lutely invaluable during the spacecraft definition phase. ReqUirements have been
i modified ina spiritOfCooperationtooptimize the mission from an overallscien-
_, tific approach. Data is the real output of any space mission and the P78-2 Inte-
_ grated Data Analysis Pian wiil mesh the efforts of SAMTEC, AFGI.:. and the
Indtvid_tiexperiment PrincipalInvestigatorsto furnishthe maximum ofdatawith
a minimum of processlngand analysisexpense. Control ofthevehicleon orbitiS
:_ through the U,_AF Satellite Control Facility.
NASA LeWis ReSearch Center and the USAF Geophysics Laboratory support
the mission interms of the overallmodeling effort.
• The Space Vehicle System Cow,tractoristhe.MartinMarietta Corporationin
Denver, Colorado. Technical support at the contractor facility is the responsi-
i biiity of the AFPRO.
! The launchvehicleis a N_SA Delta2914 undex-the responsibilityofNASA
Goddard Space FlightCenter.
The mission willbe supportedby SAMSO/LaUneh Vehiclesattdthe 6595th
_ Aerospace Test Wing and SAMTEC at Vandenberg AFB, CA. The 6555th Aero-
: space Test Group is the USAF orw,nization which will oversee tile preparation
°:_ forlaunchatthe Eastern Test R,mge atCape Canaveral.
i
4. SPONSORS
i_i:i See Figure 4. The USAF SyStems Command is sponsoring 6 experiments.
sC 1 and 2 are being built by the Aerospace Corporation at SAMSO. AFML 12 is
alsobeing builtby Aerospace. The USAF Geophysics Laboratory isproviding
SC 4, 5 and 6.. Three experiments are being sponsored by Office of Naval
Research. SC 9 is being supplied by the University of San Diego. Lockheed Palo
_ Alto Research Laboratory is providing SC 3 and 8. NASA Goddard is sponsoring
i- SC 10 and it. NASA Marshall Space FlightCenter tssponsoring SC 7.
i The developmentof the Space Vehicle Tra_slentPulse Monitor willbe man-
aged from our program office.
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:i:: Figure 4. SponsoringAgencies
.... 5. PAYLOADS
_ Figures 5 and 6 portray the engineering payloads and the energy range of
a_,o the various particle detectors along with the Principal Investigators. It should
i_;, be evidentthata complimentary gi'oupofexperiments has been selectedwhich
i t.'
_ cover theenergy spectrum. The mission shouldprovidea means of complete
_ investigation o_ the environment.
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6. ORBITAl, PARAMETERS
The Final orbit parameters are currently as followS:
Apogee 23, lOC nm
' Perigee 15o030
iI_..... _clination 2.5 °
! AsCending Mode 0°
i Drift 6°/day nominal!=
Figtlre7 depicts the orbital parameters graphically but failsto portray thei;
ii desire to have apogee at local midnight during the eclipse season. The period is
i'• 23.54 hr and approximately 12.62 hr ofeach revolutionare spentabove _ynchron-
i: ou_ altRude.
iii An Orbital Requirements Document and Operations Plan will be available
i inJanuary of 1978 which will provide the detailed mission timeline.i.
i
i:i." FINAL O ,,
f/ ,j, HI OI_AAtIONAtMODESRE{: RO
• _ .. RJ:AL TiME
..... TRANSFER ORBIT
i • \"x% ' S_P 2 OCT 15 82 SMIkUTES MAX!_' FEB?0- APR21 SBOMINUTESMAXi ,
i "\ SPIN AXIS PRECESSION
7 OEG EACH 7 DAYS
i _ SUN -- -- '
i " " _ Isf AI_0GEE ----" r' 2NDAPOGEE 4THAPOGEE _i...... ,l,odNU
i ,AUt,CH ,.o \ " -- _ zz,oo.,sezJ .. ' J
i " INJECT #'_ % ' %
i I % /I %_ / I % ,,. [ %..I I ,
v I "" _.LI ,_O,A_ uS ,NA,A_ " " uS I
J_ octAr_ OCEAIv I
FLgU_'_ 7. Orbl_.al Parameters
7. SCII_DULE
!
Figure 8 portrays the program master schedule.
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1. The Plasma Environment at
Geosynchronous Orbit
Shemlo_E. DeFor6st
UfliverSityof Colifotnio,SonOiego
Lo Jollo, California
I. IN'rROI)I_CTION
The scope of this paper is tWo-foid:
(1) To present a picture of the magnetosphere about geosynchronous orbit
(GSO} to the nonspecialist0 and
(2) To introduce a preliminary model which should be of use to spacecraft
designers as well as certain others.
The emphasis of both the environmental discussion and the model presentation
is to give information to investigators who are not necessarily engaged in magneto-
spheric research.
In designing this type of presentation° one must first ask, "why is it impor-
tant#', and "who is the audienCe ¢' . For purposes of this presentation, we assume
that the importance of the plasma environment is due to the fact that it interacts
with spacecraft sUrfaces to produce electrostatic charging. We will give only
nodding recogrlition to the important and exciting geophysical implications of the
plasma dynamics at GSO. Similarily, we will assume that a large fraction of the
intended audience will not be intimately familiar with the specialized jargon of the
magnetospheric physicist.
37
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Finally. we acknowledge that this paper preserlLs work in progress and that
the marly gaps in our understanding of the conditions of GSO will not be closed
until after the GEoS and SCATH,_ missions are successfully completed.
The magnetosphere is a very complicated place, and GSO is located at the
boundary of several distinct plasma regions. As can be seen from Figure 1 -
i' whlch is a new version of a much used figure by W. Hetkklla - the low altitude
plasma is a loW-temperature relatively high-density regiOn, called the plasma-
sphere (a temperature of a few electron volts and densities of I0-I000 particles/
:==ii cm 3, see Chappelll). Higher altitude plasma in general is much hotter and less
'" dense (1O00ws of electron volts _nd 1 particle/cm'3, see De'Forest and McIlwain2).
This is generally called the plasmasheet. Much of the physics governing space-
_:" craft charging at GSO is determined by the interplay of these two region_ as they
move in arid out past a space vehicle.
_i, iopoii|,rl (_
:_; ii1? iiipl, llll 1 t' lilly \
" i
%
\
-: TAlk
_'. iliBilill| TIG
!
_};
:" I, tOill_O ¢_110 '1'
,'_
_' C_IIEIIT ,4,04|
: Figure 1. Magnetosphere (after Helkktla)
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During geomagnetlcally active times, all the boundarie_ _hown in Figure 1
tend to move inwards. This means that the magnetopause can occasionally pass i
it inside at GSO and expose a vehicle there to the magnetosheath particles. 3, 4 i
Russell (private conversation) has estimated that approximately 3 percent _f the
time a vehicle at GSO will be in the magnetosheath. At least one, ATS-5 was
actually exposed to the unshocked solar wind. 5 No operating anomalies are kno_'n
, to be associated with these transitions. And since the characterAstic energies of Gb
the magnetosheath particles are much lower than those of the plasmashee'., no
_. further discussion ot these regions will be presented here. HoWever, a compiete
._ ,i model must take these regions into account.
2. I,EM.:Ii_I, qtttti'llOi,O_ _IJ I)_ _qfC_
•2. l (;hdml lariulion,_
: Although the theory of plasma dyrtamics in the magnetosphere is still being
developed, rather simple considerations can be used to predict that the pla,_ma-
°_ sphere should not be spherically symmetrical at all, but should bulge on the dusk
...._ side. This has been shown repeatedly by both grourld-based and in situ measure-
ments. 1, 6, 7 FurthermOre the boundary, called the plasmapause, moves inward
_i with increasing activity. As a genervA -le, features of the plasmasphere co-
l i rotate or nearly co-rotate with the earth until they dissipate and can t,o longer be
observed. Also as a general rule, the density decreases strongly with increasing
°_' equitorialaltitude. These rules are very approximate since we are really discus-
: _ sing a type of weather.
': Since the plasmaspheric particles are not very energetic, their motions will
!_' be predominantly determined by local electric fields. This i,,_ contrasted with theL
more energetic plasmasheet particles which tend to be dominated by magnetic
effects.
_:, This difference in the dynamics of the two populations also determines certain
differences in the nature of their spectra. Plash ,sheetparticles appear suddenly
in injectionevents 2 which have a one-to-one correlation with ground based sub-
stormS. 8, 9 After injection, electrons gradient drift to the East and the ions grad-
ient drift to the West. The speed of the drift is proportional to the energy or the
_' particle. At lower energies, these motions get modified by electric field effects.
_-'. The net result is that even though the plasma is Maxwellian at the injection, the
nature of the particles that will strike a vehicle surface depends strongly on where
_ that vehicle is with respect to the location of the injection. In general, a vehicle
• will encounter high fluxes of electrons between midnight and dawn. This is simply
because they move that way shortly after injection. Contrariwise, excess energetic
_i: 39
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:, ions can be encountered In the premidnight sector. This latter situation has not
proven to be as hazardous to spacecraft operation as the former, Therefore° we
./ will tend to emphasize the electron dynamiOs in what follows.
._..: The electric fields present at GSO have not been measured directly, but they
_":) are of the order of mV/m. From this and the condition stated above, one can
' conclude that gross charge neutrality always holds for the pla,_ma. That is, after
-._ an injection° a polarization field is set up as the parttcles try to gradient drift
=,,.., apart. This field then affects the sea Of low-energy particles in such a way as to (_
reduce it.
_: The magnetic field has been measured at GSO by a variety of space vehicles
o' and is therefore reasonably ,veil=known.
_, Using plasma data from ,_TS, Mcllwain 10 derived a best fit static electric
"' field for the magnetosphere after an injection* as shown in Figure 2. Note the
o i',
_°o.. closed field lines which bulge on the dark side. This delimits the approximate
°,_ plasmapause.
-_°,ii With both electric and magnetic fields in hand. Mauk and Mcllwain 11 could go
-<- one step further and show that injections occur with a sharp well-defined spiral
-..,,- boundary. This is shown inFigure 3. This boundary moves in and outwith geo-
_ magnetic activity in a quantitative way. Confirmation of the existence of this
....'i:. boundary has been providedby Konradi eta112in theirstudiesof EX 45 data.
This boundary can be used topredictapproximatelywhere a space vehiclewill
i \_ first encounter hot electrons and thus might become a useful tool for operational
_o!: spacecraft. However, the calculationsneeded to make predictionscannotnow be
_,. made on-line. Perhaps thiswillbe a fruitfularea for futureresearch.
;!i:_
°if.' 2.2 Time Variations
_. Substorms (or plasma injections)tend to occur approximately every three
ii_J: hours. Only rarelywilla periodas long a_ a day go by withoutany significant
_ activity. 13 The giant storms which attract popular attention by creating bright
_'..' aurorae at latitudeswhich are heavilypopulatedand by affectingradiotransmis-
"2 .
_=;: slons are composed by several substorms occurring in so rapid a succession that
=°:_:_, the magnetosp',ere does not have time to recover between them. Then each sue-
-_.!" cesslve it_jection delivers particles deeper in. Both periods of extreme quiet and
_i extreme activity can be predicted with some accuracy by solar observations, The:: same isnot trueof substorms. Whipple (thisconference)has _tatedthathe believes
thata suitableprecurser can be foundfor substorms, and Rostaker14 has
o[_
:y_! ,M
•; *Actual fields during injection are undefined and during very quiet times the field:_,
_!, at GSO is much srcallerthanshown here. Therefore, thisfieldisatbesta use-
_I approximation.
o.
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Figure 2, E_ectric Fields by MeIIwain
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: !'Ii' postulated a certain type of wave activity before a substorm based on observations
_fl ,_,
- o._ from standard g_'ound-based magnetometers.
A'!,,.
•"_' On the IonSer time scale, the frequency of all kinds of geomagnetic activity is
::,,;_. determined by the solar cycle and we are approachir_g a solar maximum so we can
:_/. expect more activity ttl the next couple of years.
...._ Recent _.ork 15 has shown that there might be periods wheti the sun is very
.H t
_"" quiet and no sun spots or auroral activity is seen for tens of years. This is cur-
i_,;}_/i rent research, but we are unlikely to enter SuCh a quiet condition in time to affect
....._!! design of present day spacecra_.
/_!: Time variations with periods _nueh shorter than associated with substorms
_": are probably not global in nature, but localized events as discussed in tl_e next
i::_:/ section.
_i::' 3. DETAILED OBSERVATIONS _,NI) EVENTS
:*_;: 3.[ Observations
_." The direct measurements of the plasfna distribution ttmctlon at GSO are very
:'g. limited. In spite of the great popularity of this orbit for operational Spacecraft,
-_:_ only three semiresearch oriented space vehicles have flown there (ATS-i, 5 and
_:il 6). Many spacecraft have made cuts through this region, but since these cuts
_i_. come at large intervals (for example, 2 days) and last for only minutes, they do
_-:_ii not allow detailed studies. Low altit1_de-hi_h inclination vehicles can detect par-
...._£' ticles that wiil traverse the GSO equitorial region, but uncertainties about the
_ proper mapping make inferences difficult (and a fruit_l area for further research).
=_ii Although a low-energy instrument Was carried on ATS-,I, 16 it did riot have the
_'_ energy resolution necessary to measure the spectra. This means that most of our
_,_: information comes from the UCSD instruments on ATS._5 and 6. We ea/terly await
_';" the observations of GEOS (launch in Sprin_ 19771 and SCATHA (launch in Fall 19781
=_'," to augment the data base. Of particular interest will be the mass spectrometer
_!': results and the various field measurements.
_!:" 3.2 _aves
_, Many classes of waves exist in the magnetosphere with periods of many see-
....: ends to VLF waves. Some theorists would even consider substorms a wave
_:_'_' phenomena.
• It ts far beyond the scope of this paper to review the types of w_ves that have
, _!! been observed. Therefore, we will present a single example of a type of wave
--_':: which might be able to affect spaceci'afl operations. This is a Pc4 wave of the type
-?i'i which has been seen on geosynchronous spacecraft equipped with .magnetometers
_.! 42
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-,_ for quite some years. 17 However the work shown her0 -which is taken from a
0:_ paper being prepared by DeForest, Cumnltngs, and l_icPherson for submission to
_,, if!: the JoUrnal of Geophysical Research - is the first observation when both particle
_:. and field measurements were available. The spectrogram in Fi_tr_ 4 shows the
::_i; modulation produced in a detector paz_ked looking West during the Wave event
_"_:," (readers unfamiliar with spectrograms should refer to the description tn Dei_orest
i_';i" and McIlwaln2}. Fortunately, this detector was parked while another detector
,_!: raced East and a third looked radially outward. This allowed us to calculate the
,:_ flow velocity i.gnplicit in the modulations. From that information and the known
_ magnetic field,thecomplete wave can be described. (Strictlyspeaking,only the
_': component ot flow in the plane Of the detectors is measured. )
_,_: The part ot ttils type of wave which really conCernS the spacecraft designer is
__:!_ thatthe modulationsin Figur_4 representflowsof 150-200km/sec witha period
=_'_i of 150 sec. By comparison, a 50 eV proton ha,q only a speed of 100 km/sec. This _i
-'_ means thatfirstone sideo_ :hespace vehiclethanthe otherwillexperience_i il
i?il depletion of the lowest energy particles. We do riot know yet what effects this l
:.;_: might have.
_;i" We expectwiththe launchof SCATHA to detectwaves interactionsallthe way
_ up tO VLF frequencies. Such waves might be able to couple directly into space-
o_ craR harness and chan_e logic states.
_j4
I'lux,'_
....: 3.3 Field _lign,'d "
_.
=_:: one of the outstandingdiscoveriesof ATS-6 is theoccasionalpresence of
....- 18
; intensefield-alignedflUxesof electrons. Detailedstudiesof thegeneralanisot-
_,_.,;._ ropy are stillinprogress, but the situationat presentis thata well-developedloss
=_i'. cone can exist for high-energy particles at the same time that a "soUrce cone" or
_i: field-alignedfluxexistsfor lower energy particles. Similarly,theelectronscan
_'_ show excess field-aligned fluxes at the same tithe that the ions show a loss cone.
=_!i: Examples of these situations are shown in Figures 5 to 8. These were taken from
19
o_:'_: a talkgivenby Mauk.
_'.
.)_i We do not yet know how these anisotroples fit into magnetospheric dynamics.
_,'i Even worse, we are unable toquotegood statisticson theiroccurrence since
_-"_ whether they are observed or not is in gt'eat part an artifact of the orbit and often-
' _' tation of the detector.
"°P!_: Ilowever, we do know 20 that the fluxes of field-alit_med electrons can at times
:i_, completely domlnatc the charging in c_vittes at the ends of spacecraft. This is !
=_: true even though the total anlsotroplc component is small compared to the tsotropic t
_'_:_'.'.
:_;_'_ componel,;.
_ °................: ......' ,. i rl,_ , -,,
0000000]-TSD02
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Ft_'ure 4. Spectrogram o2 Pc4 Event
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3.3 Comments
We are still finding new pl "_a phenomena at GSO. We understand the ovt..,
all patterns fairly weli and az'e makin_ progress 0n understanding such things as
waves. But one must always remembe_ that this is a very complex environment, i
When certain classes of operating anomalies fall to correlate with substorm
injections or other indications of activity, the reason might simply be that the
,!
spacecraft was inadvertently oriented in a mannee that protected it. Next time
i a_ound the spacecraft might slew in orbit or the magnetic field might tip. The _._
new type of anomaly might be recorded, Since operational spacecraft do not nor-
maUy carry either envir0nrhental monitors or even local noise counters, the r _-1
cause o£ the event can only be guessed, and that guessing can be very expensiw
A convenient comparison is to say that substorms are like the earthly thunder-
storms that we can predict and tmderstand reasonably well. Many ot these unusual
:: events are like tornados. We under-stand a little about them. We know they are
: associated with larger events, and they are potentially dangerous. :
i
4. _|OI)EL
The general p_'oblem of modeling this environment is quite difficult because ot
the inherent complexity of plasma interactions. One can easily name 21 different
independent parameters that would have to be specified as a function of time to
represent the environment. And that would be possible only by assuming a
Maxwellian distribution for the various constituents.
The particular problem of providing a simple model to the spacecraft designer
is also difficult since blindiy specifying the worst case for all parameters could
: result in severe ovel'design and waste.
The initial model proposed in this study was to select representative days
from the five years of available ATS-5 data and add to this a model of field-aligned
flUxes and loW-ene_'gy plasmas that had beeri derived from the more recetit ATS-6
data. This approach has the benefit of p/-ovtdtrig users with real data suitable for
computer modeiin_ in a relatively quick and low cost way.
Six days have been pici:ed which have examples of many different types of
activity.
However, the potential users at this conference have expressed a desire for an
even stmpler environmental specification even though they realize it would not be
as definitive. Therefore, We are currently reassembling the available data to
assemble such a simplified model in a timely fashion.
One observation that can be of use is shown in Figure 9. Data for a whole
year were scanned to find those substorms which occurred in the immediate i
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_c, Figure 9. Energy Flux Versus Number Flux of
Electrons at GSO.
_ vicinity of ATS-5. Then the measured energy flux was plotted against the rmmber
,_,, i'Ltlx.Far from being random, the pointsare well-ordered,ifsomewhat confusing.
= o_,,. A slope of 1 on the fig_tre would indicate a constant temperature. That is definitely
°_i_i_ not the case, but no suitable explanation for the shape has yet been proposed. Still
_: We can fit a curve to these points and eliminate at least on4_variable in the model.
We will ttse such simplifications and assumptions to derive a probability of
_;:; encountering fluxes above a given level. Then the designer Can determine an
_ appropriate design specification based on his particular mission. The exact form
of this simplified specification has not been determined at the time of this writing,
=.:, but we hope to complete it before the end of the year. Work will cofitinue of the
e-'_
: _: more complete model, but only after the simplified _,ersion has been distributed.
{
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Appendix A
Prelimih_ry Ehvimnmehtal Speci_4icMionfor G_osynchronousOrbif
!. (}_IMIIIIIEC'I'iO_ XI, i".I,EI:TII(I_ I"t,I _E,_
Data tor a complete year (1970) were scanned using ATS-5. The relative
occurrence Of number fluxes greater than any amount was computed and is shown
in Figure _1. The data included in the figure are not all injections0 but only those
that occurred in the immediate vicinity of the spacecraft and hence did not have
time to disperse by gradient drifting before the measurement was made. The last
measured point is at 1.5 × 10 -4 part/cm 2 _r sec. The curve has been arbitrarily
extended to 100 percent at 10 "6. From this curve, we can define two relevant
flu_ces:
(I) 10-3 part/cm 2 sr see for typlcalexposure.
(2) 10-2 part/crn 2 sr sec for extreme exposure.
The second limit is somewhat arbitrary, but should be a safe design limit.
The probability of exceeding 10-2 in a year is probably less than I part in 104.
Using the electron correlation data of the main text, we can now estimate the
corresponding energy fluxes as:
l i
100
8O
O
40
=,,
0 _ _
I0z I0_ I04
Jm{portitle$Icme srs_c)x10.6
Figure A*I. Helative Occurrence of Number
Fluxes Greater than any Amount.
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(l) 16 erg/cm 2 sec eV (average energy = 16, 000 ev).
(2) 770 erg/cm 2 sec eV(average energy = 77, 000 ev).
The worse case from the spacecraft chargtn_ view probably Comes when this
electron flux is neutralized not by the corresponding injected ion flux, but by lower
energy ions. If we assume that the sunlit side of the vehicle is held at ground whilc
the dark side is bombarded by these fluxes, then the _naxir_um electrostatic stress
is placed on the surface.
2. UNIDIRECTIONM.EI.ECTRON FI,UXES
To si.mulate electrostatic fluxes that might be placed on surfaces lining caVi-
ties on space vehicles, one should assume that the Whole surface is held to ground
while the cavity is exposed to a 3.5 ° wide electron beam. Since as was also shown
in the text, the ions can be deficient in the classical "loss" cone, we take as a
limit, no ions at all. Then we can use the work Cited earliei _ (reference 20) for
typical and worse cases.
(1) Typical
Flux = 2 × 109 electrons/cm 2 sec
E = 220 eV
(2) Worst Case
FlUx = 3.5 × i08 eiectrons/cm 2 sec
E = 2200 eV •
The user is warned that the statistics on the occurrence of these field-aligned
fluxes is still poor. The numbers above are based on 20 e_,ents. The second event
was named as worse case because of the higher energies. A more conservative
_i approach might be to assume both the higher flux and higher energy occur simul-
taneously even though this has not been observed,
3. USE OF Tills _|ODEi,
The numbers presented in this appendix are not meant to represent an envi-
I ronmental specification in final sense. They are meant to give typical andany
maximum fluxes that might reasonably be expected so that designers can at least
make a start without utilizing a full computer simulation. Special events such as
rapid flows, waves, or fluxes of heavy ions will be considered in the more devel-
oped models to follow.
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=°:: 2. Composition of the Hot Plasma Near
4!i;i Geosynchronous Altitude
1 R. _. Johnson,R. D. Sha_, andE. G. ShelleyLockheed PMo Alto ResearchLaltemfol?
.... Pal_ Alto, Cellf_tnio
.?i'-
-_ Abstract
=_a,,
_ Although there have been no direct measurements of the composition of the
-_;_,. hot (keV) plasma at geosynchronous altitudes, the combination of other observa-
,< tions lead to the conclusion that, at least during geomagnetically disturbed periods,
_i• there are significant fluxes of tons heavier than protons in this region. Ion com-
,' positio_ measurements below 8000 km altitude show upward streaming fluxes ofo t,
,;,; both 0 and H+ ions in the L-region of the geosynehronous orbit. These observa-
tions are consistent with the conclusion that at least a portion of the total ion fluxes
i,! observed at geosynchronous altitude to be highly peaked near the magnetic field
_:_:_, lines are heavier than protons and originate in the ionosphere.
£.
i. I."illilOIil!!CTtO_
vi
:_ Quantitative measurements on the ion composition of the hot (keV) ntasma near
_.; geosynchronous altitude have not yet been parrot'mad. Thus, the plasma compost..
°.i: tion in this region of the magnetosphere must be inferred primarily from composi-
=_'; tlon information obtained at other locations tn the magnetosphere. Prior to the
'% work of Shelley et al I it was generally believed (or assumed) that the dominant ion
;:. 53
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species in the hot magnetospheric plnsma was always hydrogen {I-I_)and that the
source of the ions was the solar wind. There is increasing evidence that energetic
oxygen (O +) and helium (He +) ions of ionospheric origin are frequently significant
components in the hot plasma arid that during geomagnetically disturbed conditions
O+ ions may bethe dominant hot plasma ions in some regions of the magnetosphere.
Satellite measurements at low altitudca (near 800 kin) during magnetic storms have
shown that large fluxes of O+ ions in the energy range 0.7-12 keV are precipitated
alon_ _,lth H+ ions from the magnetosphere at magnetic L-shells corresponding to _..
the region of geosynchronous altitude. 2, 3, 4 Satellite measurements at inte/'med-
i&te aitttudes (near 8000 kin) have shown that large fluxes of Q+ and H + ions in the
key range are being accelerated out of the ionosphere and injected into the magneto-
sphere over a wide range ot magnetic L-shells. 5, 6, 7 Unde_ certain impulsive
magnetospheric conditions which produce velocity dispersion ot the trapped ions,
measurements at geosynchronous altitude indicate that ions heavier than protons
8
are present in the kilovolt energy range. Thus, it appears likely that significant
fluxes of ions other than protons are present near geosynchronous altitude at least
for some magnetospheric conditions. In this paper, discussion of the composition
of the hot plasma is limited to particle energies less than 50 keV since the dominant
plasma density and energy near geosynchronous altitude is produced by particles
in this energy range. Composition measurements at higher energies and their
importance to magnetospheric processes have recently been reviewed. 9
The importance of knowing the ion composition of the plasma and the detailed
energy and angular distributions of the ion species for modeling the secondary
emission effects, current balance, sheath characteristics, etc., during space-
craft charging events is discussed in several other papers in this proceeding and
will not be reviewed in this paper. However, for highly anisotropic ion fluxes and
certain spacecraft configurations it is possible to have limited regions of a space-
craft acquire a large positive potential with respect to the plasma, in contrast to
the large negative potential generally observed and discussed. Tilts possibility of
largepositivepotentialswillbe discussedin conjunctionwith the observationsof
intenseion fluxesalibfnednearlyparallelwiththe geomagnetic fielddirection.
For the purpose of the presentdiscussion,the informationpresentedon the
compositionof thehot plasma inthe magnetosphere willbe dividedintothe three
generalcategoriesof loW, intermediate,and high altitudesatellitemeasurements.
The reportedobservationsand plasma compositionresultsinthese altituderegions
are brieflyreviewed and theirsignificancetothe geosynchronous altitudenviron-
ment isdiscussed.
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:_ 2. OBSER_ _TIONS ,_T1,0_ ,_TITUDES= ,
: The most extensive measurements on the composition of the hot magneto-
i spheric plasma have beOn obtained with an ion mass spectrometer aboard the
i_: polar orbiting 19_1-089A satellite near 80(} kin. The satellite was three-axis
'i, stabilizedwithone axisalways alignedrlearthe earth'sradiusvector. The ion
_,, mass spectrometer was oriented at 550 to the zenith and thus nearly always sanl-
i!: pied ions precipitating from the magnetosphere into the atmoL_phere. The spec-
trometer Covered the energy range from 0.7 to 12 keV and the niass range from
i:_, i to 32 AMU and the data were acquired primarily during the period from October
_!_ I_71 toDecember 1972.
_i The most prominent ion observed other thanH+ was O+. The O+ intensities
=_i were largest during prlnci_al magnetic storms 4 but significant fluxes were alsoobserved during magnetic Substorms. I0 A detailedStuClyof the morphology ofthe
_t_: O+ ions during the rather classic 17-18 December 1971 m_tgnetic storm has been
=--[ made and reported inthe literature.2,_ Figure I from Shelleyet alI shows H+
ii: and O+ data from 6 consecutivesatellitetraversalso_ thenlghtslde(0300 LT) high
_;! latitude regions during the main phase of the storm. The ordinate is approximately
_' proportionaltothe integralnumber fluxintheinstrument ,_nergyrange from 0.7
==_' to 12 keV. The principalfeaturesofnote are: (11theO + fluxesat L-shells(near
_: L = 6.6, )tL = 67°) corresponding to geosynchronou-, altitude can be comparable in
-il. intensityto the H+ fluxes,(2) the latitudinaldistributionsofboth speciesnave
=_,: significantstructureand vary from pass to pass, and (31at a given locationthe
=_' relative composition of the flux changes from pass to pass.
_ The locationsin magnetic latitudeof theO + and H + precipitationregions
}i throughout the time period of the magnetic storm are shown in Figure 2.10 The
'_ integralenergy flux of the O+ and H+ ionswas computed over the latitudinalrange
_-_ 40° < A L < 8(}° and the circletot theH+ ions and the square for theO + ionsin
Figure 2 rePresents the 5(} percent point in the zone integral with the bars repre-
:!_ senttng the 10 percent and 9{1pt_rcent point,; in the same integral. From this figure
t, it is seen that significant O+ precipitation is frequet_tly occurring during the storm
_ at magnetic latitudes (near A L = 67°) corresponding to the geosynchronous altitude.
-_. The latitudinaldependence of the average precipitationintensityduringthe
L
C entireperiodof the storm (0_32 uT on 17December to 1146 UT on 18 December)
_ j is showli in Figure 3. It is seen that at magi_etic latituqes near 67 degrees the O+
_:i!. and H+ fluxes are comparable When averaged over the storm and that the O+ ion
_i!: intensities exceed the proton intensities below 65° magnetic latitude.
The energy distrtbuttonsof the prectpttatingO+ and H+ ionswere fottndto be
_i: highly variable at all magnetic latitudes, l The avera_;e energy for the O+ ions in
the'measured energy range during the storm-time period is shown in Figure 4 and
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is seen to be about 5 keVnear the magnetic latitudes appropriate to the geosynch-
ronous locatiorl.
To assess the local time dependence ot the O+ precipitation dut'tng magnetic
Storms, a synoptic study was made ot data from one yearts opez'ation ot the ener-
getic ton mass spectrometer aboard the lgT1-08_A satellite.4 Data were utilized
from three orbits in each of eleven principal magnetic storms during the period
trom December i97i to NOvember 19V2. O+ ion pt_ecipitation was observed during
each ot the storms. The latitudinal extent and local magnetic time distribution of
4
the O+ regions are Shown in Figure 5 tr0m Shelley et al. The dot indicates the
_. 2400
Lilt
Fignre 5. Pola_ Piot in luvariant LatitUde and Mz,Lqtetic Local Time of the
Pegiohs of O_sbrved O+ Precipitation D_rihg II Major Storms (From
_leiley et al 'i)
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! ::' position of the maximum flux intensity during each pass and the lines indicate the
i _ position of the pass during which the flux was above the spectrometer sensitivity
i , threshold of about 2 × 105 ions/cm2-sec-sr. From these data, it is seen that OF
_ fluxes were frequently observed at the geosynchronoUs L-shells at essentially all
;" local times, except for possibly a few hours near 1200 local magnetic time. The
i 'iI{ peak fluxeswere typicallyinthe range 5 Y 105 to4 v 107/cm2-sec-sr. The O+
i_: peak intensities near noon were found to be, ott the average, about a factor of ten
, lower than near the midnight sector. 4
:. PrecipitatingO+ fluxeshave been observed withthe same spectrometer in _"
!'" association with magnetic substornls. 10 The peak intensities were in the range of
!i 3 '<105 to 3 "<106 ions/cm2-sec-sr and were observed at L-shellscorresponding
_! to the geosyrtchro_ousaltitude.
°'_: Precipitating fluxes of He + and He ++ were al_o observed with the 1971-089A
ii_i_. satelliteon L-shells correspondingto geosynchronoUs altitude.11,12 The He + and
_!_. He ++ fluxes were observed much less frequently than the O+ fluxes and their
_, intensities were much less than those typically observed for the O+ ions during
I L magnetic StOrms. However, based on ion lifetimeconsiderationsTinsley13 and
I
_). Lyons and Evans 14 conclude thatHe+ iSmost likelythe dominant ion inthe late-
_ time ringcurrent..
i i'
i _,' Rocket measurements withion mass spectrometers ataltitudesbelow I000 km
i_!I_' have also shown the presence of energeticHe ++ and O + ionsinthe ma_'Leto-
i sphere.15,16 These measurements have been made near Ft. Churchill,Canada
_-_, and thus have been limited to the high magnetic latitudes near L = 9.
_'. 3. (lll._t:ll%Vi'III%# vr i%rEll_iil.:lllVl'l.: t.t,Trrl lIE5
' )i:: Preliminary resultsare now availablefrom an energeticion mass spectrom-
_.i' eter experiment aboard the spacecraft 1976-65B which is in an elliptic/_l polar
_: orbit with apogee near 8000 kin. 5 The spacecraft is spinning and provides for the
=,: first time detailed pitch angle distrlbiRion measul_ements with identifiable mass-
_'!:i per-unit-charge. The experiment covers the energy-per-unit-charge range from
F__ 0.5 to 16 keV and the mass range from 1 to 150 AMU.
::: O + and H+ ions are frequently observed streaming upward along magnetic field
lines with intensities of both O + and H+ often fouhd to be near 10 8 ions/era -sec-sr.
! _ The upward streaming ions have been observed over all the local magnetic time
_' range thus far examined from 0900 to 2200 hours. The latitude distributions of
these ior,s have not been determined in detail but during magnetic storms upward
streamL_g fluxes in the evening sector are frequently observed in the range of 65°
= . 59
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to 70° magnetic latitude, thus spanning the L-shell regions at geosynchronous
altitude. During the 24 August 1976 magnetic storm, Upwal'd streaming I| + and 04
fluxes were observed continuously over a latitudinal extent of several hundred
kilometers. The energy distributions of the ions extended to at least 8.5 keVand
the O+ energy spectrum_ were frequently harder than the H+ spectrums. 6 The
upward streaming ion fiUxes are observed during quiet as well as disturbed mag-
netic periods. ='_I
The angular distribution_ ot the upstreaming ions are often sharply peaked
along the magnetic fieldlines. A typicalexample of thls5 isshown in Figure 6 for ,
a segment ofdata acquired inthe northernauroral regionata localtime ofabOut _,
,!
21 hours on i3 July I_76. The relativefluxintensitiesot theO + and H+ tortsare
plotted versus time and can be compared wlth the look direction of the ir_trument ii
relative to the magnetic field direction (upper panel) as determined from the on-
board magnetometer. The energy-per-unit-charge of the measured ions is al_o
indicated above the O+ panel. One can readily see the sharply peaked angular
distributions of both the O + and H+ ions. The peak upstreaming O+ flux observed
corresponds to about 108 ions/cm'2-sec-sr-keV. The lowest panel shows the
response of the electron detector which sampled the energy range o. 35 __E _< 1. i3
keV. The deep minima in the electron flux at pitch angles corresponding to the
atmospheric loss cones are clearly evident at the same locatiotts as the ion peaks.
The foregoing type of angular distributions for the ions and electrons could
lead to a net positive upward streaming flUx at angles near the magnetic field
direction. If an anlstropic flux of this type is incident on a spacecraft with a hole
in the outer skin, then a nonconducting surface on a component inside the skin and
on the same magnetic field line as the hole, will become positively charged pro-
viding the hole subtends an angle _rom the component surface equal to or less than
the pitch angle range over which the positive ion flux is larger than the electron
flux. Assuming that the electron P.ux is higher than the ion flux at the larger pitch
angles (which ts typical), then a large negative potenttal could be formed on the
component sut'face adjacent to a large positive potential. This conflguratiot_ is
illustrated schematically in Figure 7, and to simplify this example, the secondary
electron emission from tl_e surface is assumed to Be negligible. The surface
position L on the component lies aiong the magnetic field line through the hole in
the spacecraft skin. Angles 11 and 12 ai'e taken to be less than the pi(ch angle
range over which the ion flux is greater than the electi-on flux so that a positive
potential _ill occUr- at posltitm L. Position N illusti'ates a surface region at angles
between n1 and n2 to the magnetic field direction where the electron flux is larger
_0
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Flgu/-e 6. Dats/ F/'om Revoltltion 35 on July 13, 1976.
_ The upper p_nel shows the pitch angle oF the center of
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_'.:. show data from the mass spectrome;er at the indicated
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FigUre 7. SChematic Drawing Illustratingthe Geometry for the
Pinhole Camera Charging Effect in Anisotropic Hot Pla-_mas
than the ion flux. At this position a negative potential will occur. At some posi-
tion, M, between N and L the electron and ion fluxes will be equal and a zero
potential will occur, itcan be seen that the surface charging at each position on
the surface is reIated to the pitch angles subtended at the hole in the skin and thus,
in andlogy to pinhole cameras for electromagnetic radiations, this will be referred
to as the "pinhole camera charging effect," Although ithas been illustratedfor a
net positive flux along the fieldline, an anisotropic electron flux will also produce
a potentialgradient across the surface in essentially the _ame way. Another case
to consider in relation to the pinhole camera charging effecti_ the one in which
the spacecraft skin is charged hi.ghlynegative. In this case, the anisotropic ion
flux could be produced by the acceleration of the ions along the fieldllne by the
spacecraft surface potential, while the electron flux reaching the spacecraft sur-
face at angles near the magnetic fielddirection is reduced oy the negative potential
of the surface. _
1. OBSEH_ _I"i(tNS tl' S_ _l:illlO_w(ll'. _ ,'d,'i'lTl:liE
Extensive measurements on the electron and total ion characteristics of the
hot plasma at geosynchronous altitude have been made with instruments aboard the
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ATS-5 and .tiTS-6satellites.17,18 Although the instrumentationcouldnot dlstin-
guishthe ton species, analysisofbouncin_ clustersot ionsdurittgsome types of
tratlsienteventscan provideInformal/onon the ion masses, in two cases,
McIllwain8 reportsthatthedata are best fitifHe+ or O+ ionsare assumed forthe
clusterions, butquantitativevaluesforthe fluxesare not reported.
Angular distributionmeasurements on the ATS-6 satelliteshow thatthe ion
fluxesbelow 10 keV are oftenenhanced atsmall pitchangles.18,19 .tinexample
of thisenhancement isshown in Figure 8 fi'omthe paper by Mauk and McIllwain.19
It ls seen that the enhancement extends to 6.2 keV and tO pitch angles well outside
the region of the atmospheric loss cone of about 5°. Enhancement of the ions at
small pitch angles at synchronous altitude iS consistent with the continued upward
flow ot the upward streaming ionospheric ions observed at lower altitudes and
discussed, in the preceding section. Thus, it is reasonable to expect simiiar ion
composition in the peaked ion fluxes at synchrbnous altitude as is found in the up-
ward flowing ions on tho same L-shells at the lower altitudes.
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FigUre 8. Ion Pitch .tingle Distributions as Measured
on the ,tiTS°6 Synchronous Satellite During an Ion Injec-
tion Event on 20 July 1974 (From Mauk and McIllwatn 19)
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i Mclllwain 8 also notes that simultaneous ion and electron field-aligned beams
_' at the higher energies do no__tseem to occur. Thus, the pinhole camera charging
_J_ effect discussed in the previous section may be particularly applicable near gco-
_ _i: synchronous altitudes.
": 5. sI!_I_I,_,RY
i_'::) Plasma composition measurements at low altitudes show that relatively large
H+! _ fluxes of O+ ions as well as ions are precipitated from the magnetosphere at
._:, magnetic L-shells corresponding to geosynchronous altitude. Upward streaming
_ O + and H+ ions from the ionosphere are also observed on field lines threading the
i }: geosynchronous location.Observationsat synchronous altitudeof ionfluxeshighly
i__il peaked at small pitchang|esare consistentwith the ionosphereas the source of
-_, the iOnS. ThOs, althoughthereare no definitivemeasurements otthe composition
_ ofthe hot plasma near geosynchronous altitude,otherobservationsstronglysupport
i_i!i' the conclusionthatatleastduringmagnetic storms significantfluxesof ionsheavier
i { thanprotonsare alsopresentthere.
_
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i_ Abstract
i
i_:i" The AFGL sphericalelectrostaticanalyzersaboardthepolarorbitingInjun5
F satellite were designed to measure the temperature and density of the plasma as
::_ Well as the vehicle potential. Significant vehicle potenttal fluctuations have been
observed at altitudes near 2500 km in the nighttime, topside ionosphere. At auroral
i_. latitudes, precipitating magnetospheric electrons frequently drive the satellite to
such strongly negative potentials that the ambient electrons are shielded from our
instruments.Insuchcases,simultaneousmessurementsby theIowaStateUni-
i _ versity LEPEDEA experiment can be used to calculate the vehicle potential.
Potentials of up to -40 volts are observed during impulsive precipitation events.
: Withintheplasma troughvehiclepotentialsvarybetween-I.5 and -4 volts,as
compared withthe-0.5to-I voltobservedinthepolarcap. The sourceofthis
Vehiclepotentialenhancementisascribedtofluxesofphotoelectronsthathave
escapedfrom thesunlitconjugateionosphere.
ii
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The potential of a satellite in the topside iono._phere vari[ t in response to
oi. changing plasma parameters. 1-4 In this report, w0 di._cuss spacecraft charging,
i' mechanisms in the topside ionosphere utilizing data obtained by the two AI,'GI,
:; spherical electrostatic analyzers (SJi'A) aboard the polar-orbiting lnjun 5 satellit[_.
.... i The AFGL experiments on board Injun 5 are discussed elsewhere. 5 ]lriefly, _
! Injun 5 was launched into polar orbit with an inclination of 81°0 an apogee of ._.
',_ 2543 kin0 ;lnd a perigee of 677 kin. The two AFGL sensors are placed on 5 foot
_ booms and, due to the sateLlite's n_agnetic alignment, are well outside the vehicle
'i: '
iii! wake. A schematic of the probes given in Figure l shows that both the ion and
:_ electron SEA's consist of l-inch diameter solid collectors surrounded by two wire
_ mesh grids, The potentials of the collectors are set at -2000 and +I00 volts. The
_ outer grid of the ion SEA is grounded and the inner grid is held at +28 volts with i
:! respect to satellite ground, thus filtering ions with energies less than 28 volts.
The electron sensor grids are electrically connected and are operated sequentiall_
in two modes, each of 15.9 sec duration. In Mode 1, the grids are set at _6 volts.
_i This positive resting bias is intended to counteract expected negative satellite i
-_I*._ potentials. In Mode 2, the grids are swept from -10 to +3 volts. Operating in
:__' these modes, we are normally able to measure the ambient elects'on temperature
. _,! and density, the satellite potential, ana the omnidirecti(mai flux of ions with ener-
"i: gies greater than 28 eV.
,_ INJUN 5 LOW ENERGY PLASMA DECTECTORS
• _, CONFIGURATIONA
% ELECT N ,ON
=_' / \x , / -- \ \ '
; .... ELECTRONJ"MODE I GRIDSAT RESTINGBIASOF I 5V
=, . SENSOR[ MODE2 GRIDSSWEPTFROM-IOV TO ´i
;;. Figure 1. Schematic of the AFGL Electron and Ion
:: Spherical Electrostatic Analyzers Aboard lnjun 5
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" Hesults oF vehicle potential measurements are discussed in terms of fouP
' typical cases. ALL data were takcn whLie the satellite was in darkness and near
, apogee over the northern hemisphere during December 1968. In the first (polar
cap) and second (plasma trough) cases, the satellite potential Was directly meas-
4 ured from Mode 2 current -voltage curves. The third and fout'th cases were dur-
ing soft and hard tnVerted-V precipitation events. Here the University of Iowa
LEPEDEA measurement,_ are used in conjunction with those Of the SEA to place
bouttds on the satellite potential.
Figure 2 givesa Mode 2 log Ivs. V plottaken from thequiettime orbitNo.
;_ 1463 while the satellitewas inthe polar cap region. For stronglyretardingpoten-
_ tials,we notea steadybackground currentwhtdh correspond_ toa hyperth_rmal
:_ electron flux of 2 × 107/cm 2 sec. This flux is due to polar rain precipitation. 6
' Near zero applied volts the curreflt rises sharply, then approaches a saturation
_.- levelinthe electronaccelerationregion. We notethatthe appliedvoltageisrela-
!_:: tiretosatelliteground. The appliedvoltagewith respectto the plasma isfoundby
! algebraicaUyaddingthe satellitepotential.
k' '_ I • ! 1 1 i i ' I '" i l i ! i i i
tO's} " INJUN V ORBIT 146_ MODe 11
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!_-" Figure 2. A Mode 2 Plot of log I versus V Taken while the Satellite
__(_ was at ",,2500 km Over the Northern Winter Polar Cap
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Electron temperatures T e are calculated by assuming that the ambient plasma
is Maxwellian and applying the equations of Mott-Smlth and Langmulr 7
i J
_ .;i. ,q [d log_0 i] "1); Te = 2-_ d V (!1
i /i' where q is the electron Charge and k the Boltzmann Constant. A 50 point running
i ) linear regression is performed on the data to determine the steepest slope in the
retarding portion Of the curve and is used in Eq. (1). To calculate the vehicle
i } potential, a linear l'eg_ession is performed on the final 30 points of the Mode 2
log I vs V data. The potential at the intercept of the retarding and accelerating
i _': regression lines is the negative of the satellite potential with respect to the
! !i plasma V s
i ?
_,!:_: V s =-Vintercep t • (_-)t
i _.: For the case presented in FigUre 2, n e = 100 cm'30 T e = 1932°K, and V s = -0.67
_,•: volt, where ne is the ambient electron density.
The second example is taken from another quiet time orbit No. 1380 as the
_!: satellitepassed through the midlatitude plasma trough (Figure 31. Using the
i_: methods described above, we Calculate that ne --I00 cm -3 and T e --7600°K.
Though the density is the same as in the firstcase, the temperature is a factor of
! :_ four higher. Where log I (V), in the extreme retarding portion of the sweep, was
i-i_! constant in the polar cap, here it rises linearly with increasing applied voltage.
z i
_- By calculating the solar zenith angle in the production region of the corrugate iono-
i
_:" sphere, itcan be shown that the hyperthermal electrons are photoelectrons from
i 8
!:_:" the sunlit southern hemisphere. To the SNA, the conjugate photoelectrons appear
as a nearly Maxwellian populatlon with a temperature of _-I0 eV and a density of
;," -_ 4 cm "3. Because the conjugate photoelectrons are efficient heaters of trough
_"_" electrons, 9 they affectthe _atellitepotential in two ways: (11 directly as a current
: _. away from the satellite,and 121 indirectlythrough enhanced thermal electron cur-
_ rents. Thus in the trough the satellitepotentialwas -I. 65 volts as opposed to
; -0.67 volt in the polar cap.
! :_ It is to be expected that the most dramatic examples of ionospheric spacecraR
: charging are found in the nighttime auroral oval. We now cotlstder the vehicle
:: potential response to a low ei_ergy and a high energy inverted V precipitation event.
o
:, The Unlrersity of Iowa LEPEDEA I0 electron observations for the quiet orbit
:: No. 1463 are _iven in Figure 4. Note that the more poleWard inverted-V is marked
_:. by a sharp onset at 02:27:30 UT, a double peak in intensity, and maximum differen-
i ;,, tim fluxes near a few hundred electron Volts. SNA data for the same event are
i J' 70
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shown in Fi_u_e 5. Omflidtrecttonal fluxes of positive tons with E > 28 eVare
given in the upper trace, and alternating Mode 1/Mode 2 electron fluxes are shown
below. In the ion data, the inverted V i at 02:27:30 UT appears as a _lux enhance-
ment with the same double peaked structut_e observed in the LEPEDEA electrons.
The electron sensor was in Mode 1 with a grid resttng bias of +6 volts at the Start
of this event. The total measured electron fiux d_.ereased as the precipitating flux
increased and increased at the time of the valley betwczn the two peaks. During
the second half of the inverted V 1 event, the electron sensor switched to Mode 2.
The anticorrelation between measured and precipitating fluxes during the Mode 1
pOrtiOn, ot the event indicates that the vehicle was being negatively charged. The
flux measured in the extreme retarding porttott of the subsequent Mode 2 sweep is
a direct measurement of the omnidirectional t'lux of precipitating electrons.
The degree of charging during this lOW energy precipitation event can be esti-
mated if we assume that the ambient plasma remained tairly constant through the
T
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event. Since the resting bias of the grids was +6 volts, the flux measured during
the Mode i portion was the slim of the thermal and hyperthermal ,lux that would
be meas_ired if the grid9 were biased at V _ 6 + V s . At 02:27:36 UT, the time of
the first precipitation peak, the measured electrorl flux was 5.5 "_ 109 em "2 sec "I
(FigUre 6). The measured flux at 02:27:42 UT, the time of the second precipitation
!_ _ I
,' INJUN 5 ORBIT,I_ 146:3
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_: Figure 6. Same as Figure 5 for the Time Period
:_" 02:27.'00 to 02:28:00 UT, Orbit No. 1463
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_ peak, was 2.8 _ 109 cm "2 see "1. Since the preeipitattng flux in the first and sec-
"_"_' ond peaks were about equal, the thermal electron flux contribution at 02:27:36 was
0i ",-2.7 v 109 em "2 sec °1. We next compare this with the flux measured during the
;; previous sweep. At 02:27:18 UT, a flux of 2.7 × 109 cm -2 sec "1 was measured
'._i' with the sweep voltage was at +2.5 volts. This means that the satellite potential
'_! was approximately -3.5 volts ( 2.5 - 6.01.
°_. Satellite potential variations typical Of more intense precipitation events were
:_ observed dut'ingorbitNo. 1487. The LEPEDEA II electronobservationsfor this
"_ orbit show adjacent ir_verted V's at 01:48:00 and 01:48:45 t_T (Figure 71. Counting
,!
_: ratespeak near 5 keV inthe first,and at greaterthan 10 keV duringthe second
_°_ invertedV event. The flu_ofelectronsII with 50 ev _<E _<15 key and pitchangles
_: of 0° and 90° are shown inFigure 8. The directionalfluxesatthese pitchangles ]
_ were ---109 cm -2 se_-I sr-I,and generallywithina factoroftwo ofone another.
=_,._:,_i Tl_ LEP_DEA 12 was unable tomeasure a fieldalignedprotonflttxin theenergy i
_,_¢_-
aN!'
a
&
,_'_ Figure 7. LEPEDE_ Electron Spectragra_n From Injun 50'rbtt No. 1487 (Frank
_; 1975).
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Figure 8. LEPEDEA Electron FlUxes at Pitch Angles of 0 ° and 90 °
in the Energy Range eV <_ E _< keV During Inverted V Events of Orbit
l;o. 1487 (Fi'ank, 1975)
range 40 eV_< E _< 15 k_Vdurlng th_se evetlts (Figure 9). The sEA observations
i are in I0. I_ is impossible between Mod_ Modegiven Figure to distinguish I ahd 2
fluxes during the second inverted V event. This is because ambieht electron col-
lection is completely suvpressed by a satellite potential whose upper bound can be
set at -6 volts (because of the +6 l_ode I grid bias). Duriilg this period the ion
flux, th_ upper trace of Figure I0, varied rapid|y between 4 × 106 and 8 y 108
cm "2 - sec "I. The lower value is a default level indic-_ting that the current to the
75
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V', and AckersoP0 19721
,' ion sensor was negative. That is, the flux of electrons with E > 2 keV, the ion
( collector bias, exceeded the total ion flux.
=i:, The peak ion flux observed during the second inverted V of 8 v 10 8 cm "2 sec °1
_o," could be due either to precipitating protons or to a combination of precipitating
_. pl-otons and ambient ions accelerated to the sensor by a negative satellite potential
,_. <-28 volts.
To test the first hypothesis, we first calculate the density of the parent elec-
tron population, If we assume that the precipitating flur is isotropic over the down
_i,
':-, coming hemisphere, then the totM electron flux is
:i' _e = ½ ne Vth, e 13)
:'. where ne and Vth ' e are the precipitating electron's density and mean thermal
':! _,eloclty in their magnetospheric source region. Their tempereiture is estimated
i from the LEPEDEA observations to be --- 10 keV and their omnidirectional flux as
?
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Figure I0. The Ion (Top Trace) and EleCtron (Bottom Trace) Fluxes Measured by
the AFGL SEA During Injun 5 Orbit No. 1487
measured by the SEA is -,-2.5 × 109 cm "2 sec "I. Substitutionof these values into
Eq. (3) gives a parent density or 0.83 crn'3, a value typical of the plasrna sheet.
Assuming that the proton flux is isofropic and that ne = ni in th_ source region, a
flux of 8 × I08 crn "2 sec "I implies "imagnetospheric pt'otontemperature of 480 keV.
This is considerably higher than any measured proton temperature. Mozer and
Bruston 13 have measured fluxes of precipitating protons with similar energies over
an auroral form but wlth fluxes decreased by two orders of magnitude. We con-
clude that the ion flux cant_otbe due prlrnarily to precipitating protons.
TPwe accept the second hypothesis that _ccelerated ambient tons are contrib-
uting to the measured flt_x,then an upper bound of -2B volts can be set on the
vehicle potential. A lower bound of -40 volts can be set on the vehicle potential.
There are 117 energy channels measured by LEPEDEA in the range 40 eV<_ E
15 keV. Itis highly unlikely that an ion flux of 8 _ 108 could pa_s undetected.
'/I
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' : The satellite potential adjusts Itself so that the total current i._ zero. Thei!
precipitating electron flux Is - 2.5 ,_ 109 em "2 sec "1. In the absence of an electron
_ flux to the ie'_ sensor, the meagurcd ion flux would be equal to the electron Flux.
, The electron flux to the negatively biased ion sensor collector 1-2 kV) is
i I
-q V/kT e
i__ _e, i : 2.5 w 109 e (41
i ; where _ . is the hyperthermal electron flux to the ion sensor, V 2{}00 volts, and
!:i_i kTe= l_'kleV. Thus _e i = 2 × 109 cm "2 see "l. Thus the measuz'ed ion flux
: ' 9 8 -2 -I
i -_' should be _bnet = 2.5 .v 10 - _e, i = 5 ",_10 cm see . Given the uncertainty in
!-! the precipitating electron temperature in Eq. (4), this number compares favorably
,. with the measured ion flux of 8 × 108 cni "2 see
i :
! '_ The vehicl_ charging hypothesis also helps to explain the rapid variations in
! :_' the ion flux between high values and the default level near 01:48 UT of oz'bit No.
! 1487. Relatively small modulations of the vehicle potential above and below -28
_i!: volts allow the ion sensor grid to act as a gate determining whether ambient ions
_i or energetic electrons reach the collector.
_-:j,. In this r_port, we have presented ioh and electron fluxes observed by the|_-_
AFGL sensors aboard Injun 5. All data were taken while the satellite was in
darkness. They can be used toestablishtypicalvaluesofspacecraftcharging in
_-? the topside ionosphere. The vehicle potential was found to range from -0.6'/ volt
_ ,_.
_' inth_ coldtenuous plasma of thepolar cap to _ -40 voltsas thesatellitepas_ed
,_, through an intense auroral precipitation event. To a first approximation, the
,,, resultsare consistentwith a simple fluxbalance calculationof thevehicle
,_;.' potential.
?.
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4. Preliminary Report on the CTS Transient
Event Counter Performance Through the
1976 Spring Eclipse Seoson
: N. John Stevens, Robert R. Lovell, ond Vernon W. Klinect
Lewis Research
Abstract
The firstknown harness transient detector flown on a synchronous satellite
has been operating on the joint Canadian-American Communications Technology
Satellite (CTS) since 31 January 1976. This detector, called the transient event
counter (TEC), senses and counts transients having a voltage rise of greater than
5 volts in three separate wire harnesses: the attitude control harness, the solar
array instrumentation harness, and the solar array power harness.
This report describes the TEC, defines its operational characteristics, and
presents the preliminary results obtained through the first 90 days of operation
including the Spring 1976 eclipse season. The results show that the CTS has been
charged to the point where discharges have occurred'. The discharge induced
transients have not caused any anomalous events in spacecraft operation. 1"he
data indicates that discharges can occur at any time during the day without prefer-
ence to any local time quadrant. The number of discharges occurring in the 1 sec
sample interval are greater than anticipated. The compilation and review of the
data is continuing.
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ii The joint Canadian-American Communlcation,_ Teehnolo_fy .qatellitL. {CT,_) i,_
the first of a new generati0t_ of high power, high frequency communlc_tion_ _atel-
IRes utilizing a 12 GHz, 200 W _f transmitting system. I Tht,_ _atellite wa,_ launched
_ 17 January 1976, and placed in a synchronous equatorial orbit at 1tli° We.it
LongRude.
SinCe the early 19701s satellite._ in syncht'onous o_blts have been experiencing _.
anomalous electronic switch events. 2 This anomalou._ behavior is believed to be
caused by the couplit_g of environmentally induced discharge pulses into the low
_ level logic circuits used on these satellites• The data from an experiment on the
_ ATS-5 sad -6 satellites has shown that clouds of kilovolt electrons can occur at
: synchronous altitudes. 3 ]tt has been shown that these clouds can charge the satel-/
" IRe ground to potentials that rat_gefrom a few hundred volts to several kilovolts
negative.4, 5 The range to which the spacecraft grounds can be charged in a given
particle envlronme_t is determined by the areas of the satellitegrounded metal
surfaces that are in the sunlight. The photo-emitted electron current from these
sunlitsurfaces can partlally balance the incoming electron flux and maintain the
spacecraftpotentialwithina few hundred voltsrelativetothe space plasma poten-
tial.Ifthe spacecraft ground can be charged in this manner, then itmust be
_ assumed that the insulators can also be charged. Furthermore, the insulator sur-
faces that are shaded c_n be charged to the kilovoltleve_ even when the _pacecraft
grounds are maintained at the few hundred volt level• When the satelliteinsulator
, surfaces are charged to the kilovoltlevel, a discharge can be triggered and the
resulting pulse of electromagnetic energy can cause anomalous behavior insensi-
, tire electronic circuits.
The Communications Technology Satellite (CTS) was designed in the 19 70-1971
, time,period when the spacecraft charging phenomenon was barely recognized by
project personnel. As a result the satelliteincorporated design techniques wt_ich
, were normally used at that time for lightweight satellites. Thermal blankets were
.: used to close the top and bottom spacecraft body openings and solar cells, optical
solar reflectors, and silvered Teflon were used on the satellite exterior (see
.:_ Figure I).
: The unique feature of the satelliteis the size and construction of the deployable
_ii solar arrays, each I.2 _ 7.6 m long which have the solar cells mounted on _ o-rail
_: Kapton fiberglas_ composite substrate. The satelliteis three axis stabillz_dand
the solar arrays track the Sun. Therefore, this satelliteha_ large areas of exposed
insulator surtaces that are shaded when the _atellite is in orbit. These surfaces
can be char_ed by the electron clouds at synchronous altitudes,
i 82
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Figure I. CTS Spacecraft(PrelaunchCheckout)
The concern forpossiblespacecraftcharging effectson the CTS led tothe
establishmentof "_ninvestigationtodetermine the response of the spacecraftsur-
facesto the substorrnparticlefluxes.6 Late in theCTS program, a rccornmenda-
tionwas made to incorporatea charging diagnosticdevice. This recommendation
was acceptedby theCTS Projectprovided thatthe weightand power consumption
were minimized. A decisionwas made thata harness transientdetectorwould be
an acceptableminimum device. Itwas assumed thatthe dataon the environment
thatcouldcharge the surfaces couldbe obtainedfrom other sources. Thus, the
harness transientdetector,calledthe TransientEvent Counter (TEC) was built,
qualified,and integratedintothe flightspacecraft6 months priorto launch. This
isthe firstsuch detectorknown tobe on a satelliteingeosynchronous orbit.
: This report will describe the TEC, define its operational characteristics, and
present the preliminary results obtained through the 1976 Spring eclipse season.
The data on charging environment is sttl_ being collected. However, the prelimi-
nary data of an indication of the state of the environment, the K index, from the
ground station at Anchorage, Alaska, is given as a gross indicator. This K index
measUres the geomagnetic effects of solar particle flux at a specific station at 3 hr
7intervals. Hence, it can be used as an indication of the state of the environment.
The K index values are given on a scale of 0 to 9. The higher numbers indicate a
disturbed or charging environment, while the lower numbers indicate a quiet
environment.
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2. TRANSIENT EVENT COUNTER (TEC) DESCRIPTION
The Transient Event COunter (TEC) ts a small electronic device capable of
sensing and counting transient pulses having art amplitude greater than 5 volts thai
are transmitted along the sp_teecraft iflternal wiring harnesses. The objecti_es
of this device are:
(I) to obtain flight data on arc discharge events related to spacecrah chargin_
which would aid in the design of future spacecraft0 _"
(2) to count the numbe_" ot discharges as a flmction of satellite time,
(3) to locate approximately the sburces Of the discharge, and
(4) to provide diagnostic intc=rnatibn relating anomalous performance to
Charging events.
Di_e tb the limited ti_e available to design° build0 qualifY0 azld integrate the
TECo a decision was made to count the transients Only at three specific locations
on the satellite. It was desirable to record the amplitude of the transients, but it
was felt that the additional developn_ent time might jeopardize the incorporation of
the TEC on the satellite.
The elements o£ the TEC are shown in the block diagram of Figure 2. The
three detectors sense the transient pulses in the harnesses_ These pulses are
counted for a 1 sec interval and stored in a register. The stored counts are trans-
mitted to ground through the satellite telemetry system. The general _pecifications
for the TEC _Lre given in Table 1.
BLOCKDIAGRAM,
SENSORSMULTIPLEXERCOUNT-IANOOUTPUTTLMCHANNEL
I ] 'IL _ [ POWER =._. I SICPOWERI
,,M,_Gj_ [ I
I
ELECTRONICSPACKAGE
Figure 2. Transient Event Counter
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-L Table !. TEC Specifier.dons
i'
2_
, + Power 330 mW
Size 7.62 y. 10.16 _ 5.5 err. 13 × 4 × 2.16 in. )
Weight 326.6 grams (11.5 oz)
4_+ Input Voltage +15 VDC ± 15 percent
?i OUtput Voltage 0-5V DC
_" Output Impedance <3 ohms
_. Telemetry one analog chatinel
_' Commands none
Outgassing venting holeg provided
_i Measurements 3 channels, Subcommutated with calibratedt ahd ID signal
+_i' COufltiftg Capacity 64 transients/see
41-
_' 2.1 SensorsF
4: The sensors are Coaxialcableswith 60 cm of the shieldremoved atone end.
' _. l'heseunshieldedportionsof.the cablesare laced to the spacecraftwire harnesses
-!, at threeseparate locationswithinthe spacecraft. Each sensor actsas an antenna
} couplingtothe transientpulse withinthe harness. The locat_Jnofthe sensors are
+ _' as follows(see Figure 31:
,+_. 11) Channel 1: Attached to the attitude control instrumentation wire harness
F'Ti
_.
i }_ between the nonsplnning Earth sensor assembly and the attitude control electronics
_: assembly. Itisasst_med thatthissensor would pickup discharges from the for-
. :_,+
+ _ ward platform thermal blankets, the antenna system, the silver Teflon on the '1
_;L' variableconductat_Ceheat piFeradiator,and the Earth sensor assemblies. The
shieldedlengthof thiscable isabout I.5 m. "
_: (2) Channel 2: Attached to the south solar array instrument harness within
i vi, the spacecraft body at the slip rings. The instrument lines on the solar array vre
+. unshielded and are routed down the center of the wing. This sensor will detect arc
[ +. dischargesoccurring inthe centerarea ofthe solar -rray wing. The shielded
i'i. lengthof thiscable isabout 0.5 m.
L + 131 Channel 3: Attached to the south solar array power harness within the
_ spacecraft body at the slip rings. The power lines on the solar array are alsoi!
+! un_hielded and run along both the outside edges of the wing. This sensor, then,
+'i. will detect discharges occurring at the edges of the wing and at the solar cells.
+*il The shielded length of this cable is also about 0.5 m.
_P
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!. SHFOEAMANTENNA--t r SOLARPANELDEPLOYMENT,ROTATIONt ANDI_OW_AtRANSFERMECHANISM
ATTITUDECONTROL t
.....!, THRUSTEI_SUPPORTBRACK_-_ rTHRUSITUBEASSEMBLY
_',,, t r APO_I:MOT01_
_i_ SUNSENSOR i /-HYORAZINETANKANDSUPPORT
_:. SUPItOR?STRUCTURE'1 / STRUCTUREII PERSLOE)
, I
,!' FORWARDEQUIPM(!NT _-TRANSIENTrVENTCOUNT(!R
:_ _i,i PLATFORMSUPPORTSTRUTS- ._.ITECI.._.,=.
_i" AI SENSOR--
'- -A_SENSOe
q,[ TRANSMIT(El
' ' "_--A2SEN_OR
,.._,._,'_ [XPERIMtNT i...,..,,.
,,_, PACKAGE_"NORTH/SOUTHEQUIPMENT
- _' PANELSLATERALBRACING SOLARARRAY
,:,_i SOUTHEQUIPMENTPANELj
i
I: Figure 3. TEC and Sensor Locations
_':,i These IDeations were chosen so that the sensors would monitor those parts of
= _'_*._:: the spacecraft where discharge activity was anticipated.
._ The unshleldedsensors were attached to the outside of these wire harnesses
instead of within the harness because the wire harnesses were completed and
I-
°°!_: installed inthe flightspacecraft before the decision to fly the TEC was made.
!. Mounting the sensor in this manner decreased the sensitivityand increased the
___.._i possibilityof pickup from sources outside the harness. However, testingof the
TEC on the satelliteusing a portable spark source indicated that the desired
:I,i threshold of 5 Volt sensitivitycould be achieved.
o% 2.2 Eb elronles Paek,ge
°'°" The electronics package houses the counting and storage circuits in a box,
Ii; 7.fiv I0 _ 5.5 era, that weights 327 grams (see FigUre 4). This package is
.i_:_ mounted on the exterior CTS aft platform under the thermal blanket (see Figure 3).
_ The allocation of only one telemetry channel to the TEC necessitated the
,_ inclusion of a multiplexer and timer to control this experiment. The multiplexer
°_ii':
oo,_ switches in the first sensor channel for about i sec. During this interval the
-:_i" counter will count the transients in the harness with an amplitude greater than
Ii 5 volts and store the total count in the register. St maximum of _;3 transients can
0_
_' 8f;
4',
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Figure 4. TEC Electronic.q Package
be counted in the sampling period. An overflow indicatoc (the sixty-fourth trans-
ient count) is used when greater than 63 transients are counted. There is a built
in 5 ,see delay after a discharge pulse is counted. This delay is to prevent the
counting of line ringing as separate discharge pulses. The delay was selected as
a result of the grotmd tests on materials _characteristics conducted at the LeRC.
At the end of the I sec interval the totalcount is stored in the register, the
timer resets the counter to zero, and the multiplexer switches to the next channel.
Discharge transients on this line are then counted for a second after which this
total count is stored in the register. The cycle is then repeated for the third sen-
sor. The multiplexer has a fourth position _t which time a calibrate signal is fed
into the register. After the calibrate signal, the cycle repeats. The telemetry
format is shown in Figure 5.
The telemetry system samples the storage register at about once per second.
I Hence, the transient pulses on each sensor are counted for about I sec every 4 sec.Since the telemetry rate and the TEC counter are not s_ncbronized, the channel
being sampled is determined from the calibrate signals: every other cycle has a
maximum count Calibrate signal with a zero count calibrate in between. The TEC
timer was allowed to be free running to minimize the ties to the CTS telemetry
system.
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,_, 3. I)I_I'I'SSlON(IF TF(" FI,II;IIT I)kT_,
i_; The CTS was launched on 17 January 1976, and placedina synchronous°
_. equatorialo_'bitat 116° West Longitude. The TEC has bee_ operatingcontinuously
_-,,'_:
!_ since the main solar array deployment on 3[ January 1976.
!_'_: A complete summary ofthe TEC flightdata for th_ periodfrom 31 January
i(: i976, throughthe Springeclipseperioduntil30 April 1976, isgiveninTable 2 as
_i a function of satellite local time. The data given in this table are the total number
!_. oftransientscoUnted inthe I sec sampling of thatchannel. The satellitelocaltime
_ is defined such that local noon occurs when the satellite is on the Sun-Earth line.!
[%_ This time scale is of more interest for spacecraft charging investigations since it
allows for a better visualization of surface shadowing and correlation of substorm
i ,;i: data. The satellite local time can be converted to Universal Time (UT) by addiug
_' 7 hr and 44 min.
, _ The number of transientscounted on each channelby TEC for this90 day per-
i :i: iod is summarized in Figure 6. This same data is shown in more detail on the 15
ij_ day graphs of Figures 7 to 12. Preliminary values of the K index from the
!': Anchorage, Alaska station have been plotted on the .' 5 day transient data plots as
-/
_o a gross indicator of the state of the environment. The K index value is given on a
scale of 0 to 9; tl, e higher the number, the more severe the substorm. It must be
,, realized that the data from the Anchorage station may not be indicative of the state
_r. of the environment at the CTS location since the environment can be highly local-
oi ized; a short, intense substorm at the CTS position may not be indicated in the
"_ station data averaged over the 3 hr period.
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Table 2. TEC Flight Data
No. of Transients Eclipse
Date S/C time Ctt 1 CI! 2 CH 3 Start _ Stop
/1/31/76 23:16 3
23:18 3
23:20 2
2/I/76 !8:53 8
2/2/76 11:06 4
11:24 3
15:19 6
2/18/76 05:19 1
09:15 3
09:30 3
09:32 33
09:32 6
09:33 12
09:34 2
09:40 3
09:42 12
09:45 33
09:47 33
18:05 49
2/19/76 11:24 33
14:11 12
2/20/76 03:04 1
03:06 1
15:25 12
16:19 1
18:13 24
, 21:15 1
2/2i/76 01:17 33
02:32 3
06:34 3
09:05 6
23'20 1
2/22/76 01:24 1
11:01 1
2/23/76 02:03 1
02:49 1
04:52 3
2/24/76 08:01 6
09:38 49
13:31 46
2/25/76 14:33 33
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_ Table 2. TEC Flight Data (Coat,)
No. ot Transients Eclipse
Date S/C time CH 1 CH 2 CH 3 Start Stop
._ 2/26/78 07:5i 24
;' 13:38 6
19!59 6
:_, 2/27/76 08:41 1 J"
_" 10:17 12
1_:14 1
-_ 18:14 12 |
1:. 2/28/76 10:49 62
18:35 24
18:53 33
_' 2/29/'16 00:26 1 1
20:36 12 !
T.... i
' 3/1/76 01:57 12 00:02:53 00:22:14 t
08:28 3
._" 3/2/76 04:48 26 23:58:32 00:26:07 !
05:04 6
_'" 05:26 41
_, 05:32 3
05:34 6
05:38 19 ,i05:53 6
: 06:07 1
'- 06:13 3
:'_ 17:33 14
21:06 1
3/3/76 12:28 3 23:55:19 00:26:07
12:28 3
" 12:29 33
3/4/76 16:16 24 23:51:25 03:28:53
: 16:31 6
i. 16:40 1
.' 18:19 24
3/5/76 02,42 1 23:49:11 00:33:54
3/6/76 04:56 2 23:47:14 00:35:23
,, 10:45 1
16:10 31
_. 3/7/76 22:14 1 23:45:26 00:36:36
_:, 3/8/76 23:01 1 23:43:49 00:37:37
- !_'0
5_. fl
i
i'
I,
_o_',. T_ble 2. TEC Flight Data (Cont,)
i_ No. of Transients Ecli )so
;")i; Date S/C time CI! l C|! 2 CH 3 Start Stop
-41;_ 3/9/76 04:34 1 ! 23;42:19 00:38:30
05:10 _ 1
°il 17:09 11
_ 3/10/76 02:17 I i 23:40:57 00:39:14
I f;:00 1
,+. 3/11]76 03:31 1 23:40:31 00:39:03
_if' 23:15 33
.........................................................o+ +3/12/'16 00:52 I 23:39:21 00:39::t503:56 3
'._:_.; 3/15/76 09:28 ; 12 23:36:33 00:40:4222:46 12 ':
.......+,, 22:51 33 _ /
°+i' 3/16/76 10:19 4 23:35:47 00:40:53 [
__ },: 3/17/76 02:36 5 23:35:06 00:40:59
++C 07:29 2
;_i 3/20/76 15:17 2 23:33:28 00:40:45
_i::+._, 15:3 1 5
i_' 15:32 2
:+'_i" 15:58 2
i_. 17:40 l
_,+. 3/23/76 08:27 4 23:32:28 00:39:47
_,,! II:02 4
__#/. 12:35 1
17:23 2
_'. 21:06 24
=o:+i++<_+,. 3/24/76 00:40 1 23:32:16 00:39:1902:24 36
!_.. 04:27 6
+'i++_, 17:14 I0 |
: +:ii+ 3/25/76 17:15 3 i' 23:32:09 00:38:45
_'i 3/26/76 21:34 1 _ 23:32:07 00:38:07
;::! 21.5 3 , + ,
-_ <! 22:07 _ 25
.+_!,. 23 :18 1
"°'_:! 3127/76 10:45 1 24 23:32:11 00:37:27
21:57 i 12
. },
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Table 2. TEC Flight Data (Cont.)
No. ot Transientn Eclipse
Date S/C time CtlI_- Cli 2 CI! 3 Start Stop
3/28/76 02:04 16 23:32:18 00:36:3902:08 41
09:47 33
09:48 3
09:57 10 m..
10:35 I
12:29 1
12:49 6
14:29 1
15:45 2
15:51 12
15t54 6
17:25 24
19:29 25
3/29/76 19:36 1 23:32:31 00:35:47
3/30/76 02:28 6 , 23:32:48 00:34:5006:00 I ,
07:07 8
09:59 1
12:27 1
--4
3/31/76 06:21 33 23:33:11 00:33:4706:21 I
4/I/78 21:19 1 23:33:39 00:32:39
4/6/76 08:13 1 23:38:12 00:23:26
12:46 33
4/7/76 06:01 49 23:39:37 00:23:2612:24 l
14:31 6
4/8/76 18:40 49 23:41:18 00:21:1519:16 51
20:52 49
23:42 1
4/9/76 00:11 6 23:43:19 00:18:4400:_1 49
00:12 33
00:13 24
00:13 12
00:14 6
00:15 l
00:15 3
00:17 1
00:17 33
00:19 i2
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-i '_ "l'ahle 2. TEU l.'ltght Data (C.nt.)
No. of "l'ranMentn Kclipso
!--_'..... 4/9/76
! .°:+,
....... 09::t8 1 f
[ _,,,'_: 09:41 I J I -
i ::' 12115'_: 33
_%. 16:09 42
_--:''_;I : 22:39 1 i '
,,_,/ 4/10/76 07:53 49 23:45:48 00:15:46
-_-_' 15:19 6
i_ :i_, 20:52 31
:- _._:' 4/11/76 15:28 1 I 23:49:02 00112:01
_' 19114
_2
,:, 4 12/76 09:56 : OOLO.113
4/13/76 00:02
_ 02101 1
i_:! _ 02:10 1
• 02:12 1
o2:1a 1
_._:C_ 02 :28 I
F_£ 02.37 i
i _i 02:41 i 1
_!!: 02:42 I!- i:
..... : 02:47 I
=_"_' 02:52 I
:": 03 :12 1
!_ 4i 03:21 1
_i_ 10:44 33[ .o/_
_: 11:37 6
:_ !'_: 4/15/76 06:10 1
_-='-:',_ 06:20 6
}!t 06:26 1
_ 4/1" '76 16:i3 33
-_: 4/18/76 Ol .n,_ .......................
: 17:12 1
_ I 4/19/76 03:12 1 .................
o. 4/20/76 14:37 1 t
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:: Table 2. TEC Flight Data (Cont.)i'
I No. of Tran._Jont_ ]':,'|ip._o 1
: Date ! ._/(' ttmo -(:i-I i--T -¢'iI-_ T--Cii 3 " ._Grt .......... .qtop- - --_
t:' 4 / '_ / ;.!: 7L 07:30 33:. 17:01 33
17:01 49
17:13 24 _,,
17:14 1
: 17:15 t;
.i 17:1 (; 24
;,. 17:27 6
17:28 33
_' 18:25 49oL
..! 19:33 122'):04 33
22:27 24
')').50
'i --. 1
,_i 22:54 24
23:04 49
_',_' 2'3:55 12
................................. I ..............
"_ 4/9'_/76 00:31 24
-_ 01:01 ; 3
: 05:02 J '
_,,' 05:39 I
--_" 0_,:08 33
_'i_' 06:26 12
: I r' . O (; : ',_ 5 1
07:12 6
07:37 4
09:08 12
_: 09:15 (;
_, 09:59 12
- :i 10:07 (;
i:! 11:10 24
o 12:59 33
_: 13:08 _ ] :_
:;' io:I0
::", 13:27
' 21:03
°i" _ ........... !i ) ..................
:': 4/23/:6 03:32 3
_' 07:29 I " ' t
q.' 15:06 I
. _ 4/24/76 04:29 24
,' 04:29
=_:; II _' 24
4/25/7[; 12,14 2 . ......... •
,°
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Table 2. TEC Flight Data (Cont.)
T l iNo. of 'l'ra,n,_ientn 1 Eell a:_e
[_ato S/C time | C
4/28/76 I 08:57 :3:_
I
4/ 07:57 49 !
08:00 _ 1
08:07 l t19:30 10
2o:4 F[...........1:: t4/30/76 00:37 33 -'01:32 25
04:0(; 1 [
04:17 3
06:58 33
08:17 3
09:57 12
The TEC data shows that transients exist in the wire harnesses. All satellite
data have been reviewed to Verify that no commands were being executed and that
there were no power fluctuations at the times of the TEC counted transients.
Therefore, it is assumed that these transients are caused by discharges resulting
from the environmental charging of the satellite surfaces.
The number of transients being sensed by the TEC in the 1 sec sampling time
is, at times, higher than one would anticipate based on the ground test data. The
TEC does have a built-in 5-1asec delay after it counts a transient pulse and this
should prevent the counting of line ringing as transients. These high TEC counts
may be due to sequential discharging of the large in_ulator surfaces on the satellite.
The ground data does indicate that this sequential discharging may be possible.
The evaluation of the high number of TEC tran3ients is continuing.
The correspondence between the transients and the state of the environment as
shown m Figures 7 to 12 is rather poor. At times that the 0nviromnent appeared to
be very active (for example February 7, B, and 27, March 25 and 2(;, and April 1),
no transients were counted. At other times when the environment t_ reas.nably
quiet, there are transients. Transients are al,_o counted whe_ the envir_,nment i_
active. This apparOnt inconsistency could be du_. t¢_ the ullcertatnt,x- tff _he actual
substorm conditions at the satellite position in space, l.:nvir_nnlental nlt_nth,r_ t,n
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the satellite are necessary to determine if the transient occurred as an immediate
result of a substorm or as a delayed discharge due to a differential voltage
condition.
The distribution of di.echarge events is plotted in Figure 13. This is a polar
view of the Earth with a 24 hr local time scale superimposed. The TEC transients
for each channel are plotted at the spacecraft local time of occurrence without con-
. tern for the number of transients, The radial distance on these plots is propor-
tlonalto the K index. From this figure itis apparent that the pattern of the ocCur-
rence of transients is random. This behavior is believed tobe due to the fact that
the CTS has large inst:latorsurfaces that can be alternately sunlitand shaded so
that differentialcharging is possible. Once charged, the insulators can mai';tain
this charge for long periods of time. These surfaces can discharge, then, at any
time in itsorbit by responding to an, as yet unknown, trigger mechanism. The
evaluation of this behavior is also continuing.
OCCURRENCEOFDISCHARGESIN ATELLITELOCALTIME
RADIALDISTANCEPROPORTIONALTOANCHORAGT,KiNDEX
I
"_"" _[®:_': ', "-'"" ;' ""':'"" ,.'sS'""__® " \I /.de "06:00 o % . "
.',[ '_ _._ ", ,./,,. _ " ,.k \ %','\,\\
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HAI_NES$ HARNESS HARNESS
Figure 13. TEC Transient Data January 31-.April 30, 1976
The data plotted in Figure 13 also shows that channels No. 1 and 2 are more
active than channel No. 3. This behavior was expected since the solar array
power bus line is filtered which should limit transients.
These transient pulse_ detected by the TEC have yet to cause an anomaly in
the satellite operation. The CTS was built to conduct high voltage, high power,
and high frequency c_ammuniCation experiments. Therefore, considerable care
t was taken to make the components insensitive to any transients that may result
from breakdowns within the high voltage comDonents This care st_bms to have
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made the satellite immune to the anomalous electronic switching behavior of other
_ynchronous satellites.
, i. i:ll._l:l.lqll_t; I|I,:_I_IIK_
. The Transient Event Counter (TEC) has been monitoring transient pulses in
oi_ three separate wire harnesses within the CTS spacecraft since 31 January 1976.
,_ This detector counts all transients within the harness that have a voltage rise
o greater than 5 volts. The three harnesses that are monitored are:
• (1) Attitude Control Harness
(2) Solar Array Instrumentation Harness
_, (3) Solar Array Power Harness
_, The results to date show that the CTS surfaces se_m to be charged to the point
_°_ Where discharges occur and these discharge pulses are being tran3mitted in the
:i:. spacecraft harnesses. These pulses have not yet caused any anomalous behavior
in the spacecraft. i
°_ The dischargescan occur at any time duringthe satelliteday withno special
---_' preferencefor any localtime quadrant. This effectmay be due toshadowing ofthe
/_.-: insulators which can cause differential charging which can result in discharges.
The number of transients being counted is larger than anticipated. This large
°_ number may be due to the sequential discharging o_ large insulator surfaces on theZ
_, satelliteproducinga pulse traininthe harnesses.
_'_ The correlationofthe TEC datato the occurrence ofsubstorms has been hin-
o; dered by the lack of real time environmental data at the CTS position at synchronOus
altitudes. The preliminary ground station data for the K index from Anchorage,
_: Alaska has been used as an indicator of activity. However, the correlation is poor.
oo:_- It is strongly recommended tha_: any future satellite using a TEC-type detector -Iso
include a simple environment r_onitor as well. This would remove all uncertainity
=_°i, on the state of the environmen, when transients are counted.
The preliminary review c,f the TEC operation on the Communications Technol-
_ og'y Satellite for the first 90 days has been completed. There are indications of
_" discharge events but no anomalous behavior has been detected. The compilation
_ and rev4cw of the data is continuing.
o ii¸
o i _¸
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': Abstract, o
Effects on spacecraft ground potential of active emission of charged particles
are being investigatedthroughexperiments using the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft.
Each of thesespacecraR isequippedwith ion engineneutralizerswhich emit low
=-'_ energy charged particles,and withthe UniversityofCalik+rniaat San Diego (UCSD)
Auroral Particlesexperiments which are capableofdeterminingthe spacecraft
potentials.Despitegreat differencesindesignbetween the two spacecraft,they
attainsimilar potentialsinsimilar environments. Therefore, effectson space-
_ craftpotentialof neutralizeroperationscan be used tocompare theeffectsof
operatingthe two differentneutralizers(hotwire filamentand plasma bridge).
The neutralizers on both spacecraR have now been operated in eclipse. Results of
.... these operationsare presentedand spacecraftresponses cOmpared.
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I. INI'IIOIII',CI'ION
Onp of the objectives of the joint NASA/AF Charging investigation i,_ to deter-
mine the feasibility of active control of spaeecrr, ft charging, An investigation t_
currently underway to sP_dy the possibility or active control by charged particle
emission using the ATS-5 and ATS-6 spacecraft. This effort is an extension of
studies previously reported by Bartlett et al I and by Goidstein and Deforest. 2 _.
The present paper reports results of operating the ion engine neutralizers on the
two spacecraft during eclipses. The intent is to compare the effectiveness of the
two neutralizers in maintaining the spacecraft potentials near ground during eclipse
and substorm conditions.
Experiments have been conducted using the ATS-5 hot wire filament electron
emitter, the ATS-6 plasma bridge neutralizer, and the UCSD plasm-_ detectors.
The particle data were then studied to determine the charge state ef the space-
craft before, during, and after neutralizer operations, in order to compare the
effects of neutralizer operations. Such experiments have been performed with the
J
ATS-5 spacecraft during several eclipse seasons, So that a relatively large data
base exists, and some general trends in spacecraft response Can be identified.
Due to mission constraintS, operation of the ATS-6 neutralizer during eclipse was
not possible until the fall 1976 eclipse period. Thus, the data points for ATS-6
neutralizer operations in eclipse are few; however, the available results do pro-
vide a basis for some prellminary comparisons.
2. _,TS-5SPACECRAFTANDIONENGINEEXPERI_iENT
The ATS-5 spacecraft was launched in August 1969, It is in a geosynchronous
orbit stationed at 105Ow longitude. The spacecraft has a cylindrical geometry,
I. 3 m in diameter and 2 m in length. It is divided into three cylindrical sections
of approximately equal length. Most experiments and spacecraft systems are con-
tained in the center section, while the two outer most sections are open-ended
shells to which solar cells have been mounted. These latter two sections have an
outer sllrface primarily of quartz glass covering the solar cells. The center sec-
tion is covered with a fiberglass skin to which a nonconductive thermal control
paint has been applied. Therefore, the ou+ermost surface of ATS-5 is getmrally
an electrical insulator.
Two contact ion _ngine systems are aboard ATS-5. All engine operations
described here involve the No. 2 system. Its location relative to the ATS-5 UCSD
Auroral Particles exp.ertment is shown in Figure 1. Due to a design fault in the
ATS-5, the spacecraft could not be despun and hence was never gra_,tty gradient
108
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stabilized as planned. As a result of the 76 RPM spin about the spacecraft z-axls,
each ion engine is subjected to centripetal force producing an eFfectwe gravitational
field Of 4 G's.
The force on the cesium feed system is sufficientto drive liquid cesium down
the vapor feed tube to the ionizer and thus preclude normal thruster operation.
The cesium reservoir is sealed by a thermally actuated valve. The ion engine sys-
tem is designed such that the "Ionizer On" command turns on the ionizer and neu-
tralizer heaters. It has been determined that the heat transferred to the reservoir
valve from the ioni_.er heater when operated continuously is sufficient to open the
valve. However, ifthe ionizer heater is operated for a maximum of 40 rain with a
20 percent duty cycle, the valve will remain closed. Therefore, the 20 percent
duty cycle Was selected for the spacecraft neutralization tests. No ion beam is
produced during this type of operation.
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The ATS-5 ion engine system has been described in detail by Worlock et al. 3
Its contact ion source was designed to deliver I mA of singly charged cesium ions
which are neutralized by a hot filament electron source. In studying the control of
spacecraft charging, this electron source has been utilized. The ion engine,
exhaust aperture 4n the spacecraft skin is 5 cm in diameter. The neutralizing
filament is recessed 2.5 cm within the spacecraft and operates at spacecraft
potential. The resistively heated filament is po#ered by a 2 Vac power supply,
Thus, the energy of emitted electrons is <2 voltS. The filament of yttrium doped _,.
tantalum is 0.18 mm in diameter and operates at a temperature of 1700°C. At
this tdmperature, the nevtralizer is emission limited at about 3m,_. The minimum
resolvable neutralizer emission current telemetry signal rep_'esents 6 #a. No
._escernible neutralizer emission current has been observed during any of the
experimentation described here.
3. t'l'_6 SP..£CECIiAFTANDION EN(;INEEXPERI,_IENT
The ATS-6 spacecraftwas launched inMay 1974, arldis _ua geosynchronous
Orbit. The firstyear_soperationalstationwas ata longitudeof 94°W. For its
secortdyear of service,ATS-6 was moved toa longitudeof 35°E. The spacecraft
has now been relocatedto itspermanent stationat 140°W. The configurationof
the ATS-6 spacecraftisshown inFigure 2. The end=to-enddimension between
the two solararrays is i6.5 rn. The near cubicalmodule at the focusof the 9.I m
parabolicreflectoris about 1.6 m on a side. The outer surfaceofmost of the I
structureiscovered withkapton thermal insulation.However, allconductiveele- i
meritsof thestructureand the vapor depositedalumlnum Surfacesof the thermal
blanketsare bonded to the common spacecraftground. The parabolicrefiectoris i
formed Utilizinga dacron mesh witha copper coating. The copper iscovered with
a noncontinuouscoatingofsiliconrubber. While thecopper mesh ofthe reflector
isgrounded to the structure,the reflector'souter surfacecharacteristicis domi-
nated by the siliconrubber insulator.The solar cellsare covered by quartz glass.
Thus, themajerity of theouter surfaceofATS-6 is nonconducting.
There are two cesium bon_bardment ionenginesystems on ATS-6. They are
locatedon the north and southfacesof the earthviewing module as shown in
Figure 2. The thrustaxlsofeach engineis inthe Y-Z plane and exhausts outward
from the spacecraft at av angle of 38° to the +Z axis. The orbital operations of the
ion engine experiment have been reported by Worlock et al. 4 Each of the two ion
engine systems has been operated. The initial operation of each thruster Was
nominal. However, subsequent attempts to restart either system have not been
successful. It is believed that the restart problem is due to a design error in the
110
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Figure 2. A TS-6 SpacecraftConfiguration
main propellent feed system. This design problem has not precluded the operation
of the ion engine's neutralizer and its cesium feed system. Operation of the neu-
tralizer of each ion engine has been demonstrated subsequent to its initial operation.
The ATS-6 ion engine system has been described in detail by James et al. 5
Basically, each system produces a 115 mA beam of singly charged cesium ions
which are extracted from a primary plasma. This beam is then neutralized by
electro_,s which are extracted from a second cesium plasma. This electron source,
or neutralizer, is of interest when studying the control of the interaction of a geo-
synchronous spacecraft with its ambient plasma since it can serve as a source of
both electrons and ions.
The neutralizer consists of a feed system which supplies cesium vapor to a
hollow cathode electron source. The hollow cathode consists of a heated tantalum
, _ emitterwhich isplacedatthe end ofthe cesium vapor feedtube, The feedtubeis
, than capped with a plug containing a 0.15 mm diameter orifice. An electrode, or
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plasma probe, is mounted 3.2 mm outboard from the cathode aperture. To initiate
operation, this electrode _.s biased 150 Vdc positive With rvspect to the tantalum
emitter and serves as an Anode. The emitter operates at spacecraft ground poten-
tial. Cesium vapor is introduced into the hOlloW cathode and a plasma discharge
occurs. This process requires about 35 min from initiation of the operations.
_ After the neutralizer discharge starts, the probe is operated from a high imped-
e,nee +15 Vdc power supply. In this mode, 50 mA of electrons are extracted from
the neutralizeris plasma by the probe. The probe also serves as a plasma poten-
tial sensing element for control purposes. For normal ion engine operations, the
ion beam would become the hollow eathode's anode with the neutralizerts plasma
-: providing a low impedance bridge to the beam. However, when the ion beam is
not present, the plasma probe willcOntinuetofunctionas an anode. During opera-
tion,tilepOwer supplyiS typicallyloadeddown to 6 or 7 volts. Thus theenergy of
emittedelectronsis <15 volts,typically6 or 7 volts. The aperturefor the ion
englnetSexhaust beam isapproximately 12 cm outboard ,tom thespacecrafttsskin
with the neutr&lizerlocatedan additional5 cm outboard.
The emission characteristicsof the neutralizervary withitscesium flowand
the temperature of the tantalumemitter. Neutralizercontrolis accomplished by
presettingthe emitter temperature and regulatingthe pressure of the cesium vapor
;, in thehollowcathode inresponse to thepotentialof theplasma probe. F:,:normal
operations,theneutralizerisemission limitedat about 3A ofelectr_:_sand a few i
milliamperes ofions. Sincethe experiment'stelemetryscalewas sized for oper-
ationsas an ion thruster,theminimum resolvableneutralizeremission current is
1 mA ofelectronsonly. No measurable neutralizeremission currenthas been !
observed duringany ofthe experiments describedhere.
d_ _ I. _T.,,;-5W%liWI".;.5l_Lt_%lW IIi.:T{.IcTOH_ {
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Th¢:UCSD ._tUroralParitclesexperiment on ATS-5 consistsof two pairs of
plasma detectors. These are mounted to thebody of the sp._cecraR(seeFigure I)
so thatone pairlooks parallelto thespacecraR spinaxisand the otherpairlooks
perpendicularto it. Each pairof detectorsiscomprised of an electrondetector
and an iondetectorwhich cover the energy range from 50 eV to50keV. These
: detecioz have been described in more detail by DeForeSt and McIlwain. 6
The ATS-6 instrumettt is an outgrowth of the ATS-5 detector. The main !
de_.ectorsare arranged Intwo electron-tonpairs. These are mounted on the ,
Environmental MonitOr Experiment (see Figure 2), one pair in the north-south i
• plane mad one pair inthe east-westplane. They can be mechanicallyswept in
!,. theirrespectiveplanes toobtainangularinformation. The energy range covered
l
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' : by these detectors is 1 eV to 80keV. The ATS-6 detectors are described in more
_ detail by Ba_,tlett et al 1 and by Mcllwain. 7
The voltages to which the spacecraft groUnds are charged can be estimated by
!. obserVttlg shifts in the particle flux-energy distributions measured by the plasma
::" detectOrS. Stlch shifts are most evident in the ion spectra. Examples oF spectro-
:' grams showing this type of spectral shih are given by GOldstein and DeForest.
'_ 5. CHARCINGRESPONSEOF ATS-5AND A.T_ _"
'_. hi order to make meaning_l predictio_ about the possibility o£ active control
".'. of Spacecraft potentialS,• it is necessary to be able to predict the potential that a
._. spacecraft wiil assume when immersed in a natural plasma. In particular, this
o task is made much more difficult it there are first-order differences due to the
_:" details of a given eoi_flg_ration, Table 1 gives the comparison of spacecraft and
systems for ATS-5 and..6. Clearly, these two spacecraft are very different in
size, conlitruction, orientation, and outer surface composition. Therefore, if
;!
i::_ these two space vehicles change to approximately the same potential when exposed
il; tO the same environment, then perhaps a detailed study of either one will have some
'_' general validity. During tWO eclipse seasons (fall 19_4 and spring I_75} when?
'i:' ATe-5 and _ were separated by only I. 2 earth radii, and wh£n the on-board plasma
Thble I. Comparison of Spacecraft and Systems
o"
i_:' ATS-,_ ATS-6
...._ Characteristic 2 m 10 m
°°_, Size
?..
o'_' 9tabilization Spin (Axis Parallel 3-Axis
'_" to Earth's)
_'
i Otitet" Surface Mostly Quartz Quartz, Kapton, Paint,
_' (Good Insuiator_ Aluminum (Mixed Insu-
. lator and Conductor,)
°ii'_. Ion i_!n_'ii_e Thermal Emission Discharg_ Plasma
_ N_Utz,alizer (i_,lectrons Ottly)
:' Ni_iitralizer Recessed: _. 5 cm OUtboard: 17 cm
"o.' Placementi
"_ UCSD Detectoi, s Body Motlnted Rotating (I eV - 80 keV)
o i: (50 eY - 50 keY)
o_."
il
.>,:
__ ":" _ _ , I .............._ ...." .." _!..... ." ...."_ -.____..-- .......
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instruments on both indicated similar _ lasmas, the simuRaneous potentials were
calculated and are plcttecl i_ Fi/0_re 3. The line in this figure is the llne of equal
potentials and was drawn befor_ the points were added. Considering the differences
_hown in the table and the fact that there is variability in the plasma, the agree-
ment is remarkable. (Note. The earthts umbra at this distance is approximately
2 earth radii across, allowing ample opportunity for the two spacecraft to be
simultaneously ecllpsed. )
Sincethe two vehiclesbehave similarlyinthe naturalplasma, itis possible
to compare theirresponses to activecontrolusing the assumption thatdifferences
inresponse are due todifferencesinthe characteristicsof theneutralizersrather _"
thantodifferencesin spacecr._ftCharging response.
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.: A_ was pi-eviously noted in Section I. the data on ATS-5 response to neutralizer
operations are far mot_e extensive than those for ATS-6. In addition, because of
! :4
_ ,, differences inherent in the two neutralizers and operational constraints, the opera-
! i ttons themselves are somewhat different.
:i _ The ATS-5 hot wire filament can be turned on and off in very short times,
' that is, itrequires no "warm up" period. The experiment sequence used for the
ii tests reported here was to allow the spacecraft to enter eclipse with the neutralizer
:-: off,to command the neutralizer on I0 min later, and to command the neutralizer o_f l
!_!. again 5 rain later. Particle data were taken for at least 15 rain before and after 1
!=:: the neutrallzer op_ratlons. Some experiments are also being run using a I0 rain
! _. "neUtralizer on" period. Results of these will be reported as data become I
! available.
J :" I_q.contrast to the fast response time of the hot filament, the ATS-6 plasma
!"_'" bridge neutralizer requires about 35 rain aRer the "on" command is given to come
" into _II on operation (see Section 3). BeCauSe of concern for the spacecraftls
v':' power system, the neutralizer was brought into fulloperation befOre entry into
:' eclipse emring the falli976 eclipse period. The neutz'alizerremained on for I0
_il- mln aRer entry into eclipse and was then commanded o_f. Particle data were
! _ taken 24 hr per day during these neutralizer operations. Additional experiments
i i_ are being conducted using these ATS-6 instruments, and results will be reported
_. as the data become available.
. The operating conditions for the experiments reported here are summarized
i :i:' in Table 2.
! ii Table 2. Comparison of Test Operations
• , ,
-" _ ATS-5 ATs-6
Turn-On Time <I mln 35 rain
i .
Turn-off Time <I rain ---2 min
., Full-On Operation Time in Eclipse 5 rain I0 mln
:' Emission Cu/-rent <6 pA <I mA
i Energy of Emitted Icles ---2 V ---7 V
115
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Figure 4 shows the response of the ATS-5 spacecraft to activation of the
neutralizer. The potential With and without the electron emitter energized is
shown here. The potential determination_ were made within minutes of each other
and under conditions where the potential was not changing rapidly. The dashed
line here is the line along which the two potentials are equal; the solid line is fit to
the data.
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Figure ,t Effect of ATS-5 Electron Emitter on Spacecraft
Poten*:als
The first conclusion that one reaches from Figure 4 is that the electron emitter
does lower the potential, but it has the unfortunate characteristic of being less effec-
tive in maintaining the spacecraft potential near ground at larger magnitude initial
potentials and very effective in doing this at potentials which are already sufficiently
low in magnitude that they do not pose much of a problem. This result is supported
by laboratory simulations reported elsewhere in this conference by Goldstein. B
Since the emitter filament on ATS-5 is located within a cavity, perhaps its effec-
, tiveness is decreased by the shielding action of the spacecraft body. In addition,
#
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there is evidence that a potential barrier may exist around spacecraft. 9 Thus, it
is possible that the electrons leaving the filament eanhot escape from the space-
craft because they lack sufficient energy to penetrate such a barrier. An err, liter
that was both exposed and biased with respect to spacecraft ground might be _ore
effective in coupling to the plasma.
There are insufficient data to make a similar plot for ATS-6. Figure 5 shows
_' the spacecraft response to the neutralizer activation. This figure shows the space-
craft response on the most "active" day for which data are available. ("Active"
here re_ers to magnetosphertc substorm activity. ) The plasma enviroament
remained relatively constant from about 2350 until after 0130 on this day so that
the changes in the Spacecraft's potential can be attributed to the neutralizer's
operation and to entry into and exit from eclipse. The figure shows that the space-
craft potential was maintained within 10 volts of ground during the entire neutralizer
104
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•i operation, both in sunlight and in eclipse. The fact that the spacecraft potential
changes rapidly to several thousand volts negative when the neutralizer is turned
off implies that very large potentials can be discharged by this neutralizer.
The low energy electron spectrum is also affected by neutralizer operation.
,, While this has not been studied in detail, such effects have been interpreted as
• representing changes in the potential barrier surrounding the ATS-6 spacecraft
•• caused in this case by neutralizes' operation. 2
Comparison of this event with the ATS-5 results leads one to believe that the
pl&sma discharge may be the more effeetlve method of control. _b.
+ One other difference between the two systems can be noticed. ATS-6 seems to= /,
:!' have been held to a steady potential during neutralizer operation, bUt this is not!
_ always the case for operation of the electron err.itter on ATS-5. Figure 6 gives
! _,. thetime historyo£ dischargefor threeeventson ATs-5. The changes in ootential
o
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dtlrln 8 neutralizer operation shown in this figure do not seem to have been pro-
duced by changin_ envi/,onmefitel conditions, The reason for this strange behavl_)r
is not known.
7. SUmmARYA_D CO_CLU$10_$
Active control of spacecraft p_tential has been drmonstrated using both an
unbiased electron emitter and a plasma discharge. Activation of either of these
devices resulted in reductions in the magnitude of the spacecraft potential. Of
the two devices studied here, the plasma bridge neutralizer was more successful
in maintaining the spacecraft pr_tential near ground. Its operation held the spa_e-
craft potential steady and less than I0 volts fror. grc,lnd, in contrast to this
behavior, the ATS-5 potential during electron emitter operation is more variable.
Also, although operating this neutralizer results in reduction of the magnitude of
the Spacecraft potential, it does not, in general, hold the potential near ground.
In fact, while the absolute magnitude of the change in potential inc"eases with
increasing magnitude of the "neutralizer of_' potential, the percent change de-
creases with increasing magnitude of the "of[ _' potential. Thus. this device iS
considered less _ffective than the ATS-6 plasma device.
This /'_sult does not imply that no electron emitter could hold the spacecraft
gt'ound potential near plasma grouted. The particular device being used is both
unbiased and recessed into the spacecraft body. As noted earlier, this recessed
location may result in suppression of the emission, particularly since the space-
craft surface near the emitter is an insulator and thus would remain charged nega-
tivel,! even when the frame is discharged. The fact that the filament is unbiased
. further means that the electrons leaving it will have energies determined by the
_ Vac filament power supply, that _s, 2 volts. These may not have sufficient energy
to overcome a potel_tial barrier surrounding the spacecraft. It appears that a
biased emitter extended some distance frord the spacecraft surface would be pre-
ferable for active control purposes.
The plasma d_vice on ATS-G has the inherent advantage that ions from the
discharge can be attracted to nearby negative surfaces, so that this device has a
mechanism for' discharging insulator surfaces as well as the spacecraft frame.
An electron emitter has no such mechanism available to it. In addition, the loca-
tion of the ATS-6 device, about 17 cm outboard of the spacecraft b_dy, and the
fact that the emitted electrons hate energies on the order of 7 vo!.ts seem advan-
tageous eompared to the location and electron energies characteristic or the ATS-5
device. The fact that the SpacecraR is maintained within l0 volts of plasma ground
throughout neutralizer operation implies that electrons are escaping from the
J
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spacecraft, This could be because the electrons arc emitted with sufficient energy
_ to overcome the potential barrier or because neutralizer operation alters the bar-
! rier in some advantageous way.
The ATS-6 device• then, looks promising as an active control device. Itow°
ever, additional experiments using this device under a variety of natural environ-
!%i mental conditions are needed. Such experiments, as well as experiments utilizing
both ATS-5 an4 ATS-6 in conjunction with one another, are being conducted as a
i ii part of the _pacecraft Chargin_ Investigation.
i
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6. Active Control of Potential of the
Geosynchronous Satellites ATS-5 and ATS-6
RaymondGoldstein
Jet PropulsionLaboratory
Pasadena,California
Abstract
The ATS-6 geosynchronous satellite carries two cesium ion thrusters as part
of the technology experiment package. Their effectiveness in controlling the Space-
craft potential has been shown during normal operation of the thrusters. The Uni-
versity of California at San Diego auroral particles detectors were used to estimate
spacecraft potential, amount o£ cesium propellant backflow to the spacecraft, and
"electron signature" of the thruster. Operation of the thruster clamps the space-
Craft to about -10 v in the presence of a wide range of ambient particle flux. Some
positive ions from the thruster are returned to the spacecratt during this period.
The plasma bridge neutralizer o£ the thruster is also effective in controlling the
spacecraft potential. Laboratory simulation tests of the ATS-5 ion thruster
thermionic emitter neutralizer showed that negative differential charging on the
spacecraft surface probably prevents the emitter froll, completely discharging the
spacecraft in flight.
This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratoryj California Institute of Technology, under Contract
NAST-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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I. INTHI)flI!CTION
The effectiveness of the cesium ion thru,_tors and their neutralizer_ carried
an the geosynehronous satellites ATS-5 and ATS-6 to control the spacecraft poten-
tial under a wide range of environmental conditions has recently been
reported, 1, 2, 3 Some variation of these devices is a likely candidate to be used
on a spacecraft explicitly for active potential control. It Is therefore important
to understand details of the operation of these devices and their effects on the _.
spacecraft. For spacecraft conducting scientific measurements, for example, of
partich=s and fields, the q,Jestion arises as to the direct effect of the discharge
device on the measurements. That is, it is desirable to know in what way, if any,
the device will contaminate the measurer, lent with spurious contributions. In the
following, an analysis of some of the data from the University of California at San
Diego auroral particles detectors on ATS-60 taken during operation of a thruster,
is described and discussed. It is shown that Operation of the discharge device has
a marked effect on the character of the measured data.
While the plasma devices on ATS-6 appear capable of clamping the spacecraft
potential even during severe environmental conditions, the ATS-5 thermionic
emitter has not been entirely successful. The spacecraft usually can only be par-
tially discharged, and even then, the potential generally does not remain constant.
In order to understand the cause of these effects, some laboratory simulation
studies were performed using a flight spare ATS-5 thruster. The tests and results
are described below.
2. ATS-6PLASMAEMITTERFLIGHTTESTS
2.1 Ion Measurements
The configuration of ATS-6 is shown in Figure 1. The features of interest
here include the two ion thrusters, one of which is located on the north and the
other on the south facing surfaces on the Earth Viewing Module (EVM). The UCSD
detectors are located on the Environmental Measuring Experiment (EME) at the top
of the spacecraft. The detector of concern in the investigation discussed here is
capable of rotating so as to accept electrons or ions in a N-S almost vertically
oriented plane. A 10..m diameter mesh antenna lies between the EVM and EME
(approXlmatt, iy 13 m apart). Each of the solar array booms is approximately 17-m
long.
During the flight operation of the north-facing thruster in 1974, it was observed
that higher tt_an normal count rates were observed in the low energy ion detector2
char, nei_, Furthermore, during the period of time in which the detector was
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Figure 1. ATS-6 SpacecPaft Configuration
rotated, a strong angular dependence of the counts Was also observed. In Figure 2,
this angular dependence is shown _or ions in the 11.8 eVchannel, corresponding to
the peak in the low energy counts. /_ strong maximum is seen near the due north
(0°) direction, with a weaker maximum near the "straight up" (90 °) direction.
The thruster beam was directed downward at an angle of 60° with an energy of
550 eV. Hence, the primary beam ions would not likely travel to the detector, par-
ticularly since the local magnetic field was roughly along the beam direction. A
more likely source of the ions detected is the cloud of thermal energy charge ex-
change ions formed near the beam boundary, especially near the thruster exit.
These low energy ions are greatly influenced by the electric fields resulting from
differential charging on spacecraft surfaces. Whipple 4 has shown in fact, that the
solar array surfaces of ATS-6 can often be the order of one or two hundred volts
negative with respect to the rest of the spacecraft. In addition, the differential
charging also appears to produce a negative potential : well" in the vicinity of the
solar panels. SuCh potentials would be sufficient to attract ions to the upper por-
tion of the spacecraft. In fact, the 0 ° angle of Figure 2 corresponds to the detector
looking approximately at the north solar panel. The data of Figure 2 theretbre
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Figure 2. Angular Dependence of 11.8 ev ion Count Rate
During N ion Thruster Operation on ATS
probably corresponds to low energy ions produced in the thrust beam andthen bent
around the EME by the negative ditferentlal charging and potential well in the
vicinity of the solar panels.
Analysis of the energy distributionshows that the low energy ions observed
during thruster operation have a peak around I0 eV but have a very nonMaxwellian
distribution. Such characteristics are normally not seen in the environmental
plasma. This is further evidence that these ions are introduced by the thruster
and are not truly environmental in origin. Since the thruster couples the space-
craft to about -10 V with respect to plasma potential, thermal thruster _ons reach
the spacecraft with energy of 10 eV, explaining the peak measured at that energy.
Of course, any low energy environmental ions preseflt would also appear at that
poteutial. However, no low energy environmental ions were seen prior to thruster
operation.
Operation of the plasma bridge neutralizer alone is sometimes but not always
accompanied by a similar low energy ion peak. TLese data have not been analyzed
in great detail, and it is not understood why this ,_riabllity exists.
i J
l
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! 2.2 El_cCroJt_|_a_urementR
i The electron detector normally shows a group ot low energy electrons to be
present under almost all conditions. These electrons, which peak around I0 eV,
i correspond to secondaries and photoelectrons produced at the spacecraft and
trapped by the negative poterlttal well surrounding it. These low energy electrons
4
persist even during daylight charging events ot a few hundred voRs negative.
During OperatiOn of the ton thruster the count rate for these electrons drastically
! decreases, indicating their ability to escape from the spacecraR vicinity. 2 The
i i/
character of the remami,,g low energy electrons is quite different, however, from
i_I! thosewithoutth_steroperation.
i This difference is ShoWn it1 FigUre 3, wher.e the phase space density (effec-
tively the count _ate divided by the square of the energy} is plotted for the low
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energy electrons before and during thi'uster operation. Note that a Maxwellian
distribution should give a straight line, the effective temperature deterrnitting the
slope. The thruster-oft electrons follow a straight line quite closely, indicating
a-near Maxwellian distribution (t_mperature = 5 eVL It should be noted that the
lowest energy point is _ubject to relatively large error because of energy scale
calibration difficulties. The th:'uster-on electrons, aside from being fewer in
number, show a distinctly different distribution. They are no longer Maxwellian.
It is not likely that electrons from the thruster plasma have arrived at the
detector, because of the adverse potentiaLgradients. A more probable explanation
is that modification of tl-e potential barrier by the thruster plasma has allowed low
energy envir6nment_l electrons to reach the detector. Normally these electron_
are repelledby th_negativepotentialbarrier and do not reach thespacecraft. The
electronsdetectedwiththe thrusteron are thusprobably a mixture ofspacecraft
generatedsecondariesand true environmentalelectrons. Since thespacecraft
WaS Clamped at -,I0V by thethruster,the environmentalelectronswere retarded
inenergy by thatamount.
Operationofthe neutralizeralonehas a similarbut lessdrasticeffecton
measured electronsas does fullthrusteroperation. The neutralizerdoes not have
as significantan effecton thepotentialbarrier.
The th_'usteroperationdoes not have a cleareffecton theangulardependence
ofthe low energy electroncounts. Sincemost of theseelectronsoriginateat the
spacecraft,thisisnot surprising.
3. ATS-5 NEUTRALIZEREMITTERLABORATORYSIMULATIONTESTS
A seriesof testswere performed inthe Xerox-Electro OpticsSystems 2 ft×
5 ftlongvacuum chamber to studythe characteristicsof theATS-5 thermionic
emitterunder conditionssimulatingdifferentialcharging on thespacecraft. A
schematic diagram of thetestsetupis shown inFigure 4. A night spare ATS-5
ion thrusterwas mounted along the centerlinenear one end of thevacuum chamber.
The end ofthe thrusterprotrudedthrougha holeinan electricallyisolatedmetal
platesimulatingthe spacecraftsurface. This arrangement resembled closeiythe
actualmounting of thethrusteron the (cylindrical}spacecraft, A second metal
plate,2 R from the first,was Used tosimulate a plasma sheathor potentialbarrier.
Power supplieswere provided tobiasthe two metal platesas shown. Currents
were measured as indicatedinthe figure.
Power was appliedto thethermlonicemitterneutralizerappropriateto give
176f)°C,the nightnominal temperature of the emitter. With no biasingabout
4.2_ ,a emission was obtained. Itwas thennoted thatup to 200 v negativeon the
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Figure 4. Schematic Diagram of ATS-5 Emitter Laboratory Test
simulated sheath had little(< a few perc._nt)effecton the emission current. How- 1
ever, even a small negative bias on the spacecraR surface produced a marked i
reduction in the emission current. This effect is shown in Figure 5, which is 1
taken from an X-Y plotter output.The totalemission is the totalcurrent leaving l
the filament. For comparison, the current intercepted by the thruster shell
(identifiedas ATS-5 Ion Thruster in Figure 4) is also shown. Note that almost all
of the current escapes the thruster and littleis returned directly to the thruster
body even though the filament is recessed a few inches from the opening.
Differentialcharging on the spacecraR surface is thus very effective in sup-
pressing emission from the filament. In the case of the flighttests described in
References I and 2, the spacecraR was charged to a high negative potential in
eclipse. Both the surface of the spacecraR (largely covered with solar celts and
hetme is dielectric)abd the frame should be at about the same potential. However,
ifthe filament is turned on the spacecraft frame becomes tess negative while the
surface remains at the original potential The filament then experiences a nega-
tive differential potential which suppresses the emission, as in Figure 5. The
filament is not able to reduce the potential further and the potential may remain
apprnximately constant or increase in magnitude. The details of the environment
particle fluxes .rod energy distribution, as well as the geometry of the spacecraft
determine the actual voltage history of the spacecraft during this process.
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? 4. SlSti.'tiARt ._,_1}CO_i'i.l,SlO_
The chailgein characterotlow energy electronsand ionsdetectedat.the
.....:: spacecraftduring ionthrusteroperationhas been examined. The resultindicates
! thatuse ofa plasma devicefor spacecraftpotentialcontrolproduces a signature
i-: atoti-boar_particledetectors. Iriorder tominimize or understandcontamination
t,. effectsa carefulcallbration,inthe laboratoryor in flight,would be necessary.iJ
:: Inaddition,mounting of thedischargedeviceon a boom well away from thespace-
__ craR isprobablydesirable. Dielectricsurfaces,which can cause differential
=!i:. charging,aggravatethe contaminationproblem and shouldbe avoided on the
_-,_ spacecraft.
Labol-atory simulation studies have shown that differential charging on space-
i : craftsurfaces i_very effectiveininhibitingelectronemission from theSITS-5
< neutralizerfilament. This effectprevents the emitter from completelydischarging
_ the spacecraft under those conditions, and explains poor results of attempts to con-
trol the spacecraft potential in flight. Dielectric surfaces should be avoided for
' electronemitterstobe effectivepotentialcontrollers.Mounting on a boom away
;! from the Spacecraftwould alsominimize interactiveffects.
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i i:._ 7. Plasma Distribution and Spacecraft
i,
_-_,_ Charging Modeling Near Jupiter
_i_ RoyrnonJG61dminandNell Divine
_-_._, Jet Pmpulsl6dLaboratOry
i_'_:_ Posadehcm,California
.,,ii: Abstract
r_ _
_' To assess the role of spacecraft charging near Jupiter, the plasma distrtbu-
• tion in JupttertS magnetosphere has been modeled using da_a from the plasma
i ,:" analyzer experiments on Pioneer I0 (published results) and on Pioneer II (pre-
"_" liminary results). In the model, electron temperatures are kT -- 4 eV throughout,
i i whereas proton temperatures range over 100 -_ kT __400 eV. The model fluxes
i ,;*_ and concentrations vary over three orders oE magnitude among several co-rotating
°i regions, including, in order of increasing distance from Jupiter, a plasma void,
i plasma sphere, sporadic zone, ring current, current sl, eet, high latitude plasma
!:_i and magnetosheat h. Intermediate and high energ_ ele_t,,ons and, protons (to 100
MeV) are modeled as well. The models supply the information for calculating par-
._!_ ticle fluxes to a Spacecratt in the Jovian environment. The particle balance equa-
tions (including effects of secondary and photoemis_ion) then determine the space=
_ craft potential. Negative potentials the order of 10 volts are calculated in the
*_',: near region (magnetic shell paran_eter __6.5 Jovian radii). In the outer region,
. '_ severe differential charging (.,, 10 _ volts) can occur for shadowed, electrically
i isolated portions of the spttcecraft.
o 1
/,
:!',; This papo,r presents the results of one phase of research carried Out at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, California Instl_e of Technology, under Contract No.
o _! NA Sff-t00, sponsored by the National ,Aeronautics and Space _dmtnistration.
i /
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Several facts suggest that spacecraft operating in Jupiter% magnetosphere
can charge to significant potentials. These include the existence of a highly struc-
tured magnetosphere, with novel features compared to the _,rthls, and known to
contain both stable and dynamic populations of thermal and energetic (MeV) elec-
trons and ions. Experience wl:h spacecraft in earth environment, especially at
: synchronous altitudes, shows that spacecraft charging occurs in such environ-
meats, and some anomalies in the operation of the Pioneer l0 and 11 spacecraft
heal _ Jupiter have been attributed to such charging. The survival and satisfactory
operation o£ a spacecr_fft orbiting in the Jovian environment is thus of concerti,
bec_tuse of the long period of time spend in the severe environment. To assess
this problem, environmentM models developed from Pioneer data are described
below attd are applied to preliminary computations of likely spacecraft equilibrium
potentials in several magnetospher_ regions, in both sunlight and shadow.
2, Pi,,_S_iA_iOI)ELI)EVELOP_IE_T
The major features of Jupiterls thermal plasma distributions are derived
from Frank et al, 1 who present a thorough discussion of the proton component
data from the plasma analyzer experiment on Piotteer 10. These data range over
• • values of L (magnetic shell parameter, in Jovian radii Rj) between 2.85 and 25
(within the centrifugally dominated region) and are summarized in their Figure 8.1
Comparable results from Pioneer 11 are not yet c0mplete but the major additional
= results are: a plasma viod for L __ 1.8 to 2.0 (within the gravitationally domd_ated
region), and plasma properties nearly independent of latitude for L <__12. For high
latitudes at L > 12, the density is assumed about an order of magnitude smaller
than in the current sheet.
For the electron component more limited results, from Pioneer 10, are dis-
cussed by Intriligator and Wolfe, 2 the main conclusion bein_ an electron peak in
energy near 4 ev throughout the magnetosphere. Assuming charge neutrality (that
is, electron concentrations equal to proton ones) an electron model can b inferred
: from the above proton distribution.
Ancillary information has been used in the models as follows, in order of
" _ increasing distance from Jupiter. Fjeldbo et al, 3 who reports results of Pioneer
i 10 radio occultatlons, provide information which has been used for a very crude
specification of the ionosphere; for details of this multilayered environment in
Jupiter*s upper atmosphere the original reference should be consnlted. Near the
Galllean satellite Io, the configuration of the atomic hydrogen tbrus suggests a
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-_i local proton concentration which ionizes H by charge exchange 4' 5, 6 and the atomic7
sodium distribution suggests the Importance of ionization by local electrons.
=:_ These results have been used to confirm or modify the de_crlptlon of the plasma- '
x sphere. Magnetic field data from Pioneer 10 confirm the reality of the rlng cur-
: rent (the source of external field terms for magnetic field modeling, 8 and theJ
: 9
=._ proton concentration in the current sheet. Elsewhere various indirect Observa-
tions and theoretical considerations are generally consistent wtth the foregoing
interferences; they include discussions of Faraday rotation for HF burst_0
; waveparticle interactions (difh_sion, whistlers, etc. ), 11, 12, 13, 14 and numerous,
,. p_'imarily qUalitatiVe, analyses. 15, 16, 17, 18.19, 20 A description of the magneto-
sheath plasma is taken fror,_ nns_derat_ons of Figure 5 of Wolfe et al. 21
: The pre_entpreliminaryplasz,_model shouldbe improved to includeaspects
_" of the extended distribution of neutral sodium atoms 7 which is possibly in equtlib-
_.-
rium with a sodium ion population. In addition, there are observations of neutral
';i hydrogen,6 suggestingprotons,and of aftionizedsulfurnebula.22 Other consid-
" erations for modification of the model include the character of the 4 eV electron
"" peak seen at large L. This is_o: clearlythermal inoriginand couldhave been
-::_. the resultof differeritialchargin_ton PiorleerI0.23 '/tietow energy datafrom the
;' San Diego scintillatorson Pioneer II_4 shouldalsobe inch:,led.
!' 3. PL_S_|_IIODELSPECIFICAi"iO_
o
._, The plasma distributionderived from theabove considerationsisspecifiedin
,
:2 Table I, and theseveral regionsand their boundariesare illustratedin Figure I.
• ,.. Values and uncertair-tiesforboundaries and concentrations(equalfor electrons
_ and protons)have been estimated. The thermal energy valuesare quotedwithout
C
_, uncertainty because the uncertainties in the distributions which result from the
,: concentrationcolumn are already large, Inthe co-rotatlngframe [see note (21,
°, Table 11, the thermal distributions are isotropic and may be derived from the
_' entriesinTable Iusing the followingformulae:
_" Jo = 2N (1)"' O
= (I. 56 X 106 cm "2 s =11 No(kT) I/2 for protons
OF
Y = (6.69 × 107 cm "2 s "l) No(kT) 1/2 for electrons .
,i
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Figure 1. Schematic of Plasma Regions at Jupiter for One Quadrant of a Magnetic
Meridional Plane. Drawing is not to scale, although three distances (in Rj) from
Jupiter are indicated along the magnetic equator
integral flux
(energy > E) J = Jo (1 + E/kT) exp (-E/kT) + J2 + J2 (E2 " E) . (2)
dtfferenttal JoE(kT)-2flux J = exp (-E/kT) + J2 ' (3)
In these expressions, values of No, Jo' and kT are to be taken from Table 1;
in that table, Z represents the vertical distance from the magnetic equatorial
plane, and the notes are important. Equations (1) through (3) apply for all thermal
and intermediate energies 0 __ E -_ E 2 and specify fluxes J and j which are conth:-
uous with those it: the radiation belt models (see below) when J2 and J2 are evaluated
at energy E2, where E 2 = 40, 000 eV for electrons and E 2 = 610, 000 eV for protons.
Care should be takt,n that energy unit conversions (between MeV and eV) are
included when J and j are evaluated in cm "2 s °1 and cm "2 s °! eV "! respectively.
For completeness, in Table 1 reference is made to NASA SP-8! 1825 £or a
description of parameters in the solar wind.
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For energies exceedingE2 (seeabove),thereexistsa largebody ofdata from
' fourenergeticcharged partlcl_,experiments on each of the Pioneer I0 and 11 _pae_o
craft. Because the literaturesources and the model specificationforthisenviron-
ment are so detailed they will not be described here. The former are exemplified
by severalarticlesinJournal of Geo_hh,_siealResearch_ Vol. 79, NO. 25 (1974,
Sept. I)and in Sclence,Vol. 188, No. 4187 (1975,May 2). The model has been
developed for the Jupiter-Orbiter-Probe Study, and has been published for limited
distribution,26 As an example, innermagnetosphere electronfluxprofilesare j
shown inFigure 2. The complete radiationbeltmodel includesbothintegraland
differentialfluxesas functionsofpositiOnL and X (magneticlatitude)and particle
energy, forbothelectronsand protons.
0o16MeV
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 !1 12 13 14 15 16
MAGNETICSHELLPAJ_METER(t), Rj
FiL_ure2. Distance VariationofEquatorlalFlux of ElectronSliavlng
Energy Greater thantheIndicatedThreshold Vaiues
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The net current to the spacecraft Ine t is given by
Ine t = Ip - Ie + i s + IpE , (4)
where Ip is the total protoxt currertt ifltercepted by the spacecraR, Ie is the incident
electron current, Is is the total secondary electt'on emission from the spacecraft
_0
(including backscattered electrons), and IpE is the photoelectron emission current
from the spacecraft. Each term is a tuflction of the spacecraft poterRial Vs/c
because of the energy dependence ot each term. At steady state the net current
must be zero, establishing the condition for determining Vs/c. I_ Equation (4) is
divided by the appropriate area, this condition can be expressed in terms of par-
ticle fluxes. It is assumed that essentially all of the Spacecraft is covered with
electrically conductive material, and that on the average, only 25 percent of the
surface is exposed to sunlight. Then the condition for zero net current becomes
Jp(Vs/c) - Je(Vs/c) + Js(Vs/c) + JpE(Vs/c) = 0 (5)
The J's representthe particlefluxesof thecorrespondingterms ofEq. (4);and
thedependence on Vs/c isexplicitlyshown for emphasis. To normalize the photo-
electricterm properly,a factor0.25 i_implicitlyincludedinJPE"
Equation (5)was Used tocalculateVs/c atvariouslocationsinthe Jovian
magnetosphere using valuesofJp and Je providedby the model describedinthe
previoussections. The resultsof Sternglassforaluminum, as reported by
Whlpple,27 were used tocalculateJ_. Whipple'svalueof photoelectronyieldfor
aluminum at 1AU (3 × 10-9 A cm'2;reduced for 5.2 AU, was used todetermine
JPE" Although most spacecraR are not likelytobe covered withaluminum, the
yieldswere taken tobe typicalo£conductivematerials.
The calculationswere performed by assuming a Vs/c and theniteratinguntil
a s_If-consistentvaluecould be obtained. Usuallya rapidconvergenceof the cal-
culationwas obtainedwith very few iterations.This islargelydue to thedepend-
ence of thesecondary emlsslotlyieldon incidentprotonenergy. Below about 103
eV theyieldismuch lessthanuhity,but above 103 eV the yieldrlses very rapidly
with energy exceeding unity at about 2 × 103 eV. This rapid int.rease in yield _-tth
energy produces a high sensitivity of the calculation tb Vs/c since all low energy
protons are accelerated by a negative spacecraR potential. The high secondary
yield thus tends to limit negative spacecraft potentials to a few keV in re_,ions of
. the magnetosphere where photoemission is unimportant.i
i
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The contribution of each term of Eq. (51 at the steady state spacecraft poten-
tial £or several locations in the Jovian equatorial plane is shown tn Figure 3. The
calculated spacecraft potentials az'e also given, The lower part shows the incident
electron current density. In the upper part of the figure, the proton as well as
secondary and phot0emission contributions are shown. Note that for L _<(;. 5 Hj
photoemtssion is riot every i_pot'tant. For higher L0 however, photoemission
begins to dominate and the spacecraft charges to a slight positive potential, In
those cases the a_tual secondary and photoemission contributions depend on details
of their enerffy distributions, and for simplicity ,:.'ere riot calcOlated in detail.
Their sum is thus shown in FiguPe 3 tot L >_9.5 Rj.
The incident electron current density Col-responding to the Vs/c calculated at
steady state is indicated by the light horizorttal line shown in the electron contribu-
tion_ separating two differently shaded regions. The full column represents the
total Je(0) that would occur if the poteritial were zero. and hence the doubly cross-
hatched region corresponds to that portion of the electron spectrum repelled by
the spaCecz'aft to produce the current balafice.
lo"lo;;i.i.;.;,
10"11_.//
V¢., • "lOOeV
_0 °"10"12....
H
10"9
FigUre 3. Distribution of Particle Fluxes tO and From Spacecraft in
Jovian EqUatorial Plane
)
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The heavy horizontal line appearing in each column shows the relattve con-
tribution to the total incident flux due to lc_w energy plasma particles and high
energy particles, in each case the plasma contribution is the portion closest to the
center of the figure.
Calculations were al_G carried out neglecting the photoemissiott term, that is,
for a spacecraR in eclipse. In the inner region, where photcemtssion iS unimpor-
tant (cf. Figure 3), potentials for the dark case are not Very different from the
sunlit case. However, in the outer regions where photoemission is importa_tt,
_elatively high potentials are calculated tot a spacecraft in darkness. The poten-
tiais for both the sunlit as well as eclipse cages are sun_arized in Table 2. Also
shown there are the potentials calcttlated for one point in the high latitude region
(L -- 16.0 Rj, _. = 450). Inthe outer regions total eclipse of the spacecraft is
unlikely, but the eclipse potentials indicate the level to which electrically isolated
: portions in darkness ar'e likely to charge.
Some calCulation_ were also performed to determine the sensitivity ot the
:, results to the fraction Of the spacec_-aft assumed to be in _unlight. In the ttlner
region this is not too important, but in the outer region a 10 percent sunlit space-
craft would have a negative (102 - 103) potential.
Table 2. Calculated Spacecraft Potentials in the Jovian Environment
; Location Vsc SUn (volts) Vsc ECL (volts)
L = 2.5 Rj -I00 -200
5.0 -1000 -1500
5.7 -I000 -1500
_ 6.5 -2000 -3500
"x
, 9.5 "--+10 -_+i0
,i 11.0 _ +I0 -104
16.0 ".-+10 -1500
: 16.0° _ = 45° "_+10 -104
• l R = 25 Rj "+10 -104
%
I'L i
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_i_ _t model of the Jovian charged particle environment has been constructed from
o:
i_i results of Pioneer 10 and 1i measurements. This model was used to calculate the
!,) potential to which.a spacecraft would cha_'ge in the Jovian environment. Ln the
:! inner region (L __6.5 Rj), the potentials calculated ('-, 103 volts negative) indicate
,:._ severe disturbances to fields and particles measurements from the spacecraft.
,_ "Clean" measurernents would thereforerequireactivecontrolof the spacecraft
'! potential.Inthe outer region_,electricallyisolatedpor.tionsof the spacecraft
are likelyto cha2"gediffe_entially-,,103-I04 voltswith respectto sunlitportions. • G,
._i High differentialCharging seriouslydistortsfieldsand partiClesrreaSurements,
,,_; and represent_ sources for arcing severe enough to damage the spacecraft or cause
L_.i:, malfunction.
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Abstract
The Jupiter orbiter with probe (JOP) spacecraft is briefly described. It is
shown that the high flux of energetic plasma electrons and the reduced photoemis-
sion rate in the Jovian environment can result in the spacecraft developlng a large
negative potential The effects of the electric fields produced by this charging
phenomenon are discussed in terms of spacecraft integrity as well as chargedpar-
ticle and fields measud.ements. The primary area of concern is shown to 1_e the
interaction of the electric fields with the measurlhg devices on the spacecraft. The
need for controlling the potential of the spacecraft is identified, and a system cap-
able of active control of the spacecraft potential ill th% Jupiter environment is pro-
posed. The desirability o[ using this system to vary the spacecraft potential
relative to the ambient plasma potential is also discussed. Various charged par-
ticle release devices are Identified as potential candidates for use With the space-
cra/t potential control system. These devices are evaluated and compared on the
basis of system mass, power consumption, and system complexity and reliability.
The results of this comparison are then used to identify the optimum particle
release devices which are capable of actively controlling the spacecraft potential.
This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet
, Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract
' ' NAST-100, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
i
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The sclefltlflc objective of the proposed Jupiter orbiter with probe mission is
to conduct intensive investigations of Jupiterts atmosphere, satellites, and mag-
netosphere. If the mission is approved, the spacecraft will be launched by the
Space ShUttle/Interim Upper Sta_e in early 1982 and will arrive at Jupiter some
3 years later. The nominal mission length is 12 months, which provides for
multiple encounters with Jupiter and its satellite Ganymede as well as a possible
encounter withthesatelliteIo.
The proposed spacecraftisa dualspineonfiguratlonconsistingofan orbiter
and an atmospheric entryprobe. The pt'obewillpass throughtheJovian atmos-
phere on the sunlit side of the planet, and duriflg its 30 rain lifetime will transmit
atmospheric data to the orbiter which will relay this information back to Earth.
The orbiter will continue along its trajectory collecting Scientific data in the Jovian
magnetosphere attd the vicinity of the Jovian satellites.
One of the primary science objectives, of the orbiter is to obt_tin the charged
particle distribution functions in the planetary magnetosphere and satellite iono-
spheres. In order to obtain distribution functions which are representative of the
undisturbed plasma, the perturbation in electric potential caused by the presence
of the spacecraft must be minimized. Potential variations in the region near the
charged pEtrticle detectors could result in erroneous information regarding the
distribUtiOn functions of the charged species. The principal soui-ce of error caused
by the presence of an electric field in the vicinity of these detectors is a perturba-
!. tion in the energy and direction of the low-energy particles and a perturbation in
the direction of the high-energy particles. Even if the spacecraft potential is close
to that o£ the undisturbed plasma, local potential depressions or barriers 1 may
leadto erroneous interpretationof low-energy particlesdata. For example, the
existenceofa potentlalwellof magnitude _ near thesedetectorsinvalidatesany
electl-onfluxmeasurements inthe energy range from zero to_. The reason for
thisis,of course, thatambient electronsinthisenergy range cannotreach the
spacecraR, while photoemittedelectronshavingenergies inthisrange cannot
escape the spacecraft. Therefore, inorder toobtainaccurate informationregard-
: lng the distribution functions of the charged _pecies, spacecraft design practices
should be enforced to (1) maintain the spacecraft at or near the ambient plasma
I potential m_d (2) eliminate the presence of differentially charged areas of the space-
craft, thereby eliminating localized electric fields and minimizing potential barriers
produced by the release of low-energy secondary and photoemission electrons. The
former requirement can be met by providinga returncurrentto space equalto the
differencebetween the incoming electroncurrent and the sum of the incoming ion
J
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current plus secohdary and photoemlssion currents. The latter requirement can
be satisfied by the Use of conductive coatings and surfaces on the spacecraft.
Some of the quantitative results to be p_'esented rel'lect the emi_slo_ current
requirements of the Jupiter orbiter wlth probe mission. However, the particle
release devices and active potential control systems described herein have wide
application and their use is not restricted to a specific mission.
2. _P_CECR:_FTCII_flGI_G i_ TIlE j()_ll_ E_I'II_O._IFNT
The equilibrium potential of a passive spacecraft subjected to Jupiter,s
charged partlcle ¢lux has been calculated by Goldsteln and Divlne 2 using a plasma
environmental model derived from Pioneer 10 and II measurements. The results
of their calculations indicate tl_e JOP spacecraft (modeled as a passive Conducting
sphere) will attain negative floating potentials as high as I0 kV when in eclipse.
Spacecraft potentials of this magnitude will surely invalidate proton measurements
in the energy range up to I0 kV.and will not allow electron measurements in the
energy range less than i0 kV. G01dstein and Divine's analysis also indicated that
sunllt portions of the spacecraR will discharge, and they may lead to differential
charging of adjacent eclipsed and sunlit areas o£ the spacecraft. These large
pbtentlais clearly indicate the need for an active potentlal cont1"ol system on the
spacecratt as well as th_ requirement for a cotiductiVe spacecraft coating.
A conservative estimate o_ the net spacecraft collection current during eclipse
conditioi_s can be made us_g the Jupiter etlvironmental model of Goldstein and
Divine and neglecting the current contribution due to secondary electron emission.
A stationary collector maintained at the same potential as the _urrounding plasma
produces no distut'bing sheath effects and its collection current is the product of the
net plasma current density and the collector surface area. The estimated collec-
tion area of the JOP spacecraft is about 49 m 2. Using this area and the Jupiter
environmental model, the net current collected by the spacecraft when maintained
at the same potential as the surrounding plasma can be calculated. The results of
these calculations are presented in Figure 1 which indicates the net spacecraft
current, as well as the high=energy and Maxwellian electron contributions, as a
ftmctton ot Jupiter's magnetic shell parameter. The net current is the sum of the
two electron currents shown in the figure minus the proton ctWrent. These results
indicate a spacecraft collection current on the order of 0.3 mA in the region near
2-6 Rj (Jupiter radii), and this value drops nearly two orders of magnitude at the
nominal mission perijove of 15 l_j. The initial misstoil peJ'tjove for delivery o¢
the atmospheric entry probe is 6 Rj, and according to Figure 1 this corresponds to
the region of highest electron collectfon. These results also indicate the dominant
term in the current collection at this location is the Maxwellian electron currcat.J
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Figure i can be used to estimate the release current requirements of a
_,,. charged particle release device since the spacecraft collection current at the
plasma potetltlal must be returned to space by the particle reloa,_e device. Thi_
is a conservative estimate since the contribution due to secondary and photoelec o
tron emission has been neglected.
, 3. ACTIVE ,_PA('ECit_I,'T IqlTE_TIAi, co,vrlllll, _Y_TI.3I
The two basic functions of an active spacecraft potential control system are
°ii (I) sensing the potential difference between the spacecraft and the surrounding
plasma and (2) releasing a current of the proper sign and magnitude to maintain
a desired spacecraft potential in addition, there are two possible control schemes
; Which could be used to couple these functions: (I) closed loop and (2) oi_en loop.
_ The closed loop control system would employ a potentialsensing device such as
'ii/ an electric fieldmeter or floatingemissive probe to fneasure the potentialdtffet'-
,il
=:_ ence between the spacecraft and its surroundings. This potefitial difference can
!i' then be maintained at a preselected value by proper biasing of the charged particlei:
release device. The control circuitry which couples the output of the voltage sen-
.
::. Sor with the biasing power supply serves as the link to form a closed loop control
_i" system. An open loop system, on the other hand, would employ a current sensing
,_: device to monitor the current thxuugh the biasing power supply and, hence, the
i_: current-voltage characteristics Of the spacecraft. Periodic analysis of this charac-
i tertsttcallows one to determine the bias potentialwhich corresponds to a space-
o5 craft potentialequal to the local plasma potential, and one can then adjust the bias
--<ii potential to give the desired spacecraft potentialrelative to the ambient plasma.
_ In order to operate in this open loop mode the bias potential must be known relative
:'i to a stable reference, and this identifiesa general requirement of the charged
°:_ particle release device: The current-voltage relationship of the ideal charged
_. particle emitter should have infiniteslope so that the emission current of the de-
_, vice is essentially independent of its voltage. Two additional requirements of an
active potential control system are (1) the particle release device should be
mounted So as to minimize any interaction between the released particles and sen-
sittve spacecraft surfaces or science instruments and (2) the thrust produced by
i,
the ejected chaz'ged particles should not result in any disturbing forces or moments
:_i [ on the spacecraft.
In either, the closed or open loop control scheme one can employ t_:echarged
particle release device not only to discharge the spacecraft, but to act as a science
",_ instrument as well. As a plasma diagnostic tool3 the spacecraft potentialcontrol
• system should enable thb local Maxwellian electron density and temperature to be
determined by analysis of the current-voltage characteristics of the spacecraft.
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The charged particle release d_vlces which are considered suitable for use in
an actiVe spacecraft potential control system fall into two categories: (I) electron
,levlces and (2) plasma devices. These categories may be fuPther divided accord-
_'_ ing to the energy of the released or ejected particles. The primary reason for
identifying the two major categories is related to the direction in which the devices
can drive the spacecraft potential. For instance, a negatively charged spacecraft
can be discharged to zero or even a positive potential by the release ol negative
charge from either an electron emitter or a plasma device. A positiveL; charged
: spacecraft, on the other hand, can be discharged to zero or negative potentials
only by the release of positive charge from a plasma device.
Another reason for identifying the two major categories is that unless the
spacecraft is an equipotential surface, the successful control of the spacecraft
potential may dictate the release o£ both negative and positive charge; even though
/., the net release current requirement is al .most always negative. This is based on
_ the results of attempts to control actively the potential of the ATs-5 and ATS-6
;_ spacecraft in Earthts geosynchronous orbit. 4 In these tests it was found that elec-
i,: tron release alone was sometimes unsuccessful in maintaining the spacecraft at
--_i near-zero potential. Operation of the ion thruster, on the other hand, proved
_!, successful in clamping the spacecraft potential to approximately 4 V negative with
i: respect to the ambient plasma potential. The reaSons for the failure of the elec- ;
i_ iron device and the success of the plasma device in controlling the spacecraft
_ii: potential in these tests are not fully understood. One explanation is that the release
--_:' of electrons alone may result in space charge effects which limit the release of
:i. negative charge and thus limits the ability to maintain the spacecraft at zero poten-
cY" tial. The use of the ion thruster, on the other hand, may eliminate the space
_ charge limitation by providing charge carriers of both signs. Another explanation
is closely related to the classification of chatged particle release devices into theJ!.
_, low-energy and high-energy g:oups: Potential barriers may form in the vicinity
:: of the spacecraft and limit the release Of low-energy electrons. However. by
accelerating the electrons to energies in excess of the potential well value, it may
• be possible to attain a near-zero spacecraft potential by release of electrons alone.
_.. Discharging the spacecraft, howevel', does not necessarily eliminate the potential
barrier; this phenomenon is generally thought to be caused by differential charging
of adjacent spacecraft surfaces.
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4.1. i FIELD EMISSION
Electron field emission from tungsten surfac_ is appreciable for electric
field strengths on the order of [09 V/re. Thus a ,_harp tungsten pod (r_,diu_ of
cm'vature of l0 "6 m or less) will _:mit appreciable current at potentials on the
order of 1 kV. ._ spherical cluster or brush composed of 100 of these needle,_ can
yield emission currents on the order of milliamperes when biased* to a potential
of a few hundred volts.
Grard 5, 6 has proposed the use of an electron field emitter for actively con-
trolling the spacecraft potential. His device consists of a cluster of small diam- _,,
eter tungsten w',re bristles Which is attached to the spacecraft by means ot a boom.
,_ separation between the spacecraft and probe on the order of twice the charac-
teristic dimension of the spacecraft is sufficient to yield field strengths at the
tips of the wires Which are within 25 percent of the values obtained for infinite
separation. Emission currents as high as 6 n_ can be drawn from the device,
with the current limitation imposed by the thermal properties of tungsten, rather
than a space charge limit. A schematic diagram of Grard's arrangement is pre-
sented in Figure 2 which indicates the spacecraft collection current I and illustrates
the return of this current to space by means of the electron field emission probe
and biasing power supply.
I
/
BIAS
POWER FIELD
SUPPLY EMISSlON
SPACECRAFT PROBE
Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of an Active Spacecraft Potential
I COntrol System which Utilizes Electron Field
an Emission Probe
*Unless stated otherwise, the bias and filament pot_'_ti=ls mentioned throughout the
paper are negative with respect to the surrounding plasma.
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!The electron field emission current ia governed by the Fowler-N_rdheim
equation, and the current-voltage characteristics calculated u_tng this relati,m-
ship are presented in Figure 3 for a probe _-onsistin_ of one hundred 0.1-_n_
diameter tungsten needles. The general trend illustrated by this figure i._ a vtdt-
age threshold of about 400 V beyond which the current increases rapidly with
voltage. This feature of the current-voltage characteristic ena,,les tho field
emission probe to be usod as a stable voltage reference for biasing the entire
spacecraft. At the initial mission perijove the release current requir,d to main-
rain the JOP spacecraft at the ambient plasma potential is about 0.3 mA, and from
Figure 3 a biasing potential or 625 v is required to achieve this emission level.
Thus the power requirement to maintain the spacecraft at the ambient plasma
potential is a relatively modest 200 mW. This is a conservative estimate since
the _ctual current required to maintain this potential would be somewhat less than
0.3 mA due to secondary and photoemission currents.
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Figure 3. Calculated Electron Field Emission Cur-
rent From a Probe Consisting of One Hundred 0. l-
jura Diameter Tungsten Needles
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The electron field emission probe is an attractive system for use in active
spacecraft potential control since it requires no expellant, is lightweight (Grard 6
estimates 150 g for the emitter and boom), relatively simple, _,nd requires only a
biasing power supply. However, there is a drawback associated with the device:
Tungsten needles having dimensions on the order of 0.1 #m are fragile arid not
visible to the naked eye. Thus the use of an electron field emitter for active
potentla! control on a spacecraft r_ay not be practical due to problen_s associated
with handling and launching the device.
4.1.2 THERMIONiC EMISSION
The refractory metal cathode has been used for the active coritrol o1_space-
craft potential since the first ion thruster flight test was conducted in 1964.7 In-
tlight thrust measuremerRs conducted durin_ this test Verified tile effectiveness of
the heated tantalum filament neutralizer in producing a neutral exl auSt beam and
preventing spacecraR charging. Moz'e recent tests using the filan ent neutraliZez'
on the ATS-5 spacecraft have shown float operation of the neutrali.:er filament alone
can (at least in some instances) restore the potential o1_the spa acraft to a value
near zero, even after having been initially charged to negative potentials on the
order of a few thousand volts. 4
Grard et al 8 have proposed a spacecraft potential Control and plasma diagnostic
system which employs a thermionic electron emitter. The system consists of a
heated filament arid biasing poxCer supply as illustrated schematically in Figure 4.
The current-voltage characteristics of the device can be calculated by assuming
space charge limited flow conditions between two concentric spheres. The inner
sphere represents the boom-mounted emitter, and the outer sphere represents the
plasma sheath boundary. The space charge limited flow solutions obtained for the
spherical geometry are presented in Figure 5 for a Concentric sphere diameter
ratio of 30. This ratio is representative of the plasma sheath thickness and emitter
dimensions, although (as will be shown later) the results are not too sensitive to
this parameter. The rapid rise in emission current with voltage, as illus:rated in
FtgUz'e 5, suggests the thermtonic emitter' can be used as a stable voltage reference
for biasing the entire spacecraft. Figure 5 indicates a biasing potential of about
10 V is sufficient to maintain the spacecraft at the ambient plasmr potential by
supplying an emissiJn current of 0.3 mA. This results in a bias power rec!'_,trL-i
merit of about 3 roW, which is significantly less than the 200 mW requirement of
the field emission probe. However, this difference is more than offset by the fila-
ment power requirement of about 500 mW for a tantalum filament operated at
2100°K.
J
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Figure 4. Schematic Diagram of an ACtive Spacecraft Potential
Control System which Utilizes an Electron ThermloniC'Emission
Probe
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Figure 5. Calculated Space Charge Limited Electron Current
Between Concentric Spheres Having a Diameter Ratio of 30
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/The refractory metal cathode is a viable candidate for a low-energy electron
release device and has several outstanding features. The system requires no
expellant, has a power consumption of less than 1 W, and is lightweight (Grard
et al 8 estimate 150 g for the emitter and boom). In addition, the device is rela-
tiVely simple and thermtonic electron emitters have been used successfully in
space for many years. The results of the ATS-5 spacecraft potential contvol
demonstration have shown that the thermioniC efnitter can reduce the potential of
a spacecraft (initially charged negatively) to a value near zero. HoWeVer, in
some instances the ATS-5 neutralizer filament was ineffective in maintaining the _,.
spacecraft potential near _ero. There are at least two plausible explanations for
these failures: (1) A pott_l_.tial well may exist near the surface of the spacecraft
which suppresses the emission of low-energy electrons from the heated filament
and (9) the ATS-5 neutralizer fila_nent is recessed about 2.5 em within a 5-cm
diameter aperture located on the surface of the spacecrat2, and under some con-
ditions local space charge effects may reduce the filament emission current
obtained with this geometry. However, the problems discussed above may well
be eliminated by use of the system illustrated in Figure 4, since the tilamerit is
mounted on a long boom and can be biased relative to the ambient plasma.
4.. 1,3 EMISSIVE CLAMP
An electron emissive clamp for use in actively controlling the spacecraft
potential has been proposed by Roy et al 9 and is discussed by Sellen and
Fitzgerald. 10 The device is illustrated schematically in Figure 6 and consists of
a heated I_ilament nested within two concentraic spherical grids. The filament is
maintained at the spacecraft potential and the grids are biased positive wPh respect
to the filament. Electrons emitted by the filament are accelerated radially outward
by the electric fields existing between the filament and grids. These electrons
form a cloud or virtual cathode near the outer grid radius. Some of the electrons
_" in the cloud are collected by the grids, and the remainder escape to space. The
difference between the escaping electron current arid the net plasma collection cr,r-
rent represents the emission current of the device.
The basis for the emtssive probe design can be understood by considering the
, expression for space charge limited flow between two electrodes of arbitrary
geometry
I : kV3/2 (1)
where I is the space charge limited current, and V is the potential difference
- between the electrodes. In general the perveance k is a constant for a given elcc-
:' trode pair and is determined by the geometry and size of the electrodes. For
i
the case of spherical geometrie$0 the value of k is determined by the ratio
I
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Figure 6. Schematic Diagram of the Emi_sive Clamp
: DeVice of R°Y et a19
_i_'. of the diameter of the outer and inner concentric spheres. Ih this case the
_'!. outer spherical diameter is determined by the plasma Debye length _D' and the
=-_,--_i' inner diameter is determined by the radius of the virtual cathode R . The varia-#,' O
@,
,._: tion of k with the diameter ratio is presented in Figure 7, where itis seen that for
_. diameter ratios greater than about 20 the value of k remains fairlyconstant. How-
ever, for diameter ratios less than about I0 the value of k increases rapidly with
decreasing diameter ratio. For an outer spherical collector diameter determined
o?i
,ilI by the plasma Debye length _tD, a reduction in the diameter ratio corresponds to
;.. an increase in the diameter of the inner spherical emitter° Thus, in order to
_:_,; achieve significantemission current levels at low spacecraft potentials, itis
desirable to emit the electrons from a relatively large spherical cathode, The
_'! emissive clamp geometry accomplishes this by use of a set of nested spherical
= !' grids which surround a th_rmionic emltf.ez', This arrangement produces a virtual!:
:. cathode some 30 cm lri diametei ,10 and allows substatRlal emission currents to be
drawn at relatively low spacecraft potentials.
:i:'. Laboratory data obtained with the emissive clamp are presented in Figure 8
o", which shows the emission current as a function of negative spacecraft (filament}
_: potential for various values Of the voltage applied to the outer spherical grid, The
.._... data presented in Figure 8 indicate release currents on the order of tens of
o *
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microanlperes can be achieved at _pacecraft potentials on the order of 1 V. The
spacecraft potential required for a given release current is dependent on the
potential applied to the outer spherical grid° and this permits the spacecraft to be
blase, t by varying tile outer grid potential.
In order to obtain the emission current reqtlired fi_r the JOP application while
maintaining the spacecraft at the ambient plasma potential, the emissive clamp
must be biased negative with respect to the spacecraft. An estimate of the biasing
pc,tential required to achieve the desired emission current was made by extrap-
_dating the experimental data of Figure a. These results are presented in Fi_.mre !_
x_llich indicates the required biasing potential as a hmetion of the ._'ater grid poten-
tiM. The extremes c_f Figure 9 correspond to a biasing power revtHrement in the
3.0 to 7.5 mW range. The t_tnl power requi,'ement or the emisaive ('lamp and
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Figure 8. ReleaSe Current From Electron Emissive Clamp as a
Function o5 Filament Potential. (From Reference 10.)
biasing supply is estimated at about i.4 W, with most of the power consumed by
-f the heated filament. The estimated system mass is 0.9 kg.
". The electron emissive clamp is capable of providing relatively large emission
_. current levels at low spacecraft potential. However, in order to maintain the
i. spacecraft at the ambient plasma potentiala biasing power supply must be used.
[n this sense the emissive clamp is less efficientthan a biased th-','mionicemitter,
since itrequires power supplies for both the inner and outer grids as well as the
filament and biasing supplies. However, in perhaps a more important application
the emissive clamp may be used as a sensitive indicator of the sign of the space-
craft potentlal relative to the surt'ounding plasma. The current-voltage character-
" Isticsof the emissive clamp indicate that a relatively small potentialdifference
between the spacecraft and itssurt'oundings produces a measurable release cur-
" rent, and this featUt'eallows the clamp to act as a sensitive swich for use in an
:: active control system• In this application, the absence of any release current
, Yrom the emissive clamp would indicate a positively charged spacecraft and could
• be used to signal positive le,i release from a plasma device. Likewise, the
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Figure 9. Emissive Clamp Bias Potential as a Func-
tion of Outer Grid Potential for a Release Current of
0.3mA
presence of a release current from the clamp would indicate a negatively charged
spacecraft and could be used to signal electroh release from either an electron
emitter or plasma device.
1.2 Eh.elron Ih'_i,'e,_-Ihgh I'_nerl._.
4.2.1 ELECTRON GUN
Electron guns have been used ior many years on spacecraft and rockets de-
signed to obtain scientific data such as magnetic field line length and shape° par-
ticle drift rates, and various other magnetospberic phenomena. In planning these
experiments the problem of spacecraft charging caused by the electron gun t_pera-
tion was recognized, and steps were taken to minimize the potential excursions
I experienced by the spacecraft. For example, lless et al I 1 describe the use of an
inflatable conducting collector which was deployed around the rocket to increase
its collection area. The large collector area minimized the positive potential the
rocket must attain in order to Compensate for the current released by the electron
gull.
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More recently, Polychronopulos and Goodal112 have used an electron gun to
control actlvely the potential of a rocket flown in l_arth,s ionosphere. In this par-
ticular application, the electron g_n was used to maintain the t'ocket body at con-
stant potential while making LangmUir probe measurements. The electron gun
arrangement employed by these investigators is illustrated itl Fb_l_re IO and con-
sists of the elects'on emitter, accelerating grid, and spacecraft potential sensing
device. The electron accelerator grid is electrically attached tO the spacecraft
structure, and the heated filament can be biased with respect to the spacecraft.
A floating probe or cOllector is used aS a voltage reference, and the potential _.
• : difference between the probe and spacecraft is sensed by a Voltage follower. When
: a potential difference is sensed, the voltage follower deVelOps a voltage at its out-
_ put and this signal is inverted and amplified. When the potential difference is
: negative, indicating & negatively charged spacecraft, the amplified and inverted
;: output of the voltage fO11ower biases the filament negative and increases the release
current. A positively charged spacecraft, on the other hand, results in a positive
• SPACECRAFT
( (REF_RE_E
ELECTRODE)
FILAMENT .-_
FILAMENT
i SUPPLY
f]] I
FLOATING
PROBE
HIGH GAIN VOLTAGE
_PLIFIER FOLLOWER
Figure 10, Schematic Diagram of the Electron Gun Configuration
of Polychronopulos and Goodal112
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ofilament bias which suppt'essea the release current. The emitting filament usedf_
:( in their electron gun experiment was a commercially available light bulb with the
_,i: glass cover removed. The filament power requirement is about 3 W, and labora-
._ tory tests indicated the electron gun could provide a release current of 0.2 mA
with a filament bias of 10 V. The estimated mass of the electron gun configuration
' is about 0.5 kg.
_ Both laboratory/tests and rocket night tests demonstrated the ability of this
!:' system to maintain the sp_lcecraft potential to within :_10 mV of the floating probe
:!: potential. However, two potential problem areas were identified as a result of
the rocket flight tests: (1) the floatitig probe must be deployed far enough away
'_ from the spacedraft to insure that it senses the undisturbed plasma and 121 the "_
:' contact potential differetice between the spacecraft and floating probe must be
:, miriimized.
,.w:_i
The electron gun is a viable candidate for increasing* the potentialof a nega-
tively charged spacecraft. The power and mass requirements of the device are
_i fairly modest, and the system has been successfully employed to increase the
=_.i potential of a negatively charged rocket in tests conducted in Earth's ionosphere.
There are, however, two problems which are recognized and would require some
modification of the control system used by Polychronopulos and Goodall: (1) the
:i
!il. system uses the undisturbed plasma floating potential as a reference voltage. In
the Jovian environment the floatingpotential is variable and may be several kilo-
_.:'_ volts negative with respect to the plasma potential. Thus, this reference is
_!_i unacceptable; and (2) the system suppresses electron release when the spacecraft
_i' potential exceeds the reference value, and this prevents biasing the spacecraft
:_: positive relative to the reference potential. The former problem can be overcome
_: by use of an emissive floating probe or some other device for measuring the plasma
°_ potential. A solution to the latter problem would involve some additional control
o
,,' circuit logic. For example, if a positive spacecraft potential were desirable, the
.o_
inverting function of the amplifier could be eliminated and the amplifier gain varied
_ untilthe desired spacecraft potential was reached. _
:: 1.3 Pla._ma I|°,viee_-I,o_ l':ner_._
i::i
°:' 4.3.1 HOLI,OW CATHODE
°' Hollow cathodes have replaced the filament rleutralizers in many ion thru,,:ter
oi:::
dest_s and have been operated successfully during the SERT II and ATS-6 flight
_! tests. The low-density plasma produced by the hollow cathode discharge is a
conducting medium which allows efficient coupling between the cathode and positive
ion beam. This coupling permits an electron current equal in magnitude to the ion
.... :'An increase in potential is, in this context, an algebraic increase.
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beam current to be extracted from the _leUtraltzer plasma wlth a relatively loW
bias potential. Current neutrallzattoa of an ion beam in this manner prevents the
spacecraft from charging to large negative potentials. In a dltferent application,
the hollow cathode plasma has beet_ used to couple ettectlvely a spacecraft to the
ambient space plasma. In these recent tests, the cesium hollow cathode n_utral-
Izer on the ATS-6 satellRe was used to preve_It this spacecraft from charging to
large negative potentlals during ecllpse periods. The fact that the cathode dis-
charge plasma is quaslneutral suggests the device might also be used for lowering
the potential o: a p0sitlvely charged spacecraft. HoweVer, in this application one
would expect larger coupling voltages (and hence higher power requirements) due
to the low mobility of the heavier ions.
A sketch of the hollo_V cathode is presented in Figure 11. The device consists
of a cylindrical cavity with an oritlce located at the downstream end. The upstream
end is attached to a valve or vaporizer which controls the flow o_ a gas such as
mercury, cesium, argon, or xenon. An anode or keeper electrode is located
dcWnstrearh of the cathode orifice° and an electrlcal discharge between these
electrodes produces the low-density plasma. The plasma acts as a good conductor
and electron emission currents on the order of amperes can be achieved at a i
coupling Or biasing potential on the Order of a few voits. The steady-state power
requirements of ion thruster hollow cathodes are typically 2-10 W for the keeper
power supply and 3 W for the bias supply. In addition, a heater power requirement
ofabout 30 W isgenerallyrequiredfor startup. The mass oftheATS-6 neutralizer
assembly is about45 g, and the estimatedxenon gas requiredfor 1000 hr ofhollow
cathodeoperationis25 g. Hollow cathodesusing mercury gas have been operated
inlaboratorytestsfor as longas 20,000 hr,13 and cesium and mercury cathodes
have accumulated many operationalhours inspace. The mercury hollowcathodes
on the SERT IIspacecraR have been restartedseveralhundred times and remain
14
fullyoperationalaftersome 6 years inspace.
There remains anotheraspectofoperatinga plasma device,such as a hollow
cathode or an ion thruster,which may ultlmatelydictatetheiruse forobtaining
meaningful spacecraftpotentialcontrol, Spacecraftcharging testsconductedwith
the filamentneutralizeron theATS-5 spacecraftindicatedthatalthoughthisdevice
could reduce the potentialto a near-zero #alue,a potentialbarriersurrounded the
15
spacecraft, The effectof thisbarrierwas toprevent the low-energy plasma
electronsfrom reachingthe particledetectorson the spacecraft. The use ofthe
ATS-6 ion thruster,on theother hand, success&illydischargedthe spacecra,_
and reduced substantiallythe potentialbarrier effect.These resultssuggestthe
'*Forspacecraftcharging applicationsan inert,noncondenslblegas s_ichas argon
oi_xenon isdesirableinorder topreventcontaminationof the coldspacecraft
surfaces.
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beam plasma produces a space charge neutralization effect which affects a reduc-
tion in the potential barriel- height, Operation of the hollow cathode may well
l_r't,duec the same result.
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Figure 11. Schematic Diagram of a Hollow
_': Cathode
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4.4. I PLASM.A G_JN
_ Among the various types of plasma guns, the electron bombardment ion
thruster is probably best suited for use as a high-energy plasma source for active
_. spacecraft potential control. This type Of source has been operated successfully
-='. in space and has been fabricated and tested in a variety of :_izesranging from less
_ satellite16
-_ than a centimeter to 1.5 m in diameter. The SCATHA will employ a
=i! 2-cm diameter xenon ion source for use in spacecraft charging control experiments.
=iI A schematic diagram of an electron bombardment ion source is presented in
! Figure 12. The device consists of a hollow cathode, anode, and accelerating elec-
:!i trodes. Electrons produced in the hollow cathode discharge are used to ionize
= _ the gas atoms as _ result of collisions, and the collisionprobability is increased
j! by use of a magnetic field arranged parallel to the thruster axis. Some of the ions
°i produced in the discharge chamber drift toward the accelerating electrodes and
: are drawn out to produce the high-energy ion beam. To prevent excessive charg-
°:_ ing ef the spacecraft on which the ion source is mounted, an electron source is
->_ located downstream of the accelerator system. The source of the neutralizing
j, _ oleo:tons can be either a heated filament or hollow cathode neutralizer. The
-_ii i qua_ineutral beam acts as a good conductor and assumes a potential near that of
the environment. This allows the spacecraft to be biased by contrelling the emts-
: _ion current of the neutralizer. A reduction in neutralizer emission current
fauces the spacecraft to charge negatively, while an increase in emission current
1_;1
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_, causes the spacecraft to charge positively. The abilityof the ion thruster to
l
i _' increase the potentialof a negatively charged spacecraft has been demonstrated in
i_ the ATS=6 flight tests 15 Ilowever, attempts to bias a spacecraft positive with
respect to the surrounding plasma have not been successful in either laboratory or
i _,: 17
i flighttests. The reason for the:e failures is thought to be due to the ihteraction
between the ion beam and spacecraft caused by the presence cf the charge exchange
i
! • plasma produced downstream of the accelerator system. Mounting the plasma
source on a boom should substantially reduce this interaction, however, _ince the
plasma density is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from a point
i!: soUrce.
i_ i. The steady-state power and mass requirements of the plasma sources are sub-
! , stantially higher than those for an electron emitter. The large power requirements
_._ reflectthe additional energy required to ionize the neutral gas atoms as well as
! = energy loss mechanisms, such as recombination and radiation, which occur within
i_' the ionizationchamber. The higher ma_s requirement is, of course, due to the
i :_ increased power supply requ'rements, in addition to the mass of the expellant and
i : its storage and control system.
i,,!
; i'. The extimated Dower and mass requirements of the charged particle release
devices are presented in Table I. The devices are arranged in the table accord-
! : tng to increasing complexity which generally corresponds to increasing power and
mass penalties as well as attractiveness as a releas_ device. The majority of the
! -, 11;2
2i:jl
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Table 1. Est,.mated Power and Mass ltequirement_
Device Power Ma_s Comment._
Electron Field 0.2 W 0.2 kg Possible ltandUng and LauI{ch
Emitter ProblemsI
Electron Therm- 0.5 W I 0.3 kg Flight Experience. Demon-
ionic Emitter strated Limited Potential Con-
trol Capability on ATS-5.
Electron Emts- 1.4 W 0.9 kg Laboratory Tested. '_"
sire Clamp
Electron Gun 3.5 W 0.5 kg Flight Experience Both as a
Control Device and Diag-
nostic Tool.
Plasma Hollow 13 W 1.6 kg Flight Experience. Demon-
Cathode strated Potential Control
Capability on ATS-6.
Plr.sma Gun 25 W 7.3 kg Flight Experience, Used as
a Potential Control Device
on SERT II and ._TS Space-
craft.{
data presented in Table 1 were taken from hardware and design information avail-
able in the literature. In those instances where no data were available, the power
and mass requirements were calculated based on either the experimental or theoret-
ical emission current characteristics of the device. The power estimates for the
hollow cathode were based on experience with ion thruster hollow cathode designs,
and these estimates may therefore be overly conservative since ion thruster cathode
emission currents are on the Order of amperes, while the present application re-
quires an emission current on the order of a milliampere. The requirements shown
for the plasma gun were taken from the SCATH._ ion source design goals, and it is
interesting to note that a significant traction of the power requirement of this device
is consumed by the hollow cathode. Hence the development of an efficient, low-
power hollow cathode would greatly enhance the competitive positions of both the
hollow cathode and plasma gun devices,
I The estimates presented in Table 1 include the release device and a,_o_-mass
iated power supplies, and in the case of the electron devices the mass of a support t
boom is included. The mass estimates for the plasma devices also include a quan-
tity of xenon gas sufficient to provide 1000 hr of continuous operation, as well as
the gas storage and l_Lowcontrol equipment.
I
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Accurate determination of the charged particle dl._trlbutlon functions In
Jupiter'._ magnetosphere will require an active potential control _y_tem on the
Jupiter Orbiter spacecraft, A spacecraft in Jupiterts magnetosphere will gener-
ally tend to charge negatively with respect to the surrounding plasma, and thi._
dictates a net electron relvase current in order to increase the spacecraft poten-
tial, This current requirement can be met by use of a thermionic electron ._ource
or a plasma device, ,_..
As a result of this preliminary investigation, the following general conclusions
can be drawn concerning the selectionof a charged particlereleasedevice foruse
inartactivespacecraftpotentialcontrolsystem:
(1) Electronreleasedeviceshave the lowestpower and mass requirements
and are simpler, but flightexperiencesuggeststhey may not be as effectiveas
plasma devices incontrollingspacecraftpotential.Their capabilityof discharg-
ingthe spacecraftisapparentlydegraded by the pre_ence of differentiallycharged
areas of the spacecraft,and thisdictatesthe followingdesignconsiderations:
(a) Eliminatedifferencialchargingby designingan equipotentialspacecraft°and
(b) mount the emittersufficientlyfar from the spacecraftto mimmize the inter=
actionbetween thetwo.
(2) Plasma deviceshave higherpower and mass penaltiesassociatedwith
them, but they are more flexible than _.lectron emitters since they provide the
capabilityof releasiI_gcharge carriersof eithersign. ._
(3) The selectionoi"a charged particlereleasedevicefor use withan active i
potentialcontrolsystem willultimatelyreflecta compromise between the mission
scienceobjectives,spacecraftconductivity,and thepower and mass requirements
of thedevices.
(4) Eithertypedevice may be consideredas a potentialscienceinstrument
for performing plasma diagnosticstudies,since theyare capableofvarying the
potentialofthe entirespacecraft.
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_, Abstract
The passage of debris from a high altitude (>400 km) nuclear burst over the
i___" ionospheric pl_.sma is found to be capable of exciting large amplitude whistler
_ ,_. waves which can act to structure a collisionless shock. This instability will occur
!=__ inthe losscone exitsofthe nucleardebrisbubble,and theaccelel-atedambient
,_:! ions will free-stream along the magnetic field lines into the magnetosphere. Us-
_-0%;:' tngStarfish-likeparameters and accountingforplasma diffusionand thermalization
of the propagating plasma mass, it is found that synchronous orbit plasma fluxes of
...... high temperature electrons (neai- 10 keV) will be significantly greater than those
encountered during magnetospheric substorms. These fluxes will last for s_ffi-
,: clentlylongperiodsoE tim_ so as to chat'heimmersed bodiestohighpotentialsand
_ arc discharges to take place. Synchi'onous o_-bit satellites expecting to operate in
_ a high latitude, hi:_h altitude nuclear burst environment should be d_signed against
_!. this effect as well as the radiation encountered.
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I. IVI'i|oIII:'I'III%
TurbuLent coupling between the ejected debris plasma and background air
plasma of a high-altitude nuclear burst appears capable of brin_irtg about electl-on
streaming to high altittides. Itt the presence of the compressed magnetic field
which can penetrate the debris bubble, plasma turbulence takes the form _f large
amplitude whistler waves. Tht_se waves can couple the background air plasma
w.tth the expanding debris plasma, tTot electrons are acquired and some have
sufficiently l_rg_ velocities to escape along the distended field lines. The zlonlin-
ear wave-resonant particle interactions produce anomalous resistivity who_e _cale
length detern_ines the extent of magnetic field penetration into the bubble which, in
turn, determines the rate of escape of _ and plasma electrons.
b_uperalfvdnic debris plasma can escap_ directly through loss cone exits in the
debris bubble since, iti general, the cylindrical axis of the bomb casing is not
initially aligned With.the direction of the geomagnetic field. The more perpendic-
ular the cylindrical axis is to the field lines, the greater the number of _ueh
escape particles. Their superalfvdnic velocities suggest the formation of parallel
collisionless shock waves {Vshock] I_ _ geomagnetic field}. Studies 1, '2 reveal
that such shock fronts are structured by turbulent whistler modes which couple the
incoming background air plasma to tbp __hocked debris plasma. Air plasma can
therefore be picked up by the loss cone debr[c and accelerated to high altitudes.
The presence of a magnetic field has a significant effect on shock wave _truc-
ture. Gradients in the magnetic field give rise te electrOn currents that can drive
ion acoustic waves unstable and increase the effective collision frequency (3' 4)
(this dictates the penetration depth of the compredscd magnetic field into the debris
bubble, so that the rate of escape of debris and air electrons is profoundly affected}.
When propagation is perpendicular to the magnetic field, the magnetic field can
inhibit the electrons from shorting out ion plasma oscillations for wavelengtl_s long
compared with the electron gyroradius 5' 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and wavelengths short com-
pared with the electron gyroradius. 11, 12 Interactions between the ion beam mode
and the electron Bernstein modes generate instabilities which are stabilized by
electron heating, resonance broadening, or ion trapping. For oblique or parallel
propagation, interactions of whistler waves with ion acoustic beam modes 13 or
ion-cyclotron beam modes 1, 2 are likely to be important, and the existence of
Whistlers depends upon the presence of a magnetic field.
An instability found to be especially attractive as a eollisionless mechanism
for pickup and heating of air electrons is the ion cyclotron beam mode-_hi_tler
mode (current-free) instability that Golden 1' 2 found to be operative along the field
lines and particle trajectories issuing directly from the loss cone exits.
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The colllsionlesshock waves can be modeled as Mott-Smith layersof inter-
penetratingunshocked (backgroundair)and shocked (thermallzeddebrls-alrpiston)
flows,so thatthese layersare naturalenvironments for streaming instabilities.
Recent lineardispersioninvestigationsof parallelshock layers2 which form
ahead ofthe debrisplasma issuingfrom tht:losscone exitsrevealthat,fora given
Mach number M A > M* _2.77 (MA - Vu/CA, Vu --shock velocity,CA =Alfv_n
: speed in unshocked plasrnv), the shocked hot ion cyclotron beam mode can always
drive unstable a particular whistler mode which, in the rest frame of the shock
front,isstationarynear theleadingedge. An analysisof the shock interior ,_.
revealsthatthe shock Mach 6urnbeedetermines theportionof the shock thickness
in which unstablewhistlersare stationaryhLthe shock restframe. For M A _ 2.77,
such modes may stand onlyatthe leadingedge, whereas for strongershocks
(M A > 2._7),theymay standat allpointsbetween the leadingedge and some interior
pointwhich isdepefldenton shock strength. For very strongshocks (MA >> I),
fullyone-thirdof the shock thicknessisfilledwiththese modes, which can there-
fore grow to largeamplitudeand couplethequiescentbackground air plasma to the
expandifigdebris-viepiston.
"2. I_1"t!111.11"! EXI:il"t'rIIIX
The number of such debrisparticleswhich entera losscone exitdepends
criticallyon the mass and orientationof thebomb casingjustprior tothe burst.
In the losscone corridor,thedebrisplasma drivesa shock wave. This shock is
structuredby unstablewhistlerwaves which stand at itsleadingedge. To verify
thatthese whistlermodes can grow tosufficientlylarge amplitudeto scatterincom-
ing air ions(as viewed inthe referenceframe of theshock front)the following
" analysis is performed: During daylight burst conditions the density of oxygen ions
z_ isno + -,,105-106, thelargervalue reflectingmaximum sunspot activity.For an
ambient fieldstrengihB ---0,3 gauss, thiscorresponds toan Alfvenspeed
CA _- 163 - 516 kin/see trt the ambient air plasma.
For typical initial casing velocities of from 500 km[sec to 2000 kin/see, the
initial Alfven Mach numbers are from 1.96 to 12.22. A summary of the spectrum
of stationary unstable leading edge whistlers, based on the whistler dispersion
relation, 14 is given in Figure 1. It Is seen there that a broad range of wave num-
bers can grow to large amplitude during daytime (n _- 10it cm "3) bursts. TO
investigate whether these modes can achieve these large amplitudes in the loss
cone exit,we must calculatethe _rowth rateofthese unstablewaves. For slmplic-
Itywe choose ]klCA/_cl 2 _orwhich M A _ 4.12, indicatinga realisticinitial
debrisve_,-cityofu 674 kin/see. Inthiscase the calculatedlineargrowth rate
- o... ,::.o ...... ;:o....." " .... " O0000002-TSF06
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for leadin/_ edge modes, from the whistler dispersion relation, is -_ lfi7yl
where ri is shock strength expressed as the ratio of shocked to unshocked d_nsi-
ties. Fori - 500km and_ =.2 at the shock leading edge, we find'_ _/u _ 10,
indicating 10 e-folding times pass as the shock traverses 5o0 km of the loss
cone corridor. This I kj a 2Stci/C A unstable whistler mode can grow to suf-
ficiently large amplitude after traveling 500 km aloag the loss cone corridor to
pick up background air plasma. "rhe air electrons are rapidly accelerated by
ensuing iOn-electron electrostatic instabilities. Since the calculation is bused
on the lower bound of MA0 it is clear that 10 e-folding times in 500 km is a con-
servative estimate since stronger shocks will have larger growth rates.
3. (:()_11'_{IS():_ OF Iii II_T I,'l,I \1']_ _l'l'll XlXi_M,:'I'iI_I'ilI.]IIII:_l I_S'I'tIIIXiI,'l.l.\t:, _
In the pas*. few years there has been considerable concern over the phenomena
of synchrozkous orbit satellites charging to high potetktials as a resul_ of magneto-
spheric substorms. 15 These substorms consist of the injection of high energy
plasma from the eartll's magnetotail into the reg,.on of synchronous orbit. Those
portions of a satellite subject to the high energy plasma will charge to a potential
several times the electron energy, while other portions of the satellite will remain
at ground potential. Potentials near ground are maintained by photoelectron emis-
sion from illuminated surfaces on the spacecraft or by contact with the ambient
low energy plasma.
During eclipse photoelectron emission disappears, and during a substorm the
ambient low energ), plasma flux is strongly dominated by the injected high energy
plasma. The most damaging discharges probably occur between shadowed space-
craft components influenced by substorm plasma and illuminated components at
ground potential. When the discharge passes througll electrical circuitry between
the components, damage can result. Electromagnetic interference can also result
from surface discharges and considerable surface deterioration can be caused by
arcing.
The following discussion will be an assessment of the possible spacecraft
charging effects which can result from the large scale transport of ionospheric
plasma to synchronous orbit by a nuclear burst. The plasma instability just dis-
cussed demonstrates a mechanism for structuring a eollisionless shock wave.
This mechanism will Operate during a high altitude nuclear burst as the expanding
nuclear debris passes over the stationary ionospheric plasma. Through the inter-
actiotl of large amplitude whistler mode waves, plasma will be picked up by the
collisionless shock and accelerated into the magnetosphere.
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-_, [_!sing nuclvar burst parameters for a Starfish-like (nominally I. 5 megaton)
t burst, 16 calculationsl4 have conservatively estimated that near 1027 0_ ions
, would be carried by the shock when 1 percent of the total debris exits the loss
cone. Depending on orientation, mass, and shape of the bomb casing, this number
i could be considerably higher. This number is reasonably estimated by the mass
: of debris Which exits the loss cone, for ion pickup slows the debris piston and
_, eventually shuts off the pickup instability.
;il The total propagation time for the plasma mass from the burst point just
i. above the earth's surface to synchronou_ orbit is tens of seconds and more than
: sufficient to have thermalization of the complete plasma mass at near the ion
; 17
temperature as the mass slows and diffu,_es.
" The estimated pickup of I02"_04 ions by the nuclear burst shock wave would
have an energy of approximately I0 keV at reasonable shock velocities. The
demands of plasma neutrality would quickly accelerate an equal number of electrons17
_:- which would thermalize with energies equal to or greater than the ion energy.
_/ At the ).oss cone exits these i027 electrons with energies of 10 keV would be in a
(" cylindrical volume of approximately 2 y 1021 cm 3, assuming I percent of the
": nuclear burst bubble as comprising the loss cone exit and the plasma pickup region
being several hundred kilometers in extent. These numbers and energies translate
=, = 3 v I0i5 electrons/cm2-sec.to an omnidirectional flux at the loss cones of Jo
;:' The calculation of fluxes at higher altitudesthan the burst altitudefollows
°_i directly from the Liouville Theorem that a differentialintensityalong particle
=_" trajectory is constant (Jo : Jr)" Conservation of magnetic Flux (BodA ° = BfdAf)
-}' and solid angle area (d,AodL_ o = dAfd_f) yields the following relation between initial
_: omnidirectional flux (Jo) and final omnidirectional flux (Jf); from J =fj d_ and
_. 4_
i.i
( dA° )o, f jfd ,f=f Jo f Jod 'o '• ii 4r 41r o 4_ "
; the relationship, f _ Bo
During a magnetospertc substc,rm, many of the plasma injections observed
--::; are characterized by omnidirectional electron fluXes her 109 electrons/
: cm 2-see. {8, 19 The previous calculations would yield omnidirectional electron
• fluxes from high altitude nuclear bursts of approximately Jf _ 1013 electron._/cm 2-
_ec at synchronous orbit. It i_ clear that these fluxes are significanily greatt_r
than those encountered during a magnetospheric ,_ubsiorm and would poi,sc a strtmp
,spacecraft charging environment.
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While the duration of the nuclear burst and resulting injection will be on the
order of seconds and therefore much _horter than.a typical substorm, ._tudics 20
indicate the charging process takes only fractions of a second.
I. I:ll.M:LI._ IIIX._
The atmospheric nuclear burst environment appears to present the potential
for spacecraft charging effects at synchronous orbits. The calculated rluxe._.
and energies of the injected electrons are greater than those encountered
during substorms0 and wl_ich have been observed to cause spacecraft charging. 4,,
These calculations contain many approximationS, but preliminary results
indicate that it may be expected that synchronous orbit satellites under certain
nuclear burst conditions would find themselves subject to a short, but intense,
period of spacecraft charging. Potentials tn the tens of kilovolts are suggested.
The resulting transient charging arid arc discharging Should be a part of the
destgti criteria of any spacecraft e_pected to _urvive a situation where high
altitude nuclear bursts are involved.
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Abstract
The exploite.tion of the data provided by the Cactus accelerometer, developed
at ONERA, which makes up the payload of the DSB Castor Satell'te of CNES (the
French Space Atleney) confirmed the existence of an electric current charging the
proof mass ander the influence of the magnetospheric protons, and revealed a
periodic variation of this current, due to the passage of the apogee through the
South Atlantic magnetic anomaly,
The papei- presents the results of in-orbit measurements of this charging car-
rent, and those of calculations made for determining this current and its variations
from data on proton flux at the satellite altitudes. The comparison of measured
and calculated values shows that the calculation method is valid and precise enough
to be used for drag-free or accelerometric satellites.
I I. I_TRi)i)I_Ci'IO_
A "drag-free" satellite I is essentially made of a proof mass protected from
the surface forces acting on it and which are due to the slowing down created by
the residual atmosphere as well as the various radiation pressures. The piloting
system oP the satellite controls the thrusters in _uch a way that the rage containing
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the proof ma,_,_ never' come_ into contact with it. The ,_atellite traj_ct_ry i_ then
in principle purely gravitational° In practice, tho eompenr_at{,m hy the thru_t,_rs
of the ,_urfacc force,s i,_ not perfect, the re,_idue of et_mpan,_atitm beint_ one to
internal perturbating forces, acting on the proof mass and thu_ modifyLn_ the
reference trajectory,
The structure of an aecelert, metric ,_atellite 2 i_ ,_lmilar, but the, se:_vo-control
function take,s place by the action of a force on the proof ma,s,_ _o that the, latter is
maintained in the vicinity of the cage center. The measut'ement of the internal
forces developed by the serve-control then constitutes a measure _d the .sum ,,f the
mm
surface forces acting on the satellite. The internal perturbating forces are also
at the origin of the physical limitations pertaining to this type of instrument.
EleCtrification of the proof mass by proton and electron fluxes from the radia-
tion belts makes up one of the main perturbations, all the more so as this electrifi-
cation may increase with time and reach high levels.
So, during the definition of a drag-free or accolerometric satellite, it is
important to be able to determine a priori the value that will take the cucrent
charging the proof mass in orbit so as to decide on the procedure to implement to
compensate this effect.
The present paper gives the results of a comparison which has been made
between this charging current as calculated for a particular orbital configuration,
and the results of measurements obtained in orbit on a three-axis accelerometer
(Cactus) making up the payload of the French satellite DSB-Castor.
'2, PI_IM]IPI.E OF *I'IIE fIRXI;-I,'ItF:i,:_'_1)'d_CEI.EItO'dFTIIIC_Vi'EI.I.ITES
Let us consider (Figure l) a material sphere of mass m placed inside a cage
fixed within a satellite. The mass of this satellite - including that of the proof
ma_,s - is M. The position of the proo/ mass center O B is defined by the vector
in a reference frame OsXYZ linked io the SateLlite and such that OS be at the
center of mass of the satellite.
Let it be:
F L the resultant of the internal forces of attraction of the proof mass by the
satellite,
F E the resultant of the surface forces acting on the _atellit. (atmospheric
drag, radiatto, pressure),
_p the thrust due to the thrusters, and
G-*B and G_.._._the local gravitational acceleration in O B and DS'
17_
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Figure I. Drag-Free or Accelero-
metric SatelliteDefinitions
If _B and rS represent respectively the coordinates of 0 B and 0 S in an ab-
soldte frame of reference, the movements of the proof mass (m) and the satellite
alone (1_, - m} are given by the equation of dynamics:
d" r B FI,
",-4--- GB +_ (lldt" m
_, G S - :-_ 4- (2)dt2 M n M - m
2.1 I_ag-|"ree ._atellite
If we suppress any link between proof rnas_ and cage (F L = 0), the trajecto:_y
of the proof mass is purely gravitational.
By piloting the satellite in such a way that) under the action of the thrusters,
the amplitude ot _ remains at any moment lower than a value _M previously
chosen) we have a satellite whose trajectory can also be characterized as p,lrely
gravitational, as itonly differs from that of the proof mass by a distance almost
equal to [M' a distance always small as compared to the satellite dimensions.
But if a pertt, rbating force f renmins between the two bodies, the true trajec-
tory Of the satellite departs from a purely gravitational trajectory and the metric
177
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_.,_,:,_:,!_,llitoi_ dewdd oI"any l)ropul_ionmoan:._(l.'p 0), but a t_ervo-vontvol ,n,j..
_,_ _,,, ,_t_,,u :..t_ .n tile proof Ma_.-_ to maintain the point,s ()B and ()S in a ,dn_le
I..... _th,t_ (_,_q,in the erro.',_fthe _ervo-control). Tn general, considering the small-
_,,-. ,,!'tlm l,,r,'_'% n. material contact _hould exist between proof ma_s and ca_.:e
i _],. liai_,m f,,r¢'e l" is--for example -- of e]ectvo._tatic nature.
I. ,},,,_o e,,ndition_ e r B - _'_. 0 and C;B G_;.
l.;,,l:_ti_m_ (l) and (2) then give:
I*1" i"1; (4)
u: _,l
',_,,.._,.voh,r;_ti_n imp-sed on the satellite by the external forces --apart from
..-, .. *,. - i- _,_t_:)1 to the force of proof mass-cage liaison divided by the, mass of the
_,,,,,,_,.:,_. "lhu.s, the mea._Urement of this liais¢,n force FI. n_akes it possible to !
,,, ', ,1. v(,_ultnnt of 0xtevnal forces F E.
I":m internal pevturbating force f is added to the force l:l. developed by the
.,.rx, -,.,mtr,,l, tile measure of the acceleration due to the external foree._ is then
, , h ):_!<(" hv a :_7,_tentatie error equal to f/re.
: _-', Itll 1111%1!II'_III I-i Ill IIII.] l-]l.l.li;lllll-lilVl'lO% ill. I'IlE l'lllllli. %1%--
h_ t,,,:h _x'_toms that have been just described, the perturbation (o1' the trajec-
,,.,'_ ,,r' ,,r fln_ f_,r, e mea._uretnevt} ia directly given by the acceleration Z/m tlmt
'!,_ t_.r't,nvl,_!inff forte would communicate to this proof ma_s alone.
'! _-o-_- "_t:r:urh:tting forces are of vaeious natures and have already been the
,J,_,...t ,,r d,,tailed _tudie,_ 3 as wellas of measurements in flight. 4' 5,6 Among them
" .... ,,:'_.- provided by the d_fect of electric neutrality of the proof ma._.s constitutes
,_, *uvbnti¢,n ltt:_t may become very important. In this rase, the proof mass i_
, ! loot_.,l re, an attractittg force by the cage walls on which are induced electric
h ,r,-:,,_ who._, :_um i._ equal and of contrary sign to the charge carried by the proof
1_8
! t
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mas._, Due to the spherical symn_et,'y of the earle, thi_ attract_n i: a t'entral
force around a point ()1 (Figure 1), K_'_metrie _'enter _f the _'age which we tl'y t_,
make as neap aa possible of eet_tt.r {)S" This |)ePttlr|):_ting ['ort'e fl,: _'_z be _._-
pressed by: 3° fi
fE ml3Q2(_" _') {5)
where 8 ()sOl and _] is a _'oeffieient d,.fined l_y the geometry _,f the inst_.u_ent.
This force is thus proportional to the square _f the electric charge _,arl'ied by
the proof mass.
This may have two very differel_t origins.
(1) EleCtrification of intet, lial _z'igin _hieh appear._ when the proof mass leaves
its contact with the _,age, a contact obtained either in the presence of gravity {,,n
the ground) or u_ader the action of a force obtained by remote control (in _,t.bitl.
This electrification is due to the charges develope(_ either by instantane¢_us p_t,_n-
tlals o1_the various electrodes of the cage or by the differences of the work flint'-
lions of the materi_ls making up the proof mass and tile _'age walls.
(2) Eleetrificat[,_:l of external origin due to the accumulation of charges pene-
trating into the satellite, originated by ttle high energy particles of the _'adiation
belts.
The first kited of electrification may be minimized by appropriate teehn_,iogical
means. The second appears as a cur_'ent charging the pro_f n_as._ _ho._e _,_'de_" ,,[
ma_.mitude i_ hardly predictable without a detailed study. Indeed, it i,_ v_,rv diffi-
cult to know a _ if the proof mass charge will reach a prohibitive value within
a few days or few years.
Though it is necessary, during the pro_ect of a drag-free satellite _,l'a_
accelerometrie satellite, to [oresee the adequate means for dist'harging the proof
mass, it is highly desirable that their t_pttn, i_'ation might take into ac_-,.,tmt the
n_axin_um and mininmm values of the electric current that will _'harge the |)rt_t_f
mass _ o_'bit.
I. file (:ll:l'l _ II._ll E\I'EIII_II*:%I
The Cactus accelerometer (in French: Capteur aecelet'om_trique eapaciti_
triaxial ultra sensible) has been desig_cd and t,uilt by t_NER_, and made up the
payload of the French satellite Castor (i)513) placed in orbit on 17 May 1!_75. This
satellite ha_ been built anti launch_d by CNES (The French Space A_enc_) who
ensured the further eXpleitation of the instrumentation.
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The Cactus aceel_i'ometer has a measuring range of _10 "5 g on each el its
three axes. The sum of intc_,_,al perturbations has been evaluated before latnch-
• ing at 10 -9 g. These values, as well as all the other characteristics, have been
confirmed by the results obtair_ed in orbit. 5, 7 I
: The core of the acceleri)meter is made by a proof mass m rhodiated platinun, -
whose mass is 550 g - placed in a cage forming with it a gap of 85 um (l,'i_rurO 21.
The force linking proof mass in cage is of electrostatic nature and i:: obtained by
means of continuous voltages applied on tl_ree sy._tems of electrodes distributed
, over three orthogonal axis. These voltages are made proportional to the relative
b--0 displacement of the proof ma_s in the cage thanks to another set of electorde_
_, realizing, on each axis, a capacitive maasurement of position. The ._vstenl func-
tions by position servo-coritrol of the proof mass and the m0asure of the voltages
_=: applied on the acting electrodes on each axis makes it possible, after preliminary
il : calibration, to know the liaison force IF-" and thus to determine the sum of the
i-!: external forces F'-"E (Eq. (4D.
i!'
! {.' _ :,_ure 2. Cage, Proof Mass and Electrodes of
y the Cactus Accelerometer
i:
i ,_, The D5B/Cactus experiment aimed at:
;'-i " (1) ensuring qualification in orbital l'light of the aecelerometer, 7 and
! _2) providing scientific data on aeronomy.
o: The Grhit chosen was slightly exeentric, with an inclination of .)0 . Tim alti-
: tudes of apogee and perigee of the first orbit were respectively 1275 km and 277 kin.
!:)
., 1_0
• }:
1 (.;
............................................................. _ o -f .o_......................... _-o....................-_::
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i, 4 l"ff,_t t:lllcul_tiun_ ,if thi. ISriJ|lfMa_ (:hut_ihg i:Llrr,,nl
At the same time as the studies for defining this experiment, theoretical and
experirhental studies 9' I0, 1 ! wet'e perf0rfned with a view to attempt to determine
the mean value of tile proof mass charging current.
These wet'ks showed that:
(1} the evolution of the proof mass charge is essentially due to the bombard-
ment of the satellite by the magnetosphere electrons and protons; and
(2) the interactions of these two types of particles with the satellite structure
have widely diffet'eflt characteristics.
o*
4.2. I ELECTRONS
While crossing the materials of the satellite and the accelerometer cage, the
primary electrons give ri_e to secondary electrons and to photons_ part of which
reach the proof mass arid interact with it The results are that electr0ns arid
photons circulate in both directions between proof mass and cage. The opposite
fluxes of electrons are not equal, hence the existence ,f a charging current whose
value and sign can be determined only by a detailed study.
4.2.2 PROTONS
Contrary to electrons, the protons crossing the matter do not generate second-
ary effects of any importance, and propagate practically in straight lines. The
protons stopped within the proof mass are at the origin of a charge increase.
The work caf'ried out at ONERA showed that:
(1} the charging current is essentially due to the primary effect'of the protons
stopped by the proof mass; ti_e presumed mean value of this curt'ent has been eval-
uated at *(2 ± l) 10 "11 Coulomb per day; and
(2) only the electrons whose energy i:_ about 4 MeV can give a perceptable
charging current; by extrapolation above 4 MeV of the known values or' the rlux,
the presumed electronic charging current has been evaluated at -1.7 10 "12 CoUlomb
per day, as a mean value.
At the end of this study, the expected mean value of the charging current was
thus near _2. I0 "ll Coulomb per day, or 2.3.10 "16 ampere.
The methods used to calculate this ct'rrent0 as well as the assumption adopted,
are described in Section 5.
i.3 Ih, teminatiofl in ()rbital Flight of the Pro_J(Mask Churging Current
The acceleration measured by the accelerometer when the satellite is near it_
apogee - where the atmospheric drag is negligible - and in the shadow of the earth -
where the acceleration due to the sun radiation pressure disappears -constitutes a
i good measure of all the internal perturbations of the instrument, as the only error
b
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of tht._ measUroment eoffle,_ from the earth radiation pPessure0 which provides the
,_atellite with an aeeelerhti0n of the order of 4.10 "10 g,
The existence of a proof ma,_s chargin_ cut'rent {s well fever.led by an increase
with time of this acceleration and by the returns of the lattel" tb its bottom level
dUPing each contact betweefl proof mass and cage. obtained by remote cohtrol.
But, moreover, systematic readlflgs of these data have also revealed time periods
of about 10 days, renewed every 38 days, and durirl_ which the charging c_lrrent
becomes weaker.
: As an illustration, Figure 3 represents the values of the modulus of the accel-
•, eration measured by the accelerometer when the satellite is at a high altitude _"
betweert the t0th of l_hy and the 20th ot Augtlst 1976. We can see on thi_ figure the
:i
periods when this current weakens: they are the periods from 18th to 31_t or l_lay,
from 25th of June to 8th of July and from 28th of July to 10th of August. Outside
these, the charging current takes again a higher value characterized by the increase
of the measlzred acceleration.
pleasured ;_
accelei,atienho'_)
1o t
Electric c_nt_ct betw#en
8_, j_rdof mass #ncl cage ,
' obtained by remote control
6
May 2_, I June 76 I ,July 76 } Z'ugust 76
Figure 3. Acceleration Measured by Cactus at High Altitude
Various methods have been used to determine the chargihg current ft'om the
data transmitted by the satellite. 6, 8 These methods coti_i_t in identifying the
various internal pet't0_-battons and the accelerations due to the external forces
from a realistic modeling of these accelerations and by using the attitude data of
the _Bfeilite. When the electric charge level becomes high enough, we consider
J82
_, o , o
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that tl'l_ perturbation due to the charge eonstitutOs the _aatrl term _,f the accz.lerati,,n
me_isured when the satellite ia at a high altitude, l'_ing l':q. {51on the :_mo.thed
_ _ data theft permits a _imple but sufficiently precise ealeulati(m (,f Q and its time
• .-e
';) variation. For the appLleatloh (,f Eq. 15I, the knowledge of the value:_ t)f il and /_
is necessary. Coeirfteient 1t had been determitted on the ground beh,re launch and
( has a value of 6.9.10t7A'2s'4. The components of the b vector have beon meas-
ured in flight by a particular manoetlvrel;; its modulus has tile value 2.16 urn.
_:, These various methods gave coherent results ,_hieh are as follows; expressed¢
_ as a mean value of the charging cur-rent during the cor_sidered period o.¢ tim_.: ,._"
,, -For periods with str_9_oncAL__a_glng current:
i: From 28th of June to 8th ot July 1975: 2. I. 10 "11 Couh)mb per day (2.4. 10 "16AI
:_' From 3rd to 6th of November 1975:1.3.10 "11 Coulomb per day 11.5.10 -16 AI
_" . From lOth to 20th of June 197c 1.3.10 -11 Coulomb p_r day 11.5.10 "16 AI
_ .From 25 August- to 5 September 1976: 1.02. 10 "11 Coulomb per day
:_ 11.2.10 "I6A).
_I; -For periods x_,ith weak charging current:g
. From 23rd to 28th 0i" June 197{;: current lower than 5.10 "13 Coulomb per day
(5.8. 10 "18 AI
_" Ft'om 6tll to 15th of September 197|;: 1. 'J 10 "12 Coulomb per day
_i'i:': (1.4. i.0 -17 A).
_' 5. IIEI" _II.Fll C M.I;I l. YI'Ii)_ Ill' TIll'; PIU|I|I: '_l'_ 131MtI;i'M, I;I ItlIE'Vi
_d
;. | [hh,rptt,talioli o[ ih,' %arialion_, tJb_,.r_,.d on the {;hargii|g (;urt,,nt
_:_: We can see that the periods during which the charging current is strongly
:_ attenuated are centered on the dates when the apogee latitude _ North and at its
_:' maximum value, that is 30 °, a value corresponding to the orbit inclination. This
important variation of the charging current may be explained by the following fact:
%,
_ 111 the proton arid electron fluxes decreasing rapidly with altitude, the charg-
==_e, t
=°_o,, ing rurrent reaches a significant value onls'_ when the satellite is around its apogee;
: and
° (21 due to the fact that the magnetic anomaly of South Atlantic which is char-
_::: aeterized, at the altitudes where flies the satellite, by more _niense particle fluxes
._. centered o_'er a point situated at about 25 ° latitude south and 40 ° longttudb west
' (Flgtire 41. the chargittg current takes a high value each time the satellite flight
o_ _-
v, crosses this zoile.
Thus we can ace that when the apogee latitude is around 30 ° south the satellite
_":_' Crosses this zone every day, while when the apo£ee is about 30 ° north this zone is
,!
. i:. avoided by the satellite.
o ,:
o ,
o?(
P,
i:
........... [;
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Figure 4. Proton l"lux Contours -E > 100 MeV
"['his effect, which is a combination of the orbital movemt_nt with a geographic
an, rarely, i.-; all the more marked as the orbit inclination is close to 25 °, which is
_ho ¢,a._e of the Castor satellite.
%%ith a view to provide a quantitative support to this intt_rpretati_n, studies
lwovi,_usly carried out on the determination of the charging current have been
, epimted in order to evaluate the daily charge acquired by the proof mass during
:, _.ornplete-¢.'ycl_ ¢,f 38 days.
'2Iah'ol,,lio,_o[lheI"luxt"- l|eceixedh._lh,.."atellile
qince 1972, when the first calculations of the charging current have been made,
the df,_cripti¢m of the radiation belt has been refined and the extrapolation ,,f the
_alue _ _f electron fluxe._ at energies higi_er than 4 MeV (see .qection 4.2} appeared
'_ _ b_vin_ no meaning. This statement confirms that only the protons in period ,_f
,_,,, .',_:d activity are at the origin of the charging current.
'l'w. meth_ds a"e usually used for evaluating a flux received by a _alellite
,hnrin_ it_ u_eful life. 12, 13 If the mission duration is long en0ugiL the experi-
,_,,,nter may he intereated nnly in the mean flux and _he calculation consists in
,h,tc_r,_ining the probability for the satellite to pass within each wdnme element,
_ahukdr'd m energy. Ilere the calculation require._ more p,,eeisio_l. Indeed, a
_;_tellite in h,w orbit, as DSB, i.-{ subjected to an inten.se particle tnmfllardmen!
,,,,1,-lurin_ rather short periods which correspond to the passage ti_rough tim ,';,,t:'h
.X¢I'anti,,an ,,rely.
'lt_ ca1,'ulatr, the proof mass char_inl_ current, we must be aide in,,ach p,,lnl
. _ "1,,' ,,rld/ t,, ,'Mimate the flu_¢ ¢)finciden! protons. Account bein_taken ,_fthe
t,.,¢'t ,,f,,,l,itnl parameters, ascendiv _' node and perigee ar_ment, a calculati,_n _,f
,Ira _,,md_er ,,f prt_lons received every 24 hr seen,s sufficient and :'emain_ si_lir-
,,.n,_t 'l',, thi* end, each orbit is described step by step anti every minute th,. :7'
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i gc,o_raphie c.ordlnato,s (altitude, httit_,de, ],,nj.dtude) :ire tran_f.rn..d inl_, I-'*',,-
:i n_aLmetic coordinates (|t. I.) that p_rmtt the e.nsulfati,m -f it=e, i'il_s .f pv.t.n_
i_: wh.se energiOs are hitcherli30MeV (s¢.OSection 5.3).
I:lffur_ _ _ivlas as a function of time, ft.cml 3rd .,f Jun(. t. :_r,l t,f july, th,,
omnidirectional mean fluxes of prott_ns of an energy higher than l(t0 MoV, per
square centimeter and pet" day, as well as the apogee latitude. The first ,.urvt.
i- illustrates well the ti0rth-suuth asymm_trv t,f the radiati-n belt due t,, the. _,uth
!:i
Atlantic anomaly at the altitude considered. The peri_)dicity tffthis phem.,_,n,,n
, makes it possible to extrapolate this flux ,'urv0 before 3rd _,f June and af_¢,r 3rd
()f July0 as reprOsOnlod by a broken line ,)n the fi_tlro,
i '
ill'._ tOe_ \ /
I
i " 6f_y I June I JulF t976
! _ AAP°gee latitude
*30°f _
North _ _ /
i_.' Figure 5. Isotropic Proton l.'lux Density Received by
' the Castor Satellite and Apogee l.atitude at the Same
i_' Periods
i:
i--: _.'i _b_,,.,|'i(,. ,,[ I'r,,,(,h. I,, |hi' ._.|PHI',' .,rt,,.,or,.
i :_ The satellite shape is a reffular polyhedron _ith 2_; faces wi_ose f_eumetric
! _. center is at the center of mass ar.d also at the center of ti_e proof mass. A sinH)h;
_' model of proton absorption by t'te satellite structure has thus been established by
t-_'.
deeomposin K it into 2(; equal solid angles, l:'or each _,f thes. _, the nature and tilt,
i i.." thickness of the various materials encout_tered by a [)article n_oving on a straigi_t
it' line and reaching the center have been surveyed. Using the dl, nsity _,1" each material
_i. as a weighting parameter, these various thicknesses have then h¢..n conw.rted iq
: _, equivalent thicknesses of aluminum. These equivalent thickne.sses vary rr_m_ 270
!,
_:' mm {in a solid anl_le of 4_/131 to 42 mm (in a solid an_lt_ of 4,%/2_;1,
'L ,
°i:
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Moreover0 the aeeeler, m_eter pro,of nta,_,_ beitlg in platinum and h_,vill_ a dialvJ-
eter td' 38 ram0 th0 eq,.t,,alont aluminum thiekne._:_ c¢,rre:_l),,ndin£ t. a dhJH_¢.tral
eroa_ing of lhe proof IllIl:.l:4 |s :tIQ Illnl.
Consequently° the pro_,f ma_s ehargt_ _lll I., due h, i_r,,hm_ wh.,_e ¢.n,.rlLv i_
high enough tt_ et'oa_ 42 mm of aluminum hut who:_e _.ner__,y remain_ I,,wer _t,an
that nece._sary to eros _ Slit; mm of the same metal.
Figure 6° taken from, 11 makes it pfJssible tt, give a silTiple analytic f_,rmula-
tion of the path x of pr,:doflso.['enet'gy 1'."in alu,ninum:
x o E "_ (_;)
With x in mm and E in Mere, we obtain the following empirical values:
a 0.01 and -_ 1.73.
Expression (6) thus permits for each solid angle of the satellite the determina-
tion of energy hand of the protons which will participate in the proof ,nas_ charge.
For the satellite as a whole° there are the proton.-_ whose energy is between 100
and 500 _leV which are to be considered.
,° //
tO /
I /
/
l tO I0 2 103
Figure 6. Proton Path in Aluminum
3. | I'.ah'ulali.n .[ lh.. (hiil._ l'.har_zing-[ Ihi, lh'.,ol _la,.-
i The ar_ument ix that used by J. Tifron, recalled hereafter.
11
The flux density of protons of an energy hiffher than I':, ¢,(,E), is t't'lWe:-_entod
by the following analytic expression:
_(_I.;) k E "n (7)
i I I ! ! I _ ,' I
z I 1 ! ! I t I
P
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I06._
i Energy E(MeV)
fO0 f O00
Figure 7. Proton 1.'lux lieceivt, d on
Jun_ 8, 197{;
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Figure 8. Method for Calculating the Proof
l_lass Charge
:-' The application of F,q. (I0) to each of the solid angles defined in Section 5.3
and for each day durirlg which the radiation do_es received by the satellite ace
characteriT, ed by the parameters k and n. pcrfnits, after summation, the calcula-
i- tion of the electric charge acquired daily hy the proof mass.
];he_e results are presented on Figure St, which rvpresent_ the daily charge
acquired an a function of tinge. The abs_'i,_sa c_rrespond_ to the 30 days of the
month of June 1976 for which the calculation ha_ been performed. The dates
where the apogee latitude in at 30 ° north and 30 ° south have alst_ been nhown. This
rna_es tt possible to generalize the re,_ult obtained at any date of the _atellite life
in a_ much as the orbit decay is hot too important.
IB8
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i FigUre 9. Calculated and l_leasured Values of the Char/je
_. :.. Acquired Dally by the Pt+oof lXla++s
! +:_ This result obtained ,_mphasizes well the very important variation of the _+har_-
!_% ing current due to the primary effect of proton,,+, a variation that appears an a de-
'_ crease by a factor 100 When the apogee latitude is at 30 ° nettle.
+-+:'i
i !,
b. l:i;',,l:l.l _liix
.il The value+ of the charging currents determined frt+r_ the data provided by the
'_" accelerometer are also shown on Figure 9 as horizontal line_. These lines give
i
;_ the niean value of this current oveP a period torte.spending to the line length. The
results corresponding to July 1975, November 1975, and September 197_; are
i", placed with the same scale but are shifted relative to the apogee latitude.
: We can see that the currents, measured by this way, follow correctly the lawdefined by the calculated current,
On a quantitative point of view, thOre appears a ratio uf about 2 between the
=:+, measured and calculated currents, This ratio is emphasized by the broken line
°_ curve which is traced by doublin_ the value++ of the calculated currents. Thi_
co+:fficlent 2 is not very high and may be attributed to the model ,jr proton
i ', absorption.
!:__ Tlm_ the results obtained confirm that it i_ po_,_ible, while designing the pro-
ject of a drag-free satellite - or an accelerometric satellitt: - to determine x_ith
i o:i ' a ,_ufficient precision the varh)us values that will take the proof ma_,+,+char_zingl
! ,: current as a function of ,rbital :;ituation+.
f '
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Thl.-i c_,aluatton should permit a better definition ,_f the mean_ t, implr,_,rnt
and the pr_,eeduro t_ u_e to nlaitltain the proof nm._s eleetrifieatl,,n to a t_)lt,rab!,,
level,
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Abst¢act
Two days ot data trom the ATS-6 1976 eclipse season were analyzed to deter-
mine th_ effects ot varying photoelectron flux on spacecraR potential. Particular
emphasis was placed on the vai'iation in potential as the satellite entered the
earth's penumbra. Measurements from the AE-C satellite o£ the solar UV radia-
tion were used to construct a model or atmospheric attenuation. This model was
Found to be consistent with direct measurements oJ_the variations in photoelectron
flux as INJUN V passed into eclipse. Applying the model to the ATS-6 data _ave
the time-dependency of the solar illumination/photoeleCtron flu_t as the satellite
was eclipsed. This relationship, when combined with the ATS-6 measurements of
satellite poteattM. _-evealed a nearly linear relation betweefl the solar illumination/
photoelectron fluk and the logarithm of the sateilite potential.
I. INTRODUCTION
The charging of SpaCecraft at geosyrichronous orbit has become a primary cOn-
cern for englr/zers and sat_liite designers. A major goal of scientists concerned
with the problerfi is to provide to.th_ engineers and deslgn_rs adequate inodels or
ti_is pheflbmeilbn. Aithbugh several models o£ the sheath su/'routiding the spacecraft,
lgi
of the way in which this ._heath altet'._ the ambient pat,ticle fiuxes, and of the sub-
sequel t inter-action With the spacecraft surface ekist in varyit_g dc_re_s of sophis-
tication, few means exist for verifying these models. I The purpose of this report
will be to present observations of the variation in the ATS-_ spacecraft potential
as one parameter, the photoelectron fiu_0 was eat'led tit a known manner'. This
will be accomplished by detailed analysis ol_data from periods whe_ the sun, as
observed by a satellite, is eclip:_ed by the earth.
i 2. OBSERVVI'IO%S
i" The highestpotentialsyetobserved on.spacecraR have been by the ATS-5 and
i. ATS-6 satellltes as they passed into the earth's shadow.. These potentials are
i onlyobserved when the satellitesare immersed in.thehot plasma associatedWith
geoma_etic storms and plasma injection events. Briefly° as a satellite passes
i intoeclipse,the incidentsolarphotonfluxisdecreased resultingina decrease in
i the photoe1_ctroncurrentemitted,fromthe satellitesurface. Itisthe elimination
i of thi_currentsource thatresultsina currentimbalance which leads toa large
!
i_ negative potential.
i Figure_ 1 and 2 are spectrograms for 28 Febrtlary(Day 59)and 6 March (Day
66)ofthe partlclepopulationsobserved by the ATS-6 sat_lliteduringthe spring
1976 eclipseseason (see2 foran explanationOf thesespectrograms). The intense
bands observed ineach positiveion spectrogram are the coldbackground ion popu-
i lationwhich has been acceleratedby electricfiellaon the spacecraft. These data
i:
can be interpretedas voltagechanges on ATS-6 amounting _ over -I0,000 voltsanti!
i are coincident with the passage of the satellite into eclipse. In FigUre 3. the volt-
age changes as the spacecraft passes into eclipse (exits eclipse) are plotted as[--
, continUoUs(dashed)linesfor Days 59 and 66. Entry and exit(reversedin time}
F_
have been superimposed on each othertoshow theiragreement for each eclipse.
i_' This a_reement is a consequence of the eclipse symmetry and the apparent stability
i ; of ambient condltion_ during each eclipse.
i FigUres 4 _nd $ show theplasma distrlbu_ionfunctionsfor theelectronsand
i ions associated respectively with the eclipses on Day 59 and Day 66. Figure 4, for
i_ Day 59, shows theplasma =ondltlonsbefore antiaftereclipse(dashetlines}arid
during eclipse (solid lines). The spectra immediately ttefore anti after eclips_ are
nearly identical; whereas the spectra measured while the sat_URe was in eclipse
show the effects of chargii_g. Normally these eff_ct,,_ result in a constant, positive
i i,
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Figure 2. Spectrogram ofATS-6 Count Hates as a FunctionotTime and Energy
forDay 66 of 1976. Th_ spacecraftiseclipsedby the Earth between 2100 and
2300 UT
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!_ Fi_tre 3. ATS-6 Potential as a Ftlttctibn o£
_",_ Time for Day 59 and Day 66. For reference,
, as the time axis is not absolute. ATS-6 had
"_ voltage_ in excess of -10, 000 V for 1060 sec
=_: on Day 5Q and 3i26 _ec on Day 66
iL
_i displacement in energy o£ the ion distribution function that is equal to the potential
i on the satellite anti a corresponding negative displacement in the electron distribu-
_ tlon futlction. The spectra £or Day 6G in Figure 6 sltow this effect, but, forF_
! _ energies above 30. keV, th_ spectra £or Day 59 are not consistent with this behavior.
_
i ! The exact cause o£ the dep_trture is not kno_vn but it may result £rom effects on the
! i.. spaCect-a£t dize to the eclipse rather than to changes in the ambient plasma.
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Figure 4. Electron and I0n Distribution Functions as Functions of
Energy for Day 59. DaShed lines represent the _pectra before and
after eclipse. Solid lines represent eclipse Spectra
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Fig_Pe 5. Electron and Ion Distrib_ttion Fu_tetions versus Energy
fo/" Day 66. Dashed lines represent spectra before eclipse. Solid
lines represent #ellpse specti'a
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Figure 6. Duration of Penumbral and Umbral Eclipse
i. Periods as a Functionof Day of the Year for the ATS-6
1976 Spring Eclipse Season. Observed and predicted
i results are plottedr
i, 3. TtlEORETIC,_I[,A._AL_SISi
[.: In the preceding section, the experimental data were presented along with a
_- belef description ot" the plasma corlditions. Based on these data, I feel that the
_: ambient plasma distributionduringeclipseDays 59 and 66 did not change signif-
,_- icantlyexcept for a displacementin thedistributionfunctiondue tocharging effects.
i Sispreviouslydiscussed, itisthe lossof thephotoemission currentas the sun is
! '
_. eclipsed which is the apparent source of the charging. To analyze the charging in
more detail, it is necessary, to accurately model the time variation of the solar
•_ illumination.To accomplish this,data from severalsources willbe used to com-
_ pureand testa model of thepenumbral variation.
i, A simple model of the penumbral region carl be derived by assuming the earth
and sun to be well defined discs. Geometry thbn gives a relation between the pei _-i "
!,: cent&geof solaril'Uminationand time. In Figtlre6, thedurationof eclipseversus
d_y of year rot" the ATS-6 1976 spring ecli[_se season has been plotted. Where it
i ,
was possible to estimate botit, bntry into the penumbral and umbral regions arei
shown connected by a line. The two curves represent the theoretical predictmn of
: _ partial and total eclipse. The data indicate that even this simple theory give_ an
:_ adequate prediction of the duration of partial and total eclipse at synchronous
• orbR. Note that Day 59 is an example of grazing incidence while Day 66 Illustrates
:: direct entry into eclipse.
B - J
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The major'objectiontosuch a simple theoryis theexclu._ionof atmo._pheric
effects. For low altitudes(les._thall2 earth radii),_uch offeet,_are clearly
[mportafR. Thls isdCmofistratedin Figure 7 where t_e variationof photoeleciron
flux (dots) versus time as the INJUN V _atellite pas._ed into eclip._e in plotted. At
the time of these data, the INJUN V satellite was at 1.5 earth radii, The _olid
line is a theoretical curve of the percentage of solar illumination versu,_ time
when atmospheric effects are included iri the eclipse model_ Tgnorlng atmosph0ric
effects gives the dashed curve iti Figure 7 (note: the carthts eclipsO boundary
Was placed at 6378 km+ 145 km for this calculation).
Using data from the AE-C satellite, 3 the attentuation, ,, (such that _ _e e'_°
whet, e _ is the observed photon flux), as a function of minimum ray height abov_
sea level, was calculated. At a given wavelength, it was readily found that:
-(x - xo)
,r= e 6 (I)
where
X = heightabove sea level,
X ° : constant,dependenton frequencyof light,and
6 --scaleheight,depetldenton frequencyof light.
As thedetailedvariationofthe photoelectronfluxisdependenton the materialsof
which the spacecraftisconstructedand as the atmosphere itselfvariesintime. it
isdifficultto constructa more exact model. Carefulconsiderationof thephoto-
electronemission versus freqtlencyand the attenuationversus frequencyfrom the
AE-C satellitegave average valuesof:
X --145 km (2)O
6 --23.5-kln . (3)
The INJUN V data of FigUre 7 are fitWitha value of 60 km for6, whereas ATS-6
isbetterfitby 6 - 23.5 kin. The differenceis likelydue to the matvrialsof which
the satellitesare consti-uctedas the INJtJN V detectoris made of tungst,"which is
respotmivetolongerwavelengthsthanaluminum, th_ pi'imaryATS-6 material.
To firstorder, the effectot the Btmosphere isto make the earth appear lar_,cr
(approxifi_ately145 km larger)in radius. Although 6 isnot accuratelyknown, the
AE-C dataimpliesvaluesof less than 100 kin. This uncertaintygeneratestiming
errors inour estimationof theeclipsedui'ationon theorder of30 sec or lessbut
does not greatiyalterthe resultsto be presented. By comparison, emphemeris
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Figure 7. INJUN V Measurements of the Photo-
electron Flux as a Function of Time in the Penum-
bral Region (Dots). Also shown are two theoret-
ical curves of the solar i[lunainationfor the case
of n_ atmosphere (dashed lln_)and with an atmos-
phere (solidllhe)
errors are of the same ot'der indicating that the atmospheric model is consistent
with the accuracy inl_er_ntin the problem.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The voltage data in Fiffare 3 can be fit as a _nction of time between roughly
-2000 and -10,000 volts by:
Day 59: V _ -103 60. 016(T+530) (4)
Day 66: V _ -10 3 e0.05(T+1563} (5)
whet'e V -=vbltag_. (volts)
; ' T = time (seconds}.
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Assuming 6 : 23.5 km and Xo : 145 km in the atmospheric model, the ,_olar
illumination vvr_u_ voltage for Day_ 50 and tiff are plotted in Figure 8. The error
bar_ are for the results arrived at by ansuming no atmosphere (upper) or by
assuming 6 , _0 km (lower).
As the percentage of ,qolar illumination in directly related to the Fhotoeleetron
flux (Figure 7), Figure It ran be interpreted as illustrating the effect of varying the
photoelectron flux on the satellite potential. Timing errors in the ephemeris and
the atmospheric model may alter the quantitative results of Figure 8 within roughly
the error bars shown, but will not alter the qualitative result tnhel, ent in the
figure .. namely that the voltage is proportional to the exponential of the photoelec- _..
tron flux. This resultisof realvalue as itcan be u._edas a testofthe predictions
of various theoreticalmodels. In particular,itcan be used to check the modeling
of photoelectronvarlatiolls.As itisalmost impossibleto distinguishsecondary
and back-scatteredelectronsfrom photoelectrons,the resultshave broader impli-
cation_since theycan be appliedto testingany model which includesthe etfect._of
variableelectronemission. This latterobservationisparticularly"mpurtantwhen
one recallsthatstandard sheathmodels imply a logarithmic,not exponential,
relationbetween electronemission and voltage.
I00 9 ' I
__ 8o Y
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Figure 8. Composite Plotof the Solar Illumination(or
PllotoeleetronFlux)as a Functionof SatellitePotential
for Day 59 and Day 66
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-_i, Abstract
-*_i An electronsource such as a simple cathodeis a cheap antiligi,tdevicewhich
can serve several technologicaland scientificpurposes in space:
......._ (i) EleCtrostatichargingot a spacecraftcan be limitedby releasinffelectrons
:_ accumulated on the conductiveelements ottheirsurface. Clamping the reference
potentialofscientificinsteuments,such as par_.lcledetectors,can significantly
_'::_, improve their performance in a magnetospheric environment.
'_: ill)The erosionofconductivecoatingsand the abilityofconductivepaintsto
-_i_ withstandthespt_ceenvironment can be evaluatedby monitoringthe flow Jfcha_*_,Pd
_. particles impinging on their surface, that is, by S_mply measuring the -ate at "
. °:_i* which electronsare emitted_rom the cathode.
_i' (iii) Measuring the current Coll#.cted by the spacecraft su_.;ace as a f.JnCtion.
_*_ ot itspotentialwith respectto an emitteris a very sensitiveJiag_ostictechnique
-_ which can yield a number of p|asma parameters, such as dezsity and temperatui-e,
_:i (iv)Itispossibleto convertthe thermal motion of spa:e plasmas intoelec-.
.,_i: trical energy by c_llecttng en_rgeti 9 electrons anti returntr, g them to the rttedium as
_,'_ planetsCbldparticleS.wheresolarThiSceilsC°nceptaremaYinefficient.findappl cations .in the r.mgnetosphere ot distant
. iv) A wave ina plasma ischaracterizedby a conductll,nCurrentdensitywhich
_ gives risetofluctuationso_ thecu/,r_t flowingtothe sui'fa:e.An Itlvcstigationf
_:. the fr_qtiency spdCtrum 0f the cathode cut'rent will th@retoe,: disclose the existence
of electromagneticand electrostaticWaVes Without using an} antenna.
o!
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I. IN?ilODI_TION
The potential of a body in space is d_ftned by the current balance o_ the charged
particles emitted and collected by its surface. In equilibrium _he diff_ence be=
t_een the flows of plasma electrons and ions equals the rate at which electron_
extracted from the surface by photo- and secondary emissions are escaping lnt,_
the surrounding plasma.
When the random fllJx of the plasma electrons is relatively large, the svrtace
develops a potential sufficiently negative to ll_nit the incoming ,'low of these particles
and to make it equal to the combined contribution of the other _pecies. The mhgnl-
tude o_ this potential is then in direct proportion to the temperature oF the ambient
electron_. Such conditions are rften met in dense or hot plasmas W_en surface
emissloncannot n_atch the net flow of ambient particles. I_i planetary outer mag-
netospheres, the electron mean kinetic energy is so high that surface potentials of
the order of several kilovolts are frequently encountered. This phenomenon,
commonly referred to as spacecraft charging, disturbs tl_e particle population in
the surrounding plasma and is therefore a source of interferences for s_ientlfic
measurements. 1
It has algo been observed that different materials insulated from each other
do not reach the same floating potential. This differential Charg'iflg gives rise to
larEe electric field_ between adjacent elements and can cause discharges Which
are responsible for the degr_d_tion of _ , ecraft materials and anomalies in the
behaviour ot electronic sub,_ystern_, 20 3
This situation has led up scien_tst_ arid engineers to compound their effort in
an attempt to understand and control those phenomena. 4 The basic remedies are
stmpte. The entire surface of the spacecraft must be made conductive in order to
be equlpotential and the negative charge accumulated on this body must be released
intt_ space through an electron emitter.
A number of materials, conductive coatings, and paints have been developed
and q_alifietl, and ne_ testing procedures h_ve been _et up to check the ability of
the spacecraft to withstand the magnetospheric en,_ironment.
This p_per recapitulates the principles which govern the interaction ot a space-
craft with its environment, 5, 6 and reviews the various t_chniques which are avail-
able for controlling the electrostatt_ potential of a spacecraft, it is demonstrated
that electron emitters are requisite tO any scientific mission in a mabrnetospherie
environment, in the vicinity of Jupiter in particular. It i_ also emphasized that
I electron sources can b_ simultaneously Used for a number of additional tasks such
as monitoring the degradation of spacecraft material stirfaces, convertifi_ the
thermal _otion of plasmas into ei_ctrical energy, measuring the der_sit_ and cem-
pei-ature bf the ambient eiectrons, and receiving waves withot_t aerials.
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2. |N.TERACTII)NIIET_F,EN A SPAC_,C_ ANDITS ENVIRONMENT
2.1 Spacecraft _llhout Emhiet
The variations OE the dlIEerenL current comporlent_ coll_cLed by a planar probe
in space a_ function of its poLential are schematLCally represented in FLgur_ I0
wl ._r_ i e and i t are the ambient electron and ion contrtbUtlons0 and Iph is the cub-
rent due to photoelectron emission. Secondary emission is neB1ected in first
approximation and the potential 4_ is reEerred to that of infinity.
- SJ
S S
._____/t,o !P'G +
iis t
#
!
IDh
Figure I. Current-Voltage Characteristics Ofa Probe in a
Pia_ma
It is assumed that the various species have Maxwelltan distributions, and that
th_ magnitude of the saturation current o_ the plasma electrons tes is much lar_er
than that of the ions tis; the phOtoeleCtron saturation curr_nt is noted Iphs.
I The current balance is defined by
ie + [i + iph = 0 , (1)
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_- and the fioatiflg potential is given by
,_ 4_f -4_e In I ies I
(2)
: iph s + ils
when lies] > [iph s + iisl, and by
_f _ 4_ph In[ iphstes+iis (3) _..
when lies I < l iph s + is l. The quantities _be and _ph are the mean kinetic poten-
• tials of the plasma electrons and.photoel_ctroxis,, respectively.
The current-voltage characteristic Of a body in shadow (iph = 0) is illustrated
by the curve l_bellecLIc0 in FigUre 1. The floating potential cPf0 is negative and
approximately equal to -3.8¢P e in the case of.an hydrogen plasma in.thermal
i I • 7
c-qulhbrmm.. In a magnetospheric environment, ¢Pecan be of the order of .1-10 kV,
v, hich explains Why a geostationary spacecraft develops large negative potentials
during eclipses. 8, 9, 10 The same sRuation also occurs in sunlight when photo-
emission canzlot balance the flow of ambient particles. This conditiort is occasion-
_. ally fulfilled in the Earth environment, but it must always be met in the magneto-
:. sphere of J_piter where the photoemisslon rate is 27 times less than at the Earth's
orbit.
• In a relativelyColdand rarefiedplasma, such as the solarwind, the photo-
emission saturationcurrent isgene_allypredominant;thissituationi_ illustrated
_: by the curve labelledIC1 in FigUre 1. The correspondingfloatin_potential@fl is
_ givenby Eq. (3)and isof the order of thephotoelectr)nmean kineticpotential,
11
'_: which iS typically equal to 1.5V.
_i 2.2 Spacecraft_ith Election Emitter
A spacecraft fitted with an electron source is schematically represented in
!i Figure 2a. Tii_electronsource and the conductiveelements otthe spacecraft
' surfaceare referi'edto as the emitter (E)anclthe colleetol,(C)0respectively.It
is assumed thatthe emltte_and eolicctorare sufficlentlydecoupled0so thattheie
ii.
i" The kinetic potential of a charged particle is giveti by the magttitutie of the accel-
_ erating voltage associated with its kinetic energy. The kirietic potential, ih V,
_: therefoi-e0 is measured by the sam_ number as the kinetic _nergy, in _V.
2o6
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current voltage characteristics a_e, in first approximation, irldvpendent of thvi_
separation.
The voltage=current characte:*istlc Of the emitter is sCliematically _'epresented
in Figure 2b and c by the curves labelled IE; the voltage re_e_ence is that of the
surroundtn_ plasmA, not that of the spacecraft. The area or the emitter is rela=
tlvely small and tt_ current is, therefore, insensitive to the fluxes of photons and
ambient particles. When electron emission is space charge limited, IE is propor=
ttonal to (=4,) 3/2. The shape of the characteristic is otherwise defitied by the tem-
perature of theemitter, as _vellas by the ma_itude of the electricfieldatits
surface.12 Itisassumed thatthe saturatiozicurrentof the emitterislargerthan
thatof theambient electrons,which can always be easilyfulfilled.
(C)
(h) . .,, IC I
Figure 2. Current Balance and Potentiah,' of Emitt_.r and
Collector
When collector and emitter are cor.nected thro_)_h a voltage source 4,B, their
respective potential 4)C and _E are linkecl by the relatiotl
¢C "_'E = CB ' (4)
m
i
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; and the emitted and collected curreflts are of course equal,
iE --Ic : _ , (._)
as illustrated in Figu_'e 2.
3. POSSIBLEUSESOF ELECTRONEMITTERS
•_. I Spacecraft Potential Clampi#g mJ
When the bias voltage _B is zero, the equilibrium potential of the collector -
emitter combination i_ defined by the intersection or the curves IC and IE. In a
magnetospherlc environment the floating pptential can then be maintai_ted at a few
volts, rather than several kV negative, as i11ustrated in Figure 2b. 13, I_, 15 The
potential ot the collector can even be adjusted to _ero exactly by biasing its poten--
tlal positively with respect to that of the emitter until-a break in the slope of the
characteristic is observed, t6 The ability to control the spacecraft potential allows
one to m_nimize the perturbation to the environment and provides a stable voltage
reference for scientific instruments.
An electron emitter can,tot indeed reduce the floating potential when photo-
emission is predominant (Figure 2e), but this is a relatively unimportant point
since this positive potential is typically of the order of 3V. 17
3.2 Plasma Diagnostics
It will be seen in the following that the potential or the emitter is practically
independent of its current; this system operates llke a potential reference with
respect to which the collector may be biased. The emitted current may be meas-
Ured as function o_ the bias potential. The spacecraft then behaves like a Langmuir
probe 18 with a collecting area equal to that of the conductive parts of its
surface. 19, 20 This techniqt_e for measuring electron density and temperature is
extremely sensitive, and irregularities in plasma densities can be detected by
investigating the loW frequency fluctuations of the collected current.
The electron Saturation current can be moni-
tored under all circumstances0 and this n_easure- _ _ ]
• merit is absolutely not impaired by photoemission
(see FigUre 2c). A variabie resistor _ can replace
the voltage sotirc_, as shown in FigUr_ 3, but the
bias voltage -it IB c_ri only tak6 negative values. FigUre 3. NegativeBias of the Collector
Thls possibility is nevertheless extretnely Using a Resistor
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adVantageOus in energetic plasmas where voltages ot several kV would he required
: to describe the characteristic dowrt to the floating potential.
I
]: :|..t _t|onilorlngof _laltrial ._U¢l'art_l)egradathm
i_ Spacecraft are partly covered with materials and paints, generally insulator_,
:__!i in order to maintain the temperature within specified limits. Conductive paints
,_ and coatings have consequently been developed to cope with the problem of differ-
_ entialcharging. Selarcellel)vatsa_idsecond suz'racemirrors can similarlybe
:_ covered with 100A .,_cklayersof I_dium oxide which alsoinsures electricpoten- _,
21
__: tial uniformity, but are optlcally transparent.
!_ The ability of these condt_ctive materials to keep
_:' theirpropertiesinspace under the bombardment of TESTMATERI,_L
_ energeticparticlescan be easilytestedinsitu,as
_ illustratedinFig'tlre4. The currentcollected•by the ]__
test material, It, is simply compared to that imping-
i_ ing on a metallicsurface,Ir, takenas a reference.
This measurement is instantaneousand independent
;_ of thepropertiesofthe cathode. Figure 4. Test on
Material Surface
_ Degradativn
_ 3.1 EneFgyConversion
_ Itha_ been sho1#npreviouslythatenergy can be dissipatedina resistorwhen the
', floatingpotentlaiisnegative(Figure3). Itis thereforepossibletoconvertthe
, thermal motion ofelectron_intoelectricalpower.22 This concept may findappii-
_ii: cationsinspace environments where energeticplasmas are likelytobe found,.,but
!_: sufficientlydistantfrom thesun to render the use of photovoltaiconversion
-_i unpractical. Such conditions are met in the magnetospheres of distant planets such
• as Jupiter and Satut'n. 23, 24
_• The efficiencyofthissystem, thatis, th_ ratioof theplasma energy inputto
the available electric energy equals 0.37 for a Maxwellian energy distribution.
_ The corresponding maximum power outputper m 2 of collectingsurface isgiven as
I. _unCtion of the ambient plasma density, Ne0 and mean kinetic potential, _e' in{
_, Figure 5. Itthe collectingarea of thespacecraftisinsufficient,the power output
1_
_: can be increasedby the adjunctlonof a largeSailmade of metallictoil,for
:_i. example.
iI it may be possible to reach specific power equivalent to that of the i-adto-
_i isotope thermal generators presently used fo_"the outer planetary missions, 25, 26
!: that is, a few Wkg °1. provided the piasm_i power density lnpt_t lies in the range
:' i0"2-i0"1 Wm "2. Thls figttremay be met_ i in tht_ erivii-ottm_nt of Jupiter, bitt is
i "
• has to be estabiishbd by proper in situ measurements.
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Figure 5. Maximum Power Density Output as 1
a Function of the Electron Density and h_ean
Kinetic Patevtt.,i
3.5 I)eteeiion OfEleetroma_m_tieand Elevttostat;t: _a_e_
A wave propagated in a plasma is charactet-ized by an electric field E, a
magneti_ field _,. and a conduction current density _. These three quantities are :i
related by Maxwell,s equations,
vx £ -- "_'oa _/at (6)' i
vx ff --_. _oa_./at . (7)
where Po and e° are the vacuum permeability and permittivity. Time and space
variations are assumed to be of {l_e form exp i{_r - vt), where _ and w : 2_rf are
the wave vee.tot- and anl_lar trequ_ncy, I: arid t are space and time variables.
After Fourier tram, formation of Eq. (6) and (7), and elimination of H0 the
projec{ion of J parallel and perperidlcular {o the Wave vector are r(_spec{tvely
J!t : leo _ _"tt (8)
and
Jl : ieo_° {1 -U 2) Ej , (9)
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where Ell and E& are the projections of E along dlr_ctlons re,_peetively parallel
and perpendlculab to k. and t4 is the r_fractlve i_de:; of the medium.
The wave cofldtlctlon current which can be intercepted is
(tO)
I = AcJ ,
where J is the modulus of _ and Ac is the cross section area of the collector in a
->
plane perpendicular to J. This current is superimposed on the ratzdom plasma ion
and electron cUrrents. The information carried by the ambient charged particles gk.
is consequently best detected when the spacecraft is collecting the saturation cur-
! ,.. rent of these species. 27, 28 The collector potential must therefore be maintained
i '_ at a rattle near tO zero, or possibly be biased at a few volts positive if photoemls-
sion is preponderant (Figure 2b and c). NegleCting the ion contribution this dc
i- current is then approximately given by
! i = Aj e (II)[_:" es '
i where A is the entire collecting area, and
[ ,,
( .e_e _1/2
:' Je = Nee \2 _rm} (12)p -
[)
i: is the electron random current density, in the case of a Maxwellian energy dis-
[i. tribUtion. The quantities e and m are the electron charge and mass respectively.
ii The levelof the smallest detectablesignalis, ofcourse, limitedby theshot
ii: noise resultingfroththe random arrivalof plasma particlesto thespacecraftsu7-
_,: face and the random emission of electrons from the cathode into the environment.
The rootmean sqi2at-edeviationofi= in a frequencybandwidthB thereforedefines
: . ,_.° 29, 30, 31!:_/ thelowest_asurable wave conductioncurrent
i (13)i'_ I -- (2elesB)l/2 •
i-- The capability of this technique can he a_sessed by comparing its performance
iJ: to that of an electric a_rtal in a givefl bandwidth. This is simply achieved by
• equating Eq. (10} arid (13), and expressing the sensitivity in terms ot electric field
!: E, ratherthanconductioncurrentJ.
! ' - ConSider a wave with a transverse electric field (E : El) , for example, an
!_ electrom_ignetlcwave inan ISot.-oplcplasma or a longitudinalwave Ina magneto-
!_:=, plasma. Combining Eq. (9}-(13)yields
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Where the electrori plasma frCqutncy 1_ defined
Nee2 _ I/2
fp / .
and the collectoz, is taken to be a sphere of radiu_ p, that is, A = 4 A c.
Us_£ the MKSA system o£ units and replacing various quantities by their
numerical values yields
BI___i_E ¢e1/4 fp 1
2×10 "7 P 7- 11-_,2"1 ' <18>
The sensitivity to longitudinal electric fields and tb electrostatic waves in
general (E -- Ell) can be evaluated it Eq. (8) is used, the equivalent sensitivity then
becomes
4,1/4 _oE -e
-_ ___.× _o-7 7- (17}p I
Under most conditions and pt'ovided the sensitivity and frequency response of
the current measU_'ing device permits, this concept ailows the detecttoh of waves
with electric field spectral density of the order of 10"6-10 -8 V m -1 Hz "1/2 up to
freqUenCies equal to a few times that of the local plasma resonaJtce. In this tre-
quenCy range, these performances are certainly comparable to those of other types
of antenrl_ Used in space.
J. EXPERI_4ENTALARRANGEMENT
4.1 1,6tation o| ihe Emitter
It is desH'able to optimize the plast_a diagnostic measurernent_ by mounting
the electron source at some distance from the collector. Couplitig and mutual
ititeractions are indeed the result of the direct interception by the spacecraft of _
• /
2|2
• l _ f I j , _.
O0000003-TSBIO
fraction of the emitted current. Trajectorie._ ,}f electron._ emitted with zero
velocity are illustrated in Figure 6. It can be ;_cen that the role of the :_pacccraft
is mlrlirnat even when its potential is mo,'e positive than that of the emitter.
_1 l(a) , ,
i I
l .7,1V %,
/ • -. ,_t t_,
, / .,_ .. ,, ,
%%%i / ..',,
II I I I i I I "--. -_
tc=.50v ltl_.20v L DISTANCE
/ .... ldv/ ....--
_I; I / ,,-"....-.,',,',, ,-.:-'--._.__
' _ I ; , , "-.'-'.
:_; _:= IOV I_.IOV AXIAL DISTANCE
Figure 6. Electron Trajectorie3 in an Axial Symmetrical Field
Potential clamplrig is mol-e efflclerit if the electric properties of the electron
source environment are as little as possible influenced by the proximity of the
spaceet'aft. The potential developed by the collector in the vicinity of the emitter
has so far beei_ taken equal to zero, but this assumption is only valid at large
- ' distances Item its sur/a_t_. Approximating the eollo_.tor by a sphere of radius ll,
__. the potential at a distance r /rein its center is given b D,
P (18)
" [ Cr = _C "F "
I
• The effect el probe separation Is graphically demonstrated in Figure 7. When
.. the potential retePenc< ° - '_e emitter characteristic is shifted by the amount given
by Eq. (IB), the cotter,, , enCal becomes
' i
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Figure 7. Effect of Collector-Emitter
Separation
!
, 1 - d¥/d¥ ¢C
¢C = ¢C 1 - diG/di E - p/r -_ 1 - p/""-"'_ (19)
!
where ¢C is the spacecraft potential for infinite separation. The quantity dlc/dI E
Which represents the ratio of the collector and emitter current variations for a
given voltage increment is close to zero in energetic plasmas. The result given
by Eq. (19) is _deed approximate since it does not acco_mt for direct electron flow
between emitte_' and collector, but it shows the tendency for the spacecraft poien-
tiai to increase with decreasing separation.
Potential clathptn_ can be achieved without bta_ v_ltage. It can be anticipated,
however, that limitations caused by space charge near the emitter and potential
]_arriet's resulting trom differential charging, as obser_,ed on ATS 632 and possibly
Pioneer i0, 33 are more important when the electron source is mounted too close
to the surface (Figure 8a). Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that spacecraft
potentials could be controlled with an emitter mounted in an open cavity under the
surface, but only for limited periods of time (Figure 8b). In fact, if electrons are
emitted with zero velocity, their injection into the plasma is impossible unless the
emitter is biased negatively with respect to the collector. This type of ,:onsidera-
tion naturally leads to the concept of electron guns with grid system (Figure 8c),
such as those mounted on the ISEE-A spacecraft. 34, 35
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t_ ' Figure 8. Three Emltter-Collector Confi_u:-attons!:i
;
: .=,• |.2 l'.vlle_ of Emitter
i/!/- 4.2.1 ACTIVE MITTEnS
i" Electron emission fcom a metal In vacuum is a function of its temperature and
of the electric field existing at its surface.
'i Thetmotonic emission describes the situation wbci-e temperature is the most
important parameter. A directly heated tungsten filament is the simplest type of
_ emitter but it dissipates a power of several W. An indirectly heated cathode
impregnated with a barium compound requires less than 1W of heating power and
i' offersinadditloI_a uniform surfacepotential(Figure9a and b).
r ,
_,. IMPREGNATED CONEARRAY
_. TUNGSTENPELLET
L._!"i _'_'_ _ ;_AT.._L
! '
_,i (a) (b) (el
!_i;. Figure 9. Thr_e Types ofActiveElectronEmitter
i . Electron field emission occurs whe_ an electric field of the order of 109Vm "1
_ ,
, , exists at the surface of a metal. Cathodes working on this pt'tnciple, that is, with-
!__ I out any heater, have recently been developed using thin film technology. 36 Elec-
_ tron_are extractedfrom an array of sharplypointedcones and a voltageof the
"'i order of I00 V isappliedon a perforatedelectrodecallddgate, locatedat about
:_ 1 _m (Figure 9c1. Controlling the energy of the emitted electrons, and thus the
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potential of the spacecraft, requires the existence of an additional grid plac,_d in
front of th_ gate and electrically biased with re,_pect to the eollectm'. The ,_true_
ture of thl,_ emitter then renombtea vary much that of a miniature electr,m gmn
_#ith typical dimensions of I mm; energy i_ only required for accelerating tile
electrons.
The saturation ct.rrent of these cathode.% of the order of ,_everal mA, l._
always larger than the plasma electron saturation current collected by the _paee-
craft. The saturation currettt density in a pla._ma characteri:.ed by Ne 1 cm "3
and ¢0 _ 1 kV, for" example, is less than 1. A m "2. E_.ectron emission is there- de,
fore space charge limited like., in a diode and the current is of the form
IE : K¢3/2/2 . (29)
ItI E is m_asuredinA and CE in V, K : 3 × 10 "5 for spherical symmetry ando is
function ot the ratio ra/r c of the anode-to=cathode ratio. 37
In first approximation, infinite collector-emitter separation and spherical
symmetry are assumed; rc isgivenby the physicaldimension of thecathodeand
ra isthedistanceover which space-charge neutralityisrestored inthe plasma,
that is, a distance of the order Of the Deby_ length.
Tlte cathode current is represented by straight lines iti Figure 10 for values of
ra/r c ranging from 10 to i06. Also shown is the electron current collected by a
conductive sphere of radius 2 m, in various plasma environments, photoelectron
and ion currents are neglected. The clamping potential in absence of any biasing
voltage is defined by the intersection of two of these curves; it is seen that this
potential is not much influenced by the ratio re/re, and is of the order of 0.1-10V
negativefor electronsemittedwith zero enet,gy.
4.4.2 PASSIVE EMITTER
An entirelypassiveemittercan be simply made ofsharp-pointedfilaments,
electrlcallyconnectedto thespacecraftbut positionedata distanceequalto a few
19
times the typicaldimension of thevehicle,,as shown inthe insertof Figure 11.
The separationis requisitesinceitensures thatthestrengthofthe electricfield
38
at the tipsisnot reduced by the charge inducedinthe surfaceof the main body.
Itisassumed thatthe collectorisa sphere, I m in radius,immersed ina
Maxwelllatiplasma with Ne : I cm -3 and Ce _ I kV. The separationbetween the
emitterand the surfaceisconsidered tobe much largerthanthe _phere radius.
In tact,fora distanceof3 radii,theclamping potentialiswithin25 percentof the
Value obtained for infinite separation. The emitter is made of 100 tips With a
cui'vature radius a - 0.1 .m_ the emissive area is taken to be 2_a 2 and the strength
of the electric field at the tips is of the order of ICE/el.
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Figure 10. Determination of the Clamping Potential with
an Active Electron Emitter
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Figure Ii. De_e/-minatlon of _he Clamping Potential With Passive Elec-
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The current characteristic ot the emitter _ is given by the FoWler-Nordheim
equation, 39 and the p_tenttal of the sphere equal to -3600 V without emitter
(-3.8@ e) is increased to -316 V when connected to the emttte,'; potential closer to
zero are certainly possible with sharper points. Thr current that can be etn[tted
[ror_-,_U-lLa-probe is limited by thermal dissipation and is of the order of 3 mA.
5. CONCI,ITSION
Electron emitters can prevent a spacecraft From acrumulating negative chaz'ges _"
and clamp its potential close to zero, provided its surface is conductive. ,As such,
they should be part of any scientific magnetospheric pay],oad because they signifi-
cantly increase the value of.field and particle measurements, in-particular.
I_formation on the dmbivnt medium c_,_ be obtained at a very little extra cost;
such a diagnostic_echniqueisvet-ysensitivein r_refiedplasma and can disclose
small scale irregularitiesixltheelectronden_.ity.The existenceofelectromag-
neticantlelectrostaticwaves can alsobe detected,withoutany antenna,by inVesti-
gatingthe freqttencyspectrum ofthe emittedcurrent, thatiS, observingthecur-
rent[luctuatlonsassociatedwiththe alternativemotion of theambient particles.
Electronemitters alsohave interestingtechaologicM,applications;theycan
monitor the degradatiot_of ConduCtiVep_tintsand coatinginspace and transform
thethermal agitationofa plasma intoelectricalenergy.
The choiceof a system for space applicationsismotivatedby cOnsideration_
on reliability,weight,and power consumption.-A thin-filmfieltiemL_slon needs
no heatingbut requiresa gridsystem for electroneXtraCtionand energy control.
A passiveelectronemitterisVery simple but must be mounted on a boom witha
lengthlargerthanthe typicaldimension of thecollector. Presently,indirectly
lieatedispenserCathodesseem toofferthebest comprise between thesevarious
requirements. The/have been extenslvelytestedin the laboratoryand ha_'_life-
times longe_-than one year. Provided theyare mounted on an appendage of moti-
erate length,Say 0.5 m, theycan clamp a spacecraftat a potenttttl.hetween-10
antl-I V and perform most of theirfunctionswithoutany grillor polariS.altOn
system.
t
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1. Modeling of Spacecraft C_arging
EldenC. Whipple,Jr.
Univetsityof CclJi|omio
I.a.J611a,C_.
1. Till.: CO'_CEPTOF _,IOI)ELI_,|;
Webster's New CollegiateDictionaryI has the followingdefinitionfor the word
"model," inthe sense it*which we willbe using it:"Model... a system of postu-
lates,data, and infereneespresentedas a mathematical descriptionof an entityor
a stateof affair's."The reason thatwe are interestedinmodeling isthatwe would
liketobe ab1_to predictan effect;namely, spacecraftcharging. A model may be
regarded as a mathematical representationof the llnkbetween cause and effect.
Ifwe can identifythecause, th@nthe model provides a method forcalculating
'+_qtis, pt,edicting)the effectsaboutwhich we are cot*cet'ned.
There are dlfferenLkindsof models, which carlbe convenientlyarranged into
three categories:it) statistieaImodels; (2) parametric models; and (3} physical
models. A statisLicalmodel isusuallythe firstkindof model thatisarrivedat in
desct-ibinga phenomenon. For example, ifitiscloudy,the probabilityof rainis
increased,because we know thatcloudsand raincorrelate. StatisHcalmodel_
u_ing correlationcan be usefulbecause theycat*provideclues as towhat isthe
cause for a phenomenon. But theycan alsobe misleadingbecause the correlation
may be between t_,oeffects,or, thecorrelationmay be coincidental.An example
225 "_
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of a corr_latioM _el_ted to spacecraft charging is shown in FigUre,,;I and 2.
Spacecraft anomalies occur more frequently between 0000 and 0600 hoots in local
tl_e. Spacecraft charging events also showy the same pattern. These ligatures are
taken from paper's by Mci_h@rson0 Cauffman and Schober, 2 and from Reasoner
: et al. 3 The correlation between the two patterns provides evidence that the two
phenomena - spacecraft anomalies and apacecra_t charging - may be related.
The most useful kind of model is one that is based on understandin_ the physics
of the actual processes that are involved in the phenomenon. Frequently, the ,b.
___.
processes are complicated or are only imperfectly Understood. In such a case, a
_, parametric model may be use_l. Here, one or more physical parameters are
selected which characterize the physical processes, and an approximate model is
constructed based on these parameters. .An e_ample o_ such a model is shown in
:1:11, Figure 3 where the electron current to a sphere in a plasma has been calculated
with the assumption of a spherically symmetric Dcbye potential distribution. 4 The
: : current depends upon the Deby_ length parameter, as w_ll as upon the plasma den-
sity and temperature and the sphere radius. This calculation is not exact but it
[-
: gives the correct qualitative behavior and is much easier to calculate than the exact
,_ current.
16
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There are fotircategories of models for spacecraft chal'ging, and McPherson 5
has identifiedthese four categories with four regions in the spacecraft-environ-
ment configuration, as shown illFigure 4. Region l is the undisturbed plasma far
away from th_ spacecraft. This region may be assumed to be free from fieldsdue
to sheath effects. It is the source region fo_"the plasma particles which make up
part of the spacecraft charging currents.
Region 2 is the plasma sheath region x_,herethere are quasistatlc electric
fields. These electric fieldsare caused by the local charge distributions {space
charge and surface charges) and in turn affect the trajectories of the charged
J
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Figure 4. 14egionsInvolvedinModeling SpacecraftCharging
particles going through this region. Hence, a self-consistent solution must be
obtained for the particle and field distributions.
Region 3 is the spaeecraYt surfzee which is characterized by different mate-
rials and hence different properties for absorbing, emitting, and conducting
charged particles. These properties may be very nonlinear. The spacecraJ_t suro
facewithitscharge and potentialdistributionsisa boundary for region2, and itis
alsoa partofthe spacecl-aftelectriccircuit.
Region 4 isthe spacecraftequivaleatcirctlitdescribiagthe pathsfor currents
" and couplingfor elbctroma_etic fieldsbetween the spacecraftcomponents. One
ofthe ultimateobjectivesfor the overallmodeling istounderstandand pl.edicthe
response ofspacecraftcomponents tothe chargingphenomena.
Tht_firstsession ofthe conferencehas discussedregion I, th_geosynchronous
envii-onment. Later sessions willdiscussregitm_ 3 and 4; thatis,characterization
of spacecraft matei'ials and response to charging cvents. In the remaindei" of this
_ discilssion,,a review willbe made of some of theapproaches to modeling region2,
. the sheath about the spacecraR, and the related charge and potential distributions
on the spacecraR surfaces.
The objective of modeling the spacecraft sheath is to obtain accurate values
= for the various charging currents which traverse the sheatl_ and help to determine
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the apacect'aft sttrfae_ _ot_nttal and eharg_ di,_tribution._. In thL_ ca._e the cause
la the undi._turbcd onvirontnan[o the effOet la the surface potcntlal._ and charge:-;,
and the link l._ the charging current.% There are a number of different kind:_ of
charging currents, as shown la Fib, Ire 5. l_lectrons and lens from the plasma
travel to the spacecraft. Photoelectron,% secondary electrons, and reflected and
backscattered electrons can travel from the spacecraft to the plasma or to other
parts of the spacecraft surface. All of the particle trajectories which are external
to the spacecraft are both influenced by the sheath electric fields and contribut_ to
their configuration.
KINDS OF CHARGING cURRENT._
., (In rodah order Of iml)ortOnce)
(_) Eltcttt)ns fro_ Olos_o
:: (_ Phl_toelectronsfrolll spoCecl,ott (ldffoces
(_ IOns from plosmo
: (_) Se_coftdi=ryeleatrohS from sutfdce --- from eliH_lrOitimpOct
(_ Secont]oryelectrons f_om b,-,rfdct--- from iOh l(_pclct
"* TRANSFER OF CHARGE CAN OCCUR:
(_) From environmentto spacecrott
. - (_ FrOmSl_(lc_croftto tnvitonment
_, _ Betweehdlfllreht spOctcroft k,_rf_cek
(vie ,,t,t_ol ,roj,¢tori,s }via lnternol paths
Flgut'e 5. Different Charging Currents which Affect
Spacecraft Charging
:_ The condition for equilibrium - that is, a steady-state or quasl_tatic situation -
-', is that the net current density vanishes at every point on the surface of insulating
,, materials, or that the net current to every conducting element vanishes. In st)me
situations - _or example, when discharges occur - it is important to look at the
time-dependent behavior o1_the charging currents, L'Jt for the most part the time
#
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con._tant_ for charging are ao _hor[ that the gro_,_ f__at_t'e_of thO ,_heath may ha
eonnid_'od to he in quani,_tatic equilibrium.
Mathematically, th_ sheath problem may be dlaseribcd in terms of. (l) the
:-<- Poinson equation, which tel:s one how to find the potential distribution foe given
space charge densities and boundary condttions_ and (2) the Vlasov equation which
tells on_ how to find the Space charge.densities for a given potential distribution.
The solution of each _f these equations depends upon knowing the solution to the
other, so that a self-consistent procedure must be found for a solution. Usually,
the procedure involves an l,Rtal guess and then successive improvements by
iteration.
The various approaches that have been used in attempting to solve this prob-
lem have differed mainly in how the Vlasov equation has been solved. The Vlasov
equation essentially state_ that the velocity distribution ftmction (strictly speaking,
the phase space density) for a given kind of particle is constant along the particle's
trajectory. Consequently, a solution involves either a calculation (or approxima-
tion) of the particle trajectory, or else it must make use of some other physical
,,_ relationship that provides equivalent information.
__
i: In table 2 o1_Parker, 6 the various approaches to the Vlasov equation are
i! avrariged into thr_e categories. This classification is taken from a review by
Parker 6 of theoretical work done on satellite sheaths and wakes. The following
_ sutnmary of the various treatments is also largely taken from Parker's report.
The insid,z-out method follows particle trajectories backwards in time from a
,_ point in the sheath at which the density is desired to the point of origin of the
particles. At the origin of the trajectory the distribution function may be evaluated
since the origin is either in the undisturbed plastna or at the spacecraft surface,
y,
y_ where the distribution ftmctions may be assumed to be known. The inside-out
method is flexiblesincethe pointsatwhich thedensityisto be evaluatedmay be.
='_ chosen arbitrarily.Also, the method appliesequallywell toionsor electrons.
The disadvantageof thismethod isthatthe informationobtainedabout a trajectory
_';: is lost when one moves to the next point for obtaining density, and hence the cora-l
i putation can be time-consuming.
_!. The inside-out method was developed by Parker, 7 and has been Used by
_,_ Fournler8 to calculatethewak_ ofa moving cylillder,and by Parker6 forcalcula-
tingthe steady-state plasma flow about an arbitrarily thick disk. TI'" method was
_ used by Grabowski and in conjuncttoh with the assumption of quastneutrai-Fischer 9
try, so that their treatment Was not getleral. It was also used by Taylor 10 for the
°_ wake of an infinitely long cylinder of rectangular cross-section, but the calculation
was not carried beyond the first iteration, and is therefore not self-consistent.
_ Parker and Whipple 11' 12 used the method for two-electrode probes on a satellite
but did.not Self-consistently solve for the sheath potential distribution. Liu and
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llung 13 u,_ed thin method for the far-wake zone of a nntellite to predtc! wave-like
behavior. Park0rl4, 15 ilaa al,_o uned the, method for two-elect.rode roekt,t*bt:Jrne
and laboratory probe systems, and for the problem _f a ._mnll probe in the ._h_nth
of a large electrode.
The outside-in m_thod follows particle trajectories in the same direction a._
the actual particle motion. The main di_adwmtage of this method is that it i,s
difficult to choose the tra.iectorles in such a way that an accurate density can be
obtained.at an arbRrary point. In the special case where trajectories do not
cross or reverse direction, the Flux tube method of choosing trajectories may be ="'
used. This tecllnique was used by Davis and Ilarrts 16 for a wake Calculation
assuming cold ions, by Call 17 for the cold-ion wakes of both cylinders and spheres,
by Martin 18 for the cold-ion wakes of a strip and disk, and by McDonald and
Smetana 19 for the wake of an infinitely long cylinder in a drifting monoenergetic
plasma. Another approach using the outside-in method is to divide the space into
cells and to evaluate the density in each cell according to th_ time that the particle
spends in it. This method is closely related to "particle-pushing" or simulation
calculations, and can be readily adapted to time-dependent problems..Again,
accurate calculations can be time-cottsuming since many trajectories are required
to obtain good statistics within cells. This method was studied by Parker 7 for
mono-energefic-ioh distribution with drift, and was used by Maslennikov and- .......
Sigov 20 fbr the cold-ion wake o1_a sphere.
"Other" methods are d_fined as treatment which avoid explicit trajectory cal-
culations and make use of other physical relationships. For example, configura-
tions With inherent symmetry such as spheres or cylinders in an isotropic plasma
may be treated by working with constants of the motion (that is, energy, angular
momentum, etc.) which characterize the particle trajectories. These simple con-
figurations al-e useful because solutions can serve as benchmarks for the numeri-
cal methods developed for more realistic problems. Also, they serve to illustrate
the basic physical processes that may be involved in the charging phenomenon.
Bernstein and Rabinowitz 21 used this approach to treat the problem of a sphere in
a plasma containing mono-energetic ions, Laframboise 22 treated exactly the
problems of both spheres and cylinders in Maxwellian plasmas. Chang and
Blenkowski 23 used this approach to treat the problem of a thin sh0_ath when there
is emission of eieetroils at the surface of a spherical probe in a plasma.
Schroder 24 and Whipple 25 extended this to treat the case of a thick sheath.
Parker 26 has formulated a computer program which treats arbitrary sheath thick-
nesses for electron emitting spherical probes in an isotropic IAasma With arbitrary
velocity distributions.
Other approaches which avoid trajectory calculations have used various
assumptions or approximations such as expressing the ion or electron density in
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i_ terms o_ the local potential by means of the Boltzmatm factor, neglecting ion
_ thermal velocities, assuming quastneUtraltty, etc. LlU_7 and Jew 28 assumed that
"i the ion axial component of velocity i_ constant. They then deternlined limiting
_ trajectorles for the densRy integral by further approximations, namely, an addl-
od tiortal assumed approximate constant of the motion, evaluated using the local field
_I in the vicinity of the point in questiov. Kiel, Gey, and Gusta_son 29 treated the
-_1 wake of a sphere, assuming straight-line paths _or the ion trajectories, and also
assuming approximate formulas for theelectrondensitieS. GUrevich et a130
assumed quasineutrality,using the Boltzmanrtfact_r forboth ion_and electrons,
and assumed inadditionthatthe ion axialcomponent ofVelocitywas constantarid
thatthe ion thermal velocitywas small.
3. MODELVERIFIC_,TION
A model cannotbe considered tobe reliableuntilithas been verified.Veri....
ficationmeans comparing the predictionof themodel with experimentalresults
and findingagreement. As can be seen from the number of.theoreticaltreatments
of theSpacecraftsheathproblem, models are falrlyeasy to generate. Itismuch
mo_e difficult,in general,to perform the kindof experiment which willprovide
datafor verificationor nonverlficationof the model. This seems tobe especially
true inspace physics, where thereis such a longprocess involvedinperforming
experiments on spacecraft. The process beginswith a proposal,and thencon-
o._ tinuesthroughthe experiment designand construction,a great dealof testing,
i!'_ finallya launchwhich may or may notbe completely successhil,and thendata
_rt ,
_ acquisition,transmission throughtelemetry linksand ground stationsback tothe
!_; experimenter, and finallyreductionand analysisof thedata by the experimenter.
--_ This cyclefrom the conCeptiOnof theexperiment untilitsanalysistypically
;li involvesseveralyears, and itisno wonder thatinspace physics the connection
between a theoretlcalmodel and its_xperimentalverificationisfrequentlysome=
what remote.
_, An example of how models Can be rendered academic by theacqusltionof data
isprovided by work thathas been done on thepl_otoelectronsheathabout a space-
craft. A number ofworkers, beginningwith SingerantlWalker 31 in 1962 have
_i discussedthe effectof photoelectronson the plasma sheathsurroundinga space-
_°_ craft. Various velocity distribution functions for the photoelectrons were treated
-_i: in varloUsgeometries, but almost allof thetreatmbnts Were for a conductingbody.
=_'_ GUei'nsey and FU32 and FU33 showed that if the photoelectrons don_inatc the space
_._ chai'ge near the satellite surface, it would be possible for a potential minimum to
_',:: develop in the sheath so that the potendai distribution would be nonmonotonic.
!!
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(3ee Whipple 25 for h review of these treatments. ) SUch a pOteflt[al minimum was
l_omu:!by analysis o1_the electron data obtained from the uCSD partt_le dotectors
on the ATS-6 satellite. 34 tlowever0 it wa_ shown that none of the models could
adequately explain the data. 25 The potential minimum which was inferred trom
the d/ata Was much too large to be explaitaed in terms of the ordinary space charge
limited effect. It is probable that the minimum must be explained in tea,ms of
differential charging of the spacecraft surfaces. Electrons are emitted from tllese
differentially charged portions of the spacecraft surface providing the required
negative space charge for the formation of the potential minimum. Itowever0 a
quantitative model for this phenomenon has not yet been formulated. *"
Artother way of verifying sheath models that has not been adequately exploited
is through laboratory experiments. Although it is not possible to completely
simulate the geosynchronotls environment in a laboratory, it should be possible to
study many of the individual processes. It is certainly possible to generate flti_tes
of particles in the appropriate energy ranges in the laboratory0 and there should
be no problem in simulating solar photoemission. It should be possible to ]earn a
great deal about the charging process and especially about the interaction betv, een
various spacecraft elements by using realistic models of a spacecraft in such a
laboratory environment.
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Abstract ]
A charging rrodel isdeveloped _¢)rgeosynchronbus, three-axisstabilized
spacecraftwhen tnder the influenceofa geomagnetic sUbstorm. The differential
chargingpotentlas between the thermaity coatedor blanketedouter surfacesand
metallicstru_turtofa spacecraftare determined when the spacecraftisimmersed
!na dense plasma cloud ofenergeticparticles. The spacecraft-,to-environment
interactionisdetermined by representingthecharged particleenvironment by
equz_alentcurrent source forcingfUnctionsand by representingthe spacecraftby
its electrically equivalent circuit wlth r_spect to the plasma Char_ing phenomenon.
i The chargin_ model includes a sun/earth/spacecrtth orbit model that simulates the
sun illttmlna-(ion conditions o_ the spacecraR outer sut'faces th/-oughout the orbital
flighton a dlul-naias wellas a seasonalbasis. Transientand steady-statenumer-
icalresultsfora three-axisstabillzedspacecraftare preserited.
f
• *This Work was performed under a Gene/'al Electric S/_ace Division 1976 Internal
_: Research bnd Development Program, No. 76SDS4161. "
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I.I._'rlIODI!CTION
i' '
I_ Recent data from the geosy_chz'ofiousorbltihgNASA satellitesATS-5 and
!_ ATS._I, 2,.3has indicatedthatthe su_f_tceof thesesatellitescan charge to hundreds
,'i of voltswhen insunlightand thousandsof volts(Up to -I0 RV) wheriinecllpse.
=;_" Data transmitted_r0m thesesatellitesduring thesecharging event,_has indicated
(: the existenceot transientfluxesofenergeticparticles. Ithas been suggested4
I:' that these cloud_ of energetic particles are injected into the lJcaLmidnight-to-
_' dawn regionof"the geosyrichronousaltitudeduringgeomagnetic substorm activity.
_i Consequerttly0durln_a geomagnetic substorm, spacecraftat altitudesgreaterthan.-
_: threeEarth radii,in the.localtime sector from justbefore midnightto pastdawn,
=o: occasionallywillencounterand be immersed in.adense plasma cloud ofenergetic
-_:_: particles.,ithas been furtherpostulatedthatthischarged particleenvironment is
:ii_, the major cause of spacecraftcharging. That is, in the steady-state,every isolated
__' partOf a spacecraftimmersed in thespace environmentalplasma willcome into
electricalequilibriumby developingsurfacecharges of the proper signand magni-.
!_:i: tudesuch thatthe net current - representedby the depositionand releaseo_
_, charged particlesfrom the surfaceof the spacecraft- iszero. The equilibrium
_;_ potentialof the surfaceof the spacecraftisthe potentialdifferencebetween the
_:, surfaceand ambient plasma sheath. The most importatttcontributorstothe equil-
_" ibratloncurrentsare the primary plasma electronaridprotonarrivalsatthe sur-
_" faceand thephotoelectrorisreleased when sunlightilluminatesthesurface. Ln
#,
_i: additiot b the _ontributiOns o_ set=ondary electrons released from the surface under
:_ primary proton or electronimpact and possibleelectronreattractlonto thesurface,
i_:.' are alsoSignificantand must be considered ina complete analysisof the problem.
.__ In the coincidence with the geomagnetic substorm activity in this local time
_ quadrant, isthe occurrence of anomalous eventson-board satellitesingeosyn-
_- chronous orbitwhen immersed inthe stlbstormplasma. SpeCifically,anomalous
_i, behavior experiehcedby several satelliteshas included5 controlcl_-cultswitching0
_!i: power system f_ilure, sensor data no_se, thermal control degradatlon_ and tele-
x. metry logicswltchin_. There isa growln_ body of evidencewhich demonstrates
_i:: the dependence of satelliteanomalous behavior on geophysicalparameters such as
}, local time and geomagnetic activity.
_i" Cotlsequently0 it has been postulated i' 4 that the anomalotls behavior ot syn-
:.- chronoUs spacecraft is due to electrostatic char_ing of the various spacecraft
i:,_ surfaces to large negative potentials, and their subsequent discharging. The elec-#:
!:i tromagnetlcpUlsesproduced by the dischargescoiltalnenough energy to interact
--a'_:i with electrottic logic circuits at d_stances of tens of centimeters° and cause voltage
_:,,: spikes large enough to cltange lo_'ic stores. Other data from spacecraft indicate
: ; that repealed discharging also rbs'ults in the deg_'adatlon of thermal contro! surfaces.
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Thus, it is the differential charging of the vat'ious thermally blat_keted of' coated /i
outer surface nlaterials with respect to each other arid with respect to the space-
craft m_tallic structure and the subsequent discharging, when the dielectric _
strength of the surface matet-ials is exceeded, that is one ef th_ major causes or _!
I
satellite anomalous behavior.
The purpose of this paper is to develop a spacecraft charging simulation model
which adeqtlately represents the spacecraft-to-environment interaction when the
spacecraft ia immersed in the charged particle environment that is encountered at
geosynchronous orbit during a geomagnetic substorm. Further, the principal
results of the simulation analysis model developed will b_ the differential charging
potentials between the thermally blanketed or coated outer surfaces and the metallic
structure of the spacecraft. To determine the spacecraft-to-environment inter-
action, the equivalent electrical model of the spacecraft with respect to the charg-
ing phenomenon is developed and the plasma environment is represented by equiva-
lent current forcing functions. The equivalent current sources of the charged
particlt" environment simulate the ambient plasma as a charging current source
and the surface photoelectron and secondary electron emissions as discl-_rging
current sources. The spacecraft outer surface corffiguration is represented by
constituent dielectric and metallic surfaces which collect charge from the environ-
nlent. In addition, a S/C geometrical model and a solar/ea_'th orbital model are
also developed to determine the _tln-illumlnatlon condition of the outer surfaces as
a function of spacecraR orbital position. That is, the geometrical and orbital
models are used to determine whether a surface is sun-illUminated, self-shadowed,
or earth-shadowed. In a.l'.litiotl, when a surface is sun-illuminated, the intensity
of the illumination, which is a function of the sun/spacecraft surface aspect angle,
is also determined by the models.
Charging models have appeared recently in tl.e literature. 2, 6, 7 liowever, the
models are based primarily on the arialysis of spin-stabilized spacecraft. For the
particular types of spacecraft analyzed, there was considerable seasonal and
diurnal variation of the exposed metallic area illuminated by the stm. llowever,
due to the restricted location of thermal blanket materials and the external struc-
tural form of spin-stabilized spacecraft, there were small diurnal variations in
both the amount and location of the thermal blanket material areas illuminated by
the sun during the midl_ight-to-dawn local time qt_adrant. Consequently, no attempt
I was to sun-illumination condition of exposed dielectric surfacesmade determine the
during the daily orbital flight. However, for three-axis stabilized spacecraft the
diurnal as well as the seasonal variations of the amount and location of both the
dielectric and exposed metallic areas illuminated by the sun are considerable.
The model discussed in this paper determines the variations of sun-llluminatt0n
condition of all of the exposed surfaces throughout the daily orbital path in addition
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4to considerltt_ the seasonal changes. Also, the previous models have not con-
sidered the intrlrisie capacitance of the spacecraR structure with respvct to tl_e
plasma sheath. In this paper, the stt'uctU_al capacitance has been included in the
simulation model, and it will be shown that the stt'uctueal capacitance has a signif-
icant irtfluence on the transient response.
_- In the following sections, the development of the spacecraft charging model is
discussed in general terms and inciudes a discussion of the plasma model, the
electrical model, the geometrical model, a solar/earth orbital model, the mate-
'_ rtal properties and configuration definition, and the numerical integration
approach. Spacecraftchargingresultsare givenfor a geosynchronous satellite
duringthe midnight-to-dawnlocaltime quadrant for the fall-equinoxalidwinter-
solsticeseasonal periods.
2. SPACECIL.I,FT CII%II(;INGMODEl,III._VEI,OPMF,NT
The spacecraR charging model development can bestbe describedin terms of
the flowchart shown in Figure I. The S/C chal-glngmodel consistsof foursepa-
: rate models: a piasma model, an eiectricalmodel, a S/C geometricalmodel; and
a solar/earthorbitalmodel. The plasma model representsthe chargii_gand dis-
._i charging mechanism of the ambient plasma with respect to the spaceceaft by equiv-
_ alentcurrent soul-eel.The out'rentsources, which are dependenton the particle
energy di_tributlonfunctions,constitutethe forcingfunctionsof thecharging model
equations. The electricalmodel definesthe lumped element equivalentcircuit
representationofthe spacecraftsurfaceswith respectto the electrostaticharg-
" ing phenomenon. The plasma model and electricalmodel are combined toform
, the nonlinearspacecraftcharging equations. The spacecraftgeometricalmodel
_i,_, defines the spacecraft outer surfaces in terms of approximate planar surfaces and
,_' curved surface projections and defines the vertices ot all planar and curved
/ surfaces in terms ota spacecraftreferencecoordinatesystem. The _olar/earth
_:' orbitalmodel determines the10catiottofthe spacecraftwith respectto the sun and
the ea_'th.The geometricalmodel and the soia_/earthorbitalmodel al-ecombined
• to determine thevariation of the sun-tllumlf_ation conditions of rite outer surfaces
With respect to orbital position.
_: To complete the modelling, the surface material properties and configuration
are defined. Tht_ surface material properties that ai-t_ most importaht in a space-
craft charging analysis a_'e: the relative dielectric cormtaht, the vai'lation of the
_/. surface resistivity with respect to elects'teal stress level, and the variation of the
i , bulk resistivity with respect to electrical stt'ess level. The material configuration
definition describes the location of the various thermal blanket and surface coating
materials.
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Figure I. SpacecraftCharging Model Fib,#Chart
The elements of the flowchart Willnow be discussed ingreaterdetail.
2.1 Plasma %10del
As discussed previously, spacecraft at geosynchronous, orbit _ill occasionally
i
encounterenergeticcharged particleriuxesand these fluxeswillcause the various
outer surfaces to charge to large potentials. The charging and discharging I
mechanism of the ambient plasma with respect to the spacecraft can be represented
or simtflat_d by equivalent curretlt sources that become the forcing ftmctions of the i
charging mod_l equatioris. The constituent particle fluxt_s that affect the charging i
of a sui'face ai'e protons, _lectrofls, photoelectrons, and secofidary electroris. I
Several itlvestlgators 6° 8, 9 have approximated the energy distribution of the
particle fluxes as measured on ATS-5 by a Maxweli-Boltzmann (M-B) energy dis-
tribution and, rurthez', have assumed the particle fluxes to have an onmidirectlotlal
energy distribution; that is, the energy distribution of the particles is identical in
!
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each dir0ction. Thus, it is possible to charactcrizO th0 parttvle energy dlstribt_-
tions by a thermal energy (K,r) expressed in electron volts. This approximation is
used in this paper to simplify the aMalysts and to provide an insight into the problem
that might otherwise be obscured by a mot0 compl_x approach.
The total current _lowing into) the vutvr surface of a spacecraft is
I = JT ' A (1)
where A is the surface area and JT is thV total positive current density into the
sul-face and is given by
• JT = Jp + Jsp " Je + Jse + Jph (2)
" Where jp isthe incidentproton currentdensity,Jsp is thesecondary electron
currentdensityproduced by incidentprotons,Je isthe incidentelectroncurrent
density,Jse is thesecondary electroncurrentdensityproduced by incidentelec-
trons,and Jph isthe photoelectroncurrentdensity.
A charged surface at a given potential in a charged particle environment will
acceierate particles ot th_ bpposite polarRy and repel particles of th_ same
polarity. Thus, assumirig an omnidirectional Maxwellian energy _tstribution, the
fraction ot ambient plasma electrons reaching a large surface at a potential V is I0
Ne--N e exp (_V 1 , V_<0 (3)
o \Tel
where Ne isthe incidentelectrondensity,Ne isthe ambient electrondensity,V
• O
is the pOtentlalof the surfaceunder consideration,K isBoltzmann's constant,e
is the charge of an electron,and ,re isthe absolutetemperature of the M-B elec-
tron energy distribution.
The average ambient electroncurrelltdensityincidentto a neutralsurface is
givenby
-- N e v (4)Je e e
o o
where Je is the average ambient electrott current density and _e is the meatt
ambient _ermal velocity.
Thus, from Eqs. (3) and (_J)0the average electron cut'rent density incident to
a large surface at potefltlal V is
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Je _ Ne e vc :
o
or
(V/T e)
Je = Je o e , V __0 161
where
KT e
Te = T (7)
• iS the equivalent temperature, expressed in volts, of the M-B distribution approx-
" treating the plasma electron energy distribution, and Je is the electron curz'ent
detlsity incident to a large surface at potential V. For a positive surface
Je = Je o , V_O (8)
That is, a surface at a positive potential will att_.a_.t oppositely charged particles
bill cannot extract mor_ partielr;s from the plasma bnvironment than th_ ambient
particle density Neo. Similariy, the proton current density incident to a large
sttrtetce at potential V is
-V/Tp
JP = JPo e , V __0 (91
and
JP=JPo ' V_O (tO)
where JPo i_ the average ambient pt_oton current density incident to a neutral sur-
face, and Tp is the equivalent temperatilre of tile M-B dlstl-ibtttton approxlmatlnB
the plasma pi.oton energy distribiltit)ti and is expressed tn volts.
In additiori tb the abo_,,e charged particle fiilxes, there will be secondary emis-
sion electrons as well as photoelectroi_ emissions. _otli types of charged pat.ticles
will be repelled by a silt-race at a negative potential attd atti'acted by a sui'face at a
positive potential. Consequently, based on the pi'evious discussion, the seconda/'y
elect/'otts leavifig a surface of potetitial V is giveh by
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.V/Ts
i_, Jse_J_eoe , V_O 1111
i
; Jse = J_eo ' V_0 1121
i,
_i "VlTs
! Jsp =Jsp oe , V__O (t3) ._
iii,:
i )
Jsp-- JsPo ° V_-O 1141
: !
}=ii where J_e and Jsp are the average secondary electroncurrentdensitiesemitted• 0
i_i from a neUC_raisurfaceproduced by incidentelectronsand protons, respectively,
:_.. Jse and Jsp are the secondary electroncurrentdensitiesemittedby the incident
_'_: electronsand protons, respectively,and Ts is theequivalenttemperature of the
_ M-B distributionrepresentingthe energy distributionotthe secondary emission
_' electronsand isexpressed involts. The secondary emission electroncurrent
__ ,
_=_ densitiesare directlyrel_tedtothe incidentparticlecurrentdensities. Itis
!_ asslmled thatthe secondary electronsemittedfrom a neutrals_ffaceare related
i:_:i" to the incidentpai-ticlesby a fixedconstantand can be expressed as
_:i_!;(' Jseo =Je fe 1151
:t
_'_: Jsp = Jp l'p 1161
'0,' O
i_' Where fe isthe t-atiofsecondary electronstoincidentelectronsand fp isthe ratioo_secondary etectronstoincidentprotons, Ingeneral, thesecondary emission
_., constants,feand fp, Willhave diffel'ei_tvaluesfordielectricand metallicsui'faces.
A simllar development holds for thephotoelectronemissions produced by stm
illumination.The photoelectroncurrent isdirectlypt'oportlonaltothe intensity
or sunlightwhich isr.elatedto the angleof incidence. Consequently, thephoto-
_lectroncurz'en_deilsltyemitted from a surfaceat potentlalV can be expressed as
"V/Tph
_.ii:. Jph = Jph oe cosa , V>--O 1171
,P
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Jph - Jph oc°'_a , V_O (In)
where J-h is the photoelectron current density emitted from an illuminated _urfacc
at potential V0 Jph ° is tim average photoelectron current den._tty emitted from an
tliuminated neutral surface, Tph is the equiv_lent temperature _ff the M-B di._tri-
bution representing the energy distribution of the photoelectrons cxpres_ed in volts,
a=,*.
a is the angle between the sun-line and the surface normal vector (sun/spacccraR
surface aspect angle) and
cos_forI_I<_/2
COS _ .--
0 for lal ->_/2 (self-shadowingconditions) . (1'J)
The totalpositivecurrent densityintoa surfacecan takeone of fourpossibly
forms depending on the polarity,positiveor nega:ive,o¢ thesurface petentialand
the presence or absence of sun illumination.Thus, fora hrge dielectricsurface,
the current forcingfunctionwillhave the generalform
e + e + (cosa) e
ID(V) - JPo fPD JPho
V/Te[' -V/Ts !]+ Jeo e _feD e - " A (20)
whet'e ID is the total positive current into a large dielectric surface, A is the area
of the sux'face° and all other terms have been defined previously. The above equa-
tion must satisfythe foltowingcondi[ion
I ffs = +I and V > 0;otherwiseleaveunchanged
eSV/x =
i if s = -I and V__ 0; otherwise leave unchanged . (21)
Exposed metalltc parts ef the structure can be located on many different outer
sut'faees of the spacecraft; consequently, the various exposed metallic surfaces,
which are electrically connected, can have different sun-illumination conditions
and the current forcihg function will have a more complex form. In addition, the
exposed metallic surfaces are generally small in area. Fewer Charged particles
, will be deflected from a small surface at a _iven potential than a large surface at
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• r
_ the same potentiaL' consequently, a correction _aetOr mu_t be applied to s_nall
:_!:q surface se-e_ .ThU_, the postttVe eurt'ent flowing into the exposed metallic struc-
_ ture is
"V/Tp t fPM e'V/Ts)_"-:_, IM(V) 11 + V/Tp) e +::_, = AMT JPo
=:_J_i" + AMT Je° e M e - !1 + iV/Tel) .
m
_.AMi Jph ° (cos a t) e "V/T ph (221i=l
where Eq. (21) holds for the above equation, AMT is the total exposed metallic
_ area, AMi isthe exposed area of the ith metallicsurface_m isthe totalnumberof e_tposedmetallicsurfaces,'_iisthe sun aspect anglefor the ithmetallicsur-
_ face, antl the tollo_tingholds for thesmall at'eacorrectionterms 7
_ (I + V/Tp) --
_: 1 for V _ 0 (23)
(l +Iv/%l) forv_<0:' (i+ Iv/zel_ :
.....!_ i mrV >o . (24_
Equations (20) and (22)are the plasma and photoemissiongeneratedcurrentsources
and constitutethe forcingfunctionsof the spacecraftcharging equations.
2.2 Material Properties and Con[igumtioa
_, The spttCeerafl outer surface material '.propertte_ and COnfi_ratlrn definition
are needed to complete boththe geometricalancleleCtriCalmodels. Ess_t_tlally,
the matei'tal properties and configuration definition cOt_stSt of describing the loca-
•_ tton of the vatqous outer surface thermal blartkets and coatings and thetx' electrical
'_'_ properties. The loCatiOn of th_ materials is needed in tl_e geometrical model to
_:_',. establish the number o_ constituent pl'aflar aftd curved surfaces of _he s_acecra_t.
= _._ . The electrical pi'op_rties o_ the materials are needed tfl the _lectrtcal mbdel to
:_°' determine tlt_ eqtflvaient circuit element values of the outer surfaces of th_
i spacec_-afl.
,_ 246
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The electrical propePtles of the outer surface thermal materials that are most
ilnpoetant _'_a spacecraft charging a lalysi_ are:
(I) The relative dielectric constant.
(2) The vat'iatiott of the out'face resistivity with respect to electrical st_,ess
level.
(3) The variation of bulk resiSti_tity with respect to electrical stress level.
(4) Ratio of surface to built leakage currents.
All of the above properties can be determined experimentally. In fact, for mean-
ingful results,the lastthreeparameters shouldbe measured under conditions
similarto thoseexperletleed_inthe cha_'gedparticleenvironment atsynchronous
orbitduring a substorm. That is, tl_emeasurement resultsWillbe somewhat
depende_ on the energy levels,and current densitiesof thecharged particlesbom-
bardingthe dielectricsurfaceof the thermal blanketmaterials. Inpractice,how-
ever, thesepropertiesare-measured by bombarding the materialswitha mono-
ergeticelectronbeam.
2.3 Geometrical %lodel.
The purpose of the geometricalmodel is todefinethespacecraftoutersurface
areas interms of approximate plaztarand curved surface projections,establisha
referencecovrdinatesystem inthe spaceCraft_and deflnetheverticesofallof the
planarand ctirVedsurfacesin terms st the referencecoordinatesystem. FUt-ther-
more, the resultsofthe geometricalmodel are needed to complete the electrical
model. That iS0 theapproximate geometricalsurfaces of.thespacecraftoutercon-
figurationare u._edin thecomputationof the _quivalentcapacitorantlresistor
element valuesof the electricalmodel (each _talueisrelatedtOthe surface
area). The referettcecoordinatesystem can be selectedanywhere insidethe
vehiclestructureand shouldbe chosen such thatone or more coordinateaxes are
paralleltothe axes ofcymmetry, or parallelto the major planarouter surfaces.
The i-eferencecoordinatesystem isusefulin determiningthe relatlvelocations
and orientations of the constltttent outer surfaCeS. In addition, the reference co-
ordinate system is needed to determine the location of the spacecraft with respect
to the earth and sun. The surface vertices are used in the computation of the
surface normal vectors, and the surface normM vectors togetl_er with the location
o_ the spacecraft _#lth respect tt_ tile sun are used tO determine the sun illumination
condition of the surtaeel that iS, whether the sui'face is lliuminated by the sufl0
self-shadowed, o_ earth-shadowed. It should be noted that there can exist outer
surfaces that are never lllurtiinated by th@ sun; these at-eas are designated as
"pe_.manefltly" shadowed areas.
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I_ order to determine the _un-tllt_mination condition of the constituent sur-
faee_, all outer surface areas must be expt'essed in terrn_ of the six major plane_
parallel to the coordinate axes. Hence, the areas of the constituent planar sur-
faces parallel to a coordinate axis can be easily expressed in terms of the six
major planes. However, for planar surfaces not parallel to a coordinate axis, the
effective surface areas projected into the. six major planes must be determined.
The projected areas in the six major planes are then assumed to have the same
normal vectors associated v_ith the six major planes When determitling their sun-
illumination condition; however, the true, unprojected area is used when determin-
ing the area that is subject to the charged particle environment. The same proce-
dure is_oLtoWedfor allcurved SurfaCes,thatis, cones, spheres, cylinders,etc.
The exposed metallicpartsof thespacecraftstructurerequirespecial
attention.Sincethe e_tposedstructuralpartscan existon almost any constituent
planarsurfaceof thespacecraft,the exposed _etallicp.artsWillhave different
sun-itiuminationconditionsdependingon the particularlocationofthe exposed
part..The effectiveprojectedarea of each exposed metallicpart iscomputed in
each ofthe sot major referenceplanesas outlinedabove. The effectiveprojected
area inconjunctionwiththe particularsun/spacecraftsurfaceaspectangle isused
in thecomputationof theph0toemission current;thisis representedby thelast
term ofEq. (22). However, the actualexposed area o_a rnetalllcpart i._stlbject
to theplasma envL'onment;thus,the totalexposed metallicarea isuse,4inthe
computationofthe incidentpartiClecurrents. This is representedby the firsttwo
terms of Eq. {22).
2. | Eleetficitl _lodel
The electricalmodel definesthe _umped element, equivalentCirCuitrepresen-
tationof thespacecraftoutersurfaces with respecttothe eiectrostaticharging
phenomenon. The equivalentelectrostaticircuitisa network consistingotcapaci-
torsand resistor'Swhose valuesire eithercomputed or measured. Itwillbe
assumed thata dielectricSurfacecan be representedaS a simple lumped capacitor
and a parallelleakage resistance;however, thisisan approximate representation
when consideringthecomplex processes thatoccur when a dielectricsurface is
bombarded by highenergy p_rticles.The capaeltOrcompoxientsrepresentthe
capacitanceof th_ vzlriousdielectricsurfaces with respectto the spacecraftstrtiC-
ture. The reslstorcomponents representthe teakagecurretltfrom tliedteiec{rtc
si_rtae@s to the apac_craR structure, Additional capacitors a_id resisto_'s are
heeded (o represent the surface capacitance and leakage ci_rrent betV_een adjacent
surf_lces and bet_#eea tlltJminated and noniUUminated sections ot a stli-tace. Ho#c-
evei,, these sui'face interaction processes are second-ordei" coupling effects and
will not be coflside/'ed in the mode1. This is a conservative _ssUmptiozi _t_d does
_48
not affect the ability of the model to predict the potential differeflees between a
surface and the structure or the potential differen_es between adjacettt surfaces.
Cottseeiuently, the equivalent circuit of the spae_r_raft with respect to the charging
phenomenoft has the simplified form shown |riFigure 2.
x
SURFACE
ELE MENT_
SPACECRAFT IiI /
s'rl_ue'r__ v 1
Io l It%! :• i1
SOUlqC ," Vo •
• i
Iqn .=
_. ..._,___ "n: •
e P LASMA
SoL_{CECn InO
- Figure 2. Spacecraft EqUivalent Circui_
: Ithas been assumed that there are n outer surfaces. The i-th surface has an
absolut_ potentialof V i volts and each surface, or node, has a.corresponding
plasma and photoemission generated current source having the general form of
_. Eq. (20). The spacecraft structure has an absolute poteritlalof V volts and I is
O O
i the plasma and photoemisslon generated current source into the exposed metallic
surfaces and is given by Eq. (22}. The capacitance° Co, i$ the intrinsic capaci-
tance of the spacecraft structure with respect to the plasma. This structural
, capacitance can be approximated by the isolated capacitance of the structure. Tltis
is a reasonable approximation since the plasma sheath outer boundary, which rep-
resents the terminus of the strong satellite fields due to spacecraft charging, has
a depth on the order of tens of meters.
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The following set of sitnultatleous spacecraft charging equations carl be written
for the ._Implltied circuit of Figure 2:
C Id(v I -V o) (V 1-v o)
+ _- lt(V I)dt R[(V 1 - Vo)
Cn d-(V n - Vo) (Vn - Vo)
+ : In(Vn)dL Rn(V n - Vo)
C dVo n
o dt = Z Ii (257
i-O
Equation.(25)ingeneralwillbe nonlinearsince the leakage resistancesare non-
linearfunctionsof stresslevel(Vi - Vo) and theplasma and photoemissiOngen-
eratedcurrentsare nonlinearfunctionsofabsolutepotential.The rtumberot eqUa-
tiOns,n, isa functionofboththe number ofsurfaces withdifferentdleleetric
materlalaand thenumber ofsurfaces withdlff_rent_tin-i|Itlmitaationconditions.
2.._lar'Earth 'Spacecraft Orbit A_del
The purpose otthe solar/earth/spacecraRorbitmodel is to determine the
sun-iUuminationConditionof a spaceeraR surfaceincludingbothearth-shadowhag
and self-shadowingconditions.The sun-illumlnationconditionof a surfacei_
determined by firstdefiningthe planarsurface and itsverticeswith respecttothe
spaeecraR referencecoordinatesyst,-,.m.This isessentiallyaee0mplished inthe
geometricalmodel. Next, the normal vectorofthissurfaceiscomputed and the
relativelOCationofthe normal Vectorwith respecttothe spacecraftreference
coordinatesystem isdetermined. The relativepositionotthe sun withrespectto
th_ earth iscomputed as well as the relativepositionof the spacecraftwith respect
to tile earth• Using cOordiriate transformations, the relative position of the space-
craR eoof'dinate system with respect to tile sun is then determined• Finally, tile
angle be'ween tile surface normal and the sun vector, the aspect attgle, is com-
puted. Til_ intensity of sufi-iilumination is propbrtiofial to the cosin_ of the
aspect angle with full illumination occurring for an aspect angle of 0 °. The surface
is self-shadowed when the absolute value of the aspect angle exceeds 90°. fllso,
the earth-shadowing condition, which occui's when the spacecraft is in tile umb,'a
of the earth, can be similarly determined. The solar/earth/spacecraft orbit
250
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model c_msisls of four sepal'ate parts: the spacecraft eph_m0ris modeL, the solar
m,_del, the co()rdinaie transformation.-° and the solar vehicle/earth _eom0trical
model.
ThO relative geonietry bet_keen the earth, the sun, the spacecraft° and a con°
stituenl surface is shown in Fi_'ure 3. As indicated in Figure 3, the surface zs
defined by the verlices A, B, and C. To determine the solar:'spacecraft surface
aspect angle, the surface normal vector and the surface-sun vector must be _,,
computed. Thb vertex vectors of the surface expressed in vehicle coordinates
are
_'_ (26)
and the sun vec|oP in inertialcoordinates at the (-enterof the earth is
OS (27)
and is computed by the solar model program. The spacecraft vector expressed in
inertial coordinates is
I
(_I: (28)
and l,,_ computed by the vehicle ephemeris program.
From Fig'ure 3, it can be seen that lhe surface normal vector is given by
the solar/spacecraft surface aspect angl_ is then glv_n by
and lhe earth aspect angle is
2_1
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_, Earth-eclipsing (shadowing) of a surface is given by the following condition
_: /3< _T eclipse eonditlon
...._,_' (32)
':', _] _- _T non-eclipse condition
=_.' where
k"
dt
. _T = stn'l (Re/r)
_=_ -Re : radius Of earth (33)
,i
_!}- and 13T is the _arth disc aspect angle subtended at the spacecraft. Thus, an earth-
",; eclipsing condition occurs when the spacecraft is in the umbra of the earth. Self-
: shadowing or Self-eelipslr_g of a surface by the _pacecraft itself is given by the
°! following condition:
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lal -> _/2 eclipse condition I (34)
[al < _/2 non-eclipst • condition
where a is the solar/spacecraft sUrface aspect angle determined from the solar
projection upon the surface normals.
In the simplified spacecraft ephemeris model, the location of the spacecraft
with respect to the inertial coordinate system of the earth is determined. There _"
is no need for a precise spacecraft orbit so an abbreviated model is used. The
orbit is assumed to be circular with a constant radius and a nominal period of
1440 rain. The spacecraft is flown h_ the equatorial plane (inclination = 0°).
In the solar model, the position ot the $1m with respect to the earth is derived
from the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac which provides mean position
in terms of a series expansion of elapsed centuries from a base epoch. Conven-
tional coordinate transformations are employed to determine the position of the
sun with respect to the spacecraft (vehicle) reference coordinate system.
2.6 '_umeri,.alInt,.gr_tio, _.pl_toavh
The first order, simultaneous, nonlinear spacecraft charging differential
Eqs. (25) vHth forcitlg functions represented by Eqs. (20) a_ld (22) are of such a
form that statidard closed-form methods of solution do not apply. Consequently,
several "initial value" numerical integration techniques were utilLzed to eOmpt_te
the time response of the absolut_ potentials, V 1.... , Vn. The greatest _uccess ':
was achieved with the Runge-Kutta 11 integration process. After some preliminary t
experimentation, it was found that a step size of O. 001 sec produced satisfactory i
results in the time response computation. The step size is the incremental value t
of the independent variable, time, at which the dependent variable value, absolute i
tpotential, is computed. J
From initial computations of the time response of the set of Eqs. (25) using ]
actual circuit values of capacitance and nonlinear resistance and actual pla._ma ]4
substorm parameters, it became apparent that the transient and steady-state ]
results could not be obtained in a single numerical integration execution. Fir,_t,
it was found that the steady-state valtles of potential are reached after severa!
I hoUi's. Second, the computer execution time-to-,solUtion time was enormous :
{typical rim times were on the order of 20 to 30 rain to obtain 1 to 3 rain of simu-
lated time). Consequently, it was decided to characterize the transient behavior
by computing the transient response up to that point in time at which the transient
response was well=behaved, that is, either mohotonically decreasing or increa._ing
(usually on the order of 1 to 3 rain), The steady-state solution was computed
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separately in a _.apidly executed program. Thtg overall approach was not rigor-
ously accur,_t_ since plaints eondition_ can change Within mint_tes and illumination
conditions can change within tens of minutes. HOWever, if worst case plasffta and
Lllumtnatio_ cOnditlon_ at.e employed, the solutions, botll transient arid steady-
state, will 2,epresent worst case values arid more aCcUrate solUtiOns should not be
' necessary.
To obtain the steady-state solution, a more dlrevt method was employed.
; The steady-state condition is characterized by the condition dVi/dt -- 0. From
i Eq. 125), this results in the steady-state system of equations m
i -%- 0 o 1 Ivi - Vo)
!. dt = _i I i - (Ri(Vi , Vo ) , 1 < i _ n (35)
i "
and
!" n
i dVo _.i _ = 0 = I i 136)
! . '
i:
i The sOlutiOn to this system of equations can be viewed as an optimi_atlon
pz'oblem where Eq, 136), which represents the current balance condition, must be
minimized While simultaneously satistylng the set of n nonlinear equations, Eqs.
i_ 1351, which can be considered as constraint equations on the current balance con-i:
i, dltlon. For simplicity, itwas decided to u_e a simple direct enumeration scheme
! •
tO it_rattvely search the region
r
F:
F-"_
L:I,
i=: V L_<.V i<_V U , 0_i<_n 13_1i
F where
i :
V i = V L+nAV , O__!__n 1381
i '
,.. sUCh that Eq. 1361 was minimized _hiie satts_ing the n constraint Eqs. 1351. The
terms V L and V U ar_ the io#¢er and upper bbUnds, respectively, ot the absolute
pot_tttlalg ot the stirfaces and stx'ueture. Positive pot_ntiai values wer_ Lncremefl-
- ted by AV = 0. 1 volts and negtttive potetRial Values b,,, AV _- 50 volts.
i ,
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Spacecraft charging simulation results for a thr0e-axi_ stabilized spacecraf!
are presented in this section. The spacecraft analyzed, with thermal blankeL, m
place, could be adequately modeled geometrically as a "box-like" _tructure with
large "flat panel" type solar cell arrays which are located above and below tim
north and south panels, respectively, of the main spacecraft structur0. The
antenna structures, with thermal blankets, could be model0d as conical structures
that protrude from the front side of the spacecraft main structure and point towar'd._
the earthts surface. The dielectric properties of the thermal blankets and surface
coating materials Were measured and the equivalent capacitances and leakag¢_
resistances of the constituent surfaces were computed. The results are listed in
Table 1. There were 13 surfaces with either different materials or different
orientations (with respect to the spacecraft reference coordinate system) that had
to be considered in the spacecraft charging analysis. The front side had three
different materials and the north and south panels had two different materials.
The resistor values listed in Table 1 are based on the bulk resistivity character-
istic and represent the values computed at low stress level. The last element in
the table is the structural capacitt.nce and was computed by using som_ of the
formulas listed in Appendix A.
Table 1. Element Valtle Summary of Three-Axis Stabilized Spacecraft
Analyzed
Element Location Resistor Value (ohms) Capacitor Value (uf)
1. Backside R 1 8.9 x 107 C 1 0.37
2. West Panel R 2 : 1.2 × 108 C 2 : 0.29
3. North Panel R 3 : 2.1 _ 108 C 3 _ 0.16
4. North Panel R 4 : 1.8 _ 109 C 4 0.16
5. SoUth Panel R5 1.4 / 108 C5 = 0.24
6. South Panel R 6 = 4.0 v 1010 C 6 0.08
7. East Panel I{ 7 1.2 _' 108 C 7 0.28
I 8. Front Patlel f_ 8 : 2.5 _ 108 C 8 = 0.13
9. Front Side R 9 _ 9.5 ,( 10 l0 C 9 _ 0.069
10. Front Side I110 = 2.8 _ 1011 Cl, 0 0.024
11. SolaPAPray Sun-Side Rll = 3.0 ¢ 1010 CI1 0.65
12. SolarArray DaPk-Side Hi2 • 1.4 _ 108 C12 4.4
13. Permanently Shadowed RI3 = 3.8 _ I08 C13 = 0.087Sides
14. Spacecraft Structure ...... C14 : 0.000356
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In genei'al, the bulk resistivity ts a ['unetLori o_ str0..l'_ level. The bt/Ik Pe_t_-
tivities or all the dielectric m_cerials were measured by bombarding samples of
the rhaterials by high energy electrons and measuring th,_ through conduction leak-
age cut'rent as a function o_ electroh accelerating b_am voltage. It vvaa Conserva-
tively assumed that the su, tace stress level was approximately equal to the beam
voltage and a pieeewise approximation to the bulk resistivity versus beam voltage
characteristic was computed. All ot the ptecewise approximations ot the dielectric
materials had a _orm similar to the pieeewise approxitnation of Chemglaze paint _..
shown in Figure 4. To simplify the simulation and to decrease the execution time,
the piecewise approximation 0r ali of the materials were employed in the analysis.
/
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/
/
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Figiz_'e 4. Piece-Wise .Approximation of Chemglaze Paint Bulk Resistivity
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Spact,vratteharglngsimulationresulL_were obtaln_dforth_ lhv_,t,-axi._
stabilized ._pac_crafi during the peak,_ of the fall-equlnox and wintOr-solstlee
periods. The,qe two periods of the earth-sun orbit represent the oxtresnes of sun- !
tliumlna[ton cotldttiotl expOrienced by a geo._ynchronous natellite. For example,
during the equinox period the _atellltv 1._totally shadowed becau,_e of earth-
eclipsing and the spacecraft structural potential will achieve its highost..ncgative
value. The earth eclipse period can last as long as 72 rain roughly from 23:30 to b.,
0:45 localtime. During the peak of the winter-solstice period the south panel of
the spacecraft as well as the solar array, east panel, and backside are sun-
illuminated. Tl_e maximum amount of exposed metal that is illuminated by the
sun occurs duringthisperiodbecause thesouth panelhas more exposed metal
thanthe north panel;ifthe reverse had been true,the maximum amount of exposed
metal thatis illuminatedby the sun would occur duringthe summer-solstice per-
period. Thus, duringthe wlnter-solsticeperiodthe spacecraftstructurewill
achieve itlowestnegativevalue.
Using the average plasma substorm parameters ofthe ? 2anuary 1970 sub-
storm, which was the worst substorm measured by ATS-5 duringthe first50 days
of 1970, and assuming a time-invariant,omnidirectionalcharged particlesub-
.
storm, the absolutepotentialsofthe spacecraftstructureand outer surfaceswere
computed. That is, itwas assumed inthe analysisthatthe substorm can be ade-
_ quatelyrepi'esentedas a "step"functioninelectrotland pi'otontemperatures
' and particlecurrentdensitiesover theirvaluesthatnormally occur duringthe
._ "quite-time,"thatis, theirquiescentconditions.
The average substorm param,_,tersas wellas other parameters used in the
: analysisare listedinTable 2. The complete substorm profilesfor the 2 January6
substorm as wellas theaverage valueshave been given ina previouspaper.
Based on ATS-5 dataof the 2 January substorm, a "step"funct.ionof 9 hr duration
was employed inthe simulationmodel, existin_roughlyfrom 23:00to 8:00local
time. Starting with initial values ot zero absolute potential at 23:00 hours, the
Runge-KUtta nttmerlc[tlintegrationprocedure was employed to determine the
varieties of the sut_face and structural potentials with time. Since the numerical
tntegratlotl techniqu_ prodtzced roughly 60 sec of simulation results for every
1000 sec of execution time. the continuous substorm r_sponse could not be com-
puted for th@ full 9 hr duration. [n:ttead. the transit.sat solution was computed using
the Runge-KUtta procedui'e untilthe surface and structuralpotential time response_
wei-e well-behaved and appi'oachtng their steady-state values.-
Since the magnitude of the transient response is approximately proportional to
the magnitude of the change in forcing function conditions, the more significant
•_ transientresponst:swilloccur when thereisa significantchange inthe particle
O0000003-TSE
ii,il'i w I i I I ' i
, :" Tabl0 2. Photo0tnl._ion, St_eondary Eml.q,_lort, arid Omnidirectional Planma
ii,, Pa_am0tern
! ?
i-_
i !i Parameter Typical Range Valu0 SclOcted
Tph I V_Tph'_3 V 2 V
Ts 2 V_T s _4 V 2 V
feM 0 _<feM _<I O.5 ,,_
feD 0 __feD _ 1 0.75
fp 0 <_fPM -<I 0.5
i_: fPD 0 __<fPD <-I 0.75
_,i:i. Te --'- I 3.6"00kvkV(quiet}lsubst°rm)!{ 20 V severe ubstorm)
_i Tp .... { 12.0 kV (substormI
i _ 6.0 kV (qUiet}
_ 40 c_reresubstorm)
i r ' 0.82 na/em 2 2.0 na/cm 2
! ii JPh° _< 4 na/cm 2 -<JphO
i ; : Je 0.02 na/em 2 0.6 na/cm2 (substorm)
_ o -< Jeo O. 02 na/cm z (quiet}
_ __2 na]cm 2
i _!, 2 pa/cm 2 _< _< 0.02 na/cm 2 (substorm)
JPo 32 pa/cm 2 JPo 2.0 pa/cm 2 (quiet}
'-_ cUrrentdensitiesor energies. Consequently, transientsolutionswere obtainedat
! '} the oriset of the plasma substorm, where particle temperatures (energies} and cur-
i ! rent d_ltsities change suddenly from their quiescent values to their substorm
: values; at the beginning of earth-eclipse, where the photoelectron current forcing
,_ function is zero; and at the end of earth-eclipse, where the photoelectron current
,i
_o! fo,'ctng functton becomes nonzero. The transient response of the structure, the
i °:: solar array, and the surface that exhibited the gi'_atest steady-state potential dif-
ference Is shown in Figure 5 for the onset of the fi kV substorm. In this figure, as
!
' well as the others• to be presented, the transient response is shown for a period
! :
_:_ of 70 sec and the steady-_tate solutions are shown on the right side of the figure.
The transition period fro n the transient to the steady-state solutions is Indicated
by the dashed lines. (As expected, the surface that consistently exhibited the
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Figui'e 5. Transient Response at Onset of a 6 kV Substorm. Fall-Equinox 23:00 LT
greatest steady-state potential difPerence between the structure and the surface
itself, was covered with dielectric material that experimentally had the highest
value of bulk resistivity. ) It was assumed that all potentials were initially at zero
volts. It can be seen that the surfaces "fall" instantaneously to a few hunured volts
with small potential differences between the two outer surfaces and the underlying
structure. This behavior was typical of all of the surfaces of the spacecraft. The
absolute potentials than "_a11" monotonically negative until, after a long period of
time, the final steady-state values are achieved. The transient response at the
onset ot earth-eclipse is shown in Fi_ure 6. It was assumed, as a worst case,
that the steady-state values o$ the previous period had been achieved at the s._art
of the earth-eclipse and are the initial values used in the numerical integration
program, it cat1 be seen that the structure instantaneous.ly "falls" to a negative
value of about 9 kV, however, the initial potetltial diffeeetices are maintained, but
decrease mohotonicall_¢ in the steadyostate to small values on the order of a few
hundred volts. The tratisiet_t response at the end of the earth-eclipse period is
showi_ in Figure 7. Again it @as assumed, as a worst case, that the steady-state
values of tlie previous period had been achieved at the end of the earth-ec:ipSe
pet'io_ arid tliese values theti became the initial values in the numerical integration
program, The structural po_eh_ial instantaneously decreases to a nega_l_,e Value of
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_, a few hundred volts; however, the potential differences are maintained initially and
_: then increase monotonically to somewhat larger values. The solar array is
_/ "clamped" to zero volts (actually less than one volt positive) by photoemission.
_ Thisconditionoccurs for most surfaceswith fullsun-illumlnationintensity.
_ Upon eompartn B the steady-state with the transient solution Values, it becomes
_!! apparent that the flmti steady-state values, that is, those values achieved if the
_ sun-illumination conditions dtd not change, represent the worst-ease differential
.... values. Also, the differential potet,,,als can change instantaneously by no moi-e
: than a few hundred volts. But, the absolute potential of the spacecraft structt_i'e
A.,
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_!:_ can change almost instantaneously since it has small capacitance. In all cases,
_i the transientresponse times are controlledby eitherthe potentialconstantsof
-:_: theforcingfunctionsor the tlme constantsot the circuitelements or both. The
__ ditterentialpotential._ot the outersurtaces do.notchan_e instantaneouslyby large
_i:: amounts since the circuit element time constants, which are large.in value (the
:_. product of resistance and capacttance), are dominant. However, the absolute
oi_
_. potentialotthe sUrface_,which is thesum of the absolutepotentialof the structut'e
_!::: and thedifferentialpotentialbetween the surfaceand the structu_'e0can change
°' i° _: instantaneously ii_ conjunction _tth the structure. Thl_ is demonstrated in all ot
'_, the transient responses arid in particular in Figures 6 and "l. At the beginning and
at tl_e end ot earth-ecl_nse0 the absolute potential of the structure changes by a
_.
;!i largeamotintantlthe absolut_potentialsof the sui'faces cliangeby a similaramount_
=% thusthe potentialdifference_oo not change irivalue initially.
= °!:
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At the OnSet ot the Slibstorlu, the structure 'Ifa11_" Slowly negatively ctnce
the_'e are photoelectron emiS_ioP.s which t_nd t0 cancel the i_lu_ of electronS from
the plasma cuz_rent source. At the Onset of eai-ih-eeltpse there are no phot0elec-
t_0r, c_l-rents and the plasma electron cu_'t_ent sources dominant and raptd].y
charge-up the Smal_ structural capacitance. At the end of earth-eClipse, the l_rge
photoelectron-current sources again reoccur. The large outflux of electronS from
the exposed metallic parts produced by the photoemtssion currents i_ instantan-
eously so@plied by the structural capacitance.and consequently, there is a rapid _*'
decrease in the negative absolute pot_nti_ _ ot the structure.
As discussed previously, for three-axis stabilized spacer,'aft tbere is con-
siderable diurnal as well as seasonal variations in the amoUftt and location of the
outer sur£ace areas of the spacecraft that are exposed to the sun. T_US, :he stin
illumination condit_m of the 13 dielectric surfaces of the spacecra_ are computed
throughout the orbital path. From the solar/earth/spaCecraR orbit model it was
found that the sun-illumination condition did not change significantly in local time
inc:ements less than 30 rain. ConSequently, steady-state solutions were computed
at 30 rain increments throughout the duration of the substorm. In general, the
fi:ml steady-state solution wili never be achie,_d at the end of the 30 rain period
slice some of the source potential and netv_ork time constant_ involved are on the
0raer ot thOuSandS of seconds anti the initial Sun-illumination Conditions, on which
the fi,_al steady-State sOlUtion iS based, will change significantly e_ery 30 rain. A
sumiT_ary of the _paeecraft steady-state values using the average plasma pai'ameter
values o[ the 2 Jantiary substorm, iS listed in Table 3 for 1 lit increments thl_ough -
out the duratio_ of the substorm for the fall..eqUinox period. The hOurly incre-
mental values are representative of the worst-case potential differences obtained
when compared against the values computed in the smaller half-hour _ increments.
The _videly varying values of the absolute potential of the spacecraft structure are
shown as well as the maximum _urface differential potentials. It can be seen that
during eclipse (lasting r0ttghly from 2_:30 to 0:45) the spacecraR, in steady-state,
achieves a negative potential of about 9 kV and a maximum surface potential differ-
ence of -4.5 kV _as reached towards dawn.
A similar ._nalysis was conducted for the peak of the winter-solstice period for
the 6 RV test subStorm. As expected, the l_)west _tegattve spacecraft strUctural
potential was achieved du_ing tl_is period. A _Ummary of steady-State values iS
presented in Table 4. A maximurh p0tentt_l difference of -4.6 kV was achieve_i.
AS can se seeri from. the summary tableS, the spacecratt stt'u_tural poterRial
varies widely reaching a m_irnum negative _/alue ot about 9 kV _t _elipse arid a
_inimum negative value of 450 RV du_'ing th_ winter-solstice period, iri this
l_articui_r des|gn, the stt_udturai expbsed metal was kept to a minimum and this
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Tabl0 3. Sul'nmary of Steady-Stat_ ResUlts tor 6 kV Substorm DUrint_ Fall-
Equinox
tMaterial with the Maximum
Potential Difference foe
AsaumOd Plasma Conditions
Absolute AV Between Absolute Potential
Local Pbtetltial Surface and of S/C Structure
Time (voile) S/C. Structure (volta) _"
23:00 -5950 • -4000 - 1950
24:00 -8750 200 -8950
(eclipse)
1:00 - 5950 -4000 - 1950
2:00 -5500 -4250 - 1250
3:00 -5500 -4250 - 1250
4..00 -5500 -4250 -1250
5:00 -5700 -4200 -1500
6:00 -5850 -4050 -1800
7:00 - 5350 -4350 - I000
8:00 -5200 -4500 -700
Table 4. Summary of Steady-StateResults for 6 kV Substorm During Winter-
Solstice
Material with the Maximum
: Potential Difference for
-: Assumed Plasma Conditions
Absolute _V Between Absolute Potential
Local Potential Surfaceand of S/C Structure
Time (volts) S/C StruCture (.volts)
23:00 -5250 -4400 -850
24:00 - 5"_00 -41 O0 - 1600
1:00 -5250 -4400 i -850
_. J _:00 -5200 -4500 1 -700-_: [ 3:00 -5200 -4500 -700
4:00 -5200 -4500 -700
5:00 -5200 -4500 -700
6:00 - 5350 -4350 - i000
" 7:00 -5050 -4600 -450
8:00 - 5050 -4f;O0 -459
#
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P-_ help_ tO e_xplain the fact that the structure never- achieved _,ero potential When
various exposed parts were illuminated by the sUfl. Examination of the steady-
= ). state values Of all of the surfaces indicates that during eclipse all of the surfaces
_!; achieve almost the same absolute potential. This results from the fact that all
,!j: surtace_ have the _atue shadow aM plasma current source conditions.
;: t.+II}%CI.I._ION._ '
+
",: This paper ham been concerned with the development and application of a
=-!.: charging model for three-axiS stabilized spacecraft. The objective of the model
_ istodetermine the differentialpotentialsbetween the outer surfacesand the struc-
k: ture of a spacecraft throughout its geosynchronous orbit _hen under the influence
'_III of a geomagnetic substorm. Itwas assumed thatthe interactionbetween the plasma
_41'' and the spacecraR can be adequately represented by an equilibrium theory approach.
-: That is, the energy distribution-ofthe constituentplasma particlesCazibe expressed
_: in terms ofan omnldiVectionalMaxwell-Boltzmann tlistrib_tion.The plasma is
_!:: then represented by equivalent voltage dependent current sources and the outer
=,_=_ surfaces by simple Itlmpedelements. The resultingfirstorder differentialequa-
_ tionSare integratedand potentialdi_tributiozisdetermined. Sun-ilinmlnationcon-
_"_ ditions were determined by a solar/earth/spaceCraft orbit model and the intrinsic
=} capacitat_ce of th_ spacecraft with respect tc the plasma sheath is approximatetl by.
i!. it_ isolated capacitat_ce. Spacecraft charging simulation results, includ_ both
the transientalldsteady-statesolutions,have been presented.
_!,
'_. A .knowledgeof the potentialdistributionof the outersurfaces and structureof
_:_:'i_ the spacecraft throughout its orbltal path is important from a systems design and
=.._i analysisviewpoint. In general.Spacecraftmaterialsthatmaintainstresslevels
_: below their dielectric strength level should be selected, lfo from the analysis, it
-_ _ppears that the dielectric strength of various spacecraR surface materials will be
o_' exceeded, then, depe:ttlln_ on the ma_'nttude and repetition rate of the discharge
.:_: and location of the material, corrective action such as modtfi_atio:t or replacement
°'::;i ot the material.may be necessary. Thu_, the spacecraft charging simulation re-
_: suits can be useful in determining the selection and loc_tion Of the type of outer
_-io, _urfacethermal blartketo_ coatingmaterl&Istobe employed inthe designof
spacecraR.
o_
° i:
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The spacecraft cha_'glng sim_latiozl results can be useful in establlshing the
relatiO_shlp between the amount anti location of the exposed structu_'al metallic
parts aad the absolute potential bf the spacecraft structure. For example, from
the spacecraft chargin_ simulation results, it was found that when a maximum
amount of exposed metal was illuz,zlnated by the sun, the structural potential
achieved its lowest negative vMtie (beCauSe Of photoemlssion). At the same time,
the surface differential potential attained its maximum value. Conver, sely, when
a minimum amount of exposed metal was illuminated, the spacecraft structure '_
achieved its highest negative value and the surface differential potential attained
its minimum value. The above results demonstrate that it is des_.:'a_le to employ
design approaches that allow the structural potential to attain values between the
_urfaees "clamped" at zero potential and those with the highest negative potential
since the differential potentials are than minimized. The exact design approaches
taken will depend on the spacecraR configuration, orbit, and outer _UrfaCe
materials.
In the simulation analysis employing a step tunction, that is, tlme-independ-
ent_ representation _or the plasma substorm, the worst case differential potentials
occurred at steady-State and riot during the transient response. This representa-
tion is not realistic since the particle energies and current dert_ities are slowly
but widely Varying fUnctions of time. Because of the large time constants ot the
equivalent spacecraft circuit, a steady-state re_pDl_e using the actual time-
depetldent plasma forcing functions would never be reached. However, the trans-
ient response obtained with a step forcing function is indicative of the type of
response tliat can be expected when using the time-dependent forcing functions.
In addition, the steady-state response to a step forcing function can be used as an.
upper bound ot the wOrst-c_se differential potentials when the step function is used
w{"_ worst-case plasma values. This is supported by simulation results which
indicate that the magnitude of the differential potentials as well as the absolt_te
potentlal_ are directly related to the magnitude Ot the substorm particle energies
(temperatures) arid current densities.
Upon e_tamtning the spaeeCraR charging results, it becomes apparent that the
absolute potentials of the surfaces are controlled b_ the absolute _,otential of the
sti'ucture. Tlte structural potential _ttrt change instantaneously because of its
sm_ll intrinsic c_tpacitance. Ht_wever, the time respor_e ot the ditfere_titd poten-
tials l_ controlled by the iar_e time constants of theequivaient spacecraft electro-
static circtiit and the large potential constants of the forcing functions.
The model presented in this paper is ba_ed on an equilibrium theory approach. '
Gthi_r0 more _lecurate, but complex approaches take into consideration parHcles
trajector|es, their actual energy distributions, and determine the surface !
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i potentials by solving Potssonts potential distribution equation in three dimensions.
Although the model is b_sed on simplistic assumptions, the simulation results
, obtairted for tl_e sti'uctural potertttal are in eelative agreement with the structural
_. pOtentialS measured on-bOard ATS-6, a three-axis stabilized spacecraft• The
i i! charging model predicts thtR upon entering eclipse, the spacecraft structu_'e falls
i ! almost instantaneously to a value of about -9 kV artd leaving eclipse the spacecraft
i !: structure rises almost instantaneously to a few hut_dred volts negative. Similar
L_ tratmientresultsintoattd_utof eclipsehave been observed on ATS-6. Inadditioll,
i _, the structural potential variations during the post-eclipse period, as predicted by
!_- the model, correspond, relatively, to measured results on ATS-6. For example,
examining the steady-state stress levels in the post-eclipse period, it can be seen
!!i:. that.the structural potential rises to a low negative value after eclipse but falls
!_: negatively towards dawn and then rises to a low- negative value at dawn. These
i_ results are in relative agreement w.ith data measured on board ATS-6.
i:!
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!i Appen¢'ix A
i Electrostatic Capacifanee of $_veral Isolat ed, Thr_Dime_s_on01,
_ G_ametrieol Structure_,
!. I_il'IilIlllJCTIII_
In this appendix, equations for the isolated electrostatic capacitance of several "_
types of geometrical structures are given.
I. ! Sphere
1
The isolated capacitance of a Sphere is
i
i:
CIS O = 4_teoR (AI)
where CIS O is expressed in l'arads, R is the radius of the sphere in meters, and
e ° is the.permlttivity of.a vacuum (8.85 _ 10 -12 farads/meter).
i* L2 t:dbe
The capacitance of an isolated cube has been found to be 2' 3
i CIS O : 41re ° (0.656) _ (A2)
where i is the length of the sides of the cube in meters and CIS O is expressed in
farads.
i.3 |:ylinder
The capacitance of an isolated cylinder is given by
4_re0a
C IS() [ ] (A 3 )
In a + (a 2 + R2) 1/2H
! • where (3is O is expressed in farads, a is one-half the length of the cylinder in
E meters, and R iS the radius of the cylinder in meter_..
*This formula was derived by the authors.i
,. 2f;8
.
i.
r i i •
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The capacitnn_.e of a trut_cated cone will be appz'oxtmated by the capacitance
of a cylinder with a length equal to that of tl_e cone, but the radius ot the equivalent
cylinder is the ave_'age ot the radii ot tb.e trUflC,_ted cone. Using Eq. (A3), the
results at'e
47rEoa
CIS 0 _ _ /_2)i/2] (A4) m..la + (a2 +In JL R
where _l _ (R 1 + R2)/2 and CIS O i_ expressed in farads and the radii expressed in
rneter_.
1.5 1'hi. lh'('lanlmlar and i':llipti_'.l l+lute+
The capacitance of thin rectangular and ellipticalplates have been derived in
a previous paper 5 and the results are given in graphical form for various valuv_
of length and width, and semlrnajor and sernnirninvr,axes. respectively.
1.6 Thin t:in'ulllt Plttle
The capacitance of a thin circular plate is given by 4
= 2R (111. I) (A5)CISO 7r
where R is the radius of the circular disk in meters and CIS O is in picofaeads.
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3. Induced Charging of Shuttle Orbiter
by High Electron:Beam Currents
H. B. Liemoht_
Butlelle Pacific North_vestLclbora]ories
I_iehl_nd, Washington
Abstract
Emission of high-current electron bealns that has been proposed for some
Spacelab payloads requires substantial return currents to the ()rhiter skin in order
to neutralize the beam charge. Since the outer skin of the vehicle is covered with
•_ 1300 m 2 of thermal insulation which has the dielectric qualityof air and an elec-
' trical conductivity that has been estimated by NASA at 10"9-10 _-10 mhos/m, con-
siderable transient charging and local potential differences are anticipated across
the insulation. The theory for induced char_in_ of spacecraft due to operation _f
electron guns has only Lees developed for spherical metal vehicles and constant
emission currents° which are not directly at)plicable to the ()rbiter situation.
Field-aligned collection of electron return current from the ambient ion,_,_phere at
t)rbiter altitudes provides up to -,- 150 mA on the conducting surfaces and - 2.4 A
on th_ dielectric thermal insulation, l,ocal ionization of _he neutral atmosphere by
energetic electron bombal_dmeilt or electrical breakdown may provide somewhat
mo_'e return current. During electron gun operation, differential charging between
the outer surface of the dielectric insulator anti the internal metal conductors
creates large potentials and electric fields across the in._ulation. E_timates of the
transient behavior and potential magnitude are obtained by sotvin_ electrit" circuit
analogies. For an electron beam chargex, r I coulombtl0A for 100 msec), the
potential acros_ the insulator rises to 10* -10 *' volt_ dependin_ on tl=e induced
external ionization. Since electrical breakdown across the insulation occurs at
50, 000 volts, high gun currents may cause arcing through the insulation.
Thin research work was sponsored by NASA/GSFC under contract NASa-3141 5.
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__i Electrical charglnl_ of spacecraft in the Ionosphere and ma_etospher_ Is a
consequence, of different fltlxes of thermal electrOrt_ and ions strlkitlg the ._urtace
of the vehicle. Normally, a very small eqtli!.lbz'lUm potential is established over
the skin of the vehlch which does not affect the operation ot sensors arid electronic
instrumentation. However, the Space Shuttle orbiter may acquire appreciable
charge differentialsand localelectrictieldsdue to itslargeairplaneshape and .,
, its nonconducting outer skin. As tlte vehicle assumes ditferent attitudes in the
-i Course otitsmission, variousouter surfaceswillbe shadowed from particleand/or
photonbombardment. OozingtoalignmentOf charged-pat.tieletrajectoriesalong
: the geoma_netle fieldand the relatlvelyIttrgedif/erencein electronand ionspeeds,
'_' there are many more regionsofthe spacecraftsurface thatare accessibleto elec-
:, trons than to ions. In addition, the photoemission of electrons from the surface by
:' solar ultraviolet will depend on spaCeCraft attitude. Thus, the local current flow
i to the skin of the vehicle will vary widely from point to point. The dielecti-ic skin
i. of tilevehicleprevents rapid flowofsurfacecurrentto neutral'zethedifferential
::" char_ing and as a consequence, potential differences and attendant electric fields
may be anticipated. Dm'ing normal passiv_ operations of the vehicle, poterlttal
,,_ differences o_ s_veral volts are expected between adjacen_ ar_as of the vehicle
where thesurface contourchanges abruptly(edgeso_ wings, payloadbay door
__S,: edges, and around corners).
i: Activeexperiments plannedfor theOrbiter Spacelab includeejectionoflarge
amounts of electricalcharge inthe form ofelectronbeams thatmust be compen-
_ satedby a returncurrent tothe vehicle. Relativelyslow collectionof returnelec-
tron current from the ambient ionosphere p_-events rapid neutralization of the
.....::_ electS'on-beamcharge. Proposed gun currents oJ_up to I0 A fo_ I00 msec are
_ predicted to cause transient excursions of the vehicle potential that exceed many
_ thousandsofvolts,unlessappropriatecompensating returncurrentisavailable.
Since operationofan electronguitat keV energies from theAMPS Spacelabis a
Vital part ot the overall mlssioil objective, It is important to determine the magni-
tude of the tt'aflsient potentiais and their dynamic char_ctertstics.
, The published literature on ambient chal-gittg of spacecraft in the ionosphere
and mag_.etosphereisquitethorough forvehicleswithconductingouterskin. Only
:! a few papers have treatedthe problem of lai'ge-electroncurrentejectionfrom
_ spacecraft, and their applicability to a realistic pulsed mode of operation is open
to quest,_on. Tile Shuttle Oi'bit_r pi-esents additional complications due to its non-
i conductitig outer Sklh which can only be discharged by the ambient plasma medium.
/_ For example, an electron gun pulse will drive the skin potential positive until
' enough return current is collected to neutralize the overall potential of the vehicle;
<
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but by that time the ,_ktn will have built up t) negative charge which ni_,_t b_,neu-
tralized by ion bombardment, l)hoto¢,mt_._lnn, and conduction leakage tt_ the int,,r-
tot structure.
The result,_ presented here are based on a preliminary analy._i,_ cJf th¢, Hbuttl,..-
Orbiter ei_arging problem that ia published elsewhere. ! This earlier w.rk include,"
summaries of the ambient ionospheric environment at Shuttle-Orbiter altitude,%
the electrical characteristics of the vehicle skin, the disturbed atmospheric envi-
ronment due to gas leakage from the vehicle, the local potetttlal differences that _,.
are anticipated during passive operations° and the dynamic potentials that are
expected during electron-gun operation. Dilly this latter topic is considered in
detail here.
2. I':_%IIIII_AIEVI' 'd. _II tit _(:l'l,:itl._'l'li:_
2.1 _mi_ie,flIon0Sld,ete
The Shuttle Orbiter that carries the Spacelab payloads is s_.heduted to operate
in a nominal altitude range b_tween 250 and 400 km. The natural environment is
described in great detail in many aeronomy textbooks. 2-6 At these F-region
altitudes, the charged constittlents consist principally of oxygen ion_ and electrons I
and the primary neutral constituent is atomic oxygen. Large variations in both !1
density and temperature for these constituents are a+.tributed to source and trans- {
{
portmechartisms thatvary diurnallyas well as withseason and solar cycle.
As a consequence ofthe plasma temperature, thespacecraftspeed isconsider-
ablygreaterthanthe mean thermal speed of the ionsbut si_mificantlylessthanthe
mean thermal speed of electrons, which has important consequences for current
collection by particle flux at the vehicle skit=. The gyroradius for ions is a few
meters, whereas for electrons it is a few centimeters so that plasma motion is
field-aligned. Due to the geometrical configuration of the vehicle and the variety
of attitudes it may assume during a mission and its cross-field orbits, man),
areas Will be routinely shadowed from ioh and electron bombardment as well as
photott flux.
The mean free path of the ions, electrons and atoms i_ orders of magnitude
greater than the Shuttle-Orbiter dimensions so that collisional effect-" may be
ignored. However, collective, plaema properties significantly influence the flow
of charge to the vehicle. Electrical conductivity of the plasma is highly anisotropic
due to the presence of the geomagnetic field. Along the field direction the con-
dtlctivity is about 20 mhos/m, but normal to the magnetic field the canductivity is
several orders of magnitude less, virtually prohibiting current flow unless the
273
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i electrir, field is v_f,y large. Thu.% for moat vehicle attitude.% tll_rc is very littl_
_i eiecJ.rical eonaection thr0t_h the plasma between different par'is o_ the vehicle,
Less than 5 percent of the outer surface of the Shuttle Orbiter and Spacelab
.mi: consists of good metallic conductor, l_loI'e than 95 pePccnt of the surface is good
_', thermal tnsulatirlg material consisting of fibrous silicon dioxide tiles, coated felt,
_i and adhesives. The composite material has extremely high electrical resistivity,
_! between 10"10"and 10 "13 mhos/mo The dielectric constant of these thermal insula-
_ tors is comparable to tha*. of air, and breakdown potential of the tiles has been
measured at 50, 000 volts by NASA/JSC.. Since the thickness of the sample is
' down is taken as 106 volts/re. Such fields and potentials would not occur for
,, presumably a _eW centimeters, the corresponding limiting electric field.at break-
J
_ ambient condRions; however, vehicle char_ing d_ring electron gun operation may
=,},: exceed these limits by substantial amounts as will, be shown.
_! There are some metallic exterior surfaces that provide "shorted" eleetrleal
_}. contact between the interior.metal supperstructure of the Orbiter and the external
_ plasma. The largest area is provided by the metal rocket motor nozzles. Other
_: substantial su ,face areas a_'e provided by the antenna bOom, pallet instruments,
_, and tile manipulator arm. '_ttme the pallet is graphite epoxy which is a poor _on-ductor, the_e i_ some question about the electrical contact betweeri these latter.
|I instrument-related conductors and the interior superstructure. However, for
_ purposes of the present analysis, all of the external metal sur£aces are a_umed
_i!_ tO be in contact _ith each other and the internal superstructure.
' The electrical properties of the primary, ,:ternal surfaces of the Orbiter and
Spac lab are tabulated in Table t. The i sulation data was provided by Mr. John
_' Lobb, NASA/JSC, Houston, in private communications. O_ special interest for
i_ scientific researchers is the lack of an effective external grotmd plane; the Space-
:_ lab pallet and control room have graphite epoxy exterior surfaces which are not
_i{ conductors. Overall, the metal surfaces amount to about 60 m 2 whereas noncon-
_' ductor surfaces cover 1300 m 2.
The electrical conducttvlty of the thermal insulation materials is a vital
_' parameter re," the conclusions in this study and, unfortunately, its value is in
_i doubt at this time. The ValUe I0"9-10 "10 mhos/m quoted in Table 1 is the cOr_-ent<,,, best NASA/JSC estimate, but nO officialexperimental measurements have been
_ made to date, An independent measurement of HRSI tiles has been made by
'!: Mr. Palil W. Edwa:ds at i_oekWell InternatiOnal who found a bulk conductivity oI
_:: : 10 "13 mhos/m. Such discrepancit_s are well within the range of conductivity values
for different types of silica 110"7-10 "14 mhos/m) as the manufacturing process,
v'
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I _ Table 1. OPbiter/AMPS-Spacelab Oute_ Skii_ Materlal_
[
Electrical Dielectric
!.:, Ax'e_ Thiclt_ss CofidUetlVity Constant
_.._. LOcation Material (m 21 (m) (mhos/m) (K)
_, 10-10
_!_, Topside FRSI .............. _00 O. Ol I -- I
(lOW temp. )
: Topside LRSI 280 0.010- 10"9-10 "10 -_ 1 _,.,.
(high temp. ) O.030
_: Underside HRSI 475 0.024- 10"9-10 "10 -,_1
_: (reentry shield) 0. 107
_.o
i
i °i i Nose and .Wing RRC 37.5 0.006 10"6 -_ 1
_i!: Edge
_,_ . /0 6i _: Rocket Inco_el 718 -,-30 -- 6 × --
! _ EXhaust
_,_" NozZles
_=_:
_, i0-I0
. Interior Bay Tel'Ion ---100 -- _- 1!:
_' DOOr Radia-
l{!• tors
_ Sp_celab Graphite ,--90 -- 10" 10 .-_1
:,. Pallet Epo_ty
_ i0-I0
="i:' Spacelab Con- Graphite --25 -- "_1
.... trol Room EpoXy
' "_' SpaCelab Aluminttm ",-10 -- 3 × 10_ --
. Pallet
i:. In_ truments
, 107:='_,,, Antenna Beryllium "- 15 -- 1 × --
:. Boom Copl ar
_: Manipulator Alumtxium "-5 -- 3 x 107 --
:' Arm
i _!_ p_rlty o_ the material, and environmental conditions (handling and aerosols) all
,o ,
i_ _ affect electrical insulation quality. HOweVer. there is a clear need _or more
_: accurate estimates of the electrical conducth, lty I_or the thermal ingulation. For
•! ° :!i:.:_ the preset,t, the NASA values will be used. but effects ot ditterent values will be
_ _:! riotedwhere al,,proprlate.i '
_:_': Some external conditions or modes or experimerital operation require con-
i duction through the tnsuiatiofi to establish eqtitlibriufi_. 0rider most slttmtions0
however, the tllerfnal bl_til(_t acts as a dlei@ctric capacitor which efficiently stores
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chal'ge off its _ternal surfae0s. The eapacitanee and rcsistaftc0 =ff tile blanket
per unit arOa are x_o/Ah and Ah/a, rOsp_cttVely, whore x is the relatiw, dJole¢_tric
cor_qtaftt, fo is tile pormittivtty of fPeo spa_b (8.85 j_f/m)o a is tile electrical
conductivity, and ,_h is tile blanket thickness. Tile c-folding tim_ constant for
diseliarffin_ sucll ah el0ctrical circuit is 4,RC : x_o/o. Accordlllg to Table 10 this
discha_'ge constant is 0.0l - 0.1 sec for tile tllermal blanket. TI_e total area.of
th_ thermal blanket ffives an overall capacitance of 0.5 _f and an overall resistance
of 2 v 104 to 2 "<105 t)hnls Using an averagt_ blanket thickness of '2.5 cm. This
time constant is a critical parame_,r fox- e_timating discllarge rates, particularly
dtlrlng electron gun firings. According to the pre_'ious discussion, tl_e tlicrmal
insulation may conceivabiy yield time constants from 10 -4 sec to 103 sec. The
low end would prt_vide welcome relief f_'om cllarge buildup and its attendant
hazards whereas tile high entl raises grave concerns about arcing, and its side
effects.
2.3 _ ehieh, I;._t_I{,.l..a.,,e.,,
There ia considerable neutral gas released by tile Shuttle ()rbiter that may
contaminate its natural environment. A comprehOnsive sttidy of contamination
cbtitrol has recently been completed for NA_'_,A.7 Results reported here are based
on the conclusions in this report. Both passive releases from the outer skill mate-
rials and cabin atmosphere leakage, and activ_ exhausting from vernier rockets
and fuel-cells Caus_ localized enhancentet_ts of the neutral gas around tile vehicle.
Outgassing is the steady release of heavy molecules (1_ _ 100) from the tionmetal-
lie skin materials exposed to the vacuum environment of space. Offgassing is the
prompt release of adsorbed volatile species primarily from the t,onmetallic mate-
rials (M "-- 18). Cabin atmosphere leaks from various seals around doors° win-
dows, and skin joints. There are two flash evaporator vents near the rear of the
fuselage that periodically expell large amouhts of water vapor from the fuel cells.
There are six 25 lb (nominal) thrust v_rnier control r0ckel engines that are used
for vehicle attitude control. Outgassing of the main rocket engh:e following orbit
ingertion is not treated In th_ study h_catlse the exhaust product is water vapor
that promptly dissipates.
Comparison o[ the ambient oxygen density at Orbiter altitudes x_'ith predicted'
offgassing and cabin leakage densities, shows that tho Shuttle orbiter is generating
its own atmosphere, 'i_he principal source is cabin leakage g'hich is t,ne or two
orders of ma_itude grea[cr than the natural oxygen density, la the first few hours
offgassiiig of volatiles is compai'able° but after (h_ first day it is a minor contribu-
tor', The _vapor_tors and vernier engines produce narrow rayed plumes thai are
sev_rai orders of magnitude dcnsei- than ambient, bill these exhaust plumes move
r_idlatly a_kay from tile vehicle aiid do not contribute appreciably to tile total densit>
adjacent to the skin.
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3,I th,n,,ralIbrold,,lu_
Firirig large current pulses of high-energy electrons a_'ay from the Spacelab
p_odUces a net positive charge orl the Shuttle Orbiter that must be neutraEzed by
retuVn clee_on current from the plasma surrounding the vehicle. Several factors
alfect this neutralization process. If natural ret_lrn currents are inadequate, large
positive vehicle potentials would result, and local electric fields might ioni_e the
netltral atoms increasing the available return current. The rapid motion of the
Orbiter relative to the ion_ p_'oduces a positive charge in the spacecraft wake that
alters the distribution of return current collection. Finally, the dielectric nature
of the thermal insulation means that the netitralizatlon current does not efficiently
retura to the electrical ground of the electron gun; instead,, it eause_; differential
charging between insulator outer surfaces and the inner metallic superstructure.
Evidently, the temporal behavic, r of these processes i_ critical for determination
of the magnitude of local charging and electric fields. Clearly, it is important to
avoid generating potentials that do not allow the beam to escape or that cause elec-
trical breakdown and significant arcing in the thermal insulat'.on.
•|.'_ _l,'tal _atellhe_
The magnitude of the problem is illustrated by proposed theories for satellite
potentials indtmed by large currents of high-energy electrons that have been devel-
: oped for spherical metal vehicles. 8-10 UnfortUnately, the theories are not directly
i' applicable to the Shuttle-Orbiter configuration, and the result_ have not been ade-
quately tested with rocket experiments. Furthermore, they represent steady-state
solutions that describe continuous electron emission rather than current pulses.
The theories assume that the background plasma is entirely natural; there is
no consideration of satellite sources of gas or additional plasma. Any additional
ionization of the ambient ionosphere caused by the high electric fields radiating
from the vehicle is also ignored.. The return current is assum,,'d to be derived
from a Maxw_llian distribution o.._electrons. Since the electrons move much
faster than the vehicle, the spacecraft is assumed to be stationary and wak_
effects are ignored, The distitlguishing difference betx_.een these theories is
d attributable to the way in which the geomagnetic field effects are handled.
Irl the initial analysis, 8 the magnetic forces were ignored. ,_ subsequent
analysis 9 rigorously included the magnetic _ield effects _nd obtained much lar_er
potentials for a prescribed beam current due to inhibited collection of return cur-
renL Finally° ih an effort to bridge the gap between these two result.% a larffe
turbulent region around the vehicle was postulated 10 to increase the _,fdlcction
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1 cross section while retainitlg the magnetic constraint. The interesting conclusion
;: is that a I nl sphere that emits 0. 5 A continuously is predicted to have a potential
of 104-106 volt_ depending on the influence of the geomagtietic field. The magtli-
_' tude of the induced potential is z'elatively independent of the size of the vehicle. If
i_l such large potentials occur, they Would inhibit or destroy be'-ms of 10-100 keV
>,i
-Ii o oo,ro=
_._ 3.3 ih.,tet F_q.,riment_
I= There have been several rocket experiments which fired electron beams, arid
_i,i_ the data 1"rein these experiments may prOVide some indication of the vehicle poten-
_::_ there has been little investigation or analysis of data pertaining to the ultimate
_i induced potential of the vehicle. The electron echo experiments 11 fired beams
t, i upward along the field lines and observed the electromagnetic emissions and elec-
°i'!
if trons after they had echoed back from the other hemisphere. Electron beams from
_:I rockets were also fired into the atmosphere to generate artificial auroras.
Other ¢ocket experiments involving beam injections into the ionosphere to study
ii_i excitation processes, have also been successfully performed-by Air Force
_ii Ca_lbridge Research Laboratories (I]. Cohen, private communication). These
=i _i
'_ _ electron guns had nominal power levels of a few kilowatts and Used accelerator
_ volta_eg of 1-40 kV. Currents of 5-500 mA were fired in short pulses (tens ot
milliseconds) at the. rate of several times per second. Thus, these experiments
are not accurate tests of the foregoing theory, although they do indicate a botmd
on the voltage excursion. Evidently, the electron beams wer_ successfully fi'red
away from the rockets, so their potentials must have been limited to something |
less than a kilovolt. The returri current colle-tion area was just the metal skin I
of the rocket in most cases (the auroral rocket partially deployed a large conduct- I
ing "umbrella" to enhance its return current), which is about 20 m 2 Thus, the l
ambient return current of electrons is perhaps t00 n_A m_,ximum. This is suffi-
cient to balance the gun current In most cases so that large potentials are not
expected.
_i :|. I %tim_,rh.alF_timah,_
= '_i The ShUttle Orbiter has its own pectdlar characteristics that distinguish it
_ from the fot'¢going rocket exp0riments or satt_ilite theories. First, and foremost,
_'_ is its enorl_lous size which provides a retUrh curi'eht collec(lon area of 1300 m 2 on
_ dielectric and 60 m 2 on metallic condhctor (this metal surface area Is siffnificantly
'! more than most rockets). The lai-ge dielectric a,'ea causes more serious discharg- !
_i: ing pi'oblezns since the vehicle is no longer an equipotential as in the all-metal case.
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Secotttl, the shape of the Orbiter-Spacelab has many sharp corners and edges that
produce very high electric fields with only modest potentials. Thus, local ioniza-
tion eahancernents h2d corona are to be anticipated. Third, the neutral atmosphere
arotl_d the vehicle is _#ell above ambient so that some cascading of electron reit_rn
c_arrent is anticipated during electron g-an firing.
When the electron gun is operated, the overall potential of the vehicle is
driven positive. For "average" conditions at a nominal altitude t_f 400 km (near
maximum electrorl density), it has been shown l' 4, 8 that the ionosphere provides a
field-aligned return current of up to 2.4 mA/m 2. The cross section of surface _"-'"
area available to collect the current varies with vehicle orientation relative to the
2.
geomag_,etic fie:d. A'l effective collection area of 1000 m _s assumed here
(500 m 2 each, _'uee and below). Thtls, the ambient return current can balance up
to 2.4 A of guri current. Unfortunately, the return charge is mostly collected on
the dielectric thermal insulation and does not directly neutralize the gun potential.
The electron gun is presumably grounded to the metallic _uperstrUcture of the
vehicle which has an external surface area of only 60 m" or so. Thus, with proper
orientation to take full advantage of the conductor cross section, the direct return
current to the gun amounts of 150 mA. It is reasonable to conclude that this level
of gun current can be accommodated without undue charging of the Orbiter dielec-
tric insulation. For .q'un currents in excess of 150 mA, the electric potential is
expected to increase significantly, large electric fields are g_nerated, and the
dielectric is charged up.
To illustrate some magmtudes, consider a 10 A gun current pulse (or 100
reset, that is, 1 coulomb of charge. If the returti current is limited to ambient
ionospheric background levels, it requires 400 msec for the Orbiter skin to acquire
a neutralizing charge. Most of this charge is collected on the dielectric insulation
and subsequently leaks to the metallic inner structure. The time constant, .rRC ,
for such currp'_t leakage is about 50 msec for overall resistance of l05 ohms and
capacitance of 0.5 uf. llowever, over the :ange of conceivable insulator conduc-
tivities ,rRC may vary from 250 Aasec to 250 see. _
The effect of large vehicle potentials on the surr0tmding plasma distribution
is uneertaitt. Some general properties can be surmised, however. If the potential
exceeds _4 volts, the ion ram current is stopped. Since electrons are accelerated
to the vehicle, there is a net positive charge in the vehicle wake. Its total charge
is probably comparable to the charge in the aim current pulse., Again, consider a
10 A gun current for 100 msec. In 100 msec, the ()rbiter hns traveled 800 m and
its wake diameter" is at least comparable to its dimensions, say 50 m. Thus, the
Volume of the wake charge is at lea_t 1.5 Y 10 _ m 3, and the excess charge density
is le_s than 4 :_ 1012 ions,'m 3. _t this level the density, is an order or maffnit0de
above th_ ambient plasma dcn_ity, but coulomb forces and plasma instabilities
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i_ ' rapidly dis_ipate the charge as electron return current enters the wake. During
operation of the electron _,mn the increase ifl ()rbiter potential is accompanied by
' large electric fields, but their local magnitude ¢_ver th/_ dielectric is difficult to
estimate. Over sharply curved regicris, however, potentials of 100 volts will
3 104
_ generate fields of volts/n, around 1 cm radii. Protruding metal surfaces are
' apt to be even more sharply curved. These local areas o_ high electric fields can
! accelerate ambient electrons anti these electrons cause ionization of the neutral
i , atmosphere. Although the process is insignificant over much of the vehicle, there .,..,i
: " ar_ locations where the neutral density is high and appreciable electron-ion pair
i production is feasibl_..
[i
i"_ :_. Eh'vLriv t:itvuit 'tnal_,gh.,,,
i A comprehenslve theoretical model for the overall vehicle-plaSma interaction
_ during the electron gun operation has not been developed. However, some quantita-i
tive limits can be deduced from electrical properties of the vehicle skin... Since
i _ the charge on the thermal insulator dielectric does not leak to the inner conductor
i immediately, negative charge builds up on the dielectric and reduces its potential!
i relative to the conductor'. As the overall vehicle potential returns to the ambient
: plasma level, the dielectric potential actually goes negative for a short while.
During this interval, ion-ram current dischtirges forward areas on the dielectric
:_ but not the shielded areas. A qualitative illustration of the potential and charging
L _ scenario is displayed in Figure 1. Evidently, the vehicle is charge-neutral well
i before the conductor and dielectric are fully discharged by leakage current.
i The equivalent electrical circuit for this process can be solved explicitly to}
i:: get quantitative estimates for potentials and time constants. Initially, the return
:_(,,. currents to the dielectric ID and the conductor IC are assumed constant. This is
, reasonable for modest potentials that do not ionize or otherwise enhance current
! _ collection. The gun current I G is also constant during the time interval
:.: 0 _< t __ t G. The dielt.*ctz'ic skin may be approximated as a high resistanc_ it_
: parallel with a capacitance. The simple electrical circuit and its current flowsi:!.
i :, are shown in Figlzre 2. The effective charge on the capacitor is Q Qc " QI) " 0
where QC is the charge collected b-, the conductor arid tQD is the ehar_,c oll the
i oute_' skin of th_ dielectric. The p0t_fltial across the capacitance is
il
| :"
'. The transieht behavior of this circuit i_ described by Kirch_ff's rul0_ rt, r electrical
_: networks. The instantaneous leakage current Ii, {positive) across the r_,,_t_tanc_ l_
:! Is detei'mined by the voltage drop around the circuit
(
_:
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IG .... I GUNLIJRR[P_TPUTS[
I
O t G t
/\ ::o::::::;,
/ - _ DIELECTRIC (D)
0 _CT
QG GUN CHARGE
QDP FROM PLASMA
QC
1
0 t_
nG "- QDP * QCP
= (ID + .'C)tF
Figure 1. Qualita{.ive Pi)havior ot',Potent:als and
Chr.rges on Condueh)rs _nd l]lieleetrics on Orbiter
Spacelab during Electron Gun ];'iring
-ILR _ Q/C 0
The sum of the euerents to the eondueto_" is
-Ii, - IC _ IG dQc/dt
anti the e_)rre,_pondln_ sum tc_ the dielectric i,,_
'ii, - I D dQl)/dt
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I D DIELECTRIC OUTERSKIN
R = 105 _ II. _u C : 0.5 _,f
QC _"
CONDUCTOR
)
(GUN GROUND)
T IG I IC
• Figure 2. Equivalent Electrical Circuit for Orbiter Skin
Neglecting Plasma I(esistance
Together, these equatior, s specify the temporal behavior of Q and ¢ across the
dielectric.
• Subtracting the current equations gives
dQ : |D- IC + IG " 2Ii
Eliminating I L with the voltage equation leads to the elementary diffei_ential
.' equation
dQ 4 2___Q• ID . IC 4 IG .fiT" _R("
Its solut|on has the form
i
' [ 'lQ _. T|IC IID - IC • I(;) I - exp(-2t,;+ll(, Nw 0 :- ! _ t(;
and t
i
(4 1
l'.r t • t(l ,
' I l t I , ,
P*:9: -
V"
i
!._L i;
[_'
:_ where {_ (t G) is th_ maxttnufl_ charge difference that .ceurs at t it; wh0n th0 gun
_i curr_nt termitlatC_s. During the time interval 0 _ t ,: tG, th_ charge', Q increa,_.s,
._.: and a_terward it decreases. Discharging con{lnu0:t ufitil the gun charge' Q{; is
i_ _ balanced by the plasma return current0 II D _ 1{.1 tl.,.
i5!'s To test *.he orl_ln:tl assumptioti that IC and IFj are. canstant, consld_P the illu_-!.2!:
i_,,: tratlvecase IG 10A and t G 100 reset. If[D 2.4 A and IC 0.15A, the
!_!ii maxiiamm charge is Qlt G) "" 0.3 coulo_nbs (assuming ,tit C 50 msec). This _iw:s
-:4 a potential drop across the insulation of
_" _C " _l) QltG)/C " 600, 000 volts .
-:!.' This enormous potential would create electric fields of 24 MV/m across the
insulation whlch is well above the electrical breakdown field for those materials.
_!_ With presently available materials, the o_'lgina, assumption of moderate
q', "
[_ po{entials is not valid and the return current is not constant. Sitwe the conductor
- | p isat th_ higher potential0 it is expected to collect more current and 0 increases.
_ Thus, as an initial estimate, assume IC is proportional to 0 or
_: IC = _/R'
i I
whe_'e H' is a fictitious plasma resistanc_ that simulates the effect of l,,cal ioniza-
,i ;!." ties and enhanced return curr_nt. Its value is unknown, but in general R' ,: !! if O
i °'_ is to be smaller. Hopefully, the dielectric insulator potential is not too high .so[
[ :':' that ID may be assumed to remain constant for convenience. The new circuit is
, shown in Figure 3.
_ For these new assutrlptiohs, the differ(,ntial equation for the charge becomes
!
F ;i:,, dt _IIC _'R'C + IG
o ;.. Thus, the same type of solution is obtained with a now time constant
:i,. 'qlC vR'C 'rRC
-?
<, where it is assumed 1t_ << 11. For tG >', _'II'C' the maximum charge b_ilt up
i :i:: across the insulator is reduced to
_:i Q(I G) ,rll,C I " (I D ° IG)i i! "rc
%.is.
, o ;!
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DIELECTRIC OUTERSKIN
: R = 105 ft IL C : 0.5 _f
: CONDUCTOR
• -- (GUN GROUND)
iT IG IC R'
Fig1.ire 3. Equivalent Electrical Circuit for Oi-bitt.r Skin
itlcluding Plasma Resistance
and the eorrt_spotlding maXimUm potential is
@C " ¢D : (ID + IG) It' (1 - 2R'/R) .
The value of R' seems to be the elusive critical parameter for the process,
There is no simple plasma theory for it .... A probable range of values may be
deduced, however In order to suppress the induced potential, It-? must grow to an
appreciable fra_tion of I G. It is limited by the condition that the total t-eturn
current cannot exceed the gun eurr_tlt,
I C _ ID <_.IG •
ord_/,for the conducting ,_Urfaces to collect most of the return current, their
potential must be high enough to cau_e local h,nizat;ob, This n_ay be achieved _'i_h
voltage._ of 10 2 to 104 volts to produce electroll ionization or electric fleld._ ¢_f
10 6 - 10 7 volts/m to produce breakdown in the local atmosphere. Such potentials
and associated fields around the Orbiter are probably created by h_un currt,nt pul_e,_
of less than l A, and, therefore, i1' i._ in the range 10 2 - 10 4 ohm._. 1.'f,r _mn
currents of 10 A, the conductor potential i_ probably 10 3 - 10 5 volt_. The
284
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! rtJrre H)lJndlnk_ pla:-_nm tinH _ c,,n.-it:inl I('(' f,n, I'_.ncllinl_ qua _l--,h,_.lv ,tab. *,,,nditb,n ,
i,_ _i(} /_10(' It} r) I|lS{'l", 'l'h||.l{, tilt, I't_i, tin,i, ,,rl vii{, n_,ti,nli;ll i;_ {,_tr_w,i,l_ ,h,,rt
('lJllllHiri,d hi |,%'pi(!{il _qin pul_o_ ill l_ 111-41,¢.iJr Vllt,rl,,
I, ! I1%(I.I -II1%',
(h,rlorati_Jn ,,f hlr/_o -;|mcl,0raft I)4bt¢,llti:ll_ e'.:ti.l_'l|:dlv ",rld intt,rn'ollv ,,:,u.+,.:_
ii,
dlq(,tel'Jilu,s side effoet:-_. I)el'lmp:_ tile littler ,d)vialtl_ i_ that tile f.h,t.tre,n |l{':l|ll J'_0il_
to (,:._cal)e wht, n th¢, .._l]aee(,l_,lfl p,_tenti'l] (,xt'¢,,.{I,_ tt_e ,,le.etron ;14'('l,l¢,r;l|,,r [),,tl.liti:0]
(:)l'oUUd _')0k%_). ._ome (,xperinll,ntal (d)jectives i.e(luire a _erie_ ¢d' hnr._t,, I'r,m, ,I,,,
{;lectl*l_n _un {lad the transient decay tinie t)et_'(,llll_...; inlp(ll'tan{, .Alth_)uL_h ¢,nl. pu]-.i,
may ll¢)t huiht up large potentials, n long serie_ builds up ('l',;ir_e ir _l..r,, i.. ill-
adequate tilne for decay between between /_run i)ulses.
Another obvi()us pr(,blcm is probable "ll'ein/._ t:ll't)u_h Ill(' i._'_.llati,)n if v, dt:l/.,.,.-.
exceed 50 kV 0r more. In additi.n to minor physical damage ah,nt.,, the ,lischar/_!,.
path, such ,_ceurrenves generate broadband ele0tromakmeti(- interl'er,.nc,.. An,thPr
important aspect is local geometry such as sharp edges or i}ends which h:iw..ninth
higher local electric fields and are mo:'e I)ron¢: to,lischarf2e_. It" s,m_e h,catir,ns
repeated (continuous')) discharges a_e conceivable.
In View of the foregoing difficulties, n_ajor ehargin_ t,f the ()rl)ih,r skin Cal,,,v,.
L0 kV) should be avoided. Operation of hitch current electron _,runs l'r,.m tb payh,ad
bay, therefore, requires much better electrical conductivity thr.u_h the thernml
insulationor auxilia,'ysources of return current. Doping the insulation nmt,.ri',l-_
with impurities to improve electrical conductivity may be a feasible s,.lutit,n.
A thin coating of conduclinff material on the exterior surfa('e ,)f the msulali,_n
would be desirable if it does not appreciably alter its ,verali thernml re_p,,nse.
An important criterion for an)- suppression technique is that the re_urn ,ur,',.rt
itprovides sl.ouldmore than equal the electron gnJncurrent. ()therx_is,.the
dielectric thermal insulation is charged si_mificantly, anti {he usefulne,_s ,,r th+"
c(,llee{ion system is dubious. .As an example, an electr(,n return current ,.r I A
requires at least 400 m 2 of c,}llect()r surface in the n, mdnai envir,,nment. A!
lower or hi_her altitudes, the return curr,.nt density is _harply reduced t_, perh_,p_
0. i m.A /m 2 x_,hich requires 10, 000 m.2 ,,f c,dlecl_r t,, balance 1 A. .At ._,,rne pt,in!
I there l._ a physical limit to the ._ize of tile collector n,) ,,,after what techniq_J,, ,s
deployed° and this places "m upper lim,t ,_n th,. /_un current tbat ,'an I,t, used.
285
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4. An Altitude-Dependent Spacecraft
Charging Model
: J.W. Haffner
RockwellInternationalCorporation
SpaceDivision
Downey,Caiif_mie
Abstract
A model For thealtitudedependence of thehot plasma parameters responsible
for theelectrostatlcharging Ot_pacec_aR has been developed. Based upon plasma
plasma orbittheory,thedirectedcel_cltyisa functionof theambient magnetic
: fieldflukdensity. A consequettceof _ntsapproach isthatWhile thethern_alvelo-
citytl[stributtons(aSsumed tobe Maxweliian)of theplasma particlesare md_pend-
entof the magnetic tieidstrength(andhettcealtitttde)0theparticled" ,stilesin-
crease with magnetic fleldstrength. ThU_, accordingtothismbdel, While the
equilibriumvoltaireIsindependentOfaltitude,thecharging currentdensityincreases_ith decreasingaltitude.However, theprobabilityof such sp._,_e_raft
chargingdecreases withdecreasln_altitude.
i. INTRODUCTION
--}
Almost a',l og th_ pUblished dat/_ and analys_s ol spacecralt char_ing 1' 2 hage
_ b_en concerned _vlth spaeec_'viR in g_osyn6hronbtss orbit (i- = 6.6 RI_). it is
" theor_t4.eaiiy expected that the cimrging pheriomeii6n can occur at other aitiiudes
00000004
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i •
r) /
_ t
,._ as well. Far spacecraft tn e_trth orbh at other altlt_ldes0 the characteristics of
_=_ such charging becomes of p_acttcal concern. Tll_ ptlrpose ot this study was to
: :_.:, develop an analytical model Which yielOed the significant parameter_ _£ the space-
cratt Charging phenomenon as tunctlons of altitude above the earth.
::!i!
.... 2. ALT|TIIDE DEPEndEnCE
!_.3' tI
_:;::_:: The major environment which has a strong altitude dependertce at geosynehro-
-_, nous orbit is the earth,s maAmetic field. If thi_ field is taken as approximately
=i'0 that Of a dipole, it_ magnetic flux density may be written
/
B + 3 sin 2 kM
.. where.
B = the magnetic flux density at the surfac@ of the earth at the magtletic
._ etltmtor = 0.3 gauss = 3 × 10 -5 webet's/m2_
i _' XM = the magvetic latittitle (degrees);
• r = dlstan_efrom themagnetic centerof the earth;
-- "v
!, It is necessary l_or r anti R E to be in the same units, and that r >.R E.
i:':* Itis Welt known that a plasma can exist in a mag_letie fieltionly ifthe plasma
! _i'._ energy tiensity exCeedS the magn_tic fielti energy den_tty. The energy density
I_ (E. D,) of thequasistaticmagnetic fieldisB2/2_, where _ isthe permeabilityot
_-°,-. the mediutn Which containsthemagnetic field.FOr freespace _ --/_o 4._X i0"7
2_.: H/m (MKS units). Thus tar the dipole-appt, oximated geomagnetic ftelti,
"_ Bo2 (1 + 3 sin _"_.M)
': E.D. =
2"o RE
,:_' 1 + 3 sln2
21;_ : a.58 X*O "4 . 1_1
J-
.2_-. !
6/
= -_a:!
_'_ Ahy plasma which isableto existinsuch a ma_letlc fieldmust p0_sess an enet'_y
.._ densityat leastthi_ large.
:_::_ The energy det_sltyof a two-component electricallyneutralfullyionizedrlon_
_ \ˆ relativisticplasma may be wHtteh
_ E.D. = KE (directed}+ KE (thermal} (31
--:o;: p .,
-[i where 1
....:_, KE (directed)_ I/2 (m+ + rn )v (dlr)2
ICE (!,hernial} = 1/2 m+ V+ (th) 2 + 1/2 m v (th) 2,N .... "
Itltheseequations,m+ and m_ are the restmasses of the posltivelychar_ed arid
.._,'," negati,telycharged plasma particles;respectively,while v(dir)and v(th)are the
_}.:i_; dlredted and the thermal velocities of those particles... N is the spatial density of
._:_: each type of partlcie. As Tong as th_ plasma moves as an entity, the + and - par-
_:_.:: ticles#villhave the same directedvelocities.Inaddition,iftheplasma isin
_. thermal equilibrium,the + and - particleswillhave the same aver'agethermal
energies,leadingtothe relatibnship
v.(th)
!2:!_. v+(th) (4}
This lastrelatlot_shipsonlyan approximation,as measurements in thehot plasmas
responsibleforspacecraftchsrg[ngseem toshow thatthe temperatures ot the
+ component (largelyprotonS)are abouttwice thetemperatures ofthe - component
(eleetrbns).
The characteristicsofthehot (spaceCraftcharging}plasmas atgeosynchronous
/' orbitshin#thatthedirectedvelocitygenerallyliesbetween thethermal velocities
:" otthe electronsdnd the pi'otons.Thus, the directedvelocityis supel-sonicforthe
protonsbtltsubsonicfor theelf.ctr0ns.Sin_e m+ _ 1836 m., theea_rgy density
forsuch plhsrnt_isessentia!iyalldue tothe dix'ectedmotion ofthe protons. To
illtlstratehis° 10ora pias._na _Olth a 5 keV temperature v+(th) _ 108 cm/sec while
V (th) = 4.3 X 10 9 cni/sec. Takitt_ vldl_} as 6 × i0 8 cni/sec (an lntei'mediate
_P.I:!' Value}yieldsdirectedenergiesof E+ = 180 keV and E. = 0,i ke_¢, Only t_vldlr}
_i__I_
_._: is not greati_" tltaxi v+(th} is the plasnia energy density not lai-_ly due to the
_ directed motion of the heaviei. {+) cotnponent.
_i _ With E. I).p = i/2 m+ v{dl_'} 2, it is possible to estlniate how low lri altitude a
• 6P_
_',t hot plasnivi moving radially toward the earth can get befoz-e its ehergy density is
.... _ 289
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not sufftcietlt to prevet_t the geoma_netiV field _rom tearing it apart. Equating
E. D. B and E. D. p yleid_
z'_ RE . _-- (5-) ::
! ao m+N i
The results of this calculation are showlt graphically ir_Figure 1 tot kM - 0°
(magn_.tic equator). Th_se results are an approximation because of many factors,
but due to the steep radial gradient of the energy density of the geomagnetic field,
0t
,_ 8 x IO8
_' I-_... _ Z_-HOUR
!
0 I I . .i. i .I I I i || I i |, I I | | i
|0-I I |0
PARti CLEDENSI ?Y (PROTDN'S/CH_I)
FigUre 1, CalcUlated Hot Plasma Aitltdde Lltnlt
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i'ii_ the approxirfiatlOns p_oduce only _elattvely sn_all perturbations in the _'esults. It
.....i;',i is seen that a modet-ately denge 1> 10 partiCles/era 3) plasma wlfh a Peasofiably
_i_?, large directed velocity (_ 3 × l0 8 cm/sec) can reach the 12 hr ciPcular 6rbit
'_!i (r _ 4.15 RE), while an increase in either" pat_ttcle density o_ directed velocity
:_ _,
Ii.... can resultInspacecraftchargifl_at eCen lower altRtidearthorbits
*_i There are vaelousal_pro_imateways of modeling a plasma to make plasma
_, problems mathetnatically tractable, Each model deals with that portion of plasma
:ii:i properties which are most pertinent to the problem at hand while st_ppr_ssing orignoring le_s relevant properties. Plasma orbit theory is among those approximate
_. models oftenused insituationsinwhich the motions of individualplasma partiele_
_ are important (Hydrodyna_dc theoryis oftenused for situationsinwhich large
Scale plasma oscillatiorls are more important than individual particle motion. )
The basis oforbittheoryisthe ConservatiCmofthe angularmomentum ot individual
t.. particlesabout an axis(totexample the directionof themagnetic fluxlines)
_ Motion ot theplasma particlesparalleltothe linesofmagnetic fluxisnot affected
(to a first approximation). Thus, it is possible to separate the thermal and the
i directedmotions of the plasma particlesby cons|de itlgthem tobe paralleland
i perpendiculartothemagnetic fleld respectively This simpllfl_dmodel results
i ina decrease inthe directedvelocltyas the distancefrom the earthdecreases I
(for example, as the magnetic field strength increases) while leavitlg the thermal I
velocityunchanged itisobviousthatthismodel neglectsthe compresslonai ?
;, lieating Of the plasma, which certainly is a major factor in the production of the hot ':
plasma in the firstplace However attemptsto incorporatecomp_ essionalheat I
_: ing resulted in a model in which the plasma energy density increases as rapidly
......i aS the geomagnetic fieldenergy density withthe consequetce thata plasma ableto
°! exist at any altitude could thet_retieally reaCl_ any other flower) altitude. This is
clearlyat variance_Ithobservationaldata (spacecraft charging anomalies have
"'. not been reported ior low-altitutte ea_-th orbtts}.
_,i Based upon the simplified application ot plasma orbit thet_ry, it is possible
t, to write
_ v{dir} _th cos a (6)
......::" whe_'e _ is the pitch angle (angle between the velocity vector at_d th_ dii'ectiofl of
-_; the gebmagnettc fleld). This is simi|ai" to the equation of motion fo_" Van Allen b_It
' particles. The second invai'lant for such particles leads to the relationship
..... _ ...... ., o .. ,, _ o _ ,_o
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According to thi_ model the average particle thermal Velocity (plasma tempera-
ture) does not change _ith altitUde while the directed vel0city gradually decreases,
reaching _ero when B -- Bma x. At that point, the plasma energy density has been
reduced to the energy density of the geomagnetic field.
The negative voltage to which a body immersed in a plasma of a given tempera-
ture will change is ~3.76 times the average electron kinetic energy (Eo) in electron
° :i
,_ Volts. The negative voltage is due tO the tact that the electrons have much higher
thermal velocities than the protons, and therefore impact the spacecraft surface
!_°I:
i ,_!i: much more often.
The factor Of 3.76 iS due to the fact that the negative current to an unillum{-
! __ flatedspacecraft _urfaCe varies exponentially with spacecraft voltage (to a f_rst
_"_i apprOxitnation) _vhile the positive current v_trtes linearly _/tthvoltage. Ttiis is a
_i:_i, consequetlce of the ta_t that the electron motiorti_ subsonic while the protoh motion
_. ts__upersonic. Mathematically,
"_' V
°iii" J+ = Jop + (9)
o
ii a.:joee"v/v°e _10)
_'_I ' v_herej+ an_J arethesurfacecurrenttiensltiesas a functlonor_pacec_aft
_- voltage(V),andJoe antlJop are thosecurrentdensities{includingtheeffectso_
o_ energte_ in electron Volts, reSpeCtively. Sinc_ m+ = t836 m., Joe = _1836 Jop
"'t__' = 42.8 Jop' The value o_ V will increase until J+ = J , assuming rio electrical
diScltaeges tare place. Eqtiatin_ J+ to J and solvir_g for V ytt_ltis
oo
oi_ ;
_,:_: V -_Vo 3.7_+ _n _ v°p+ _< 3,76 Voe . lit)
, .;. Since the secondary curi-_iit components Vary with spacecraR voltage differently
_ : _hari the prifiiary currents do, fli[s factor of _. 76 carl be appreciably diff_r_rR iti
_-_:_ ma_iy situatibfls. Howevei-o siiice tiie psi'ticies _esponsible for the cliarging flare
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an appP0xtrnatel_Maxwelliaflenergy dl._tributi0n,itisunderstafldabl0thata plasma
with an averaUe electron ternperatrre of Voe (volts) _10UI_ e _a _ge a spacecraft to
voltagesV > Voe.
4. CW,_RGiNG-PARA_IETERS
Since,accordingto thismodel, the particlethermal Velocitle._are unchanged _.
by the directedmotion ot theplasma tO#ard theearth,the equilibrlUmVoltage
__ which a spacecraft surface _#ill reach in the plasma will not depend upon altitude.
In the absende of electrical discharges, a spacecraft in a i2 hr clrcular orbit
(r _ 4.15 RE} wiU '.herefore theoreti_ally charge to the same potential as one in
a 24 hr geosynchronous orbit (r = 6.6 RE}. HoweVer, the am'face current densi-
ties (which determine how fa._t the spacecraR will charge} will be a function of
: altitude.The Initialprimary surfacecurrenttlensityas a functionof altitudemay
i be estimatedby cal_ulatingthe llmitin_plasma particledensityofthe plasma jtmt
as itsdirectedmotion has ceased. Sincethe average partlcleenergy (and the
particle energy distribution) remains UnChanged aCCording to this model, the par-
: ticle density mu_t increase linearly _ith the energy density Of the geomagnetic tield.
The dalculated n'umbers derived b_sed upon this model are sliown in TaBle 1.
_ At each altitude_" th_ average _nergy densityof the geotnagi_eticfi_Id(dipol_
approximation}was taken as the average thermal energy densityof a stationary
plasma at thataltitt_de.A_sumlng halfOf thisthermal energy densitywas due to
the ele_t_'ons,the product_ • N was obtained. For each value oflimitingspace-
craftpotentialV, theaverage electronenergy was obtainedby dividingby 3.76.
_ The electrondensity(era"3)was thequotientof _. • N dividedby Ee (E -E here}._; - - e
-_'" The initial pi'in_af.y electro_ trent density (J_) was obtained trom the equation
_ J. :N ' q. 9 . (i2)
_i The resultslistedin Table 1 are also shown _ravhlcallyinFigure 2, Itis
seen thatthe caiaulatetlinitialcurrentdensityihCreasesrapidlyas orbitaltltud_
decreases. This altitudedepefideticedecreases theimpoi'tanceof thephotoelectric
-_ currerit density (_vht_h has an altitude-independent value < 1 nA/cm 2) at lower
,i: altitudes. Another consequence of this altit._de dependence is that it the spacecraft
: surface _afinot withstand the equtltbrlt_m potential to _htch the plasma can charge
.?
it,the i-ateat _#hlcliel_ctricalbi-_akdowhs(discharges}occur willbe much greater
- at lower altitudes,
While the calculated surface current densities are larger at low altitudes thah
o at geosyiichronous altitude, the probability that a spacecraft will encounter the hot
,i,
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! ,
' : _.99 key _= 5.32 key _e" 6.65 ke_o,: • N. _e" 1._i:_k_V e Z.6e k_v e
:_ .;_ kE _,..,'c= j) _ - 4.3x101 6.0_lxlO_ _ - 7.65x109 _ - 0.6x10 _ _ , 9.62x10_
_! 6.6 6.5 dl. 4.89 2.44 1.63 1.22 0.97
(24 hr) 3. - 3.36 2.38 1.94 1.68 1.50
i :(" 6 12.S S. - 9.40 6.70 3.13 2.35 1.88
i ,: J. - 6.47 4.57 3.74 3.23 2.8"_
2?
; i : 5.5 20 N. - 1._.0 7.52 5.00 3.76 3.01 _-
i;_- ,/. - 10.35 7.30 5.96 5.17 4.63
i: 5 36 N. - 21.J. 13.5 9.00 6.80 5.40
J. • 18.6 13.2 10.7 9.29 8._il
i _, 4.S 67.5 _. - 50.8 25.4 16.9 12.7 10.2
io;__' J_ - 34.9 24.1 20.1 17._; 15.6
il 4.15 110 N.- 8Z.7 41.4 27.6 20.7 16.6, 0,2 hz') ,,,i'_- $6 8 60.2 32.8 8.S 25..5
;_ 3.5 313 L__- 235.0 117.5 78.3 .58.8 47.0
J_- 161._ 114.3 93.3 80.8 72.3
i_:: v J.n,_mJe_.i Ill. J._p&rtJ._les/cms; J_ J._ nampeicm2.
fill
Table I. Calculated P_z-ttele Dettsttieg _nd inltlal Pt'Imary Current Densitie_ _s
_._ Functions of Altitude (XM = 0 °)
....)" ple.dma at these lower altitudes is appreciably lesS. I_ would be theoretically
_i_:' possible to ealculi_te an altitude-dependent probabillty it data Were available con-
o_
i °} cernin_ the p_'obability Ot en_otmterlng a given plasma energy density at _eosyn-
_ chron0us altitude. _uch data are becoming available. However, the measured
L-dependence o-_ the probability of eneomltetlng > I 5 volts on an attterma has been
me_sut'ed by IMP-63 (see Figure 31. This spaeeera[t was launched 31 March 1971
_° _ " into a 26. ?o elliptical orbit with an apogee or' 32.4 R E attd a perigee or 243 l_'n.
_; As the data shOWS, the _eObability Ot encOut_tering hot (Or at least warm) plasma
' _ at 4.15 R E is approximately an ot, der o£ ma_nitucle less thin1 at 6.6 R E. While the
i_ oi inclination ot the IMP-6 orbit makes ani_iysis di_tleult, the data suggest that the
[ i: spacecraft charging pheflomenum m_y be m0r_ comt_on nea_' geosynel_i-onousoi!"
_*i;o_, altitude th_n at any o_he_, i
'i"
°i;
o!.; I
i
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_ Figure 3. P_obability of Measurirlg > 15 Volts on IMP-6 Antenna
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+i:!: 5. Pioneer Venus Spacecraft
:_: Charging Model
....° _:: P.A. Robltlson, Jr. ond A.6. Holmo,
HughesAir+raftCompany
+'_+i'. SPaceond C:t+mmunlcationsGroup
+:}_+' _I Segun&.CMilcmio
,* Abstract
+!:,,+.+" Large potential differences between pat'ts of the spacecraRs or between the
i.:: sp_ceCrtttt and the plasma willcause instruments tO give misleading or meatting-
%.: less data. Potentials and cut, rents at various locations on the Pioneer Venus
_ _+ Orbitez' a_'e predicted by ConstruCtin_ a_ elet:trical model of the Spacecraft and the
° _ '. environment, anti _alcUlatin_ the response of the electrical r_odel to the envir_)n-
o*i merit moti_l.
....!:..: Five environment mOdels wei-e constructed to r_present the solar wind and theupper_ middle, and lower ioaospllereofVenus. The spacecraftstructurewas
'++_, modeled _#lth over 140 passive electrical elemehts representing structural elements
of the sp_ce_'.rtfft. Electron, ibn, secondary electrgn , and photocurrents to th_
_+:ii) spaeecrMt from thepl_sma wer_ calculated,i/_norlngsheatheffects. •
"_' In all but one ease, potentials of interest were less than 1 volt. Potential
_. differences between _#idely s_pat.ated points off the equipment shelf were less than
t inV. The one ar_a at co_icerttis thest)tarpanel potei_tial_#henthe orbiteris
passing throtighthebowshock region. Here We ass1_rfleda hl_hpho_ocur_'entand a
°*°°,!'' low density, low tempex'att_r_ plasma, *tth solar panel poterltials appt'oaehing 5
•i+ volts positive. Some experimenters indicated this would present a problem in
, ,, ihterpreting results. Furth_i" study is needed to clai-lfy this issue; otherwise,
° _ , spacecraftpotentialsare well withindesignlevels.
::_ _/ork performed by HUghes fop Ames Reseai-ch Center under Contract NAS 28300.
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Spacecraft for two Pioneer Venus mission_ are bclflg built by Ilul_hc,_Aircraft
Company for NASA ,_mea Research Center. In the multiprobe mission° a large
entry probe will make detailed measurements of the Vcnusian atmosphere and
clouda. Three small probes will simultane,_usly sampl_ conditions at widely
separated points. The probe bus will make upper atmospheric measurements
prior to its entry and burnup, hi the orbiter mission, a spacecraft will circle _he .._.,
planet for a Venusian year (225 days), examining long term and global effects.
The orbiter will be placed in a highly inclined elliptical orbit with a low altitude,
midlatitudd p_riapsis location. MoaLof the measurements will be taken during the
periapsia pass,
Figure 1 shows the Pioneer. Venus Orbiter, There is a conducting mesh over
the forward end of the spacecraft to ensure a uniform charge distribution, Table l
lists the instruments on the orbiter that are concerned with the charge state of the
spacecraft, None of the experimenters felt their instrument would int2_ence the
charge state of the spacecraft,
Figure 1. Pioneer Venus Oi-blter
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Table 1. E_tpe_lnlents Concerned with Charge State of Spacecraft
u ]
I Opetatlh0Instrument Attitude I_portdlnt Feat_J_s
lot. massspectd)met0r <5000 km No externalpot_dtials;current
Or. Harry Ta_lor _ x 1014 A. 2 in. dla apertdre;
WOUldpref0r ne_atil/eiVchb_ged
spacecraft a_-
_-Iehtrbntempereitur_I_btm >6000 k_ _.kWo_dpotentibts_r¥ from
Dr. LarryBrace -5 to +7 V; total ai'ee_13 cruZ;
singleprobearea = 4 cm2
Retardingpotential lanalyT_r Js,i[ ExpOsedpJteritial +6 V current
Dr. WilliarfiKnudsen to instrUmehtcouldbe aShi{ih
a_ 10.4 A; aperturediameter
= 8 _m;would preferspace-
_:raftpotential from -1 tb ,5 V.
Plasmaanalyzer All Potential ±700 V; rn,_xirhdm
[_r. ,JOhnWOlfe curr_nt lb-12 A; al_erture
ar_l = 1 cm2
Electric fielddetectt)r All No exposedpotentials;tneasures
Dr. Fred Scarf potential difference4crosl
instkUmentat frequencies
above100 Hz
:2. CIIARGEI_PARTICLE ENVIRON_|ENT
The charged particle environment for the Piotleer VenUs Orbiter tLli"sion is
an upper bound on empirical information vbtalned from Various sources, t -4 The-
model covers the full range of _ltttudes where scientific packages on the orbiter
vehicle are bperatiotlttl. The tootle1 is summarized in-Table 2.
Table 2. Pioneer Venus Orbiter- Charged P_trticle Environment
MaxiMuM Ehergy
Re0ion Erlvirkmmdnt AltitUde Charged D6hsitiq, Lev(_ls.
Label Compondnt Rahge.Krh Partields per _m" eV
I Shierwind _ to 1{)00 l_rotbnt 10 10 to 100
eiactYons 10 10 to 100
II Ul_t_er 100011o700 Ibns (C02+) 102 _1.|
ion_Kihere elec|rbns 1_}2 _0.1
III MiLILli_ 700 11o350 Ions(CO2+) I_ 3 <0.1
ionos[_here electrons 1b3 <0.1
IV Lower 350 .o2{)0 Ions(CO2+) _ x 104 <0. i
ionosphere| electrons 5 x 104 <0.i
V Lower 200 tc 150 Ions(CO2+) 6 x 10_ "0.06
ionosi)here2 electrons _ x 105 _0.06
299
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A eo_mie ray backg_O_! 5 _ili be preSeht at all alt_tu'Jes. Since the cUrrent-
densities are l_W and the particle energies high, there will be negligible contribU-
tion to _ surface charge Or potential buildup Ot_the o_biter exterior sur..ces froln
th[s source. The solar v_ind con_ponent of the envi_,onment dominates down to an
altitude of approximately 1000 kin, the bowshock _egion (actual altitude strongly
dependent on vehicle trajectory). The ionosphere begins to develop at lower
altitudes and p_rticl_ _d current denSitieS peak at an altitude in the range of 150
to 200 kin (- _00°K thermosphere).
The toiL.Sphere is extremely dynamic and the altitudes bounding the regions of
interest should not be taker1 aS rigid divisionS. In addition, the Solar radiation
(- 5_50°K blackbody, 2.7 X 10"4erg_/cm 9 Sec) at Venus contribUteS strongly to
the spacecraft charge for the orbiter because of the.ef_ect-o£ photoez,_ission from
the spacecraft external surfaces.
Electron and ion currents, photoemission cUri-entS0 and second&ry _h, ctron
currents are included as appropriate. Tables 3 and 4 list current density (a,_iperes
per squa_'e ce_Itim_ter) used in calculations for each region. These current densi-
ties are one-half the expected maximum therm_tl curretits. The secondary e1_ctron
current iS dependent on a parameter Emax, the energy at r_aximUm secondary
electr-on emis_n_ T_ble 4 lists the Secondary electron _missi_n for t_o t_ical
Ema x _md Sma x -- I. Srribx is the rhlr_ber of secondary electr_r_ en_itted at Ema x.
The resistivity of the plasma is calculated from kinetic theory. 6 h_ calculatlng
the resistance to the plasma from each element, the Debye length 6 was used as the
length through the plasma. Table 5 lists the terms included in s power ser_es t
expansiori of current verSuS potential .........
KEY FOR TABLES 3.THROUGH 5
ALT _-altitude range _ = collision freqt_ency
Ne = electron density, eleetrbn/cm 3 Je = electi-on cuerent density
lt.Te = electron tempei_ature0 eV Ji = i{m eurrent density
_tD = /. kT .¥/2 ffiDebye length, cm Je/e -- s_condary electron
JhU = photoemission current
-- _eC2y = kineti,, th_bry r_sistivit_F_ density
Nee2 J =totai current density
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!_ Table 3. Plasma P_ra_et_-,'S
f I
• .,ti,o.a oh2:om:_ R_gi_)h km • C_
_, I ooto 1000 10 100 2,3S d 103 3.194 x 103
• Soldr Wind
! II 1000 tO 700 100 0.1- 23.6 2.8 x 10_
ii" ill 700 to 350 103 0.1 7.4:3 2.5 x 107
:::, IV 380 to 200 5k 104 0.1 1.05 5.0x 108
_!'_i: V 200 to 150 5.0 x 105 0.06 0.26 5.0 x 104
_i: Table 4.... Plasma Currents USed if_Caleulatiorts*
!i, J_/oo.
}_:: Jeo, Jio, E = :_JO0 J_/eo, Jhu' ._
_: Re(iion A/cm2 AlUm2 A/cm2 E-400 Alcm =
)_ I Solarwihtl 1.34x 10"10 3.13x 10"12 1.38 x 10"12 1.12 x 10"12 6x 10"g
} _' II 4.24 _(10"11 9.89 x lt_"13 1.01 x ,0"12 /.6 x 10"13 3 x 10.9
Iii 4.24x 10"10 9.89x 10"12 1.01 x 10"11 7.6x 10"12 0
:_ IV 2.12 x 10.8 4.94 x 10"10 5.0P:x i0 "10 3.81 x 10"10 0
i_ V 1.(_4x 10.7 3.133x 10.9 3,94 J(10.9 2.9? x 10.9 0
'. ,, ,
_i Table 5. Power Series Expanslon of Total Currer.t DeP._ity
"_ in One Dtmertston
_! _ [.&.%_i_ -*_Ti Je = e = Jeo_-e_)/kT
=! _ _,,_c21
'!' ' Ji = _. Je ee _/kT = JiOe e _)/kT
4 kT 1/
,;,' Je/eo = J_(7.4) Stnak 1 .,kT/Emax (1;kT_ i 1/2 1-,rf
; ' ' Ema_t _Er_x /
'_ le/e = le/eo e +2/__/kT
_ J " Jh(_+Ji + Jr/e . ae
_" l = (Jhd _'llo +Je/_o" JebJ + (Jio +2 j_/eo + Ji_o)
+ (lio + 16Je/eo- leo) 1/24 + . , .
o!
• One-hal_ tfia_lmUtn values.
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_:'i In addRt0n tO the thermal cUrreht_, the spad_crsrt will See a current due to
:_: the _-elatl_e velocity ,_f [he spacec_'aft and the plasma. This is called _ ram eUr-
::_ rent. Typical ram c_r_'ents are ShOwn in Table 6. Both the electron _nd Ion
_f c_rrent_ will be i_reased b_ the ram current on sutfa_es f&clng into the VelocityK,
=!: Vector. Both currents Will be reduced off s_rfadeS hidden from the velocity vector.
":,:u Table ?.compared ram and thermal currents for the Pioneer Ven_s Orbiter. In
_:!:: ReEion I, the relative Velocity is that of the solar wind. In Regions 11_hrough V,
_:: the rel_tive velocity is the _'eloeity of the spacecraR in its orbit. In Regions I and._ _.
_ 11, the photocurl-ent dominates and ram currents will have little effect on the net
_! spacecra_ charge. In RegiohS HI, IV and V, the ram current wilt tend to make the
_i!i s_a_t _otentialS more pea|tire.
%-
_=_ Table 6. Ram C_rrents
Region. <V>, N:_3 J,;_':- km krfi/lec pe_ A/cm2
o_: >1o0o #d)o.oo lO 8_ 1o"1i
_°_i' 1000 9.16 tOt_ 1.1_x 10"11
=_ _.' 7U0 938 I_ 1.5x 10"10
_°i:" 350 _1.66 _ X Ib 4 7.7 _k10"§
Q*_i '_0 9.78 6 x 105 7.1_x 10.8
• r
_t,. T_tble?. LikelyEffeetofRam Currents
':_ : Fleglon. " Cbmment
km Jralfl Jemex JIm_x
:_:_'".: >'100() S x 10"11 3; 10"ld _ k 10"12 t Photoc_rrentinfluimcedominJt0/; r_m
chirp ltizie of Ipe_edreft;may
xperi al_ S.
_< 1000 1.5 x 10"11 8 _ 10"1! 2 x 10"I_
_,. Greatly inOee_s JJd;hO
-' ;::, 700 1,5 x 10"10 0 x t0 "10 2 x 10"11 effect when i_he_ene#zerO;
:_ 350 "t.7x 10.9 4 x i0 .8 1 x 10"g will tentl td rhekemace,'eft
:'_/ 200 7.8 x 10.8 3 x 10.7 8 x 10"_ voltagembre po_dtlve. 0
..... a ,,, , .
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The electricalmodel for theorbiterincludesmore than 140 electricalele-
mentS and over 70 _todes, each representingan importantspacecrEtft location (see
Figure 2). This electricalmodel was construe:tedas describedIn7 and the follow-
ing discussionoutlinesthe tot'tnulationf themodels. !
-i3.1 ThFustCone (Series l_-The magnesium thrUgtcone was modeled as a seriesof linearindt_Ctorsand
resistors.A centralnode was U_ed toprovidea locationfora capacitancetothe
_urroundingsolar panelsubstrate. The lower end ofthe cone was tieddirectlyto
the equipment shelfsupportstrUtsand the upper end representetithe interface
withthe BAPTA at_tiequipment shelf.
3.2 EquipmentShelf SupportSlruts (Series 201
The 12 supportstrut_were reduced to an eqt_tvalentconfigurationoffourto
fitthe simplifiedquadrantmodel o_the equipment shelvesantlsurroundingsolar
panel_iantisubstrate. The fourstrutelements were thenmodeled as linearirtduC-
totsantiresistOrS, Estifnatedresistancesofbonded jolntswere Inchtdedwhere
itwas feltimportant.
3.3 EquipmentShell'(Series 30)
The equipment _helfwas modeled inquadrantswithcircumferentialand radial
inductancesand reslstance_calculatedforeach. A capacitancetothe forward
aluminum mesh and thermal blanketwas alsoincluded. (Where two capacitances
appear inserieswithan unimportant interveningnode antlone ismuch lar_erin
magnitude thanthe other,the largercapacitanceisomittedL*om themodel tor
s{nlplificatton, Or an equivalentcalculated.)
3.4 B._,PT_. _mdI_._PTASttl_pbftCofle(Setie_ _0)
The BAPTA anti its _upport structure were modeled a_ an inductor and resistor
tied at the efitis to the equipment shell and the m_tm antenna supports,
3,5 MiainAntennaSgpport, Dish, and Forwm'dOmni(Series 50)
The alOminum antenna support structui'es we/'e fiiodeied as linear ittductors
ai_d resistors writ s node at the main dish arid St the oii_ni. Capacitances were
catcul/ated for the dish and the omnl to in[frilly. An estimate of mtttual tridtzctattce
: co_ipllng with the at_t_rma feed sti'iictiire Was also included.
' ' .......................... TSB05....... ...................... 00000004-


I. ISPULE CM.(;IL_TIO% |U_._I_I.T_
The re_ultd of the Table 3 c_Prents used orlthe ele_tPicalmodel are presented
in Table 8. Iri Regions l and I_1, the photocurrent was modeled as an offset sine
function with the phase angle dependin£ on the quadrant, For example, SourCe t
has a phase ot 0 °, J has a phase of 90 °, etc. The offset ts chosen to make the
photoeul-tent maximum at 90 o and _ero at 2_0 °. This overestimates the photo-
current per spilt cycle. A rectified sthe curve would better approximate the photo-
current. I_ these regions, the effect of this pulsating cUrrent is seen as an aC
voltage on the perimeter of the shelf. The magnitude o_ this voltage is shown in
Regions I and Ii at the four shelf locations and for the exterior of the solar panel, t
The frequency for this oscillation is the reciprocal ot the spacecraft spin period.
The only voltage to exceed i volt in Table 8 is that oP the solar panel in
Region II. Here we assume a fairly high photocurrent and a very low plasma
temperature and density. The electron eUrrerit is predomlnately a thermal current,
_ the only current available to rieutralizethe phOtocUrrent. Therefore, positive _
potentiMs are possible.+
-{ Table 8. ISPICE Calculatlohs -85 Percent Porosity
Aitltud0(mix) 200 350 700 1000 >1000 km
-: Re_liCln V IV III II I
,,,,,,
Node I_PICERun liJV6 PV§ PV4 PV3 PV2
_: 1 Orflniantehna .3.4 -11 .37 < 1 24
:: 3 DiShantenna .1.9 .9.8 .37 < 1 :_4
: ? Ahtennbf_l .1.{} ._._ 42 <1 _1
_: 8 Mesh .1.9 .g.2 .37 <:I _4
_: 16 Sol_ pan'e|e_tehsion .1.9 -9.2 -37 <1 _4_.0.04
:_2 CehterOfihelf -1.9 -9.2 .37 <1 24
1 "t24 E;helf0a -1.9 .I).2 -37 <12_ _;heif{)0b .1.9 -g.2 -31 <1 ±4]J 24 #.0.04_
" 28 Shelf180° -1.9 .9.2 -37 24
30 Sh_tt2_0o 4.a -0.2 -3i 24
' 72 Sdl_rp_inel -1.9 -9.2 -41 2344" 21 + 20
: 74 Aft cavity -_17 -78 -91 -92 .54
R40N| Currenti_roughBAPTA,/_ -2.3 -17 .1.1 13.6 .7.8
"13.:J33inV.
i;, NO'J"E: Ailvoltdljesinmillivolfsuhlessdth_nNiSbn()Jed.
3O6
,!
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r-:°,_ voltages tot each regiort, in Negto_s I and Ii, the photocurrent still dominates _tnd
the voltages remain about the same.
iJ2;:', IflereasLfig the conductive mesh area does not slgnltleantly change the potentials
i;L_ on the spacecraft. Table 9 shows a series of Caldulatio_s in which the area or the
i=_ i conductive mesh is calculated, assuming 0 percent porosity instead of 85 percent
porosity. Modeling of the plasma i_rkdthe spacecraft in this way is a riew art and
__•:_i there life many area_ of uneertalnty. In extending these calculations, the ISPiCE 8
_-i_}:i representatioll of nonlinear voltage controlled current sources for low temperature
i_i:i plasmas needs improvement, as does tile representatiori of photocUrrents on a
i-__. Spinning body. Tl_e _ffect of ram current_ as a funCtiori or orbit position and orien.-
i _, tahon, arid the investigation o£ sheath format_m0 plasma resistivity, and geomet-
}" _" rical effects are also ot interest.
,,_, Table 9. ISP[CE Calculations - 0 Percent Porosity
_,.jj,
2 g2,', Altitutle (fllag) 200 35(_ 7_0 1000 >1000 km
_;;_N_: RegiOn V IV III Ii I
*_'-,_: N0_e ISPICE Run PV6 PV5 PV4 PV3 PV2
_-:,_' 1 Oi_ni antehna .3.4 -1 | -40 < 1 11
. 3 _i_h ant_nn_ .1.g -9.8 -4_ <1 11
_ ":_ Ant_nhe fe_l .1._} .g.5 -42 <1 21
_=:;!:_ S Mest_ .1.0 .9,2 .40 <1 10
k :_i. 11_ Solarpanelextension -1.9 .9.2 -40 <t 10
_- J_: 22 Centerof shelf -1.9 .9.2 -4_ <1 10
_. _4 Shelf edge0° .1.{) -9.2 .40 < 1 10
i:_o::_' 26 Sh_lf edge90b -1.9 -g.2 -40 <1 .+.4/J 10 .¢13_
_i_ i 28 Shelf_d_e 1S0° .1,8 .9,2 -40 <1 10;
,_'_ 30 Shelfedge2?00 .1.9 ._.2 -40 <1 10j!_L.. _
!_'_ ' 72 Solarpanel -1.9 .g.3 .40 2344 ° 21
!_,
..._o , 74 Artcavity ._17 -18 .01 .91_ .S4
__°zi-_' R40N1 Cmrent throughBAPTA,/)A -2.4 .18 .0.5 13.6 33
i=-):_ NOTS: All voltagesin millivolls uhletsotherwisenoted.
_L
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,: Abstract
_-
:*" A numerical simulation program is being constructed havirt_ the following
_i. features: (1) infinite circular cylindrical geometry with angle-dependence, (2) in-
o_,_ clusion of incident particles, photoelectrons, s_condary eleetrons, ba_kseattered
_!i electrons, any gun emissions, and any "ntei'nal curi'ent pathways including sUl'fa_.e
_ i: conductive layers, (3)"quasistatic tlme-Cepettd_nt iteration", in which sheath
°i potentialchsmges du_'ingparticletransittimes are ignored, (4)use at al_pro_imate,
_,_: locally-dependent space ch_t_'_e denSzty expressions in sblVlrt_ Poissoi1's eqUtRk)n
Jl lot" sheath potentials, with use of numerics" orbtt-followtn_ tO determine surface
_' cuerents, (51 incident particle velocity distributions isotropic o/" bea_i-ltke, or
i!: some superGositionofthese. Hationalesfor e_ch of thesefeaturesare discussed.
_' 1. INTiIOD|TCTiO_
• The asymmetry between sunlit and shaded areas of a synchi-onoUs spacecr_R
_,.,_ is a key _eature of the differential spacecraft chargtng problem at synchi.onous
:: altitude. _t realistic numerical model for the plasma sheath surrotmdtng a
__:,. 309
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=------_,i synchronous spacecraft most therefore bl) at least two-dimen,_tonal. The only
_i,i:ii existing two-dimensional simulation which is completely ._lf-con_i,_teni is that of
_' Seep, 1 who did a time-dependent treatment for a _phere, in which seve_'al thousand
i
_i!: photoelectrons were followed nUmeriCally. Such time-dependent treatments have
_ until nov_ provided relati_ly low accuracy for a given computational expense, al-
l! though there now exist impt'oved interpolation techniques for deducing space charge
i and flu_ f:_om a limited amount of o_bit tnfuPm._tion, which may change this situation
_, in the future.
__, TWo other more simplified treatments are noteworthy. SChri_der 2 assumedthat photoelectron emission was spherically symmetric, and thereby obtained a
_'::! self-consistent solution tot a unipotential sphere, which showed the presence of
.... _, potential minima due to photoelectron space charge in some circumstances.
_;_ Lafon 3 assumed spherical or cyUlidrical symmetry for space charge due to ambient
,_
i_ p_rttcles, and negligible perturbation of this symmetry by photoelectrons. He thus
!ii obtained rttdial_y symmetric sell-,consistent sheath potentials, btlt angle-dependent
=_ photoelectron density profiles, again for u_lpotentlal spheres and cylinders.
_°:_ H_Ve we describe a tWO-dimensional self-consistent simuiatiot_ which avoids a
_' completelytlme-dependent treatment,but insteodisbased oi_a "quasistati_time-
...._i: dependent" iteratiOndescribedinSeCtion2.2. Although resultsfrom three-dimen-
:-/I_, slonalsimulationsape llkelytobeCOme availableinth_ near future,4 itisgene_'ally
-._: truethat_he simplestrealisticsimulationsare advantageousinelucidatingbasic
.... _! physic_l effects, whereas more complicated orles are most useful for quantitatively
_
predicting detailed interactions.
, _: 2. FEATURES OF NUMERICALSPACECRAFT- CItARGINGMODEL
_!. 2.1 Infinite CiteuiarCyllndHcMGeometrywith Angle-Dependence
_ii This geometry implies the use of a polar coordinate grid for eompUtatiotm.
_:_' Severalreasons forst_cha choice, inprefe_'encetothe more obviousspherical
_l geomet_'y, are:
= _i_: (1) Although a sphericalgeometry, with rotational(azimuthal)symmeti'y
i_ about the spacecraft-sun axis, is two-dimensiotial in positioft space, it is three-
_,_°_,,_!i" dimetre lotml it_ Velocity space because particles with different azimuthal angular
_:'" momenta must be ti-eatedseparateiy.
_I,. (2) Many spacecraftai'_finiteclrctdarcylitid_rs.
• '_ (3) _ spherical geometry with azimuthal symmetry, focusing of particles vitro
: :°i: the spa_ecraR-sun axisoccurs in some modeis, leadingtosingularltiesinfluxes
, I
'_ and densitiesalongthisaxis. Si_cheffectsmust be regarded as spurlous sitlce
_ real spacecraft are tmlikely to have th_ high degree of symmetry n_cess_try to
o!! produc_ them.
,
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(4) An inflnlte eylindar, havlflg a sOrfaec sector with distinct pr__pertle_, can
bc rotated with l-espcct to the _uawatd direction to stua_, the effect._ of _uch rota-
tion. In a spherical geomct_,y with azimuthal _ymmctry, the corresponding surface
feature would be an aanulu_ about the spacecraft°sun axis, and no such rotation
would be possible without dest_,oying azimuthal symmet_'y.
(5) Orie major feature of spherical as opposed to cylindrical geometry, that
is, the more rapid decrease of potential with increasing radius, can be modeled
tn an approximate way by simply adclirlg the appropriate l_ictitioUs contribution to
_72_ in Poissonms eqtlation. _'
2.2 Physical Processes
The model is to include velocity distributions of: incident paz'ticle_, photo-
electrous, secondary electrons0 backs_attered electrons, and any gun emissions.
Internal current pathways inCluding surface conductive layers are also being
included.
2.3 Quasistatic Time-Dependent Iteration
In this procedure, sheath potential changes during pat-ttele trartsit times are
ignored. This leads to the following iteration scheme: An angie-d_,pendent sur-
face potential ts chosen, i:'OissOri's eeltmtion is then solved to provide a radius-
anti angle-dependent Static sheath potentiai (see Section 2.4 belo¢#). PartiCle
orbits are then followed numerically i_ this potential, yielding surface charging
rate as a function of angle (orbit-fOllowing is, however, not used to provide space
charge densities for Potsson_s equation: see Section 2.4 below). These rates are
then averaged over any conducting sector, and any currents transferred internally
(including those through any _ut'face conductive layers) are subtracted. The re-
sulting net charging rates are then used to carry forwa_-d onetime step, yielding
new surface potentials. This process is then repeated until a steady-state condi-
tion results, or, in a situation in which external conditions vary with time, is
repeated to follow such time-dependence.
'the use of this procedure, as opposed to a completely time-depend_nt simti-
lt, tion, should produce important computational economies, Clearly on@ wlli lose
information about very rapid transient phenomena with thi_,, approach, However,
steady-state or slowly time-varying sttuatiotls are of major importance. These
_clude changes in the incident particle distributions, Which are likely to have time
scal{_sof seconds or minutes.
3ii
........................................._ ,
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2.4 I]tle o| .%pptoXiga_teSpbee-Ch4_rgoi)_nilty ExWes_tons
At synChronoUs altitude, the Debye length XD for _mbtent pl_rtlcles IS usually
> I0 m, so for satellites Of ordinary size, effects of ambient space charge on
sheath potentihls will be relatively stoat1. Any reasonably realistic approximation
of this space charge cart therefore be expected to produce only negligible errors in
solVifig Polss_m,s equation for sheath potentials. FUrthermore, large s._vings in
computer time can be expected tO resu:t it one Can avoid exact d_n_ity calculations
involving r_umertcal orbit-folloWing, lh the present work, it i_ intended that a __
relatlvely Small amount of orblt-folloWtng be done to calculate surface cutrer_ _"i
(Section 2.3). |
A more _ignificant space-charge effect near the spacecraft may be caused by
emitted photoelectrons or secondary electron_, 1, 2 because of their relatively l_
velocities compared to ambient values. HoweVer, effects of these are likely to
also b-. small ent_ugh that any reasonably realistic appro_k, uationS for their densi-
ties Will yield gocd accuracy. 3 Such approxitnations must ultimately be valtdatec ]
by comparison with a few ca_efully chosen exact calci_lations. It i_ advantageous J
if such approxlmatior_ depehd on local potential only (rather than potentials at 1
r_any locations), together with a relatively Small number of other parameterS,
such a_ spacecra[t potentials and potefitia], barrier heights and 10cati_n_. Here We
propose three types of Space-charge density app_oxlmation, as toll_ws.
2.4. I APPROXIMATION_ FOR POTENTIAL WELLS WITHOUT
OB STA C L]_S
Exact density expressions have been de_,eloped for CoUisi6nleSs, Maxwell{an
particles in the presence Of obstacle-free potential wells of arbitrary shape by
Laframboise and Parker. 5 The appropriate expression for our purposes is the
result given by their Eq. (2) for three-dimensi0nal wells. This is true even for
art "infinite", that is, very long cyllndrical Spacecraft geometry, because of par-
tlcle entry at the ends of such a geometry. For definiteness, V:e Consider a
negative well glven by _b(X0 y, z)<0, with_ 0as_2+y2 + z 2
-" ---_o, Where _bi._
electric potential. If only ambient particles are considered, PotSs0n,s equation is:
d4=_o (Ne'N t) (1)
where e Is magnitude of unit electron el_arge, e o is p_rmittivity of space, and Ne,
N i are electron and ion number densities, i-especttvely. Since positive ions are
the attracted species in tltis well0 v_e use Eq. (2) of i,atran,ooise and Parker 5 fo_
ion de:laity0 a:td the usual Boltzmant_ factor for e_._ctron density, if
, AD e = (ebkTe/e2 N b)I/20 N ° is electron or ioi_density fai-J'rom the spa_craR,
S12
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L isa char_teteHsticspacecraftlength,_ = L_7, X = e_/kTe< 00k isBolt_mann'S
constantand T-,Lv_emperatttre...EQ__Lt.Jobee._mes-.................
:here <sl=½ e:p<s'lerfc sl= f e=p<-t'ldt.
s
The importantfeatureot Eq. (2)for our purposes isthatitsright-handside *_.
i,_a fttnctionofX only. For small X0 Eq. (2)reduces tol
",.,2 e)2• _-_ X = (1 + Te/Ti)(L/k D X (3)
t'
V4here terms of order X 3/2 and higher have been ignored. The linear form Of (3)
permits the use of direct PoiSson-solvers for finding ×. Another simplified form
Can be obtained by rederiviilg Eq. (2) with monoenergetic instead of Maxwellian
ions assumed. The appropriate monoenergetic velocity distribution (Chen; 6
LaframboiSe_p.,_14) is:
d3N mi£N® 6(E-Eli
. t - d3--__= _ (2miZlii;/_. (41
where EI --4kTi/_r and m iis ionmass; thisdistributionduplicatestheambiefit
ftumberdensityand flt_x_taluesOf a Maxwelllan attemperature Ti. Rederivation
of(2)usingthisdlstrib_tionyieldsthecomputatlonallysimpler form:
x = - ts)
If an_ regions eRist where X > O, the role_ Of ions and electrons are inter-
changed, and Eqs. (2)-(5) must be modified accordingly.
The eSsential approximation contained in Eqs. (_) - (5) is the neglect of orbit
depletion due to intersectiOtt with the spac_¢raR. The der_itles of ambient ions
and electrons _vil_ therefore both be o_restimated ne_r tb_ spacecraR in these
f_esults. As long a_ the spacecraR is at least moderately sm&Uer than _tDe0 the
effeCtS of this overestimatd will be small. The att_'acted-spe¢ies d_nsity _#ill be
overestimated b_ the greater amount kor reaSonS iiivoiving the ci_i'vatureS ot
attraeted tnd repelled partlele orbits. The shehth profiles predicted by (2) or
,"v (_t will therefore be steeper thah i-eal prt_hies, if electron emission effedts are
I_iol'ed.
313
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: 2.4.2 APPROXIMATIONS P,JtSED ON SYMMETRIC-POTEN_IALS -
Laframboise,_ at_dLafrarriboisearidGodat_d,8 Eq_. (7}and (8),have presented
expressionsfornumber densitiesotambient attractedand repelledMaxwellian
particles,respectively,WhiCh ar_,exact for radiallysymmet_ _cmonotonic poten-
-i tialsnear a perfectlyabsorbingspheeict,lcollector.These expressionscontain
terms identicaltothe ionand electronderisityexpressionsin (2),togetherwith
__ sUbtractiveterms representingthe effectsofparticleinterceptionby the collector.
!, Whipple9 has used a thick-sheathapproximation todevelopdensitye:tpt-essionsfor
_ both ambient and emittedparticlesinthe presence ofa potentialbarrier,again for
!_ spherical_ymmetry. Lafon3 has developedapproximate densitye:tpresstonSfor
!::_ escapittgphotoelectronS,bas_d on assumed sphericalor cylindricalsymmetry inil
I_ the sheathpotential,but not inthe photoemissionfluxes. Sinceallof theseexpres-
i_._ _ionSdepend onlyon localpotentialand a small number ofother parameters, ittS
_ temptingto explorethe possibilityofusing them even inthe presence Otsheath
•!_!_ potentialswhich are known tobe angle-dependent,and near spacecrafthavingnon-
P:I sphericalshapes. AU of theseexpressionsdepend e_sentiallyon thesolidangles
i_;_ subtendedat any given radius,by orbitswhich have intersectedthe spacecraft,
'_ for allslgni_icantl_ypopulatedparticleenergies,including7"8,9 theeffectsofOrbit
i_i! curvaturedue toelectricfields.ItiSlikelythatinmalty ca_e._,such _olidanglesi/
i_: willnotbe greatlymodified by atlgzilarsymmetries ihsheathpotentials(frOm
i_!, symmetry, such modifieatlonmust be of second order inangularV_riatiori_).In
L_ using such approximat':ons,#ithirregularspaceeraR shapes, it_vouldbe necessary
i_ill todefinesome way o_choosing"radius" _or substitutionintothem. One way todo
thiswould involvematching the solidangle subtendedby the spaCecraR atthe
.:_.' locationinquestion,withthatsubtendedby a sphere as a ftmctionof r_dius.
_: Similarprocedures wouid be necessary fordealingwithparameters describing
•_i potentialbarriers inthe_e expressions. Lafon10,II and Parker 12 have given
_' usefulgeneraldiscussionsofthe formulatlono_densityexpressionsforsymmetric.
potentials.
_ 2.4.3 APPROXIMATIONS BASED ON EQUIVALENT POTENTIAL
WELLS
:_ We consider the idealizedsituationshown in Fi_re i, inwhi,h a spacecraR
i',_ is assU_ed tohave shaded-sldesurfacepotential_which are very negative,and
I L
_' sui_iit-sid_ surfac_ potentials which are ci_se tO space potential. The solid cur_es
_ outsidethespacecraR representequipotentials.The dottedcurve FGH represents
a surfacewhich passes throughthesaddlepointG on the sunlltside. and isevery-
; where perpe_dicula/" to _he equipotefitials, so this stirface represet_ts th_ maximtim
" extentofa sunlit-sidepoteritlaibarrier forelectrons. Fahleson13 has potntedout
_i that such a ba/'rter may exist even whefl space charge is negligible, because o_ the
i_i 3i4
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o; Figure 1. General Appearance Of a Possible
_r_!i:, Sheath Pote_tlal Profile around a SpaceCraft. '
"o,_ii Dotted curves inglde the Spacecraft sUrfaCe are
,_:_. fictitiousextensloi_of _qUipotentiai surfaces
%: out_ide, as described following Eq. (_)
_7
= ?:
-_';'_: sunlit-shadedasymmetry insurface potentialS.We con_ider ag an exiimplethe !_
process ofapproximatelye_ilctilatiilgphOtoeleCtronspace Ch_'ge densityinside
,_;;_: this barrier; C_IculatiOn of secondary electron charge der_ity is similar in mOSt i,
::_i!i respectS. We consider all those phOtoelectro_ emitted With a total energy EB
-_ equal (within some differential at_Out_t dE) tO the potefitt_i of the etlulpotential
_: surface ABC. Stich particles can never go outside ABC, but must relmpi_ge on
--_:" the spacecraft surface ADC. If _p(E) is the photOemis_ion coefficient, that is,
--;!i.: the energy-differential particle current density of photoemlssion from the _pace-:_ _'
:-_: craR surface(thilwilldepend on surfacematerialantlsolarilhimlnatlbnimgle)o
_i.,' then the tot_tLphotoemisston particl_ cttrrent between energies EB _nd EB + dE is:
....: ip : tie EB + els0 161}i: I
o _ v_l_eee EB + e_s > 0. S represents surf&ce position, _S -=_(_-S) is su_'f_ce potential, '
-°'_' ]_B + e_A = EB + e_c = 0, and the ifitegrattOn iS over the surface ADC. Since _p :
,7:' meV2 ,:o i',; _or most matei_tatsislargestforemission kineticenergies_ --EB+e4bS= 1volt,
_'_. most Of the photoemtssioti between _nergies EB and ]_B + dE will tepid to _bm@
o _.. from regions such as, s&y, A* and C* in Figur0 io _h_/-e _S is about i volt more
=_:i" positive than at A and C. On the oilier hand, parttcle m0tiOtis Will tenti to sp/'e_iti
: ...... the relthpbige_ient ctirrent more tmllormly over ADC.
_i" /,,
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We now model this proceS_ approxttnately by mentally reYfl_ving the spacecraft
suttee between A and C, a_d replactng it by an arbitrary extension AEC ot the
equtp6te_tal surface ABC. We also do the same for other equtpOtenttals _#htCh lie
inside this one, as also shoV/n in Figure 1. We haven0w'constructed" an obstacle-
Free potential well, and v_e can use the LaframbolSe-Parker 5 theor7 to derive
model density and flux profiles For such a WeLt. We can then integrate the latter
over ADC and match the result with Eq. t6). We rewrite the monoenergettC
diStrib911an (4) For electrons as follows:
m2eN* 6(E -EB)
f = _ (.meEB)I/2._ (7)
_vhere N* is mow a reference number density to be evaluated. We obtain:
N ffiN [ $(r)] = /fd3v = g*[ 1 + e$(r_)/EB] 1/2 I-_e$(r) + EB] .... (8)
J - J[ $(r)] =/fV l d3v = N_(EB/Srne)l/2 [ 1  e_(_)/EB]H[ e$(r) + EB] (9)
*:here j is a number flux crossing an arbltrartly oriented surface element fr_)m
either direction, v I is velocity component perpendicular to Such a surface element,
z2and H(S) -- _(x) dx is the Heaviside step Function. The total number _'Iux
Crossing ADC from either direetlon i_ flow given for our model well by:
b ofj %) d2S iio i
i
Our procedure For approximating the space charge density now involves per-
forming the integrations over the surface ADC in both (6) and. (10)o then evaluating
N* by equating these two results. This is done For each ot the tliscrete energies
EBj which are chosen to represent the-photoemtsston. The quantity dE in (6) must
then be chosen equal to the separation bet_veen these energies. The resulting set
oF values N_ is then used together with (8) tO construct the space-charge density
expression:
tJ
N[ _(r,)1 = _ N_[ *+e_(r)/EBj ] I/2 Hi e4(r..)+ EBj ] • (1i)3
This expression also has the advantage ot dependence only on i0cai potential,
as do those deri#ed lh Sections 2.4. i and 2.4.2. in using it, of_ _ould prec_i-
eul_te the coetfletents N_ as described abSve, then use (1i) as a contribtition to
i
i -,t .f I I • ! I [ I J
• .
/
!,
the space charge density in Polsson,s equiltlon. Arl important apl_ro_timatlofi con-
-_ tained in (11) involves negleet of the fact that photoemisslon fluxes _lven by 110)
i " are in general dtstrib_lted differently oger ADC thatl those given by (61. For
i_': energie_ Ej > -e_ G > O, where _G is the Saddle-polnt potentlat in Figure I, sorhe
_'! photoelectrorls would escape, and the correspofldlng terms in (II) Would be ovel--
'-_ estimates.
_,: 2.5 Use-o! isotropic or Beam-Like Incident Velocity Distributions i-
i !::
_ . Important computational economies clearly result from assuming that incident
i_i velocity distributions are either tsotropic or beam=like (monokinetic); the approxi-
i _ mate density expt'essionS described in. Section 2.4 at'e examples of results for
_i): iSotropic distributiOnS. Any inetdent distribution may be modeled as closely as
i !_: desired by a superposition of isotropic and beam-like distributions.
i
L:_ 3. CONCLUSIONS
s
i_" We have describedthe major featuresofa "quasi_tatictime-dependent"
v numerical simulation of differetitial spacecraft Charging at synchronous altitude,
i
i%, inCorpOrating an infinite cyllndt'l_al get)metry _ith angl_-dependenCe. The com-
i:i_' purer program involvedispresentlyunder construetlon.
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° I. INTI_OOUCTION
o :,
r_ :'. EnVironmental charging O_ geosynchronous Spacecraft to potentials Of
_ii" thousands of volts has been experimentally observed. Previous attempts to model
_.
_)_!.. _pacecraft charging have employed technL_lues which are limited to simplified
i-S' g_ometrieS and symmetry as_umption._. In this paper, w_ d_cribe a _ew compu-S tatiOnal rhodel which can simulate the charging Of complex geometrical objtctS in
bi:" .
',iJ three dimensiOns. We present two _mple calculations. In .the _irSt problem, the
i :'_f'. e_paCttance tO infinity of a cOmpleX object similar to a satellLte with _olar array
i __' paddles l_ calculated. The _ecot,d prob!em cOnc_rn_ the dynamical charging of
i "_/ cofldu_ting cube partially Covered _tth a thin dielectric film. in this c_lcul_tion,
_.I/ th_ phOtoemiSsiOn re_ult_ in differential ch_tr_tng of the object.
! _):.
};;_ii:,. 2. TItEOa¥
i!.
! ":'_i, "l_tieinteraction of a sate|ltte and th_ magnetosphere can be sepai, at_d into two
! _, parts. _'he first iS the particle deposition0 charge transport° and electrlcai
_. _,
i, _. 3i9
L [
r_iL.
i_-
_:_.
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properties associated with charged particles lmptngitlg upon the satellite. The
Second part is the self-consistent ambient and ph0toplasma lntez'_tctions with the
electric field. The field fl_ust Satisfy boundary cou0itionS on the satellite consist-
ent with the charge deposited off the satellite. To solve both pa_'ts of this p_-oblem ..
completely and self-consistently for general, ambient plasmas is a formidable
task. Here, we shall be concerned 0flly with a litntted {albeit very irrtpgrtant)
range of plasma environments (a hot magnetosphere}. As a result, certain appro-
ximations reduce the magnitude of the prOblem, a,_
The ttmescaleS of phenomena which Occur on a Spacecraft in the magneto-
sphere range from nanoseconds to hours (T_ble 1). The lower end of this z'attge
iSassociatedwith effectssuch as the dischargingof electricalcircuiteleme_Its
and electromagneticwave phenomena. At theupper end Of the range, Slow vari-
ationsinthe magnetospheric e_Vironment are important. In this.paper,we shall
be concerned withthe intermediatetimescalerange, from milliSecondSto secondS.
This range is determined by the chargingtime of the surfaceofa spacecraftby
magnetospheric electroncurrents.
Table 1. Characteristic Times for Charged Spacecraft in the MagnetoSphere
Phenomenon Time
Breakdown in circuitelements mB " 10"9 " I0"8 sec
Charging ofbare conductingsurface _'c"_ 10"3 sec
Differentialchargingofthindielectric mD " 1 sec
overlyingconductor
Charge redl_trlbutio_ in a dielectric VRD_> 100 sec
Change in environmental cOnditiOnS _E _ 1 tO "-103 sec
Be/ore entertng upon the analysis of these phenomena, it is useful to set the
Scale of the various pz'ocesses itlvolvetl. These are listed in Table 2, and, in each
case, the treatments which niust be Etpplied to describe the relevant fteitl and
particle phenomena are indicated, in the magnetosphere, the plasma sheath sur-
rounding a spacecraft reqtitres a particle description. This is necessary on
account of the very long mean _ree paths and long Debye lengths )tD which occur
in these h0t, dtftuse plasmas. _.lectromagnetic treatments are rieeded only for
describing effects such as transient surface curi'ettt phehomena resilRlng from
arcing excttatioris. Particle dynamics must be f0iiowed if sheath plasma
320
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/4! Table 2. Co111sionless Sat_111te-PlaSma Sheath Models, L is the SpacecraR
S|ze, Up IB the--_laSma Frequency and XD is the Debye Length
:_ Particle
i Model Fields Treatment Tlmescale
i-. I. Electromagnetic Maxwe11's eqUationS Dynamic L/c
"_ " 10"" sec
2. Quaslst_tic POisson's equations Dynamic _ - 1
_:, (L << C_p"1) _PlO"5 sec "
,_ 3. EquilibriUm (a) Poisson Static • <t < _D:i
.}. (AD "" L) c>10 "3 sec
-). ColLaplace(kD >> L)
i!!
=!_•'_.. osciUatory behavior iS important. 1, 2 On a lo_ger tlmescale, the plasma iS
'_'_ characterized by an equillbrium-particle distribution. 3.4 This iS the range which
,_ i_ consideredhere. Finally,_tthe longesttimescale,thebf,haviori_determirted
.i' by changes in theenvironment Or redistributionot charge_ withindielectricS.
_! We _hall nb#v describe the consideratlons ut_derlyingour snalysls o_ the inter-
_ medlate timetable phenomena. Let uS consider a spacecraft with a Spherical
conducting Sur/ace. With a radius R (cm) anti a charging cut'rent density
_ j (A/cm2), the time taken to charge the sIL_..c..e.£r_..lQ..a.potenti_l V iS
i .V
_. C®
_/,, "rc 4_R 2
_.i, J
o_. where C is the capacitance of the sp..a.cecraft With respect to infitlity, and iS
_t given by
C = R esu
_'_' "- I0"12 R F
_ I With the following Values
R -- 100 cm
-:::'_" V = 103V
,_: j 0.5 × i0"9 A/cm 2
321
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;, However, on most spacecraft, large areas are not bare conductorS, but are
i,, covered by thin, inSUlating dielectrics overlying conducting _ubStr._teS. I1_these _w. !caSeS, the capacitance of the dielectric, CD, is important, rather than the capaci-
i' tance with respect to infinity. The dielectric capacitance i_
.y ,,
:ii
: !: 1
_: CD-_ _ esu/cm2
!:i'
[_,:: "_ _ F/cm_
:i) With a thicRnessof40 rollfd --0.I cm), the charging time _'Dis nO.w
_ - 10" 12 V 10°0
4_dj 1.2 )tO. 5 X 10"-_J
_:', _- I._ Se_
_-_, The voltage buildup between a Conductor and a dielectric insulator thus occurs
' o{ very much more slowly than the buildup on a bare conductor. As a result, differ-
I ,' ential charging ol a spacecraft takes place on a timescale longer than charging.V%
_i:., Later. we sh_lldescribethe development Ot such _ phenomenon oyez"the time-
___,, scalerange I"C < t _"_D"i.i
_ Untie_, the conditions found in magnetospheri_ substorms, essential simplifica-
)! tions can b_ made in the modeling of the ch ,,_tng. In p_lrtieula£-, We d_monstrat_
"i belo_V _or hot, low density plasmas where
_D >> L,
:, kD is the Debye lengtharid L a characteristicobjectdim.e._ion,thattfsurface
' ibotentlalson the sate11Reare of theoi_d_x'ofthe plasma temperature, one rtiakes
i ;:' only a very small error by neglectingthe a_bient Space charge densltyin
,:: Poisson's equation. This approximation, whefi JuStified, greatly _'educes the ]
' ' amount of computatio_ ti_cessary tO determine satellite potefltials.
LI IVo:}
i ;1
i '
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iLet us e_a_nlne th_ effect Of a large ambient vharge density fluctuation i_ a
;,: 0 - 10 keY, ne _ 10 cm "3 magflot0sph_i_ plaoma, Th_ Debye l_ttgtll of such a
plasma is_Ivenby
"! _ 04
_/ :'D " '143 -- 2 X 1 cm
.... %1 "e -,; / ,
_' ffi20Ore.
°i/.
i ft has been showti 5 that in equilibrium plasmas, maximum charge variations are
'; of Order ot the ambient charge dehSity. It follOwS then that the n_agnl_ude of a
,_i!' potential associated With a spherical charge denstt_ fluctuation Of 1 m in radius
i_' iS at most
4
_' _ "" r ffi_ fr2 nee esu
_i. = #'1o4" × 10×4.8× 10" 10
i_ _- 2 × I0 "4 StatVoltS
o_, _-6 X i0 -2 Volts
_;_ which iS several O_tiers Of m_tgnitude legs than the Satellite surface potentials.
_; Another _ u_ful qtmntity to examine LSthe relative amount Of charge on a
_j_i_ sphere of a meter radius charged up tO the ambient temperature to the amount
__' Of SpaCe charge such a volume v_ouL_ contain. The surface charge on a Sphere of
_: r_diuS r iS
_;!,' rO
_:. qSurface " r_ "- e
° 'i?
_:_ The Space charge insuch a plasma iS
o" The ratio of these t_#Ocharges is
= ,,._ a-tlr-ac e
)' 5
°_": < 10
" 323
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Thus, we have strong reasohs to be|ieVe that the gross potential features
sureoundtnq an object whose dimensions are much smaller than a Debye length
_,nd whose surface potentials are comparable to the plasma temperature can b_
:mlculatc.d tg_oring ambient (as distinct from photosheath) space charge effects.
:1. %l'_ll".lUl"tl. 'l'l.;li:ll_ll,ll!E_
'_le dynamical model consists of _wc part_, namely; (I) the calculation of _'
surface charge densities and net _b.arging currents, given a potential distribution,
_md (2) the calculation of the potential subject to free space and appropriate satel-
lite. boundazy conditions. Brief descriptions of the techniques used are given
below. Further details will be presented at a later date.
3.1 Surface ChargingCalculation
Wc requirethe incidentand outgoingcurrents_in'J-rout'respectivelyatsur-
facepointsr =to' The net chargingcurrentisthen
J:et " outo
where
_inGo_= f d3VoCo'fin(_o' _o_
 outCo =f d voofout
The distribution fout is assumed known at the surface _ = _o and fin is known at
positionsfar away from the spacecraft. Sincewe are lookingfor.equilibrium
solutionsofVIasov_s equation,the distributionfunctionssatisfy
'- along particle trajectories. The object theft is to calculate the t_'aj_ctories of a
selection of particles. Since we know tlte distribution function f far from the
satellite_ auto*._atically we know the distribution, since f is constant along a
given trajectory.
'theParker-Whipple6 inside-outscheme makes use ofthisfact. Trajectories
_re initiatedatthe spacecraftsurface and are trtlcedbackwards throughthe
p_tentialfieldto distantpointswhere thedistribution,f(v)isknown. One advantage
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Of thiB scheme is that orbits which dOnot h_ve-a_ en_pOtnt 0t_ the spacecraft sur-
face Ixre avoided. The n_gle_t of SuCh Orbits iS Strictly Valid only if the volume
space,barge has no itLfiuence On the particle trajectories.
It Sh_uid be emphasl£ed that the machinery is COntained in oLtr nLtmert_al
technique for caleutattng ar_bieut _h_xrge densities by eO_structtt_g distribution
functionS, f, in e_,_h spatial zone and taking its zeroth moment (as opposed to j,
WhiCh is a first moment)
O = dV
However. pl-esently. _ve do not calctilate this term, based upon the argOmentS
pl'esented in Sectiol_ 2.
3._.,Potmulal CMcula_ion
In calculating the potential in three dimensiOnS around an arbitrary object,
a gridded method must be employed since the speeification of the surface is far
too general for arialytical or multipole techniques. Since satellites are the o_der
of meters i_ length. We need at least I0 cm resolution h_ an upper bound in the
ViCinity of the space,raft. HoWever, for detei"mh_ing particle orbits, the fields
hundreds of meters away must also be known. In order to keep _torage down to
a reasonable level, some type of v_tlable griddlng must be employed. This !
preclude_ the use of any straightforward Fourier transform teChniqUe. One :J
technique for achieving high resolution in the region around the object and Still I
being able tO handle vast quantities of Space is through local mesh refinement, t
Finite difference approaeheS, however, have difficulty in mesh transition regions,
especially when grid llne_ are terminated, and getl_rally lose an order Of accuracy
in such regions, i
A_ a result of this. we deCided upon a finite element appi'o_eh using right ' _i
paraUelepiped elements and blended linear univarlate edge tnter_ol_nt_. This
permits the Same de_ree ol_ accuracy over the entire mesh, even though tlie mesh
elements differ in Size. It reSults in the _t_ndard trilinear interpolation scheme
_or e_Ch element.
The fundamental approach is.to solve POisson'S equation
V _ _ =-4,_ (_)
by solVirig the associated vari_'::ional principle
0--"_ I fdV [1_1:i + 4_'0¢,1+f_' (4"0 +_'}_I ("
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/The first-te_m-tn the tntegvsttd corresp_ttds to the LapltL_tan operator. The
seCOnd term l_ the volttme spaceclta_ge eot_trihtttion. The t-emal_ng terms sz'e
surface contPtbutiOns, ge_'ePring to the silt.face chat'ge and e}e_tt't_ field, res-
pectively.
In the vat'lattottal c_tl_ulation, we u_e locally defined basts sets. ti_at is.
trilineat- interpolattts within each cube-like element. Since the fit_lte element
equations _tre derived f_om Eq. (2). diffez_ent mesh vOlUmeS auton_attcally receive
the correct variational _eight. This ensue'Ca the maintenance of accur.acy through
mesh trarkSitio_. _-egions. The problem of local mesh refinement iS approached by
having grids within grids, that is, a chinese doll-like hierarchy of grids sh6wr.
schematically in Fi_-e 1. The theory of this technique iS diScuSsed in Bi_khoff
et- al, 7 ahct Cave,diSh. 8 In-ordez" to have high comptttatior_ speed, the lit_ear
eqttationS resulting from the Va_-iational principle (Eq. (2)) itl the interface regioh
Stere coded tip explicitly in a series of thirteen subroutines. These SSme routines
are used for ihterfacing any pair of the meshes.
Figure 1. Cr0ss-Seetton of Grid, ShoWing l_trSt Four Embedded Meshes
4. SAMPLECALCULATIONS
TO d_m{)t_trate the capabilities bf our 3D m6del, _ve have perforn_ed t_o
Sample caiculatitms. Fit_st, We caicul_ted the cap_citat_ce, durf_ce chat_ge
distribution lind electi'ic fl_lds around a geometricail._? cbxitpiex, cOnductin_ satei-
liteiiRe bbJe_t. The object t_ shown in FigUre 2, attd the prt_bi_i _vaS gridd_d as
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......: Figure 2. 3-D Model Spacecraft for Capa_i_e_Cal_ulatizm--_
-i: shown in Figure L While it iS electrically s_mpie, being an equipotential surface,
_i it has sufficiel_t geometrica], complexity to den_onStl'ate some of the features of
our TRILIN mode],. The overall length of the object is 6 m, with 20 _m resoiutio_
on the Surface. The outer_r_ost grid is 51 m long, and there are about 30, 000
= variableB in the problem. The outermost mesh had monopole (_ -- r_)boundary
_ cotiditiOnS imposed. USiffg an SOR _outine, this problem took leSS than-4 mln--to----
S01v_ On the CDC 7600 at Kirtland Air l_orce lqase.
The cdpaeitance c&l_ulated for this Object is 83 pF. The surface area of the
:-, object is almost fotxr times aS great as that of a sphere of eqtfivaient _apacitaffce
-_ (r ffi75 _m). I_ placed iI_ an environment _Vith a Charging Cux'rent Of I0 _9 A/Cm 2,
this satellite-like t_bject wOUld _harge to I0 keV in &bout 3 msec, The charge
_ distribution is nonutzfform, as expected, With most of the charge or_ the panels
=_ WhiCh have only 58 percent 6f the surface area. With the satellite cha_'ged to
i! i0 kV, the total charge oft the Surface iS approximately _500 eSu (--0.9 pC). The
'_ averaBe normal electric fields on each panel in s_ch a problem iS _-37.5 V/cm
_!_ _hii_, on the body, it ranges from 20 V/cm to --40 V/cm.
_. The second s_mple c_lcuiati0n i_ of a simpler geometry, but has considerable
,i physical complexity. The object cOnSists of a conducting cube, 60 cm on an edge,
-_" partially C_vered v_tth a 1 mm insul_tt0n skiff of dielectric constant unity.
_i _ Figure 3 shOWS a picture Of the object. The object is pl_ced in a i0 keY,
,i ne = I0 cm -3 electron pi_smb with an assumed neutr&liZing background. By the
_ : backward trajeCtOry t_chniqt_e described above, incident electron currents on the
ii' object _tre determin_il. Charge Impingin_ upon the dielectric sRin is assumed tO
!.i stick While Charge laritling On the e_'posed conducting Surface_] is ailo_ed tO
_ distribute itself in ortier to maintain the ct_fiducto_" a_ an equipotentiai surface.
=_ The potential on dielectric suz_faces is reiated to that off the conductor by the line
integral Of the electric field throtigh the sizrface. TO add asymmetry and caus¢
_ differential charging, we assume a light sourc_ at some iarge distance al_ig the
00000004-TSD03
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positLve x-axis. This light gives rige to a
photacux:rW'nt of 4 nA/cm 2 which--act_-to dla_----- _ /"
ii:_ chat-ge that s_rface.
Initially the p_tential on the surface of
_4
the satellite ris_s very q_l_kly. This cor- _
responds to surface charging on a timescale
determined by the net capacitance to infinity. _/I/I/t/ 7ttt//ttt////_
However, after about 50 m_c. the differen-
tial cha_'ging of th_. eonducto_ and the front /
i_ ate! back dialectrir, sOt-faces dominate the
calculation. The potential at three 10ca-
Ftgua'e 3. Spacecraft for Dynamica]_-_
tionS as a function of time is plotted in CaIct_lation. ",_iy dashed area is
F[gt_re 4. We notice how the Surface bare metal, th, est Of the object iS
dielectric Continues to charge, albeit at covered v_ith a dielectric film .....
I I I- L I I i i
/
a very sloe} rate, whiJ,e the f_ont surface dielectt_ic discharges Substantially.
The ebndu_tor also dlschal'ged, but more slowly than th_ illuminated dielectric.
Figure 5 ShOwS a poterttial contour map through the X, y plane. We can se_ thzt
the conductor is more than otte thousand volts negative with respect to the front
surface dielectriC, while it is only _t fev_ hut_dred vo_ts poSitiVe v}ith respect to
the rear surface dark dielectric. This implies that the conductors Surface charge
Under the illuminated dielectric is of negative sign while ut_derneath the rear
dielectric the conductor_'s surface charge is of positive sign. The potential dif- _-
ference between front and rear dielectrics iS almost tWo kilovoltS. Fields in the
front dielectric are greater than 104 VoltS/cm.
Figure 5. Potential Contour Plot Near the Space-
craft after 0.2_ sec. Sunlight is incident from
the right (x-directiOn)
5. CONCLUSIONS
"f_hepredictiori of surface potetttials on complex satellites is a formidable
*' task. Material prop_rtie3, _eOm_tricEtl _ff_ct_, ambient plasma, atld photosh_ath
space charge all play roles iri deterri_tnin_ surfac_ potential distributions.
I
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However, for the range of plasma p_r-ameters frequently found tn _agnetoSpheri<
subStorm_, ttlS justifiable to neglect the self-e0t_istent ambient plasma space
charge. This assumption permits the calculation of potentials in asymmetric
: three-dimensional geometries. The resultant calculations demonstrate such
effects as net object charging with respect to infinity, differential charging, _tl_d
:/ charge redistribution on conductors. TheSe first calCulatiOns presented here
employ large Simplifications with respect to material properties, ion currents,
:: etc. However, they Show that the concept 0f three-dim_nSlonal Spacecraft charS-
2. ing calculationsiS a praCtiCalone.
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Abstract
This paper iS concerned With a computer program USed _or Studies of the
disturbed zones _trourid botiieS in flowing pl_mma_, partier_arly Spacecraft and
heir ass6ciatedSheathsand wakes. The progr_km s01veSa coupledPoisson-
laSovsystem of n0nlinea_partial-differential-lntegralequationstoobtaindiStri-
bUtionsofeleCtriCPOtentialand 1Offand electrondensityabouta finlte-length
Cylinderina plasma flowat arbitraryionMath numbers. USing theauthor,s
"inside-outmethod''6which fOllOwsionand electrontrajectOrieSbackward totheir
originat thebody surt'aceor inthe undisturbedplasma, to_ethet_ witha special
iterationalgorithmfor self-ctmslst_ncy_the pr0geam takesintoac¢0ufRthe parti-
Cle thermal motions withrelattvelyfew _implifyin_assumptions. The appi'oachis
appllcableto a lhrgerrange ofpaz'/tmeterstlianOtheravailableapproacheS, in
SstnpleealcUlati0nS,bodiesup to 100 Debye le_igthsinradiusare treated,thatiS,
lar_er than any previously treated realistically. Applteatl0ris a_e made tt_ irl-sitU
satellite expez'iments.
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l. INTROI)IJCT|ON
_,_ The problem Of theoretically calculating the structure of the disturbed plasma
i _ (freqUently re'erring to the w_ke and/or sheath) around a moving body in space in-
_ vOlves the solution of a complicated system of coupled nohlinear p_rtlal differerltial/
_i integral equations. L The equtttions cOnsiSt of the Vlasov (cOlliS[onleSs Boltzmann)
c
°il eqt_ationS for the ions anct electronS, and the PoissOn equatiofl relating the electr|c-
- :_ field to the distributions of ions and electrons. The difficulty iS essentially a ""
.,;_ nttmerical one becaUse analytic Solutions are not pOSSible (for eases of intereSt)0
,_ and there iS no u_ique approach. In cases of StatiOnary bodies. _'5 aS Well as
-=_,_. moving bodies (theoretical _efereaceS cited by Parker 11. combinations of numeri-
__. cal teeh1_iques (finite differences, iteration, quadratureS, etc. ) are required for
= i_, treating VariOus parts Of the problem. For either StatlOnary Or moving bodies.
.... the chOlces of technlqt_eS _nd their use to achi_V_ consistent solt_tions for any
_ given set of physical parameters (defining body and plasma) have never been
-'_!" ObvioUs. InnoVatiOnS are frequently required. The purpose of this paper is tO
.'-_ pt'esent a technique suitable for a pillbox-Shaped body (With emph_tsis on the
!i: wake)0 1 which appears tb be reasotmbly Successful over a large range Of the physi-
>
cal parametei_S0 and tO present Sample solut[on_ iflchtding appilc_ttionS tO iti-Sltu
:_'-_. spacecraft data. The pillbox problem is illustrated Schematically irt Figure I.
°%. _k-. ,_ _
-%.
o
i;
:,, Figure 1. Spacecraft and
_- Plasma-Flow Geometi-y
,,: k
o
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Various apprOaChes whivh have been used for this type tff problem are sum-
marized by Paz'ker. 1 In all sttCh cMcutattons, simplifying assumptions are made, j
The customary ones are:
(I) Collisionsne_llglble(butextensionsof Parker,s collisionaltheo,-y4 may be
feasible fox_ the ware problem).
(2) Geomagnetic field negligible.
(3) Simplifiedgeometry ('useof varioustypesof symmetries). "-
(4) Simplifiedsurfacereactions(usu_lly,charged particlesare neutz'alized).
(5) Prescribed surfaceemiSSiOn (USuallynone, but SimplifiedphOtoelectrOn,
back._catteredoelectron,and secondary-electrOnemissibn are includable)..
(fi)Conductingbody (usut_llyperfectlyconducting,but finiteconductlvlties
are includable).
(_/)SteadyState.
These asSumptiOns may be qt_estivned(forexample the neglectof time-
dependentphenomena), but theymay be at leastpsrtialiyrelaxedby employing
known teclmiquestogeneralizethe calculations.In the interesto_ achievin_
reasOtmblyeconomical e_IculationsW_thitthelimitsof ava{i_blecompt_tere,the
above aSSumptionS intheirusual,form are adoptedin thepresentwork.
The technique_aridco_ruter program describedby ParkerI have been devel-
oped tosolve the cbupledPoisson-Vl_sov system ofequatiot_stoobtaindistribu-
tionsof ionantielectrondensity,and potential,aboutthree-dlmensionalbodies
{withaxialsymmetry aboutthe directionof plasmvtflow). The method involvesthe
Use t)fa numerical _ridor mesh ofdiscretepointsin space, withthe potentlaiand
densitydistribUtlbnsdefinedatthese points. The Pt)issonand Vladov equationsare
repx_esented in finite-difference form at the grid pointS. A sample o_ Etuch a di_-
cretiz_tioniflr-_ space is ShoWn IriFigure 2. He_'ethe pottiesrepresentcircular
zings aboutthe e-axle. AsSociatedwithe_ch pointisa volume, ihtheform of a
cylinderforpointsaloflgthe axis,arielintheform of a ternsOf rectangularcross-
SectiOn fOz_ all other points.
For the pillbox problem of Figure 1, the grid used has the form sltown in
Figure 3. The spacecraft Surface is shown by a heavy outli_e iri the interior of the
grid. The surfaceof thepillboscoincideswith certi_iftrows _ind_olumnS Ofgrid
points aS shown. Here, the grid potntg are urie_luaily Spaced, so that a higher
density of points can be used near the spacecrai!t SUrface and a lower deflslty
fiirth@x_ away. This allows a given mlntber of grid points to be utied el_flcieritiy.
The potentials at potnts on the Surface can Vary arbitrarily; the potential dtetrtbu-
tion shown corresponds to one part of the stix_face belril_ at one potential (the
"_robb") while the remainder i_i at anotherpotthtial. (The sui'face can consist of
p_x_tiOns with arbitrai'ily assigri_d conductivity dhd ttntsst_h characteristics. The
, acmai ntimbex_ o! grid points used was of the order of hundreds, i-athi_r than tens
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-:_" FigUre 2. DtscretlzatIo_ in r_ Space
_: aS tllust/'ated. ) The shaded areas surrounding grid points _tre the croSs-SectionS
_" Of tOrOidal volumes aS in Figt_e 2. At the outer b_und&ry of the grid, one must
-_!; represent numerically the bo_tldary condition at infinity, namely, SUCh that the
=i_. potential v_niSh and the velovity distribution be the unperturbed one. This boundary
-_: must be sufficLently far Out to represeht the outer conditioi_ accurately. It turns
-_:i'. Out to be more efficient to use a "floating" rather that_ a "fixed" condition On the
_! potential (Section 3).
_,... While the present problem Is axially sy_hmetric, it can be generalized tO three
_, dimensions ae _olioWS. The grid in Figure 3 consists of points in r-_ space, and
_ " the asso_|ated volumes _tre tor{. The generalization would _otiSist Of inelutilng the
; azimuthal v_riation by adding an azimuthal angle _ to the _Oordinate System. The
_o! diseretization in # would _ohsist of h&ving b number of azimuthal planes in r and z.
-_: each labeled by & given v_tlue Of O. ThuS, fOz_example, the r-_. pl&ne of Figure
would be characterized by a given value of 0. Ti_e volumes asSOCiated _vtth the _rtd
:. points would then be pie-shaped.
;.:' _n the _ext SectiOn (Section 21 the "insitie-out" method for evaluating particle
.,.'' flt_eS arid densities (SolVing the "Vlas_v prObiem'i), de_reioped by the author 6 ifl
_:} 1964, will be discU_sed_ with _-eference tO the _rid of Flgur_ 3. Zn this method
-_i the ton and eiectron t_aJectOrie$ are fOilOw_d baci_rti in time, from the point In
_' sp&ce at which i( iS desired tO l_t)W the velocity distribdttonl to the source uf the
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_:;! Figure 3. Difference Equation Grid
. pa_'tlcles in the undisturbed plasma o_ at th_ Su_fa_e, whez_e th_ dlStributio_1_ are
known. Figure 4. referred tO again tf_ the ne_t Section, illuStrateS dchematlcally
_ ,. lio# a trajectory is traced backward from any point P and is toured _ither tO reach
_, the bOd_ Stt_,f_c_ or "inftntLy" at the boundary 0_ the grid. (Th_ point P is u_uaUy
"I/ but not necessarily one t_f the Spatial grid l_0iht_; it can alSt_ be _ surface polht. )
_,_
i The "deita-factor" _tJR is a cUto¢¢ function, and t. J, and k are indices associated
i _= witli one o_ the trajectories used to evaiuate d_nsity or flux _s discuSSed in th_
i • lie_tL sectit)n. 't_hecase illttstrsted is _or contributtotis from the ambient plaat_d;
_" : l_oz"contribtittons frt_iU the surface, the values of 6 (zer0 and unity) are interchanged.
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' . .,_TO grid botlndory (Infinity) _iI, = I, and
i,:!. _ use COr'nputed v,.a
i .... /--_
i"': // __ _.-.-----IOCoLvelocity (v_ li_ at P where,_.:_: , n iS evOluclted
/ P
I
°_" _
.. , To body surface _ilk= 0
:I _ [valuation of _;tjk for (t,j,kl-th traject0ry by t_ollow|ng(revers|ble)
": traject0rte$ backwardJn time.
"I" Fly.ire 4. Basis of the lnStde-Ottt Method
"'_:. Figure 5 illust_at_ the four possible types of tt_ajectories which can contribute
! g!( to the p_rti_le density at a point. These are Types 1, 2, _ anti 4, so-named by
i ;5' Parker 4 and defined S$ follows:
i _i:: Type 1
i .ii_ One-way trajectories, goin_ f_om infinity to the Surface, ot" from tbe surface
i_o._,- to infinity.
•_,°_: Two-way trajectories fz_om infinity, whieh cotne in, p_tss through a po_itton at
_:' minimum distance froth the body surface, and _0 out _t_latn.
=_ '[NvO-W_yt_tJe_tories from the body surface, _htch go out, p_ss through a
__! position at m_imum dtstance from the body _u_taee, and cOthe in a_aln.
' o :i CloSed or ne_t_ly-clO_etl traJectot'teS which t)_blt about th_ body Indefinitely.
F.._:_' These c_n orily be pt_pulated and depopulated by colltsiOnS, Which are neglected in
i ,F _/! ,
_- _', the pi, e_ellt woz'k. An analysis of the effects of col.l.isions on Type-4 trajectories
._ _,
_-_ _ has been pe_ori'ned by Park_. 4
_j::_. , It shotdd be ri_ted their contHbL_tions to surfeice flu_tes can be comprised only of
i___r?:: Type-1.arid Type-_ ti'eJectories, While all four type_l cofltribUtt_ to ape ce cha_ge.
i :
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Figure 5. Types OfOrbits
InSection3 the "Poisson Problem" is discussed, where the electricfield
(potentialdiStributiOn)is computed with the i_n and electrondensitiesconsidered
known.. On theotllerhand, the '_Via$ovProblen_"(Section2)involvescomputation
of the ion and electronden$1tieswiththe fieldconsideredknown. Hence, since
neither the field no_ the particle densities are known initially, the Poiss_n and
VlaSOv problems must be Solved simultaneously.
An iteration method may be used for computing _elf_cohslst_nt charged-
particle and pOtentlal distributions. Thf.s is herein re_erred tO as the "Poissotl-
V1asov iteration. " TwO pritlcipal options are _mploy_d for this procedure in the
present program. In otte of the opttorts, the "charge-density" optiOnj the space
charge i_ initially and arbitrarily assumed to be zero. For this case, one obtains
the Laplace (space-chai'ge-less) electric field from the PoiSson problem. This is
tht_ "zero-order" potential distr|butivfl, which Becomes input to the.Vlasov problem.
The/'esUlting solution of the ViaSOv pi'oblem yields the ion _nd electron densities
at the grid points, which are combined to mat..,,; "ze/'o-order" charge densities.
These become input to the next i_oisstm problem, which then yields the "fit'st-order"
poteritiaiS, arid so on. In this p/-ocedui'e one usually "mixes" successive charge-
d_nsity iterates to iinprove stability; othe/'wise, the process can "blow up. " One
can also mix pot_.litial itei-ates rather than densities if desired. The dependbnce
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Of the stability and conVergenCe Of the abo_e prOcedUre On the talking patSmctci _
have been studted analytically by Parker _ and Parker and Sullivan. _ (No 6that
analysis of this type has been published tO the authortS knowledge, ) This (charge-
density} option iS most effective when the Spatial region of iflterest is not tOO many
Debye length_ across. The analysis Shows that otle can (probably always) choose a
rflixiug parameter suffieientiy small to ensure cOnvergetiee, but at the expense of
additional iteratlot_s.
In the other Option, the "ion-density option, " the ion density distribtttion alone _"
isassumed initially.Initialguesses which can be employed include(I)zero ion
densityeverywhere, (2)unition density(theambient value)ever_here, and (3)the
neutralion densitywhich obtains_hen there are no forces. Whichever choiceiS
made for the initialguess is designatedthe "zero-order" ion density. Now ifone .....
can assume theelectrondensitytobe givenby the B01tzm_nn factorexp(_),thus
avoidingtrajectorycalculationsfor the electronsand affording_omputer economy,
the PoisSon equationm_y be solved,holdingthe ion densitiesfixed,bt:tregarding
boththepotentialsand the electrondensitiesatthe gridpointsaS unknowns. This
iS a nonlinearpr0blem, which iS solvableby a m0dificatRm Ofthe relaxationpro-
cedure used for the "charge-density"option. The new procedttreis artimportant
advance Sincethe iterationtsnot as sensiti_,e(tendingtoblc_ Up) for areal1Debye
numbers aS inthe _har_e densityoption. Thus, very largebodies (inmultiples
ofthe Debye length)can be treated. This has been themethod ttSedtoobtainthe -
large-bodyresultsshown below.1 Similarideashave been used by Call9 and
F0urnier,I0 but thdsewoi'kershave not treated:targebodies.
The assumption thatthe electrOndensityiS givenby the Boltz_ann factor
becomes invalidwhen the body surfacepotenti_lisnear zero, or when thereis a
potentialbarrierOr "well"inthe wake Such thatthe wake potentialsare more nega-
tivethanthe Surfacepotential(cauSingelectronstobe attractedtothe surface
ratherthanrepelledfrom it).Inthiscase itis stillpossibleto use the ion-denSity
option,wltliitslarge-b0dy capability,provided that,withineaeh "major" iteration
cyelea "mirror" iterationis carriedotltWiththe ion densitiesheld fixedsuch that
the electrondenSitieSare computed re_tlistlcallyby trajectorycalculations,at
leastforpointsnear the Surface.
This latterteeliniqueis aS yet in an expez_ImentalStage,but itSeems promif3-
in_ inthatitmay produce soluti0nswithreasonablecostsfor iarge-b0dpproblems;
insuch problems, the conventionalPoiSson-Vlasov iterationbased On the charge-
densRy optionbecOmeS expensive.8 A disadvantageofthe ion-densityoption,
however, is_ha_itscotivergenceproperties_.r_riotundez'st00d;therefore,itscosts
are dlfficuittOpredict. "i_hlstsiricotit_-asttothe case Ofthe cliarg_-densityoptlori
where ah ansiyslsIsavaiiable.8
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Before c0kksideving fl_%_thet-detallS, we rn_ke here Sonde genez'al ren_rks cOn_
ce_ning the method. FollOwing this, the pi'incipal resu].ts will be summarized.
Briefly, the present approach 1 d_ff_rS from thOSe 6f_Call 9 and Martin 11 by
including both the ion and the electron thermal motiOnS, Whereas Call and Martin
represent the distribution of io_ by a cold beam and use an "outside-in" method. 1
The approach differs from that of Tayl0r 12 in that (1) it is applied to thl-ee-dimen-
sional bodies whereas Taylor treats an infLnitely-long "thick Strip" of rectangular _'
cr0SS-sect_oU, and (2) the Poisson and Vlasov oalcuiatt0nS are cycled unti_ self _
consistency is acltieeed, whereas Taylor_S calet_lation i_ not Self-c0nsiStent beCauSe
it iS terminafed after the first cycle. The approach differs f_or_ that of GrabowSki
and FiScher 13 because they (1) asstlme that qua_ineutrality holds ever_here (an
invalid assumption in the very near Wake - See below and Section S)0 and (2) apply
their method to an infinitely-long cylinder. Di_erences _ith other methods are
outlined in Parker. 1 The most similar calculation previously done Was for an
infinitelyol_ng cylinder by Fourniero 10 using the inside-out method. The preserlt
atkthor has used the method for two-electrode rocket-borne 7 and laborhtory probe
system_, 4 foz_ the problem of a small probe in the sheath of a large electrode, 4 and
most re_entl_ for the pz_0blem-_ the piilbox-shaped Space_raft. 1 The in_ideoout
method v_aS also used by Parker and %Vhipple 14 for the the_r_ of a satellite flush-
mounted probe.
Two major adVanQes are represented by the present program° as oppOSed to
pk'eVioue-approa_hes, particularly wttl_ regard to Wakes of three-dimensional
bodies:
(1) Thermal motions of ions as v_ell aS of electrons are treated realisticdlly
by following their trajectok'i_S in the electric field. (The ion and electron tempera-
tures can be different. )
(2) The techniqLte for achieving self-consiStenCy iS prok_istng for large bodies
many orders-of-magnitLtde larger th_.n the Debye length (the Shuttle-Orbiter or the
moon° for example).
Solutions may be obtained _lth reasonable amounts Of _0mputer time by
judicious choices Of grid points and other numer{c$l parameters. The method can
be extended to include an az_bitrariiyoshaped body (preSently h body of revolution),
electron emission fi'om the _urface, and differential eharglfig when the surface
consists of Sections with different conductivity.
In Sections 2 and 3 s0me detaU$ of the techniques for the flux and density
calculation ("ViaSov problem")° dfid fO_"the PoissOn caictilati_)n0 are treated.
Sample calcUlat|onsl _'eSultS are presented in Sections 4 and 5.
/
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l.| Suhilna_yOf Principal Uesuhs
The principal-resUlts ate _foll0ws. in-sltu experiments associated with the
Al, iel 1 and Explorer 31 satellites a_'e modeled by a pilibox geometry. The Ariel L
experiment observed distinct wake structures a_Sociated With the main body and a
small external ion probe. Transverse p_oflles o_: electron current a_e measured
: at 5 main-body radii doWust=eam. The two wake structured are similar in that
they both showy a below-ambient _ent_sl core or peak within a depleted-_egion Of the
o_'der of the wLdth of the mair_body. The theoretical results lot- the a_sUmed values
of the parameters associated wLtlt the experiment Show nO well-def£ned central, core,
They further show that all structure dies away beyond 6 or 8 radiL downstream.
A pronounced electrica],.focusing o_ ions in the wake of the highly-negative ion probe
is predicted by the calculation, but this diStUrbance iS confined to the relatively
near wake arid does not persist doWnStream, The fil_Ling of the wake in both cases
by the plasma st_ggests a-fluid-like bulk motion of the plasma. AS one moves down-
Stream with the plaSma, the motion is at first radially inward. This iS followed by
, a pile-up and a single "both_Ce" atter which the motio_.f_-o_twa_l,---Sim_sly,
the diStm-bance becomes weak and dies away.
Two Ex_Iore_ 31 cases r,re co_zipi_ted for d_ferent values of the ibm, Mach
nt_mber (the Other para,._eiers rema_.ning roughly com_rable), and i_ both cases
the body iS-several kT negative, lu the ease of the larger MaCh_Um:.er (3.4), the
ion density i_ the near wake is below the _o_responding electron density, and both
are signlficant_y be10w ambient, This is consistent with the traditional picture of
wake dtructures with ion Mash numbers s[_ffic&ntly above unity. In the case of
the lower Math nttmber (I. I) the ion density in the near wake is above the correS-
_ ponding electron density, and moreover the ion density is roughly ambient. This
latter may seem unexpected, but is Understandable on the basis Of Lar_u_ir_robe
sheath theory: In the sheath of a Sl0wly-m0Ving hegative probe the ion density
sh0uld predominate Over the electron density. This latter result is new in wake
theory, and arises because 10W-Mach_number wakes with _paee cha_'ge have not
been previously rigO_0usly Computed.
For the wake of & large body (I00 Debye lengths in radius) in the form 6f a disk,
the results show that quasineutrality is v=lid Outside of a cone-dh_ped _egion in the
very near wake, and is invalid within this region. Other features of the large-body
wake structure include (1) a potential well in the near wake, and (2) a central core
of approximately ambient density of both ions and electrons. This latter feature
deems similar to that observed in the _rtel 1 experiment.
i_,_, /
% ,_
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_....._,
!' There is more than o_e approach t_ the problem o_ c_Icul_ting sheath arid ware
i_,_: structureS. These _pproache_ have In common the full,wing elements. The q_ant[-
i:_i: ties to be _ompUted include (1) the potential distribution, and (_) the ion and electl_Oti
_. _ density distributionS. One may also include the associated Surface current dcnsi-
i-_ ties. The equations to be solved simultaneously are (1) the VI_S0v etttLatlon for ion_,
_ (2) the VI_SoV eqttation for elect_onS, and (3) the PotssOn equatiotL The soltitiOns
_._i',, of the Vlasov eq_ation_ (veioc_ty-distribut_on i_n_tionS) are _sed to compute n_mber
_:_ densities(andsurfaceCut-rentdensitieS).The numbez:_densltydist_'ibUtionsbecome
_ input to the (right-hand Side of the) Poisson eqdatiol_ Which yields the potential
:_,_: distribution. Finally, an iterative procedure iS used for self-ConsiStencyo Wherein
the density and pOtential di_tribUtion_ ate successively cycled ttntil satisfactory
_= convergence has beet_ achieved.
i-i!_, The steady-State Vlaso,_ eqttat[ou_ for tons lind electrons state that the veloc{ty
_ distribUtion, fun_tiOn_ remain cO_t,_nt along particle trajectories. With the electric
i !: field assumed given (numerically in terms Of a Spat[al grid about the body), Solving !
i%<: !
_ i; the VlaSOV equati_,ns means formally that one determineS, from the Shapes Of the
_._
_!_ trajectt)rieS,the,ion and electronvelOCitydistributit)nsat the gridpoints. The tra-
_.i_:,
_. jectot-lesi-el_teiocalvelocitie_ata given grid_o_htto thoseat infiriityor the sur-
_'_ fa_e. Tlir0ugh these relationships, the ion or eleCtr0h number det_._ity at the poirlt
_i '_ may be e_,aluated by a v_locity-integral over the local velocity distribution. Sim-
i_!' iiarly,thecurrentdensitymay be evaluatedatdesired locations(usuallyth_body
i°f, surface).
ia It is convenient to classify various theoretical approaches on the basis of how
_°i/ they treat the trajectory part of the Vlasov problem. At_ "inside-out" method fol-
i_i'" lows the trajectories backward in time to their sdurc_, whil_ an "outslde-in" method
_:"_,/ followsthe trajectories_orward, inthedirectionof physicalmotion t_ftheparticles.
i_' {_ an oUtside-in method, the v_locity-diStriBUtion function is not calCulatedl rather,
_:i_i'_ the density is evaluated directly• ) There are in addition other (l_.qs _eahstic)
methotls InVOlving approxim_tionl_ where trajectories are not followed at all. The
_,i three types of approaches are disctissed in Parker. 1 There exists as yet no
::!_i systematic compa_'ison of the resUlt_ of the v_rious _ppr0hches with one another.
_! For the p_trp_se_ of discussing the inside-out method, we defifle here the para-
i": meters Of inte_'_st:
_=:_ l_lasma Parameters
."-,.! no -" Uripert_rbed nd'niber tleflsity at infinity
!_? Tl, Te -- Rm, electrtifl teii_perattire$ (-- T for _qtiai ion arid eiectrt_ri
_ tehiperatures)
?.
_ ii", m I = ion riiass (eiectl"oh i_ass hot i'equired_
i 34!
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_-D = electron Debye length
Body Parameters
R o -- characte_,istic dimension
v O = relatlve velocity of body and plasma
_o = body l_otential
_0 = e_b/kT6 = dimensionless body potential ,_
T
M--- _ _,o_mi/2kTi = i0_ Mach ntLmber (electron Math number asSU_Ited
negligible)
_D = _D/Ro = Debye number
Henceforth, all lengths are to be considered normalized by R o, Thus, _D will
denote the dimensionless Debye number. We also consider here the Case of equal
temperatures. Potentials are normalized by kT/eo so that ¢(_) denotes the dimen-
Sionless potential at the Spatialpoint 3. N_mber densities are normalized by no.
So that n(_) denotes the dimensionless density at 3. In the calculations inv01ving
integratLonS over velocitieS, _ will denote a velocity normalized by the value of
2kT/m aSsoCiated with the particles Of interest. Similarly, E wiU denote total
energy normali_ed by kT. Velocity-diStribUtion functions (denOted by f) will be
ho1_malized by no. For _ given b6_ly geometl-y, there are three dlmensiohle_S
physlcal parameters of interest, namely, _D 0 _o o and M. (For unequal tempera-
tures, the temperature _atio Ti/T e represents _n additional parameter. )
Consider a single species of (charged) particle, that is, ions or electr0nA.
The electric field is assumed to be know_. In 0rdel" to compute the number density
n(_ ) at the point _, one must evaluate the triple integral Over velocity spa_e:
n(_) = ///f_0 _) dv x dVydV_ (1)
Where f('_. _) is the distribution function which SatiSfies the Boltzmann equation
for the given species Of particle. _ is the radt_S vector of the _paee point Of interest.
and _ is the local velocity of a particle at _. The velocity-vOlume element is
written aS if cartesian coordinates Were being used, but tl_e product dVxdVydV z is
intended to Symbolize an arbitrary coordinate system. Similarly, in order to
compute the collected flux at points on the gurf_tce of a body, one must evaluate at
each point a triple ilttegral ove_ velocity spac_ Of the form
j(_) =///f(_. _) vndvxdvydv _ (2)
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_herLv n t_ the compotzent of the pst_ti_le velocity normal to the silt-face at the
petit r.
The probletU is thus to eva_ttate f. 9ince the problems 0f itttereSt &re a_umed
to be ColliSi0nlesS and C0n_tant in time, the distt-ibution fuflctio9 f satisfies the
Steady-State VlaSoV (or colliSionlesS Boltzmatl_t) ecluation, namely,
. Where _ iS the vector acceleration of a particle passing With Velocity _ through l
the point 3. The gradient operators _7 and _7v operate on the Components of-_ and
-- of _, reSpeCtively. EqtiatiOn (3) states that f is constant along a particle orbit,
• which is characterized by the cotzstants of the_uotion. In a general electrostatic
. field (here assumed given) whose sources are Volume and Sltr_ace ch_t-ges, the
total ene_-gy E iS consei-ved, where the dimet_sionlesS E is defined-by
E -_,._ + _(_) (4)
and _(_) _ the dlm_n_h)nleSS potential energy of the particle at _.
With _(_) a knOWtl fuiactioh of _, one may eVil, ate the integrals in E_is. (I)
and (2) by foliowi_g 01-bits backward In time with t1-_jeCtory calct_lations to a pbint
where f iS known. For ex_nple0 in the case of a body immersed in a pl_tsma, f
is assumed to be known at infinity (where g v_tn_Shes), and i/_ assumed b5 have at
trdit_ity a prescribed energy dtstt-ibution, such as a Mhxwelliat_ with drift, or a
more general diStributLon. Also, f is _B_tmed to be known on the surfaces of the
SpaceCraft. If a surface emits particleS, it0 distribution function mu0t be pres-
cribed. If the Surface absorbs without reemitflng charged particleS, the distribution
: function (of emitted p_rticles) i_ prescribed to be zero. Thus, f is diScofitirit_ous
:" in velocity space. That iS, the physlCally-possible veloclt_, Apace (at the p_int _)
iS divided into three d_malnso n_mely, the domain of orbits v_hich have come tO
from infinity° the domain Of orbit_ _hich have Come to _ from the sp/_cec_'aft _ur ,
faces, and the domain of t_apped Orbits (a$stzme_l to be unoccupied). The shapes of
the b6u_daz'ies between the domains depend, of couz;Seo on the geofnetry and the
potential _u_tiot_ _, and it iS the heart o_ the problem (I) to deterni|r_e the bound_-
: z;ies of the domains Of Orbitso a_id (2) to evaluate the integrals _qs. (I) and (2) over
those domains of velocity, Space.
In pz_$etice, one need not in _eneral determine explibitly the bound_iry of
domain in Wlbeity space. Rather, one may follow a large number of orbits back-
Ward in time (csrriptit_tionaliy)o _ind _/aluate the moment iritegrais_ Eqs. (I) and
(2), automati_al|y from the results 0f the orbR-foil/)wiflg. It may, howe#el-, urider
S_me clrctim_t_n_es be moire accurate _tnd efficient to determine this b_uridary. _'o
d0 so w()uld complicate the c_mputer pr#gi-_rnming.
_43
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FO_ a MaxWelliBn distribtttton flowing along the z-dlrectlon wi_h M_,h number
M0 the dimenSlon_ss velocit_-distt-lbUti0tl fttnctiOn at i_fintty may be written, _
-(V_ + M2 - _Mvew) I "(_ + v2 + M2 ° _MV'z_) (5)
"i(velocities in ttnits Oi:_,v-z- axial component of velocity)
2 =v 2
where Voo + _ may be identifiedwRh the totalenergy E, and _z_ wither-E-
times the cosine-ofthe anglebetween _ooand theaxis. A similarMaxweiliar_
i, distributionmay alsobe u_ed torepresentparticlesemittedfrom the surface. The
• !,{
moment integral(1}for_nttmb_r densitymay be approximatedby a quadratureSum
as follows:
" ///_fo ' J K )ijk
I n-- d3;"--Z r.A...+,.%
i j 1,+---_!z-+-.!Iz
_ Where d3_ is a short-hand notation for the element dVxdVydVzo and 6 is a ctlt6ff ii .i i+ (or step) _ut_ction, eqttal to unity Or zeroo depending on (I) whether the trajectory
_-__:_; ie found to come from infinity or the body surf&ce, and (2) whether n represents
the density contributed by parflcleB from infinity or from the surface. In the sutn, ';
; ° _, the three indi_es refer tO discrete values 0f three components of Velocity, Where
,. the valuesare chosen in accord witha quadraturescheme (Gaussian),and the
°!: 1
"_' Aijk __. coefficients are proportional to the associated weights and other factorS. Each
_ _i. term in the s_'_ represents an indiVidual t_ajectOry. A simiiar Sum i_ obtained 'i
i .°i';
In order to evaluate Eq. (61 for the density, Or the corresponding equation for
i _ the flux0 we tr&tlsf6rm to energy (1_1 and angle (_, _1 variables in velocity spa_e.
+o +,:" We definea and, by:_:/'++:
-'-:+++ b = pol_tr af_gle Witli respect to z-axiS
_-_
_ _i',. +B= azitnuthal angle with respect to the plane containing the z-axis and the
+_ ++ point _.
+ °x,+_ The angles _ and 0 which 0eflne the orientation of the#el6eity-vectbr _(Wbile_/_
_+i _teflnee its magnitu_ie) kre illustrated in Figure 6.
+o+. It is shb_vn by Parker 1 thai the integrals for_ both the d_nsity _intl _ttX c_in be
_ _'.. transPormed it) the toilt_wlng form sultabie f_r Gaussian c_adratures, _
¢+:::
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Figure 6. Angle VariabieS inVelOcitySpace
1 I 1
I "-/ / / T(_t,b,c}. 6(_,b,c). dsdbdc . ('/)
J- J-J-11 1
I
Here, the r_ngeS of o,/3. _ntl ]_ haee been tran_formetl tb the Int_rv_l (-1, 11 through
the use of new Variablesa0b, and c. Interms oftheselattervariables,o,_° and
_:.._tregivenby
n(a) _ co_"I s ft#i"density (8)
a la} = siri'l l+a for flux
_45
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i
- i
-I
_i_.
:. E(c)- 1-_:1+c+% (101
;!' where the range of a is from 0 to e for density _nd from 0 to _/2 for flux; the range
,i ot _ is fl'0m 0 tO _; and the range of E is from a s to lnfi.nity, where _s denotes the
_: potential of the SOurce (infinity Or the Surface).
i The-definition of T in the integrand of Eq. (71 tS as follows:
!Y
], E( " _ for density
= i e"U(a,b, c)..
_i, T(a, bo c) --" • (II)
=;_ 11- c)2 _:1_1-
;" "-'-T-- for flux
,
.6L
i where Ula, b, _) is given by
_ U(a, boc) = - _s +E(cI+M 2+2M E_E'_c). coSa_(a.b,c) (121
g,, With _ denotiflg the value of tl_e polar angle of tile veiocity-vector at infinity,
ffi!, which depends on the local value_ of _. _. and E (throt_h a, b, arid c). The product
_:, _-. c0S_ in Eq, (12) iS identical to the qttanttty v_ in Eq. (51.
Now itiS con_enlent for flexibilityto divide the a-domaln itltoM a equal Sub-
__ intervals, the b-domain tntt_ M b eqtml subinter_alSo anti the c-domain into M e
_i _ equal _ublntervals. and then tO use Gau_sian qua_ratureS of order 2 in each
_, subinterval. This leads to a Sum of the following form: I
_.;:. I'_-S= MaMbMe . T(alb_c_) • 6(alb_c_)
_,_. Ka=l Ja =1 Kb=l Jb--1 Ke=l Je=l
•,:' ' (131
}" where
:' a_ = _ (-11 _+2K a" I-M a
i
;_ b' -"M_b ( '('l)Jb+2Kb- ' ° IV]b) (14}
).... o/"!. c' 1 eoL'!! e
.,., 34_
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The Stttnof Eq, (15}consistsof8 MaMbM e termS, each Of which representsa
trajectory,followedbackward from the pointofinterest. The cutofffunction
5(ai,bjock) iSZero or unity0dependingupon the trajectorydefit_edby the ind[_es
i,J0 and k characterizingthe initialvelocitycomponents. The cage illustratedin
Figure 4 ISfor cOntributiOn_from the ambient plasma; for contributionsfrom the
surftt_eo5ijR iSzero Or ttnityaccordingas the trajectoryreaches infinityor the
body surface,respectively.
The computed resultstobe presentedlaterare ba_ed on the assumption of
no surfaceemission.
The method ofcomputationof orbitsinvolvesintegrationof the equationsOf
:_:_i motion, withthe forcesgivenby the components of the gradientsof potential.These
._t_:.: components are obtained by InterpOlatioti between _talueg of potential defined at the
'_!' pointsof the grid, gay of Figure 3, as desdribedinParker. I The criterionfor
......_" "escape" or "absorption"of an orbit(thatiS, evalut_tlonof5) depends offthe
_i geometry of the problem a_d of the grid. The equations of motion are integrated
::'_ gtep-by-step until the orbit either pa_Ses out of the outer bound_try of the grid
("escapes'*) or returns to the spacecraft Surface (is "absorbed"L _tie orbit compu-
°'°_i tation time-Step is not of physical importance in the_e time-independent prOblemS
_ t where only the _of the orbit matters. The time-_tep i_ kept aS large as
° _. possible consistent with matntatnlfl_ the energy loss or gain within desired li_nitS.
°iIi. The method.of integrating the equatiotm of motion, the lnterpolati0n method to find
° I_ the forces, and the control of step size,are discUSsed iri Parkei'.I
-_i_ An ImpOrtant consideration is tile accuracy of the quadrature-sum. Naturslly.
i_it', the accuracy is related to the nUfi_ber o_ terms used, that is, the number of orbits
o_ where each term corresponds to a uhltiu_ orbit. In a test of the ehergy quadrature
° i'. alone, and Wilt M = 0, the ur_perturbed value of dehsity (uflity) was computed for
o , 347
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_ values of M_ - 1., 2, 4, B, 1_, and 32. The c_orrespond|ng numerical errors werei
i -_ percent, .q peX'eent, +l. 5 pex*c, ..t, -0.0S pereel,t, +0. 013 percent, and +0. 003
_ / percent. This test WaS l_dependent of ge0t_etry (the a and _ itttegrSttonS were
i=: nttmertCally exact). Thus, Me = 4 (8 V_ltteS Of E) iS taken t_ represent sufficient
, aCCUraCy (within a few percent) for the purpoSeS Of computirlg density .'or a
i _' Maxwellian distribution without drift (or, for electronS}. For large M_eh nutflbez':
i {M) the accuracy of the _boVe unmodified quadrature is diminished. Modification
i for improving the acctwacy at large M by Suitably weighting the integrand in the
_: " domains of importance are given in Parl_er. 1i
1 •
_i: 3. TIlE POI$SON PROBLEM: POISSONI)IFFI,'RI'I_CEE_IIATIONS
In the present problem the electrostatic field is axially symmetric and is
°-._'. defined on a mesh of spatial grid points, such that at any point (including grid
• pointS) the potential and electric field can be obtained by interpolation.
i Assume that the space charge density iS known at the grid points. Consider a
! - grottp of interior grid points, forming a portion of the overall grid as shown in
i Figure 7. In t_is figure, the vertical and horizoht_l directions are the _ and r! -
i:" direetionS, reSpeCtively, _here _ and r denote the cylindrical axial and cylindric_l
I i
radial co0rdin_tes, respectively. Three hori_0.0ntal grid litreS, of constant z-valUeS| ,:,
I :' zi. 1. z t, and zi+ 1. and three vertical grid lines, of constant r-_lues rj.1, rj, and
_ r_+ 1. are shown in the figure. (Note that the index (i) of z increase_ as z decreaSeS. )
_ _e set of grid lines intersect at 9 grid p0itltS, or nodeS, as ShOwn. Each point
may be cOnSidered to be a_sociated with a volume of sp_ce, and to have a group o_
;: four neighboring points which "interact*' with it. Tht_, consider the central point
_: of the group, labeled C in the figure, which may be identified with one of the grid
points in Figure 3. ASsociated with thi_ point iS a volume of revolution (a toruS)
;. whose Cross-section iS rectangular anti is shown by the rectangular _haded area
i-=_ Surrounding. Point C. The Shaded area is defi_.ed by connecting the midpoint_ of
.: the. surl-ounding mesh rectangles. Let ,t deCtote the volume of the torus, and let
;:::, the ne|g_borlng points (above, below, to the right of. and to the left o_ C) be
• labeled N, S, E and W (nOrth, south, east anti west, reSpecttvely).
..
" _" I Let the Poisson equation be written in dimensionless form a_
:" _e nil
?.:
:_. where ne, n i, XD, $ and _ denbt_ the dimeflSlortlssS electron density, ion density,
::: Debye number, electrostatic potential and space-charge density, respectively, and
=ii" all lengths are in unit_ of the body radius.
_=_'
__t_A -r'c,r-.4 .4
i!_,i
i
!: •All
t
!i
i
!
!-:!
i ,_ " Zl+l
' l;". AS
rF1 rl r_J+l)
!_.
'. Figure ?. GroUp of Interior Gr_.d POints in r-_. (3rid! ,2 .
! z,
' The grid lines may be considered tO be arbitrarily chosen so that the mesh
i!.
,_ intervals are nonuniform. In this ca_e the Poisson difference _quatlons may be
_i. obtained by integratingEq. (l't)over the Volume _"of the torus associated with
i-_.: Point C:
i !:: ///
_j_i_: fff_2¢d*r--. ,d,_ ¢C,_- (18'i2,i; q" 'r
_=i: where PC i_ known at the grid point C. The right-hand side ha_ been approximated
i-_!' as ShOWn since¢ issmall in principle, and 0 C iS the value Of 0 at POint C. By the
i ":
_ : divergence theorem,, the l_ft-ttand stde becomes
i i_"
_. ff_
i_L;' _,
i _ :' I'
!,, ,, +As _,_+,_(_+_,
,_,. ri _ °n/E W
i,!L.
k_-Z.... ,
:_,_ :_':-- : 7:_,__-::- ..............-"-........ _---_--:-_.... -.-.'. .....[ " } I ' "
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l_i where _ denotes the surface of the torus; 8_/8n is the component of v_ in the
outward normal diP_ction at the surface; AN.A s, AE0 and A w denote the aPea_ Of
;i: 18_/anlN,S, E, W denote _aluea of 85/8n taken to be constant on the corresponding
_,_, surfaces.
'if,!: _85/Sn)N, S. E, W may be approximated by difference quotientS, namely.
(_I "_" ("1%"
i}' N" °'i-l"'-i_ _ s-" "i" ei+lJ _o_
,11E - I) 1_w - ,1(_1,o,,,+,.,,, (_1; .- lr I -rj 11
,i/ where _ denotes the potential at Point C and _N o _. _E' _W denote the neighboring
:
potentials. IfPoint C i_ an interior grid point, the area_ A N. A S. A E. and A W
are given by
" [ rj) _ 'j.l )2 ]i AN = _ (rj+l + - (rj +
• A S = A N
i.. 121)
A E =_. (rj+l+rj) 1_i.I- zi+11
i:_:: =I (rj+rj.11(zi.-',_4": AW _" I #I+I)
i<:
_: antlthe volume _" i_ given by
= 2 " Zi+l)
i:
_, Thus we obtain the difference equ&tion in the form
_" (231
_,' CN_ N + CS_S+ cz% + Cw_w - C_ --pc_
'_::,: WhePe
! :;&:,. C = C N + CS + C]_ + C W 1241
_° ": . _ and
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AN AS ,
cN _ i_t.1-_i_ cs _ ,z,._i+z_
A_ AW
% _ _rj+1 - rj) Cw _ (rj - rj. x) (2_)
This shows how to form the difference equations used for the Poisson peOblemS of
afmo
this paper. Equation (24) holds Only for an "triter'ion" point of the grid, that is, a
point SurroUhded by neighbors On a11 four sides, if Point C has a khown neighbor-
ing potential (for example, if Point C is adjacent to the spacecraft surface), then
the corresponding tern_ on the left-hand side of Eq, (23) is transferred to the
right-hAnd Side a_ a known quantity.
The boundary conditions for (he potentials in the PoissOn probletn are as
fO110W_. At points representing the body surface, (he normalized potentials are
fixed at the chosen values. At the external (boundary) points of the grid, where
"infinity" is represented on the compute_, a "floating" condition is optlonally used,
namely, a linear relatlOn between _ and a_/Sn, the normal component of V_. The
exact relation of _ tO 8_/an is not important when the eXterntzl bout_dary Of the grid
iS sttffi_iently f_r away. (For the calcul_ttiOns to be reported, the aSst_med z'ela-
ti0fi Was the same aS for a CoulOmb potential. ) In any case, either the fixed
condition _ = 0 or the floating condition will give the same results, provided the
grid bOutldary is moved sufficiently fa_ out. The eff_t of Various typ_ of boundary
conditiOnS representing "infinity" have been studied by T&ylor TMand by Paf'ker
and Sullivan. 8 In general, the floating condition appears _o be computattonaUy
more efficient than the fixed one. Of course, the floating condition b_comes id_ai
when the tru_ relation between _ and 8_/8n iS used, but thi_ requires that the
asymptoti_ forn_ of the solution be knov_n in advance. For _xample, set._ Parker and
Whipple. 14 The boundary co_lditi0nS at the outer grid surfaces can be combina-
tions of fixed and floating conditions.
Consider a Point C on the outer boundary o_ the grid where a floating boundary
condition is chosen. It the potential is assumed to satisfy the linear law
Bn = = "_ _ (261
on the z-bouhdary (North or South), and
a_ = _ "'_ (zv)
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Oh the r-b0undary (EaSt only; _=U Oh the West), then the cOr=eSpOhding "neighbo_
term" on the le_t-hand Side Of F,q, (23) vanlshes,..and the cOr1"es_0ndlng "neighbor
coefficient" On the right-hand Side of Eq. (24) is replaced by_A or _A, where A I_--
,_: the appropriat_ area. The qu&ntitieS a And _ depend on the position and on the
' assumed model for the variation of the potential at large distances.
Once the coefficients of all of the equations (corr_spondit_g to the grid pOintS
where the pOtentialS are unlatoW_ art: computed, the system of linear equati0nd of
the form of Eq. (23) may be solved by iteration. Point-successive 0ver-relaxation
is a well-known process and has been found to be effective in the present problem.
For the relAXation process, one rearranges the equations. So that the "diagonal"
!i_, term iS alone on the left_hand side, while all the other terms are on the right-han_
sidewiththe known charge-densityterm, Thus, E_.__[23._b ee_._m..e.._..................
C_ = C_Cs_ S + CE_ E + CV_W + pC • (28)
i:: FirSt, an inittal guess is m_de for the values of all the potentialS. Then new
_i; values are obtained from the left-hAnd sides of all Of the equations (281, using p_e-
vioua values on the right-hand sidles. One "sweeps" through the equationS success-
ively° replaciilg the potentials on the right-hand sides with-dpdated-valttes as they
> become availablefrom preceding eqUatiok_s,Th_ procedure isUsuallyStableai_d
!ii!, leads to cOnvergenCe. "Over-reli_ation '_ is the process of mt_ilag ._uece_si,ve
f" potential iterates in Such a way as tO enhance t_. rate of convergence, i
o_
_ When the potential distribution is such that the electron density ne iS appr0xi-
_ mable by the Boltzmann factor exp(_), the relLxation equations (28) can include the-- .......
;? electron density a_ an unknown function, on the left-hand side. The equations are
'i", then nonlinear; they may be sol, red for _ by a Newtonian process, with the ion
i!. density ni considered fixed. This pPocedure is promising for large-b0dy problemS, l'
_2_-, 4. SAMPLE RESULTSAPPLIED IN IN-S|TU DATA
_:'_ The calculatl0ri_ rep0rted here refer tO tWO in-sitU experimentS0 Ariel 115
:_: and Explorer 311_. where data are available. These results are preliminary in
l that they are tntei_ded aS an lUustratlon of the capability of the program rather
than as a systenlatie study. Geometrtckily, the body is assumed to be a pillbox, a
e_,lthder of height equal tO Its diameter. The three dimensionless physical para-
meters defining the pr0bl_m are _o' M, an_l _tD, defined (earlier} by:
':_ , e_o/kT
Li!'
- 'u,/
t,
i
t,
-t
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where T is the plasma tempe=ature (assumed to be the _Ame for tons and ele_tro_ns),
6o is the bOdy potential (for a _.ondu_tthg nonemlt'ting body), vots the velocity of
'i
the plasma fl0w relative to the body ahd p_rallel to its axis. m iS the ion l"nass. ,,.
Ro is the body radius° and XD is the dimen_i0nal Debye length.
The numerical parameters fOP the _aloul_ti0n_ to be described include 0f the
order of 100 grid points, diBtributed moStl,_ ta the wake region° al_d of the order ',
of 500 trajectories per grid point, dlStX-Lbuted among the two angles and the energy.
4.1 Ariel.) Satel|_-
Figure 8 is a Schematic drawing of the Ariel 1 satellite. Showing the location
of electr6n _;nd ion-probes, after Henderson and Samir. 15 The-bo0m-mouhted
O0000004-TSF02
probe n_easures etectr-on-clxrrentS at a distance 5 R o from the centeX _ of the sstel_
iite (_ain-body) which has • radttts R o = 11.5 in o_ 29 cm. The ion probe mounted
nes_ the surface and on the spin ax_s is a sm_l sphere 6. _ ttnteS Smallet" than the
mai_ body. The Satellite _el0cit; is such that the ion Mach zmmber iS abOUt 4. The
satellite potential is about 4 kT (1 v0It) negative with x_espect to space. The satel-
: lite radius iS eq_ai tO abOUt 10 Debye lengths. Due to the satellite motion, spin,
arid-orientation, the boom probe swee_s through the wake during each spin reV01ti-
tiOn. In successive revolutions, it sweeps through at differen.n_t_a_gles and samples ,w.
the strttcture of different parts of the WaRe.
Figure 9 shoWS normalized electron curreIlt data taken-from the paper by
HenderSon- and Samir (their figure 4). 15 l_particular, the data at _) = 84 ° (labeled
"MAIN") samples the wake structur_ asSociated.with, the main body,. While the data
at 0 -- 60 ° (labele_ "I. P. ") samples the ware structure of the iori probe. We will
Consider-separ_ately the main body and ion probe in-the_gollO_ing comparisons
between the data and t_w.oreticai cak_Llation_- ........
4. 1. 1 ARIEL 1 MAIN BODY
AlthoUgh the data in Figure 9 is "bttmpy°" the _ = 840 profii_ f_r the main body
m_licates a mlf_oreentral peak or bump, of heigh_ about 80 percent of ambient,
within the depleted wake region where the minimum _S abOut 50 perCetlt of_ ambient.
Figure 10 shows transverse profiles computed f_)r the W_,ke of the m_in body,
Of ni (norn_alized ion density), ne (kiorrdalized electron density), and_ (dimension-
less potential) in the wake region d0_?_Stream. The parameter values in Figure 10
are _o = -4, M = 4, _D ffi i/I0. "l_hirteen major iterations (PoisSon-Viasov cycles)
were computed. The profiles _re in tx_ansverse planes at various distances down-
Stream, and s11 lengtlis are normalized by the body radiuS. ThuS, z denotes axial
distance downstream, in radii, wlth _ -- 0 defined aS the rear surface of the piUboX
(_ooking into the wake); af_d.r denotes radial or transverse distance from the axis
(r = I is the body x_adiUs). The profiles of n i. ne, and _ are arranged vertically in-
ox_det bf t_creaslng axial distance z. There are 8 vMiaes of z, namel_o z = 0.2,
0.5, I. 0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0o 5.0, and 6.0. Each profile iS constructed of 9 vsiuei_
of r, namel_, t = 0, 0. I, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, amd2.0. The Outer-
bo*mdary conditions are ap'plied at z -- _ and r = 2; fox _ the main-bod_ problem, the
boundary condition at z = 6 is the fixed One, _hilz floating conditions are used
elsewhere. The profiles consist Of dtraight-line segrnent_ _onnecting the values of
the functions (ni, n e. or _) computed at 72 grid points in the wake rag{on.
The feature_ of the wake structure are as follows. The near wake (¢ < 1) is
clearly depleted 0t both ions and _lectrons, with the i,Jn deh_tty lower than the
electron dehsit_. Further downstream.the wake beeome_ increasingly _llied in,
between hbi_ut z = 1 and z = 4, where z = 4 iS the i0n-Mach-number of radii
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Figure 10. i Ariel I Main _Jody Wake PrOtLle_, % -- -4, M -- 4.
XD = (10)" -- 0. 1
, _.... downstream. In thi_ range of z the i_n profiles tend tt_ be relatively noisy, indica-
i!*_,i ring SenS|tivtty to numerical e_i-o_S, which may in turn imply a tendency towai'd
-_ _i'_,:._ phySiCal inSt_Lbiiity. The trend of the ion and electron protil_s sugg_st_ a radially-
J_:i inward bulk m_tion of the plasma within the wake _s if it _ere a fluid Wave propaga-
_!_. t|ng inward, pilifl_ up near the cerKer, and bouncing out again as it moves down-
: .i, streafil. Tlte disturb_lhee has esSefltla_ly died away at z -- 6 radii downstream.
_: _ 35(_
o _i;
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There iv ao weli_defined Cetltral bump sim_al_ to that in the expe_'imental
data lt_ Figure 9.
4. J,. 2 ARIEL 1 ION PROBE
A ccordi_g tO Hehder$on and Sarnit" the pt'ofile in Figure 9 at b = nO° samples
the ion probe v_ake StruCture. This structure is similar to that of the main body,
having a below-ambient central peak within a depleted region Of about the same
width as that aSSociated with the main body. The ion probe iS about 1.7 Debye
lengths-in radius and iS biased at about 28 kT (7 volts) negative with respect to
space. Hence it may be expected to prOdUce at least a proriounced focusing effect,
as is borne out by the following computed results.
Figure 11 shows transverse profiles computed for the wake of the ion probe•
The notation is the same as that of Figure 10. The parameter ,_alueS are ¢o = -28,
M -- 4, and.)t D ffii/1.7. Ten major iteratiOnS were computed. The outer boundary
at z ffi10 was placed sufficiently far downstream to ensure that the disturbances of
inte_ceSt are contained within the grid. MoreOver, a floating condition iS employed ....
there as well as elsewhere. (The number of grit] points was large_r..th_n in the
main-body problem, )
• The main featttres are as fOllOws. The ion profile_ at z = 1 anti z = 2 show
that a strong focusing effect occurs near the body. Further downstream, however,
: the diSttlrban_e dies out; there iS essentially none at _. : 8 _nt] beyond.
The rat]tally-inward arid oUtwart] bulk motion of the plasma as it fill_ the wake
i_ again a fluid-llke feature. Again, there is rio persistent peak at the center of
thewake aS indicated by the data. If thi_ were. ari isolated body, the Henderson-
Samir data would imply that the peak persists far down,_tream to beyond a distance
of 33 rat]it. The present theoretical calculation int]lcatet3 no structure at z = 8 arid
beyond•
4.1, 3 COMMENT ON COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENT
A centPal bump may perhaps be generally expected on the basis of nonrigorou$
theoretical arguments invt_kin_ (1) electro_tatic fbcuSing effects Or (2) convergence
of ion streams during the filling of the wake pvincipaily at a Math number of radii
downstream, or (3) a combinati_n of these. 15 However, previous theoretical
calctilati0ris indicating such bumps have been deficient in some respect with regard
to their rigorous appii_abiiity (for exantple, cold ionS, iafttiitely-loflg cylinders,
non-self-consistent). Simila,'ly, there have been iaboratory-simulation experiments
which i_ave indicated bumps. 17 However, it is presently still difticuit to simulate
io_ transvers_ vel0city distributions in-the _aboratory, arid th_ effective ion
temperature is generally too low. Hence, th,_re does not exist thus far an unambigu-
ous explariation of the Ariel i data. {Note: T i was not measured, but was assumed
here to be eqiial to T,e. Theoi-e{ically, bumps in the wake have been predicted for
T i less than Te.ll'l°)
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it is also of interest tO note that a ia_'ge body produces a centr_l_core enhanCe-
merit, as wLl| be showrt later.
4.:_ EXplorer31 Suti_llite
The results of this section were obtained in the process of computing a _umber
of $01utions to be compared with In-Stt_ data Obtained on the Explorer 31. The
parameters adopted were suggested by Samir (private communication) based on
8.different passes of the Explorer 31 satellite, as listed in his paper with Jew. 1_
A small pol-ti0n of two of these cases will be discussed here, Without a quantitative
comparison With data, in order to illustrate a specific point.
Figure 12 Shows computed electron and ion density t_'anSverse profiles in the
Very near wake of a body with the parameters
_o = -4.3
_D = (_"9)"1
M =3.4
These are the parameters in the case of Curve No. 1 of Samir and Jew. 16 The
computed profiles Ir_ Figure 12 are at z = 0.2 radii dowtlStream, that is, Similar
to the lowest profiles in Figure 10 where the parameters are of similar" order.
Here the vertical Scale (t_ormalized density) iS logarithmic, as opposed to FigUre
10. where it is linear. The ion densities are denoted by circles and the electron
densities by squa;'eS. The principal featUreS Sho_)n in Figure 12 al'e as follows.
FOr r greater than about 0.8 radii, the ton density iS higher than the electron
density. MOreover, the ion density drops more abr.uptly in the vicit_ity of the
"shoulder" (r _- 1) than the electron density. In the central wake both densities are
far below normal, with the ion density about an order of magnitude below the
electron density. This iS the usually-expecte_i picture of near-wake Structure.
Figure 13, on the other hat_d° ShOwS corresponding computational results for.
the case Of Curve No. 4 of Samir and Jew, 16 where the parameters are.
% = -5.4
XD = (3. 1)'1
I M =1. i
Here, the most Significantchan_e isthelower Mach number (i.i). The curves in
Figure 13 are _iualitatiVeiydifferentfrom thosein Figure 12. T_e new electroh
det_sit_profilei_ shifteddownward slightiy,bUt the new ion detlsityprofileis
moved up to approximatelya constatitrouglilyetiuaitothe no_-malvalue.
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i! The fact t::at the ton wake derlsity is ab0;e the electr0h density at all r may by
i: Unexpected from the point of view Of "traditional" wak_ theory, but soetns re_so,_blf,
'_i}:. on the basi_ of Lartt_utz' probe theory. 2-5 According zo probt _ theory, a Statimlas'y
i'_ negative electrostatic probe in a T)la3ma will htwe adjacent tO it a sheath in which
.:! the ion density exceeds the electron density, If the probe begirHa to move slowly
,o i,
,:,.i: relative to the plasma, One expectd the Sheatit Structure at first to be only slightly
changed, with a continuation o_ the predominance of the tons ores' the electrone,
",; At _ufficiently large VelOCity, however, the traditional wake StruCture with electron
,_.. dominatlor, over ion_ should appear aS in Figure 12, The value of ion Mach number
_ at which the transition should occur has not been predlcted but can be established
_ _' by additional computations of the present type.
,'_" 5. A I,AR(;E-BOI)Y PROBLE_I
e,_,_;
_iil)i' In thi_ section we consider the wake of a large body, I00 Debye lengths in
radiuS. 1 The body is in the form of a disk oriented normal to the flow. For this
case (Figure.S. 14 and 151 the parameter values are
l. Figure 14 Figure 15
¢o = -4 % :-4
kD-- (I00) "I AD -- 11001"1
:..i: Here the parameter values differ qualitatively from tho_e of the preceding problems
o_: in that AD i_ So small. This Size Of moving body is larger than has been previously
" :_2
.: _. treated by trajectOry-folloWing, that iS, realistic, calculations. The results show
....._' what may be expected forthe wake structureof large bodiesingeneral. This c_se
_iI' requires more effort (computer time atld judicious _eleCtion of numerical para-
o_ meterS) thanthatof a sm_ller body. The solution__hown, therefore,are Intended.
_: to be illustrative rather than accurate.
,_° !i,'; SDt iterations,01"Pois_on-giasov cycles,_ere computed usin_the Ion-density
.....,_. option, in _#hich ducce_stve iterates were not mixed, _tartin_ with the neutral ion
°':i_. dvn_}ity as an Initial guess, The nominal tiumber of trajectories, 512, was used at
_'tl all _rtd poitits.
r_ !: The profiles of ni, tie, and _ tit Figure i4 are constructed l_ the same way and
_o_ at th_ same gi'id points as in Ftgure 10. Tabulated values ai'e given in Parker. 1
':,_i The Wake is essentially"empty" of.bofhions and electronsbetween z = 0 and z ---I,
- _" and begins to fill up between z = 2 and z = 3. In this way, th0 wake is qualitatively
oi!_ similar to thai in Figure 10.
-- _!_:_
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Two set, of iOn-denslty pro/ilee ate shown o_ the loftside of Figuz'e 14, the
: unlabeled pro Files for the Ith ordeP (Ith itez'ation), and the profiles labelod "A"
for the 5tll Order, CompariSon ot the he-Profiles with the 5th order ni-profiles
(labeled "A" to denote that tho _-profiles and ne-profileS in the figure are d_riv0d
_ from these} indicates that the quasineutrality assumption is valid everywhere out ....i i
_J side a cone-shaped region rea_" the wake surface: the co_e height along the axis is
between 1 arid 2 radii. Tilth is in accord with expectation for a large body. Near
the ware suz'face, howevez,, quaSifleutraltty iS violated because the effective Debye
_ length is large. The Similarity of the hi-profiles (labeled "A") and the ne profiles
_!. in Figure 14 is a consequence of near-quaSineutrality.
) CompariSon Of the 5th and 6th order ni-pr0files (labeled "A" and unlabeled)
in Figure 14 Show that the solution iS reasonably converged for • -- 1 and below,
but that there is iz_complete convergence at z = 2 and beyond. The incomplete
__) convergence and apparent structure at _ -- 2 and beyond may be artifactual due to
-! insufficient numerical accuracy. (No attempt was made to achieve high accuracy
L( since this WaS regarded as a preliminary run. ) The StrUcture and lack of conver-
: gence are seen to extendpast z = 5, sO thatthe downstream boundary shouldbe
:,_ placed furtherthanat _,-- 6.
_v DeSpitepossibleinaccuracieS,one may ihf_radditionalphysicalconclusions
-_ii ' indicated by Figure 14, namely, (1) the suggestion of a core of high (approximately
_. ambietit} density of ions and electrons on the axis, and (2) the occurrence ot a
potential w_il in the near ware. defined as a z_egi0n with }-values below -4, The
A
! shadinginthe two lOweSt _-profxlesdenotecross-sectionsof thiswell. The wake-
,, surfacenormalized fluxesare I.I X I0"8 (5thorder)and 2.4 × 10.7 (Sthorder)
:':. for ionS, and 4.3 X 10.3 fr, electrons. The electron current density t_ less than
_iiI, eX'p(-4), as would be expected in the presence of a potential well.
_:," The regionot wake disturbanceprobably extendsmore than6 radiidownstream,
" and between 2 and 3 radiiinthe transversedirection.
_!ii: Another large-body case {Figure 15)isSimilarto theprevious large-.body
," case except that tile Math number is increased from M = 4 to M = 8. Ten itera-
ti0nS were computed in which succeSsiVe iterates were used without mixing,
starting with uniform ambient ion detzsity. (The latter starting condition was in-
'_' advertently different from that of the M = 4 calculation which was started with the i
_ neutral ion d_nsity, but this difference Should become unimportant after many
-_! itez-ations. ) Similar Statem_,nts may be made about the incompleteness of the i
' convergence as in the M = 4 case. The 9th and 10th order iondensities are
labeled "A" and unlabeled, _-especttvely. On compai'ing these, the convergence
seems fairly good at _ = O. 5 and z _ 1. Again, the disturbance extends beyond
o ¢ = 5, so that the downsti'eam boundary should b_ moved further tnan _ -- _,
s,:,
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:: Despite In_eeur.ci_s, the conslotefley Is such lhat phys|caI eoncluslons may
be drawn ae foll_W_, Iil thts ease, the wake [_ elten to remain empty further doCvn-
!.
_, stream th_n in the M _ 4 case. In addliion0 the su_gestlon is mush stronger thnt
there IS a central core of ambient densRy fop both tons arld electrons along the
_i: axis. Moreover, the pot_flttal well is wider atLd lohger than in {he M _ 4 ¢nse,
}_ although the depth Is about ;he sam0. The normalized Wak0-surface fluxes are
! o£ 7.4 X 10.30 (gth order) aP.d4.2 × 10..30 (lOth order) _or torts, and 3,7 x 10.3 for
_i. electronS. The electron flux is slightly less _han the M : 4 volU0, and Is again
i- '}: I_SS than exp(-4). _,!i", The conical region behind the disk where quasineutrallty breaks down is now
!-,,':'ii longer than in the M = 4 case. extending to between z = 4 and z = 5 along the axis.
i ':: The _egltm of wake dl_turbarlce is probably longer than fl radii downstream,
i - il as in the M = 4 caae, but may not extend beyond about 2 radii in the transverse
i!i_l_ direction.i_°i!.
'i2:
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.,_ Abstract
,,_
_, The rationale for conductin_ ground-based laboratory studies (simulating
-_:, aspeet_ of the interactionbetween spacecraft attd the en_ironmentltl space plasmEt)
+_.;_**_ Will be discussed. The discussion Wzll be in the context of utilizing these ground-
--_ based facilities to complement both in-situ and theoretical studies of the disturbed
,/ zone around spacecr,'ttt lt_ orbit. Data, Which were taken in the "Pl{tsma WindTunnel f_tcitttyatMSFC, wltll_epresentedshowing some ofthe advantagesand
-'_ _ disadvantages of utilizing l_tboratOry facilities. Fina.ily, some discussion will be
g!ven on modifying.presently at_ilable systems in order to better model a_peets
of the satellite environment in geosynchronous orbit ......... • .........
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Shaded-Side Spacecraft Potentials
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Tomato,Canada
Abstract
A c_tlculation by Krtott, for the floating potential of a spherically _ymmetric
synchronott_-altitttde satellite in eclipse, h_S been adapted to provide simpl_ cal-
cuiations of upper bounds On negative potentials whtcl_ may be achieved by elec-
trically isolated shaded surfaces On spaeeerafl in stinlight. To investigate get, met-
rical effects, we have rept_tCed Knott_s use of the orbit-limited loft current expres-
Sion for a sphere, b.y that for an infinite cylinder. Large ('-60 percent) increases
in vt-edicted ne_tive Shaded-side potentials are obtained as a result. TO inVesti-
gate "effecttve-potentiai b_rrier" o_" "angular-momerttum selection" effects due to
the pt_esettce of leSs-negative stinht-_ide br adjacent-surface potentialS, We have
; al_O replaced these expressions by the ion random c_rrent, _hieti i_i a lower bound
for convex surfaces when such effects become very seVe_'e. _'urther lat'ge in-
creases in predicted negative potentials are obtained, amounting to a dtmbling in
ffi some casee. Depending on Surface propertie_ and incident energy d|st_ibutiotis,
valtte_ e_ceeding -20 ltV are now predicte{_, in good agreemet_t with ATS-6 obser-
vktion_ Of potentiM_ re_hing -19 RV, aS repot"ted by _ghtpple. Fo_ L_nlated _ur.,
=i faces in shaded cavities , even/ziore negative vahtes may be reached. [n some
_onditiOnSo two diStinCt, fl_ating pbtentials exist, leading to ttte posstUtlity _
i "bifurcatitm plien6mena" in i_eal SituatiOnS.
. i
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i The performance of many in synchronous has been degraded
satellites orbit
by atioma!ous everlts which irielude rrequerlt spurious spat'e_Paft cotnmands and in
some cases permanent damage. These event_ invariably appear to involvt _ _lec-
i trical discharges Paused by differential charging of spacecraft surfaces to largerelative potentials. The latter' condition in turn is known to result from the rela-
_"' tively large average energies {Up to atew keV) of the charged pat;ticle environment _-
_ at sv,_chronous orbit altitude, particularly in disturbed magnetospheric conditions.
!'i' Since: photoelectron emission from sunlit surfaces tends to compensate for incidenf
electron fltlxeg, thereby holding sunlit-side surface potentials close to space
potential in ,nest cases, an estimate of differential charging magnitudes can be
obtained by simply calculating floating potentials of electrically isolated shaded
stirfaces, relative to space potential. In the preseni work, we have at" _mpted to
obtain tipper bounds on such potentials, which in cases of interest are usually
highly negative, because these bounds constitute "worst cases" for design purposes,
and also because unlike more exact calculations, they can be obtained from simple
ii!i current balaneecalculations. F_urthermort% it is sufficient reconsider h)eal cur-
, rent balance only, because this corresponds to an electrically isolated surface
element, which is also a"worst case" for differential charging. 'Io calculate these
bounds, we have extended a calculation by Knott, 1 of the floating potehtial o["a
_i_. spherically symmetric, synchronoUs-altitude, satellite in eclipse. To investigate
_o_/ geometrical effects, we have r_placed Knott's use of ttw Mott-Smith and l.angmuir 2
-_:_ orbit-limRed current expression for collection of Maxwell_an ions by a unipotential
_',_. sphere, by the corresponding expression for an infinite cylinder; both expressions
_F
_f. have been shbx_.n 3 to be upper bounds for collislonless ion collection as a function
_°i_ of loeai surface potential, for thr_e= and two-dimensional collectors, respecti_,ely,
- _ regardless of collector shape, sheath potential, or potential of other parts of the
collector. This replacement causes a large decrease in iotl collection and a
correspondingly large increase in negative shaded-side floating potentials {Sec-
tion 3). Another important ion-current restriction may be caused by "effective-
potential barr|er ''3' 4, 5 or "angUlar-momentum selection" effects, in which the
_lWf_!' preseri_e of less-negative sUnlit-side potentials produces dipole and higher morn-
errs in the sheath potential,6 c_iusingsteepening aridcontraction of the potential
', weli surrounding the shadad side (Figui'e I). A similar"steepening effectwill also
_i!:. occur ifan isoiated shaded surface eie_ent is surrounded by adjacent shaded
_, Surf_iceswhich foi"any reasoi_have l_ss negative potentials (Figure 2). The most
_i extreme possibility would be a potential pi'ofile which was equal to space potential
_. almost to the spacecraft surface, then fell discontinuously to surface potential.
_" This liinit would cobrespond to a "plahat" sheath" situation in which the ion (.ollection
° .i.
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Fi6_ure I. Steepenirtg of Shaded Figure 2. Conductive Spacecraft with
Side Potential Profile for a Shaded Isolated SUrface Patch
Spacecraft with an Insulated Sur-
face, after Fahleson _
on any shaded convex surface would be given by just the ion random flux. This
amounts to a further ion ctlrre_t restrictiori which produces even l_tr_et- increases
in ttegative shaded-_ide floating potentials (Sectioll 3). This situatioh correspotlds
to a velocity-space cutoff bountlary for incident ions which is "one-dimehsional;"
the cutoff boundaries corresponding to spherical and infinite cylindrical collectors
a_ respectively, "thl.ee-dimetlsional" and "two-dimensionar '3 (Section 2).
We also show (Section 3) that if shaded cavities containing isolated surfaces
exist on a spacecraft, negative potentials on such surfaces may surpass even tJ'.ese
predictions. In some Eases, mote than otte pb,Jsible floating potential results
from the calculation; this implies the possibility of "bifurcation phenomena" in
which adjacent isolated surfaces of the same material may arrive at different
floating potentials as a result of differences in their charging hlatorles (Sectioti 3).
We have also modified Knott,s calculation in another way, by inti_itliti_ currents
due to electronbackseatterlng(Seetlori2). These currents willtend todecrease
net eieeteoncoIlectlorl,thereby makia_ floatingpotentialslessnegativethat_other-
_is_ (Section3). /tproces_ _ot includedby eltllerKnotto/"ourselvesissecotldary
'i
electron,_ml.slondue to timimpacts;thiswillalsotend tomake floatingpotentials
lessnegative,
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The ambient e|ectPon etlergy dl._trlbutiOns used in the [Jr, sent work art_ a
_' model _uiet-tlme spectrum (K_ott,I FigUre 11 and a mbd+l disturbed spectrum
• (Kt_ott, Figure 2b) baaed on measurements by Shield and Frank, "_and DeFores! and
Mell_,ain, B reSpectiVely. Both of these distributions, and also the ambient ion
distribution, are assumed isotropic. The disturbed spectrum was chosen Prom the
three u_ed by Knott because It has a hlghez' average electron erlergy (-,-10 keV)
_! than the others. In using it, _ve have t_hafiged it as follows: irl the energy ranges -_
: 0.5 keV __ E __ 10 keY arid 10 keY ,_ E __ 40 keV, we have replaced Knott's diff0ren-
_;_ tial energy spectrum by.f2 X t08 E "1/2 and _2 X 109 E -3/2 eleCt_ons/cm 2 see sr
:+ ReV, reSpeCtively, where E is energy. These r-' ,ions are simpler than those
+ indicated by Knott, and they also bring the model spectrum into closer agreement
_ ,_ith the data on which it is based, we therefore believe that they may have been
the ones actually.used by Knott, and that the corresponding parts of Figure 2b in
his paper may be incorrectly plotted. For any spacecraft surface having a neg._-
tlee potential_s < 0, or for a three-dlmensional (for example, spherical} surface
• haVtn[[_s > 0, the orblt-limlt_d flux (particlecurrent density) Je of ambient elec-
+ by:3trOn_ is given
i-_ Oe : Vn d°v : . (1 + eOs/E)(dJeo/dE)dE (1)
:+ max(O, -e_s)
where e is magnitude ot unit _lectronic charge, % is local surface potential,]
,;+_ dJ_c./dE is the ambient energy-differential flu+¢ incident on one side of an arbitrar-
_-,;_ Uy oriented surface element, and vn is the velocity component flormal to tht same
_ SurfaCe element, dJeo/dE is _rtimes the energy-dlfferential fluxper steradian
-qi: u_ed by Knott, I and ia _iV_t in terms ot the ambient ei_Ctron v_loclty distribution
:,)'+,,, f - d3 N/d3# By the relation dJeo/dE - 27rfE/m 2,_ where m e is eIectr_)n mass and
_, N is ambiettt tim or electron number density. Since f is isotropic, f -= fiEf. The
_'i" factbr (I + e_s/E) in Eq. 111 appears to have been neglected by Knott, and may
=_'+ account _or sonte rattler discrepatlcies betweerl his results and our_ (Section 31.
i!'
• The presence o_ this ta_tor leads to a divergent integration in Eq. 11_.if0s > 0,
:' dJe 0::_ unless /dE -. 0 as E -* O, that is, fiE) remains finite as E + O. This implies? ,
_ that th_ differt_flital fluxes in F_rtottis Figures 1-3 must approach zero lihearly _ith
-: i E at E vaiOes smaller than those sho_n lfl these figures. In _he present woi-k we
i" l_t_e instead used a less-realistic sharp cutoff at | _VI this may slightly affect our
i'esults for positive floatitig potentials in Section 3. We have also introduced a
._ shai'p upper cutoff at 50 keV in the quiet-time spectrum, also in order to avoid a
Y i,
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diverg_tlt lnte_l_atic}tt _¢hen _nlctllatittg averag_ erleP_ for us_ in backscatterin_
_: ealculatl0n._ (._ee belowL
lh order to obtain the orbit-lit'sited c)lectr0fi fittx expPessiort l'or an arbih,ary
cylindrical collect_Jr, the lower integration limit in Eti. {1) must b_ replaced by
the twv-din_en_st0nal velocity-space cutoff boundary E l max (0, - eCs) , where
E 1 i._ th_ toter en0rgy ot transV0rse mot|oil ½ me(v2 . v_) - e¢, and 'v0 have
chosert a z eoot'dir_ate p_rpettdiCular to the cylinder cro.ds-section. If _s _ 00 this
complicates the integration in Eq. (1), which may then be done in either of two
ways. The first [ l,aframbolse and Parker, 3 Eq. (G)j is to convert Eq. I1) into aniol
_i_ • integration using cylindrical coordinates in v_locity space. "rtlis m_thod has the
_-/_ disadvantage that the velocity distrlbtJtlon must be integrated over v in order to
z '_ 9convert it into a distribution of transverse velocities. An alterrtate method" is
_i_i as follO_d. We choose rectangular c00rdtnate4 (On, vt0 Vz) in velocity space, such
that vn is the velocity component in the inward normal direction at the collector
surface. The.x vt and vz become tangentialcoordinates, with vt in the plane of the
cyllhder cross-section. We then trmlsform to spherical coordinates (v,_,vJ v_,Ith..............
v z as pt, iar axis. Then: vz v cos _, vn v sin 0 cos V, and v t v sin O sin q_.
Ft_r % > O, Eq. (1) is then replaced by:
Je _ / fVn d3v
E-'odf._¢,_2 0://2: 2 -- f(E)(v sin 0 cos t_)
E:0 ¢,=-_/2 o.Arcsin[eOs/(E+eCs) ]1/2
..... _, × (v 2 sin 0 dv d_ d¢,,)
0 E + e¢ s
t.
in comparison with Eel. (lJ, we see that the integrarid in Eq. (2) con_a4ns an
extra, energ_y-dependent weighting factor, which arises frvm integ_'ation of vn
over the tractibtlal _oiid angle over which ambient electt'ons can reach the collec-
tor at each energy.
°t: A similar procedui'e is advantageous tb " taining the one-dimensional
:::,: 1' (Section t) oi'bR-limited fltix expression, lit this case, the lower limit in Eq. it)
_::l'" must be replaced by: En max(O, - eSs), where E I v2 - e0. This time
, n  'men
,c i,_
.o _ •
I "
UUUUUUU lOUc
we transform (Vn, vt, v z) to spherleal Coordinates iv, 0, _) with v n as p_la_ akin.
I_°r _s > O, Eq_ (I) iS n0w repl&eed by:
_- 7'c Cos[e,s/(l_'e's)} 1/3Je = f(EJ(v cos _))(2_v2 sin _ dv d0)
E-'0 #=0
/= dE (3)
0
independently ot collector potential, as expected.
The corresponding expresSion_ for iort.flt_x Ji are simpler because the ions ....
are assumed to be Max_vellian. Corresponding to the three-, two-, and one-
dimensional velocity-spaCe cutoffs described above, we obtain, respect|yely, 2, 3
for-ion-attracting surface potentials x is • 0:
, i (1 + _is ) (4)
&
Ji = Jio I [ 2(Xis/_)I/2 + exp(xls) erfc (_(_/2)] (5)(i) (6)
where XiS = -e_g/kTi, k iS BOltzmann's con._t_t, Ti is ion temperature and Jio is
the ion random flux N_(kT.i/2=mi )1/2. For ion-retardlng surface potential_
• Xis < O, we obtain.,
Ji = Jto exp (Xls) . (7)
W_ have assumed!-that T i -- 1 keV, and that the random ion to electron flux
ratio Jio/Jet) = 0.025.
For the decondary electron fracttr, nal yield 8(E), _ve have used. following
Knott, 1 the relation Of SternBlkss: TM
_(E) : 7.4 8max(E/Eros z) exp [ -2(_./_.max )I/2] . (8)
We have used the same Selection oJ_Sttrface mstertal_ (Section 3) as that
app,_af'ing in Table iot Knott, i £or WhiCh the values of 6.,,_,, and Ema x we/'_
obtai_ed from Gilsbons/l ahd Hach_flberg and Brauer. 12 .....
The process of electron backscatteriflg, whlch was not included in Knott'_,
caiculatldfls, beebmes trhportant at incident electron k_etlc energies larger thah
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'i, tliose far which secondary emt.'tsion is dominatt[. For th0 haekseattervd elOvtron
.. fraCtiOnal yield q, we have fitted the results or .'.;t_t'ngla_s 13 with a e_la_i¢_i_ of the
_,i' for In:
_:' q(EI " AE _ ltE i/2 _ C (q)
U
where the eoefflcietlts A0 B, and C are furlctions of the atomic numb0r Z of the
sth'fae_ material. We-hav_ evaluated A, B, and C for each surface material con-
"= sid_red (Section 31 by subst_uting Sternglass, values of q at l, 3, and 5 kOV0 into
-':':' Eq. 19). Iri all cases, r/is a very slowly var_,'ing function (>f E. For compound
4
surface materials, we have. assumed that each atomic constituent contributes an
independent backscattered flux proportlonal to its relative concentration. ThO'e);,
; exist mor_ recent measurements of r114' 15 which giTe generally larger values than
tho_e of Sternglass, 13 especially for electrons having near-tangential incidence.
_!, However, we have found these results to be too fragmentary for _Ur purpt_ses, and
_. we have therefore used Sternglass_ results throt_ghout. Presumably we have
_ therefore underestimated q, and our predicted floating potentials in Section 3 will
.: therefore be slightly more negative than more realistic correspondtrlg values.
_':: When ¢s > O, not all secondary and backscatt_red electrons will escape. To
°"' calculate flux escaping, w0 assume 13, 16 for ease of calcr!_,tion, that both secon-
_ ._,; dary and backscattered electrons are emitted wi_h Maxwellian v_'.ocits' distributions
_
having thermal energies -
f
": lO-3Z)
....!_" Ese c : kTse c = 1 ev, and Escat : kTscat (0.45 * 2 y" _,_eV ,
,,_ respectively, regardless of the form of ihe incident v_loctty distribution. Here,
° _ E is the average incident electron energy. We further assum_ that escape of •
-_ ':. emitted electrons is orbit-limited, tha_ is, that no barriers of effective poten-
_-_. tial 3, 4, 5 or negatwe' barriers of electric potential exist on the shaded side.
Fahleson 6 has pointed out that such barriers ar_ likely to exist on the stmlit side
.,. independently of any spaee-charg_ effects, if substantial shaded-sunlit differences
• _!!_:, exist ifl 6 s. The expressions for the escaping secondary and backscat_ered fluxes
,. Jsec arid Jscat therefor_ are /
i
'_: _' _l_
_'}" Jsec /i(E + eCsl(1 _- e_s/E)(dJeo/dEI, . dE. It0)
i!:
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Jscat _ ._ n(E + eCs)(l+ e_s/E)(dJeo/dE)dE ill)S
if cs < o. If Js • o, the three-, two-, and one-dimensional cases must be eon._id-
e=*ed separately. We define kse c • eSs/kTse e and kscat _ eOs/kTscat. For brevity,
w.e consider only the secondary fluxes; the cor/.esponding results for backscattered =,='
fluxes may be obtained by replacing _ by rl and Xse c by Xscat throughout. It Js is
the emitted t'tux of secondaries, then their velocity distribution at the surtace is
fs -- (Js/2#)(me/kTsec)2 e_tp (- ½ mev2/kTs=c ). _ the three-dimensional case,
the cutoff condition for their escape is E = _ me v2 - eSs • 0. We redefine vn as
velocity component in the outward normal directioii, and we use spherical coord-
inates as de[ined in cortnecttoti with Eq. (3). we obtain, for the escaping secondary
_UX _.....
• Jsec -"ffs viid3v
Ir
=_ exp 1- ½ mev2/kTsec)lV cos 0112_v2 sih 0 dv dO)
E_O.. 0=0
= (1 + Xsec)exp (-ksec)0_ 0(E + e_s)(t+ e_bs/E)(dJeo/dE)dE . (12)
The factor(I + Xsee)isnoteworthy,because itisspecifictOthree-dlmensional,
as opposed toplanar,sheathgeometry. In thetwo-dimensionM case, thecutoff
conditiOIl@or excape is _ me(V_ + vt2) -e_ s > O, and the convollittoflintegralfor
Js contains the extra #el_htliig factor which appears in Eq. (2). It is convenient
to use spherical coordinates as defined in coniiectton with Eq. (2). We obtain:
376
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J_ee 2(X_ecl_r)ll2+ exp {x_e_)e_le(,_ec,joxp {.xsee)
0
d_eo
-d'E-dE . (I:_)
Intheone-dlmen_ibnalease. theescape conditionis _ meV2n - e6s -',0. and
we againu_e sphericalcoordinatesas definedinconnectionwith Eft.(3}. We
obtain:
00
Jsec ;exp (-Xsec}/6{E + ei#s)(dJeoldE)dE . (14}
9
The floatingpoterttial(s}ofan isolatedshaded surfaceelement is (are)now
givenby the zero(s)o_ the function:
Jnet _Ji -Je +Jsec +Jscat " {15)
3. IIESUI,TS _,_ll IIlSCI;SSIO,_
Table Ishows fIo_,tingpotentialvaluesobtainedby numerical solutionofthe
,: equationJnet --0. v_i_ez'eJnet isgiven by Eq. (15}and w0 have assumed Jscat _-0
:. tit order to duplicate the physical sttuatitm of Knott, 1 whose results are ,3hewn in
_, parentheses. We see that our results show qualitative but not quantitative agree-
: meat withhis. Possiblereasorl_for thedisagreement are: {I) Knott appears to
have solvedthe curretttbalanceequationgraphicallyrathei'thannumerically;
; (2) wherever his solution indic_ttes a floating potential more n_gatlv_ than -3000 V.
he has listed '.he result simply as "< -3000 V"; (3) wherever he has obtained a
positive floatirtg potential, he has listed it simply as "+5 V" whereas we have
calculated it using the assumptions maoe in Section 2; (4) as mentioned follo_king
Eq. (1), his expt'esston for incident electron flux may contain an error. The most
important feature of Table 1 is the very large floating potentials which are evident
in disturbed coi_ditiona in the presence of the two- and one-dimensional velocity-
space cutoffs. The di'amatic diffei-ences which exist among these results are
377
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, _, evidence tha_ ._paeeeraft geometry and _heath p_tdntiat ,_hapc _r_ [mpt, rtant influo
enev_ itz dotbrmln|nR floating potentials. |t ia Important to note that an floating
potetltlal beeomea more n_gatlvo, it also becomes more ._enaltlve to the presence
' of small amt, unL,i of high-energy oleetron_ This means that if a spacecraft _hould
; en¢ountbr condttton_J that are "more disturbed" than those given by Knt_tt_s spec-
: trum 2b, the valu0a In Tabl0 1 most likely to be significantly exceeded at'e those for
_o_::t '
! the ()n0=dtmensional cutott. Thlv implies that for de_lgn purpt _es in which wor:_t-
, : ease information is desired, It is important to do calculations with th" "most
_': disturbed" electron sg_ctra available.
iI,_. In obtaining these results, we have made no attempt to calculate the time
o ,
_ needed to approach the steady-state conditions which they represent. In general,
i: _;. th0 most negative potentials correspond to a balance between the smaliest currents,
.,, and will therefore involv_ the longest charging times.
'- ,i_: ,_lso evident in Table 1 are situations in which the eurrent-voltag_ character-
il, isticof the surface has three roots. For these to occur, itis necessary that
_ill 6ma x be substantlally greater than one, and that the incident spectrum contain a
,_: sufficient proportion of electrons in the energy range where secondary emission
i- i, is a maximum. The center root never represents a possible floating potential,
_!, because it is "unstable" in the sense that a small change in surface potential would
_ _" causea netcurrentcollectmnof a signwhichwoulddrivethesurfacepotential
-': away from this root to one on either s.ide. A Further consequence of _uch a situa-
!. tion is discussed beloW.
i :Ji'_ Table 2 includes the further addition of backscattered electron flux (Section 21
_,'_ and therefore represents a more realistic physical situation. In most cases, the
_ net effect of backseatter is a moderate reduction of nev, ative P_oating potentials.
_ In some cases, the reduction is large, as in the case of a gold surface exposed to
i , the "quiet" spectrum. In several other ca_ es, all associated with the quiet spec-
: trum, backscattering changes a multiple-roe' to a _ngle-root situation. As indi-
,
_::: c_ted in Section 2, we troveprobably underestimated backscattered fluxes, and we
i ' have also (Section 11 ignored secondary electron emission caused by ir, n impacts.
Both of these effects would tend to further reduce negative potentials, ttowever,
': such changes are likely to be small. The results in Table 2 shou_.d probably be
"_" regarded as consistent with observations of po,,_ntialsreaching -,19kV on the
"°" ATS-6 spacecraft, a_ reported by Whipple. 17
,:; ,
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/Fl_rti_es 3-7 show cuz'rem-voltage characteristics for some of tBe Situations
in Tables 1 a_d 2. Ftgt_e 3 sl:ows a "typicM" Stifle-roOt Situation in which
secondary and backscatter CohtrtbUtioris do not change the general shape of the net
curl-ent Cm've. Figure 4 shows the above-mentioned case of gold exposed to the
qttiet spectrum, in which the backscattex' cotitrtb_tion changes a large pretii_ted
negative floating potential to a much smaller valise. Figure 5 shows a triple-root
situation. Figure 6 shows the disappearance o£ a triple-root situation because of
baekscatter. In Figure 7, secondary electron currerR iS stffflcient by itself to _.
prohibit a negative Floating potem;al.
We nov_ examit_e situations which may arise in the case of spacecraft Which
have Shaded cavities containing electrically isolated interior surfaces. Figure 8
shows an idealization of such a spacecraft. We wish to show that the effects of
surface concavity may cause ion Collection to be reduced more than net electron ........
collection at an interior point sdch as B, relative to an exterior point A; such a :_!
situationwculd resultin floatingpotentials_ore negativethan thoseofTable 2. I
ii
TO demonstrate thispossibility,we firstnotethatinthe presence ofan isotropic _
ambient plasma_ incidentfluxestoany surfacedepentionly3 on thelocations,in :_
velocityspace, o_the cutoffbot_noarieSinsideofwhich the _rbitso,_ambient par- i
-_ ticiescan connect"from infinity_'to the surface. Figtlre8 _hov_saset of the
associated"cutot_or-bits."We see frontFigure 8 tl_tthe includedatlglebetween
Cutofforbitshas be_i_reduced ingoing f_'ornA toB for ionsbratnot for _leCtrons,
for Which orbitstangentalto thesurfaceare shown as z'eachingbothA antlB.
Accordingly,the incidentioncurrent contributionfor theenergy shown willalso
be reduced, butthe electroncontributionwillnot. This pictureisinvalidfor
higher-energyelectronsatB, whose orbitsare straighterand wil!bare a greater
tendency toconnectback tothe interiorsurfaces otthe cavity. Even thoughsuch
hlgher-energy orbitswillgenerallyhave lower populationsthanloWer-energy
orbits,itisnot clearwhether the relativecurrentredtmtlonatB willbe gt'eater
l_orions or forelectrons. HoweVer, thisargument iaintendedtodemonstrate only
thepossibillt_thatthe bounds inTable 2 wlllbe e_tceeded.On theotherhazed,this
possibilityWilibe enhanced by the effectsof seContiaryand backscatteredelectt,ons,
Which willtendtobe recollectedinsideany cavity,ratherthan escapingintospace,
titustetitii_gto lhcreasenet electroncollectionantltirlvingfloatingpotentialsmore
negatlV_. This et_ectwillbe stro_tgestfor backscatteredelectron_because their'
higher emission energieswillcause them to have StPaighterorbits. To tl_awfirm
eoncluslonswillz'equlretietailednurnerlt:alSlrnulatlon.An addltitmalfeatureof
cavitiesistheirgenerallyhigheroutgussingpressures, which wiilIncrease any
tendenciesfor arcingtt)occur. Mr)re iiegatlvefloatifigpotentlalsmay als_ i-esult
ifthearntiienteleetroridistrlbUtlbncontainsbeam-iilieeonstltuents18which happen
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/to be directed alto _t eav|ty. Especially severe at_ing prOblemS are kt_0wn to have
occurred between eleetr0nie cotnp0tlentS mounted inside a cat_ity at one erid of the
DSCS spaCeCraft.
Finally° _v6 discuss some fut,ther implications of the multipl_-root results
shown in Tables I and 2 arid Figure 5. Consider a situation |nVolVtng two or more
ad_acettt but isolated spacecraft Surfttces Which are made of th_ same material,
and whose exterftal conditions change with time, as in-the case ot time-varying
ambient diStribution_o or a Spacecraft rotation which cart-ies these surfaces from
sunlight into shadow. Such a sitttation might involve the continuous evolutiort of a
single-root into a multiple-root Situation. and the possibility would then arise of
a "blt_rcatton" phenomehon in which different surface elements followed different
potential histories, With a eorrespondixtgly large potential difference arising
between them. Again° detailed numerical sitnoiations are necessary in order to
£_d out if sUCh phenomena can acttmily occur.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Upper bounds have been calculated for ne_at/,_e floating pot'entialS Which #hay
be acquired by electrically isolated Shaded SOrfaces on S_hronous Spacecraft.
Effects of spacecraft shape and sheath potential profile have been Shown to h_ve
large influences on such potentials. Inclusion of electroh backscattering Currents
causes oflly a moderate reduction O_ these negative potential_ in most cases, For
isolated sui-faces inside Shaded cavities° n_gative floatihg potentials may exceed
those on convex surfaces. In Some conditions, t_vo possible floatinB potentials
exist, leading to the possibility ct"bi_rCation phenomena" in which adjacent isola-
ted surfaces made of the same nxaterial may fotlov_ different charg_,ng histories.
J
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11. A Simulation Model of Time.Dependent
Plasma-Spacecraft Interactions
-T
_: P.L. Rothwell, h.G. Rubin, and G.K. Yates
-_ Air FOrceGeophysicsLaboratory
,_ Hansco_nAFB, Ma_.
:_f,
_ Abstract
__i: A plasma simulation code i_ presented that models the time-dependent plasma
_!_ properties in the vicinity of a Sphe/'iCal, charged spacecraft. After showtn_ 1
_i:• agreement with analytic, steady-stat_ theories and ATS-6 satellite data, the follow-
_, ing three problem_ are treated:, (11 transient pulses _rom photoemiSstOn at varioUS
-_/" 6mtssion temperatures and ambient plasma conditions, (_,1 spac_charSe limit6d
2111- emiSSiOn0 z and (3) Simulated plasma Oscillation_ in th_ lOfig-waV_length lin_it
_ (k XD<< 11.
1. |_iTBODUCT|ON
1.1 ga_tel Obleetlve@
_' The ObjectiVe of tl_i_ computer model i_ to realistically simulate plasma-
_ spacecraft interaetitms. It pr_Sefltiy tre_t_ ttm_-depefident _ia_ma phenomena in
the limit oi _ph_Heal Symmetry. Aithot_gh future plans anttctpat_ ih_ ihcbx_ol-htlOn
_i: of a regitstl_ three-din_en$iOnal spacecraft _eometry, undet'st_ndlhg Of the spherio
i_ /:' caliy _ymmetric limit untqUely identifies plasma effectS. In _is manner, it isi
- " -
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hopedthatthe n_odelwill ps'oveto bea usefultoO1In dfllf_renttattngbetweenplasma
and geometric phenomena obSerVed its the SCA THA Satellite data,
!
_"-" !.2 ilesCrlptlo# ot Ihe _lOd_l
We u_e what is commonly called a "pa_ticle pusher" model. That is, one
appro_timateS the actual plasma by a number of "compttter" particles whose charge,
"; poSttiOrLanguiar momentum, and veioctty are t_acked in time. Byproperly
weightin_ these computer particleS° rebSonable statistics can be obt$ine¢! fle_r the m,
, spacecraft. _
App_Opri&te particle distributions are generated either by a Monte Carlo
; technique or by a Systematic loatling of the velocity and Spatial l_tervals ("quietL::-_
i Start**). 3
' ! For purposes of cOmpariSOn, We have initially restricted ourselves tO
!_ Maxwelli_n distrtbutions. Nowever, both methods (MOnte Cax'lO and Quiet Start)
_ can easily be extended to any distribution tl_t Can be numerically integrated. Once
i=(
; the rleutral plasma iS cre_ted° the computer tracks the particles and recalculates
: the potential at each time step. Particles that hit ox' are emitted from the space-
i _:: cr_tft are taken into account as well as those that ente_ and exit the sheath boundary.
Thu_, the computerized Sheath structure dyu_mically eVol_,eS in analog_ with the
;, physical _ituhtlofl. Ohe may then Store t/he results and restart the pi_ogram with aL!
_-_} new set Of environmental parameters.
i °_: In SeCtion 2 Of this paper, we will show the agreement of the present work
with that o_ other apprOaCheS and with the ATe-6 data. Section 3 deals with the
_ photoSheath. The mtttimu'm rise time Of the Spacecraft potential is determined fori ?_.,
! :i_ variou_ emission temperatures and ambient plgsma parametez_. Space Chat'he
i _ effects are a]do discussed as Well as those due to SeCondary emission a_d back°
i _ sciattertng, Finally, in Section 4, v_e illt_strate the possible presence of plasma
; osciUbtions by pe_fo_ning '*computer experiments" with the _ode.
!! 2. COMPARISONWITllANALYTICAPPROACIlE5
ii . 2.1 CompariSonwith LbagmulrTheory
_i AS a first Step we _Otupared Our steady-state reSultS with those exp_etefl
' from Larigmutr theory. 4, 5 _igure I shows the _oml_artd0fi. tn these results, the
' ,, ambient plaSnia temperkture and tlenStty were held fixed and the fixed potential on
i' th_ probe (dpac_ci, aft) increa%ed. The pa_'ameter I1_ is th_ ambient current tO the
probe suz'_k_e _t zerti _oltage, If one makes the same asiJumptioti for the inOdel aS
i • for the Langfiiuir theory (that Is, nb presheath sceeler_ti6n), good agreement is
o 3gO
L:./,
_L.
1
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rl_* 1,0 m )'o • 8,25 m
• MO_'T.SMITH- LANGMUIR THEORY
• -SIMULATION PROGRAMWITH PRESHEATH ACCELERATION
_t-$1MULATION PROI_RAMWITHOUT PRESHEATH A(:CELERATION _J"
Re
2S-
20
| is
I/Ip
IO
5
0 • i I I I J
0 5 iO _ 2'_ ;_S
e_l_ /kT e -,,
Figure 1. Cbmpar[son of the Sltnulatton COde with the Mott-Smith-
i Lan_nulr Theory. This figure depicts a current-v_ltag_ curve in
the thick-sheath approximation. The probe radius is 1 m and the
outer sheath bbundary has been set to RB ffi2 and i_B = 3 in units of
kD. The dots reprezet;t the cv_e where there iS presheath acceler-
ation. That iS. when the potential at R B is nonzero
i
i
Obtained. (Presheath acceteration takes into accouflt the dependence of the sheath
size on th_ probe potential. In the code. this is represented by a Boltzmann
factor at the sheath bo_ifldary. 2)
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2.2 E,,mp,,ti_a _ilh Si,lh' |.,_den
We also compared our results l,. the _teady-state limit to numerical solutions
of the Vla6ov and Poisoon equatiofTs. ¢I,7 The steady-state limit is roached by
allowing an initially neutral plasma to form _ sheath around a voltagO-blas_,d prob_..
Figure 2 shows the code results after 0. 17 reset. In this example, th_ probe has
a bias voltage equal to minus ten times the average electron energy express. J in
electroh volts, From Figure 2 it is seen that both methods give the same voltage
profile, but differ somewhat for the electron density at large r. Tl_is difference
is probably due to the tim_-dependent code not having reached the true steady-
state values.
Ftguz'e 3 shows a similar comparison for relatively intense monoen_,rgetic
electron emission from the probe surface. 8 The probe is positively biased at
+2.0 volts. Tits emission energy is +1.0 electron volts so that all emitted elec-
trons return tO the probe sut_face. The resultant density and voltage profiles show
good agreement. Scatter in the time-simulation results can be improved by using
more computer particles. For example, in the present case we used approximately
4000 computer" iofls and electrons. Th_,_ number can be significantly inere._qed at
the expeCme of longer computation time.
2._[ Coniparisonwith _T_-b Oat_
T_o charging eve_ts in the eclipse region were analyzed from ATS-6 data
supplied by DeForest. 9 The proton and electron temperature during these events
as well as the simultaneous v,,hicle potential are nhown in Table 1. I0 These two
events represent a time when injection of hot plasma took place. Also shown in
Table 1 are th_ vehicle potentials as predicted from a simple Boltzmann apprcxi- !
s
mati0n and a thick-sheath approxi: ,._tion to the orbit-limited Langmuir theory.
The Eloltzmann appro"ima_iOn assumes that the electron density is closely
. -e_,./K, e
z,_pi,esented by Ne = Nee e v . Protons are considered to be unaffected.
Therefore, cttrrent b_lance is given by
/
o_ (1)
e_p/kT e = _n [¢te mp/tpm el 1/9.
where mp -- prOtort mass, m e = electron mass, k -- Boltzmann constant and ¢ is
defined b_low.
3_)2
I I i I l I I _, I
/
1.0 0.1
x x # ,, x .x
i.2 1.4--- I.G 1.8 2.0 2.2
r/r t
Figure 2. Potential and DenSity Profiles in the Sheath. COm-
parison of the time-dependent code with a Steady-state numeri-
cal solution to the Vlasov-PolS_on equations (L. W. Parker,
private CommunicatiOn). The density, n, i_ normalig.ed to its
ambient Value. The potential V, is shown norm&hzed tO the
electron temperature. The parameter, t, is the time at
I_ which the time-dependent results were taken. A negative bia_
of -10 kT_ VOltS iS on the spacecraft Sui_face. R B is expressed
in units o_'probe radii
J
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EMISSIONCURRENT: I0"s aMp/me
EMISSIONENERGY° leV(monoenerQetl¢electrons)
EMISSION-DENSITY "211/era 3
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, 5eV (Hdxwellian)
AMBIENT DENSITY • I/cm _
0o : +2V: SpherePotentiat (quasi-equilibrium)
vS. +lVequilibrlum
¢1
2.0 B TIME - SIMULATIONPOTENTIAL 50(_
@ TIME -SIMULATION(ISOTROPIC)
AVG.OF I00 ITEI_ATJONS
t -_ I2_j,
400
PARKSSG- ISOTROPIC)
(volts) 300
1.0
200
01"0 1.42 1,5 20 0
r/R 0
Fig, ure 3. Comparison of the Time-Dependent Code with a Steady-
State Numerical Solution with Motloenergetlc Emzss_oi_. Bo -- satel-
iite r&diUs. PARKSSG is a code de_,e10ped by L.W. P_trker that
includes electron surface emisSiOtL See reference 8
Table 1. Comparison of Boltzmantt-and.Langmuir TheOries with ATS-_
Data. e = 0.16
' : I,,ie:l/kT e
Dtty of Event T. T ....... :'Langmuir
(1976) p e MeaS. Boltzmann Thiek-Sllea(h
............... i ,. ,,,, ,,,, , , ,
5D 2S. "/ _)o1 i. 15 1.45 1.10
ee "t_.; 8.8 o. '_9 o.se o.78
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The Laugrnttit- tttirAt-sheath approximation is more realistic In that it also
takes into account the effect o_ the sp_.c.e_raft potential on the net proton cttrret_t.
It iS given by
_'ICTe._I/_ -[e%l/kT e /leT \1/2
a transcendental equation in:the satellite potential, _p, which can-be reduced to a
equation in (Te/T_}I/2. The parameter, _,'representS the net fractionalquadratic
_ electron current to the spacecraft" and, thus, takes into'accOUnt. Secondary emiS-
sion, backscattering and photoemissioi_ In Table _.we have set _ = 0. 16 (that is,
84 percent net backSlaPPer, etc. ) for both approximations. Examination of Eq. (2)
:: shows thatinthe limitOflargeprotontemperatures the thick-sheathapproxima-
i. tLonreduces tothe Boltzmann case. This is alsoSeen from Table I. Inboth
cases,the Langmuir thick-sheathapproximationgivesbetteragreement wRh
meaSut-edresultsthan theBoltzmann limit.
- Insight into the expected Sensitivity of spacecraft Voltage tO changes in the
ambieht currer_t,ca_be seen from Figut_e4 Which cOhtainSa plotof Eq. (2). The
top-half of this flgu're is a litiear Scale plot of normtdized voltage to the net e!ect_oh
curretztincidenton the SpaCecraftnormatized tothe arab{eatelectroncurrent
(wttl_the Boltzmann factor}. The bottom halfof thefigureShOwS the same curve
On a lo_-Iogscaleplot. These curves willbe modifiedby any voitagedependence
ine Such as Space charge limitingeffects.
: In Conclusion, for large negative spacecraft potentials, the thick-sheath
_ approximation predicts the average _pacecraft voltage, given the ll_¢per material
characteristiCS and the ambient electron and prOtoll temperatul-eS. The code iS
i cot_Sistent with the thiCk-sl_ath limit, arid predicts sheath density and voltage
profileS. The simulation code, however, iS also valid Where the thick-shettth
" approximation breaks down. That i_, where apace charge•and time-dependetit
effects become important.
The tmp0rtan_e Ot Space charge is determined by _omparing the spacecraft
..... surface chfarge to the charge residing in the sheath. For l_rge sut_face potentials
: and i.nuous plasmas, sp_ce_raft surface charge is dominant. In that case,
'=. { Laptac{aft SOlutions with appropriate geometric boundary cond[tiOns should be
adequate. At ,.oWvehicle pOtentialS with surface emission, space charge effects
L: become important.
#
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=2, Figure 4. Spaceeratt Voltage verSuS Net Electron Curretit as
._i'.. NOrm&lized to the Ambient Current (InCluding the Boltzm_mn
:. FaCtor)
_" 3.' THE PHOTO_IIEATIt
_:" 3.1 Introduction
"_,',• Incldent_unlightcau/_esthe emlss{on of low energy (-,2eV| eieetr_nsfz'oni
_, the S_telitte stirfaee. Tht_ emisSiOn, in a hot plai_ma envirdnmertt, sometimes
-2'i
....:. , swings the satellite _otential thOt_sand_ of volts as _he s_tt_llite brit_rs and emerges
'_ 396
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from the eclipse r.egion. A Secot_d effect 6f photoem{sSl_ is its ba_kgrodt_d
effect.Oh ambient plasma def_Stty mP.asurements. These meast_reme_tS m_¢ be
co_z_ecte_t for elect_'onS o_i_[nating on the satellite surface. A third effect of the
photosheatt_ is its possible tnte_'adtion with Onboard electz'o_ emitters elt'h_r
through SpSce-charge Lt_uitit_g effects or by StimUlation of plasma osdtllattons.
In the present code, we can simulate either mOnoenergettc oi- MCXweIlian
photOemtSSion. The Ma_lwellian case is described in detail in Appendix A. The
an_ar distribution of the emitted photoelecti-Ons _l]uw a cOSine law relative to
the stmface normal. 11 In_the following paragraphs, we _OnSider photoemission
tO be Switched "o_" at t = O. This is a worst chse conditioi_ since satelllte_
emerge from eclip_se over a period of minutes.
3.2 )|onoenergetic _mis._Jon
Figure 5 Sh_)v:s the Simulatlon results for monoenergetic emission. The
Vertical axis repreSentS the -_atellite (taken as a 1 m radios sphere) potential
_htle the horizontal axis denotes time in micrOsecOnds. The _atelilte iS taken t_
be at zero vOltS at t = 0. The bump in each of the curves occurs when the initially
emitted--electronS return to the Satellite. The final SUrface is the result of two
effects. FirSt, emitted ele_tt"Ons do not r_turn until the satellite reaches a voltage
.=J_I ,,_" S'" _N_T
,or _ .,,_'..'::"_ .,,,
_- _, _'hv ,/*" ' '0 ''[l'/m I ,,_.
,_ J' / ./ .._-'- -._ ..... ,
*" .
-;4
'1"._:'" -"" -"'_-
o 2 4 iS e t_ t_ _4 tG le :,_ 22 _ 26 2_ so
t(l_ll "-_
Fi4lure 5 Mpnoenergetic Emt,,Slon in a Tenuous PlaSma Tiie emission is
_issUmed to be :switch@d "on" at t -- O. Thi_ represents a worst case c0tidi-
ti_tt. The abscissa {_ in mtcrtmectmtlS
397
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equat to the smission-ei_e_y, Second_y, the_e is _ flntte tram_it tt_e for the
returning electrons. This r_eanS that the final voltage is higher than the emisSiOn
energy expressed in eleCtS-on volts. The dotted lines represent spaee_raft voltage
buildup, in. the limit Where all emitted eleetrot_s e_c_tpe. Ftwtl_t _ cases regarding
.... mot_oene_getic photOemission can be found in-K_t#, et al, 12
3._ T_nsietu-ilise.Time
Figuz_e 6 shows expected surface voltage rise-times at various ambient clens[- ..t.,
tieS. Ig these r_s the photOeleCtrot_ areemitted with a Maxwellian distri_utlc, n
= With a temperature cort-e_ponding to 6 eV. 13 The ambient detisity is then varied
_, to determine the rise-tim_.sen_ittvity tO the ratio of the photoelectron and ambient
_L
.._, currents ..................
To• O.SeV Epro! "6e¥ (MAXWELLIAIg} a • I_t / ie.Ael
.:: 14
I_ ilakele'lklO'S AMP/me
_\ NO SECONDArilY.....
_' | ,_ _ ...S_'rn, ,,/©c
6 a • 5_.7 n, • IO1_¢
-%_ 4 /-- • _S.27n, • IOt/¢c
-----_ 2 .. .... ./_-a ,O.53 % • lOS/co
,, 0 -- __ ----'_ "" • ' "
; I J I , i * i 1
_,,_ t (#s) ---
-" " Fixture 6. Sp_ceerhft Voltage Tr_risle_ts fO_'a Fixed EmisSion Temperature
' and-Vari{msPlasma Det_sities.No secOndarieSIne_,uded
_,
_*' In Figure 7, we treat the alternative case. That is, the _mble,_t plasma p_ra-
• meters Axle held c0n:atat_t and the photoemi_sion temperature is varit_d. The dotted
, line represents 100 percent escape efficiency for the emitted electro_S. The
_ steady-state surface v01t_ge, as expected is dependent on emission temperatttre.
._ The tranSleots shown in Fl_lures 6 and 7 _blzld c_use satellite mhlfunctionS if
, they reachetl a criticai logic circuit. Integrated c|rcuits usually Operate 0v_r
0-5 volts 8o that _., 2 volt transient throu_lh the ground ltrie8 would give a fi_lseil
'i
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Figure 7. Transient Spacecraf_ Poterlt{als for Strong Photo-
emission at Various Emission Temperatures. No se, condaries
inclhdt, d
signal. The incident sunlight flux must change more rapidly than the characteristiC-
time-constant of the surface materials. Otherwise, these rise times will not be
significant Further research into this area needs to be performed.
3. I 51,11',.(:harjz,_l.ialiied _'ili_i_d
Ch_ing and Bienkowski 14 showed that large current _mission £x'om a posi-
tively biased probe is inhibited by space-char_p btlildup in front of the surface.
(See center Figure 8. ) r ' 1hippie Used a similar appz'oach to show that dif[erential
surface charging is necessary tO explain the barrier potentials observed on ATS-_;.
In this section, w_ use thO simulation code to produce space-charge effects.
ApplicatiOn is then made to a floating spacecraft potential with and witli0ut active
centre| t_xperiments.
the versatility 0f tlie present code ts ilitistrated in the lefthand side Of Figure 8.
The surface potential is lield fixed at 4-_ volts while the elect/'orie_htssion eUrrerit is
'' increas(.d. For a nominal 5v I0 -5 A/m _ pho_ovmission current density, no
J
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CHANG AND 81[NKOWSKI
(m_S. _, VOL.13,SO2,1970)
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[_MAX),GeV [_°_(MAX)iGIV' i_*°I"" 5_IO'4AMP/m|
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Figdre 8. Sim_J|at@d Maxwellian EmissiorJ Showing Potential Ba_'i-i_rs.
The lettharld figure shows tiie barrier d_pth as a ¢mlction of bmission
iht_flsity. {Tlie hlgh_f- values ot i_hot are, of course, unrealistic and
are used solely to illtJstrate the b_;rr[et]. Tht, righthand figure shows
the bar/'ier as a tunctioli of surface potential
400
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pot_ntlalbara'i_riSobsel'ved. Howe_dt',ifthe emission isartlfldallyCdhaneed
tO50 and 500" 10"5 A/m 2 potentialbarPi@rS art,clearlyevidentand inhibitf0rthel"
0mi_siofl. (Inthese runs, the sheathbouttdarywas chosen at3 32 m). The eff_ot i
of thepotentialbal'rieri_.such thatonly 5"_._ per_'.ent,22.2 p_rcent nnd 4 4 per- i
centof the en_Ittedfluxreaches 3.32 m ft_rthe three respectiw cases. Tl_eso
resultsshow that-theSimulationcode can treatsp.ace-char_eeffectsand predict
emiSSiotlefflcie_0ies.T4qecode can dtstingtlishbetween emittedand m_Ibient
particles and, therefore, can b_ used tb corrbct ambient p.l.asma measurements, b
The depth of the potential well iS also dependerit on the satellite voltage. On :i1|
the righthand side of Figure 8 we show three cur#es for the sam_ ambient and ]
emise,i0n characteriStt,,sbut at differentSurfacepotentials.For large negative 1
Valueso_-theStirfacepotential,thewell is completelyelifninatcdsinceemitted
electronsare rapidlyrepelled.On the otherhand, ifthe suz_facepotentialistoo
positive,the emittedelectronsquicklyretul-ntothe emittingsurfaceand a signi-
ficantSpacecharge cannotform. Therefore, potentialwells are expectedfor only
a Specificrange of surfacepotentialS.
The SituationiS more complex with a floatingspacecraftpotential.Inthis
case, boththe welldepth and the Surfacevoltageare str0nglydependenton the net
electroncurz:ent,Figure 9 shows the expectedvoltageprofil_inthe sheathat
variousemission ctirrentsand ambient densities,Runs were takenat three
d_hSitie$n = I em °3. 5 cm "3 and I0 cm "3 with a photoemission currentof
8.2_ A/m 2.15 The emittedcurrentwas then increasedto 40u A/m 2 which isthe
limitin_ph0tOemiSsion intensityfor aluminum. 16 In additiontophbtoemission,
8¢ percentof the incidentelectronswere assumed tocause iSotrbpiesecortdarles
tobe emittedwitha Max_vellianeaergy distribution(kT --2.5 eV). The 84 percent
figurewas estimatedfrom ATS-6 eclipsedata (T_bleI). Figure 9 shows that
thepresence 0f a potentialwellis dependent0n a "balance"between the ambient
and emittedcurrentS. Space charge also_ives risetothe curiouseffectthata
spacecraftmay have a n_t positivecharge but be ata neg :irepntentialrelativeto
the ambient plasma.
The i,'igure9 alsoshows the maxin_um Barriertobe about -3 voltS. These
resultsare in agreement Withthoseof WhippleIwho showed thatthe barrier
potentialsinferredfrom A1'S-6dataare too largetobe explainedinterms t#fa
sphericallysymmetric photoelectronor seeOridarySheathsurroundirtga uniformly
I charged spacecraft. Differential chargirig betwee_ slbacecraft surfaces is, there-
fore, riiaii_ly responsible for the pOterittal barrier. The art, rage satellite potential
relative to the ai_bie_t plasma, however, is determined by the sheath.
Active conti-ol experiments tri hot dense plasma could lead to more pronounced
'. space-chai'_e effects. As an exti'eme exampli_, we took Te = 9. 1 k eV, T i =23.7 keY
a(id rt -- 5 v 104 ci_l 3. Ih that case in order to maintain neutrality, i_lectron emission
401
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Figure 9. The PotentialProfileinthe Sheath at Various
EmisSion Intensitiesand Ambient Densities. The sur-
facepotential iS floating
of ~ I._ A was required. A potentialbarrieron theorder ofhundreds otvolt._
wa_iobtained.
3._ FutdreP-Ia_
The Monte-Carit)approach Is p_eSentlybeirigappliedtoIriciudet'ealiSticback-
seattet'ingand secondary emission l_rombotheieetrt_rt_and incidentrobs. Th_e
proce_seelare energy and materialdependent. In thisway, insightirltothe impor-
tancet)fmaterialpi'opertiedon spacecraftchdrglrtgwillbe gained.
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1,L--lntrodoetion-
!
_,_-., Because of the dynaITitc nature of the plasma0 the Sheath potential may oscillate
i .:: in t{me. MoVing plasma partleles "overshoot" their" eqdillbrlum positions and! ,
:' ukldergo simple hartdbnlc niOtlon, C011ectlve oscillations ate, therefore, closely
_-:
i_::: corlnected With.dyrmt_ic screening. 17 The natural freqhency of these collective
,_.... modes is the plasma f_'equency,
i: 1I_
!_:, 41re2_
: _Pe =i!, \ /
i=:_ where n iS the ambient plasma density. The sheath, therefore, is like a resonant
_' cavity that Oscillates unde_--e.v_'tain perturbations ............................................................
_ ' 4.2 Obse_t'atlon_of-PlasmaOsciliation_
)£
_:: Initlttlly,we looRedfor pl_tSmaoScillatiOt_Sinthe thin-sheatlilimit. An
_ ",
i-li ambient density of 200 em "3 and an electt'or_-ion t_mpe_atu_e Te = T{ = 0.2 eV
was chOsefl. This gives _i Debye length Of 0.235 m compttred with a 1 m probe
: _ radius. The probe potential was biased at 41.0 volt. The top three curves in
.,..._: Figure 10 ShOw the sheat_ potential profile at 10 ,se_ tnterVal_. Some time-
.. dependence is observed but its coherent property iS not clear. The periodio
i i. natt_re o£ the time-dependence is enhanced by plotting the potential at a constant
i _}" distance (r = 2.60 m) from the prone surface as Shown in the bottom part Of
L;'! F-igure i0. The local potential Oscillates at a L-equency comparable v_lth the
i:iii_:: plasma freqtien_y (_pe = 7.99 X 105 rad/sec). The nature Of this Oscillation i_
i-t:.- further delineated by performing a computer experiment.
i ;
i_ 4.3 A ComputerExperimen_
!iil Figure 11 represents a cor_putet" experiment in which ._11the parameters
", exceptthe ambient densityretnainedconstant. The ambient densityinehch curvei i_ .
! ,_ t_ hi_'her by a factor of 2 compS, red @tth the curve In.mediately above it. The
! _', _ points represent 10 itertiti0n averages and the error ba,,s th._ _ms deviation from
_i this average. The observation point was t_ken at approxitbately 1_ XD (XD ffiDeby_
i-i' length) In each run. The average and Standard deviation of the oscillation period,
_i a_ estimated from these pie _ tlSo gi#en. In each Instance the Observed
_-: averaged period, T, Is %ho_*0 ' _,, h the plasma period v -- , ii × 10"4/ r/Sec).
, In order to estimate the oscidation Wavelength. X, the ohe-dimensiottai plasma
4os
! :i
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dinpot_lOrt relation 17 le u_cd. Although th[_ l_ dorivcd :,_r _ cnrW_inn geometry,
W_ nsnume it also holds f0r the spherical case in the thin sheath limit. The rcl_to
lion is
2 _ _pe2 4.3 (kT) k2/m (3)
Where
k = 2_r/k, _ : ObsOtVed frequency, _pe = plasma frequency ,.
(kT) = meah electron energy
m = electt'on mass
k = way,number .
The respective wavelengths, aS obtained from Eq. (3), are shown on the righthand
side of Figure 11. The central values of T were used. Results imply a wavHength
oh the order ot the sheath thickness (R B - rp). Since the surface voltage is ti.xed
at +1.0 Volt and is close to zero at R B, the analogy between the sheath and
reSOnant cavity iS seen to be very close.
Plasma osclllatioflS ate Landad-da_ped by the transfer" of wav_ energy to
electrons traveling slightly belOW the wave phas_ _velocity, Vp -- _/k. To test the
present code we arttficiaily etihancbd the ltigh _nergy tail o_ the Max.,ellian elec-
troll distrtbutioll but retat_led the condition 0f/aV < 0. Under these conditions the
wave amplitude shown in FigUre 11 signiticantly decreased indicating, as expected,
enhanced damping.
The oscillations shown in Figure 11 approach the long wavelength limit,
k;tD < 1, In that case, there is all analytic expt-ession 17 for the rate ot damping.
Itis
• (k_'D)3 _ 2k 2 ; (4)
where "v "-dacay rate (see" I), _p. = electron plasma frC,quency. While there is
substanti_l flUctuatiofi ill "vf_om i_ sensitivity to k, the shortest decay time is
_0 ,sec tot fl -- 800 ctn "3 run. This is sufficiently long so that no significant
damping is expected to be seeh tit Figure 11.
At loilg wavelengths the _av_ phase velocity, Vp, is much gre_tet' than the
thermal electron velocity so that there are few electrons in the resonant region.
At shorter wavelengths (kX D _"1) the wave phase velocity approaahes the thermal
particle velocity. The presence of many electrons in this velocity region rapidly
damps the plasma wave. While the above results imply the usefulness of plasma
simulation techniques in looking at collective behavior, some caution shoold be
noted.
40_
/The basic problet_n is that the observed oscillations _att be either physically
stimulated or artifically driven by high frequency grid or computer "r_oise" that
couples to the lower trequehcy plasma oscilltttion by allasttlg. 18 The computer
code should be sufficiently free ft0m noise sO _that observed oscillations are con-
sistent with analytic crttez41a. 3 The most common technique for reduving nvise is
to treat the computer particles as haviv_ a finite size19 and to petiodicaily
smooth the diStributiOn function (n both velocity and spatial coordinates, 20 TheSe
Sophisticatiot_ should delineate the origirt anti nature of the oscillations. ='_
Agreement has been shown between a time-dependent sir_ulation code =trid
steady-state solutions to the Vlasov-PoisSon equations. TranSient voltage rise-
times due to photoemtssiort were presented and space-charge limiting effects diS-
cussed. Finally, a computer "experiment" was presented that Showed the pr.esence
o_ plasma waveS. Caution iS noted for possible alia_Ing effectS.
It is concluded, based on the above results, that a simulation approach is a
valhable and verSati1_ method for de_llng with complex, piaSma-related Spate
phenomena. In particular, additional features can be added aS buUdin_ blocks
with 1lille modification of the existing code. Care should be taken, however, in
distinguishing betWeen Computer-related and phySically-related effects.
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JAppendix A
lit this appentR_ the methOd used to Simulate a Maxwelltan ph0tosheath ts
briefly discussed. The c0mptltatlon time is much shorter if the spee_l and dtre_tton
of the emitted particles a_e determined rather than the indtvitlual velocity compon-
ents. The probabtlRy° p, that the speed, U, is less than or equal U0 is given by
p(U<Uo)=_ ;° UZe'U2/2dU (AI)
: . O
where U and UO are normalized to the thermal velocity, _ kT/m. •
One of Us (GKY) has itlverted Eq. A 1 to give Uo "_s.a function 0f p over the
domain 0 _<p _< I. This domain was divided.into six.intervals and six empirical°.
appt'oximatt0ns determined. For p -_ I', the approgch of HaStings I has been
adopted.
The semiconvergent serte_for p as p --I" is
+u:utu;
oP
stlbstltutingthe leadterm in{he second term and ignoringterms oforder U_ 2
--
2
UO-,, -2 In (l-pl+In [-_ In (i-pl] +In_. (A31
we have used
t --_ -21n (1-p)+s i+a 2 I)i[-2 In {l-p)] (A4)
i and
a3 + + a5_2 + a6p3U = t + a4P (A 5)
o iAaTP+a8 p2+ a9p2
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_' For p -* 0+, the form can be derived formally
+ U°5 u7 1
__-!! Let
:_ u --S+C 3s 3+c5S5 _7)
? g
!_ Substituting Eq. (A71 in.:Eq. (A61 gives
i_' 2 1 $5+1C5  W+1)$7: _ p : + (c 3 -2-61 ca2- _ + .....
ill The Second and subsequent coefficients can be set to zero by appropriate choiceOf the Cn (that is, C 3 ffi0. 1, C5 ffiO. 0221428571, etc. )
, 2 S3 5_11/6 il3
i_i Thu_ p - -_- or S = 14. p (AS)
_i _ For p -- 0+, _ubstltute Eq. (A81 in Eq. (AT). In some of the Intermediate interval_
_i of p, Slightly modified analytic forms provided greater aecui+acy.
!_ Experlmerit$ _hoW that photoelectl+on_ prodaCed inside the material surface
i-_" are emitted _ith a cosine distribution _elattve to the surface normal. 2 A second
;:_ r._ndom number, q, generates the appropriate angle.
_. The numbers p at_d tl are ge_lerat_d by the function, RANF, resident On the
AFGL CDC 6600. This generates randOm, numbers uniformly between 0 and 1,
= ._' excluding the end points. This function is a multiplicative congruential generator.
_:_: Our. use of the random num'bers is not affected by the limitations pointed Out by
. _i,, _ "Seed"
_ : Marsaglla. The for RANF-1_ the quaStrantlom bit string which is gene-
s! rated by the computer's re_l time clock.
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!. INTRODUCTION
Spacecraftsurfaces--orportionsthereof- are oftenmade ofhighlyresistive
dielectrlcmaterial. Durin_ partof itsorbit,a spacecraftassumes configurations
•#here a sectionof thes_rtace issunlitand the restis indarkness. Moreover, as
the orbitprogresses, thissunllght-_hadowconfigurationchanges, causirigthe sun-
lltarea toexpand or contract. The_e effectscan give risetospecialphotoelectric
chargingcircumstances.
In thispaper, we otitllneSt)meof thesecircumstances. So,me applictttlbnsol_
theseCir_um¢_tanceatothe problem ofphotbelectrlCcharringof localizedslinlit
patches inthe dark sunsetterminator_-egionof the MOOn has been disctissedelse-
_vhe_e. 1, 2 In the following, we discuss charging dtte to the photOeleCtriC effect
aione. The presenc_ of an ambient plasma modifies the situation, but the consid-
erattcins discussed here still apply. H_wdve@, the discussion of this paper is
The Lunai" Scl_nc_ Institute is operatetl by th_ Universities Space R_Search
Assoeiatit_fi under Coiitract No. NSR 09-{J5i-00i with the National Aerofiautics
/ iirid Space Admin|sti'ation. This papei- consttti_tes the Lmiar Sci_ttce Ihstiiute
ContribUtiOri No. 263.
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],imited to cases _vhe_e the spin period o£ the spbcecraRs is of the order of or
longer than the relevant time-Scale_ that we detine in Section 3.
2. GI|ARGE-_PARAT_ONBETWEENSUNLITANn DARK_tREAS
Figure 1 i_ a sRetch of a partially sunlit dielectric sue'face. PhOtoeleCtrons
emitted from the sunlit area can have three types of trajectories: Type A trajec- _"
tory takes the electronS beyond a predeftned limiting distance (suCh as a Debye-
length) such that these electrons do not return to the sunlit area; Type B trajectory
takes the electrons, to the dark area to locations Where the electrons are retained
due to the high resistiVity of the dielectric material. Type A and Type B electrons
are lost to the _ttnllt area. Finally, Type C trajectory bring,_ the electrons back
to the sunlit area without changing the net charge of the area. A steady state is
attained _vhen all eraitted electrons a_surae Type C trajectories.
Fig,0re I. The Three Possible Types of
Photoelectron Trajectories: Type A ter-
minates beyond a predeflned limiting dis-
ta_..ce, Type B On the dark area, and Type
C on the sunlit area
A little c0nsideration will show -as numerical computations do indeed show I -
that the acereted electrons on the dark area tend to concentrate near the edge 0_ the
_ sunlight-_hadow boundary 0Vith tl.e exception of the Case where a dark area is not
cofitigUbuS With the Sunlit area). Is we shali e_pl_ir_ presently, the pt_sitive
char_es on ti_ sunlit area also tend to/:oncentrate near the sunlight-shadow bound-
ary. This boundary thusrepresentsa regiSfiot intensemtiitipolelectricfleid_.
414
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SinCe the phbtoemitting area is dielectric, one would commonly assume that
the positive charges on the area are immobile. ||bwever, this asstimption is llkely
to lead to erroneous results. The positive charges on a photoemlttidg dielectric
sUrfaCe possess an effective mobility -which causes them to tend to achieve a
surface density distributLort appropriate to a Conducting surface. This is an effect
which does not readily emerge from the conventional treatment of the charging _.
problem by solving the Poisson-Vlasov equations. This effect thus represents a
shortcoming of the Poisson-Vlasov treatmedt.
We present below a semiquantltative and heuristic argument to demonstrate
the cohductor-like behavior of a photoemitting dielectric surface. A full analysis
of.the problem cannot be undertaken without reference to a specific surface geom-
etry with a .Jpecified photon and particle environment.
Consider for simplicity a flat sunlit dielectric surface of finite extent in space.
For the moment we ignore the presence of any ambierit-plasma. Let N(c) dc
represent the flux ot the emitted electrons in the energy range c to c + dr, and let
co be the highest effective energy of the emitted electrons. In the steady state,
ell emitted-electrons return to the surftice (that is, they execute Type C trajec-
tories) and there is a steady charge density of n positive charges per unit area at
any point on the Sueface. Udder the assumption of charge immobility, this charge
density has the same value over the entire surface.
The uniformity of the charge density over the entire surface give, _- zxse to an
electric field compOtlent Eli parailel to the surface at any point on the surface.
T_Ais fit_id influences the Type C trajectot'ies in such a way that the positive charges
on the surface appear to be shifting in the directibn Of Eli so as to annul this field.
The positive surtCace charges thu_ have an effective mobility which tends to prevent
the development of a parallel electric field component. The result is that the sur-
face charge distribution tentiS to resemble that on a conducting stlrfa,,-e and hence
the dielectri_ surf_tce tends to be equipotential. The present effect, howewer, is
better not described itt terms ot a conductivity, since the surface charges are
constrained it) mo#e in two-dimensitms.
We need, however, to examine the rate at which the redistribution of surface
charges takes place in order to determine if this erte_t is i_tdeed important. The
Criterion foi' the effect to be important ia that the time-scale for surface charge
t_edtstrlbution be smaller than or of the order ot the time-scale over which the sur-
face charge density tx is establish_d_ The latter time-scale has a loiVar limit
4i5
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_n _ n// N(c) d_ (1)
0
but is almost certainly larger than this value.
To illastz'ate the effective mobility, wo make th_ followin_ simplifying
assumptioh: We assume that h typical value E Hcharacterizing the entire surface
has a constant value to a height h above the su_fade and vanishes above thi_ height.
An electron o2 ene:'gy c typically spends a time t -,-.h _ in this field... During _"
this time, the electron has its trajectory altered (from that in ab._ence ot a parallel .......
electrtd field component) so that it is displaced through a distance 5r -,- h2 e Ell/e
in the direction antiparallel to Ell a_ showr_ in Figure 2 (e = electronic charge).
This displacement is equivalent to that ot a positive surtace cha_ge through a dis°
tan_e Ar in the opposite dtrectitm.
FigUre 2. The Dotted Line Repre-
sents Trajectory of a Photoelectron
Returning to the _unllt Area in
Absefme ot an Electric Field Compo-
nent Parallel to the Surtace at the
Surface. When such a ftelti cbmpo-
nent E H is present, the trajectory is
altered anti is repi-esetlted by th_
solid line. The result is a displact_-
- ment of the electron throttgh a distance
Ar antiparallel to Ell. This is equiva-
lent to a displacement of a positive
surface cha_ge through a distance Ar
, parallel to Eli - tending to cotmteract
Ell
O0000005-TSCIO
: The value ot Ar averaged over all electrot_ energies may be found from
o
-i Jo" Nlc) _'1 dc
" (Ztr) -- h2e Ell Co . (2)
/ N(t),it/
=/•,
a
=!, However, regardlessofhow (Ar) iscalculated,the rateat which thesurface
" charge.- move across a unit lenl_th per.pendlcUlar to Ell is approximately
:, ([
-,:,. 0
)/, Nil = (At N(e)d_ (3)
-_ An upper limitto thecharge di_tributlontime-scale isnow givenby
N,Irre= n(Ar>/ = ,,rn . (4) .........
:j-
i Our approximate analysl_ thus shows that 'Ire and ,rn (the lower timit) are of the
,: same order, showing thatthe effectthatwe suggestisslgnlficant.
i, OnCe the Sttrtacehas aehieved a steadystatewith a conductor-likecharge
_' d[strlbutlon,the surfacecharge_ remain ina steadystateoffluxand the photo-
_',"- eleCtron_returntosuch locationson the _urfacethatthe charge distribution
' remain_ unchanged _ubsequently.
-!: If thesunlitportionof thesurface ispartlydielectricand partlyconducting,
L:il'
_ thenthe above effectsuggests thatthe ConduCtOr-dieleCtrlCboundary would not
: representas sharp _ conductivitydlscontl_mltyas one w_)uldnormally _ssume.
t. The Type C tr_jeet0rtes wOUld cause the surface char_es to migrate across the
_' conductor-dielectric boundary at a nontrtvial rate.
_!'i The conduetbr-ltke charge distribution on the sunlit area implies a concen-
,:_, trattonof posltiv_charges near the sunlight-shadowboundary - as mentl_netl
_Y
! ea1'ller.
.....!i
%
0" ,
NNNNNNN _T r,
_'_i 4o CIIANGEIN POT_TIM, OF TIIE _IINLIT MIleR AT EXPAN_IOi OII.C(]_IILM_.TIO_
ii'
_1 When the sunlit, area expands or corRraetS, the steady state e_tabltslled With
a given Sunlight-shadow geometry no lonler holds. With the changing sunli_ht-
sLadow configtlratlon, the surface tends to continually achieve new steady states,
i i Whether or not such steady states are actually attained at each Step depends on the
i ', rate at which the expansion or the cOntraCtion takes place.
i'i Let _b, Q, A and C be the instantaneous potential, net charge, total sunlit ar_aand the cap,relianCe of this area respectively. Let a(r) be the surface cll_trge
r dens :ty, which ts a _nction ot the positlor_r on the surface. 'rheri the development
i ' of the potential with changing area may be expressed an_tlytically as
" _ _ Q dC + 1 d _ ] (5'
_: C 2 eta C dA
_' }
_, where AA Irepresentsan elemental.,Jurfacearea and where thesummatlon extends
i_" over the entire sUnlit area. The first term on tl_e righthand side of this equation
!_ simply gives the change in potential due to the change in capacitance o_ the sunlitL='
__._,-, are_t. The second term g_Ves the change in potetttial due to the chafige in the net
i: charge of thesunlitarea arisingfrom two causes: (l) the losso_ gainof area,
_i and (21 theChange i_net charge by losingphotoelectronstonewly Shado_#edpo_i,-
tivelycharged portionsof thesurface,or by neW photoemisslonfrom _reshl_,
_:i: annexed negativelycharged dark pOrtionSo_ theStlrface.USing Eq. (51,thedeveI-
•_=: opment of potential of a contracting or expanding sunlit area may be traced by us-
._: in_ numerical simulationmethods. We have presentedelsewhere an e_ample of
_i,: such a method. 2
_ Whether the potential of a contracting or expanding area inc,-eases or decrease_
v_ith time depends 0it ho_ the various terms in Eq. 151 comp_te. The major decid-
;: ing _actor iS the rate of contraction or expansion - for this is _hat determines the
_; attainment ot steady stat_ at the successive steps of contraction oz' exp_ston.
i In some cases, it is possible that the potential #ill increase with time, causing
_; a "supereh_rgt_ff' of the sunlit a_ea.
o,,
: _, _. 6ENEtCAt,cONCLUSlONg
i_),: The followinggeneralconeluslof_may be dz'av_nfrom our dlSeuSslon:
_,_,
_ 111 Sunlight-shadoW _tfeCts may sUbstantially alt_r the char_in_ SituatiOn foi"i:i
_' a dielectric sut'_aC_. Th_ suniigh_-shadbw boUndary t_ntls to be the site of in_ense
_.
_ multipble electric fields.
"i. 4i8
I I i ! I l I !
I
(2) Chargo_ on a sunlit dielectric surtace have a finite effective mobility.
The charge distribution tends to resemble that on a conducting surtaee.
(3) A boundary between a conducting and a dielectric sUl'faee may not rcpre-
sent a conductivitydiscontinuity_vhenthisboundary issunlit. Charge_ may
migrate at a nontrtvial rate across the boundary.
(4) A contracting or expanding sunlit area may experience a "supercharglng."
The presence, of an ambient plasma will modify these conclusions to an extent
depending on the parameters of the ._lasma medium and the strength ot the radia-
tion field.
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Abstract
A Simulation facility has been established at tha NASA-Lewis Rese_trel_ Center
to det_rrnine the response of typical spacecraft materi_ls to the georna_netic sub-r
' storm environment and to evaluate instrumerttatton that will be usefl to monitor
spacecraft system response t_ this environment. Space environment conditions
simulated inclUde the thermal-vaeuttm conditions Of space, solar simulation, geo-
rnagllette sUbstorm electron fluxes And energies, and the 10_ energy plksma
envirot_ment. Meas_ren_ents for _pacecraft mtLteria1 tests include _am_le eu=rentS,
stunple stir, face potentials, and the cumulative number of discharges. Disch_tz_ge
tPan.sients are measured by means of _ttrz_ent probes And OsciliOeco_eS and are
verified by a photOmulHplier. Detttils of this ftteility and typical operating proee-
dttres _tre p_esented.
/
1. INTRODUCTION
GeosynChr_nous spacecraft have experienced anomai0uk electt-Onic _witcliing
/
in the mittnight-tt_-dgwn region of their OrbitB. 1 Environrnentai measurement_ ._t_k_J rllI
_, .,¢ge . *''
_,_v,_ _ _._
• +......................................................................:.+:+.:++........................................................................................+ ........................................................_5:+'+::_
_+ +=+++-+,_ . ......... +._+.,.____.___++,.++++_+___++--.+.++_+:+::+--_+,:+:.+-:++++ -+ :_+-+=.,_+-+_++:=+=--++r:+++_,+_+++'_+_ ++° .++oo,,+,,+.... +,° . ° ° ....... +< +O000000_-TBD02
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l_ve sh()wn that ene,-_les of transiet_t particle fldxes al-e higher than ex_.ected hi
this region. 2, 3, 4 _ ace_l-_ft _nomalotts behaviOr _orrelates well with the occur-
rence of geomaghetic sttbstormS. 5, (] Differehtial oh_trging o_ spa_eenaft Surfaces
can occur, "/ and bl_eakdO_n of cha_'ged dielectric materials can follow. Breakdown
can result in electromagnetic inter_e_'ence, degradation Of thermal control sur-
face.% and surface contamination. 8
A joint technolog_ p_-ogram has beet_ implemented b_"NASA and the USAF-to
investigate the Spacecraft charging pheru)menon, 9 One objective of the Joint _,_ _
program is to determine the charging behavior of spacecraft materials in a sub-
storm environment and what effect configuratiun has on this behavior. This in-
formation will be used ir_ future Spacecraft design practice.
The approach to materials characterization is both experimental and analytical.
The reStilt_ of survey tests for a wide Variety of spacecraft surface materials
have been sttmmarlzed anct have been published. 10-14 An analytical program haS
been developed in parallel with the experimental effort. 15 Th-. experimental work
has been performed in a facility specifically developed to simulate the subStorm
; environment. This SUbstorm _imulation fatality is the Subject of this p£per.
2. FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The simulation facility w_s developed to Characterize the behavior of space-
c_'aft m_tterials exposed to a simulation of the geomagnetic SubStorm environment.
A schetnatie diagram of the sp/tcecr_ft charging test facility is preSe.ted in
Figure 1.
2.1 Te_t Chamber
The facility test chamber iS _ st_ifiless steel vacuum chamber 1.8 m in
diameter and i. 8 m in length. A L 5-m diameter thermal Contx_ol shroud lines the
chamber interior. The shroud temperature is Controlled by gaseous nitrogen
which Can-be set to any temperature in the range _rom -185 ° to +120oc. The
ShrOud i_ aluminum and is painted with a black eie_tri_ally conductive paint prb-
_,tding [ grounded bouhdary for all tests. The test chamber is pumped by & 0.9 m
(_6oin,) diL,neter oil diffusion punip and typically operates in the range from
' 6 × 10"8 to 2 × 10"7 tOrx% Pumpdown time is on the order of _0 to 120 minute_ but
generally testing is delayed until s_mples have sttfficiently out_as_ed.
2.2 Simulation
The Sub_rm er,virOnmet_t is bimui_teti in discrete increments. The a_pect
of the substorm envi:_onment that i_ t_f most interest i/_ the _lectr0n enVironment.
424
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_ Figure I. Schematic Diagram of the LeRC SublitormSimulition
_I" F acility
_, iti._simuiatedwitha monoenergetic electronbeam operated at a voltageinthe
_:_i, range ffrOm 0 to 30 kV and at a eurre_ density in the range t_'om 0 to 5 nA/cm 2.
_ The divergent electron beam it generated from S hot wire filament by mebns Of a
_ spherical Segrdent accelerating grid kept at grotmd potential The cathode and the
_}i! beam-_orrning grids are biaseti negati,_ely relative to this accelerating g_id. The
_!i electron beam current density iS uniform to about 30 percent over a diameter of
_,, 0.5 m atthe testplane.The te_tplane is approximately 1 m _rom the accelerating
_ gri_.
_'i_i Solar simulation is useti when photoeffects are to be determined. A 3/4-sun
intensity xenon l_mp is used; intensity is measured at the test plane. The solar
_-_',_- simulator is located outside the chamber _nd the radiatto_ is passed through a
,, quart_ window. The llpectral distribution, with the quart_ window of the ehamber,
:+ iS within 10 percent of that recently published 16 _or Solar radiation.
_, LOWenergy plasmas are simulated by means of a +_aseouS nitrogen electron
bOmbardfnent plaSm_ _ource. Nitrogen gas is adrilitted into a discharge chan_beP
+_! containing a hot Wll+e filament cathode anti a cylindrical shell anode. A magnetic
i field toil iS spirally wound around the atiOde to incz'ease the p_th length of the<,.+ bombarding electrons from the cathode to the anode and thereby enhance the iOniza-
, tion efficiency. PldSma dtnsttles from about 10 particles per cfn3 up to 10e par-
_°++ ticies per cm 3 can be simulated. The plasma Source iS routinely used to discharge
;++ samples after testing.
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2.3 Sample,_,_,eommbdat|on
Figure 2 is a phOto/traph of the test chamber ir_terior. Samples to be teated
are mounted on a three-p0sitton Sample rotator. Up to three different Samples
can thus be tested during each pumpdOWn of rite facility. Vacuum can be maintained
for several weeks for Survey tests of three samples. Samples up to 30 by 30 cm in
size can be accommodated. The sample under test is located on the-test chamber
eenterltne as is the electron Source. The electron source is mounted on the Cham-
ber door S_en partially on the right in Figtlt'e 2.
Figure 2. LeRC Sttbstorrn _Imulatlon Facility Test Chamber
Interiol"
2.t [nstruntentatitm
2.4.1 ELECTRON ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENTS
The electron currerlt density at the test location iS measured with a Faraday
cup. The Faraday cup is moul_ted tO a 30 by 30 cm metal plate wlitch shields the
test sample. The Faraday cup-Sample Shleid assembly ia positioned in front of
the sample only while the currerit density iS beiflg Set. The entraiice area of the
Faraday cup is I0 cm 2. The st_ppr_salOn grid is ope_'ated at -40 volts. Staiionary
426
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clu'rent _r0bes at'e mortared bt,ound the Satnple. These probes ate l_'_:n metal
disks, 5 _r/_2 tn.ai, ea0 that are used to monitor-the cu'rrent density s: the test plane
throughout testing, The current densRy profile of the test plane is obtained by
sv_eepi_g h rake of 5 c_rre,t prObeS acrOSs the test• chamber. The Faraday crop,
shield., stationary Curt"eat pi-obes0 and _ake can be seen in Figure 2.
_. 4.2 SAMPLE M_ASUREMEN-TS
Two basic measurements _re made when a sample is Subjected to the siluu-
i:' lated subStOrm environment. The ft,-st of these is the sample elec+,'_n current-
i _ to-ground. SanlpleS are generally mottnted on a metal plate stibsti. : _vith the
i dielectric Surface facing the beam. During test the substrate is grounded through.
ir
an electrometer. _e current-through the sampl_ iS then obtained aS a funct_n o_ .......
'_ " time.
i_ Sample surface I_otential is the second basic measurement made. Surface
potevtial iS measured by sv_eeping an electrostatic voltrfleter probe across the
i sample gurface. The el,_ctroStatic voltmeter is a noncontac_ing c_pacitance Coupled
device. The electroSt_.tic Voltmeter operate_ On a null balance principle whereby
i- the stirface potential, probe is brought to the potential of the sample surface by ai.
i high voltage power supply. This desi_=n provides _ccurate measurement and
. minimizes volhAge gradients i_ the measurement location. This measurement is
made in the electro_ beam. Since the probe alid th_ sample are nearly the same
potenti_d0 the probability of arcing between the probe and the Suz-face under mea-
Surement is minimal, The response time o_ the device is 20 msec to change 10 kV.;
this is faster th_n typical charging times being measured. The prObe-to-sample
Surface Spacing is generally maintained at 2, 5 ram; resolution is within 5 percent
'' at this Spacing _or spots larger than 9 mm in diameter or strips wider than 6.5 ram.
i :" When arc discharges occur, some additional data is taken, Loop antennas are
! " used to SenSe and quantify discharge activity. The loop antennas are 15 cm in
! ,: diameter and the plane of tile loop intersects the plane of the sample within the
i_- sample area.- The antenna-to-s_mple spacing is about 0. 7 m. The signal_ re-
ceived by the antennas are amplitude discrimlnated-such that all sensed pulses of
i " gre_ter than several SpeCific magnitudes are counted, The cumulative number of
i - dtscharge_i of amplitude greater, than 1, 2, 5, and 5 voltS, for example, _t the input
i_ to the discrimination ci_cttttry then becomes the bathe discharge data. When dt_-
: charges occur, the sample current measuring electrometet_S are ShOrted out Of the
! . tfleasurement circuitry and the Sample current dire_tiy grounded. Irtductively
i "" coupled current probes and fast oscillo_cope_ (I00 and 250 MHz) are used to tries-
_ sur_ fl_e _re-tliScharge currents. A phot_muitipiier tube iS Used to SenSe the
i ;
___ Visible emission portion Of the dischargeS. The photomuliiplier Is ai_o used tO
periodically verify the functioning of the diScltarge monitoring circuitry.
i-_!." 427
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One of the in, St frequently used pieces of test chamber apparatus iS a Polaroid
camet'a wttich iS used to photograph discharges. DtSehat_ge lOcatiotis aS well aS
s0tne visual discharge characteristics are documented. Time exposures are made
for varying periodic, dependin_ on the freOuenc_v of d|s_h_t,_tn_ ....
3.._..TESi" PROCEDUI_,.
3.1 Initial Condition-........ rob,,
Prior tOany testing,allinstrumentatiot_is calibrated.The testchamber i_
thenevacuatedto a pressure of lessthan 5 × 10-7 torrbeforeany equipment is
operated. Samples are generallymaintainedinvacuum for up to 16 hr beforeany
highvoltagetestingisperformed. OUtgassingfor thisperiodhas been found tobe-
good practice. Before any testingiSperformed the sample surfacepotentialis
measut*edand dischargedwith theplasma source. The stateof the sampie surface
iS.determinedfrom meaSurements by the sample surfacepotentialprobe.
3.2 Establish Electro_.SubstoFmConditions
The electron beam-iS established by bringing the Faraday cup-shield assembly
tO its position in front Of the sample shielding the Sample n-ore the electrott beam,
The proper electron beam conditions are then Set. These conditions are typically i
a beam voltage of 2. 5,. 8, 10, 1_.. 14, 16. 18, or 20 k_"negative at a Current 1
density of 0. 5, 1, or 3 nA/cm 2. Testing is performed by starting at the lt_west i
beam voltageand currentdefmityand increasingthese,inStepS,aS the test ]
progresses.
3.3 Testing
Testing is typically performed, by setting the beam conditions and stepping
through increasing beam voltages at a given current density, increasing the cur-
rent density, and then again Stepping through increasing beam Voltages. The
sample is discharged with the plasma SOtlrce before the beam voltage is changed.
in this manner, conditions from -2 kV at 0. 5 nA/cm 2 tO -20 kV at 3 nA/cm 2 are
imposed upon the Sample. If the test is a _urVey test. each condition l_ main-
tained for _0 minutes Or until eqtiilibriutrt is attained, wlticheVer is longer. When
long term effect_ are under investigation, the specific conditions of ititerest are
imposed on the sample for periods of days or weeRs as appropl'iate.
TeSting iS routinely dotte in the dark and at ambient tempel'ature. When
pho{oeffectS are to be determined, testing i_ i'ep_ated with the solar simulator
illuminating the sanip|e. SlrhtiiatiOn of solar eclipse conditions can be done by
428
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testing With anti without s0iar simulation for given periOdS of time. EclipSe
testing might be pet'Eormed, for e_tanipleo. With a -20 kV beam at,.1, _/cm 2 fbt"
30 rnit_ttt_alternatingp_riOds of Solttrsimulationak_.darltkmss.
I. CONCLUDINGHE_IAI_KS
The LeRC _Ubstorm facility is in continuous, reliable operati6n, Characteri-
zation of spacecraft materials is it_ progress and some reSultS have been reported.
The facility iS modified to incorporate new techniques of measurement and simu- _"
lation as they are required or as they are availabie. Lndepvndent development of
inStrumentatiOn is continuously maintained and, _hen Significant instrumentation
advances are achieved, they are incorporated into the facility.
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: 2. Testing of Typical Spacecraft Materials in
a Simulated Substorm Environment
_: H. JohnStevens,FrankD. Be&opec,JohnV. S.'oskus,
RichardA. Bleeh,andStevanI. Harciw
_', NotionalAeronauticsandSpaceAdministration
...._ Lewis ResearchCenter
_: Cleveland,Ohio
, Abstract
_,,, A series of survey tests have been conducted in the L-_v,.;q Research center -
_'. substorm simulation facility. The test specimens were spacec,-aR paints,
_ silveredTeflon, thermal blanketsand solar array segments. _he samples, r_ng-
*_- Ing insi_.efrom 300 to i000 cm 2 wer_ exposed t_rnonoenergetl,.,electronenergies
from 2 to20 keV ata currentdensityo_ I n.A/cmz. The samples generallybehaved
i:_ I as capacitors v¢tth strong voltage gradients at their edges. The charging Charac-
teristics of the silvered _'eflon0 Kapttm, and solar c_ll covers were controlled by
!_ the Seeontiary em.ission charr, cteristiCS. InSulatoz's that did not discharge wer_
_:_' the SpaCecraR paints and the quartz fiber Cloth thermal blanket sample. All other
_o samples diti experience discharges _hen the surfac_ voltage reached -8 to -16 kV.
_, The discharges were photographetl. The bre_kdo_vn voltage _or each sample wa_
-i: determined and' the average enei'gy lost in the dls_harg_ was computed.
_.
_ /
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1. INTiIODIJCTION
Many sateHite_ in geosynehronous orbits have expet'lenCed and are experienc-
ing anotnalous behavior in their electronic systems at various times in their oper-
ational life. 1, 2 This behavior iS b_lieVed to be caused by the environment charging . .
the insulator surfaces to the point that discharges can OCcur. 3 These discharges
will produce an electromagnetic pulse _'hieh can couple into the Spacecraft harness
• and cause an anomaly. Stn_e parts of the satellite that are shaded can charge to a
'_ differentvalue from a sunlitsurface,the dlSchaz'gecan be between a shaded
insulatorand the spaceCraR strUcture. Therefore, inorder tounderstand this
Charging phenomenon, itisnecessary to know how typicalspacecraftmaterials
respond tothe chRrglngenViron_eht and to determine what factorsinfluet_cethi_
v_: charging.
An investigation to determine the materlal_ characteristics under the charging
_i conditions has been initiated at the NASA-Lewis Research.Center under the joint
USA_--NASA interdepentiency program. 4 This investigation iS a COntinuation of the-
_' work initiated to support the Canadian-_Arnerican Communications-Technology5Satellite program.
-_ The approach used ih the materials chat'aCterization te._ting was to expose
selected-test specimens to simulated substorm conditions and determine their
i response to these conditionS. The specimen surface potential and the specimen
-_. leakage currentto ground were measured as a functionof the simulationconditions.
' From this data the charge deposited and the enerffy stored in the sample Were com-
_ puted. For those tests where discharges Occurred, the surface potential at break-
_. down, the Charge lost and the energy dissipated in the discharge were determined.
These tests were run on simple samples to investigate the material characteristics
as a function of material geometry, thtCltt_ess, surface temperature and test dtn'a-
_ : tion. Additional tests were run on more complex samples to determine the effects
i Of assembly techttlque_0 surroundings, and mttltlpie surfaces on samples.
i: This p_per Willdescribe the resultsofsurvey-typete._tingconductedon the
i typical spacecraR external coatings listed in Table i. The survey-type test is
_asieally a short titivation test of 20 minutes at each beam voltage. This period is
_i'. Sufficient to insure that the sample sur_ce has come to its eqttUlbrtt_m potehtial.
' The tests were t'uh in the Lewis ge0ma_netic substorm Simulation facility. 6 The
test results reported here axle for I RA/cm 2 beam Current density tests. UnleSs
i otherWise specified all data is for dark conditions wlth the sample at room tern-
!,_ perature.. More detailed test repvrts on the samples can be fotuid in the
literature. "i-9
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TaMe I, LcRC Mate_'tals Charaetertz4ztlon Studtes
Matet'ials tester,
SpaceeraR paints
S-13G nonconductive paint
ConductlVe paints
Silvered Teflorl Samples
Thermal blanket samples
Kapton outer l_.yer
Quartz cloth outer layer
Solar array segments
Standard cells on fiberglass substrate
Solar ceils on flexible substz_ate
Solar ceUs with conductive film coverglass
2. PROCEDURE
The typical d_ta set for the testing is shown ZriFigure l. A capacltively
coupled, r_oncontacting surface voltag_ probe is used to verify that the initial sur-
face potential was zero and thet_ _Wept acrO_ the test Surface at fixed time inter-
vals after the sample Charglng started. SinCe the probe flmctions with the beam
operating, there is no need tO interrupt the test to obtain the surface potential data.
This procedure is followed for the test duration and results hz transient charging
_urveS for each test conditions. Each time the probe is swept across the sample,
voltage profiles are automatically obtained. The typical steady-state profiles for
insulating films ar_ shown in the figure.
, _ kV kV
ST_,_Y-STATE -2
_" CURI_I_.NT _ -4
-l_ _ .8 ,_o _I
.ZlXO 1............ J. -ioL ..... J_..... J...... _L___I]O 20 I,,,_-SAI_PLELENGTH4N _ lO 15 tO
TESTTII_.,rain TESTIIVE,rain
T_ANSII!NTLEAKAGECLIi_RENT SfEAOY-STMEVOLTAGEPROFILESTRANSIENTSURFACEVOLTAGE
/ ',
Figure I. Typieal Data Set of Materials Chat-acterizatlon Tests
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The ttJtal leakage electron current to _round is measured aa a function of time
after Iht, t_t _tart. A typical examph, t_f the electron current flow to ground i,_
al:_J _dl_wn in Figure i. Thi._ current shows the characteristics of capacitor
charl_in_; an initial surge dccaytn_ with time to a steady-state value. The charge
deposited on the surfacO can he t_btaincd by integrating this transient _urrent (as
,_h,,wn by the shaded area)_ Once tile charge and surface potential arc known, the
cap:_citant;e _md energy stt_rage can he computed. The steady-state values of the
s_rrnce potentl_d and leakage current can be used to compute the _ffective re_ist-
el, ice of the sample, a...
The same type of data can be used to obtain the discharge characteristics for
the samples that experienced discharges. The voltage prob_ is u_e_l to follow the
surface voltage through the discharge. In this manner the breakdown voltage and
the potential of the surface after discharge can be determined. The transient
leakage current is used to determine the charge deposited up to the breakdown and
the c]_arge remaining after the discharge. From this data the charge lost and the
energy dissipated in the discharge can be computed.
3. I"E_'i" II1,_._1;!,'1,_
3.1 5p_l.'e,'rafl Paial_
3. 1. l SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
Both conductive and noneonductive paint samples have been tested. The non-
conductive paint chosen for evaluation was the S-13G low outgassing white paint.
This paint uses zinc oxide as the pigment with an RTV silicone as the vehicle.
The sample dimensions were 17 by 20 cm by q. 02 cm thick.
The conductive paints were black, white, and yellow conductive paints supplied
by the Goddard Space Flight Center. These paints were formulated with conductive
pigment to provide desired optical properties, The sample area was also 340 cm 2
but the thickness was 0.01 cm.
3.1.2 TEST RESULTS
The resx_lts of the simulation test are shown in Figure 2. The conductive
pair, t_ did not charge; the surface potential remained less than 1 V for all beam
vo!t'_ge conditions. There was no apparent physical damage to the samples as a
result of the_e tests. It is planned to conduct long duration tests of these samples
to determine if there will be any time dependent degradation due to the electron
bombs rdn_ent.
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Figure :_..SpacecraR Paints Charging Survey ........................
Data
The nonconductlvepaifltdoes charge but soon reaches a limitingvalue of
about -2200 V. The behavioris typicalo£ thoseinsUlatOrswhose resistancet
decreuses withvoltage. The steady-stateleakagecurrentvaluesverifythis
resistancedecrease. There were no visibledischargesduringthesetestsnor :i
was thereany apparentdamage to thesamples as a z'esultofthe tests. Itwas 1
noted,hov_ever,thatthe sample did "eleCtroflubreSce'_under eleetz'on bombat_d-
ment- itglowed inthe bearP.
J
!
3.2SilveredTeflonSamples
3.2.1 SAMPLE DESCRIPTION i
All of the testsdescribedinthissectionwere conductedwith 15 by 20 cm 1
silveredTeflonsamples, 0.013 cm (5mid thick,withthe Teflonsurfaceexposed
totheelectronflux. The sample was usuallymade by eoverirtga grounded metal
substratewith 5 cm wide stripsofsilveredTeflontape. A conductiveadhesive
was used so thatthe silverlayer _#aselectricallygrounded withina few ohmS.
3.2.2 TEST RESULTS
3.2.2.1 Charging Charaeterlstics
The reSUltsof thesetestsare shown in Figure 3. The steady-statesurface i
voltageprofiles(a)show thatthe centralportionotthe insulatorreaches a unitorm
potentialdependentonlyon thebeam voltage. Therefore, the eentraiportibnbJ" I
the insulatorseems toacquirethe characteristicsofa cofiduetor-no trmnsverse
i
electricfield.However, thereisa very pronounced edge voita_eg_dient that
appears tobecome more pronout,ced withincreasingbeam voltage. Apparently
' these edge voltage gradients can drive cui'rents af.otmd the _d_es c0ntributhig
si_mfftcantly to the total leakag_ clirrent m_astired in this e_perim@nt. ._
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Figure 3. Silver Teflon Char_,ing Data
If the steady-state surface potential _or the central porticn of the sample iS
plotted against the beam voltage, a linear re1_tionghlp r_sult._ as shown in Figure
3(b). The sUrfaCe voltage is simply 1800 V lead than the beam voltage for the
range shOWri. Since 1800 V is appro3timately the value tot the secondary emission
yield to be uhtty, the surface Voltage appears to be contz_olled by the secondary
emission; the le_Lkage currerits are too sm_li to influence the surface potential
It the lealtage curz_ent trarislents ai'e integrated, the charge deposited tm the
sample can be Computed. A plot ot this charge versus the centr-i surface peten-
ti_l for each test condition iS shown in Figure 3(c). The slope of this curve is the
effective Capacitanee of the s_mple. This c uz, ve indicates that the chpacitance
depezlds uporl the sui-_/_ce voltage. This effect is b_lieved to he due to the edge
effect on the SUrface volt/_ge and not due to a change izi the nmterial dielectric
coefficient.
Once the charge afl_l suz_fae_ potential are available, the enerffy sto_etl m the
' sample can be computed. This result is sht_wn in Figt_re 3(d).
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3. _. 2.2 Dtschai'ge Characteristics
When the beam voltage is i_ereased above -12 kV, visible dls_harges occur
slmilSr to those shown in FigUl-e 4. Pictured is a single discharge event as a
reSUlt of bombardment with 20 keV elect_ons. Pinholes were deliberately placed
in the center of e_tch 5 cm width of tape. The disch_trg_s originate at the edges o£
the tape and the pt_oles which are the places where the large_t voltage gradients
would be expected.
Figure 4. Di_charge_ in Silver TeflOn Sample .......................................
Tap_ s_tmpie, ConduCtiVe adhesive
The surface voltage and leakage current data obtained during a discharge test
are shown _n FigUre 5.. The voltage probe was s_ept at discrete time Interv_Is
and the leakage currerlt was recorded every minute. The actual time ot the dls-
charge _as. determined.fror_ the recorder trace of the :eakage current. The charge
deposited up to br_k(i_Wn an_i the charge temahllng on the sample after breakdown
was computed by if_tegrating the leakage cui'rent. The surface voltage _as obtained
from the probe readingS. The ener_ lost was computed froth.the Charge and volt-
" i age values. The e_ective value of the Capacitance also computed trom th_ eh/_x.ge
and Voltage values, was eSsentiaily a constant. Th_ di_ttnetlon between partlaI
discharge and major discharge depends _,pbn the charge and eriergy lost in the d|s-
charge; in a _ajor discharge a l_i-_e fraction of charge arid stored energy is lost.
Typical characteristics for th_ discharges Irt silvered Tet'ion samples are
summarized Irl Figure 6. O_e assumption _de in th_se studies is that a single
s_veep |icross the s_ml_le provides a voltage proffi_ i-epresentative of {he entlre
4Z7
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sample. Thl_ aSS_)_'_ptior_wak vel, ified: by con_pa_-ing sample stlrraee potential
p_oftles obtained just before and j_ist at'teP discharge with computed surt'ace Volt-
age valueS. TheSe vaines wel-e com_)ttted u_ing a 0ne-dimenslonal model for a
silvered Tenon capacitor-, Thes_ Values are -10, TOOV before discharge and
-6500 V a/ter discharge. These Values a_e iS good agreement with the actual
probe readin_ of Figure 6(a). HenCe, it appears that the ,_oltage obtained from
the probe SWeep iS representative of the whole Sample.
The transient curl-ent pulses during a major" discharge tl_der 20 keV electron
bombardment have al_o been obtained. A typical pulse is shown in Figure 6(b).
The duration of this pulse is on the order of 500 riSec while the peak amplttud_
ranges between 20 and i00 A, The maximum values oJ_charge repreSented_by this
pulse (from integration of the area raider the curve) are ori the order of 15 #C
ir_tead Of the 50 to 60 _C of chai-ge lost i_discharge aS computed from the stlrface
voltage readings. The replacement current does not appear to compensate for all
the charge that is lost in the discharge, A modeLof the discharge phenomenon is
being developed.
AS a result of the discharge tests there was some silver loss at the tape edges
where the diSchargeS originated. The ioss w;3Lsconcentrated at the discharge
1_ation and did not _tppe_tr to i_crea_e with time up to test times of sevet, al hours.
It wa_ possible that the outgassing 6f tIie adhesive ii_ the Ct_a_kS betweeri the
tape might have in/'luenced the discharging characteristiC. TO invlestigate this a
test was conducted with a single Sheet of silvered TeflOn motmted on a wiz'e frame
with a mlnimal amount of adhesive on the sample back. Again the Teflon faces the
electron beam. The silver iEtyer was wired directly to the electrleal groUnd. The
test results were sit, liar to those of the tape sampies. The visibie d_Charges
observed under 20 keV electron bombardment are shown in Figure 7. This is a
time exposure and 1_epresents abotlt three major discharges. It app_r_ that it
there is any o_tgasSlng, it does not appreciably change the d_charge
characteristiCS.
3.3 ThermalBl_,.:'etSamp|es
3.3. I SAMPLE DESCRIPTION
F0ur different t_pes of Kapton outer layer biankets were evaluated in this
series of tests. These samples _re shoWri in Figure 8. Sample A, B, and D have
0. 013 cm (5 mid thick Kapto_i as the buter l_yer. Sample C ha_ a 0. 005 cm (2 rhi|)
thick i_pt_n _Uter layer. Sample D has a sewn edge construction while the oth_i-s
hav_ open edges. The interior portions of the biarikets are i 5 or 20 ia_rers of
alumtrllzed Mylar. All met_tiic ia_ers or all blankets _ere gi'ourided through th_
_iectrometer. _'i all cases tl_e samples were tested with the K_ptofi |ayer facirig
tl_e _lectron soui,ee.
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Figure _o Discharges in Single
Sheet Silvel-Teflon S_mple
Figui-e 8. Kapton Thermal Bl_tnket Sgmples
!
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3.3.2 TE._T RESUi,TS
3.3.2. I Charging Charilcteri_tic_
The charging characteristics are shown in Fig_lre 9. The steady-state "oltage
profiles (Figure 9(a)) show the same characteristics as the silvez_ed Teflon film:
uniform potentiz,1 across the central portion of the Kapton with very strong grad-
ients at the edges. The distortion in the voltage profile at the right hand edge
(above 5 kV beam voltage) occurretl when the probe passed close to a blanket
groundin_ tab.
BEAM, kV THICKNESS,EDGES ,-5 -- " MIL
-).0 o 5 OPEN g_)to 5 SEWN.9_9
o. Z OPEN 413 :i
-i_.............................. __1 ,t
},,,,---POSITION_ -5 -10 -15 -20 t
ALONGSAMPLE IJI_MVOLTAGE,kV
_alSTEADY-STATEVOLTAGE _b)SUI_I:ACEVOLTAGEASII:U/_C_'ION
PROFILI_S. OFBEAMVOLTAGE,,.......
% zo
I -- _1.0--
[.____1_ l .... J _l I t
o -5 -to -is o -5 -m -_ 20
SURFACEVOLTAGE,kV
_c_LHARGEDEPOSITED. qdbENL'RI_YSTORED.
FigUt'e 9
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The plot of the steady-state voltage verstis the beam Voltage (Figure 9(h))
agairl shows a linear relatt0nshtp fop the 0.013 Cm {,_ rntl) tl_ick Kapton. The
surface voltage for the Kaptoh is 1200 V less thari the beam voltage, arid again is
controlled by the secondary emlSStort charactet'lstics of the surface. The 0. 005
em (2 rntl) Kapton material begins with the surface voltage controlled by secondary
emission. However, above ,-5 kV Surface voltage, the effect of leakage current
begins tO slow the rise in stlrtace voltage. This effect is expected based on rite
lower bulk resistance. _,_
The charge depositedper unitsurfacearea and the en_rgT storedper wnR
surfacearea, are shown in Figure 9(c)and (d). The slope of thecllarge-surface
voltagecurve again chan_eS with thevoltage°showing thatthe capacitancevaries
withV01tage. This variationis.belieVedtobe due tothe voltagegradientsatthe
materialedges.
The conclusionfrom thisWork isthatthe chargingcharacteristicsof Kapton
bla_Itetsdo not appear to depend upon the method ofedge treatment. The material
thicknessdependence isas anticipated.Mure pronounced effectsofedge treat-
ment WiR be discussedwhen dischargecharacteristicsare revie_Ved.
3._.2.2 Discharge Characteristics
The dischargecharaCteriSticdataare shown inFigUreS I0 and 11. Generaliy,
the dischargecharaCteT'-isticSofthe tWO 0.013 cm Kap_on open edge blankets
(FigUres8(a)anti(b))were similar. The 0.005 cm Kapton blanketantithe sewtl
edge blankets(Figures 8(c}and (d))behavetiina similarmanner. Therefore, the
dischargecharacteristicswillbe discussedonlyinterms of sewn edge blankets
and open edge blankets.
The dischargecharacteristicsof thesewn edge blanketsare shown in FigUre
10(a).liithisfigUrethesui_tacevoltageprobe tracesjustbefore and afterdis-
Charge are displayed. Using the transientleakagecurrentdatato obtainvalues
forthe charge, antlthecomputed valueot thecapacitance,the surface#oitagehas
been calcuiatedand sUperlmp0sed on thevoltageprob_ traces. The agreement i_
very good. Applying these technlqtlesto allof the te_tdataresults,in thebreak-
: do_rt characteristics listed. It has been founti that tile initial breakdown for eaclt
beam voltage test above °10 kV occur'red when the average surface volt_lge was
about -10.4 kV. After this initial b_eaktio_ subsequent dlschat'ges occurred
when the averag_ surface poteflti_,l reached -8.2 kV. The energy dissipated in
these discharges is relat|vety loW. The ni_mber of discharges per unit test tlnle,
. llowevei-0 is fairly high.
The visible discharges observed on the sewn edge blanket ai-e shown ifi
Figure 10(b). "rh_ char_ictei.istic of the discharge is that of a giow of light over
the _aptoti surface with definit_ discharge spots at the thread line of the blanket
• edges. It is believed that this sewing acts as the trtggt_/- for the dtschtirge,
! v
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The dischargeeharacterlstic_ofthe open etlgeblanketsare shown In Fi/_Ire
ll(aL IIere0only the traeeafterthedMeharge has been obtained.The -12 kV
limitationo_the surfacevoltageprobe preWnted measuring the surfacepotential
profilebetot'edischargesoccurred. The agreement between the availablevoltage
traceand cmnputed average voltageiSstillgood. As one can see from thesechar-
actez'ISties,itrequiresa large voltageto cause thebreaRdown, but when itdoe_
dischargetheenergy dissipatedisvery large. Almost allofthe stoz'edenergy in _..
theblanketi_lost. The visibledi_chat'gesfrom thistypeofdischargeare shown
inFigure 11(b).The t]{schargesappear as streaksoriginatingat eitherventhole_
or groundingpolnt_and extendingacross the blanketsurface.
3.3.2.3 F_tectofSunl_gl_ton Kapton B_anketCharacteristics
A sunlight-eclipsesimulationtestwas conductedusingan open edge° Kapton
outer layerblanket{Figure8(a)).The surfacevoltage_measured _lUringthistest
are shown in Figure 12. The COnditionsthroughoutthistestwere: -10 kV beatn
voltagewitha I n1_/cm2 beam currentdensity. The testwas startedwiththe sam-
ple potentialat zero voltsand thenexposed to the electronfluxwiththe solar_imu-
lateroft. The sample charged toabout -9 kV as expected. The effectiveresistance
of the sample under the dark steady-statecondition_was 3.6 < 1011 ohms.
----DARK "----- SI_ 0N _ l -- bARK ._,_ SIM._.ON
o _o _ _ 4o _ 6o m _ _ z®i_
TESTTl_._, mm
Figure 12. EfFectot Sunlighton Kapton
Thert_a! Blankets
The solar Simulator was turned ori 30 mint_tes atter the test Started and z'e-
mained on for a_ sddtttonal 30 minute_. The Surface vtfltage and the leakage cut'-
rent chah_etl immediately (the step in the curve was cause by the two-sta_e turn
on requirement ot the solar sirfluiatOr). After $9 initiates in tlie sunlight (at about
3/4 sol_riflt_nsity),the stirfacevoltagewas decreased to about -200 V and the
sample effective resistance r_duced by 3 orders ot magriltude (to 3.6)_ i08ohms).
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L At thl_ point the Simulator was turned off arid the Sample allowed tO charge up
again. The charging z'ate #or thl eclipse cycle was slower than the first eclipse
• cycle. After the 30 miflote/_ in the dP.rg, the surface voltage reached only -7 kV
corresponding to an effective restscattce of ¢ )<,1010 oltm$. Turning tl_ SoIar stmu-
: lator back on drOVe the the surface voltage back down tO the -200 V level.
..!. The test was repeated with the beam voltage set at 20 kV with a I nA/cm 2 beam
• :: current density. The initialdark eclipse simulation resulted in a series of dis-
i:: charges.- When the simultttor was turned on, the sttrface potential dropped again
to about -200 V and ali discharge activity ceased. After 20 initiates into the _econdi
eclipse simulation the potentialwas only about -6 kV with no discharge activity.
_ The behavior appears to be related to the photocondtlctivtty effect reported
i_ for Kapton. 10 The Kapton znatet'iaihas shown an immediate decrease Irtbulk
[,, resistance with illuminatiortantiappeat_ to slowly return to the original properties
i whet_ rett_rned tO dat-k condition_. The Kapton behavior exhibited in these tests is
!j: probably not the result of photoemisslon from the samplesinceno other ma:erial|=,
_ tested with th_ solar simulator exhibited such an immediate antipronoUhced drop.
[:i" The redhction in buik resistivityCould be enhanced by an increase in the sample
=_ temperature. But this should take a finitetime to cause the change,
"-_ 3.3.3 QUARTZ CLOTH OUTER LAYER BLANKET SAMPLES
' TWo sampl_s of thermal blankets wltl_Astr0quartz cloth substituted for the
;:_ Kapton outer layer Were tested. One sample had a sewn edge (provided by Rock-
: : well International, Inc.) while the second had opet_eti_es.
i_:i: The test results are shown in Figure 13(a)and (b). The steady-state surface
_i:. voltage as a function of beam voltage (Figure 13/_))shows that the surface charges
_= _ oniy to slightlymore than -4 kV under a 20 kV beam test condition. The charac-
'_: teristic corresponds to a sample in which the resistance increases with the surface
_! voltage. The sample effectiver sistance is shown in Figure 13(b}. The trattsient
iY:: leakage current data indicate that ther_ is little,ifany, charge stored in these
i=, samples.
_i
_. There We:-e no tiisch_rges observed during the_e tests. HoWever, as with the
F S,-!3G paint _mple, the blanket did electrofluoresce in the beam. A picture of
_h_ sample glowbig is _hown in Figure 14.
-_ 3.1 Solar A,'ray _egments
_. 3.4, I SAMPL_ DESC[RIPTION
! '.', Throe di_ei, e_t solar array S_grii_nts were evaluated ih this test set, tea. The
i _ segmen_,s ar_ shown in Fl_re 15. Segment A is cali_d the standard solar array
_o_ segment. R is gfl ari'ay of 24 2- by 2-cm c_lis in series. The c_lis are l0 mils
i _ • (0.025 cm| thick, i0 ohm-cm r_sistlvity, N on P type soiai- cells. Th_ cove_"
r :
i
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Figure 14. Gl{_w oiiQuai-tz Cl0th Thermai Bianket
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slides are 12 mils (0.03 era) fused .qiliea (Coming 7_40), The cells are bonded to
a Kapton sheet which is bonded to a fiberglass ._heet, QrJc and of the fibergla_ts
board is covered with a grounded metal plato "lhe fibergla ,_ on the other three
edge._ of the segment is uncovered and exposed to the electron !lux duPihg the test-
ing. The electrical circuit of the segment i._ grounded throug!_ the electrometer
for the tests.
Segment B consists of 27 2- by _-cm cell_; in _ series/parallel configuration.
Tl'.ase ceils are mounted directly on a 3-rail (0.00"-cm) Kapton-flberglass flexible
substrata. The cells are 8-mil {0,012-cm) thick, 1 ohm-era solar cells. The
cover slidesare 4-roll(0.006-cm} thickcerium doped microsheet. This segment
has been constructedusingthe same techniquesemployed inmanufacturingthe:
11
Canadian-American Communications Technology Satellitearray.
Segment C consistsofnine 2- by 4-cm cellsina series/parallelconfiguration
witha conductivecoatingon the coverslides. These cellsare mounted on a fiber-
glassboard withabouta 0.6 cm fiberglassborder exposed atallfouredges. The
cellsare 11-mil (0.028-cm) thick,15 to45 ohm-cm solarcells. The cover slides
are 12-mil (0.03-am) fused silica (Coming 7940) with a thin, transparent conduc-
tive coating applied by the Optical Coatings Laboratory (OCLI). The conductive
• coatings on each cell have been connected together at the four corners and elec-
trically grounded. During the tests of this segment, the current collected by the
conductive covers is monitored separately from the current collected by the array
circuit.
3.4.2 TEST RESULTS
3.4.3.1 Charging Characteristics
The characteristics of the standard and i'lexible substrata segments (Figure
15(a) and (b)) are shown in Figures 16 and 17; the conductive coverslide segments
w4.11be discussed later. In Figure 16 the voltage profiles across the two segments
are shown for various beam voltages. For both segments the effect of the edges is
pronounced when the beam voltage exceeds -5 kV. The most severe voltage grad-
tentsare produced atthe interfacebetween thecoverslidesand the border. In
fact,there isevidencethatthe border can controlthe chargingof thecoverslldes
(_eeFigure 16(a)).This effectsuggestskhatmaterialsamples shouldbe tested
withthe flightconflgurazionboundariesin order toevaluateproperly thebehavior
ofany particularsatellitexteriordeslgen.
The steady-state,surfacevoltagereached by the coverslidesand the substratcs
as a functionof beam voltage,the charge depositedand energy storedin theseg-
ments are shown inFigure 17. The error bars on the voltagecurves represen_the
range ofvaluesacross the samples.
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The surface veltage _,_rvefor the startdai_d._egment coverslide and the fiber-
gla_s are straight lines. This implies that the surface voltage for both is coil-
trolled by the secondary emission characte_isties of each material with the fused
s_ being a slightly better emttter.
The surface voltage curve for the flexible substrate segment indicates that the
cerium doped microsheet coverslides charge to a lesser value than the fused _ilica
and behave as a material whose resistance increases with voltage. Thi_ behavior
may be the resultof thechargingof theborder and may not be real. This wiliI;3 ._
verified,in futuretestson the microsheet alone. The Kapton-fibergtassubstrate
behaves as expected. The surfacevoltageiscontrolledby secondary emission
untilthesurfacepotentialreaches about -9 kV atwhich pointtheleakagecurrent
in_uences thevoltageand the curve startsto falloff,
The charge depositedon thecoverslidesofbothsegments, alongWith the
energy stored,isShown inFigUre 17(b)antl(c)as a function.ofthecoverslide
average voltage. F_om thesecurves itis evidehtthat,althoughthesame charge
isdepositedon the flexiblesubstratesegment a_ the standardsegment, the energy
storedinthe ftexiblesubstratesegment isconsiderablyless. This effectmay be
due to the chargingof the substrateboUndaries_ In any case, thetechniquesusect.
incot_tructtngthe _lexiblesubstratesegment appea_ tominimize thecharging ef
the segment.
3.4.2.2 DischargingChar_cteristics
The dischargecharacteristicsof0nly thestandardarray segment have been
obtained. For thisseffment0dischargesare observed when thebeam voltageis
about -14 kV. A pictureof a typicaldischargeissho_n in Fibre 18. The dis-
charges seem tooriginateatthe edges ofthe coverslidesand culminatein _tflash
of lightover most of the coverslides. There isno apparent physicaldan_agetO the
coverslldesdue to thesedischarges. The voltage-currentcharacteristicsotthe
segment are the _ame afterthistestaS before. Long time dischargetestsare
plannedtodetermine ifthedischargescan eventuallydecrease thearray
performance.
The dischargecharacteristicsfor thissegment haee been obtainedtt'omthe
leakagecurrentmeasurements as shown in Fi_ut'eI_. The charge stbVediscOm-
putedby integratlngthiscurrent. The breakdown voltageis computed from the
valueot thecapacitanceand thecomputed cllargedepositedup tothe pointofdis-
ch_te_e. The energy lost in the tltscharge is obtained by computin_ the energy
stored at the time of the discllar_e and the energy remaining aRer the discharge.
The average r_sUlts for the three partial ttise_iarges and the 15 majoz" discha/'ges
are tabulated on Fl&,urt_ i9. As can be s@en th_ dtschai'ges seem to occur between
-8 and -9 kV. in a pad-till discharge oniy about 25 mJ are lost wliereas the fuji
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60 mJ stored in the segment a_e lOSt in a major dtschar_e. The reasor.s for
partial discharges in some test_ arid major discharges in other test_ are still to
be established.
:: 3.4.2.3 EffeCt of Sctlar Simulation ott Flexible SUbstrate Segment
' It is known that sunlight will increase the CondUction in Kapton 10 e_tposed to
_::'i the _ight_ This increase _v0uld result in lowering the surface potentialand possi-
i_ bly prevent discharging. However, there is a que._tion of What would happen to the
ir_ dark dielectric,surfaces behind the solar_ cells ifthe _trray.were exposed to a sub-
storm condition while the cell side was illuminated. Would there be discharges?
i_i Or would the reducecLresistivity of the illuminated Kapton affectthe darkened
i': areas _. A test has been.conducted at the LeRC to determine the response to these
'._ conditions. AddRional testingof a similar array segment has been conducted in
the ESTEC facility.12
_-- The flexiblesubstr_ttesegment was mounted.in the LeRC .facilitySuch that the
_ dielectric side was exposed to the electron flu_, A infrared, quartz arc lamp was
_-= mounted in the tank so that the lightwould illuminate the cell side of the segment
.... at about 0.5 solar intensity. Test rims were made at several voltages at a beam
_:,_; current density of 10 hA/era 2 first with the lamp off for 30 minutes, then with the
=_" lainp on for 30 minuteS, followed by 60 minute_ again iti the dark ahd fin:tlly, 30!.
i:_- mitmtes With the !amp on again. The total number of disChargeS detected by the
_ 10up antenna 50 cm from the Segment _as counte_i at each beam c_,rrent voltage.
The results for the -10. -12, and -i4 kV beam voltage tests are shown in Figure
.... 20. _imilar trends were found in the -16, -18. and -20 kV teStS.
i:: Sis i_ apparent from Figure 20, the segment e_perie;med numerous discharges
i_:_ when the segment was it,the dark initially. When the lightwas turned on the dis-
i_-__ charges stopped immediately. When the ._.amp was again turned off, the discharges
._;: oceu_-l_ed again, but at a significantly lower rate. Even the lower rate was termi-
:_._. hated when the lamp was again turned on. Therefore, the light on the cell side of
!_ the segment _eems to stop-the discharges that occur when the dielectric side.is
_:_,._' bombarded with Itilovoltelech'ons while the cell electricalcircuit isgrounded.
_) The reason f0r this behavior is either due to the photeconduetivity effect in Kapto:,
: "i or thermal effects in the dielectric (there Was no attempt to control or flteasu_'e
_' the segment temperature during these tests),
_ The discharges that _ere t)bSerVed during this teat are shown in Figure 21.
L__' This pi_tui.e is a multiple discharge exposure of the segment in the dark While the
_ dielectric is bombarded. The majority of the discharges occxir at the cell intex,-
: _: connects. Tliis implies that the Kaptofi-fibergiass cloth is char_ed to a point whei-e
! there is a breakdown through the cloth to the grotmded intei-cofinect. Preliminary
i calculations indicate that the surface pot_ntiai is aboiit -8 to -9 kV at the discha_-ge!
: : 452
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which is sufficient to break dOWn the thlt_ Kapton sheet between the fiberglass
strands.
After runnin_testsorlthe seg'mezltfog about40 hours, a marred decrease inthe
number ot dl_chargeswas noted. The segment Was removed from the facilityand
inspected. ItWas foundthattheclothwas puneturedat every intereonneet.Thi_
apparentlyredfacedthenumber of disehargesper unittime. There was no degra-
dationofthe cellcharacteristicsas a resultof thesetests.
3.4.2.4 Condtletiv_Covers]ide Test Results
This segment was exposed onlytoa limitedtest. The voltageprofilesobtained
are shown inFigUre 22. These profiiesshow thatthe conductivecoverslidesre-
mained atground potentialwhilethe surroundingfiberglassboundary charged to
ratherhighpotentials.Infact,thesereached a pointWhere dischargesbetween
the fiberglassa_Idthe thincOndUctivecovers were possible. Theretore, thetest
was stopped. The.fiberglasswillbe covered and grounded and theteatwillbe
repeated.
CONDUCTIVE CO_,:'RSLIDEARRAY SEGNtENT
;___ _ ---_- - _............ _,- F B[RGLASS IUNCOAtED!
I_J_OBE1RACK'" !.'_-:2___-_;:__2_
1
°:.k"q BEAM,1 "
._\l",, Kv ,, ;'
k....i...... ,L.....l--
"I°_ o _ !o 1_ zO
POSITION. cm
Figure 2_. Steady-stateSurtaceVoltage
Profilesof SolarArray Segments
The cofidbcttve coVerslirles did collect currents proportional to the cell area
and the beam ctlrrent, as expected. There were no noi_uniformides observed in
the voltage proflie over the conductive coverslides. The location of the gaps
between the cells was bare|y discern|ble. The sample was very Well behaved.
The results again pointed out the need to test samples if* flight conftg_rations so
thattheeffectsofthe surroimdlngscan b_ evaluated.
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x_', 4. CONCLUlllNGRE%lARKS
;: A series of stwVey tests have been conducted in the Lewis ReSearch Center
=..:., geomagnetic substorm Simul_ton facility on t3_piea.t spacecraft materials. The
._}, samples0 ranging in site from 300 to 1000 cm were exposed to mot_oer, ergetic
°3: electronenergies from 2 to 20 keV at a currentdertsityot I nA/cm 2.i '.
i _.. It_ general, all the insulator materials behave as if they #vere capacitors with
_, one surface atgrOUttdpotentialwhilethe sue'facefacingthe electronbeam came to _.
_i an equilibriumpotentialthatdepended upon the secondary emission, baCkscatterihg0
=_; and-leakagecurrents. Strong voltagegradientsWere foundat theedges ofthe sax'n-
_:: pies and these must be considered in treating the sample as a simple capacitor.
'_ The effectivecapacitanceof the sample appears to change withSurfacevoltageas
:_: a resultof thisedge voltagegradient. Solarsimulationchanged the clmrging
!_ characteristicsofthe samples eitherbecause ofphotoemission,photocondtlction0
io!: or thermal effectS.Finally,itwas foundthatthe SurrOUndingScan influencethe
_ chal-gingof thesamples. Therefore, realisticevaluationsof thebehavior"ofmate-!I rialsfor a specificdesignmtmt incltldethe effectsof the surt-ottndingsinthe night
I ),,
i!!i configuration.The samples inwhich diSchttrgesdidnot occur were thespacecraftpaints
i i_ill! (bOth conductive and noncondtlctlve), tluat_tz cloth samples and cvndtictive cover-,
ii!_ slidesolar arx'aysegments• In thecase of the S-13G paintantlthe quartzcloth
i_,_ the sampies were charged tO limitedvoltagevalues,but theydid "electrofluoresce"
!-:!: in theelectronbeam.
_, All of the Other samples tested did discharge. The discharges normally orig-
inate atthe sample edges or at impertectionson.thestlrtace.These are the places
_=_ Wh_re the voltagegradientsare the most severe. The dischargeswere visibleantl --
; helve been photographed. The discharges occurred when the surface potential was
i._'_: _,nthe range of -8 to -12 kV. The energy lostinthe dischargeswas computed to
_-_ be in the range ot about 0. _ mj/cm 2 for the Solar array segments tb about 2 mJ/
_:v' cm 2 for Kapton blankets, Construction techniques and surroundkngS were found t_
i _: influence the discharge eliaracteristi_S of the samples so that the evaluation for a
i par'titular sp_tcecratt design should involve testing in flight cbnfigttratiotis.
_il,i
_Lli There are two scaling factors that still mu_t be resolved. The first t_ tlte
,!_ geometric Sealing, or how to determine tlie characteristics bf very large space-
:. craft surfaces from tests On small area samples. In order to obtain tiffs scaling
o fttctor, large area tests in very large facilities must be conducted. SuCh a test
=' pro_i'am is b_ing consld_red for thenear fixture.
i The seeontl s_aling factor is the envii-onmental scalln_ of" the transition f_'orn
=_°,: monoenergetic electronfltmesto thedistributedener_" plasma of space. (_e
_:. attempt at this _xtrapoiatioi_ is giVeti in another pape_ of this session. 13 The final
.... 455
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answer wlli come only after space-_l[ght data t)n the materlal_ characteristic.q
liave be_n obtaifled ft_vm experiments such as tho_e on SCATHA. 2
The testing program that has been described here will contlrtue Utttil all of the
significant parameters for the Various spacecraft matet'ials haVe beerI evaluated.
The intormatlon gathered will be issued in reports anti vatalbgtied for incorporation
in the Design Criteria Handbook that is to be the main output of the jv'.nt AF-NASA
Spacecraft Charging Investigation. 4
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Abstract
An understanding of tlte behavior of m_terials, of dielectrics inparticular.
under Charged parti_le bombardment in eSsenti'_tl to the predichOn and prevention
of the adverse effects of Space,raft charging. TliLs p_per presents an effort to
_:_" Obtain Such an understanding through a combined analytical _nCi experimental
_pproach.
' A one-dimensional model for _hargin_ of s_mpleS in the LeRC test f_eility is
used in conjunction With experimental d_ta taken in this facility tO develop "m_terial
chargl_g cl_r&eteriSties" for silvered TeflOn. Tl_ese charaeter|$ttcs _re then used
in a one dimensional model fO_ charging in sp_ce to examine expected r_Sponse.
Relative Charging rates as well as relative chaz_ging levels for silvered Teflon and
metal are diSCussed.
;!. .f I -L I ! I i' I
prese,t paper" sumraari_eS the analytical work whicl_ ha_ been perf0r_ed inter°
actively with this expe_in_ental work. The goal of the a,aiysis is twofold. FirSt,
is to model the charging Of material Samples in terrfls of the material's para-
meters. Second, since a goal of the entire study is tO predict behavior of sp_ve-
craft surfaceS, an attet_pt is made to "Scale" the environment, that is, to relate
results obtained using a monoenergetic beam in the ground test facility to expected
results with distributed particle fluxes of the space e,viro,ment. An approach to
establish this environment scaling is to develop models of charging for both
charged particle environments, and _ssume that the material properties are c0t_- ,,,,
stant. Then differences between material chargin_ behavior under ground test and
.. in space are a result of the differences in the two environments. It iS recognized
that the vacuum levels in the grOUnd test and space environments are also different.
No attempt is made here to account for.thiS factor.
This paper, then, represent._ a fi_'st attempt at attaining the two goals of
characterizing material charging and scalin_ to the space environment. The
models used ar. _.one-dimenSional t_ntt describe char_tng of Samples in te.rms of the
charging of a capacitor. This type of model has been used by a number of
workers3, 4, 5, _ to describe Spacecraft charging.
The proceduz'. _ used herein WaS to first develop a one-direst.Siena1 model tO
describe charging _f Samples in the LeRC vactmm test facility. This model con-
tained a number of parameters which were varied to provide best fits to experi-
mental data Obtainec' in the facility. The values o_ these parameters which yielded
the be_t fit Were identified aS the "material charging characteristics. " These were
.' then used in conjunction with a otle-dimeflSional model for' ctmrging in the Spac(_
: substorm environment to make some predictions of the charging behavior of the
tnaterials in space. The insulator studied here is 5 rail silvered FEP Teflon. R!
L_
2. (I_E-III_IENSIONAL(1-i))I;IIOI:NI)1'F,_1" FAI:II,ITT _I(|IIEL
in the LeRC test facility, a monoenergetic beam of electron_ with energies of
_-2 to 20 keV iS directed at nortnal incidence to planar Samples. A beam current
density of 1 flA/cm 2 was ueed t_ obtain all test data dis_u_sed in this report.
i_ The GrOund Te_t Facility Model is a qUaSiStatic current balance model. The
cu_'reat densities considered are th0t_e due to primary {beam) eleeti'ons, secondary
electrons, backscatteted electrOnS, and leakage current through the san_ple bulk.
These -_redenotedby Je' iS'JBS' and Jl'respectively.1_hesample isassumed to
charg_ likea capacitor. Thus a time balanceequstlonisof theform
dV s
. C _ + Jl -'Je ° Js "JBs (|]
4_0
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where Vs iS the m_grRtude of _e surface Voltage, All stl_uS are e_pitctt m this
equ_tt0n, and i'n all otheP_ used tn the test facility mode_,, tl_at t_, all Syr_bOl._
stand for pOSitive nul_be_'s. Tiie act'tal su_ce voltage is of course ne_Biive, and
this iS assumed tht_o_tghout. ThUs this model doe_ not predict positive Surlaee
VOlt,gee correctly, since positive surface voltaBe would tend to reattract th_
emitted Secoddsr_ eleclronS and this effect has riot be_rl inc|uded here.
The first farm in Eq. (1) represettts the net charge deposited on the surface
(per cm _) tl_ a fin _. step, and so is termed the el_arging current det_Sity and denoted
by Jc' The procedure used was to initiall_ at t = 0 with Vs = 0. Then £V s was
calculated from- ............
.......... The current densities are all functions Of Vs and their functional terms are given
in Figure I. Equation (2) is solved by an iterafive procedure. This equation can il
be expressed aS il
_v s --fN s) _t (3) _,.
With the initial aSsUmptiOn Vs = t = 0, a suitable At iS chosen, and _V s calculated.
V s iS then incz emer_ted by/_V s (Set = /_s for the first iteration) and the procedure
repeated until equliibri_m is reached, that t_, utttil
dV
3c-- C-'_t --0
The several current densities in the precedin_ equations are functions of SUr-
face voltage. All but the leakage current density are fuhcti0ns of the primary
electron beam voltage and current density. The parameters which can be varied
are the secondary emission maximum yield, _m, and energy _0r maximum yield,
V m, the backse_tter coefficient, _, the resistivity, p, and the capacitance C.
In p_actlee, values for _ and V m were taken from the literature. Val_es for p
were determined from the measured surface voltages and currents at equilibrium,
and fits obtaihed by varying _and C. This iS discussed t_ore _ully in S_ction4.
i It should be noted that this model does not accOUnt for beam in angle8pPe_d
Or energy, thepresence ofthe vacuum tat_kwalls,or residualgas inthe chamber.
Sif_eeitisone-dlmensionM, itcan not,of course, explicitlydescribeedge effects.
dr effects due to surface variatt0tiS.
Derivatiofls of th@ current density equations are presented it_ Appendix A. A
, su_tnary of the mod_l and equations is glvefl in Figure i.
4_i
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Figure I. 1-13Model Ground Test Environment
3.' (:O_iP_ItlSON _11'II EXPERIq(r.NI"._L I),_TA
3.1 "Floating"AlaminumPlate
The firsttest data Used in conjunction with the test facilitycharging model
were those taken with a bare aluminum plate which is normally used for substrates.
This plate was mounted in front of a second identicalplate which was grounded to
the chamber walls. These two plates were held apart and electz'icaUyisolated by
a Teflon spacer t_lug0.'/cm lor_. The plates a_e rectangular with dimensions
15 cm × 20 cm (--300cm 2 area). Surface voltage of the floatingplate was mea-
sured as a functiotlof time USing the surface voltage probe. 1
Figure 2 shews these data and the best fitcalculated curves. In obtaining
thesb fitsto the data. values of 6m --3 and Vma x --400 were used. These are
consistent With ranges of values for these parameters given by Gibbons 7 for a
surface layer of AI203. Itis reasonable to expect some oxide on the surface of
the "bare aluminum" plate since ithad in fact been exposed to air. This points up
)
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Figure 2, Comparison With Experi-
mental Data
the strong dep£adence of charging phenomena on _ample surface condition, and
indicates that care m)'st be taken in making predictiOnt_ foz" charging tO consider
the state 9f the surface.
With these values ir_ the expresgion for _econd_ry emission, the values of C
ill used to obtait_the cu_.es in Figtlre2 Varied from I,2 × I0" t_-farads atV B = 5RV
: to 5 × 10-11 farads atV B = 16 kV, decreasing approximately linearly with in-
_ii!.i creasing beam voltage. The values used for the "bacRScatt_r coefficient"varied
.,,'", from 0. 15 at V B = 5 kV to 0.5 at V B = 16 kV, again it_approximately linear
_ fashion. The expression used to calculate secondary emission current density Is
derived from an expression for yield as a function Of primary energy due to
Sternglass. 8 It is plaUsibl_ that the required variation of [ to obtain fits to the
data is accounted for, in part, by deviations of the actual secondary yield from
that predicted.by Sternglass formula. That iS, the adjustments to _ represent
_< adjustments to the sum of the backScattered and secondary electron_.
The finalpoint of concern here is the time scale forchargingofthe floating
p!_te; _ reaches its equilibrium floatingvoltage WRli a time constant of Several
seconds. This iS not stir'prising, since the capacitaflc_ of the test plate to its _ur-
roundings is expected to be small. The timescale, is relevant, however,to the
question of the behavior of composite sampies. Thisis disctisSedmore lullyin
Section 3.3.
f
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3.2 ._d_rOri,d 'l'eflo. _hmpl,_
The I-D model was next used tO fit current and Su_'face VolJ_hge data fr6tn
silvered Teflon SampleS. These consist of an aluminum sub_tl'ate with three _.trips
of 5 m_l silvered Teflon mounted with conductive adhesive to the substrate. Each
o_ these _trips was 5 cm wide and _0 cm long. D_wing test, the alUmLnum subStrate
(and cOnseqUently the silver) was grounded, while the Teflon surface was bom-
barded with electrOn,m
The data and Calculated fits for beam voltages at which equilibrium is reached-
are shown in Figure 3. These data are a composite of four separate data setS,
and indicate charging times on the. ",rder of minutes. The error ba_'s reflect the
_catter in the d_ta as well as the +5 percent reS01_tiOn uncertainty in the voltage
measurementS. Since for inSulAtors there are Strong voltage gradients near the
edges of the samples, the st_rface_}oltagemeasuxements ape those read at the ..........................................
Sample centerWhich iSuniform.
To obtainthesecurves, theeffectiveresistancewas calculatedfrom the
eqtRlibrlumvaluesof surfaceVOltageand leakagecurrent. These valuesindicate
an effectivet-esistivityfor the samples Of about 9 × 1015G-cm, aborta_torder of
cuRef_?l,SOLVk'I_Tm.oe¢_......
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magnitude below published values for "eflon. It o_e assumes that the published
vMue of 10l?f_-cm-4s accurate, then a p_rallel path haviflg a resistance ut about
4 × 10_G is in_eated by the d_t_. This could be a surface leak_go, or an edge
leakage, Or leakage through the sheath.
ValUeS Of 6m ffi3 and Vma x ffi300 _vere used in the expression for Secondary
emiSSion, in accordance with the data given by Willis and Skinner. 9 The values of
C retltflred r_nged from 14.0 pf/cm 2 at V B ffi5 kV to 10 pf/cm 2 at V B -- 12 kV and
decreased monotonically with increasing beam voltage_ Extrapolation of the curve
to V B ffi0 indicates a dielectric constant for Teflon of "-2.1. This decrease in
effective capacitance ts believed to be as._ociated with edge effects. Edge gradients
are obs_.rved in the data. These becom_ more pronounced at higher voltages
reducing the effective area. 2 The valtie used for the backscatter coefficient
varies about an order of magnitude for the Teflon Samples. Not only does itchange
with beam voltages but also appears to change during charging at a s_ngle beam
voltage. For the initial portioa of the charging curves, _ varied .¢rom 0.25 at the
lower beam vOltageS to 0.05 at high beam voltages. At equilibrium. _ Varied from
0.02 at 10w beam voltages to 0. _5 at high ones. These variations were not linear:
rather, _- _as relatively constant at low and high beam voltages, with a transition
occurring between V13 = 8 kV and V B = 12 kV. J_gain° part of these variations may
be due to deviations 6f the a_tual SecOndary emission fro_Ahat calculated by the
a_alytical expression b_Ing u_ed.
Some investigation was undertaken tO Study the behavior of the Teflon samples
du_ing arcing. Figure 4(a) ShoWs a_eurve fit to a compoSlte of two data sets for
the inlt{al chargin_ transient with a beam _oltage of 16 kV. Figure 4(b} shows the
V u, -'l" s
-i--A"-]L,
0 2 4 6 8 !0 12 0 2 5 S 10 12
Ftgui-e 4. Compai'isori With F_erim_flta| Data. DiSchat'gt_
traneient_; silvered teflon samples; i6 kV b_am
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same c,'llvtflated cuz_vea, this tirt:e with a single set of date. The left hand set of
cuteea and poittt$ are the initial cha_ginE t_ansieflt. An ez'c occurred on this
sample between the time of-the vo_t._gc reading at t = 4 rain and that of the current
reading tvken at t -- 5- 1/2 rr.in; the Surface discharged, and eha1 ging was repeated.
The curves Shown for the pOSt-erc chart, tag trarlslent are ideritlcal to those tot the
initial tran_Jtent, but Shifted in time. This indicates that the charging transient i_
quite repeatable, not only from test tO test of T_flon Samples, but alSO through
areit_g. That Ls, at least sttort term, the arcing does not affect the charging
behavior of Teflon sampleS,
3.3...,Comim,_itcSulniD|t_
One of the Stated objectives of the present work was to investigate the "environ-
ment scaling" effects between the ground test and space environmentS. An obvious
di£ference other than the environment between ground teats so far described and
the. Space condition iS that the attldle$ Of silvered Teflon diScusSed above were all
conducted with the substrate grounded. In contrast, for the ca_e of a spacecraft
in orbit, the entire body, including the "grounds" must come it:to equilibrium with
the charged particle environment. The question of tits behavior of a composite
SyStem becomes particularly interesting because of t,le divergent time Scales in
which charging of "floatlzig" metal plates and Silvered Teflon above ground are
ObServed tO OccUr.
TO investigate this qtiestiOn, a compogite sample was built antt te_ted. The
sample consistedof an.electricaLlyfloatingstandard aluminum sUbstratewit6two
stripsof the 5 crn silveredtapemounted on it. This allowedfor a 5 crn stripof
the aluminum between the two Teflonstripsto be exposed tOthe electronbeam.
, The aluminum substratewas mOuntetlinthe testchamber in the same manner aa
• the floatingalumitmm platedescribedinSection3.1. This configurationiS
. depictedat thetop of Figure 5(a). The bottom ofthisfiguresho,,,sa voltagetrace
atequilibriumfor thissample.
The eXpectationwas thatthiscomposite Sample would charge intwo stages
because ofthe differenteffectivecapacitancesthroughwhich the aluminum and the
Teflonmust charge. The predicts,tooshown inFiguee 5(b),iaba._edon the idea
that when the beam is turned on, the aluminum should charge to its equilibrium
voltage with its time constant of seconds° carrying the Teflon voltage with it.
When this has occUr:'ed, the Teflon should continue to charge from the equilibrium
voltage o_ tits alt,_mtflum tO its own eqUillbt'ium voltage with its own time constant,
tltat is, mintites, The curves in Figure 5_b) were thus obtained by superimposing
, the cutwes for aluminum above and for Tefloil alone with the Teflon cutwe shifted
so that it coincides with the alumihum curve at the point of equilibration for the
al_lminum. As can be seeh from the data plotted in Figure .SCoL the expected be-
havior was found.
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_ Figure 5. Silvered Teflon/Aluminum Composite Sample
FlOating
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-_ The expectation that the alurninum and T_,flon comprising th_ composite
; sample should charge to the same surface vo!tage_ as h_d the f}0atlrtg plate; and
_ the TeflOn Samples abOVe grounded SubStrates was based On th_ observation that in
bcLh those cases the equilibration WaS dominated by secohdary emission phenomeha
_- rather than by leakage currents to ground. This is evidenced in tw_ Ways. First,
_: plots of surface voltage at equilibrium versus beam voltage are straight lines;
-_,,_, SuCh behavior iS SuppoSed to be aSSociated with emisSiOn dotninated equilibration.
_! Second, examination of printouts of the model calculations reveal_ that, at equio
librium, the leakage cur.rent density term is several orders of magnitude _maller
than the other currents in the model. The conclusion, th_n, iS that for this type
il Of composite _arnple, each part responds to the charging environme_it with its
i'i characteriSti_time constant,antlcomes intoequilibriumatitscharacteristic
Surfacevoltageso longas leakage currentdoes not playa dominant roleinthe
_.' e_luilibra'ion.
_'_, It should be noted here that the tests run on this composite sample were not
i!:i; , extensive. Ft_rther experimental inVestigati0n o_ this and other compo_it_ _amples_, are planned.
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In order tO predict ehargblg behavior in spa_e, a one-dimensional model for
charging in Space analogous tO the one-diinensional ground test model wag deve-
' loped. The essential, difference between the two models is that tl_e space _odel
aSSl'meS an isotr0pic Maxwellian particle distribution containing both electrons and
tons and a S_herical collection geomett-y. The current densities are derived from
Lang_uir probe calculationS. This type of calculation has been used by se#eral
author_4, 5, 8, 10 to t_-eat the Spacecraft charging problem. Derivbtlon of the _"
current density equations is given in Appendix B; a Summary description iS pre-
sented in Figure 6. As is indicated in this figure, the model aS presented and
used here asSumeS a geomagnetic subStorm condition. That iS, it aSSdmes that V s
iS negative, so that electron9 a1"e repelled and ions attracted. In these equations
V s is an algebraic quantity, that is, the sign iS hnplieit.
CURIb"_TOI_ISITIES11)SURFACE
i' e" e" e"
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/" : _"-CAPACITANCE• C I$OTROPICMAXWEUJANDIS1111BUTION$
"_$URFACEAT SPHERICAL{;OLLIEJCTiON.-OEOS_'TRY
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l'_S ) + JpN_;)+jsN;) + }g_;Ns) • }INS)* JCN_;,tl
FUNCTIONALFORMS
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_/ AS IS evident from the sketch irlFigure i;,secofldary electrons due to io_
' impact a_e not accounted for in this model. Thi_q Is bt, cauS_, the, if_tent l_ere is to
i_ use material eh_t_ing characteristics found b5 fitting the gro_ nd test mod_.l to
:_ experimental data in conjunction with the space model to predict space charging.
J, Since ther'e were no ions used in the experifflents, no coefficiettt for secondary _
_;. electrons tlL_ to ion impact wa_ determined. Therefore this current d_nsity ,.
:,_ Set,roeiS not considered. The surfacf,voltage values predicted by this model are i
:, thereforc somewhat larger titan, if secondary electrons due to ion ifnpact Ilad been
included. For example, a Secoridary coefficientof 1 would yield abotlta 10 pt,rcent ..
reduction in the equilibrium voltage calctflated for aluminum at V e - 5 kV.
_) The prc.cedure used to calculate charging iS identical to that described for the
_!.: ground test model. Material characteristics used were those determined by fitting
_: the ground te_t.model to the data. The capacitance of the aluminum (consixlered to
_:_ represent the spacecraft "ground"} was tal_ to be 15 w 10" 1 1 farads, which is
_. the capacitance Of a one meter diameter sphere (to represent a "typical" space-
craft dimension) to infinity. This capacitance was chosen because the relevant
_ capacitance f,'r charging floating metal objects is that of the object to its surround-
ingS. Tho_e parameters _notably C and _ for Teflon, and I_ for aluminum) which
varied as functions of beam (and therefore surface) voltage were associated with
:i the equilibrium surface voltage for @,e appropriate test for purposes of making the
_' space Voltage calculatit_ns. The relationships between electron and ion teml_era-
tures and between temperatures arid current densities were taken from the Pro-
_. visional Specification for the Geomagnetic Substorm Environment. 11 This
ii' Specification is giver, as Figure 7. Thus, results of the space calculations, shown
_: in Figure 8, are given aS function_ Of electron temperature only
_. in Figure _b) two cu_,es are shown for the surface voltage of silvered Teflon
as a function of electron temperature. The first curve calculated used the exptri-
mentally determined value of 9 _< 1015 _-cm for the effective re._istivity of Teflon.
_,: This curve bends sharply to the right as electron temperature increases. An
_: inspection of the current densities driving the equil|brium indicated that leal_age
_'. current played a large part in the equilibration of. the Teflon. Thus, this curve
_=,_ yields a "good" value for the surface voltage of.Teflon if th_ spacecraft "ground"
_: t_ actually near plasma ground. This would be the case if, for _xample, photo-
_. emisrion were holding the spacecr_,ft ground near plasma ground at_d the TeflOn
I surface o_ concern _#ere shaded. However, if the spacecraft is assumed to be in
_., eclipse, the aluminum representing the spacecraft ground is predicted to acquire a
i' large negative voltage (solid line}. In this case it is _'lear that leakag6 ,'urreat
_ can trot drive the equilibration of the Teflon surfeits, according to the dashe_ line.
Therefore a second curve was calculated for the TeflOn, based on the asst:rr,ption
that there was no leakage. This is shown in tht _ dash-dotted line.
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Ft_,Ore B(M shows the rates Of chJarginl_predicted for the Bpace condition. The
time to el_i-_e the alu_nin_,_l le predicted t_ be _e_0_dS, _ompdrable to the time
required t0 ehari_e the floating p/ate its the ground expes-iments. "i_h_time r'equired
to charge tt,e Tefl0n is preitLeted to be several n_lnute_ at lower electroh te_perz-
ture_, ranRit_g t6 tens of fntnutes _s the electron t_mperatuz4e lrlcreases. Th_Is,
equlllbtation of Teflon is predicted to require Rtgnifieant].y longer time ir_ space
than it does in ground-experiments.
Using the edrves shown in Figure 8, it iS possible to predict th_ response of
a "Spacecraft"° composed of an alumLnum StPUr.ture partially covered ,#ith silVered
Teflo_, to substo_'_ and eclipse conditions. Such _ set of predictions is shown in
Figure 9. For purposes of this figure, it is assumed thht phOtoemissioh is Suf_io
cient to hold illumint_tecl surfaces close to plasma ground.
Figure 9(a) asSumeS that the Teflon Surface of interest iS shaded when the
-_, Spacecraft iS in Sunlight. A substorm injection with a 5 keV Maxwellian electroa ............
diS_rLbution is aSSumed to occur at t = 0 and this environment is assumed to
remain constant tht-ough0ut the time shown. An-eclipse is assumed to occur fl'om
t -- 60 rain tO t -- 120 mln. When the SubSt0rm occurs, the dark Teflon charges
according tO the dashed curve of Figure 8(a)° ShoWn in Figure 9 as a solid curve;
the alutninttm at "ground" is assurried to be held near plasma ground by photo-
emission....The TefloR_ea_h_S_itS leakage dominated eqqi_.ibriumvoltage
oV........._ _"2 ECLIf:._E.--_. -- ,,_-..-ECLIPSE.-.._
_
/
-16- "DARK" INSULATOR F '*SUNLIt" INSIJLA_R
Ve-._V F vt •_,tmV
t
-_0- I I I I I__il 1 [- I I J 1 i I I
20 40 60 80 l_0 120 H0 150 O 20 40 dO sO i00 i20 i_O
TtNl_.mid
_1 tb)
Figure 9, H_sponse to Substorm and Eclipse. J-D Mudel
Predictions
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of -8. ,5 kV with lt_ time eon/_tant of _b_Ut 2l} rain, Whf'f_ tht_ sp_c(,rPMt _,nt_Ps
ec|ipse, the alurniflt.m charges quickly _ln sccotlds) to its _qulllhrtum volt.g_., of
- 10 kV. It is assumed that the charge off the, Teflotl surface is itnmobilt_ o_ this
tithe scale, so this sul'face remains at -8. ,5 kV. At this point, the leakage cuPr_nt,
which was driven by the voltag_ differontial of 8. ,5 kV disappearS, so the Teflon
finds itself to be no loftgev in equiiibt"ium with its environment and proceeds to
charge to its "floatitlg" valu0 of _.-14.5 kV in a charactez'istir 20-30 rain perioa.
Upon exit from eclipse, a simtl._r pattern is foliowed. TI_e aluminum falls quickly
to near plasma grourtd. Because this discharging i_ d_iven by phbtoemission, it .b.
require_ only about 0. 02 sec for the aluminum to reach plasma ground (assuming
--10 -9 A/cm 2 ph0tocurrent). Now, the Tet_n again finds itself OUt of equilibrium
with its plasma environment, and.proceeds to discharge slowly to its previous
equillbrium potential of -8.5 kV.
Figure 9(b) ShOws a similar type of time history for an insulating surface
_hich iS exposed to sunlight. Again, the solid lin_ represents the surface voltage
of the Teflon and the dashed line the spacecraft ground. The entry into eclipse
and subsequent chargin_ up is analogous tO the charging of the composite sample
discussed in Section 4. The aluminum charges rapidly (in seconds) to its equi-
librium value. B_cauSe the Tet_lon had no significant charge on its surface, its
voltagefollow_thatofthe aluminum untilthe aillminumreaches equilibrium. The
Tel'Ionthencontinuesto cliargeslowlytoitsequilibriumpotential,Upon exitfrom
eclipse,both the aluminum and the Teflonar_ dischargedby photo,misSion. Thus..
the aluminum reaches plasma ground inabout 0.02 sec, as intht previous cas_.
The Teflonalsodischargesmore quicklythanitcharged;itrequiresabout4 rain
to reach plasma groutzd.
These resultsindicatea need for chargingstudieswhich takeintoaccount
relativecharging ratesas well as differentequilibriumcharginglevelsofvarious
spacecraft surfaces. _ "typical" spa(:ecraft has several d_fferent types of sur-
faces (solar cells, thermal blankets, etc. ) each ot which can be expected to charge
with its own tim_ cOnStant. The impt_rtahce of the ejfect of the different time
constants should be assessed.
5. C(I_(;I,i'Ii|M; I_t,;_l._l_k>
The present study has resulted in the development of a sot of "mate_'ial charg-
ing characteristics" which describe the charging o_ small (300 cm 2) samples o_
5 rail silvered Teflon anti oxidiged aluminum. Based on these characteristics,
predictions of charging in space have been made and Used to estimate the behavior
of a composite body under conditionsof s4bstorm and eclipse. Severalinteresting
00000005-TRI
differences ht.t-w_n charging hehavlar tinder ground tt, st conditions and predi,.tt, d
behavior in spac_ havt. b_t_n tlot_.d for silvert,d Teflon. Undt.r ground test _.ondi-
tions sllv_Ped T_,flon aequlrt s the same surface, potential fimuntt,d Oh grotm,.t.d :,rid
floating subs,rates because the etluillbratton is domidvt_d by surfac,_ ,.mission
phenomena. How_.veP, in space,, significant differt, nces arc prt'.dtctt.d in surfs,',.
voltage, for these two mountitig configuratiofm. _l_is is b_eause lt.akage ,,ulrrent
dominates the equilibration ot the Teflon When the aluminum is at ground° While.
surfact, emission dominates for the floatL_g aluminum case. The tim_, requir_d
for silvered Tt_flon t_) charge to equilibrium irl tests is s6veral minut¢.s, this time
i_ predicted to be seve_'al tens of minutes in space. _,
In contrast to tits several minutes to several tens of mlnut_s time scales for
silvered Teflon. flo_ ting aluminUtn samples are observed in ground test and pre-
dicted in space to chat'gt_ to equilibrium in seconds Their capacitance is much
lower than that of Teflon since it is determined b;, their surroundings. There. are
also orders of magnitude di£t_erences in time scal_s for dischar_,ing by photo-
emission of alumitlum and Teflon. This discrepancy in char_ing and discharging
rates gives rise to sudden changes in the electric fields which tht_ Teflon must
sustain upon entry into and exit from eclipse. It is felt that these differential
charging rates as well as dif£erential charging levels may be important and should
be investigated further. Thus, transient (qu,_sistatic) as well as steady stale
models should ze developed£or chat'ging.
The one-d!m_,nsionalmodels describedhereinhaY(,been foundusefulinthe
interpretationo_ experimentalresults,and as guidestorelatingtestresultsto
expected space behavior. Models of ground testsituationsare needed sincethey
can be ust_dinteractivelywithtestdata. This is e.sp_ciallytruesince itis im-
possible,or atleastimpractical,to simulate accuratelythe geosynchronous
environment• "thusenvironment scalingmust be done throughuse o¢models, at
leastfor thepresent.
Finally,higherdimensionalmodels are nt_edbd. One-dimensional models
can not account_or such thingsas edge e_[_ctsor interactionsbetween adjacent
surl_acesatdil_ferentpotentialsas withdifferentchargingproperties. Su_h effects
are clearlyimportant,2 and may dominate th_ chargingbehaviorof multisur[ace
samples and spacecraft,
473
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Ap__endi A
: * Oh_Dlmenaio_ol Ground Te_t Modal
,_.=o
; •/ In this model,-, electrons from the et.eetron Run =,re assumed to appro_,'ll the
_ planar sample noPmally. All motion is rO_tri_ ted to th(, x direction (see I"igur_,
A 1). T|I_ _lCectroh beam is assumed monoenerg_.tit', with energy
A
: F R = e V B
i 4 where e is the electronic charge anti V H the beam voltage, the current density
i'_"i: emitted from the gun is given by
_ ._, .to "- no e (A 11;__! \ me/
i !,
where n = particle density. It is assumed here that n e (the charg_ density) isi _i 0 0
i : " eonstarlt, in order to account for the spreading of the beam in the real s_tuation.
i i' Thus the continuity equation requires that some particles are "lost".
_ We wish to calculate current densities to the sample surface. ('urrent densi-
= _ ties to be considered are those due to primary electrons, secondary electrOns,
!:2X- baekseattered electrons, and leakaRe through the bulk of the insulator, the insula-
:_!i tor is assumed to be mounted above a grounded substrate for purposes of calcula-
,=_ " ting leakage.
-_-_, Throughout this d_ve] _pment the sample surface is assumed negative, arid all
! ;' secondary and backscattered electrons are assumed to escape. All signs are _iven
explicitly so that symbols represent positiv0 quantities.
" t_ilGv ev_
i°,. (iv8 - evs)
; :.: -V _ -
L3,
=) Figure A I.
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Consider electrons approaching tho samplt, with ,,norgy E Itin assum,.d thr,t
the eleetran_ do not eollld(_with ont,another, s,ndthf,t motion i_ r,,stri('t_.dto one-
dimension. If the sample t_urfao,, hers a r,.pulsiv,, pot_,nti,1 of mr_gnltud,. V S, ,.n,TRy
conserw, tion rt'quirt's that thoy nrriv,, at th,. _urfnt,_. with _,norgy l':-t,VS, Sin,'+,
all electrons leave the gun with {,n¢,rgy oV H. the ,.urr4,nt d,,nsity to th*+snmpl*, sur-
f_,ce Is simply a..
Jc _ noe (eVl_" °Vs)I _ (A2)
Rearraaging and using lgq. (A1), wt. fiod
Je--Jo (I VS _I/2 (A3)• " _l
since we are requiring that noe remain constant.
3. [:ll|l|l':X'f iII':XslT'_ IIIE TO .':,l-:i:ll'_il_J{'t I.:J.l.:Cl'llliX_
Sternglass I has given the following expresaion for secondary yield as a func-
tion of primary electron energy at impact:
_:i r , _,,,''_-1
6(Ei} -" 7.46 m _ exp L-_\-_, j (A,_
where 6m is the maximum yield, eV m is the primary energy for wh'_ch maximum
yield iS attained and Ei is primary energy at impact From the discussion given
in Eq. (A2} above, for this case
E i -- eV B - eV S (A',}
The secondary cur "ent density is then
Js --Je 6 (eV B - eV s) (A,;)
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' which is
S
"_' 4. C|'RIIENT DENSITYDUE TO BACKSCATTEREDELECTROgS
i:, No analytical expres31on was found for backScattered electron emission. FOr _-
;, simplicity, it was therefore assumed that backscattered electron current density
_? representsa fractionof the incidentcurrentdensity. THUS,
7. : Je: % -%7
e7
f: 5. LEIKAGE CURRENTDENSITY
':i LeEtkagecurrentis gener_llyrepresentedby
i"
VS
:_! i1=_ (,4g)
_, Interms of bulk resistivitythisill:
lOl" - ...............
Where.[ is.httLk.re_/_.ti,v'<7,A ilthe area and the thicknesso£ the Sample. Then
:_ j/_ VS
L' 11 = A = _ _11)
_, 6. THE1-B MODEL
The _rtmary electrori current density represents a e_ource of electrtms arriv-
ing a_ the $_traple. The other three current densities repree_ent loss of electrons
trom the surface. ThUs the ,et current den_lty tO the surface l/_
#
_;c:: )
o:
............ " ....... - ........ : - i ..... l__ , :"" -:" ....
00000006
! _. v
ii!_''
i _i! ..
7 ¸
oi_ Jc =Je " :is " JB_ " Jl _, 12)
i:i
oi This net current density plays the role of a charging curl'ent to the surface. Thus.
_. tt _¢e represet_t the sample's charging aS the charg|ng of a capacitor, we have
i dVS
i ,_, Jc _C _=je-jS " JBS" J(_ (Ai3)
_ _"_ where C is capacitance, here expressed in farads per square centimeter to main-
4m.
tain consistency of units. Eqttation (A131 iS solved i_ the manner described in the....
_: test on a compUter_-to calculate the charging.
,._:,. Itremains to aSSociate the experimentally measured parameters, Surface
i .,_,, voltage, and totalcurrent to ground, with calculated valueS. The surface voltage
io_, aSSociation iS trivial;itis Simply -VS. The total ctlrrenttO ground is the charging
_,, current plus the leakage current for the sample as a Whole. Thus
L,_. IM --A% + ill (a 141
1. SternglaSS, E.J.. (1950)J.PhyS. Rev. 80:925.
i_, ..
i___'-
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Appendix B
One-DimenSional Space Sub_t_rmMod_l
I., I_qTIIOIII_CTIO._
The one-dimensional space model aSSumeS a tw0-dimenstotlal iSotropic
M_wellian velocity distribution for primary particles, and a spherical collection
geo_netry. The calculatiOh_ are e_ent{ally those for a spherical L_n_nuir probe.
2
The present calculations bre based on the work.of Langmuir 1 and Grard.et al,
and follow closely the derivation of Cauffman. 3 The latter work has not been
published; therefore portions of it aze reproduced here _or clarity, Such pOrtiOns _
are identified by SuperScript reference. ,
Geometry for the calculations iS depicted in FigUre B1.3 The sheath is as- i
sumed to have radius a, _nd the collector radius H. The radial and tangential
velocity components in the "tlnd(sturbed" region (sheath edge) are _'r and Vt' res-
pectively, and tho.qe at the collector _urface ur and Ut. The Surzace potential of
the colle_t0r iS V S. The potential {n th_ _heath (s asSu_ned to be a fltnct{on of
ra_i{al d{Stance from the c0U_ctOr and {o be monotonic. The plasma is assumed
cOlli_ionles_, that is, orbit l{mited theoi-yapplies, and energy and _ngular mo-
m_ntu_ are aSSumed constant for each particle.
The integrt_lrequirin_ solution for current densities due to primary elec-
tronS3.,2 and ions, and b_ckscbttered elect_'ons is
, , Figure B1.
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whore tim subscript I statlds for _tther e (electronS} or p (H+ ions}, and #d and E R
arc;the angle and energyat impact on the collectoz'{seeFigure Bit.
, -: For _ecortdnry electron current, solution must be found f0r3'2
i 4,.2 //2 djn
!:' where s (E R) is the secondary electron yield aS a function of eleetrort impact
_ energy.
- TheSe integrations cannot be performed directly because the distribution
_. function for. the particles at the collector is unknowti, and therefore we can not
_:. determine dJi/dE R. However, we do know the distribution at the Sheath edge, and
=: can therefore determine dJi/dE a. If we assume the plasma to be colllSi0nle_S, we
;:,, can also convert the limits on E R and OR to limits on E a and 0a, and perform the
;_ required integrations On these variableS.
i:i' I.I Condilion._ for I.:oileelion
- '", In order tO contribute t0 ctlrrent collected at R, a particle muJt have energy
: ' E R __ 0 and direction 0R -_ 0 <- s/2. Since the plasma is aSSumed collisionlesS
-:_: and V(r) iS a_umed monotonic, each particle's _nergy and angular momentum
! i_- must be conserved. Assume the particles of interest have charge -e. Energy
)' c ,nServ_tlon demands
:_!_. Angular momentum c0nServation tiemandS
=!!.
_' Ru t = avt (_ Ru sin {JR "-av sin 8a (B41
-_, . i
: _,
- _i: Where
....:' ":+tit2 ) 1/2 and v-- vp!. u = (i_ (Vr2 + ) i/2
_ '-=
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Soivtng for,Ea and ea itlterms of E R end _)R yleldS the conditions for collection3
_0 -_0a_- sm'l E a - o
0-_0R<- _
(B5)
_ E R _0__> E _>E _ 0 forV S _0 (attraction)
a o -eV S for V S __0 (i_epulsion)
|.2 Eaer_yFormat
An iSotropic Maxwellian v.elocitydistributionin three-dimensionS has a
diStrlbutiOngiven by
f(_) = _ exp - (B_)
We are interested _ a two-dimenSional distributionwhich can be found from
21t
g(Vr' vt) -- f(Vr'"t _in X o vt cos %) dx (B7)
Substituting for f(_) and integrating° we have
vt exp t ' (B8)
LangmuIr I gives the incremental current across the sheath as
di --4_ a2 n e #r g(Vr' vt)dVr dvt (Bg)
Th_rl°
a hi"( "i ]312 r. iiv2+vt ,l
and, chat_gi.g to E a. I s coordinates We ltaVe 3
k
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J/
a2
. / evi _I/2 2 _ exp _in_aCOSCad%dE ¢B11_dJl"7 hie\2--_t/ eeVf _ a
as required,
i 2. PIiI_,IAII_ ..XNI}II.tI'KSC,VI'I"EIII':I)P.._,Itl'ICi,ECIIIItI.,"NT I)ENSII"IF._
: Sincebackgcatteredelectrorlcurrentdensityisconsideredtobe simply a
fractionof the incidentelectroncut'rentdensity,the same integrationappUes tO
both. The caiculationforpositiveion collectibtzisthe Same as tot electroncoUec-
tionwRh appropriatesignchanges toaccountfor thepositivecharge, and using the
ionmass and temperature. In Eqs. (Bg)to (Bll),the signon the leadingcharge
has been Suppressed. Appropriate signswillbe St_ppliedinSectionB. 5.
The integrationto be performed is
= -_ dO. dE
Ji _-_ nie_2-_i/ 2 sin 0a cos 0a Ea exp eV i a a"
(eVi)2E 0 0 (B12)
Cauffman 3 evaluatesthisintegraland find_oin agreement _#ithLangrnuir1
• Ji= Jioexp VS -<0 (RepuLsive)
\ t/
where
leVi _I/2
J/O ; hie \2-'_'mmt/ .,
Since the interesthere is intnodellngcharginginsub_tOrm_ with nophotoemission,
we eXpectVS negative. Thus, electront_are repel.i,ed and ionsattracted.So we
have for electrons
•" Je = Jeo exp (B14}
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: fo_ iOnS
Where the minus sign reflects the fact that ion_' are attracted by negative V S. For
7 bacRscattered electrons.
:,: where _ is the backscatter coefficient.
'I,, 3. SECONDARY ELJ?,CTRONS DUE TO ELECTRON IMPACT
_ o
i_. Secondary yield aS.a-function of electron impa_t energy h_ been given by
_:' Sternglab_. 4 as
_i, ' ER ER
_=;-_. 8(ERI ffi7.4 8m _ exp 2 (A4)
-._. where 6m is the maximum yield and eVm the energy at which the mbximum yield
, i_ Obtained. To determine secondary electron current density, we must multiply
,... the left hand _tde of equation (Bill by &(ERI and integrate. Thus we need
=.!_:
....._, _.a , 2 _ z_a+eVsl
_ Js i_ _ ;ve--__._ • - o eV m
i_. . Ea Vs
_i_i' ×exp _-2. j/ jSinOaC°S 0ad%dE a (BI_)
),'
,:; Which iSCa_Iman's3 eqttatibttfor_econtiaryelectrons,exceptthathe uses a
_ec Or dependence of !_ on 9r whlch is not ue_d here. The 0a integral is the _ame
":":' aS before anti ytelds
!'!' JS Jeo i (Za+eVsl_ "_"
:,:i:,;<,, (eVelleVm EO i
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NOW, sequentially setting X2 ffiEa + eVS and _ -- (eVe)" i/2 x +_v'v_m/ and sub,sdotutll_, we rind
/_bTS Ve _/I z V. '/2 6
where
/v.\ 1/_ /v \1/2
IL) • ")
_-V_e forvs >o
I10 ;
 kl/'
iv / {.r vs _ o
Sincewe are colllILclerlngBubstorm C_ISesonlyhere. the conditionVs -_0 isof
interest.FOe thigcase the integralin Eq. (B19)iSjust
J r} - exp (-rl2) dn (B201
L.
ReCalling the egpresiion for repeated integrals of the error function complement 5
7" (t'z)n---- n---T--exp(-t2) dt (B2I)
in erfc(z) _ _.
where, by definition,
in erfe(z): /i n.!eric(t)dt
and
O0
1o eric(Z) = 2_ /exp (-t2)dt = ez'tc(_)
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and identifying.t, z and n with the appropriate variables in {B20)0 we have
So, from Eqs. (1319)and (B22),we have
JS "-_-JeoT'4b m _mSI i5erfc exp + {B23)
and we note thatthe dependence ofJs on VS iS the Same as thatofJe and JBS'
I..LE._K.X.E CI'IIIIE_I" IIE_iSII"_
Leakage currentdensityisdefinedinthe Same manner for the space model as
itwas for the +.eStfacilitymodel {SeeSe.zion5of AppendiX A). Thus, we have
vs
! where p iSbulkresistivityand I is the thicknessof the insulatingfilm.
! _. Till.: i-ll SP_,I:E_iODl.'l,
Now, the net currentdensityto the sample surfaceis
_" Jc -- "Je + Jp + JS+ JBS ° Jl (B25)
where the _i_l_son the currentdensitiesare given explicityhere, and we recall
.: thatVs inthismodel is algebraic(thatis, can be positiveor negative),although
the derivatlt)t_shave assumed itnegative.
" I The net curretlt density [plays the role ot a charging current to the surface, soi::- that
.i: whet0 C is capacity oxpr_ssed in farad_ per square contlrnctor and whore wv
assume w_ aPO chargi .g a capacttor. Equation (B2g) ts solved in the same wsy
-_i' as Eq. (A131 on a computer to det_.rmine VS v_rsus time for charging.
/
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• 4. Investigation of a CTS Solar Cell Test
Patch Under Simulc=ted Geomagnetic t
Substorm Charging Conditions 1
K. P. 8oaus
Eurupea.Sp_t_ Tethno|_gyCettter_ _'SA
Nootd*lik, TheNeth6d=nds
Abstract
The CTS solar array technology experimertt which constants of a solar ceil testpatch on the Kapton-substrate solar array attd the appertatnir,g electronics unit has
beett operating ill geostatlortary orbit for nearly I year without any malfunction
although it is expected tO be strongly influenced by charging effects on the array
surface.
The results ot a post-laun_h test program show that the experiment would not
survive a discharge due to electrostatic cha_'ging in ehe test patch are_. In a _tm-
ulated substorm, envoirottment discharges were obtained only below a temperature
tl;Lreshold of about 30 C, With solar illumination, this threshold is reduced belbw
0"C.
I. I,_I'IIOIII!CTIO_
Spacecraft it_ geosynchronous orbit and under magnetic substorm conditloils
are known to be subject to differetttial chat'ging or different material _urfaces
leadiilg to high values of electric sti'ess and arc dischai'ges if L.he threshold for
, electrical breakdown IS surpassed. The highest electric stress is expected on b
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insulating material ,_urfaeer, which are not ,_unoilluminated and therefart, cannot
:- equilibrate at law potcntial._ by photocml,_,_ton t_f electr_n_,
The Communieotion,_ Technology Satellite, CT,_, which ha,_ been in _wbit ,_ince
,January 1971i ha,_ a ,_un-orientod 2-wln_ ,_tdar array u_tng a 75 mier_m thick kapton-
gla_,_ fibre-compound flexible ,_ub,_trate. The in,_ulating rearside of th_ array is
_haded permanently and therefore con._titute,_ a principal ,_ource .f di=;char_.
The C.TS flexible ,_olar array is equipped with a solar c_l test pah,"_ which
form_ part of the solar array technology experiment provided by ESTI_C. '}'he "_'
test patch and the appertaining electronics unit are expected to be strongly influ-
enced by dL_eharges on the solar array surface. Therefore, a post-launch test
program was Inltiated in order to study the behaviour of the solar arraT! electron-
ics experiment u_.der simulated substorm conditions. The tests described here
were performed in the 2. ,5 m Space Simulation Chamber of DFVI.R in Porzwahn,
Germany, in the first quarter of 1976.
2. TES"I"OilJEC'rlxE_
The data wb:.:.h are presently available on differential charr.l.m " ,,i arc d..,
charges are not sufficient to predict the behaviour of t_, '._"!'5 _L..- array experi-
ment in a geomagnetic substorm for two rea,_.ons:
(1) Most of the investigations have been &one on ma_erials level and the
results cannot be applled to more complex structures beeau,_e there is too little
knowledge on structural and size effects.
(2) The ir,..-estigattons on repr _sentatlve samples I have not been performed in
a representative environment, as far as solar simulation and temperature are
concerned.
_: Ther_fore a principal goal of the investigation was to analyze the influence of
simulated _ubstorm _.lectron plasmas on a representative solar cell test patch
-_i utider repres_ntativ_ environmental conditions.
In detail, the test ob_ectives were as follows:
: (I) M_asurement oI_the electronbeam inducedleakage currentthrough the
substrateas a futlctlonofelectronenergy, ambleht telnperatureand solar
= illumiriation.
' (2) A_alysls ofthe dischargepulse frequencyand pul_eshape at the outputof
the solar cellteatpatch _s a hmctlon of temperature and solar illumination.
(3) _nalysls ofthe AEE (arrayexperiment electronics)performance ina sire.
_ii ulatedsubstorm.
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!The outcome of thesetneasuretfleritswould allo_vfor directconclusionsincon-
junctionwithaCtUalnightdata:
(I) Ifch_tractertstlcanomaties occur atthe AEE outputdurin_arc dlscharg-
Ing,thentheAEE couldbe used as a d.lschat-geindicatoron CTS. Similarly,ifi
arc dischargesturrtout tOdestroytheAEE, one could determine the time otthe
: firstsubst_rm generateddischat*gepulse from the time ofmalfunctionof theAEE.
: (2) Ifthe solararray expex'ImentperfOrmance isnot disturbedby disehar&'e
: pulses_..._/t__n have-_ore confidenceinthe relh_bilityof the fliF_htdata. 4_.
! •
!-'_ 3. TIlE SUBSTORMSIMULATIONFACILirY
The large 2.5 m splicesimulationchamber at DFVLR, Porzwahn0 Germany,
i: was selectedbecause boundary effectsfrom the wallchambers are kepttoa min-
imum, and because it offers the possibility to mount much larger t_st samples in
!_.' a futureseriesoftests.
:'_ A cross sectionthroughthe chamber isshown in Figure I. The sample is
'c- mOunted verticallyby means of.teflonwires. Illuminationof thesampI_ frontside
:_, is providedby a sun simulatorof 1solar constant. The sample rearsidecan be
'--< Jr'radiatedhomogeneously with electrons,th_electrongun being mounted on the
! centerflangeof thechamber lidatthe rear_ide. Visualcontrolispossiblethrough
a window inelinetl15° tothe beam axis.
! ]_j,
/
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}ii: , Figure I. The Geomagnetic Substorm SimulationFaciiity b
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Ustng the liquid nitrogen Cold shroud, the residual pressure is below 10 "_
toPr. Without cold shroud, the pressure is between 10 "4 and 10"5 tort.
Thv electronenergy _aflbe contlnuoustyvariedbetween 0 and gO kV. The
i cUb'rent density at an electron beam diameter of 1 m 2 in the test plane l_ between
_:- 1 and 100 RA/cm 2.
The uniformityOf the electronbeam intensityinthe te_tplane can be checked
: using a detector-.with an array of _lx equally sized.eeceiveO plates. A beam unt-
_'" fortuityof±30 percent isachievedwithoutspecialadjustments. _"
i;
c, 4. TEST S._IPLE
_' The testspecimen consistedof two parts: thesolar celltestpatch on a flex-
" iblepanel-substrateand the AEE engineeringunit.
=_: The layoutof the testpatch isshown inFigtlre2, Three solarcellsare
i; arranged inpar_illeland 9 ceilsinseries. On the righthand sldeisa representa-
_': tirepartof theCTS solar array wiring. At thebottom two PT-temperature sensor
=i'
_--_i.. are positionedbeneath two dummy cells.
The substrate consi_t._ of a compotind of:
_; 25 _m k_ptOnH film.
_, 35 _m glass fibrecloth
='_: 5_m polyesteradhesive(DUpont.46971)t.,
il. The solarcellsare mounted on the glass fibersidewithRTV 560.
_:i:: TypicalI-V characteristicsof the testpatchunder 1 solar constantillUmlna-
_:, tionand at varioust_mperatures are shown ibFigure 3.
!:_ The AEE h_s thefunctionto monitor the pertormllnceof thetestp_tchinorbit.
....._ The parameters tO be monitored tire:
_!;:._: . (I) the open _ircultvoltage Voc0
;_i (21 the short circuit current Isc ,
-_-: (3) current and voltageat tourpointsot theI-V curve determined by reslstors
:!i R 1 - R 4 (see Figure 3), and
_ 14) temperatures at the test patch anti at tour other positions of the panel.
I
i.),
r','
= :!
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Figure 2. The CTS SolarCellTest P_tch
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20_ L .23'_,60L \
, . l . . |_,
z 3 4 5 6 ? o
---4.,. vl(volt)
, Figiire3. Te_t Patch I-V Curve_
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With the test patch at room temperature and no [llun_inatio_, discharges were
observed at electron energies above 15 kV.
The discharge tPequeney was 2o,.mtt to be proportional tO the electron beam
curret, t density. At a beam cuerent c2 60 nA/cm z a discharge rate of 8 pulses/rain
was measured, the pulses oecurrir, g at rather regtliar intervals.
Visual observation of the tes'. patch d_ring discharges showed a localized s_ot _"
o2 high intensity light emissiun surrounded by a lower intensity ,Lichtenberg-
figure' covering the _vhole sample rearstde. The position o£ the high intensity spot
varied 2tom discharge to discharge and no pre_ei-red position coul_l be detected.
To analyze the electrical characteristics of discharges as seen at the test
patch terminals, the test patch was connected to an external ci_'cuitry as showri in
Figure 4. The length oF the connecting leads corresponded approximately to the
wiring on the spacecraft in order to simulate in-orbit conditions to a certain extent.
Nevertheless, considerable deviations in the high 2requency properties were anti-
cipated due to different capacitive and i_ducttve components.
'I
, IIIL
1.... I
TEST PA'i'_.H TANKWALL.
Figure 4. Wiring DLagram
A 20 k_ terminal _'esistor, consigting of 20 _ + 180 _ + 1800 _2 in series,
: Was connected ac_'oes the output o_ the 3 × 9 solar cell module. This corresponds
to the input impetlafice of the AEE wlten connected to the test patch. Transt_tst
signals tlurtn_ discharge we_'e measured at the 0 t_, 20 _, and 200 _ points o2 the
termtnai resistor ustn_ a Tektronix 7704-A osctl|oscbpe _ith a 10:i attenuator.
:' The peak voltages obtaified were;
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!2 V at 0_.? {EMI)
10 - 2O Vat 20._2
100 - 200 V at 2O0 _.._
_' From this, the extrapolated peak voltage at .7 K_: would be 1 - 9 kV.
The transient pulses were recorded using a 2048 channel biovnati_m transient
recorder with a 50 _._ input impedance and a channel widtll of 10 user. Typical
: recordings are shown in Figure 5. The initial portion of the _ignal is not displayed
in full amplitude due to the voltage limitation of the recorder to _:5 volts. As can
_: be seen, the pulses consist of damped oscillations with a typical decay time of
: 3-5 psec for a terminal resistor of 50 t_.
! l I i I i
The pulse decay tinle,however, can be correlatedwith the RC time of the
circuitconslstltlgmainly of thesolar cellcapaeitar_eof abotR 70 nF and the term-
inalresistorof 50 G and 2 k_, respectively.With the 2 I_ terminal resistor,the
peak voitagewas 1000-2000 volt. From Es = I/2 CU 2, a pul._eenet_gyof about
I00 rnJouleiscalcul_tted.
Itmust be keptin mind thatpulsesof thi_energy occur atthe solar celltest
patchoutputdue tOpick-Up from the energy of thedischargepulseat the rearside
of thetestpatch. The maximum energy ofthe primary dischargepulsecan be a
calculatedon the assumption tht_the testpatch representsa platecapacitorneg-
atlvelycharged over thewhole rearsldesurfacewith respectto the solar cellson
the frontsidewhich are on ground potenti_il.The totalcapacitanceo£ thisplate
capacitoris
C = ee o l_'/d _ 4 nF
Ifthe entiresurface charge isdischargedwithinone dischargepulse, thenthe
totaldischargeenergy would be atmaximum
ED = 450 n_oule .
Comparing ED with ES and bearing inmind thatES isonly a fractionof ED
because onlya fractionof thetotalenergy ispickedup by thesolar cellmodul_,
thetwo energy figuresindicatethat,infact,the charge accumulated over the
whole rear surface isdischarged inone pulse.
Thia isconfirmed by the observed dischargerateof 8 pulses/mln at the beam
currentdensRy oF 60 n,A/cm2. From these figuresitcan be ccncludedthatthe
maximum charge d%positedon thewhole rear surfaceof about 100 cm 2 area in
between two pulsesin about40 #A sec which at 15 kV representsa maximum
stored energy
Ec = Q.U _ 600 mJoule .
As partof the charge islostby secondary emission and conduction,ED has to
be somewhat small_r thanEc.
{J., ,l_l.i,f._l,t. Oi _l_llllE,_l' I'EIlPEIIATI'BE .lkll I1.1,1:_11_,11'1(1%iFTIlE
IT|$CII,_RI;EFREOUEkC_
During these tests the dischat'ges were monitored usthg the electron beam
detector" as rOc@l#Or afltenna. The beam cu_'rent density was kept between 20 and
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I00 nA/cr_ 2. DLsehar_es on the test patch rearslc_ caused a steep spire an the
beam current recording sufficient for event counting pttrposes.
Re_ulat"dischargesatriormalrates (Section5)were Observed irtthedark at :':
!i_o0mtemperature. ARer openingthe solarsimulatorshutterantlexposirigthe
frontsideof the testpatchto one solarconstantillumlrtationthedischargeactivity _:
ceased withinlessthan a rnlnute,.No disch_irgeswere observed under illumlnation _
fortime periodsof more than20 min and electronenet-giesup to 20 keV. After !
turf_':_offthe illumination,ittook about3 rainuntilthe dischargesoccurred :z
again.
Under illuminationthetemperature ofthe testpatch as measured withthe two
temperature sensors risesto about 100°C With an initialslopeof 40°C/min. Cool=
down to ambient temperature afterturin-offofthe simulatortakes about 5 rainwith-_
an initialslopeof 30°C/rain.
The differentbehaviorat turn-onand turn-offindicatesthatthetemperature
of the testpatch'has a stronginfluenceon .thedischatge frequency. An additional
influenceof theilluminatloncan,.however, notbe precluded.
A more detailedexaminationof thetestpatch showed thatilluminationofthe
frontside causes alsothe rearsidetobe i11tlmituatedbecause lightpenetratesthe
gaps between solarcellsintothe substratewhere itiSscatteredby the light-pipe
actiO_ofthe glass fiberover the whole rear surface. Photoemission from rear-
sidecouldtherefore preventexcessiveeli_trgingof the rear surface. Another
potentialexpianatlonwould be pltotoCot_dtictionthroughthe substrate.
To furtherinvestigatethe influenceofillumtnatlon,the testswere repeated
with the cellgaps covered'by a blackenedTeflonmask inhibitingthepenetration
oflightto the substrate. Figure 6 shows the dischargefrequencybefore°during,
and aftersolar illumination.The corresponding temperature profileisshown in
theupper part. The same behavioras inthe testwithoutmask was found,thatis°
no dischargeimmedlately aRer turn-onand delayedreoccurrence ofdi._charges
aRer turn-offot illumination.
These resultsindicatethatthetestpatch temperature ismalnly responsible
forthe ceasingof diSChargeunder illumination.
To verifythese i-esultsunder representativeconditions,thetestswere re-
peatedat liquldnitrogenambient temperatureS. The resultsare shown in Figure 7.
• [ In the dark the temperature is below -150°C. With 1 sol&r constant iilllmlnation
" the:measured temperature ri_esto abotlt50bC. This iileastir_dtemperature, how-
ever, isnot identicaltothe solar celltestpatch temperature because the setisors
ar_ locatedbeneath two dummy solarcellsat.theedge of the testpatch. Therefore,
--': thei-e is a tendency for, m_astiring the temperature iow dtie to th_ tfin-effectt at the
_ test patch edBe. This could account For -5°C to -IO°C. On the other- h_nd, th_f-e
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/is a tendency to measur0 th_ temperature about i0°C too high becau._e the solar
ceils of the module Were loaded at maximum p,_wer it1 coatra._t to the colts c,n top
of the sensors which were in open circuit.
At -150°C the discharge frequency observed at 20 k_V and a beam curren{
dt_ttsity of 40 ru_/cm 2 was 15 rain "1. After tura-on of ill amination the discharges
continue for about 2. _ rain. This correspor_ds to a critical temperature of about
-30°C. Alter turn-off of illumination the discharges reoccur at a sample tempera-
ture of about +15°C.
This result, although qualitatively showing the expected delay for ceasirLg of
discharge, is quantitatively in contradiction to the results _btained without cooling
where the critical temperature for ceasing of discharge had been found to be be-
tween 20°C and about 50°C. It appears that in the presence of solar illumination
the critical temperature is reduced by about 60-70°C.
This was confirmed by another test. With the chamber walls again cooled
down to liquid nitrogen temperatures, the solar simulator intensity was reduced
step-wise. At 0.5 solar constant still, no discharges were observed although the
_ample temperature was down to -1°C. At 0.25 solar constant regular discharges
oceurl-ed again. The safnple temperature than was about -45°C.
,". I:O._I}I!CTI'_H'_ TIIROU(;II TIlE SIB_I"I|VrE ._,TIIIt;ll I':LEI;TlilC
STRESSLEVEI,S
The leakage current to the solar cell module through the substrate under elec-
tron irradiation Of the rearslde was measured by connecting the solar cell module
terminal leads in para!lel to the input of an electrometer. The measurements were
made at room temperature at a beam current density of 90 n'LA/_m 2. The beam
energy was increased in 2 keV steps up to 16 keV. The results obtained in the
dark are shown in Table 1, giving the equilibrium current after decay of the dis-
placement currentcomponent. Between I and 5 keV positivecurrentvalueswere ........
obtainedindicatinga secondary emission co_'r_tclentof mbre thanI. At higher
voltagestheleakagecurrentincreasessUpralinearlywhich shows thatthe conduc-
tlt,ltyincreaseswith voltage.
• Illuminationha_ a considerableInfltmnceon theleakagecurrent. At 16 keV
the ctirrentincreasesCrom -2.25_A to -5.6t_AaRe_"turn-onof thesolar simula-
tor. (The ce_.igaps were nbt covered by a mesh dtll-ln_these measurements but
stillthe lightint@risltyatthe rearsldeisorilya small fractionof I.S.C.) These
i'estiltsave qualitativelyinagreement withthe resultsrecentlyobtainedat Stanford
Research Institute, SHi 2 on pul-e kaptotl samples..At SHI a conductivity increase
of 105 was observed when illuminating kaptotl-Ii-fi|m with 2.3 suns of Xenoh
, illumination.
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Table I. Current ThroUgh Sample versus Beam Voltage
u= OkV j =:0 t_
2 kV +40 ... _20
t . (MaximUm bel etwa 3 kV)
i:'!. 4 kV +25 ... +15 r_
!,
6 kV -30 aA
.... 8 kV -120 nA
: 10 kV -260 r_
='" 12 kV -560 n.A
i ." 14 kV -I, 12 _A
: 16 kV -2, 25 pA
i.
8. I_IPACTOF ELECTROSTATICDISCHARGESO_ Till': ._RR_tYI"'_PERI_tE_T
...." ELECTRONICSUNIT
!2.
_. In rlormal operation the array experiment elertronicS unit (AEE) is used to
\ monitor the I-V curve of the test patch at six points and the array temperature at
' five10cationson the solar array. Detailsof thedesign, construction,and per-
: formanCe ofthe AEE can be foundinAnsorge and Plschel.3
The AEE telemetrysample sequence isshown inTable 2.
_ For the purpose of thetest,onlythe currentand voltagesensingterminalsof
L_ theAEE engineeringunitand the wiringfortwo temperature sensr'rswere con-
4_ nettedtothe testsample inthe simulationchamber. The remaining inputterminals
were connectedtothe check-outunitwhich als0provided thepower supplyand the
,,_ clock signal.
"_:,,
_' A print-outofAEE/te_t patchdata isshown in Figure 8 indtctttingan open
Circuitvoltageot 4.75 voRs and a shortcircuitcurrentof 263 rrtAwl,ththe test
'_i patchunder I S.C. illumination.With the AEE runningcontirtuously,the electron
i _: beam voltage was increased in steps Of l kV starting at zero.
_:_ Up to 17 kV no dischargesand no anomalies of theAEE performance were
observed. Slightlyabove 17 kV stillno dischargeswere observed, eithervisually
_ or _ith thedetectingantenna,but theAEI_ outputshowed loss of Clock syrlchroniza-
_ tion. The A_..E switched to the next cliannel at random rate,
_: In order to obtain discharges, the _olar slmuiatt0rt was turned off With the
?, electronbeachb_lng keptat i'_kV. Alter 25 discharges,the solarsimulationwas
i .... turned on agat_ and the eil_ciron beam was swRcl_ed oft, The AEE outpu_ at this
i ! stage isshown in Figttre9. The AEE samples otilyopericircuitvol:agewilliesand
_ i zero curi-ent instead of the actual pail's of I/V values on the ci_rve. This indicates
i_:.,'.: 498
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Table _. AEE Sample SeqUence
,., , . ,
Nomenclat_r_
No. Ch.-'nnelA
I Voc T I
2 Isc T 1
_: 3 V 3 T 1 _'
4 13 TI
5 V 2 TI-
6 I l TI
7 V l TI
8 I l TI
9 V 4 TI
lO !4 T1
:, <I00 mV
.:_. I i Vre _
_._: 12 T I <I00 mV
[fli 13 T 2 <i00 mV!¢;
_li' 14 T 3 <100 mV
i'! 16 T 5 <I00 mV! ! ....
*Voc = open circuit voltage
Isc = short ctrcUit current
that the input transistor(s) which loadfs) tLe test p_tch accordin_ to the sample
sequence has an open circuit failure.
t
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Figure 8. AEE Sample SequenCe before Discharge
[_ 11 _ 11
Fi_ee 9. AE_ Sample Sequence art_r Discharge
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Several new phonom0ha have bol_tl ob,_ervod In this ,_erio_ of ._ub.ttorm ehnr_4-
lng _O,qtsthat may load to a better uttdOrstandlng of th(_ in-flight behavior ,_f the C']L_
solar array experiment. Moreover, the test results may be ef general importance
to. other solar arrays of similar design.
D|scharg_s due to electrostatic charging of the solar cell te,_t patch rear_ide
occur at energies above 15 keV when the frontstde of the test patch is no'. sun-
litUmtrtated, ARer turn-off of solar slrntllation, the discharge frequency decreases
to zero within a short time. It could be shown that the test patch temperature is an
important parametez' for the discharge frequency. Above 30°-40°C no discharge_
are obtained. Moreover. the illumlttation level on the front side was shown to have
an iflfluence on the temperature limit below which discharges are obtained.
FtnaUy it was shown that the experiments electronics will not survive dis-
charges in the test patch area. As the solar array experiment is still operating
in space, it can be conciuded that Up to now no severe discharges havt_ occurred in
the test patch area. The conclusibn is made plausible by the obserwed discharge
frequency dependence on temperature and illumination.
The phenomenologieal nature of the tests does not allow more quantitative
conclusions to be drawn. More detailed data, however, are needed for the design
and the specificatioh of future solar arrays. Therefore it is planned to continue
thetestsas soon as pvssibleand toobtairtquantitativeresultsit_the following
areas.
(i) Dependence of dischargeenergy, spectrum and frequencyon thesample
size.
(2) investigationofthe temperature and illuminationintensitydependence of
charglng/dischargingphenomena.
(3) Investigationofthe behaviorof new solararray substratematerials(for
example, carbon-fiber-kaptoncompound) ina substorm environment.
• References
1. Stevens, N.Y., Lovell, R., and Gore, V. (1975)Spacecraft Charging Investi-
l _atlon for the CTS pi_oject_NASA-TMX-71795.
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i :i- Ii-_? 5. Charge Distributions Near Metal-Dielectric ,_
i?,.
_, Interfaces Before and After
Dielectric Surface Elashover
r_. JamesW.Robinson
!Ii' ElectricalEngineeringDepartment
_, Penr_sFIvanla StateUnivetsity
_ UnivergityPark,Pa.
_ Abs.tr.act.
...._: Flashovers on dielectricsurfacesofspacecraftwillproduce cu_'rentstoadja-
I_i; centmetalli_surfacesand inmany cases may be initiated,by phenomena atthe
_ interfacebetween metal and dielectric.A techniquehas been d_veloped formeas-
_._, urin_ surfacecharge distributionear inter_aceswithoutplacingany measuring
_,* apparatusnear the faceof thesamples. This paper reportsthe resultsofm_asure-
!;" ments which hav_ been made on FEP Teflon and Kapton dielectrics, before and
}*:i aRer fl_shover,withvarious typesof interfaces.Also _iven are data showing
_i: mean time betwe_:nflashoversfor variousconflguratlon_exposed toa varietyof
envlroi_mentalconditions.Severalcharge transfermechattisms are considered
_ as means by which stablecharge distributionsmay be maintainednear interfaces.
='I,' I.I._TROIDilCTIO_
o! Many of the flashoverswhich occui-b(.eauseofdifferentialcharging of a spac@-
if!. craftsurface will b_. initiated by phenomena _ear a metal-dielectric interface.
: °I
_-_' This isespeciallytrue ifthe cohd_ctiveframe ofthe spacecraftismaihtalnednear
i ii: , local space potential by _n active emitter while the dielectric becomes highly
charged becai_seofsubstorms. This reportdeals withphenomena at the interface
_,: PRI_iNO PAOBBLANKNOr_ _,_._
_°*.' I_tl_ Wl_-,'-'--
_ 2_22_F I I
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so as tO asCertalr, the conditions for flashover arid to sO_k means of prevc_nfing
._ fla_hov_r. Cha:'ge distribution measurements are the principal diagnostic tool.
-_! The flashover is a process whereby negative charges adhering to a dielectric
:' surface are abruptly released and tran.qportedtangentiallyto a r_earby grounded
,_. conductox'. Punchthrough is not considered. The charge distributions on the
dielectric are formed by an impinging electron beam that is monoenerg_tic though
_ unfocus¢ d. The breakdown process is suggestive of the failure of vacuum bushings
_' except that the bushings fail because of cathode phenomena I whereas the system of
i_terest has a remotely located cathode which plays ri0 part in the flashover
phenomena
_:, This report present_ charge distributiondata and flashover probabilities for
differenttypes of interface. F.rom charge distributionS, one can Calculate elec-
=_ tric fields and estimate limits where flashover becomes probable An analysis of
==_ variou_ charge trat_sport mechanisms below the flashoVer threshold will lead to an
:? eventual understanding of the phenomena controlling flashover,
_
2. EXPERIIIFNTAL PROI:EIIIIIIES
=iii
} 2.1 Prephrl_liOnof SpOetmens
_: Results described here are for 0.13 mm (5 mid sheets of FEP Teflon h_ving
-_': a st]ver-inconel coating.. The coating is grounded With the specimen facing the
--"_" electron, beam such that charges on the surface of the sheet will induce comparable
_ charges on the underlying metal film. when the metal film is segmented and each
,!i'
_,. segment is grouhded, then the surface charge distributioncan be interred by recas-t
,_: uring the charges induced on each of the underlying segments. The schematic
:_! shown in Figure 1 illustrates the technique where it should be noted that the elec-
_ trometer configured for charge measurement maintains the as_cCiated segment
,, at virtual ground.i,!:
_:: The charge data must be Coupled with either segment areas or segment capaCi-
_ tane_s. Areas were determined by scaling from enlarged photograph._ and eapaci°
_: tances were measured directly by applying Voltages of 500 and 1000 V to drops ot
_: aqueous salt solutions standing on the upper surface of the specimen... The two"4'
ec.:,
_. measurements were compatible with handbook data of 2.1 for a diel_ctric constant,
though the capa_Rance measurements wer,.: the moee precise and were used almost
.' exclusively. A typical capacitance pe_"seh_nent was 1 pF.
The interface for many of the measurements was formed by placing a grounded
= metal apertuie over the specimen Variations ot diameter, apert_lc thlckiiess,d :
: and materi_fl were tried In othei mdast_remehts, the same type of aperturd was
used but a slit was c dr throtigh the dielectric sheet so as to expose the uhd_ilying
i
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ELECTRONEIEAM
I /ALUMINUM
DIELECTRIC_ 1 : MASK
1" ETER
L ALUMINI/M-MOUNTINGPLATE ............................
Figure 1. MotL_ting of the Dielectric Spe.cimen (Film TJ'_i:k-
ne_s Exaggerated)
ground plane. In these latter cases, the grourid plane was reinforced with a layer
of conductive epoxy.backed with stainless steel shimstock.
The segments were cut in the ground plane by means of an electrical discharge
niachining technique. A repetitive discharge from a 100 pF capacitor at 1 kV _vas
used. With the Use ot Lmldes the etchin_ point could be moved so as to cut lines of
about 0.2 mm in width though in practice wider lines were used. When the lines
were too fine, _lashovers would induce breakdown between the segments. The
smallest segments used were approximately i. 5 mm wide and 4 mm long, th|s
being the smallest size for which epoxy bonding of leads was convenient.
A line. drawing from a photograph of an actual speelmen is shown in Fi_ure 2.
The view is from the direetlon of the electron beam. The circular aperture exposes
the transparent dielectric sheet and the underlying retlective ground plane. The
etched lines are visible through the film arid are _asily photographed by the use ot
backiighting. The first segment in the illustration is partially hidder_.by the aper-
ture,
2.2 Test Chitmber
I The specimen was in_erted intoa stainie_s steel vacuum chamber as illtis-
trated in Figure 3. The various aspects of the system are descrUJed below.
The electron source wa_ of simpl_ construction havin_ a heated tungsteri
filament and its aluminum ettciosure maintained at a fl_ed negative voltage. Elec-
trons from the recessed filarilent would emerge from the hole in the box arid be
accelerated to,Yard the grt}untled suppoi-ttng frame. They v_otild pass througli a
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SEC,MENi CAPACITANCE(pf) DISTANCEd (ram)
?. I....2,¢., 1 .56 .s,, i..R, .|. .
2 .e-r 2.1
3 .72 3.8
4 .86 5.4 .........
5 .88 ?.L
8 .84 8.9
7 .86 10.4 "_
8 .BE 12.0
• . m DIAMETER 9 .80 13.8
Figure 2. Typical Specimen Configuration
0 5 I0 inchn
£LECTRON BEAM ISOURCE
DUAL HIGH VOLTAGE
SUPPORTING _ FEEDTHROUGH
FRAME ---"l--
FLUX MONITOR
//,SPECIMEN
",,, - .' \!_BAFFLES
L
_9 PW FEEDTHROUGH
_ROTARY FEEDTHROUGH
FigtJi'_ 3. Pi_lcement of' A_paratus ifl V_ctmm Chamber
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_:_ second h01e i_ the frame and drift at c0tmtant velocity toward the spectrhen. The
i dlametev of the beaPn bt half-maximum intensity on the target was apP_,oximately
:: 8 cm as determined by sensov_ on the specimen plane. TllUs, apeeitnen diameters
_ Were kept to less than 5 cm for all experiments. The beam source was fed by
i/ high-voltage feedth_-6ughs remotely located from the other feedthrough_ where
!,_ sensitive measttrements were beltLg made.
31 The beam intensity Was monitoz'ed by a _mall probe Which could be swung into
_:_ position above the specimen. Current to the probe was measured by an electrom-
,_ eter which held the probe near the ground potential. A geometrical factor was Gm
_-" cOmptlted for converting the probe current to effective current density at the spec-
!_':_ linen face. Though the accuracy of this determination is nat high, it is still ade-
!_/ quate for comparing fluxes and providing reproducibility.
_' The Lp.ectmen was mounted on a platform surrounded by baffles which were to
_. keep scattered electrons from the sensitive leads. These leads were kept short
:_._: and connectedby a multlpin0high-voltagefeedthroughto an externalterminalbox
i-A:
.-:, where variouselectricalconnection_couldbe made.
:_ The chamber was evacuatedto a base pressure of 10-6 torrwitha turbo-
i_ molecular primp, PreSsure Was monitored, A controlledleakwas acailablebut .
,_ used.lRl_.e_because varying the presstlre had little effect upon the data.
iN: 2.3 DataCoiieetiott
,._,. Procedures were developedto reduce the impact of spumous eventsand syste-
i: matte error_, in addition to the occurrence of o_c_sional inconsistent data pbirlts,
_:_ all data _-efle_ted the effects of electrometer drift.and resld_lal surface ci_arges.
i_,/. Driftingof the electrometersocCvrs because ofcharge leakagethroughthe
:-}!i,_ dielectricsheetbut thiswas negligibleantinot measurable wltllFEP Teflon. Some
!-i_ tests with Kapton showed leakage but otherwise behavior similar to FEP Tenon.
_ Of much greater significance was the scattering of electrons through the baffles to
; _!
_!i the back _ide of the specimen. This effect was cot_trollable to a point where Short
_ term drifts of say a minute Were negligible. Long term drifts were ot little conse-
_,_ quence and could have been dtie either' to leakage or to Scattering, Another source
of drift was that due to humid air in the terminal box. This problem was controlled
T-'i The measurement of charge requtre_ the hbiltty to remove all charge from the
Z Specimen bert)re and are:' a charging cycle. One simple way of removirlg charge,
_i but a slow Way, was to raise the pressure to 10 -3 tort and to wait for approximately
,i" i rain. A quickerantlequallyeffect|reway was touse secotldaryemission from
i _i the surface. With proper ad_Ustmef_t of the eiectrot_ beam energy, th_ secondai, y
_, : emission coefficient would exceed unity and th_ surface wotlid lose charge. With
i_ _ the proper s_qu_nC_ ot beam voltage adjustments, the surface charge cotfld then b_
° : broUgh_ to an adequately low value.
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Two electrometers were u_ed to mo_itor two segments simultaneously.
Several sets ot measurements then provided a basis for combtaing data trom dif-
ferent _'uns with an assuran0e of consistency trom one run to another.
Flashovers Were easily observed by recordin_ electrometer outputs on a
strip chart recorder. The abrupt loss of charge on a segrttent was observhble as
a discontinuity on the trace. Partial and complete discharges have been observed
thr.ough the great majority have been complete.
3. SI'E_{}_ ST'_TE _IE_,SURE_IENTS
3.i ChargeIlistributions
Detailed charge measurements were made for the FEP Teflon specin_en illus-
trated in Figure 2. The diameter was 2.5 cm as determirted by an aluminum
aperture plate having a thickness of 1.3 ram. Measured segment capacitances
were used to convert measured charges to surface potentials which are shown in
Figure 4. Away from the boundaries, the potential is approximately the beam
potential less the energy at which the secondary emission coefficient is unity.
Incoming particles thu_ strike the surface so as to release an equal number of
secondaries. The d_ta of Willis and Skinner 2 indicate a unity crossover tor P_FE
Teflon of t. 8 kV which cbrresptmds well with Figure 4. Near the bo_indarles, the
potential is depressed such that a gradient of approximately 10 k_'/rnm is estab-
Usbed. If one applies the data o£ Willis and Skinner to the depressed region, he
concludes that the secondary emission coefficient in that region is less than unity
such that some auxiliary chat'ge release meehanis_ is acting in that region to
maintain a steady state.
Charge measurements have been made for another specimen similar to that of
Figure 2 except that it has a slit of ! cm length through its center. Steady state
conditions could not be achieved at such high voltages as for the first specimen,
bttt Charges were measured and potentials calculated as shown in Figure 5. Also
shown in the figure is a curve at 10 kV taken f_'om.Flgure 4 and positioned for
compat'tson of the gradlent_ with and without a silt.
It is evident that with the slit a high gradient will exist across the cut surtace
of the dielectric, this being as htgl_ possibly as 7 kV/0.13 mm or about b0 kV/mm.
Numerous other mappJrtgs have been mad_ with results being essentially
similar to thosO alt'eady shown. The edge effects are similar for a 5 cm diameter
specimen, for a specimet! with a copper aperture, arid for a Kapton specimen.
Highly significant is the fact that steady state distributions do not depend upoi_
electron flux density. From a steady state _ith a given flux, the electron source
filameht can be cooled until the llux is zero and no chattge in the charge is observed.
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However, at very high fluxes exceedtn_ 1.._A/cm 2 a drop of perhaps _ pel-cerit of
• i. the surtace charge is observed.
_ _.2 Equipotenlii_lC0ntotlrs
' Once chax'ge dtstt-ibuttons are known, Lapiace_s eqlJation can be -olved. The
i: methotl used here was appi'oxlmate, bein_ most accurate riear the sui-face and the
" .I_ interface. It involved approximatiiig the pi-oblem _#ith a two-dirhenslonal model,
,: doing a conformal tr_lnsrormatiuh0 and solving by use of separation of variat_lc,_.
The data points for the 20 kV c_s_ of Figl_'e 4 _#ere the basis of a calculation sh,gwn
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Figure 5. Steady State Potentials for Specimen With Sllt
in Figure 6. The crucial point to be noted here i_ that the electri0 fieldhas a
normal component toward the surface.
3.3 Charge Release _le.chsnlsms
The g_adlents near an Irlterface are established through a balanee of various
charge transfer meChaniSms. The fact that the balance is indepe_tdent of primary
flux density is an indication that all processes invo1"¢ed are proportional to primary
flux. V6rlOUs possibilities include/ield-erthanced secondary emission, x-ray pro-
duction fz_om the beam striking the aperture plate, ion neutrallzation, and bom-
bardment-lrldiaced conductivity or the dielectric. :he first of the suggestions is
considel-ed to be the most appropriate.
Measurements with a copper aperture were made to test fol- the possibility of
x-ray effects. Copper v_as de|ibez'ately chosen because of its K-edge at 9 kV. H
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Figure 6. Equipotenti_1Lihes forExposure toa 21 kV Beam
the charge distributions shorted artomalles with 9-kV beam voltages0 therl x-rays
would likely have a significant rt)le in the charge bal_tnce. However, no differences
could be found between measurements with copper and alumlnUr'.
Ibns might be attracted to the negative dielectric surface, yet they would go
preferentially to the moat negative center region and not to the edges where their
contribution would be needed.
Thbugh little informattbn is at hand regarding conductivity of the dielectric
under bombardment, it is felt that this phenomenum is nbt of sufficient ma_itude,
nt)r sttfficlently linear, to account for the observed charge distributibns.
Available data it_tllcate that the secbndary emiSSion in the depressed regions
near interfaces t_ inadequate to compensate f_r the incoming primary flux.. Also,
seeondarle_ are accelerated away from the surface by the normal component of
the field such that they cannot interact wlth the surface to cause an additional
release of electrons. Note, hewever0 that the da_a ot Willis arid Skinner 2 was
recorded with techniques which minimized tt,_, buildup o[ charge on the dielectri_
surface and thus the field. It is possible that the _econdary emission coefficient
is increased in the presence of the field such that a _teady state is maintained in
the depi-essed _-egions.
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;,_ 4. FLASIiOVER_IEASUREMENTS
!i
', ,I.| SimelmOn_ithout Slit
_: The probability ot fiashover has been roune to be very low fOl""l_efionspeci-
__ mens coVe_edwiththeI.3 mm aluminum apertureplate.Generallyforallspecl-
_ men_ withoutslits,butwithapertuPeplates,thetlashoverateshavebeenlow.
The fiaShover rate tot the specimen ot Figure 2 has been measured at various
_ fluxdeflsitiesfora beam voltageof21 kV. Tilerateisnotconstantbutdecreases
:' with time, probably because of cleanup of the dielectric surface. The measure-
i>' ments shown in Figure 7 were made With a relativelydirty specimen _hlch had not
;_< been lon_ in vacuum. Eve_i then a runJof I hr at 0.16 _A/cm 2 showed no flash-
_ overs. The flashovers which occurred showed a complete loss of charge from the
ii: surface of tllespeclmen_ After long exposure the surface ot the specimen near the
interfacebecame frosted.For theseteststhecurrentlevelswere such thata
_i' ' steady state cha_ge distributlon "_as e-_tablished in a few seconds, The system
would reside in that conditlortfor hUndred_ of seconds, exposed to an electron flux,
=_, bef0re-a flashover would ocCtir.
_:'
4
_. t
_"!: I
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f,_ Figure 7. Flashovers in a 21 kV _],,am
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When a slit t_ cut in a specimen, the l_ashover r_t0 t_creases drastLcally.
Steady state is not attataable much above 10 kV. As before the flo,_hovers cause
a complete loss of surface _harge. Visual observation shows light btirsts concerX-
trated on the _,lit when flashovers occur. Data poit_ts arc shown in Figure 8 where
the lt_nUenee ot b_th beam voltage and current density are shown.
t I 1 I t I t
Paetial flsshovers have been rioted, these beiri_ such as to leave some charae
ori the surface oi the dielectriC. Most of these ob_erv_tlons were foe FI_P Teflon
with a stainless steel aperture have a thlekrless of 0. 08 mffl. Furthermore, these
partial flAshovees occurred during the cha_glng transient an shown ifl Figure 9.
Two seqllances are shown with the charges induced off two segments plotted agalhst
tix_e. FOr this specitnefl, s_gment 5 was in the center, 3 near the edge, and g
intermediately placed. The final steady state charges at 21 kV are consistent with
expectations f_om l_tgure 4. No p_ttern o[ partial fla']hovers was distinguished
except that in moat cases only a single flashoVer occurred during the charSing
transient.
on rare occasions a single s_gment will lose a small fraction of its charge
a_t_r having been in steady state _or some time. Such events have not been counted
in determining the mean time between t'lashov_rs shown in Figures 7 and 8,
....'.,....//_',
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Flgtlre 9. Pax'tlal FlashoVers During Charging Teansients
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Measuremeht_ have demonstrated that gradient,_ _f 10 kV/mm can exl_t ,m the
surface of dielectric material_ with the probability of flash,ver holn_ practically
ihsignifieant. The gradient is maintained by a balance among Charge transfer
processes which are thought to be dominated by ,_econdary emt,_sion, although
appropt'late data to show this are unavailable.
The design of the metal dielectric interface has a marked effect upon the prob-
ability of flashover. An interface which exposes an edge of a dielectric sheet
Creates a strong field which initiates flashover at a relatively low level of charge
on the dielectric surface. The threshold level for the onset of flashovers can be
approximately doubled by covering the edge of the sheet with a ground plane.
The configurations investigated are not particularly useful for applications
and, as a result, extensions of the work to multiple-aperture systems are antici-
pated. Breakdown probability and the propagation of flashover from one region to
aflother are topics of interest. Also, the effects of punchthrough are to be inves-
tigated.
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6. Electrical Equilibratior. of Dielectrics When
• Exposed to Energetic Electron Beams
William _,1o¢
: General Electric Compo.y
_ Philadelphla, Po.
i
+ Abstract
i!?
+ ,_ In recent years, anomalous behavior has been noted for ,_ynchronous orbit
• spacecraft. These anomalies are now generally correlated with the occurrence of
i il solar magnetic substorm activities when the spacecraft is in the plasma sheath
il environment. This can result in a nonuniform distributionof surface charge on
the spaCecraR dielectric thermal control surfaces. The resultin_ surface charge
' ' accumulation can leave large potential gradients for electrica, discharges to occur
_- whi h can pose a serious threat to the operational integrity of a spacecraft.
:, The purpose of this research experiment then was to gain an understanding of
i i the cr,mplex nature of electrostatic charging. This experiment consisted of a
! t+ series of measurements of electrical equilibration of selected dielectric materials
i °i when exposed to energetic electron Charging beams. The electron beam simulates
: ,:; the environmental conditions in a magnetic substorm region of space, and the
dielectric samples are representative of those found on the surface of a typical
_ synchronous orbit spacecraft. The materials investigated were: Woven Silica
1 Fabric. Thermal Control Paints, Solar Array Cover Gla_s, Teflon, Kapton and
i Mylar Films, and various composite combinations of the above. Also examined
were polymbrte films with special static charge control coatings applied. The
_ Electrical Equilibration Measurement apparatus is shown and the results of the
_.: experiment are presented and discussed, The parameters that were determined
i_. include: The through conduction and surface leakage currents_ the surface charge
! and equilibration potential; the bulk and surface resistivity; all as a function of the
__r+++ electron beam energy,
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in general, the n_easut, ement results demonstrate that the maKnitude of the
surface _h_rge potential is highly deperid_nt upon (I) the bulk arid surface resls-
tlvltles of the dlelectrlc materiaLq, 12) the average eriergy of the bombat-dlng
electl_On beam, and (31 the secondary emission characteristics of the dleleetrle
_. materials. The bulk and surface reslstivlties require thz,eshold criteria for
...._ cllat_ge storage and/or l_akage to take plllce, with the silt-face resistivity usuallythe domlriantcontrollingfactor. The criterionforcharge storageversus charge
}, leakagebeginsto show itsel[ata resistivityvalue ofabout I0t_ ohms. Significant
!,!i charge leakageor storagecan be obtainedatvaluesslightlylessthanor more than
10 ohms, The electron beltm energy and the effective secondl_ry emission
-4 "second cross-over potential"alsoplaya large role indeterminingthe magnitude
_ and polarityof theSUrfacecharge potentlal_. _"
-_!_,
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7. Surface Micro-Discharges on
Spacocraft Dielectrics
K. G. Balmain,M. Cuchanski,andP. C. Kremer
Departmentof ElectricalEngineering
Universityof Toronto
Toronto,Canada
Abstract
Extensivemeasurements on TefLonand Kapton ina scanningelectronrnlcro-
scope Irtdicatetheexistenceof a well=definedfamilyofsurfacemicro-dlsCharges
charaetertst[cofthe dielectricmaterlal. The measurements are ofthe current
flowingto a conductittgpedestalsupportingthe dit.lectrie,and carriedout inboth
thetime a_d frequencydomains using a sampling oscil10scopeand a spectrum
analy_er. For a _tvcnsmall regioflexposed to the 16-_O kV electronbeam, the
strongestdischargepulsesare simiiarinshape and amplitude. For Teflon,typi-
cal pulsedurattontJare 2-3 no, riseand falltimes are sometimes as low a_ O.2 nso
currentarnplitttdesare approximately i00 mA flow(n_down tb thepedestal(elec-
trons flowingup),and thepulsesare unidlrecttonalwithno ringing. The u.,;eofa
t'apid-sCanelectronmicroscope witha secondary-electronImaging system reveals
complex chaz'gedistributionsresembling Lichtenber_figuresor_a suppo_etiiyflat
homogenet)usdielectricsurface. These patternsundergo exterisivealterationat
each micro-discharge pulseantiindicatethatboththe chargingand discharging
procesSe_ are highlynonuniform over tiledieleCtriCsurface. The use o_ a flood-
beam {insteadof the scanned Spot-beam) causes the oCcurrenCe ofiarger-scale
maCro-discharges, inWhich a typicalp_ak current i_40 A witha durattbtlof
120 ns.
519 "
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I. I_4TRODUCTION
Th_ scanningelectro_microscope (SEM) has been used extensivelytostudy
charge accumulationon spacecraftdielectricsI and alsoto studythe resultantdis-
charges and theirspectra.2 These measurements hRve indicatedthataccumulated
negativecharge from the SEM electronbeam spontaneouslyand very rapidlydis-
charges from ti_e totime, causing a downward currenttoflowinthe condt_cting
pedestalsupportingthe dielectricsheet,and i-esultingina burstof electronsfrom
the dielectricsurface..A beam acceleratingvoltageofat least16 kV was required
toproduce the above impulsivedischarges,and measured spectrasuggesteddis-
charge ctirrentriseand falltimes ofthe order of a few nar_seconds.
The observed discharges had proper'"-ssuggestingthattheywere initiatedby
the mechanism proposed by Meulenberg wh_ uniqueand fundamentalwork3
demonstr_es thatbreakdown couldoccur between a submerged layerof electrons
and a positivesurfacelayer caused by secondary emission. Events subsequentto
thisinitialbreakdown remain a mystery althougharc propagationthroughthe sub-
merged layeras describedby Gross4 iSa possibility.
2. RECENTRESULTS
2.1 Interpretationof Previous Metmureme.ts
The discharge-currentspectra reportedearlier-2w_eremeasured on a slowly-
" sw_eping spectrum analyzer so thateach dischargeappeared as a doton the
oscilloscopedisplay. The patternof dotsga_e an indicationof thedischarge
spectrum, but littleattentionwas paidinthe earlierpublicationtoa significant
propertyof thedot patterns,namely thatmost ofthe patternstaken had welio
definedupper limits. This Upper-llmitproperty shows thatthe strongestdischarge
currentpulse_have the_ame spectra. FurthermOre the spectradid not change
appreciablya_ the highlyfocussedelectronbeam Was moved from pointto point
on the specimen, nor dld.thespectra change more thana few dB as the spotbeam
was defocussed and enlarged toa cross-sectionaiarea ot 1 mm 2 (anda current
I density ot i0 nA/cm2).
2.2 Pulse MeasurementsWitha SamplingOscilloscope
A sampling o._cUloscopecan be used ina mode inwhich the time separatiott
', bt_t_eeen triggering and sampling is Increased by a small time ihtez'val afiQr each
p_ilseissampled. This time tntei-vaii_ii_depetidentof thetime betwee_ ptilses,
so thata regtilarpulseenvelopewiiibe displayedoh the oscilloscopefor randomly l
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ocCUrring pulses, provided that alLthe pulses have the same shape. Such meas-
!:: urements were carriedOut matniy on Teflonspecimens because of theirhigh rate
of dtscha.rgeoccurrence. When the triggeringlevelWas set to be reached onlyby
_ thestrongestpulses, reguiarpulseenVelopeSwere measured a._for example in
_., Figure I. Moving the electronbeam from pointtopointon the specimen.p.roduced
I,
_ changes inthe detailsofthe pulseshape but had littleffecton itspeak amplitude
:,': of about I00 mA or on itsdurationof 2 to3 ns. The fastestvariationmeasured i
_" usinga 4 GHz sampling oscilloscopewas the0.2 n_ falltime inthe pulseoutline ,_
: of Figure 2.
_; SimiLarmeasurements were carried outOn Kapton H (Polyin'_de).Regular
pulse leadingedges were fairlyeasy to record, and the indicatedrisetimes and
_! pUlse amplitUdeswere similarto thoseforTeflon. However, the Kapton pulse
? measurements exhibiteda greatdevilof scatterfor 5 to I0 n_ follOWingthe initial
i_ rise. The most probable explanationfor thisisthe occurrence of a successionof
_.
_i" small discharges,each triggeredby theone before,
_Z
_ Some sampling oscilloscopemeasut-ements were Carriedout on Teflon_peci-
-_i: mens given a priorheatingto 38°C in.airand transferredquicRlyon a lleatedbase
i_ to the SEM chamber. These specimens pr0duc_d dischargessimilar inshape tc
_:. tliosealreadydescribed atroom temperature, but the pulseamplitudes forthe
:!i heatedspecimens Were Smaller by factorsof3 to 4.
_. The factthatiti_possibleto get regularpulseoutlinesinmost situations
_,: using the above techniquesshows thatthestrongestpulsesare virtuallyidenti_a.t....
inshape, atiettstforTel'I0nand toa more limiteddegree for Kapton. Because
thesepulsesare so slmllar, itseems reasonabletothinko_them as members of
!_ a well-definedtamilyofmicro-dlscharges.
!',. 2.3 Macro,Discharges
_ Large-settle discharges on dielectric surf_Ce_ hav_ been produced and studied
ir by a number of researchers.3,5,6,_,8 A proper understandingof the small-scale
,_ (miCro)discharges requirestheircomparison oaththe large-scale(macro) dis-
!: cltarges in a sirfiilar experimental environment. By the use of a large electron
i beam and by the adjustment of the magnetic lenses, a scanningaperture proper
_] electron microscope can be made to produce a nonscanned relatively untfo_'_ flood
beam of electrons mr)re than 5 _m in diameter, with a cu_'r_nt d_nstty of the order
__ of 50 nA/cm 2. Such a beam has been used to Chat-ge Mylar specimens measuring
'_,' 48 × 26 × 0. i2 mm. The resultant discharges are readily visible t0the naked eye
_i. as "iightnin_' /'lashes which dart lri irregiilar paths across the specimen, tlsualiy
_'" terminattri_ at its edge. Figures 3 and 4 ar_ photographs of such discharges _#htch
are visible as white iti_es In the central re_ibn of the specimen. The ray-like
:: patternin_ around the edEe of the speclmeri is lumlnescef_ce due to electron impact
' 52 i
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, Figure 3. Macro-Discharge on Suri'ace of Mylar Specimen 26 × 48 >_0.12 ram.
The primary arc di.Scharge goes from the central bright spot (due to filament
- illumination)tothe lower edge ofthe specimen. The other brightareas are
ii lumlnescence......_ -he b_m _eCel_ratingVoltageis20 RV
__" Fi_ui'e 4. Maci'o-Dischai'ge Under the Sai'ne Conditlofls as Figure 3. The arc
:., _. can be seett crosslhg the central ilitlmlnated area
!' 'i 523
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Iwith the dielectric h_mediately followin_ t_e discharge, when there is not enotlgh
negative st_rfaCe charge left to repel the incident beam. The laz'ge bright spot ii_
the Centre of each photograph is doe to light emitted by the SEM filament. Note tn
Figt_re 4 that this ill_'ntnated region is traversed by the discharge path ind_,,attng
that the light intensity is not sufficient to discharge the specimen th_-ough
photoemiS s ion.
The macro-diScharge current to the conductittg pedestal as measured inn
275 MHz bandwidth oscilloscope is shown in Figures 5 and 6. The peak current
downV:ard into the pedestai is consistently very close to 40A and the duration varies
from 80 to 150 aS. The current flows into a 12.5 ohm load (three 50 ohm shunts
plus 50 ohm attenuator) so that the peak instantaneous power iS 20 kW and the total
energy is of the order of 2 mJ. The total energy stored in the accumulated charge
could be aS high as 50 mJ (for a 20 kV beam); conceivably part of the energy dif-
ference could be dissipated in the diScharge arc itself aS it propagates across the
specimen and over itd edge to the pedestal.
2.4 ObservatiOns_ith a TV-Type Scan
Rapid scanning with a television-type ra_ter and secondaxy-electron detection
produces real-time images of submerged charge diStribUtion (because the negative
submerged Charge increases the probability that secondary electrons _vill escape
from the dielectric surface). ObServations of this type indicate Complex charge
distribution patterns which change slowly in response to changes lti the re_ion
being viewed and Very rapldly in resp0n_e to impulsive discharges. These obser-
vations suggest that an apparently clean and _mooth dielectric surface may be very
nonuniform with respect to charge accumulation, on a scale as Small as a fraction
of a millimeter. Also noted during these experiments wa_ a tendency for tlis_harge
initiation to occur along the borders between reldtlvely Charged.and uncharged
areas.
3. CONCLUSION,_
surface micro-discharges on thin s_zeets ol' dielectri_ at room temperature
are readily identihable as prodUCing I00 rt_, 2.,3 ns pulses _to a gz_ounded back-
lag condtzCtOr. O_ the other hand, SurfaCe macro-dlscllarges are both stz_oflger
antl longer in duration, by about t_o orders of ma_itude for both peall current and
pulse dui'ation in the experiments desez_ibed. The aJ'ea exposed to the electroris
(and {hus the are_ discharged) seems to be {h_ factor that dist|riguishes the two
types of discfiarge. Thez_e IS also a possibility that a sticcession of mlcro-
discharges ct_tfld fizal_e 1_p(or at |east trigger} a macr_-dls_harge. Certainly the
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Figure 5. Macro-Discharge Ctlrrent into the Conducting Pedestal Support-
' ing the Mylar Specimen o_ Figures 3 anti4. Horizontal _ale 50 nsldiv and
:.. verticalscale13A/diV
Figure 6. MaC ro-D|scharge Curreiit Under" Sam_ Conditlons as Figure 5
(for Afiother l)ischarge)
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iii,_. nOnUnifOrmity of the observed charging patterns a_d the irregularity of the ob-
i: served discharge paths indicate thht the phenomena under study are very comple_
: iri terms of their,detailedhehavlotlr_
[ r!
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8. Surge Current and Electron Swarm Tunnel
Tests of Thermal Blanket and
Ground S._rap Materials
D.K. Haffmoster,G.T. In_uxe,endJ.M. Sellen,Jr.
TRWDefen_ andSpatheSystemsGroup
Redon_ Beaeh,Calif.
1, I._TROI}t!CTION
Th{t technical memorandum will describe the results of a series of current
conduction test_ with a thermal-control blanket tt_ which grounding straps have
been attached, The material and the ground strap attachment procedure will be
described more fully in S_cti0n 2. The current conduction tests consisted of a
surge current examination of the ground Strap and a dilute flow, energetic electron
deposition and traflsp0rt through the bulk of the insulating film of this thermal
blanket material. Both of these test procedures have been used previously with
thermal control blanket materialS. The surge current test procedure (and accom-
panying test resultS) has been previously described in HottmaSter et at. 1 The
eleCtrOfl deposition prOCedure {_nd accompanying resultS) has been described in
HotimaSter and Selten. _ Because ot the length of these previous memoranda,
there wit1 be no attempt it) represent here the contettt of th_se papers, and it is
r_commended that these earlier te_t px'ocedure8 ahd results be read as a portion
ot tFle total TI_W in-house exataiflation of thermal cohtrol blat_ket material response
,,_, to particle injection and to surge currents.
Withoat presettting Bpectflc experimental details here, it will be noted that the
beliavtor of the tnatez'iat to thes_ test procedures is constricted as a distinct
in_provement over previously observed behavior. Sinc_ the ultimata sel_ction of
spacecralt surface materials will, undoubtedly, involv_ many different features of
the materialB, superior pePformance to surg_ currents and daposit_3 currents
may not be thefinal,and crucial,material a_pects. Inview, however, of acknow_
ledgedproblems incharge up dischargeinmagnetic substotms at geosynchronous
altitudeS,thematerial performance tobe describedh¢r_ under certainslmulations
of these Space environmental conditionsshouldbe considered as a strongreason
for theiruse......................................
2. _IATElUALDESCRIPTI05_
The thermal.c0ntrolbla .'_.etma erial used here (ORCON KN- I0)is a 0.0005 in.
(I.27 X 10-3 cm) Kap.ton*film witha rear faceofVacuum DepositedAluminum
o
{VDA) to a depth of _,i000A. At the rear (exterior)faceof the VDA film,a grid
ofNOMEX ribbonthread (describedaS a Mylar-likeinsulator)is attached. The
gridiS _ 6 threadsper inch ineae,l_of two directions.The threaddimensions are
"-0.0025 ire.>,"0.020 in.
i. "[_eground strapsare aluminum foilof 0.75 in.width and 0.002 in. thick-
ness, bonded to the VDA layer with a _OndUcting epoxy. The joints are overlaid
,._i' witha I.00 in.X I._5 in. aluminum tapeas per the currentDSCS fabrication
technique. Each Kapton sample had an area of 3 in. × 4 in. and Was equippedwith
: two groundingstraps.
3. GROUNDSTRAP SURGE CURRE_I" TESTS
-
! _ 3.1 GeneralConsiderations
. In the surge currenttests,the currentis injectedover _ broad area atthe
_' midplane of theVDA filmon the rear faceo_the Kilptonand is conductedintoa
ground Strap. in prlnciple,therl,the currentflowis inthe VDA filmand
hence tOthe conductingepoxy atldto theground strap. In practice,itis apparent
that, in addition to the conducting path above, current flow may also (if necessary)
!_ take place in the NOMEX £rtd.
_ the surge current generator is a power supply which charges a capacitor to
- 10, 000 volts arid a hydrogen thyratron arid series current limiting resistor. The
firirig of the hydrogen thyratron causes the capacitor to discharge through the
• ,,,,,, ,,
_ *Some of the tests performed with the 0. 0005 in. material Were repeated with
OHCON Uttlt_itlg a 0. 003 in. Kaptoil base film. See Section 4.3.2 for these
: tests.
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sorles resistor (100f_) and the VDA film/conducting epoxy/nluminum ground _trap.
Th_ total charge flow Ix determined by the capacitance and th,. charging voltr_g_..
For the capacitors used of 3. l; Y 10 .9 , 10.0 Y 10 =9 and 1l]0 >" 10 .9 F rind th, • ,,hnrg-
lng voltage of 10,000 volts, it follows that totsl eht=rgo flows for the various t,.sts
were _ 3f;, 100, and 1000 tae. The characteristic durations of th,,s¢, curr,_nt surg,._
were "-0.3fi, 1.0, and 10.0/_see.
Two types of resistance measurements were made. 'r_e first of th,,._,, is a
i steady-state measurement from the i,iput clamp to the output clamp on the, _urg_
: current generator, made after each current-burst. Only very low sensing voltag_..s _,.
'_:_ are used in these measurements. The second resistance measurement is a
"dynamic" measuremenL and is made during the time of the high current pnssage
_ through the VDA/ground strap combination. Significant differences may exist
::' between these two measurements, particularly at the high burst number level
i_!: where the removal of VDA near the gl-ound strap bond has taken place.
.+ 3.2 Stead) • State llesistahce
•• Ohmmeter type measurements were carried out on six ground straps. The
=_:': results of these resistance measurements are given in Figures 1 through c as a
" function of the number uf current bursts applied and for the three levels of capaci-
!i, tance in the high voltage storage capacitor.
:: Figures 1 and 2 illt_strateresults for a 3600 pF capacitor, charged to I0,000
_'i' volts and with a series resistance of I00 _ (leading to a peak surge current of
' 100 A). The shape oi_the l:,(n bursts) curve is similar to those obtained previously•
i:
._: For a large number Of bursts, the steady state, post-burst, resistance remains
_; approximately constant. Above some burst number, however, increases in resist-1
_i. ance are comparatively rapid. In previous tests Of ground straps, these rapid
increases i11resistance were attributed to the removal of the last remaining
',: portions of the VDA film leading into the conducting epoxy bond.
_ While removal of VDA occurs for the present Samples (as well as for previous
= ,_ ohes), there are two major differences between the behavior observed here for the
.... added NOMEX grid and th_ previous samples where the grid has been absent. The
first major difference is that the number of bursts required to reach the "knee" of
_' the R (n)curve is now considerably larger than for the previous ground straps.
_ For example, (see Figure 7, Hoffmaster et all), the knee of R (n)cUrve for
_ 3.6 × I0"9 F, 100 _, and 104 volts was observed at "_300 bursts for the ground
_. straps used there, while in the present case, over 1000 bursts were required to
_!i reach the rapid rising portions of R versus n.
_'i_. .A second major difference between present and previous results is that, for
:-_• the present {NOMEX aided) groun_ strap, visible surface arcs did not occur, even
52[)
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Figure 2. R_.slstlmce of VDA/NOMEX/GrOundStrap Sample 2 as a Function
of the Number of Current BurstS. Initlal Surge current -- i00 A and total
charge thl'oughput- 3_.#c. ......
after, the VDA film had been removed from the region of the bond. It iS apparent
%, that the presence of the NOMEX grid provides alternative coridt_ctiOn paths and that
._:,_: the conducttt_n of this new construction does not x'esuit in the metal-to-metal arcs
,_' across dielectric sui'taces observed earlier. This is a SignifiCant improvement in,.
" a 11;44: performance and indicates a large reduction in surface discharge current noise,
_Ji shouid conductlnn be required anti tf the VDA film near tite bond has been removed,o
i;i! by previous current bursts. Section 3.3 will consider these dynamic cdi-rent
/i _' conduction processes ft_rther.
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I_igUz'es 3 and 4 iUust_ate the steady et_te resistance aS a funettO_ Of the_ttm-
bet of bursts fo_ a larger capactto=.thatt above. The increase in C from 3.6 X 10"9
to 10 x 10-9 F results tn a 10Ss of ground strap life. VDA film retnova_ now Occurs
at _ 300 burstS. When the capacitance is ibcreased to 100 × 10-9 F0 the film
removal_oCcurs after _, 20 bursts. TheSe results are given in Figure 5. Visible
surface ar_s were not observed for these h_gher c_paettan_e discharges, followit_g
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STEADYSTATERESISTANCE(OHMS)
FtSure 3. l_esiSt_nce Of VDA/NOMEX/Groundstr6p Sample 3 _ a Function.
of the Nu_tzber Of Cui'rerit Bursts. Initial Surge current 100 A and total
charge throughput = i00 P_
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STEADY STATERESISTANCF.IOHMS)
-_ Figure 4. Resistance or VDA/NOMEX/Groundstrap Sample 4 aS a FunctiOfi
Of the Number of Current Bursts. Initial surge current = 100 A and total
charge throughput -- 100 ,c
loss of VDA and the incz'eaSe in the Steady State reSiStance. The los$ of allowable
burst number before VDA removal With increasing capacitance is expected to occur
and had been t_bserved previously ifl the ground strEtp experiments of Hoffmagter
et al 1 (dee. ior example. Figure 9. of Hoffmasterl). The rdost signtftc_int feature.
however, for this newer configuratit_ti is a conduction ability after VDA removal
anti wttliout surface breakdOw_t.
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(,i" Fig_'e _. B_si_ta_ce of VDA/NOME_/Gro_t_dstrap Sample 5 as a FunCtiOn
,_:_ of the Number of Current Bur_ts. Initial surge current • _00 A and total
_!'.i charge throughput : I000 l_c
" i': 3.3 l_ynnmie Resi_tnnee
The dynami_ resistance measu_emet_ts are obtait_eti by measured current
.,,i. ' fiO_ in the _Ircuit and the a_co_pa_yi_g clamp-tO-clamp volta_le during the current
I_ '; burst. Thls ily_mtc re_lstance will not be equal to the _teady state resistance,
i ;, in generi_l, and, _iso of importance, will not remain at the Same value dt_rt_ thei _.:
°_',, current burst. TO illustrate the differences betweeri Steady state and dy_tsmic
i !,
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resistances, this sectioh Will COntain measurements of both, although principal
emph_,SiSwillbe on resist_tnceduringthe currehtburst.
F)r these measurements, a fresh sample, (Sample No. _}0was e±arninedfor
bothsteadystateand dynamic values as a functionof burstn_mber and as a func-
tion0t time duringthe currentburst. Figures _ - 9 have the resultsofthese
measurements. InFigure 6° the conventional,steadystate,resiStanCeis given.
For a capacitanceof 10,000 pF, 104voltS,and 100 f_ in seriesresistance,thiS
sample withstoodin exceS_ of400 burStSbeforeexhibitinga deteriorationof the ,.,
VDJ_ film. Exce_s of 900 burstswere requiredtoreach highlevelSteadyState
resistance.
The dynamic resistancewas measured atthreetime periods, 0.33 _SeC, 0.94
/JSec,and 2.5/_secafter"the initiationof the currentburst (Figures7 - 9). T_vo
effectsare apparent. The firstof tlleseisa dimint_tionof.dynamicresistancefor
laterperiods inthe burst conductions,and isevidence ina change inthe Surface
materialproperties. The Second effectiS.thatdynamic resistanceproceeds tO
valuesSignificantlyleSSthanthe postburst steadyStateresiStarlce.
The exactnatureof thesurface change takir_gplace duringthe bursthas not
been determined, There iSno visiblesurfacearc, There is,nevertheleSS,Some
SurfaCe {orperhaps NOMEX) altPrationwhich pro_tidesan increasinglyeffective
conductionpathfor current,for increasedflow duration,and which actS,after
theVDA removal, aS an effective,alternate,conductionpath.
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,1.! General Considercqion_
The results oL the cuPz'ent Surge tests indicated that the presence of the
NOMEX grid on the rear face aids in coflducti0n 0f these large current bursts. In
the process of-gPid attachment, hOWeVer, it appeared as a possibility that the_
NOMEX grid could cause a field intensification for electrorI conduction through the
bulk of the Kapton film _vhiCh could (poSsibly) result in dielectric-to-metal arcs _..
from the Kapton it_terior to the rear face VDA for Severe charge-up on the Kapton
surface. The Electron Swarm Tunnel (EST) tests were initiated to explore this
second, and important, charge conduction process, t
The EST used for thesetestsi._the 2 ft)<4 ftfacilitydescribedearlierin ]
HofL_aster and Sellen.1 I- thischamber, a monoertergeticelectrortbeam streams !
alongthe chamber axisand depositsOn the exteriorfaceof the dielectricfilm,
thussimulatingthe-electrondepositionprocess duringmagnetic substorrnSin space.
Irithe 2 ft"<4 ftEST, bothelectronfluxand electronenergy are variable.Although _
lightsources are present inthisfacility,there was no deliberateapplicationof
llightduringthe electrotldeposition,and, thus,no deliberateappealtophoto con-
ductivetransport Of deposited electrons through the foil. In the deposition tests to 1
be discussedhere, electronaccelerationenergy vax'iedfrom 2 to _ kV and deposi- :
tionfluxfrom 10 nA/Cm 2 to20 ftA/cm2.
L2 SampleConfiguration
Figure 10 illustratesthe sample configurationused in the EST tests. The
measured drainage currentis atthe rear faceVDA filmfor forward face electron
deposition.The added ringon the frontsurface(withoverlyinginsulatingfilms)
actsas a guard ringtoprevent Surfacedrainage currententranceintothe rear
face VDA film. The resulting measurements are, thus, of bulk conduction cur-
rents in the Kapton aS a result of the deposition of energetic electrons on the front
surface of the film.
1.3 Electron Drainage('urredt_,lea.,s:uremenls
4. 3. 1 DRAINAGE THROUGH KAPTON AT 0. 0005 IN. THICKNESS
Figure 11 i11tlstrates the drainage current density (in tlanoampor_s p4_r square
centimeter) aS a function of th0 acceleration voltage of the deposited electrons and
t_orvarying levels of eiectron flu_ in the deposition. The Order in which the ex-
posures ltave been made is significant.
The initial deposition condition was a 2 keV electron flow at i0 ruA'cm 2, lead-
ing tO a rear face di-ainage cu_-rerit of "- o. 05 ru_/cm 2. This di"aihage curreht is
: 540
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Figure I0. Kapton/VDA/NOMEX Thermal Control Material Sample Configu-
ration lot"l_lectronSwarm Tunnel 'Pests
considerably larger than that observed _Or 0.002 in. (5)< 10.3 cm) Kapton foil,
measured earlier. Larger drait_age is expected, of course, because ot the re-
duced thickness {I.27 × 10"3 cm) ot the foii.
increases in beam energy to 4 keV caused di'sinage current density to ihcrease
to "-b.5 ru_/cm 2. This rapid increase in conduction current density as beam
energy increased is typical, and is attributed to _ield enhanced conductivity in the
materiai. A continued increase in electroi_ acceleration energy to _ keV, caused
aft iricrease in conduction current to 1.5 iiA/cm 2. Since the incident flux at this
poittt WaS onty tO nA/ci_ 2, and since secondary electron emission causes a
. rereiease, back tO space, of sLgnificaht amounts of eiectrohs, the obsei-ved
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conduction could be limited by incident flux rather than by material resistivity, To
=_ test this possibility, the deposition flux was increased from 10 nA/_m 2 to 20 nA/
cm 2 and conduction current density increased from 1.5 to 5.4 nA/crn 2 thus con-
firm.tng notions of conduction limited to incLdent deposition.
• *" These extraordinary drainage levels (in excess of substorm depositions)
usually lead to material alteration. To examine the possibility of permanent al-
:_i teration, the deposition conditions were then moved to (4 keV, 20 nA/era 2) to
(4keV, 10nA/cm 2)and, finally,to (2keV, I0ru_/cm2). The evidencech,arly ,_
demonstrates that a permanent alteration of the material has occurred as a result
: of the high level drainage at the upper end point of the acceleration voltages applied
_'* The drainage currentmeasurements also examined the conductioncurrent
:_i : trace for evidence of material electrical breakdown. Although occasional altera-
_' tions ot drainage curr.nt were observed, there were no major interruptions. At
':. the conclusionof the drainage currenttests, the sample was removed from the
t
=,! testchamber and Subjectedtovlsualand microscopic examination. There was no
! ;
_, evidence of electrical breakdown. This is not to conclude that optical properties
iii_ (absorptivity, emissivity) of the Kapton film have remained unaltered by the high
electric stress electron drainage conduction. Measurerr ent of Optical properties
should be carried out both before and after th_ electron deposition to determine if
_,_ film alterationhas occurred.
_*: 4.3 2 D_AINAGE THROUGH KAPTON AT 0.003 IN. THICKNESS
_' Section 1 has noted that the ultimate selection of spacecraft surface materials
' will involve many different features of the materials. Mechanical strength of the
_:_:. base filmis amongst those features. At the conclusionof the te_tswi.ththe
•I 0.0005 in.Kapton filmsample describedin the sectiunsabove, and concurrvc_
_i" with the availability for test of a material similar to the first sample (NOMEX grid
.i'. and VDA featuresunchanged)but with 0.003 in. thickKapton as the base film,it
' was consideredof interestto repeatthe current coP.ductlontests. The surge cur-
._.... rent collductionbehavior would not appear likelytobe dependent_pon thebase film
,_. thickness, because these surge currents are within the VDA film and the NOMEX
-_i fibers. There was no apparent reason, thus, for a repetition of the surge current
cohduction for the ORCON film utilizing the thicker Kapton as the base film. The
_i' bulk conduction of electrons through the film in the EST testS, on the other hand,i,
.:: couldbe expected tobe thicknessdependent,and these electrondepositionexperi-
_-::; ments were repeated with the new, thicker film, samples.
_: The 0. 003 in. Kapton film ORCON sample construction was the same as that
i_:__ illustrated in Figure 10, except that the Kapton film, as previously noted, is nc_",
.... 0. 003 in. thick, and the iateral dimensions of the sample whose drr, mage is under
'k
_, examination are 7. 1 _ 7. 1 cm (rather than the 4. r, _ 7.3 dimensions used in the
0. 0005 in. base film case).
: 543
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_tli The second ORCON Sample was placed in the EST and the beam energy varied
_i from 4 to 10 kV at current densities of _0 ru_/cm 2 and 2{) nA/cm 2. FigUre 12
illustrates the meaBured conduction current in this sample with•the thicker Kapt0n
film. Several features of the results shown there differ considerably from the
drainage cUrretit results shown in Figure 11 for the thinner Kapton. The major
difference between the two films i$ that the drainage current density iS greatly
reduced for the thicker film, compared to the drainage of the 0.000.5 in. samp!e.
Under a cohventt0nal approach to this electron conduction it might be expected that
drainage currents would be reduced by a factor of {_, because the film thickness
increases by a factor of S (0. 0005 in. to 0. 0003 in. } and because film resistance
in cotlventlonal conduction Should be proportional to film thickness. It Should be
noted, however, that the cohduction is reduced by ratios much larger than the
thickness ratio. At 4 keV, 10 n_/cm 2 conditions the drainage current densities
are _0.5 :_/cm 2. for the thin material and 0. 009 nA/cm 2 for the thicker material.
At t_ keV, 10 r_/cm 2 c0ndition;3, the respective drainage curr,.nt densities are
1.5 nA/cm 2 and 0. 025 nA/cm 2. The ratio of the drainage cur, ent densities at
4 keV is 55 and at 6 keV is 60, which in both inStanceS is very much larger than
the thickness ratio of _.
The marked drop in electron drainage aS material.thickness t increaSeS,
appears to be the result of f_.eld dependent bulk resistivity, It has be_n previously
if/ . noted in these drMnage experiments tliat bulk resistivity is clearly nonconStant
_i for electric Stress values above _ome critical upper bound. The field point at
_;' which conduction increases rapidly iS cOnSidered to be near For the
105 V/cm.
i_:::_ thinner film this condition iS attained for _125 Volts from one face of the film to
_: the other. For the thicker film, AV _- 103 volts, before the 1.05 V/cm point is
attained. For E _ 105 V/era, the bulk resistivity appears to decline as
ezp (-K_/'E}, poSSibly as the result of ro01e-Frenkel cffect. Irrespective of the
exact caute of the extra conduction, however, it should be emphasized that the
thinner film has a much larger electric Stress as a result of e-beam deposition
than for the thicker film, and, hence, will conduct substantially larger drainage
currents.
A Second major difference between the behavior of the two Sample thicknesses
iS in the permanent material altaration observed for the thin'_er film as a result o_
the e-beam exposure, while the thicker Kapton sample returns to the same drain-
- 'iI;i i ag_ levelwhen the e-beam depositioncottdltlon_are returned toearliervoltage
_i:i:}t: and flux level_ (the order of exp0Flure for the thicker film was 4 keV, 10 hA/era2:
i I ' 6 keY, 10nA/c,i_; 8keV, 10nA/cm2; 10keV, 10ttA/cm2; i0keV/20na/cm2;
>
--_'_'_:- 8 keY, 20 ru_/cm2; 6 keV, 20 ttA/cm2; and 6 keY, 10nA/cm2). The "ciosui-e"
_'_ experiment at 6 ke'_r 10 fu_/em 2 r._v_aled no permanent material change for the
='_ thicker sample, v.lt:,e the thinner sample exhibited almost One order of magnitude
,t 544
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change from-its two 2 keY, 10 nA/cm 2 exp0sttres, and a factor of-app_r_Ximately
2 _t.the 4 4teV, 10 nA/cm 2 conditions (see Figure ll).
FrOm the results given tit Figures tl attd 12 it iS apparent that the thirstier
material has mucl_ higher drainage curret_ts than the thicker material, and that
permanent _tteratlon has taken place in the thinner material, These results are
encouraging from the standpoint of the use Of the 0.003 in, Kapton. A remaining
question is the possible Occurrence of dielectric-t0-metbl arcs in the thicker ,,,
material, To monitor thepossibleoccurrence of such breakdOwns inthe film,the
drainage curr.entswere continuouslydisplayedon ChartrecorderS. There _aS no
evidenceof materialbreakdown irthe recorded drainage currenttraceS. FoUow-.
ing the e-beam tests,thesample was removed from the testcha,nberand visually
examined for pinholebreakthroughs. There wag no visibleevidencethatany such
breakthroughshad occurred. Measurements of _ and _ were not carriedOut and
shouldbe includedinfuturee-beam depositiontests. From thepresent evidence
it would appear that permanent alteration in the material did not occur, either in
observed drainage currents or in visible punch-throughs.
The response of the rear face VDA film/NOM_X/grOund strap configuration
to su_'ge currents has been examined and found to be SuperiOr to that of earlier
VDA/grotind stz'apS. More bursts are allowed before ground strap resistance
begins its sharp rise• and, even after the removal of the VDA, conduction occt_rs
(presumably through the NOMEX) without surface breakdowns.
The forward face Kapton layer of the 0. 0005 in. OI_CON material was exposed
to an EST beam ranging from 2 to 6 keV anti with flu3teS of 10 nA/cm 2 and 20 hA/
cm 2. Drainage currents were large and increased with contifltled, exposure to the
electron deposition, indicating a material change. There was no evidence, how-
ever, of dielectric to metal arcs. There wer.e no measurements of surface abSorp-
tivity or _misSivity, So there iS no way of di:terr_ining at present if these quantities
alter.ed as a result.of the electron depOsitiOn. These measurements should be
carried Out. The forwartl fate Kapton laye_ Of a 0.003 In. ORCON material was
also exposed to art EgT beam. For this material the beam energy ranged from
4 to 10 ReV. The Observed dt'ainage currents were greatly redticed compared to
the thinner Kapt6n film. There qvaS no evidence of p_rmanent fllr_ alteratitm in
the bull{ conduction aS a result of the e-beam deposition, and examination of the
drainage current traces a_d visual e_taminatit_n of the Sample failed to reveai stiy
evidence o_ d|eiectric tO metal arcs.
s4s
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The behavior of this material _aS generally superior to that of previous film/
b0ndtrtg/gr0antl stt'ap conftgUratt0fls in the Surge current tests. In the electron
drainage measurements of bulk e0nductl0n0 the 0.003 in. Kapton sample _as
considerably superior in performance to that of the 0. 0005 in. thickness sample,
From the results of these measurements the use of the NOMEX grid backing is
indicated aS desirable and the t_tckn_$s of Kapton ShOuld be _he 0. 003 in, case
rather than the 0. 0005 in, material.
lib
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9. A Rugged Electron/Ion Source for
Spacecraft Charging Experiments
J. E. NaneviczandR. C. Ademo
ElectromogneticSciencesLoborolory
StanfordResearchInstitute
1. BACKGROUND
For the past several year.s, SRI has been involved in a laboratory investiga-
tion of the behavior of materlals under simulated spacecra/1 charglrig _onditions.
These tests require that a sample be installed in the vacuum chamber, the chamber
pumped dOwil, the test run, and a new sample installed with the minimal delay.
To carry out such a program, it has been neCes,lary to have a inlgged, reliable
electrOn/tim source available. A simple, novel technique has been developed for
generating a lar_e-dlameter, uniform electron beam with appropriate current
density for spacecraft charging studies.
Our experimental work started usin_ tliermi_electric sources. The following
difficulties were experienced:
(1) C_ntamtmttton -the cathode became contaminated by produets evolved
i fi_om the test sample. (Diffei'eiltiai pumping was not used in out_ system.)(2) Beanl uli|torriiity - achieving a large-diameter beilm with ilnltorm curi'eilt
density proved ditti_ult.
(3) Beam diameter -expanding the beam fi'om a thei-mlonic cathode to a
diameter of 8-10 in. tn a tiist_inc_ ot a toot _vas difficult.
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(4) Beam characteriStiCs depend or1acdeleratt_g voltage - it was found that
With simple lens arran_efnents, Changing beam energy also changed other beam
= parameters.
(5) Complex electrostatic lenses reqtlired- progressively more complex
lenses were needed to achieve desired beam properties.
(6) Light from filament- in photocondttctivity e_periments, the light from the
= filament can alter material behavior.
- Accordingly, itwas decidedthatan alternateelectronsource shOuldbe devised. ...
- 2. MULTIPACTORBREAKDO_/N
:: PaSt experience withrfvoltage-breakdownmechanisms inlow-pressure sys-
tems indicatedthata process was availablewith thepromise of generatingan
_ electron beam Without the disadvantages of thermionic cathode systems. As indi-
=_: cated in Figure I, when an rf signalisappliedto a pair.of parallelplateelectrodes
:_'i and the ambient pressure is reduced monotonically,one findsthatthe voltage
: required tOproduce breakdown decreases untila minimum is reached (ata pres-
:_ sure of = 50 miCcons Hg inthe Figure)and then increasesagain (alongthe dashed
_' lineinthe Figure).1 Itthe electz'odespacing iScorrect, however, one findsthat
" the breakdown voltagebecomes independentOfpressure and folloWSthe solidcurve
at lOW pressures:2,3 In thisca_e, a ne_ typeOf bt-eakdoWncalled"multipaCtor"
=_ occurs.
= The mechanism of multipactor discharge iS illustratecl in Figure 2. If rf
frequency and spacitlg are correct, an initial electron occurring near the lower
\,
=_, electrodewillbe acceleratedacross the gap, strikethe upper electrode,and
: generate one or more secondary electrons just as the field changes polarity. The
secondary electrons, in turn, are accelerated across the gap and generate addi-
tional secondarieswhen they strlk_thelower electrode. In thi_way, the number
of electrons in the breakdown cascades until variou_ loss mecitanL_ms come into
!i play and limit further growth in the number of electrotm parJjcipattng in the
_ breakdoS#n.
iI Thus, the multipactOr breakdown may l_e thought of as a sheet of electrons
_i. oscillating between a p_ir of electrodes iri synchronism With rite applied rf field.
it should be noted that there is no _equh.ement for the presence of gas molecules
to sustaitl the breakdown, in tact, if there are at_- molecules present, they will
=,' intimatelybe st/-uckby an eleCtrottand ionized. These ionizedgtismolecules are
_" t-esponsible for the slight glow visible in the breakdown. The multipactor pi'oc_eds
vei'y well, however0 evett tit hai'd vdcuUms.
ii
r
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FreqoenCy and GAP Width _orParallel-PlaneElectrodes
3. MULTIFACTORELECTROS SOURCE
AS wag indicatedearlier,thenumber of electronsparticipatinginthe break-
down increasesuntillossmethane.sinsbecome important. These includediffusion
of electronsfrom bet#veenthegaps as the resultofCoulomb forces,deviation
from synchronism of some of the electrons,etc. Past experience intryingto
• avoid multipactorindicatedth,,.tconsiderableadditionalosscan be toleratedwith°
out extinguishingtO. discharge. This in turnindicatedthatitshouldbe possible
-i' todeliberatelyextracta sizab1'electt-otlcurrent from thedischarge.
The first approach at devisin_ a scheme for electron extzactiorl is shown in
_ FtglJre 4, Holes were _imply drilled in one ot the electrodes to permit part of the
_ electron sheet to pass through the electrode once per rf cycle. |( was round that
thi_ scheme worked remarkably well. It wa,,_ possible to drill a sufficient number
of holes i/1 the plate that at a distance of 12 to 18 in. from the multipac_,r source,
there was rio pattern evidet|t in the beam Wht._flit iiltlminated a phosphor target.
...... O0000006-TSF09
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Figure 4. Multipactor Discharge Electrode Modified to Permit Extraction of _=..,Electrons
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_: As the result of this initialsuccess, and because an electron source was badly
ii,i: needed for a series of experimertts that were gettingunder way. there was no
_. further,experimentation to devise alternate schemes for electron extraction.
The setup presently in use for the study of insulator photoconductivity is shown
!_:i in Figure 5. A control grid (Consisting of a second metal sheet drilled with the
... same h01e pattern as the lower multlpactor electrode plate)was added to the ._ource
i ,5 tO permit simple control of beam current. For these experiments, the accelerat-
!_ ittgVoltage is applied between the gun and the target. By simply adding a grounded
-_" grid above the target, itis possible to obtain the same beam cOrrent while main-
m'_:l' talninga region ot zero fieldabove the target. Radio frequency power requirements
i _ to feed the source are modest (under 10 W). Ceramic capacitors are used in series
with t_iecoaxial cable from the rf source to provide isolation for the 0-20 kV .................
_il accelerating voltage used. with the system.
._, The multlpaCtor source currently in use provides a beam 8 in. in diameter at
_. the source, and somewhat larger at the ta_-get. In the limited experimentation
if: ')
_-,.. ... carried otlton the source so far, electron beam current densities of up to 5 ,A/era"
°i:_ have been achieved.. It is not clear that this represents the highest current actliev-
_;! able with this sotirce. It is also likely that the present source design does not
_. represent the optimum scheme for generating maximum current, however, the
o_. presently attainable beam current density is almost 3 orders of mak_nitude higher
-=_:. than typical substorm currents.
_,
-;iil _ larger Beam can be achieved by using larger diameter plates in making the
_-':_ _ource. An advantage ot this approach over trying to spread the beam via lense_
i_i is that, with the presettt setup, bealn size is virtually entirely independent (,r
_,:. aeceieratii_g voltage.
<<;,. The characteristics of the mutllpactor source can be summarized as follows:
-°_" (i1 Contamiisatton re_listaht
o......_ (21 Physically simple
: b :,_
_:i;; 553
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(3} Produee_ large diameter bearii dL_eetly
(4) Beam character/sties independent of accelerating voltage
(5) Stability good
(6) No light OutpUt
ItS operation, in the ye_z" since it was first assembled, has bee_ highly satis-
fadtory, and it is recommended as an electron source tot systems that must
operate uhder conditiofls where normal good vacuum practice regardinl_ long term
cleanliness rflust be ignored. ""
/ ±
/ //,'1/ L**T .I,L__
"":'o:=:'-...... F"l b" '+,I_
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Figure 5. Schematic or Multipactor Electt.on Source
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! 1. ConducHve Spacecraft Materials Development Program
I WilliamL. Lehn
I Air ForceMaterialsLabOrbtoryWrigltt.PattersonAir Force9_te.Ohio
1
{' Abstra:t
A jointly planned U.S. Air FoI'ce-NASA progl'am has been established to in-
vestigate the Spacecraft c'la,'ging phenomenon. The objectives of this program are
to provide desi,_,n criteria, techniques, materialS, and test methods to ensure con-
trol of absolute and differential charging of spacecraft surfaces. The materials
'_" development tas_ of the invegtigation is the responsibility of and is being directed
• by the Air Force Materials Labo:.atory (AFMLL
The contrbl o: absolute and differential charging of spacecraft cantmt be effect-
ed without the devei_pment of fleet and improved or modified materials or tech-
niques that will provide electricP1 continuity over the surface of the spacecraft.
' The materials' photoemisSion, secondary emission, thermooptical, physical, and
i: electrical properties in the space vacuum environment both in the presence and
i absence of electrical stress and ultraviolet, electron, and particulate radiation,are important to the achievement of charge control. The materials must be stableor have predictable response to exposure to the s_ace environment fo_: long periods
. of time. The materials of interest include conductive polymers, paints, transparentfilms and coatings a_ well as fabric coating interweave_. ' The program initiated by
the AFML arid related efforts to develop these new or modified materials will be
discussed.
i/
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.}i A Jointly planlted U.S. Air FOrce-NASA Interagelicy interdependency coOpera-t'_ "
f,, tive reseat'oh arid technology program I has been established to investigate the
I_ synehron0uS orbit spacecraft charging phenomena. The objectives of this program
il,, are to prOVide design criteria, techntqdeS, test methods, analytical modelS, en-
':_ vlr0nmental data, and materials to ensure the control of absolute and differential
;!!: Chnrging of. spacecraft surfaCeS for the reduCtiOn/eliminatiori of arcing/diScharging,
_:.: The inVeStigatiOn has been divided into a nttmber of concur-rent tasks or topics _'
represented hy the program topics of the Air FOrCe/I_ASA Spacecraft Charging
If', T_o.bnology COnferenCe; Geosynchronous Environment, Spacecraft Charge Modeling,Matert_IS Characteri_ati0tt, Materials Development, and Design and TeSt. Re-
_ spon_ibllityand di_-eCtlOnofthese tasks have been aSSignedto variousAir Force
and NASA laboratoriesand centers. The materialsdevelopment task ofthe investi-
_i gatiOn iS the responsibility of and is being directed by the AFML.
2. BACKGROUND
The exterior Surfaces of a synchrOnouS orbit satellite, present a variety of
dissimilar material SurfaCes ranging from polished metals to organic and inOrgariic
dieleCtriCs to the ambient and dlstu_'bed, magnetic substbrm, _n¢ironment. A
satelliteimmersed inthe Synchr0notxsertvit-onmentWillcome Intoelectrical_qui-
_ librium,developingsurfacecharges of-the proper sign and magnitude to reduce
_)! the net currentbetween satelliteand the environment to _ero. A satellitewith
parts inthe stlnand parts inthe shade can be expectedto charge differentiallydue
tO the phOtoemiSSioneffects. During periodsof eclipseor inthe case ofthree-axis
stabilizedsatelliteswith sun OrientedSolararrayS. Some surfacesof the space-
ii craft are never exposed to sunlight.. Witliout the phOtoemission of electrons to
discharge the satellitesurfaces, extremely highnegative0otentlalscan then ap-
pear. The capacRsnce and resistance between the various parts, as well aS the
dyn._mlc characteriStlcS of the ambient flux and satellRe spin rate, will determine
the charglng/dlscharging t_ateS. If adjacent part_ or areas of a satellite are
charged tO be multlkilovolt differential, then the electrical stress may be great
enough to cause.breaRd0wn of arcing between the parts. The resultant arcing/
discharging may thect give rise to electi'omag_etic tnterfet_enee generated afloma-
lOus behavior Or even catastrophic failure in the sat_ilite electronics and related
Subsystems and/or degrsdattott of the thermal control prOpe_es of the surfaces.
The latter results m a rise iri satellite component temperatures. Since the life-
time requii'ements of geosynchronous satellites ar_ increasing from the present
i:
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three to five to seVerl ti_ t_n years, [t is necessary to prevent this degradation to
erl._ure Satellite lifetime and performance.
Va_iou_ active ahd passive techniques haw been prtlpoa0d ft_ the control or
the suri_aee potential of a satellite in synehrnnous o-bit in order t_ reduce o_
eliminate the charEtn_ pr,,_blema. These range from the u._e of ion or (=lOctron
thrusters aa on ATS-5 and -6 2' 3 arid active corltrol of the Jupiter Orbiter probes 4
to the use of _lectrort emittin_ probes. 5, 6 The use of sel#cted materlals wi*h hi#h
secondary _leetron emissions have been proposed to help avoid high n#gativt _ equi-
librium potentials. 7 Simple models haw been developed for estimatin_ the surface -=,
potential of satellite_ with insulating coatings. 8 llowever, in all of these cases,
strong potential gradients will inevitably exist and the simple models and achieve-
ment of an isopotentlal surface will be achieved only if the entire exterior surface
of the satellite is conductive. Therefore, in order to achieve control o_ the abso-
lute or differential char_ing of a satellite, the entire exterior surface must be
made electrically conductive.
Examination of current anti future _eneration _Zeosynchronous satellites reveals
the presence _ a relativel_ Small numl_er of eXteriOr materials: transpat'ent
dielectric solar cell covers for large _ur_ace solar arrays, the backside of the
array m_y be a bare or paintedorflanic, dielectric or metallic material; areas of
multilayer thermal insulation, (MLI) blankets, with otlter metallised polymeric
dielectPic layerg l_or the ends, sides, ands/or back o_ much the spacecraft body:
flexible, metallized polymeric films or inorganic, fused silica, series emittancV
coatings or optical solar reflectors (O.¢;R'sl for high heat rejection surfaces. Other
painted or metallized polymeric dielectric tapes or films are used as shrouds and
antenna covers or to wrap booms and other structures. A minimum area of painted
or bare metallic surfaces make up the remainder of the exterior thermal control
surface. With the exception of the bare metallic surfaces none of these materials
are electricall_ conductive,
In tt .= case of most oper-_tional satellites, the control of diffet'ential charging
below the arc/discharge threshhold will prevent the anomalous attd catastrophic
behavior previously observed, While on sci_,ntifie technology satellites the absolut0
cantrol of surface potential is often necessary in order to accurately define the
satellite sheath and plasma environment. "l'ha effect of spacecraft surface potemial
on contatt_ination: =.hat is, th¢_ attraction of ionized out_assin_ or_aqic species, is
a_lotheP corlsideration and is the subject of a later paper, fair l.'or.-e Materials l.abor-
atol"y ML 12) Spacecraft Charging/Contamination l.;xperiment on ,_CATHA. 9 The
SCATHA SCi, Spacecraft Sut'face Potential Monitor (SSPMI l';xperiment lO will
evaluate the surface potential of a variety of selected satellite thermal control
materials exposed to the synchronous space environment.
' 'I he Air Force SCATHA Satellite I 1 schedul,_d for launch in mid 197B will ,_tudy
. the spacecraft charging phenomena and measure the substorm generaied
561
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e_vironr_ental p_'a_eterso The en_ineerln_ experiments orl SCATH_ will measure
the r_aterlals respodse tO environmental char_in_ and the effects of char_ing on
; materials contam/n_tion, The data obtained will be used to SubSlantlate and cbr-
relate with laboratory in situ simUlatiOn measurements and tO guide materials
: develO._ment. HoweVer, these data will nOt be available in a time frame to effect
the materlSl selection _or a number of Operat_nal Aiz' Force gatelhLes or the
immediate material development efforts.
The time required for the development, eval_ation and flight qu_.lification of
a new spacecraft thermal contt, ol material acceptable to the Spacecraft thermal _"
designers and engineers is estimated to be from three to five or more years. In
particular,, this iS true, for any material expected to perform for severi to ten
years or more in the space environment,
3. MATERIALSDEVELOPMENTPROGRAM
Basec_upon the above background it isobvio_Isthat the controlofabsoluteand
differentialchargingof spacecraftcannotbe effectedwith0tlthe development of
new and improved or modifiedmaterialsor techniqueswhich willprovideelectrical
contin_tityover the surfaceofthe spacecraft. A coordinatedAir Force/NASA pro-
gram _vasinitiatedby theAFML to developthesenew or modifiedmaterials. The
materials0t in:CrestincludeconductivepC)lymerS,paintS,transparentfilms and
coatingsas wellas fabricinterweaveS. The program r0admbp isindicatedinFig
ure I. Inorder to m_et the near term satelliteconductivematerialsrequirement
the approach has been todevelopmaterialsmodificationsand techniqueswhich can
be appliedto currentstate-o_-the-arthermal controlmaterialswhich can be inte-
grateddirectlyintothe Currentand near term generationof satelliteswithouta
longthreeto _Iveyears or more periodnecessary to space qualifynew materials
At the same time promising approaches forthe development Ofnew and novel mater-
ialswillbe identifiedfor laterresearch and developrnent.
3.1 Conductive Fabrit_Coatiag_
The concep,t,fsilicafabrictypethermal controlcoatingswas developedunder
AF sponSorShip. These materialsare extremely Space stable,contamination_ree
materialsa_d are candidatesforany thermal controlapplicationsrequirirlgcoatings
with low solar absorptahce to emittance ratios such as white paints, as the ottter
layersof multi layerblanketso_ on the bacR ot solararray paflels
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i._" ! A cOntrbctual program to dev_lop conductive interweaves of metallic aluminum,
F_'r_,=" I Stainless steel, or other conductive filaments such as carbon, and space stable,!_, silicafabric type thermal control coatings was initiated. Alternate approaches
!_!i_ ' include the use of S_wn in coriduetiveyarrlsor condttctlvelycoated silica yarns, As
_il i reported elsewhere in this meetlng 12' 1'3ithas beerifound since this interwenve
' :i,
_',. _ pro/T.rarnwas initiatedthat the baste silicafabric when applied as the outer laycr
' of a thermal blanket doe_ _iotarc/discharge. The conductive inter_eaves will
ensure a minimum distance from any area of the coating to a stable ground con-
!: ductor limiting the area or total charge available for discharge, The conductor
_' will have adequate c_tpacityto conduct any discharge to ground without conductor
t°!_ toss by heatlrlgor sputtering such as mi_hl occur with thin vactitm_dept_sitedcon-
_=_' dtictors.
! ;= I A program to develop the mantdracturing techtlologyto prdpa_e an optimizedi _i:. tabrtc in the proper weight and phystcaliy desirable widths for s_Ite|lite use in-
I :},
},: ciudt,_g cleaning, handiing, shipping, at_d other techniques has just recently been
0' initiated. Tile materials developed have beeh proposed fop use in a number of cur-
o,!' rent _tndfuture satellitethermal control applications.
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3_,-£onduclivePolymedc-Eilms
The development ot techniques a_d modifications which will reduce or prevent
the a_cumulation of a spacecraft charge o_ the surfaces of FEP Teflortor'Kapton
used irithermal blankets and tapes and films is being pursued undez'contract at
(;eneral Electric. Approaches include materials modifications and conductive
metallic or oxide grids and coatings prepared by vacuum deposition or photo r.e-
sistant techniques as well as the development of stable grounding techniques. De-
tailswill be discussed in a later pttper.14 411=*
3.3 Conductive Thermal Coalrol P_ints
Potential routes for the development of stable white paint type thermal control
dealings have been investigated under .a contractual program at IITRI and will be
reported on in a later paper. 15 Approaches included the investigation of condadttvc
and. n0ncoriductive polymeric organic (quaternary ammonium polymers, polyvinyl-
carbazole) and inorganic (alRaline silicate) binders applied separately or in con-
junction with.cOnductive pigments, fiber br f{taments.
The development of conductive..space stable, (five to ten years) white thermal
control coating pigments is a very challenging technical problem. The techniques
u_ed to impart coriductivity such as doping or nbrl-St01chiometry being contrary to
the factors n_ceSsary to impal-t lon_ term space stability.
Conductive inorganic based thermal control pairits have been developed in-house
at NASA in support of the ISEI_ program. 16 Recent laboratory investigations 12
under.simulated synchronous orbit, substorm conditions indicate that the thermal
control paints charge but do no-_ arc/discharge. The conductivity of the paints tend
to increase with surface potential bleeding the charge imposed by the electron flux
to ground. The condtlctive paints dO not charge conducting the charge to ground.
Conductive black thermal coritrol coatings are available.
3.$ Eoadueti_e Transparent Filtns
Research and development of low cost conductive transparent eoatinp,s for ap-
plication to both or#anlc af_dinorganic series emittance coatinE_ or nptlcal solar
reflectors (OSR's) and solar cell covers is being conducted under a contractual
prog,-am at General Eiectt_Ic. Approaches include the ,,lepositionor formation of
t,,artsparentand metallic conductive grids and transpat-entinoreanic coatings by
vacuum, electrochemical and mechanical techniques. The affect of the coatings
or grids on the thermoo_ttcal properties, energy conversion, and lone term s/abil-
ity of the state-of-tht-ar_ materials will be evalua(ed. Th_ development and use of
conductive glasses for the covers are also bein_ evaluated. (;roundin_ techniques
will be developed.
564
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Cot_dudtively coated solar cell covers and OSR's are cornmerciai|y available,
but the prices are prohlbltlve ifone envisions a large solar a0eay of many te_Isof
: thOt_.qandsof Solar cellS.
3.5 .Mate_d_Optimi_ation
Matez'lalswill be selected for further development and optlml_ation based upon
:_ the results of the initialprograms. Samples of the most promisin_ materials will
_ be evalu_tteda_ potentialsamples for i_cluSion in the SCATHA and other space
flight experiments.
3.6 Conductive Low Outgas_ing Adhesives
A program for the developn_ of conductive, low outgassing/low contamina-
tion adhesives will be iriitiated late in the currerit fise_tl year. The use of con-
ductive adhesives to apply metallized .inorganic and oreanic OSR's has been shown
tO reduce the contamination released.from _he adhesive layer as well as the loss of
the vapor deposited metallized mirror layers due to arcin_ and thereby enhances
the long term optical performance of these materialS. Similar enhancement of long
term Optical properties due to reduced cont_mltlationi_ expected.
4. MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION
The engineering properties beyond the initialscreening evaluations of the
_ material_ developed ut_derthe above programs will be evaluated in the synchronous
space envirz)nmental simulation facilitiesdeveloped by the.NASA /Lewis Research
' Center as a part of the coop_.a'_,:e AF/NASA program. The material's photo-
emission, secondary emission, thermooptical, physical and electrical pt'opertiesin
=;_ the vacuum environment both in the presence and absence of electrical stress and
ultraviolet, electron, and particulate radiation are important to the achievement of
charge contrbl. A literature search 17 on the dielectric properties and electron
Interaction phenomena related to spacecraft chargin_ has been conducted by per-
sonnel of the Rome Air Development Center (formerly assigned to Air Force
=:: Cambridge Research Laboratorvl. The continuing roke of *his research _roup it_
= the measui'ement of the classical electi'ical,thermal, and optical pi-operties,as
well as the basic physical struc(ure o_ the materials developed is not clear.
_: Sludles of the photoconduc_Ivlty effects of selected spacecraft materials are
,_ bein_ pursued by Nanevicz and coworkers at Stanford Research Institute under a
NASA sponsored program. 18, I9
:i
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'i_,.' 5. CONI;I,UsiONg
_,:i A cooPdlnated,JointU.,_.Air Force-NASA program ¢Or thedevelopment of
[i_: conductiveSpaCecraftmaterl,_IShas been initiated.This progeam isp_t o¢ a total
'i- coordinated, interdependent program to investigate the spacecraft chargirt_ phe_om-
mjt'
_ ena and tO provide design criteria, teehfitques, materials, anti test methods to
ensure the control of absolute and differential charging of spacecraft surfaces.
am=,
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2. Resultsof Literature Searchon DielectricProperties
and Electron InteractionPhenomena
Relatedto SpacecraftCharging
J A Wall,g A Burke,andA R Frederickton
Deputyfor ElectronicTechnology(RADC)
SolidState,_i6ncesDivision
HansCOmAFB,Mas_chusetts
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 I_ekground
It has been known for over two decades that electronirradiationofinsulators
cap produce an accumutationof charge sufficiento cause dielectricbreakdown.
Thu firstpublisheddescriptionofthiseffectappears tobe due to (;rosslwho
investigatedielectricbreakdown produced by 2 M_V electronsinPlexiglass.
This and subsequentpublicationson electroninducedbreakdown by (;rossand others
(seebibliography)containedonlyqualitativeor semi=quantitativedescriptionsof
the phenomenon. Also. electronswithenergiesgreaterthan 1 MeV were _enerally
used to inducebreakdown. Consequently.when the possibilitythatthe problem
I ot spacecraft charging could be due to a similar effect was consid{,red, that is,
that space-plasma _lectrons incident on the dielectric mater'als used on the exte,'-
iorot satellitescoulJ caust_charg_ buildupand subsequentdielectricbreakdown.
ii,,
I. Gross, B. (1958)Irradiationeffectsin Plexiglass0J. l'oiymer,_h,i.27:135.
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a llier_(ur(_search wa_ he,on to deILermin¢,how m,oh inf,_[_'nr_tionwas _,urrontly
availab|eon th_ int_rac(lanfolectt'answith t,n_.r_i_scomparabl_ tn thos__,n_
eoUn(erod in space, In addition, th{_ search Waf_ to ,.nvor inforn_ttion tlmi n,i_ht
be usefulinob(_inil1_a mor_ q_antltative40scrlptionofelectroninducedhro_tk-
down. j
Tke llte_aturesearch was origlnallyintendedto form the basisnf _n oxporl-
mental program withtheobjectlv_of determiningthe required materi:_lproperties
and electronIrlteractionparameters needed for modeling charge buildup_,ndhre:_k-
down ininsulators.However, itwas foundthata number of publi_'ationsh_,d:_p-
peared in recentyears inwhich _lectronswithenerl_iesinthe Ito r,Ok_,\r_nge had
been used to investigateinsulatorpropertiessuch as conductivityand ehorge stor:,_e.
As the search continueditwas found thatmuch ofthe dataneeded :,ppeaP_dto be
availableinthe literature,but itw.'iscatteredamong reportsreia{edtovariot_s
interestsrangingfrom fundamentalpropertiesof insulatorsto engineeringapplica-
tionssuch as electrophotographyand electrets.Also, resultsobt_,inedfor specific
propert|esand parameters varied widelyamon_ differentauthors. Itw',stherefore
decided thatthe literatureSearch shouldbe continuedindepth inorder to ev'duate
and correlatethe availabledatapriorto ini_ialin_an experimentalprogram.
Only a briefoverview ofthe resultsofthe literaturesearcl_can be given here.
A partiallistofthe r_ferences covered is includedina bibliographyatthe end ofthe
paper to enablethe reader toobtainmore complete coverag_ of partictdar-_re_sof
interest.Although inorganicinsulatorswere alsoconsideredinthe search, we limit
coverage inthispaper to the organics,primarilyKapton :_ndTeflon,for the sake of
brevity.
1.2 Factors (]o_eredia Literaiur_Searci_
Figure I illustratesthe electroninteractionsrelatedto charge buildupin insul_-
tol',_.Energeticelectronsincidenton the insulatorpenetratethe surfaceofthe
m_:erial. Some ofthe electronsundergo elastic(_oulombictcollisionswiththe con-
stif.u_nta onhsand are "backscattered"out oi_the material. The remaining elec-
trons interactInelastlcallywiththe orbitalelectronsofthe atoms _eneratln_elec-
tron-holepairsby ionizationas theyloseenergy _nd eventuallyslow tothermal
energy near the end oftheirmaximum r_nge inthe material. (Interactionsuch as
sig/_ifi_antx-ray production,atomic displacements,etc., are neglectedhere.) ,_ome
ofthe eiectron_produced by ionizationescape from the surfaceofthe material:_
secondary electronsand these,along withthebackscatteredelectrons,reduce the
net excess charge thatent@rsthe matet'ialfrom the initialincidentelectronflux.
The remaining electron-holepairsand the thermalizedIncidentelectronsactas
current-carriers,producinga regionofenhanced {radiationinducecDconductivity
inthatport,onofthe insulatorincludedinthe range ofthe incidentelectrons. The
5;'0 '_
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time integral of the net electron current penetratin_ the insulator is the ,,har/je
accumulated by the insulator. This ¢'harl_,e can ,irift under the influence nf its
own field, or ima_ze forces, toward an electrode attached to the material. If it
cannot drift and be removed from the insulator at a sufficient rate, chart_e buildup
can occur producin_ an el+ciric field stront_ enoul_h to cause dielectric breakdown.
in the configuration shown in Figure 1 for example, the ¢,har_e would have to drift
through the r+_ion of intrinsic conductivity to be removed from the insalator. The
intrinsic conductivity of most _ood ,nsulators. such _apton and Teflon, is much
too low to permit a sufficient rate of drift to prevent charge buildup. In some
materials, however, it may be pc.ssible to take advantage of the ret,,ion of radiation
induced ccnduetivity by applyinL; an electrode tO the surface of electron incidence
to remove the excess charge.
FrOm the above hriefdescriptionofthe processes involvedinelectron-induced
charge buildupininsulatorsitcan be seen tilathe factorsthatneeded tobe c,3vered
inthe literaturesearch were:
(l) Conductivity(includin_thermal, hi_h-field,and radiatinneffects),
(2) Secondary electronemission,
(3) Electronrange and rateof energy loss.
_ Inadditiontothese,diele_trlcbreakdown processes _ere also covered in
the search.
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The energy hand model, used to doscrihe cooductian proc',,flsfm in er3mlallino
uollda aueh _m aemleonduetors, has generally I:,c,_n adapted ta ;Jpply ta awarphauq
materials such :_s organic I;,nd m0st inorganiel ins.iators. ('ansoquently, the ox-
; presslon for the eol,ductlvlty of :,n insulator is given :_a
i o _ eln+_t+• n _ I ell
i.
{'I where o is the conductivity, e the electron charge, ne the coneenfration of holes {41
or electrons (-I in the conduction band and /_ the corresponding mobility. (llere
_ ; we neglect the possibility of current transport by hydrogen nuclei considered by
some authOrS as charge carriers in era.role materials, l Because orl_anie insulators
.- contain a high concentration of trapping centers distributed in energy between the
i valence and conduction bands, the mobilities in Eq. (1_ cannot be interpreted as
simply as they can, for example, for _emiconductors. For the insulators, ton-i
i: duction is usually described as a "trap-hoppirg" process in which the carriers move
Ii from one trapping canter to another, remamir¢; for a finite time at each center.
i Values of mobility _re the-efore usually given as time-averages, cahed the trap-
.i modulated mobility. The value of the trap-modulated mobility is a function of the
* number of available tr_ps, that is, it depends on the number of trapping centers that
_)_i are occupied. Consequently, it is a function of the number of excess carriers in-
_I,, jected in'::othe in:_ulatoras well as temperature, electric field,and time.
! In addition to the charge carrier mobilities, values of the followin_ parameters
?. are needed to model conductivity in insular,ors:
(1) n: The concentration of potentially available charge car"iers, that is.
":'. trapped plus mobile charges. This includes intrinsic carriers as well as those
'::. injected from external ",ources.
°_:::, (:.0 Wx: The activatlot; energy of parameter x for
x = x0 exp(-Wx/kT) (21
where k is Boltzmann's nstant, T the absolute temp_rat_lre and x is a
parameter such as the cot:cet_tration of carriers in the conduction band,
mobility, or a comt,ination of parameters such as conductivity. It is not
'Some authors dive values of mobility for carrier transport between traps and these
• can be several orders of magnitude greater than the trap-modulated mobilities. In
' using these values of mobility t;q. (1_ must be modified to inch,de trapping param-
eters,
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always clear fl'om a giSen pape_ tO Which factor the author intended
the activation ener, gy to apply, but its Value is frequently reported since
most of the parameters related tO conductivity Show the exponential form
0f Eq. (2) over a range of temperatut, es.
(3) Nt: The cOnCentration Of tr_pping deniers.
(4) Et: The energy, or depth, of trapping centerS. This along _Vlth Nt
If (as a function of Et) giVeS the trap distributiott in an insulator. FreqUently,
however, a "Single trapping level" model iS used Which assumes that all
traps are col_ce_rated at a single level. In this case the-value of Et
reported is actually a weighted average over Nt.
(5) 7 : Carrier lifetime between traps. This para:neter may also
appear in _he literature aS the time spent b-/a carrie," in trapS. It is
not always clear Which meaning a particular author has given to z.
Another form of this parameter is the recombination coefficient, designated
by various Symb01_, that measures the fraction of carriers that remain
free pe/" Unit time.
(6) _ : The number of carrier pairs generated per incident electron
I (or photon). This parameter iS related to radiati0n induced conductivity.Another q_antity frequently uS_l ins ad is the energy that rhu_t be
'i, dissipated in the material by an electror or phi)ton tO produce a Sihgle
_,arrier pair. ',
Although there are other parameters used in modeling conductivity, Some of
which are alte,'nateS for--0r combinations of-- the abo_e, those listed _tr_ the most
frequently enCOuntered in the ana],ySiS of _onduction proceSseS in insulators. It
i ' i should be noted that the symbols used in the literature for various parameter_ are by
_ no means uniform, TlioSe used here the
are probably most commonly encounter,_d.
2.2 MethodsUsed to MeasureConductivityParAmeters
'_' The method used to measure a particular cCL,duCtiVity p_r_meter _an Signific-
_ antly affect the value obtained. This iS due, at least partly, tO the fact that the
_o _
i!_ technique used to measure the parameter may affect tl,_ insulator in a way that
canfiot be a_counted for in the mo_iel used tO interpret the results of the measure-
ment. When t_tk!ng the value of a p_rameter fop insulator cOnductiVity from the
_ literature, therefore, .It is importanl to be awa/-e Of the method u_ed to mea_ur_ it
;_i!_ in order to evaluate its validity for the application intended.
_ _i:_ Figure 2 _hOwS schematically foui _ _thodS used to dete_mirie eonduetivlty
_:_:i: parameters for Organic inb_lat_r_. Part (s) of the F|gure Shows the "classic"
°_i': r_hOd u_ed to measure conductivity. E1ectrOdeb are pressed, painted, Or evap-
°_o,_t°_' orated onto two opposite surf_tces of the sarhple. A potential, V, is applied to the
!_i_ "_ electrodes and the current, I, thrOUgh the insttlator iS i_aSUred by meter M. The
, s73
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i%, conductivity can then be cal_ttlated from the ratio of I to V and the dimensions.of
!_ the sample. By v_rying the appliect potetltial and the temperature, the conductivity
as a function of electric field (_1 and temperature (T) can be Obtained. FrOm this
.... data an activation energy, W, for conductivity can be derived. The problem With
,. this method iS that the electrodes can have a significant affect oi_ the results ob-
'_ rained. Lilly and McDov/eil 2 used this method tO me_tsure the cohductlvity iti Mylar
i _/. 1
I_--_ and Teflon. They found that their result._ did not agree with theories of ctzr_ent in-i X
_i. jection from the electrodes _vhich must be accounted for in measurements of this
i:il type.
_} The l_rodedure illustrated in part (b) of FigUres 2 reduces some of the electrode
i .i_
___ effects by dsinl_ the electrodes as Charge collectors instead of sources of cttrrent
i--i'., carriers duH_ the measurement. The Sample iS prechar_ed either before or after
_, appllcati0n of the elb_tr0de_ by e_ure to an ele_tr6n be_tm, a corona discharge
i _i: Or application of a potential. The chargin_ source is removed and a meter attached
i -!,' to the electrodes to measure e|ther the l_tenttal BetWeen the electrodes or the
_'" cu_'ren_ (_h_x'ge} released by the ifmulato_ ks k furicti0n of time anti temperature.
_-!i:: The t_esultant data dan then be used to determine parameters _udh as aetiVatt0h
,!_i_:, ' 2. Ltlty.Myl_rA.andC,,TeflOn,Jr"andj,McD0weil,Appl,Pii_,s._" R._:141.(1§68)Hi_h-field c0nduction in fllm_ of
i ii, 574
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i!,, _nergy, the prOdUCt Of mobility and 0artier lifetime, sad the number Of initially
,_.. trapped carriers iritl. Perl_an and Unger 3 used this method with electron-eh_r_d
s_mples tO measure trap densities in TeflOn.
,_ Part (c1 of Flgttre _ shows a method that has recently been used fatt'ly e_ertSive-
_'. ly because of its verSatility and reliability. An electron beam With insufficient
" _nerg_, to fully penetrate the sample is nSed to Supply charge to the insulator. The .
_lectrode on the surface Of electron incidence is thin enough to be transparent tO the
_: electronS. The applied potential, V, IS ust_lly loW enough lit may be _erol to
_,, minimize carrier injeCtiOn from the electrodes. Observation of the currents I1,
))i_' which originates from the region of radiation induced conductivity (see Figut'e 11, arid
_. 12, which tS the net sample current inclUding that in the non-irradiated region,, as
=_,: functions oftime, yields values for.themobility, carrier lifetime, the average elec-
tric field(El in the insulator, the number of carrier pairs produced per incident
i_;;i electron and the stored charge. Details of this meth_)d hastebeetlanalyzed by
_, GrosS, Sessler, and WeSt_ 4
_' The method illustrated in part (d) of Figure 2 reduces electrode and other
-_: _XtraneOUS effects to a minimum. The Sample has a grottt_ded electrode on ot_e
_ surfac_ only. A charge is deposited On the surface of the sample and the Surface
_:_!. potential measured aS a function of time #ith a non-contacting electrostatic probe
:_- (E-SI. The st_rface potential decreases in time aS the charge drifts through the in-
...._ _ulatOr under the influence of its own field and image forces due to the presence of
_; the gr0ut_ded electrode. The resultant data Can be used to calculate the intrinsic i___ ,
_' mobility of the Char_ carriers deposited on the sample. The activation energy for.
_:!' repeating the measurement at differenti_': the mobility can be. obtained by temperature_ ........................................ :
_;_ This pr_cedur_ _aS intr0dtlced by Davies 5 to investigate statxc charge decay in
o_' polyethylene and glass. It w_s further developed by Batra et al 6 for the analysis o_
materials used in electrO-ph0togl_aphy. It ha_ recently been applied to other in-
%'_,
....._ suiating materials because it is perhaps the best method currently available that can
give an unambiguous measure of carrier mobility in very low-conductivity materialS.
_i:i:' 2_ .Ca_er Moldlltiesin Teflo_
°_'_ Althot_h many Ofthe parameters used inmodeling cot_ductlvRyha_e been
,_,,;.
_: measured for a variety of insulators it is not possible to co_sider all of them here,
_: ....
_: 3. Perlman, M_ M., a_id _Jnger, S. (19721 TSC Study 6f t_.aps in electron-Irradiated
_. Teflon a.td Polyethylene, J. Phys. D 5_2115.
4. GrOss, g,, Se_sler, G.M., and West, J.l_. (19741 Charge dynamics for elec-
_._'i tron i_radl_ted polymer-foil ele_t_ets, J. A_p1. Phys, 4_5:2841.
-o _. 5. D_vIeS, D,K_ (1067l 19_ Static Electrification Conference InStitute of PhySicS
;_ and the PhySical Society. Lb J0n, p. 99.
I: _. Batra, L.P., Keijl Ka/_,_.a_/s, K., and SeRI, H. (i9701 Dlscharge Ch_r_/_terls- ,
_ ' tl_ of phbtOCOnitucting lnsulatOrs_ J. Apph Ph_-s. 41:34i6.
°';. 5'15
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eVe_ fop Ohe materi_. This is because 0f tl_e dtvei-Sity 0t values of Some of the
pa_rameters repOrted for a given materJ_l &s well as the fact that all Ot_thors d_ not
present the Vah_es they Obtain i_ the Same way. l_or example, carrier litetlfile, as
indicated in _ection 2. l, can be reported with different (but equi¢_lerlt) physical
meanings and its val_e may be reported as a single value or as the coefficient of an
exponential ftmction _sso_iated with an activation energy. The purpose of this
Section is to illustrate this diversity of values and show that one Should _lot simply
accept a value for a given parameter, from the literature without first evaluating its dm*,
Source. To do this, we have chosen the val_es of mobility for Charge carriers
found in the literature for Teflon as an examp|e. Table 1 Shows Some of the mobil-
_ t_ values found.
i. Tab!e I. Values of Carrier Mobility in Teflorl
Mobility (cm2/V-Sec) Comments
2×10 "12 Hole from 0.7 eV trap•
7.6)<10" 14 Hole from 1 eV tra_
7.4)_10 "22 ElectrOn _om 1.8 eV trhp
i_! I. 3× I0 -'_ Electron Charged sampl_
4_ I0-10 Electron indllced conductivity
• ~ 5_ 10" IT. , , , , Room temper_..ture, non-lrradiated
$×10 -4 Hole, pul_ed electrons
$X10 -5 E_ectron, pulsed electrons
The first three mobility values are from a recent paper by SesSier and V_.est. "/
They used the Opefl-circuit me_hod shown in p&rt (d) of Figure _, prechar_i.ng the
sample by applicatiori of a VOltage tO the Open sUrfaCe 0f the Sample before starting
ooi/
o_ the measurement. The temperature was raised _r_m about 20 to 200°C during the
_ surface potenti&l measurements. This _aVe ffiobility _S a function of temperature
_i:: from which the activation energies (shown in Table 1 as trap levels in eV) 0f mobil-
_"J_: ity were derived. The Values Of mobility sho_vn in Table 1 were derived _rom
plot 6f mobility vs temperature given in the paper and were extrapolated to room
o _ temp:,:at_re (_00°K) for eompart_o_ with the Other vaiues shown. It is clear fr_om
:__, the_e result_ that holes _e the predomi_,ant _iiarge carrier in Teflon.
_S 7. Sessler, G.M., and West_ J, E. (19_6) T.rap-_Odulated mobility of electrotis
-_o_; and hbles in TeflOn FEP, J. Appl. Phys_ 47.3480_
00000007-TS05
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The fotlrth value of mobility shoWrt is from a paper published a few months
earlier by GrosS, Sessler, and West. 8 The sample was electron irradiated am in
method (c) ot Figure 2. Parsing the temperature from room temperature to 750°C
It is not clear from the paper at what temperatttre the value of mobility rel_orted
:= applies. The authors attribute the higher value of mobility (they reference unpub-
_ ltSh_d WOPk of SeSsleP arid West, which is p_obably our Refet-ence 7 that had not ytt
=_i been published)to a gteater concentratlotl of electrons obtained by IrPadi._tion in-
'i steacl of vOltage-charging the sample. Although the sign of the carriers was rlot _.
_. determitted, they were a_umecl-to be holes injected by image forces from the
i' electrode adjacent tO the non-irradiated region of the Teflon, and assume th_ higher
;' value of mobiilty was obtained because more traps Were filledin the sample.
4 The next two valttesof mobility in Table 1 were _ISo determined by GrOSs,
_: SeSsler, and West 4 using method (c) of Figure 2° but witho0t changing the saxnple
_' temper-slUrs. Approximate values for Some parameters were used to cal_ulate the
_. mobility from the data, thus the "less than or equals" sign befor_ the _alue given.
_i" The estimated mobility in the non-lrradiated region of the Sample was derived from
_: charge-decay estimates and the author's state that the value obtained is probably
--; too lo_v,
_i!' The last two vahteS of mobility in Table I were obtained by Hayashi et al9 u_ing
- pulsed electrons in a modified version of metho4 (c)of Figure 2. In the model used
i!_. to interpret their d_ta, they aSSumed that both electrons and holes could act as
='-_._. charg_ carriers. This may account for the much higher values _f mobility they
=_ report.
_iii_ FrOm the e_cample given, itcan be seen that in selecting a parameter foe model-
k"
_: trig conductivity in an insulator, one must be very cat-etut to _Valuate not only the
method u_ed to obtain itbut al_o the authors' interpretation of the data. Lacking a
==!ii. better basis on which to judge the parameter values available, itis prcbably best to
=_i: select a value that h_tsbeen measured by a method most clos_ly reSembllng the
_ application one has in mind for the data.
tl
=.,Ill 2.4 Temperalure Dependenceof Conductivity
_i Th_ temperature dependence of conductivity for most insulators usually follows
=_ the expOt_enttal form
,_ o = A exp (-W/kT) (3}
8. G_0dtl, B,, Sesslet', G.M. 0 and West, J.E, (197{_)'FSC studies ot carrier trap-
= ibin_ in electron- af_d _,-ii, i-adiated Teflon. J. Appi. l'hys.
i_i: 9. Hayashl_ K., Yasliino, K., and lflUtshl, Y. (1973} Mobility rneastirements in
_. .l_iiythersusing pttlsedelectron beams, 1973 C.otlf_re.ttc.eon Eiectt'IcallhstJl_t-
iI_ ti0r_and 0ieiectricPllen0the_a (Natio_ialAcademy or 5ciedce_; ]_74), pp 4z_- i
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_ near and above room tei'_pe:atut.e. He_e, A aiidW are empirical cmiSthntS. As
_I: in Eq_ (2) Ot S_ti_h 2. I, W iS the activation energy Of conductivity. Sta_tlnR st
lower temperatures (tot e_atnpie, near 80°K) d_tfere_ _,alues _f W are fou,_ cs
the temperature is raised, cOr/,espOndi_g to the emptying of different tz'ap levels.
(Actually this oce_rs above room temperature alsO, but is not usvally observed
except ih very CarefUlLy controlled experiments. )
_!i' The temperature dependence 0t condt_ctivity i_ usually measured by the method
o_ili_:i shown in part (a) Of FigUre 2, As mentioned in the diScusSion of that met_d (Se,--lion 2.2) the electrodes appLted to th sample can influence the results obtained.
_s
_ti! The materi&i Used tot the electrodes, the nature Of the contact (ohmic, bl_cktng,
_': etc. ) made with the insulator, and effects such as Scho_tky emission (essentially
the thermtonte emission o_ carriers from the electrodes into the insulator) must be
_I considered in the measurement. Because of difficulties in evaluating the ele,_trodeeffects, theoretical values of A and V_ are nOt usually in good agreement with ex-
_ periment.
The values obtained for A and W also depend! on the Sample thickneSS and the
. potential used in the rneasU_-eme_s becauS_ the cohductivity of most iflsul_t0rS iS
a function o_ the electric field applied. For example, with an applied field of
app_'okimately 5X104 V/cm, Amborski 10 found the activation energy for Kaptc n to be
about 1 eV. HanScomb and CalderwoOd 11 measi_red the c_rent p_Ssed by samples
l st Kapton as a function of both applied field and temperature. They sxtra_)olated
their tiara tb zero applied field and found the activation energy to be 1.55 eV. (No
comparison can be made between the values o_ A for these two papers becatme Of
insufficient data. )
2.S Kle_trlc_ield l_pendence of Conduetivlt_
The Conductivity of insulators as a _unetton st applied electric field has been
measured by a nttmber st author_, many of whom developed the0rtee to explain their
I. data. Adame_ and Calderwood 12 developed the folio_ing relationship for th_ rela-
tiVe _ondu_ttvtty of insui&tors as a _unction o_ applied field:
_100= _ + c°sh_/_Fv'/2_'1 14)
=_i_: where
-:=_oo_-_i_- I'0"." A_bbrSkl, L.E. 119831 H-fllm-a ne_v hl_h temperature dlelectrlc, l_d. and
; Er_, Che_. -Prod. R and D _'189'
!:_! II_ Han_comb, J. 1_., and Calderwood, J. H_ (19"/_1 Thermally aS_/sted tunfletlirig iflo_ _'. polyimlde film under _teady-stat_ and traflS_ent conditiorls, J. Pliy_. D 8:I093.
oj:. 12. Adame_, V., _/_d CalderWOod, J.H. 119v51 Electrical conductl6n in dielectrics
-_oI at hig_ fieidS, J. Phyb. D _8",_5i.
= ,}
!
i
/_ : (e3/#x (0)¢' _ 1.2i8×10 "23 x-_,
it = dielectric cbrlstant of the insulator-,
-- ele_t_on charge,
0 = pert_ittivity of vacuum.
F - appliedfield|nV/m,
_0 -"insulatorvO|Idu_tlvltyat zero appliedfield.
They cOmpare4thiS expressionWiththeoriesdegelopedby six otherauthorsto show
thatitgave thebest fittodata forKaptOn, Mylar, Polyethylene,and other insulators. •
Figut'e3 isa plotofthe _'elatlveconductivityof KaptOn ,2Sappliedtleldcaic_o
fatedfrom Eq. (4)c_mpared with measurements from Refevence 19,.As can be
seen from the plot,agreement between theoryand experiment iSvery good. Sim-
ilarlygood agreement was obt_tinedforthe other insulatorsforwhich compariSOns
were made.
I RELATIVE C:NDUCTIVITY / '/
oop //
_- o MEASURED _._C, IRS'C
$ ,oE- / #
I
' I0 4 I05 I Oa
APPLIED FIELD(V/©m}
Figttre3, Depet,dence of the Conductivityof
KaptOrl and Teflon on Zleetric Field. Kapton
data t_tken from Reference 12. Solid curves
. caleut_ttedfrom Eq. (4)
Becatlseofthe 10W conductivityofKaptbn at room temperature, the datashown
=. i_ Ftgtire 3 was (aken at 250°C. For compai-tsbn, we used Eq. {4) to calculate the
. field deperidence ot condUctivity tol' Kapton at 25'C. The results are aiso plotted
' ih Figui'e 3 alorlg _qtth the results of a similar ca[cilia(trait foi" Teflon.
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2.6 RadiationIndu_edCorduefivUy
The gener_lly a_epted expressl0n t_/" the increase in conductivity induced i_
an InSUlatOr.by ener_etle radiation is
0 - o 0 = K DA ($)
v.-here
% = the intrinsic conductivity, ""
{Y = conductivity during irradiation,
I_ = dose rate,
Although in principle the conStantS K anti A can be predlctec" theoretically,
empirical Values are invariably used. Theory predicts that K and _Shouid be in-
dependent of the type and energy of the z'adiation (that iS, electrons, gamma- o_
x-rayS), but the empirical values reported differ among various aUthorS by too
great a ral_ge tO confirm this. The reasons for the ditfe_-enceS are not clear, but
as with other measurements on insulators, particularly pblymer$, it cOUld involve
electr0de effects, thern_al effects, etc., _S well _[S chafiges in materi_l properties
caused by radiation dafl_age during the tneas_i'ements. However, the constant K-is
the more Significant of the t_vo because A is the most frequently foend to be within
10 percent of unity. Errors in A therefore have relatively little effect on the magni-
tude bt the induced conductivity calculated from Eq, (5).
TO illustrate the differences that can occur in tlie value ot K, Table 2 shows
the range of K found in the literature for some ot the poty_er_
Table 2. Range o_ Values of K in Units of secl_-cm-rad
. , ...... . ....
Material '" "Kmax Kmin
, ,,,,,, ,,,
Kapton 6× I0" 18 I. 2)<I0" 19
Teflo_ 1×10"16 2×10"18
Mylar 2.1XIO "1_ 1.8XIO "19 ,i
POlyethylerie 4.5× 10"i8 3X10" 19
Polydtyrerie IX10 "16 2X10"18 i
1
AS with other parameters associated with insulators, it i$ pr6ba_ly be_t tt_ t
:i
select a value of K troTn the liter&tufa tl_t wa_ d#t_nified urider coflditions mbdt !
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! ' closely related to lhe application Itttended for the data. For Upper and lower limit
-°_ calculations, the appropriate maximum _r mtntmum value should be used.
:_i"
_"/f' 3. E_TIMATIONOF ELECTRICFiEI,D DEVELOPEDDURING
'_I ELECTRONIRRADIAI_IONOF AN INSULATOR
AnalySis of charge trar_sport in electron-iri'adlated polymers in some recent
i_ _" paper_ has suggestedthe followingapplicationof radiationinducedconductivityi !
" _ data. While measuring electroniaduced conductivityin polyethyleneterephalate, _'"
"'_' Beckley et a113experienceddifficultieswith frequentelectricalbt'eakdown_ofth#.It-°_'_i: _amples. They used an analysisbased on work by NuneS de Ollvieraand GroSs TM
tO show thatthebreakdowns couldbe causedby fieldsbuiltup By differentialcharg-
ing Ofthe insulatorduringirradiation.Beckley and his coworkerS based their
calculationson a somewhat more obscure form ofthe originalrelationShipSde-
:. velOped by Nunes de Olivieraand GroSs.. we use the expressionsf_om the paper by
; the latterauthorsto illustratethe procedure forKapton and Teflon.
Referringto Figure 1, assume thata grounded electrodeiSlocatedon the sur-
I;._ faceofelects-onincidenceofthe inSulatOras wellas on the oppositesurface. ARer
correctingfor Secondary emission and backsca_er,,takethe net cttrrententering
the insulatorto be I0. ASSuming no current flOWsinthe nOn-lrradiatedregiono_
:' the insulator{regionIIo_ Figure I),at equilibriumthe fieldinthe irradiatedregion
_'. (_4tgionI o_ Figure 11Willbe
o_
_ FI = i0/OI _ 161
L._,_ where _, isthe radiationinducedconductivity,_incethe currententeringthe region
-_o_, must equalthe currentleavin_(byKirchofPs laW). (Notethatwe have ignoredthe
_:__. direction Of the current flOw, and therefore the field, which would have no relation
i i_'_
_;_ tO the occurrence ofbreakdown. ) The dose rate intad/see ._x'egiottIis
_o_"_o_: _ __ (dE/d_lXi01110 (71
i_ ,'" Where dE/dx iSthe rateofenergy loSSof theelectronsin MeV-cm21g and I0 is in
°_, _ amperes. Combining Eq. ($1 fo_' the radiatiott induced conductivity (neglecttn_ %
i °_ ,.
.. _!: and takin_ _ -- i'} with Eqs. 161 and 17} give_
F1 = I/.(dE/dRI×1011K. (81.
=f_!_il; 13. Be_kley, L.M., LeWiS, T.J., and Taylor, D.M. (197_1Eiectron-beam-induced
:_ :' cotiduction in polyethylene terephthalate films, J. Phys. D 9:1355.
.....t_,,/ '_' 14. Nones de Ollviera,L._ a_d GrOsB, B, (1975}Space,_harge-iimRed currents in
?_: electronirradiateddie|ectrlcs,J. Appi. p_. _.3132. At
Iv
i _._
io__:i'i.
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i Since the potential across the san'nple iv zerb
_ Fli_ = I_2(D._I ) (9)
!
: where R is _.he electron range and D the sample thickness. The field in the nOri-
', irradiated region, F 2, iS therefore
F 2 = F1R/(D-R) . (I0) _.,.
s'
• FigUre 4 Shows plots Of F 1 and F 2 vs electron energy for a rang_ of thicknesses of
__ Kapton _md Teflon. The values of K used to calculate the plots Were t_tken from
Wetngart. 15 These K values are relatively low So that an upper limit estimate of
i-: the field tg obtained (for Kapton. K ffi 1.2X10 "19 sec/_-cm-rad and for TeflOn
,:: K-- 3.1×10 "18 sec/Q-crn-rad). A_ can be Seen from the plotS, breaRdowfl iS most
!. likely to occur at the surface of electron incidence..The field in Kapton approaches
_-, the brettkdown range ot the order of 106 V/crn much more rapidly than the field in
' : Teflon, HoWeVer, Teflon has a lower dielectric Strength thgn Kapton ard Gross
_!:_ et at 16 have Shown that breakdowtt may occur in electron irradiated Teflon at least
fgctov of 2 below the published dielectric strength. If there is b $ignittCaht cur-
_' rent flow in the non-irradiated region of the insulator due. for example, tO field
__ enhanced conductivity which has beau neglected here, the fields calcul{tted from
Eqs. (8) and (10) would be reduced by the factor where I is the current in
! t_, the non-irradiated region.
: _:_ TheSe calculations Should be understood to give only rough estimates ot the
i f fields' built up in inSulatOrs during electron irradlatiotl since several faCtorS that
_ii! I could affect the results have been negleetied. FOP example, charge drift during
the transient period before equilibrium is reached has been ignored, as well as
possible r_diation effects, image fOrceS at the electrodes, the previously mentioned
_ field enhanced condUCtiOn, etc. HoWever, the prOCedure is a Simple way of evalu&t-
i _ insmaterials regarding their relative tendency to break do_fl during electron
_i_I_. 6irradiatiOn and _hOws that making both Surfaces Of an insulator cOnductirig _ill not
! _. neCeSsarily prevent breakdown.
_! 1_. Wein_art, R.C., Barlett, R,H., Lee, R.S.. and Hoter, W, (l_72)X-rayinducedpllotOconductivityin dielectricfilms,|]_..ETrans, Nuc. Set.i .....
_o_ 18. GroSS. B., SesSler. G.M.. arid WeSt, _._. (iS'/3} C0nductioti and breakdown
' _ in pOlymer toil_ charged by electron irradiation. 1973 Contev.e_ce o_t
Eiecti'IcaiInSulationand DielectricPlleno_hena(NatiOnalAcademy ofScl_ilc_s,
p.
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i EL£CTRON ENERG'_ (keV)
-. Figure 4. EStimated EqUilibrium EleCtric Field_
in Kal_on and Tefloti iieSulttn_ From ElectrOn
_ Irradiation. GrOunded conductive coattn_s on both
surfaces Ot Sheet_ of the materials with thiclcne_ses
_ indicated. F 1 iS the field in the re_ion between the
_ surface of electron inclden_.e and the elect_on range.
F 2 iS the field In the nOn-iz'radiat_d f-e_ion _hich is
_. assumed to be nOn-condUcting. The curve_ for F2
in Teflon terminate nettr the energy at which the
electi-on range exceeds the ingulator _hlckness
:'_ 4. SECONDARYEMISSION
ii
_, BecauSe of its practical applicationS, secondary emission has long been a
=_ subjectofinvestigation.AS a result,a considerablevolume of dataexistscover-
_ ing re{my materials tnclutlln_ org&tiic and tttorganlc insulators. Although not all
--_ incident electron _nergles of interest have been cOVered for all. rnat_rlal_, Sound
!f" theOretiCal and semi-empirical relationShipS have b_en developed that can be used
l
_:, to extend the available data. A_ example of such a r_lattonshlp is the "uniw:rsal
:I;_ secon_laryemissiotl ct_l_ve". It i_J given by
('_ 6 gn(Xm E/Era)
whef'e
• _
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_ CALCULATED#_OM
Figure 6. Plot of Empirical ROlationship:_ ;i LON
"i!' _ " . _ K.I.SS [Eq. (1211getWeen Secondary Emission
_,iO_.e__ " Teflon and Kapton. Measured va!ues
" '_ _ KA taken trom Reter_nc_-J 17 and 1,_
U_ 'i. 0,1
1r
_. 0.01 __-L = =J==lll :.t._L..LIJ.L_
_*"{. o.s Lo =0 uoo
i INCIDENT ELF3TR_IN ENEI_GY (keY]
.....,i!ii' The angular dependence of secondary emission followsthe semi-empirical
o:;
t. relatiOh
_, 6{_= 60 _xp c (I-cos 01 (131o .f_-
"' _- wheee
,o!_
_;:i;: 0 = angle of incide/Iceof electronswith respectto
_'. the surface normal,
_ -"'/_/:: 60 = secottdaryemission coefficientat normal incidence.
,_',,,, 60 = secondat-yemission coefficientfor electronsincident
o::o.!,_,
_, at angle O.
°.' The constante isde*.eeminedernplPically.For most polymers we have found:o_,!,
,, .... e -2.
i,i_,,
yw _.
• S. BACKSi_AI"rER
=? _,
q '
o °%.
_ Since info_matloflon backscatterisneeded formost secondary emission mea-
_:r;, 8uremerits,data on backScattet,isabo_ as exi_nslveas for Secondary emission.
! :_'_i_: Theoretical and emplt'lcal relationships have also been developed for the calculation
__ ot backscatterco_tticlents,
o,,
51_5 P
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For most Of the available data, the following empirical relationship holds:
8 - A_ -m (14)
• _here _ is"the backscatter coefficient, E the incident electron energy and A and m
are constantS. For the polymers, we have found that A = 0.1 and m = 0.2 fit most
of the available data fairly well
The backseatter coefficient, 89, _r electrovA incident at angle 0 to the sut-f_ce
normal was fouhdby DarUngton19 tobe given formetals by _"
_# = B(_0/B)COS 0 (16)
where 80 isthe coefficientat normal i_ce and B a conRtant. This expression
also fits the polymer data taking B -" 1.
6. ELECTRON RANGE AND RATE OF ENERGY LOSS
There have been.nttrnerOusmeasurements of electronrange and rateof energy
lossfor electronswith enet'gieSabove 10 keV. Many empiricalrelatlo_shipsfor
the calculationofrange have been publishedand reliabletheoryIresbeen developed
for CalCulatingboth range and rateofenet-gylOsSabove thisenergy. COmputer
generatedtabulatiOnS,Such as thatby Berger and 9eRzer, 20 based on the theory
are available.For electronenergiesbelow 10 keV, however, there have been
relatively few measurements and theoretical procedttreS have not been fully de-
vetoped and tested.
: A_hley et at are investigating etectr0n range and energy loss for efier_ies below
::. 10 keV under a contract with RADC/ET_ (formerly AFCRL/LQ). A report _1 oil 1
.i1this Wbt'k _otttatntng a tabulation of range and r_tte of energy loSS in alttminum and
J
&lttrninutn Oxide _br electrons with energies down to 1 eV_is available. The work is 1
cotitintted to cover other materials including polymers, tb.eing ]
°'' !
19. Darlifigton, E.H. (1075) Backsc&ttering of I_=I00 keV electrons from thick
targets, J, l_hys, D _8_.
20. Studies. in .Penetratio_ Of Char_ed Partic'_eS in.Matter, National Academy of
Sciencles-National ResearCh" cot_ncil, _ashington, D.C., PublicatiOn ii135, 1984.
21. Ashley, J.C,, TullE, C.J., Andef-sonj V,E.j and Ritchie, R,H, (1975) 1
It_V.e.rSe.M a_,.F_e(_P_h St01_pihgP__o_,e_.,CSDA H_tnReand _.tra_/_!in_4,n
Atumifi_m ancl Aluminui_ oxide fo_"_eetrons of EherRY _ 10 keY, AFCI_L-
_-7_-0b83,
..........._"_:: I'_ , ................._, .."_......._-:;-i_ ': ",............:_:l.........",]......i ....:_ .........._:,"i......._ ....._
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AlthOUgh many experimental and theoretical studies of dielectric breakdown
have been-pe#formed, it is diffiCUlt to obtain a consist .st view of the phenomenon
f_m the literature. Repeated measurements of the dielectric strength of a given- ...............
insulating mater4al, per-formed by the same lab6ratory using a single procedure,
Can give results differing by an 0t'der of magnitude ol* more. This va#iability _s
probably due tO minute Structural differences (such as thickness variationS, in- _" i_
ternal gas pockets, variations in microcryst&lline strt_Cture, etc. ) between sam-
pies. Differences in atubient cotuiitions and-meaSUt-ing techl_iques also have sig- :i
n/ficant effectS on the resUltS obtained, i
t
The lack of consistent data on dielectric breakdown has made progress in the 1
development of theOrieS that can be _lSed to explain- and analyze the breakdown i
: process very difficult. Some progress has been made in developing a theory for !
dielectric breakdown in thin films of inorganic insulators such as Silicon dioxide.
but very little has been accomplished in explaining breakdown in polyluers, Strut-
: turs.l changes, both microscopic and macroscopic, that occur in polymers under
electricstressmake analysisofthe breakdown process very complex. Much more
work is needed in-this a_'ea.
8. CONCLUSION
A. eonsitierable amount Of information related to electron interactions and
material p_0perties involved tn charge buildup in insulators iS available in the
literature, Atthotigh a11 of the. parameters needed in this area for &nalysts of the
spacecraft charging problem may not be available it; the open literature, much
_ progress has been made in this direction. Perhaps the most significant finding iS
that, alter some evot_lti6nary errors, te_hniq_e_ have been developed for the
measurement of those parameters that may be rieeded but for which data is not
: already av&ilabie. TheOretical pr0cedureS for the anal_,sls of the charge buildup
proceSS l_ave progressed alon_ with the me&Sui'ement techniques and, although _I0_e
refinements may still be needett, they are much more reliable than those &variable
a few yeats ago. These de_el0pments have resulted from a renewed interest in the
I cOnductiOn and charge st0r&ge properties of polymers and other amorph0u/_ insula-tors. Most o_ the av&ilabie information on the_e facto_ s have beet_ gbnerated d_riflg
the D_st ten ye&z_s. |n fa_t, about 60 percent of (he relevant nlaterial found in (he
search wa_ published durtn_ the p&St four years," If th(s trertd continues, much of
th_ ittform&tiOn 11Ceded _o evaiu_tt_ tnsul_tting mat_rtklb for u_e On sjZieecraft rhay
soon appear in the literature,
' _ b
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i There are areas Whet_e the lite_atut_e did.not tt_flic_te adeqizate pt'Gg_ess. AS
,_ pointed out earAtet-, much mO_e wot'k is needed on the dielectric bl'eakd0wn
_, pt-o_esseB'tn polyr, mrs. Relatively l_ttle work h_,s been done on the effects of am-
_ bient cohditiohS 6h p_x'atneterS Such as carrier mobility, trapping crbBs-Sectibtzs,
etc., and the changes bl material pt, opet-tieS related to chat'ge storage that could
_, oceuz _. particularly in p01ymers, during prolonged exp,)sure to high _acuum, cryo-
! genic temper-ature_, lOW enex_gy electron_ and othez- environtnentaL,raet0i-s that
i_i, may' be encountered in Space. *'*" i_; AlthoUgh the open literature contains a ,_ery good base of information, only
_ data taken on specific satellite insulating materialS under contt-olled.conditlons and i
_i. with particle spectra similar to the space envlr_)nment can properly test the value ;
-_: of thiso_tlfoPmation in relation _o the problem of spacecraft charging.
--%
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Abstract_................
i ! A program was conducted tO develop and test electrically conductive p_int coat-
Ings fo_" SpaceCratt. A wide variety of organic and inorganic coatings were tormu .......
. lated using conductive binderS, conductive pigments, and similar approaches.Z-g3, IiTRI's stafldaz_d Specification Inorganic thermal COntrol coating, exhibits
i good electrical properties (~ 10_ ohms) and, ot course, iS a very Space-Stable
coating system. SeVer_tl coatings based on a Conductive pi_ent (ar, timony-doped
_,_ tin oxide) in silicone and Silicate binders otte_ considerable prolnis._. P_int sys-
!-_ terns uSin/_ COmmercially available conductive polymez's also appe/,r tO be ot inter-
i ; eat, but. Will require substantial development. EVaiuatiOnS were made b_sed on
_= electz_ical condoctivtty, paint physical properties, and the _tability ot spectral
_ reflectance in space environmental testing.
_'_ !. INTRODUCrlONi-i
i _i _ In triave_sing those i-egion_ of space _here energetic charged particle flU_es
__, exist, a spacec_,a_t may acquire a very large electHcai potential. 1, 3 Because iheiT:!
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instantaneous Inclde_t flux _v!ll vary (with time) in magnitude, energy, and compo-
Sltion, the environment is a dynarhic one; tho resultin_ chat, Re builddp also vaPies
with time.
apace Charge Accumulation (SCA) represents a Serious threat to Spaceeratt
performance, at high eleetrieal poter_tial_l it poses the threat Ot eleetrieal discharge
with resultant material damage and an rt burst. At low potentialS, in certain ap-
plications, SCA interferes with measurements of the electrical environment. On
some spacecraft even very Small differences in potential from one point to another
can seriously degrade the sensitivity of inStrUmentation to incident charged pacticle
fluxes. The greater the potential, the greater is the disparity in the measurement.
The SCA problem then is either the moderate one of'redUcing SCA to levels at which
electrical discharge is highly improbable or the more difficult one of developing
serviceable materials with s_ffficiently high electricaL_0nductivtty to eliminate
high electrical potentialS.
The underlying problem in this program i_ that the "standard" reqttirements
placed on to. * /_ Systet_s are not compatible with the concurrent requirement for
high ele_ricai co_tdUctivity. SOlar abSorptance, in fact, genP_.ally parallels elec-
trical resistivity. NonetheLeSs, because all external su_-_aces of a spacecra_ have
a thermal eOtttr01 ttln_tion, the essence of the SCA problen_ ik to achieve high eleC-
trical condtlctivity in surface materiais wlthodt seriously compromising therms!
radiative properties and performance.
In this program we have investigated several approaches to the SCA problem--
all from a materials standpOint. The objective may be stated rather simply: to
identity sut-face materials with high electrical conductivity and acceptable optical
and physical properties. Although qu_tntitative criteria and Objectives were not
specified° the general reqUirementS of Satisfactory surface _oatin_s are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Desirable Properties of High Electrical Conductivity Thermal
Control COatings
i , TI ii
PrOperty DeSirable V&lue
Solar AbSorptanee, _s < 0, 4
Therx_tal Emittance, _ > 0.8
Electz'ical COnductiVity - 10g ohms
Optiea! Stability, &_ts < O. i/5-10 yeaPs
Outgassin_/Cont&miriatioh < i0"5 g_n / cm 2.year,
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2. TECHNICALI)ISCUSSIO_S
2.1 Statement of the-ProNem.
The succeSSful development of a conddctive paint system for Spacecraft appli-
cations reqttlres that the resistivity ot the dielectric materiAls which cot_prlse
tilefn be red0ced. The Scope of th: -)rogram includes all pigmented cOatingS and
Surface materials, except those apptxed by Adhesives or by sitnilaP techniqueS.
To increase the conductivity of a paint _oatln_, the uSual approach is to use a highly '_"
conductiv_ pigt_ent, _Perexample, carbon black. This latter approach, however,
Would lead to a p_nt with very high, @S/e.
The incorporation ot metal pigments in paints to decrease electrical reSi_tivity
has been largely unsuccessful, because p_gments remain in the di_pet-sed phase.
Thus, the incorporation of metal, semiconductive, or"highly conducting pigments
: in resins will almost inevitably encOunter the problem o_ wetting. In "successful"
paint binders, the pigment particles will be 100 percent wetted and thus become
physicallyand elect_icallyisolatedby thebinder.
The very natureofa paint--adispersedpigment or pigments (di_contlnuouS
.. phase) in a binder (continuousphase)sttggeststhatthebinderbe made conductive.
The over_l problem, therefore,is toprodttCea paintcoatin_whose bi_deriselec-
tricallyconductiveor wl_se pigrrLenthas SuCh a characterthatitCan, via Stringing,
:_ flocculation, hydrogen-binding, etc., effectively form a cotttinuous fil_nent.
The problem, apart from any environtuental stability or other practicAl con-
i siderAtionS, iS that increased electrical conductivity in organic rnaterial_ is _ener-
ally accompanied by increased optical absotption (deCreaSed transparency), in
: simple but fundamental terms, el_ctrical COnducLivlty ariSeS from the motion of
electrons in the conduction band. Transparency, the absence of absorption, arises
from the very low probabillty of transitions to the conduction bands. The fut'ther
Apart are the valence and conduction bandS, the less the probability of an electron
reaching the latter, and accordingly both the electrical conductivity and Optical
_abSorptionwillbe low..ConVerSely,the.clo_erthesebands, the more liRelythatthe
material will be colored, possibly even black, and also that it Will have high eleC-
trical COndtlctivlty. In short, the fundamental properties _ivin_ rise to high tranS-
parency in a dielectri_ material ape the same ones which underlie its high _,eststiv-
ity, One should not conclud_ that tranSparenCy and cOndttctivity are mutually
;: _t_lttsive, but rather that Some compromises may be necesSat'y.
2.2 Central Apl_bath_
A great number of coflduc_iw materials are available, many comm_i'cialiy_
. some Inlimitedexperimentalquaflti(les,aridstillothersonlyby synthesis. The
t
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_ general approach InVolVed a search for these materials-resins, pigment_,_flberS,
i! etc. --preliminary determinatio_ 0f thsir properties and _vail_bility, and a series
;ill of experimental studies t0 evaluate their feasibility. Conduetive polyme_.s, bOth
_ organic and inOrg_i_ico received primary attentiort.
_'i The enhancement of conductivity in IITRI's specification thermal control eoat-
_ ings, S-13G/LO an8 Z-93, production and evaluation of _onduotive pigments, fibers, ._.
and the synthesis and evaluation of condudt_ve polymers were important elements
_ i_ the program.
_ The program took three general directions: Conductive O_ganic Polymers,
_, Conductive InOrganic Binders, _nd Condtlctlve Pigments. In each approach, attempts
i
i!, v_ere made to obtain commercially available materials or. if the preparative route
_J was simple and direct, to synthesize them,
f 23 Coltductive.Organic_olymers
_, Many potential materials were i_lentified but most of the materials were re-
jected b_c_use they are highly colored o_ black, carbOn-plgmented materials,
_ aerosol antiStatS, or similar materials wh'ch _re not in a useful fOr're. Five
!i quaternary amm0_iU_ cl_10i'Ide polymers and poly(vinyl carbaz01e}, PVK, were in-
VeStigated _S binde_ _hich poSses_ CondUctive Or photocOndUctive properties. The
I
:_ five cationic polymers were: DeSoto C-112. the diq_aternary Salt Of_,ct - dichlor-
_' oxylene and N, N, N', N _ - tetramethylethylene diamlfie; DeSoto C- 112, the methyl
_: chloride quaternary salt of poly(4-vinyl pyridine}; DeSoto C-113, the trimethylamtne:il
ii quaternary Salt of poly(epichlorOhydl'in); D0w ECR-34, the trimethylamtne quater-
_i n_y salt Of p01y(4-vinyl ben_yl chloride); Merck 281, the metl_yl chloride quaternary
_' Salt of poly(diallyl n. _thyl amine).
The conSuctive polymers chosen for evaluation in this program were Originally
developed aS c0nducttve treatments for paper in the eleCtroph0tographic copy in-
dustry. These polymers are used to increase the cOnductiVity bf the paper ba_e
Stock and to dissipate the corofia iatluced Surface charge in the light imaging pro-
_, tesS. 4, $ PVK, a photoconductive polymer, has als0 been utilized to dissipate
i Charge under light imaging coriditi0ns in the ele_troph0tographic process. PVK ts
of tnterest because Of ItS conductive prvpe_ies _hen illuminated with photOfl_ from
an ultrhvl01_t light source (-360 nm). PVK h,_ a conductivity of 10" 13 ohm" 1 cm" 1
_/i _vhene_posed to an ultraVIOlet light SourCe and a darl¢ conductivity of 5 × 10" 16
ohm" 1 ¢:m"1. The addition of dbp_ntS _.u" formation of charge transfer comple_eS
_,_, with P_/K.as b.c. ShowntO.bier ti_e a_sori0tion speetrum into tl_evisible re.lon.resulting in iflcreaSed cOn_lt_ctivity in the same re_10n (~ I0" i3 ohm" i cm-I at
_i. 550 nrn), 7' 8
o,". 50_
o t':
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2..% 1 _ILM STUDI_S
_ Film studies oh Do_ ECR-34 ifldleated that films applied at _olstlvely low
humiditiO_ developed hairline _raekS upOn d1'ytng. Cottditioning of the flints dur-
ing d_'yin_ at 50 percont _elative humidity provided I,itiai trims tot surface and
volume resiStivity measurements.
Films of Dow ECR-34 (as received), cast from Solution, d@veloped _raters and
_ii. Showed irthom6geneous coverage of the alut_inum sub_rate (Alclad 2024 T_, hot
:!. alkaline cleaned). The Source of this behavior _vas attributed to the high surface ,,-
_:_{_ tension of the aqUeoas sOlutio_L Of the Dow ECR-34, "-5"_dynes/e_ 2.
_' In the pz'eparatton of Merck 281 films, it was observed that drying these films
at 50 percent relative humidity resulted in tacky films. This material shows film-
. forming properties si_ilaz _ to those of the DOWECR-34. The Surface tension WaS
t determined to be 72-74 dynes/ore 2. Triton X-100, a n0niontc Surfactant w_s added
o
tO improve film formation chaz'acteristics prior to making electrical measurementS.
Films ot PVK, with _nd without film forming aidS, with various levels of
_, crystal violet (CV) dye added (2.5 × 10-7 to 2.5 × 10"5 m01e per gram PVK) were
5
_, prepared, The presQnc_ of film forming aids is necessary for the CV to complete-
ly..d/Ssolve in the present syStem.
._ A solvent system compatible with both the PVK and 9, 4, 7 trinitro-9-fluorenOne
=iii (TNF) was found. Films of the 1_1 (mole) complex of PVK and TNF web's cast.
-_I 2.4 I_ectri_fi Meast_ements
_ Surface and volume resistivity meaSurementS were made o_ attempted on all of
:_ the coating candtd_te_. In general, IITRI accomplished the measurements on the
_i' inorganic materials while DeSOtO, lflc. made measurements on the of'gsnic system.
', De9Oto made all of the ohat_ge acceptance measurementS.
__ : The reSistivity-measuring equipment used by IITRI ConsiSts of a Hewlett-
-'i: . PaCkard Mode_ 4329A High Resistance Meter used in conjunction with an HP Model
16008A reSiStivity cell
=_ At DeSoto. Inc., electrica! property me&Surements were made with a Keithley
_,, _ 15 Digital EleCtrometer and 246 High Voltage Supply coupled with a 610_ ResiStivity
.,._i,: Adaptez,. These three c0mponent_ peemit the measurement Of the'volt,me and Sur-
:_, lave resistiViti_S Of matez"lals in aec0rdarice with ASTM D_57-65 "Standard Method
i of Test for t_lectrical ResiStanCe ot insulating MaterialS." The determinatl0_ of
[ the surface and Volume re_istiv_ty in this method assumel_ th_ validity of Ohm's
.-:, la_v for the materials tested.
--r Z"4.1 CONDUCTIV]_ ORGANIC POLYMERS
_ _, Surface resistivity nieaSi_i'ementS w_re made at S percent/'elativ_ liumidity on
?;i ' the vari0ue polymer films prepared fo/" tld,_ pr0_rait_. Tile _-est/its ¢_fthese
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"i} measurement,ar_ _ummarizedin T_tble 2. Po_ the eofldttctlVe polymeF_ t_atod
' tile aureate reSistivitles fall into a rather narrow range 1-10 It ohmsl, Polyviny!
carbazolC (PVK) arid modified fttm_ of PVK exhibited t_osistivttles app_'oximatCly
one or two orders of magnitude ldghet* than the conductive polymers.
Table 2. Su_ace Resistivities of Polymer
L Films 25'C at _°]0Relative Humidity 4
i i - T imlb_s
M_terlal Ps (ohms)
DeSoto C-111 2.4"x 10 ll
DeSOtOC-111 a 2.4-2.6 × 1011
DeSOto C-112 1.6 × 1011
DeSoto C-113 b 1.'_ × 101i
Dew ECR - 34e 1o_-3.8 _" 1011
Merck 261 d 1.8-2.4 × 1011
PVK 2.2 X 1012
PVK with filmirtg aids 2 × 1011
PvK + DVe aids 2 × 1012 - 2 X 1013
PVK  CVe 2.2 × l0 ll- 1.3 × 1014
PVK f 9 X 1011 - 9 x 1012
a. Triter1 X-100 (R0hm & Haas), a nonionic sur_actmt,
was added at 0. 002g/g C-112 polymer.
b. Amaizo _45 D (Americaa Maize Products Co.); used
at 0. 25g/g polymer.
e. Trit0a X-100 WaS added at 0. 013g/_ polymer.
d. Triton X-t00 was added at 0. 003g/g polymer.
; e. C0fl_ent_atton of crystal violet (CV) in PVK rangedf_om 2.5 × 10-7 to 2.5 mole/B PVK.
f. A 1 to 1 molar complex o_ trlnltrofluorenone (TNF)
and PVK.
The surface resistivity values ,btain_.d for the quaternary ammOflium polymers
_re consistent with known effects of _etative humidity on resistivity. The surface
resistivity increases with a decrease in relative humidity. 4, 9, 10 A comparison
Of the surface rest$tivitieS at dlfferin_ humidities is shown in Table 3. !
9everal attempts were made to measm'e the volume resistivity of the thitt
polyicier films eli aluminum. With the impressed Voltage at 500 V, the power supply i
:i.,_i_ b_eatrie ove_lOaded and rio inea_u_ements could be recorded. Attempts were made I
_!:_,_ , tO dete/'initle the voitzme resistivity at lowez, voltages but th_se eCforts were _ilso _
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hampered by frequent ovez'loadinR. In the film thickness ranRe studied, the fiims
were sufficiently conductive to bie0d tlte impressed charge to Rround under the
experinte,ltal conditions.
Table 3. SUrface HOsistivity of Qu_{eenney Ammonium Polymers at Vnrloue
Relative HUmidities
ConcOntration Surfae_ Ro_i_{Ivlty
P_lymer (lb/3000 ft2) Ps, ohm (% R. H. )
46% 13% 5% "
DeSoto C- 111 1.25 3.8-_108 5.2X 109 2. nX'_'_11
DeSoto C- 112 0. 8 2.5X 107 3.4× 10'_ 1.6X 1011
DeSoto C-113 1.5 1.9x10 TM I. 9X109b 1.7xi011
DoW ECR-34 0.9 5.0Xl07 7.3X 108 2.6× 1011
Merck 261 1.3 3.7x 107 4.2x 109 2. lX 1011
a. 50% Relative Humidity, b. 17% Relative Humidity.
2.4.2 INORGANIC BINDERS
The it_Organie binder's evaluated are Soluble alkali silicates. Potassium.
lithium, and _odium silicates were obtained from commercial suppliers _oi' evalua-
tion. They are listed in Table 4.
T_ble 4. Alkali Metal Silicates
Trade Name Supplier Weight Ratio M20:SiO 2
SODIUM SILICATES:
S 35 Philadelphia Quartz 1:3.75
N Philadelphia QuaPt_ 1:3.22
K Philadelphia Quart_ i :2.90
RU Philadelphia Q aartz 1:2.40
B-W Philadelphia Qudrtz 1:1.60
, ,,,
pOTASSIUM .SI.LI.CATES,:
KASIL No, 1 Philadelphia Qua_z 1:2.50
i KASIL NO. 6 Philadelphia Quartz 1:2. 10
, ,,, , , , i i
LITHIUM SILICATES:
LITHSIL-4 Litheoa 1:9.41
LIT_/SiL-6 Lithcoa 1:11.7
, LiTHSIL-5 Lithcoa 1:6.53
I
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A broad range oZ silicates with-Varying alkall-to_silicate ratios are shown. AS
reported i_ the litere_tu/,e, I I inca'easit_g electrical eonductlvlty May be expected
with increasing alkali content.
COnSiderable diffiCUlty WaS experlenCed in malting measureme_s with repeat-
able results. A temperature-humldity COnditioning procedure and close observance
of measurement p_ocedures were necessary,. Table .5 presents electrical measure-
merit data for a Series of inorganic paints under ambient humidity conditlon_. In
View of the uncer_nty In the measurement accuracy, the expected trend is not
evident, and it appears that only a Slight advantage might OcCur in the use of sodium _'_
silicate rather %han potassium or lithium silicate-binders.
Table 5, Sdmmary of Elect_'ical Meastl_-ements for Conductive
Inorganic Coatings
T
Binder Surface ReSiStiVity (Ohl-n)
ZnO Pigmented Zn2TLO4 Pigmented
Na20:SiO 2
t:_ S-35 7. "/X108 I_TX 109
]LPQB,..W 8.5× 108 ---
Li20. SIO 2
Lithsil NO. 4 2.4×10 9 3.6×10 9
Lithsi_ No. 6 1.2_10 9 3.8×10 9
KgO. SlO_.
KaSil NO. I --- 2.4>: 109
All of these coatings exhibit good adhesion, _ood whiteness and no indication of
cracking, and th_s can be considered for further evaulation (and improvement) aS
lOWeVS/t coatings. The '*Standard" inorganic coatlfigs exhibit low and rather con-
sistent resistivity value_.
2.4.3 CHARG]_ ACCEPTANCE MEASUR_,MENTS
The _urface charge acceptance meaSprementS were marie according to proee-
du/'es common to the electrophotographic industry in the evaluation Of photocon-
ductive paper. 4 A high voltage corona (3-5 kV) is used to indtlce a Charge on the
suz'faee of _he films. E_perimenlally, the voltage |nduced in a probe is measured,
not the chai-ge density. It Can be sh0W_, howe#st, that a Simple relatlbnSh|p exists
b_tWeen the V01tage on an infinite plane at distance r, and.th_ charge de,sit),,
oO.
%-: .
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The charge density is directly prOportiOnal to the voltage at a fixed distance.
The probe u_ed in the WOrk rep_ted here was calibrated by using the Keithley
246 High Voltage Power Supply as a source o_ constant voltage. In general, the
chargln_ of films with a corona wand provides a saturation voltage, that is, the
maximum voltage capable Of being accepted by a given polymer film. After charg- ,h,
ins iS discontinued, the voltage impressed _pon the film gradually decays to ground
potential. Phe rate at Which the charge dissipates depends on the electrical charac-
teriSticS of ,'he material and the external conditions, For electrical inSulatorS the
decay rate may be infiniteSimaily sloW. For photoconductors, such as PVK, light
illumination greatly increases the decay rate and for- conductive polymer films often
no Charge buildup is observable. Surface charge measurements are recorded for a
variety of materials in Table 6 using a neg_¢ive corona at 5 percent relative humidity.
Table 6, SUb-face Charge Acceptance Measurements of Clear ai_d
Pigmented Coatings
.... f ' | • T " " ...... : "'
Material Coi-ona Current - Time Probe Reading (volts)
T
DeSoto CIII 0. ImA, 30 sec 0
DoW ECR-34 0. ImA, 30 Sec 0
0. 2mA, 30 See 0
Merck 961 0.2mA, 30 sec 0
PVK. 0. lmA, 30 Sec -35
.:. PVK  CV0.lmA, 30 seC -30
PvK  TNF0, ImA, 30 _ec 0
0. lmA, 60 sec 0
S-13G/J._ (8.5 rail) a 0. lmA, 30 seC -29
0. lmA, 60 see -48
0. lmA, 60 sec -200
RTV-602 (i. 5-3.5 rriil) a 0. lmA, 60 Sec -422
Z-O3 (3.4 rail) a 0. lmA, 60 see 0
a. Materials supplied by IIT Research Instit_e.
At the request Of the Air Force Materials LabbratOr_'o samples Of aluminized
F_,P Teflon (2 rail), aluminized Kapton (I mil), and Astroquartz fabric (styi_ $81,
heat treated 3 hoUrs at (]006C) Were evaluated for _urface charge acceptance iri th_
, Same tam'met as the _6nductive pOlym_rd and thermal _oritrol mates'iais. Th_ data
for these material_ at_e presented in Table V. A static charge may have been de-
veloped dui-[ng the handling Of the satnpl_ in the dry boX. The vbita_e_ de_el_ped
_- S01
i+
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in the Tefl0r_ I_P and K_pt0n ma_erl_Is were lower than expected. These same
materials were tested in the 6105 Resistivity Adaptor at • 500 V in the volOme
reSistivl_ mode. FoP the Teflon i_]_P the effective resistance was ~1.7 )_ 1011
ohm; attd for Kapton, -I. 2 × 101"2 ohm. The Astroq_la_t_ material registered an
effective resistance of -5 × 1013 Ohm.
Table 7. SUrface Charge Measurements of Plastic Materials
n • t .,T i
Material Current _ Time Probe Heading(volts)
Teflon FEP (2 rail), 0. lmA, 30 see -80
polymer side 0. lmA, 60 sec -94
0a - 97
Teflon FEP (2 rail), 0.1mA, 30 Sec -130__.
metal Side 0. ImA, 60 sec +73
0.2mA, 60 sec +68
0a +73
Kapton (I mil), 0. ImA, 30 sec -I02
metal side O. lmA. 60 Sec -52
0.9-mA,_.600Sec +2 dKepton _1 rail), i 3 sec -57
polymer side 0. lmA, _0 sec -_0
0. 2mA, 30 _ec .45
0a " -70
AstroqUatt_ 0. lmA, 30 sec -_12
O. lmA, _0 sec -506
0a +435
a. Readings obtained before expOSUre to corona current;
cha_ge induced by handling material.
D_ring the cOurte o_ measuring the _urface charge bf the Various polymer sys-
temd, the power suppl_ voltage exhibited s6me variatiofi between 3-5 ltV. Accord _
ingly, the data in _Fable_ 6 and 7 should be viewed _s qualitative In nature.
2.5 ConductivePaint_ystems - CoatingsEviluation
A large number of cleax _ and pigmented films of both the OrS&hie and inorganic
polymers were prepared for eval_ktibn as fJlm_ and CO,tings. Many, if not mos_,
of the 0rganie fOrmulation_ _ere found to be unsuitable. Degbto polymers C-112
and C-113_ for example, etre too low in m6|ee_lar weight to be good film formers
am] _emki_ Iiqu|d. Some films wottld adhere tO &l.r_lnUm substr_tes only ff
_r
S02
-.. ................ :
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ii: pigmented; Others, 0nly without pigmentatt0n. Adhesion is a major problem for
:I!_ fl_any of these coatings; another is d0mpstibil_ty with Solvents (aqu_t_s and Organic).
_ Since RTv 602/LO is a Space-qualifled paint binder, we attempted to modify it
'_:: electrically by "dOping" tt _Lth DeSoto and commercial-polymers. Those attempts
_: :, were completely unsuccessful because of immiscibility.
_Ii!: The intent of these laboratory effot-ts was to determine which candidate mater_
._, iais, o_- combinations of them, wo_Id be moSt usef_i as pr_ctiCa_ conductive CoatingS.
Table 8 preSentS surface reSiStivity data pertainil_ to Some of the move useful
coatings. These coatings are grotlped in several categories. The first, of course,
contains IATRi's two Specification coating SystemS, S-13G/LO and Z-93. The sec-
ond grot_p illustrates the diffictllty, mentioned earlier, in overcoming the _etting
problem, even with bAghly conductive pigmentS_ The third group iS conlposed of a
::, specially developed corulttctive pigment (a SnO2:Sb pigment developed ttncter AF Con-
tract No. F33615-72-C-1657), in Silicone and silicate binders. The next gr0_tp i_
made up of zinc oxide and zinc orthotLt_nate pigmented silicate coatings; in this case,
: the pigments are space-qualified and the silicate binders are experimental. The
final group shows the only two employing conductive polymers that have Some porch-
o::_i:
_ Ii:'_. tial for _e aS practical low _ S/e thermal control coatings.AS can be seen in the first group, the ZnO pigmented silicate, Z-93, poSSesSes
_'_'°:_il;_: relatively good cb_du_t,t_,ity, but the 7,nO-pigmented silicone, S-13G/LO does not.
_ I.... The metal pigmented silicones further illustrate the "wetting" problem.
--._ The conductivity of the antimony-doped tin 0Ride (SnO2S b) pigment i$ very good.
o_ It should be noted, however, tltat the conductivity of cOatingS containing this pigment
• is the very large change in cond0cttvity in RTV602 coatings v_ith only a doubli_ of
the PVC. This cOntraStS sharply With the observations above that RTV_02 cannot
be made conductive by pigmenting it with conductive pigments.
Table 8. _ummary of EleCtrical Measurements
Materlal_ De_criptlon _urf_ce ReSistivity (ohmS)
Conventi0t_al Coatt_
S-13GILO I.5 × i013
Z-93 4. S × I0 _
Leafiri_Metal-P!gme_ted _{!icones|
AI. Pbwder/RTV602 I 3._ × I0I_
_I: _ ZN PowderlR'PV60_. I I. 6 × 1013
° "!_ 603
o ! #
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Table 8. S_nl'naty of Electrical Mea_remetrts (Cont)
vmf ? Jl i a I
Materials Description S_wtaee Resistivity (Ohr_s)
i,,i
_Tin Oxide Coatings
SnO2:Sb/RTV602 (low PVC) 2.8 × 1013
SnO2:Sb/RTV602 (high PVC) 1_2 _ 109
SnO2:Sb/PS-7 (low PVC} 1.2 × 108
SnO2:Sb/PS-7 (high PVC) 2. 1 × 10_ _"
InOrganic CoatingS
ZnO*/Na2SIO 3 (S-35) 7.7 X 108
ZnO*/Na2SiO 3 (B-W) 8.5 × 108
ZnO*/Li2SiO 3 (Lithosii 4) 2.3 × 100
ZnO*/Li2SiO 3 (Lithosil 6) 1.2 × 109
Zn2TIO47K2SiO 3 (KaSil 1) 2. 4 × 109
Zn2TiO4/Li2SiO 3 (LithoSil q) 3.6 X 109
- Zn2TiO4/Li2SiO 3 (Lithosil 6) :_. 8 x 109
Zn3TiO4/Na2SiO 3 (S-35) 1_7 X 109
Co_dt_ctive OrKanic Co_
S-13G Pigme_/Merck NO. 261 3.4 × 106
S-13G Pigme_/Dow ECR-34 2, 2 × 106
*Calcined ZnO
3. SPACESIMULATIONTESTSAND RESULTS
The determitmtion of which e0atings would be evaluated for ultraviolet radiation
stability was made on the basis of many evaluations, includirig electrical properties,
Optical properties, appearance, integrity, coating and fllm-formirig pt'operties, and
adhesion. Three tests were coi_ducted in the C0tnblned Radiation EflectS Fac.'_ity
(CHEF), The first contatnetl a series Of primarily 0rgaritc-based coatingS: the
see0nd, inorganic co&tingS_ and the third, the coatings which perfOrrfied best in
the fi_dt twO.
in all of these tests the refieetan_e speetra of all samples were measured ifl-
Situ before and drier Irradiation. The spectr& were recor_ied in the range 32_ {o
3_00 rim. The ultraviolet radiation sot/see employed is a HaflOv/_ _000W MerCury-
Xenon burner, which illuminated the sarhpleS at an equivalent solar UV intensity of
4X. The spe_ral daia at Specific waV_lerlRtSS is Sh0_vti in Tables 9, 10, arid 11.
604 ':
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3.1 CREFTestNo_9- _
Table 9 lists the sample materials and the in situ bef0re-and-after-teSt re-
flectance valdes at selected wavelehgths. Standard S-13G _mtt Z-93 coatings were
included in this test fo_ reference. TOtal UV exposure was 256 EgH. ReflectanCe
spectra for the DoW ahd Merck clear films were reCortted-ifl the waveleh_h interval it
250 to 2600 nm. These two samples, however, disintegrated in establishing vacuum
C{)nditio_.
Table 9. CREF Test No. 19 - Test ReSults
ReflectanceValUes (7o)
Sample DeScriptlott ExpoSure
(Pigment/Binder) (ESH) R400 R600 RS00 R 1000
MERCK No. 261_ Disintegr&tedinvacuum before
irradiation
PVK-Crystal Violet* 0 11 11 11 58
256 1I 30 30 53
PVK-Trinitr0fluorenon* 0 10.5 I0.5 51 62.5
256 I0.5 1o.5 51 62..5
PVK* 0 54 61 58.5 68
256 23 54 57.0 6'7
DOW ECR-34_ Disintegratedinva_ttumbefore
irradiatlbn
S-13G Pigment/DOW ECR-34 0 76 90 68, 5 88
_se 6_ 6e 87.0 86.s
S-13G Pigment/DeSoto C-11 i 0 63 70.0 56 442_6 _2 66 53 4i
AFML** Pigment]RTV 602 0 63 71.5 61 4_
256 52 6,7 58 46
AFML_ Pi_Tneht/PS-7 0 73 ,. 81.5 76 66.5
256 69 78.5 73 65
S-13G Ptgme_iMERCK 0 _4 8_ 8_ _7 J
_s6 73 _6 ss.s ss.s
SI3G o 7_' 92.s 92.S 91
_58 77 91.0 91 90
, , ,,
F 93 0 83 5 9_ 95 5 95
25_ 6_. 94 94 94.5
*T_ansp&rent, unptgmented films.
**AFML lbi_ment iS electrically contlu_ti_e anttr_Ony-doped tin
Okttie (SNO2zSb) supplied by A?ML.
It is obvious from the table that most of the coatings tested are highly unstable.
The degrad&t|on of Z-93 anti Of 9-13G/LO, particularly the mtusUkl character @fthe
speCtral changeS, suggest substantial contarfiinatton. Ti_e photo-deeomp6sR|on
Of the Dow an_ DegOto polymers is _ror_ly suspected. Apkrt from the Speciflea-
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ttOri coatint_s0 _,e co_Ltit_gOf S° 13G pigment in Meter NO. P-61.ShowB good Lnitial
prOpert_s and eeaSO'n_b_ UV-stabLIitS. Ever_thougl$ _el_iVely 8table, the doped
PVK films exhibit UhaC_eptable absorptL0n. "_he behavior of the u_doped PVK film
contraStS 81Lghtly with that obserVed ir_ Another program where higl_y purified PVK
was Used. In this Study the PVK co_tained-a filrr_-foe:mer additive. ConseqcLently,
the observed degradatior_ may be due to impUritieS - and possible to eont_m|natlon
from other samples.
3.2.-CREF Test No. 20
This test is similar to the previous one except that it contalned 0nly inori_anic
Samples. Z-93, in this test als0, was included for reference I.,IrpoSeS. As ex-
pected, the inorganic coatings _uStain cOmparatiVely minor degradation. FUrther-
mor_, the spectral changes in Z-93 are not qLtite characteristic, suggesting that
some of the contamination from the previous irradiation test remained-lrL_ CREF,_ ....
apparently, to increase the damage.
The Samples in CREF Tegt No. 20 were expOSed under vacuum (P < 2× I0 -7
Tort-) to a total of 204 ESH of simulated Solar ultr_olet radiation.
Table 10. CREF TeSt No. 20 - ReSolts
T ,
Reflectance V_IL_es (%)
SatnpieDeSdriptiOn Exposut_e
(_t_ent/Binder} (]_SH) R400 R600 R800 RIO00
ZnOIS-35 0 68 90 89 88.5
_.04 75 88.5 87 87
ZnO / Lithosil 6 0 73 91 90 89
#-04 68 8_ 87 8_
"ZnO/Kasil 1 0 79.......91' 91 90
204 78 90 91 90
Zn0/LithoSfl 4 0 72 90 88.5 8_.
204 70 88.5 88.5 _?. 5.
Z-95 0 71 92 {J2.5 @9.
204 71 90 92 92
ZnO/W_W SiliCate 0 66 88 89 88
204 66 88 88 87
, , , , , , , H, ,
ZOTIKasil 1 0 80 84 83.5 82
204 "t7 8_ 84.5 84
, , , ,
ZOTI{S-3S) 0 80 88 s_ s6.5
_04 7v 8_ 89 88
ZOT/OS-_/ 0 I]I 87 86. _ 35
...... _04 7_ es. _, _S. o sv
ZOT]Lithbsil 4 0 q3 81]. _ _3 77.5
205 {_0 87 84 78.5
ZOTIB-W Silicate 0 82 88 d8 _. 5
204 7 8 8_ 90 96
ZOT/Llthos|i 6 0 84 90 9(J 90
204 80 88 9_- 9i. 5 Ckle
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The _bbrevialions In-T_ble I0 _e deSerlbed aS fOllOWs:
ZnO C_leJned SP-50_ Zlac Oxide (New Jersey Zinc)
: ZOT. 7-1he Orthbtlt_mate. IITRI Batch No. LH-L0t
preealci_ed at 6DO°C/_- hr, c_lcined at 900bC/2 hr
' S-35 SOdiUm Silicate, Ph|ladeiphia Quartz Co. No. $-35
B-W Sodium Silicate, Philadelphia Qdartz CO. No. B-W
:, Kasil_ 1 POtt_ssittm Sllleate,_Phils.delphia Quartz Co.
i' KaSll NO. 1
Lithosil-4 Lithium Silicbte, LITHCOA0 inc., Lithosil No. 4
:_" Lithoai_-6 LithiOm Silicate, LITHCOA, Inc., Lithosi! No. 6
_.--j, PS-7 Pbtassium Silicate, Sylvania Elec. Co., No. PS-7
.+
_: DOW Dow Chemical Co, EleCtroConductive Re_in ECR-34
i-__ MERCK Merck Chemical Co. Electroconductive ReSin No. 251
ii_:: S-13G Pig PotaSsiUm Silicate EncapsUlated SP-500 ZI_O-
:_,'+ the pigmel_t used in S- 13 / LO thermal colltrol cOa_ing
i _, 3.3 CHEF Test No. 21
Those samples which exhibited the best initial properties and UV stability in
':' the two previOus tests were selected for testing in CHEF Test No. _1. The_ are
:=':+ listed in Tables II _nd 12 aio_g with pre- and post-test reflectance data at selected
_-_ , wav_.lenl_hs.
_:" Table Ii. CHEF Test NO. 21 - Resul_- .........
Reflectance Values (%)
Sample Description EXposure
:_i; (Pigment/Binder) (ES..H) R400 ......... R_O0 R800 RI000
_ S_13G PiG/MERCK O 7_ 91 91 92
_:- 180 '_6 88 88 B_
__ $58 77 d9 89 90. s
• : lO:_2 70 0o. ,_ 90. S 9l. 5
_ , , ........ . .................. ,
:i S-i_G PIG/DOW 0 74 89 89.5 8[L 3180 65 84.5 86 85
,_ SS8 6_ 8Is dO.s 8_,
' ' _.nO/Lithosil 6 0 70 91 02 91
:_ 180 80 88 88 e?
,! S$8 73 9_ 02 91
= zT/ 'a:_' K _il 1 0 80 _ 87 8_
18o "t,s 8l u2. S 81.S
;_+ _58 78 84.0 _4.5 S4.5
: lO_ "ti_ 84.5 87 _5
_i+ ZOTIg-3_ 0 81 88 09, 5 81_.,5
leo 78 8"/.s 88 88
i032 "IV dT. 5 dg. _ Be. 5
t
+_-+:_,,+.......... ++/+_._.+_.....+, ............., .. ,
.............. +:._-++ _.. ++_.++_+:++ ==+ ++++....... + : =i+=. +++++++,_-.-_++=++_ , ,
_++o +. :, +_+:,=_ ..... _-+ .... ,,. .... ......
+ + + • ++ +
oooooooT?rscoia
f ! I I !
Table ii. Clef Test NO. _1 - ReSultB (Cont)
• .... T_ • , ,iT , , it ,
RefleCtance Values (%)
Sample DeScription F,J_0SUre
!Pigment/Binder) (ESH) 1_400 HS00 R800 R_000,
ZOT/Lithosil 6 0 85 90. 5 9_ 91.5
180 e2 88 81 90. 5
SS8 81 86. S 8.0 88.5
....... lo32 _, eo.5 ,,ee,, g,2 ,Lel.s
zno/_-w 0 71 89 91
180 71 89 91
558 71 89 90. 5
1032 71 89 92
7.LY£/Lithosil 4 0 84 89 89.5 89.5
180 81 87 89 88. 5
558 81 8? 89 38.5
t032 81 8? 89.5 89.5
In this test the Samples were exposed in vacuO (P < 2× 10"7 Torr) to a total of
1032 ESH at a nominal intensity of four• (4) equivalent sun_. Reflectance spectra in
the wavelehgth rhn_e from 325 to 2600 nm were taken after nomifial exposures of
180, 550, and 1000 ESH. After a careful review of these spectra it wa_ concluded
that the anomalous behavior Ot the 180 ESiCdata is due to contamination. The _e-
matnder of the data follow the tx'ends we expect. It is quite pbssible that the COn-
tamtnation resulted from the photOdecOmposition Of the 9-13G/DOW ECR-34 cbatJng.
T_ble 12. CREF Test No. 9-i - Results
,,,,, , T ... • ,
........ , , , ., . ,, ,, ,, ,,,
Refiectance Values (%)
Sample Description ExpoSUre
• (Pigmetit / Binder) (E_H) R400 R600 RS00 R1000• ,, ,, • • ,, , ,, T ,. , . , • ,
ZnO/S-SS 0 67 92 94 93
180 ?0 _2 39.5 8'1. S
558 87 91 93. O, 92
............. lo32 _.'1....... 91 ..... 94 _3
' ZnO/Lttho_il'4_" -- - 0 ;_8 8{) 90 88
180 ._z 89 8_ 88.9
558 '11. 89 89 88. 9
1032 "/l 89 90 88
ZnOIKaStl 1 0 79 92 9_. S 93
180 ?9 92 93 92
558 19 9_ 93 92
103_... 79 9,2 g_.,,_ 93
1
i
/
The SUbsequent data (at $00 and 1000 I_SH) reflect astabiliZati0n Of the organic
coatit_s.
Th6 relatively good properties and performance exhibited by S-13G Pigment/
Merck 261 in CREF Test NO. 19 iS repeated in this test. The S-13G Pigment/D0w
ECR-34 eoating performed simila_-ly. In general, all of the contings tn TeSt No.
21 possess acceptable initial properties and reasonable Stability.
k 8.4 Remarkson F_vironmentalTest Remits
The cOktl ._s tested all have conductivity values considerably higher than that
of S-ISG/LO. Most also have reasonable Iowa s values. While we canbe reason-
ably ass_Ired of the optical Stability of these coatingS, their electrical property
stability remains in doubt. We have not calculated a s for these materials because
._ most are highly d elopmental. The tests conSequently were designed to provide
comparative information rather th_Ln abSolUte value_.. It is important tO stress that
: we have measured only Optical properties Ln-Situ, not electrical properties. We do
i. not know whether the latter arise from intrinsic photoconductive or extrinsic
processeS, or combinations of them. In overview, the coating tests and the en-
vironmental stability tests have SerVed to identify SeVeral promising pigment/binder
:, systems.
4. CA)NCLUSIONS
The obje_ives of this program were to evaluate materials apprOacheS to solving
the spacecraft SC,'. oroblem--basically, to assess va_-lous al_proaches toward the
development of space-Stabie, electrically condttctive, low _ sle spececra_t thermal
control coatings. Emphasis _as placed on cotlduotive paint binderS, pi-imarily be-
: Cause, in classical paint coatings, the binder iS the continuous (homOgeneous) phase
and the pigment is the dispersed _aSe.
From an overaii point bf view, the inorganic silicate coatings offer the greatest
pOter_tal toward solving the SCA prob'.e_. _'--93 in'partiCular., a NASA specification
coatln_ system, hOld_ the greatest p=Omlqe for an immediate, yet practical ("off-
the-sheli _) solution. Within i to 9 yearS, we _Ould •expect that a superior inor_anie
cO_ting CoUld be developed. Historically, however, the use o_ inorganic coatings
for spacecraft temperature control has been limited, -primarily because of the be-
i
: fief that suhh coatlni_S are difficult tO apply and tO keep cle,an.
The reiUetanee tO accept inorganic coatings makes it imperative that organic
coatings for antl-scA use be developed. BecauJe of our experierice with the binder
wiring problem, we believe that there are only two bP.sic approacheS. The first is
'_ i the fnodificatiOn o_ Jpeeiflc_tion (that is. flight qt/alifled) coatings: the deCond, the
609 t
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developtnent of new CO_t_s. The ,modification approach could involve, in increas-
t_tg order of potential benefit, sintple ad_tttves, _ti.uctUral changes to the polymeric
binder, copolymerizatiOno chemioal _:o_plext_[, and cOndUCtive pt_rdentS. We
have a_signed this Order because we have not been able tO find any eleOtrically
_onductiVe additive compatible with RTV60_ and because a cOndt_cti_e p|ument (at
hiSh PVC) in RTV602 has r_t_rkedly if_proved conductivity (compared to RTV602).
The difflcttities associated with obtaining effective _tructural chanle_J either by
complexing Or copolymerization or OtherwiSe are judged to be i_termediate.
The development Of new ant_-SCA co,flings ropre_ents a momlmental task be- ,,..
cause Of all the other principal requirerr.ents that space-stable low cts/£ coatings
mu_t meet. Here too there are two basic approachos. The first i_ thro_Jgh the
modification of current electrically conductive polymers; the second, U_xongh the
development of new pol'-mers.
Of considerable importance in all of the above Conclusions and observations are
the criteri_ for evaluating acceptable p_opertLe_ and pe=formance of anti-SCA coat-
ings. We are concerned that the lack of any _orrelati0ns of electrical _Onductivity
with anti-SCA performance detracts seriously from the relevance of most measure-
ments of electrical propertieS. It may not even be proper to claim that materials
with low _urface or bulk resistiVity are better a_i_SCA materials than those with
_igh values, unless, for instan_eo the resistivity vs applied electrical stress char-
acteristics are knov/n _nd a_o_nted for.
In _Lmmary, the results of this program il_di_ate that inbrganic coatings are ]
viable mat_r{alS _or both immediate and near term practical anti-SCA materials, t
Organic _oattn_ will require substantial investments in time and funds. The
necessity to meet conventional requirement_ for Spa_e-stabte low OS/_ matet_ials
assures a l_ng developmental period.
' _" '°°.........." ... " °' ° ° "' " ;°" ° ° ..... ° " '" ""_ _.....' ..... " °°....... O0000007-TSC;I.....1
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4. Formulationof ElectricallyConductive,
Thermal.-ControlCoatings
M|_ml C._al
IEnvltonMentendSi_uliitlO_Brml_
Engittem'lnilg_.l_ DMdo_
Nil_UVQOdderd_ FlightCm_te_
Gvs_Milt, Merykmd
Abstract
i_o_mUlation of electrically conductive, thQrmal-con_rol coating_ was under-
taken fo_ U_e on the iflternatibnal Sun Earth ExplOrer (IS_.E) spaeec_-att. The
prima_y effort was aimed at tormula_ion ot a coatinR vHth bulk t_egis_ivity leB_ than
i × 105 ohnt-mz and optical absot'ptahee and riorm&[ emittance ofappt-o_mat_ly
0.58 and 0.90, reSpeqtively. The requi_ed stability in space called foi _ bulk t'edis-tivity, les_ tilth 1 × 105 ohm mz, absorptaflee le_s than 0.6'Land nortnai emit_ance
ot 0.90 after e_posure t_ approximately 4 × 1016 protori/e_z ot solar wifld panicles
and 5300 equivalent sun hours. Tl_ese expodUreS represent two y.ea_'s of the _
o_bit,
U_Uccessful to_mulation ettorlS as well aS tl_e sueceSstul u_e o_ oxide pi_met_i
flt, ed at i i?S°C are d_ScPibed. Prol_lems attributed to reactivity ot specific coat-
ing vehicle_ exposed to high hUr_idity are diScuSSed, . • _ .
Measurement and testing methodS, if_eludin_ r_Stlltiflg data at_e mehtioned, b_
the emphasis, in this report, is placed on eoatiti_ tormUlatio_ and application tech-
niqueS, M_thnds ot varying, as desired, optical propertie_ ape also dedcribed as
well as formUlatiOnS ot white, low-a_sorptance coititt_S.
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I. INTRODUCTION......
The Engineering Applications Braltch at the GOddat'd Space Flight Center was
given the task of developing _ co_ting for the Ihternetionat Sun Earth ExplOrer (ISEE)
dpaeeevaft that not Or_lyhad to meet the speCificationS Of the thermal design engin-
eers, but in addition, the thermal _OntrOI coating had-to be electrically conductive.
ElectriCal conductivity was necessary tO prevent charge buildup on the exterior of
the spacecraft which would interfere with th( detection of low-energy level plasma
waves and thermal electrons, Specifically, we were confi'onted with the task of ,,,
developing & coating which _ould have the following properties:
(1) Solar absorptance of 0.55,
(2) Thermal emittance Of 0.90_
(S) Area-resistance of less than 1 × 105 ohm-m 2,
(4) EnVirOnmental lifetime of two years in the solal- wind environtnent,
with leSS than 0.07 change in optical absorptance value.
2. FORMULATIONOF COATINGS
During the early stages of developing the conducti,:e coatingS, numer._,us for-
mutationS were tried with varying degrees of negative restKts. The basic labors-
tory efforts were more of trial-and-erx-or processes. After many false starts, in-
ci_ding the obvioUS attempt _>fadding metals such as gold and Chromium to Standard
binders, a formulation with fired pigment oxides was made. The optical and elec-
trical resistivity characteristics were most promisi_g. Thereafter, all attention
was directed to coating formulations based dpon both sodium and potassium Silicate
binders containing fired oxide pigments added in stich proportions as to optimize
the absorptance and _onduct&nce (area-resistance product).
2.1 Sodium SillcateJ(See Table I)
2.1, 1 M_,TERIALS
Speo00 zinc 6xide was obtained from New Jersey _.in_ Co. ; the alumin_,n oxide
(Type C) from Uniofi Carbide; and sodiu_ silicate (Star) fr6m PhilkdellPh_._rt_ CO.
2.1.2 PREPARATION OF PIGMENTS
The t'equired amounts Of pigment Oxides (by weight) are added to dt_tilied water
and Slowly stirred for five h0tir_. This _hirry is initially heated for 48 hr at 90"C
and then f0i" &n additional 72 hr at ll0"C. The pigrnent_ a_e fired at 117_'C for
15 rain in 50-g batcheS. In th_ final prepa_etion etage, the pigments are grburid
and sieved to select the desired partieie sizes. The desired optical prol_erties,
. absorptance arid e_ittance, are detertnided by th_ r_lative amounts added to
the binder, l_or example, NS43E whiCl_ has an _" of 0. S7 tO 0.80 and pd of 2 x 103
oh_4-m 2, contains a pt_ent mixture of fired {)8 percent ZnO. 1 percen +.Co304 and
1_percent AI203 which is thell combined with an equal antount of a pi_ent composed
o_£i_e.d-SS.percent Z.nO and 1 percent AI20 3.
Table 1. Formulation of Eiectrically COnductive, Thermal-C0rrtrol Coatirigs
: with Sodi_,n and Fired Oxides
, i/r i | _ _,, , , rill i. ' T ira1 ..... i_ , .................
" GSFC PIGMENT - % VEHICLE-BINDER IJI(}MENT WATERCODE# CONCENTRATION
WT-RATtO % % WEIGHT-RATIO: _ 43G SiO21N820 Ns:_O SiS2 BINDER: PIGMENT 5%
...... 2,so 10.6, _s.s zs: 7s
+ ' -.AT,O % % WEIG.'i- i'; NS 53B SiO2/Nm20 Ns2O SiO_ BINDER: PIGMENT 5%
' 2._ _o.s zs.s 2s:7s
i'
A . S WEIGHT-RATIO
i- AI=O3 ZnO Co304 AI;_O3 ZnO WT-RA'rlO % % BINDER: PIGMENT 6%
N_;43E 1 SB I 1 99 S|.02/Na;_O Na:!o SiO2 25:75
' _ 2.50 10,6 26.S
WEIGHT-RATi0
. I.,
* 4
2.1.3. FORMULATION AND APPLICATION
The conductive pigments are added to the Silicate sol_Iti0n (Sta_) in a bif:der-
pi_nent t_atio 0f 2_:75 by weight and thinned with di_tilled br deioni_ed water not
excee_ling _ percent of the total of pigment plus binder. The mixture is Stirred
with a teflon-coated magnet in a 250 ml beaker for approximately 2 hrS, allowed
to Set for 10 tO 12 hr and finally stirred for 2 hrs before appll_att0n. The coating
is then sprayed with compi-essed, dry nitrogen 6n the _uitably prepared surface,
The coating is applied with slow, overlapptn_ Strokes with a spra_ _un held ab0_
in. from the surface. The first layer Should be allowed to dry for several min-
ute_ before the second coat is applied. Cautiort must he used in applying all coats
tO avoid dry spray which is caused by applying the coattrig too fast or having a
spray which iS toO thin.
2.1.4 OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPI_RTiE_
=: A BeekrnstiDK-2A with a Gler-D_tdde i'efieetance attachment iS used tO make
abSolUte refleL, tanee meaSurem@nts in ai_" bef8re a_d a_ter te_|hg of all Samples
=r
_ ",_ ' , " ) [ _ ;- I
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to determine their absorptance.-- Shown in Fi_pare I are three representative saw,-
pies formulated with the sodium silicate binder.. The absO=ption effects of. _he
tired green oxides are due to the cobalt oxide.
Normal total emittP_ce meaSuremer_tS are-alsO made at room temperat_e
with a DB-100 POrtable 1,;missometer.
• NS43_: I .S? I .B9 I 2 z l(J'
,_, ,-- NS4SG[ ._S[ .go] 1.7,,0_1 o sss_ [.5_1_7[ Ixlo'
!0
o
l0
0 I I I i I 1 I i i i | I I I I4o0 6oo e_ z,/_0 x,2co 1,40o x,t:_0 LIZoo 2,0oO 2,_o
WAVELENGTH-- NANOMETERS
Figure 1. Optical Reflectance of Electrically Condu.ctiVe,
Thermal-Control Coatings Formulated with Sodium _ilicate *i
Binder !
2.2 PoUdmiUumSHicate
9.. 2. I FORMULATION OF PIGi_ENTS AND BINDER
The formulation of the potassium silicate coatings is basically the same as that
of the Sodium silicates. Referrin_ tO Table 2, potass!_ silicate i_-7 purchased
from Sylvanie, is used as the binder for coatings NS43C and NSSSF. The firedooxide
pigments are prepared as previously described f_r the Sodimn silicate eoatiflgs.
2.2.2 OPTICAL AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
The reflectance of two distinctly diffez'ent types of electrically conr_.1_i_e
coatings a_'e Shown in l_i_ure 9.. NS43C has excellent reflectance properties and is
sufficiently conductive i × I0 S 0h_-m 2 tO fall withi_ the specifications Of the ]_EE
PrOgram.
.................................................................' 1 i ..............................
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Ts.bte 2. FOrmutstiorL of EtectrLea11F Cond_kcttve, Thermat-Controt.Coatings
with PotaseLtt_-Sltieate ahd Fired O_ies
-- • • frr - r
GSFC PIGMENIr
CODE # PIGMENT - % VEHICLE-BINDER _0NCEN_I.RATION WATER
AI203 ZnO WT-RATIO % % WEI(_HToRATI0
N$43C. 1 89 CCi*/KaSiO3 K_O SiO3 BINDER; PIGMENT 5%
1:1 11.3 23.? 2S: 76
ADD 1 PART-OFAEOVF.FORMULATION TO TWOPARTS GSI#C-MS74
A B
AI203 ZnO Co304 Ai203 ZnO WT-RATIO % % WEIGHT-RATIO
1 98 1 1 99 SiO2/K20 K20 $iO2 BINDER: PIGMENT 5%
NS 55F 1:3.31 1t.3 23.7 25:75
WEIGHT-RATIO
AI"50% 50%
"GSFC FORMULATIONCOMPOSEDOF LLTHIUMAND POTA,_IUM SILICATES.
20 _ NS4_Ic.20].92_I • |o_
O A NSSSJ: 57 91 6 z i0 _
0 i I I I I , I , I I ! I
40d 600 800 1,0oo 1,200 Z,400 1,60o l,_O 2,000 2,200
WAVELENGTH-- NANOMEI"ERS
Figut;e _-. O_i_ki Reflectance of Electricatl_ C_nductive,
Thermal-Cohtrol Coatings Formulated _ith PotaS,_ium
Silieste Binder
O0000007-TSD04
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3. QI_ALIFICA_ION01_ ELECTRICALLY.CONDUCTIVI_C_ATINC_
_ 3.1 F,lectdea_Resistivity Meamrements
A separate phase of the coatings development program and ohe which we fotind
just aS challenging, has been the measurement of the conductivity (area-resistivity).
:_ OUr previOUS experience in the _ptical measurement and space environment simula-
tion has been extenSiVe sO no difficulties were encotlnte_ed. Ho_Vever, the measUre-
ment of the al'e_ reSistance has prover_ to be more than we bai-gained for. Problems
with reprOdUcibility, coating stability, experimental measurement techniqueS, to
name a few, made it necessary to separate this qualification from our eoatit_gs for- _"
mulation efforts, All area-resiStance data is the work of Walter Viehmann who will
present in a later paper the details of his contactleSS resistivity measurementS.
3.2 EnvironmentalTest Data
:i 3.2.1 UV DEGRADATION
._ One of the most promising features of this family of fired-oxide coatings iS
• their Capability to withstand extremely high levels of UV radiation. Samples from
each formulation after exposure to 1000 hi, in a high vacuum envirortt_ent Showed
virtually no change in optical surface reflectance. The source in this screening
test set-up is a low pressure mercury la_np which has more than 45 percent of the
oUtp_ energy below 400 nm.
3.2.2 _OLARWI_D
The principal source of possible damage to the coatings On the exterior tlpaCe-
craft surfaces is their bombardment by high fiuenee levels of low-energy protons
contained in the Solar wind and Solar flareS. The relatively constant Stream of
low-energy protons continuously emitted from the sun hat_ a flux of approximlately
2.5 X 198 p/cmZ/see and an average energy Of 1 keV with a maximum of the Order .!
of _0 keV. The ISEE spacecraft is expected to encounter roughly 2 × 1016 p/era 2 ilow-energy p_Otons during a two-year period. AS _ consequence, the GSFC Solar
Wind Test Facility w_s used to determine the degradation rates of the conductive
coatings. Shown in FILntre 3 are the optical degradation of cohtings which have t_e_n
selected for u_e on the spacecraft. The coatings were exposed to 5 iteV protOnS to
a fluence of 4 × 10TMp/cm 2 and simultaneously irradiated with UV energy. Pre-
Vious test tiara t_ken in Other UV degradation test faeilitie/_ have _ht_wn these sam-
pies tb be highly UV tolerant. There_0re. the changes in the optical pr0pei-ties o_
these seatings have been attributed mainly to the effects Of the lo,_-ener_y protons.
After expbeure to an equivalent twb-year orbital lifetime the electrical and Optical
P_l_rtie$ ax-e well within the I_EE specifications.
o,
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r110 _- a 4:1c- #O:A_SIUMSlU_AtEOINOEn| A 4]E - SdblUMsli.lf:Ai'|_: "_ER
_(_ _" o _,SJ:-- IJOTA_SlUM _JLIC_' .,' '_.._ER
i I TIbeT CONDITION_ :,
I VA_,UUM -- 5.x 10"; T_| ,I
TEMP.ERATURE -- 26¢SOLAR ENERGY - AM(
" FLUX -- |Omp'/cm I
7"
10
10" 10'0 I0"
Ke_ PROTONS/cm_
Figure 3. Degradation-ot_ Coattngg Exposed to UV and
Low-Energy Protons
3.3.3 THERMAL-VACUUM CYCLING
The condttctive coatings have been thermal cycled from -1506 to +150°C for a
total of 66 cycles of 90-rain duration. No damage was visible on any of the samples
ahd e,li Of them passed a "scotch tape" adhesion test.
4. CONCLUSION
The electricaily conductive coatings formulated with p0ta$_ium _fid sodium
silicate binders anti fired-oxide pigments have met all specifications required by
the IS]_E Program. A summary of their optical and electrical properties are out-
lined in Table 3, As _'e have previously reported, these eoatin_ts az.e now flight
qualified after having passed all phases of the environmental testing which inclUded
UV, 10w-energy proton (solar wind), and thermal-vacuum cycling, They are ;row
beU_ applied to pOrtiOns of the spacecraft,
00000007-TSD06
Table 3. Summary of EnvirOnmental TeSt Data of
]_lectrically CondUet/_e, ThermaIL-,co_itrol coatings
f," _, 's ,,, ,-,I • "r-- "_f, " ftr " [ _ .............
" AREA RESISTANCE ASSORPTANCE EMIT_ANCE
_@(Mtm-m2l _" e
o, • i i i I
• N$4_IG-- I_7 x 105 .3e .90
N$ 630 1 x 10_ .S2 .8t
NS 4_E 2 x 10_ ohl_-m2 .5"_ .89
|
• NS43C I x 10s ohm-m:_ .20 ._)2
• 1=
NS _SF 8 x 104 ohm-m2 .57 .91
Ack_wJ_.dg ments
Foz_fnulat_oh and development of the coating_ ha_ bee_ the responsibility of
: Charles Shai_-. Qt_alification and environmental tests were performed by Danny
LeSter, James M_llins, Lkw_ence Bromery. F_ank PaczkoWski. and JOhn Hen-
ninger under the s_pervisi0n of J_le Hirs6hfield. R_sistivity measurements Were
madebyWalt_rViehmann. The entire program was Supported by ISEE Project.
R. Hbffman and J. Triolo of the Thermal SyStems Branch h_tve pro#ideal contiriual
inptzt during the qtl_tlifieati6n stases. Joseph Colony of the Materials Branch pro-
Vided technical conStzltation Support.
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5. Materialsand Techniquesfor Spacecraft*
Static Charge Control
L.J. Amom endA.E, Eagles
GeneralElectricCompany
Sp_ DivisiOn
ValleyForge,Pennwlvani8
Abstract
An ove_vlew of the design, development, fabrication, and testing of transpar-
ent conductive coatings and conduchve lattices deposited or formed on high resis-
tivity spacecraft dielectric materials to obtain control static ehat-ge buildup on
spacecraft external surface_ is presented.
Fabrication techniques for the de_0sition of indium/tin Oxide cOatingB and
copper grist networks on Kapton and FEP Teflon films and special frit coatln_s for
OSR and solar cell _over _la_ses are disCusSed. The techniques inclttde Sputtering,
phot0etching, silkscreening, _nd rneehanieal processeS.
A facility d_signed and built to _lmdlate the eleCtrOn pla_fna at _eosyn_hroflou_
altitudes is described al0n_ with test procedureS. The results of material chhrac-
terizationS as w_ll as electron irradiation aging.effects in this facility for _pace-
craft polymers treated to control static charge are pre_ented. The data presents
results fog eleCtrOn beam energies up to 30 kV and ele_ron current densities of
30 nA/cm _. Parameters t_e_sured include Secondary emission, Surface leakage,
and through the sample ct...r@ntS 'iS a ftmetion oi_primary be_n en_rlSy a.d voltage.
This work was ,mppoi"t_d I_ tfi_ Air Force l_iat_/'ialg Labo/'atory under Cohtracts
, F33615-76-C-5075 and F3361_-7(_-_:-5258.
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L--I_rRODUCTIO5
The primary means for maintaining reasonable operating temperatures within
a spacecraft is by diSCretely adjusting the amOunt of energy absorbed from the stm
and the amount that is radiated at the infrared _¢avelen_h COrrespbnding to the local
SUrfaCe temperature. ThiS technique iS known as passive temperature control and
is highly dependent on the reflective and-emiSsive properties of the materials loca-
ted on the external Surfaces. Surface temperatures and SubSequently the overall
, Spacecraft equilib_,ium temperatdre can be adjusted using active or semi active _,.
techniques such as louvers that are opened and closed to effectively change the re-
flective and emissive properties in the louver area, Heat pipes have been used to
move internally generated heat to the Surface Where it can be radiated eftlciently
to Space.
To achieve passive thermal control, dielectric insulating materials must
necessarily be used, beCauSe only these materials have the COmbination Of inherent
high solar reflectance and high emittance required for acceptable thermal balance.
This class of materials includes back surface aluminum and Silver coated FEP
Teflon filmSj high purity silica glass thermal cor_trol materials, and Kaptor_ and
Myla_ films used itl multilayer insulation blankets.
In geoSynchronous orbit these dielectric materials are directly exposed tO
bombardment by the indigeneOuS electrOrl plasma. AS electrical inSulatOrS they
SuppOrt charge buildup until dlelectric breakthrough or arcing to areas or cOmpo o
nent_ Of ib_ver potential occurS. The result_ of these incidents include degradation
of material, therm0-optical, and mechanic_l prOpertieS and disruption of compo-
nents operating at radio frequencies by the electromagnetic noise generated by an
ar_.
The purpose of this study is to develop materials and tecttniques to control sta-
:'_ tic charge buildup on conventional spacecraft coatings and materials for use during
_-: geosynchronodS Orbit satellite missions. This Study represents the progress made
during the first six mo_iths of a planned 24-month program. The results are pre-
: liminary, but significant progress has been made to indicate that transparent con-
ducting oxide overlay coatings anti conducting grids or screens placed ove_ dielec-
tric Surfaces otter potential SOlutions tO the problem.
The materials investigated thus faz' itt the Study include:
. [ (1) Aluminized FEP Teflon films u_ed extea$tvely a_ a high emittance,I
sola_ reflecting Sehorid sit,face mirror thermal control coating,
_: (2) Back Surface alt:mlni_ed Kaptofl film ubed as a top layer" fori
mtiltilayei" iriSUlatiOn blankets,
(3) Optical Soiai" Rett_cttng (OS_) tiles which per'form similar to the
FEP film coating described above, but consisting of an 8 roll thick slice
, of 7940 Silica glass with a back sue'race cOatin_ ot silver, th_n Inconel,
_ to pi-odtic_ a second sui'fac6 mti-ror, arid
_" 622
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(4) GlaSSes, _ludh as Cornin B 7940 and _nlc_6_heet u_ed tO coven Silieo_
_olhr cell_.
'2. MAI'ERIALSTE_TING
2.1 Philosophy_mdAplZrOa_to Static C_targeControLTosting
In a materials development program fundamental material parameters axle of
major importance, because as materials are develbped anti.observed in _ simulated
space env).ronment it is necesAary to identify those characteristics PesponSible for
the obServ,*.d behavior, With this in mind a facility w.as developed which could both
Observe behavior in a simulated envi_'onment and theh perform the fundamental
measurem(.t_ts aSSociated With Surface phenomena, if we can identif_ the loCatiOn
and motion of all charged particles within a Closed system we will be well on the
Way to identifying anti defining the pro_eSSeS taking place on and within the mater_al i
being Studled.
In meeting this objective it iS neceSSary to know the flux, ettergy distribution,
and Spatial distribution 0f the flood _un beam S6 all charges aPrivinl_ at the surface
under test are knowl% It iS required to have a secondary charged-_article coU_ctor
to identify and q_anti_e all cha_geS leaving the surface and-_ans o_ fnea_uring _he
ctlr_'ent diffttsing th_,ough the Surface to the substrata upon w_lich the sample ha_
been mounted. Lastly, a _apabillt_ is needed to measure that Ch_rg_ Which is re-
Siding 0n th_ SurfaCe itself.
Another impbrtanl consideration iS il_ sir_ulatlng the high pumping speed within
the closed system th(tt an exposed surface in deep space wot_Id see. Here pumping
speed is more imp0_tant than ultimate preSSure aS a material under particle bom-
bardment wiU evolve _aS resulting in a high pressure very CloSe tO th_ St_rface, At
Iocallzed pressures around 10-3 TOrt or- higher, discharge phenomena not common
to a deep space environment will occur and could result in improper concl_ions
during experimental world. These problems are alleviated 0nly throt_gh a system
with veiny high pumpin_ speed in pressure re_ions greater than 10-4 Torr, Vacion
anti vacion triode pumps cannot pump efficiently at p_eSsures _reater than 10-4 Tort
to 10"I Tor_'. Augmented diffusion pump_ on the other hand have their peak pumping
speed between 10"4 and 10-2 Tort. By placing a boOSter in the foreline of a 500-
1/sac diffuSio_ pump, its spa d earl be increased up to 2_00 1/See in th_ _ritie_tl
I _egion between 10.4 and 10"_ Tort.
2.2 i_lectrostatieDischarge(ESD)T_st Facility
Using the criteria _stablished in the pi-evious se_t|oit a system was d_signed and
built at GE. The system is shown scitematica||y iti Figure i and in the phot0graphs
ezs
of _' Ure _. The thumbed, i_ large en0u_h tO provide adequate pumping v61ume and
roo_, tO work ingide through large access ports whon placin_ and adiustlrt_ sample_
fo_' evaluation.
SibE VIEW .1 TO 30KVII Jl €J I ilACCELERATOR
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Figure 1. Functional Diagram of ESD Test Facility
At the heart of the f_tcility is the electron flood _un which is used to simulate the
space environment _vith respect to charged particle bombardment. It should be noted
that this _aeility does not make provlsiotls for ion and proton bombardment; however,
Knott 1 and others have showt_ that these do not significantly affect Spacecraft charg-
ing, stnc_ they h_ve _ lovter pr0ba_ility of striking the spacecraft. The electron
flood gun was desi/gned to simulate the electron ehvix'onme_t measured at ATs-5 as
modified by more recent data from ATS-6. The design of the gufi includes an elec-
trostatic, three-element lens to asvure uniform beam expansion ii_ th_ restricted i
space of the chamber, control grids _hich can he moduiated to simulate the measured
eiectt_on energy dlstrtbtition, _nd _ wide rahge of adjtistment in flux density.
The specimen dtagriosttc _,ssembly is mechanically the most complicated sub-
assembiy bttt it has great vel'satillty for the measurement of fundamental properties,
624
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It eonsibts of an electrically isolated rotatlflg tabl_ for holding specimens up to a
5-in, diameter. By measuring the curPerit flowing through the table the diffusion
current through the specimen may bO monitored. A non-contact surface potential
probe is mounted on a movable arm which is connected through a _ear box tO th_
rotating table. The gear ratio is such that for every rotation of the table the probe
arm is advanced in millimeter steps allowiJlg the pt'obe to tr_ck the surface of the
sample much like a tone arm tracks a record on a phonograph. This motion is
driven by adc reversible electric motor which is also coupled to a resistance corn- a.
mutator for driving one axis of art X-Y recorder. A Mo_roe model 144 probe is
used that has high resolution and is 2'elativeiy independent of probe-to-surface dis-
tance. The electronics incorporates a phase-lock loop amplifier for the reduction
of spurious/pick-up, and noise. DUring the bombardment phase of the tests this
probe Can be swung completely out oJ the way so no part of it will shadow the sample
during charging.
A secondary electron colleetor rit_ is also part of the assembly which is swung
in place around the sample during the charging phase and it is used to monitor charged
particles leaving the surface of the sample. By pulsirtg the flood gun beam it can
• also measure the secondary emission ratio of the specimen urtder test. With slight
modification this electrode may also be used to monitor surface erosion products
during chargiflg similar to the exp@rimerRs performed by Nanewicz 2 of Stanford Re-
search Institute.
3. APPROACHESTOTHE PROBLEM
: 3.1 Transpai'eatOxides
The most commonly used transparent conductive coatings are combinations of
indium and tin oxides (ITO) or indium oxide, doped with fluorine or antimony. These
coatings were first developed for heating canopies Of aircraf% transparent back
conductorsfor liqttidcrystaldisplays.
The techniquesfordepositingthese materialsontovarivdgeometries has
mushroomed over the pastfouryears, varying from vacuum vapor deposition,
chemical vapor deposition,dc sputtering,R.Fdiode sputtering,and m/tgnetronsput-
teringtechniques,
The one primary objectiveindepositingtransparentconductorsof metaII_c
oxidesisto closelycontrolthe dopingcationsor oxygen vacancies. Over oxidation
causesthe filmtobe highlyelectricallyresistive.Under oxidatlo_causes the film
to be highlymetallicor brown; the proper balatiCeof oxygen pressure durin_evapor-
ationresultsin a coatingthatistransparentand t,onductive.
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The electrical condtv,_ivity of Sp_tered ITO films decrease aS the partial pres-
sure 0f oxygen rl_es beyOt_d 1 X 10"5 as can be seen in Figure 3, Thi_ data was
taken from measurements using RF diode sputtered flitne of iTO on mi0_OSheet sub-
strafes. Recent results using magnetr0n Sputtering where the glass surface is _l
during deposition have also oUpported the ITO cOAtitl_s dependence on partial pres-
sttre of Oxygen.
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Figure 3. Resistivity of Sputtered Indium
Oxide/Tin Oxide Films
ITO and indium films were prepared on Kapton and FEP by conventional vapor
deposition from a crucible source, dC Ooaxlal sputtering and magnet1'on sputtering.
All techfiiques have been successful for I_D applications and Table 1 Shows the base
v_tHation_ in Surface _esistivities obt_,ined from tltree different techniques.
BaSed 0n measurements to date, 250 _ of ITO have measurable but no c_tt_tS-
trOphic effect on _/e chat_acteristic_ of films. Tables 2 and 3 give ele_tridal and
optical data for ITO films deposited b_, sputtering techniques on FEP and Kapton thin
film eubstrates.
Other condu_iv_ Variations of semiconductor c0ating_ are currently being co_l-
sid_red such as cadfnium Starmate and _lso variatio_s of alUh_ln_m oxide and oxides
of chat)me,
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Table 1_ Surface ResiStlVitt6_of 100 _ Films Depo.Sited_by Various
Techl_lq_es
COaxial Msgnetron In20 3 Filatne[_t
K_pton 100 K 7, 9 K 5 X 107 ]
i FEP 900 K 7.9 K 5 )< 107 1
MicroSheet COvergla_S 90 K 7.9 K 5 X 107
...... *" i
Table 2_ Electrical and ORtical Characteristics 90% In203/10%(/TO) Coated FEP
-" ,
FEP Resistance ITO (Visible)
Thickness kG/O ThickneSs, _ Transmission
• 0.002 i6 - 318 250± 50 0.91
0°_002 115 - 352 250 i 40 0. 90
0. 005 183 - 450 25-0 :_ 50 0. 87
0.002 5.16 - 21.3 500 _ 50 O.80
O, 002 9.2 - 35,3 500 :i:..50 O, 81
i: 0_002 27-48.1 500+ 50 0.8i
0.005 8.1 - 52.3 500_ 50 0.80
:- 0.005 46 - 86 ...... 900+ 50 0.77
:,- O.005 Uncoated O. 94
: , O.002 Un<:Oated O. 95
Table _. Electrie_tland OpticalCharacteristics
90% In_203/10%SnO 2 (ITO) Coated Kapton (2mid .........
ITO (Visible)
Thickriessp _ ResiStivity k_l[O Trtmsmisslon
_oo 0.45 - 0.75 _8.6
900 0.45 - 0. 75 53. 1
!
500 3 - 7 $9.4
' I 500 3 - 7 58. ?
l 25o 80 - 15o 5_).
z50 80 - 150 59. 9
Uncoatetl 1010 60.0
!.
: h:
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3.1.1 _-.-PRELIMINARY SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEMI'il
-i.'" ANALYSIS OF KAPTON AND ITO COATED KAPTON
•-_ S_rlace _haraeteristiCS Of Kaptofi and ITO eo_ted Kapt0n Were obSerVed with
_:, an electron microscope at 10, 000× (see F|_v.res 4, 5, trod 6). Figure 4 reveal/_ a
i}.:: utliform Kapton _urface with no evidence of Impe_fectiont_. Figure 6 reveals a Sur-
....I face thtkt urtderwent severe flexing (1806 bend) with subSec_ent micro_fr_eturing Of
ii: ' the film. This defect did _ot eifect the condllctivity of the film under electron beam
bombardment as will be described later.!i
)!iI"
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_.o,. Figure 4. Une0ateti Kapt0n Surface (at I0, 000×1
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3.2 ColnductiveGrids
Co_dUctlve lattLees were prepared by various teehniquee on Yapton, TeflOn.
and Mylar. A summary of the work tollows.
3.2. 1 PHOTOK-TCItlNG
General Electric's standard microcircuit photoetching techniques were used
to form grid patterns ot_ copper coated Kapton substrateS. In our first trial n
l/2-in, pattern was succesSfully obtained h_vlng a line pattern 0. (115 in. wide and
1000 J_thick. The teclmiques allow processing of line patterns as thin as 0. 001 in. _
• and thieRttesseS in the _00 to 200 _ range. The copper lattice _n Kapton film shown
in Figur_e 7 was prepared by the following process:
(1) Art worlt iS generated to produce the desired grtcl-pattern,
(2) The art WOrk is phot0-reduced to the desired dimensions
and a negative is produced,
(3) An appropriate thickness of copper is vapor deposited on
the dielectric film,
(4) Photo-reSist is deposited on the copper coating,
(5) The negative is placed over the photo-resist and is Llluminated
with ultra-,_iolet radiation,
16) The UV exposed p_ttern is placed in a developing solution and
then baked at 120°F.
(7) The developed pattern is rinsed irl atl_eous solution to remo¢e
the developed photo-reslSt leaving the desired pattern which is then:
(a) fhished with alcohol _nd dried,
(b) etched in chromic acid.
(c} rinsed with water,_and
(d) rinsed with MEK or trichloroethylene.
3.2.2 PYRAI.UX l.'Oll.
Grids on Kapton films of thicknesses greater tha_ 0. 003 in, up to 0. 015 itl. can
be photoetched from Dul'ont's Pyralux, thin foil copper clad Kapton. This material
iS formed using a process whereby the Surface of the Kapton undergoes an activation
process which permits laminatin_ the Kapton surface with copper and results in a
well adhering laminate. The_4e clads are reported to |_e used where fine lines and
spacings are required. Etched edges are shar,)¢r tha_ those resulting from thin
film etching, tlius minimlzi/l_ field emission problems resulting from feathered
edges, under el_cteoH bombtlrdtnent.
Figure 7. PhotoetchedCopper LattiCeon KaptoR ..
3.2.3 ,MESIt TMBEDMENT
The challenge to laminate fine wire mesh into FEP has been a most ct/fficult
one. Initial samples appeared to have all the proper mechanical charaCteristiCs
except aluminum wire bond disrupted dt/rin_ flexure testing. Current tests indicate
that meshes of zinc, nickel, or silver attain a Superior FEP to metal bond.
Mesh material laminated into FEI_.thus far have yielded bond strengths only up
to 2 Ib/inch.
3..2.4 SILK SCREENING TECHNIQUE_
Silkscroeningmasks withpitch#aryingfrom 3/8 tO3/4 in.have been _abri-
cared. A silverepo:;yscreeningmaterial,No, II095,manufactured by Electro-
_cience Laboratories, Penn_auke_, New J_sey, appears to be very, p_'omtSin_.
The process for silk screening is not arttielpated to present a problem, it offers
potential as a condtlctive stirface for _,ound strap connections, for mechanical
interconnectsand as a solderableStir'face,
3.3 O,_ti at_dSoiar(:ell'COverGla_ ,Modi_ii,alJon
Four coatings wei'e irivesttgated for glass modification. One was aluminO- A
_ermanoborate glass modified with oxides of zinc, lead, and lithium. Another _I
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w_._ a lithium horosilicate modified With oxide_ of lanthant/_o, tantalU_, zinc, and
cerium. The othertwo were commerci_lly availableaqUeOus pOtas_ittmgilL_ates.
The co_tingswere appliedto Pyrex gl_tsscOuponS about 0.75 in. × 0.'t_in.>t
0.010 incl,.TransmittanCe datawere obtainedon allo{the SpeCin_en_.SurfaCe
re_istivltydatawere ,_btaihedfoe allspecimerisexceptthe lithiumborosiiicate
coating.
The aluminogermanoborate and lithiumborosilieateglasseswere developed
severalyears ago under AFML ContraCtF331B-71-C-1656. The former Was desig-
nated (;F,-5973-8;the latterisGE-1TL__ BOth Were selectedfor the cut'rerltpro-
gram because oftheirvery good transmission and resistanceto beta irradiation. _"
Very fineparticles(~ 10/_}of each gla_s were suspended in isopropylalcoholarid
the slur_'was gentlypoured onto a couponof the Pyrex glassdescribedpreviously.
After sufficientime for a sedimented layerto form, the excess SlurryiS Si-
phoned off,the coatedPyrex coupon-isdriedantlthen firedat 550°C fortimes which
vary withthe composition. Usually,a time between 5 and 10 rainissufficiento
bond the glassparticlesto each other and tothe pyrex coupon. SubSequentexamina-
tionrevealedno stresseson the coatedPyrex compared tO an uncoated Pyrex
coupon.
'::KasilNo. Iand *KasilNo..B.the aqueot,s potassium silicates,are proprietary,
trademark registeredprodtlctsofthe PhiladelphiaQuartz Company. The No. 1
materi_l has a K20/SiO 2 ratio Of 1:2.5; the No. 8 material has a K20/S|O 2 ratio .t
of 1:2.1. Both silicates are commercially available as liquids Which caf_ be applied
as thin coatings by spraying, btatshing or dipping.
P_asil No. 1 and Kasil No. 6, as received from the mantffacturer, were applied
to the Pyrex coupor,s. In addffion, Kasil No. 1 was modified with 0. 5 percent CeO 2 "
and appliedto Pyrex coupons...Inallcases, the silicatecoatingswere dried at i
0 o ,10 ( for-two hours.
The transmittanceofuncoated Pyrex and each oPthe uncoated Specimens is
shown in Figure 8. Fxamination ofthisdata revealsthatinthe wavelength re,ion
of 0.3 to about I.7/_there isvery littledifferenceintransmissionbetween the
uncoated Pyrex and the silicate-coatedPyrex specimens. Inthe same rang_ Of
wavelengths,the aluminogermanoborate coatedPyrex Specimens exhibitslightly
les,_tr',_nsmiSsionthanthe controlspecimen. The lithiumborosilicatecoated !
Pyrex transmission is identical to that of the uncoated control sample throughout
the measurement spectrum, excelR for a slight absorption (diJe probably to the OH
radical)"ifabout 3.6 _t. The differenceintransmission{orthe two 5973-8 coated
sw'_'irr_eu_ is due to the difference in thickness of the coatings. One (NO. 2 spect- ,:!
r_-,-t) is 0.4 rail thick: the other {No. 3 spi_cimen) is O. 6 rail thick Which represent
a 30 p_,rt.pnt increase in coating thickness. Eleetricai resistivity data shown in
Table 4 indicates that this property is significantly reduced by all of th@ coatings !i
with the"aqueous silicatecoatingshavlhgt_,egreatesteffect.
",Ka_ili_, a +ra,lemarkof PhiladelphiaQuartz Co.
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=_ , 60 _ SPECII_IE_NO. THI_L$$
i N $ L P_RfXONLY -
'!" _ ,_ 2. 5_fN GLA_ 0.4MiLS'_ 40
_!: _: _ 3. $_7)-8gLASS f_,MIL$ 5_ 5. KASlLII *Ce02 I.OMIL$
!i_' fE .20 I 5• KASLI#6 2.6MILS
!:/ 0 t J _ I_ ! I . I I I I :
-_ O,J6 0,20 0,24 0.28 0.}2 0._ 0.40 0.70i,0 _,0 3,0 4.0 %0 6,0
-_ WA_..LF,.NGI,H- MICRONS
_ Figure 8. Transmittance of Coated and Uncoated 10-rail Pyrex Coupons
_ Table 4. Electrical ReSistivity of Frit Coated Glasses
_: Sp.eciman Coating Thickness Electrical Resistivity
-_- No. Coating (Mils) (_/O)
_ 1 None None 109
_: 2 5973-8 Glass 0.4 6.0 × 108
-_: 3 $973-8 Giss_ O.6 4.0 × 108
_: 4 K_sil No. I 0.7 3.2 × 10 6
} 5 KasilNo. I CeO9 1.0 8.0 × 106
_ KasilNo. G 2.6 6.0 × 106
-_:_ 7 ITL Glass 0.5 5.0 × 10 8
_ 4, BASELINEDATA: RESULTSOF SCREENINGTESTS
_.
_' Th_ initial pha_e of thi_ progr, am was concerned wRh establishln_ the per-
_! fOrmance level Of some typical Spbcecra_t materials. The simulated spaee tests
_, wer_ conducted in the _actlity described previously. These tests established the
onset of discharging fOP th_ four matez'ials listed in Table 5 at a Curreftt density of
,i' 30 nAI cm 2. The polrit Of discharge was determined visually in a darkened room.
'_ The q_alltative data eoilected i_ typified in the pl_otograph of Figure 9, which shows
='_ areirig alOt_g the edges of the 1 × 1 in. tiles in the OSR mosaic.
i .
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Table 5, Summary at StaticChat'ging Screoning Tests at 3(]nA Icm 2
Material t)nset of Discharging, kV
Kapt0n, _ rail - back surface aluminized 12 - 15
FEP TeNon, 5 rail - back surface silvered 20
optical Solar Reflecting (()SII) coating mosaic 12
Solar Array Composite, 0211 mlcroSheet over 12
2 × 2 em cells
Figure 9. Areingon anOSR MoSaic Under' 15 kV- 30 rtA/cm2 Electron Bombardment
5. STATIC CIIARGETESTING
5.i btlroductiml -
Polymer materials were subjected.to electron beam bombardment in the facility
described pr_viousiy. H_'sultsof the simulated environmental t_stina, which is
performed in a vacuum of less than I0"6 Tort. are _iven in Table 5. Parameters
normally measured during electron bombardn=ent include: Primary beam current
t (Ip), surface leakag_ curreni (IR), anti backl)late leakage {through the sanlple)
curi-ent (ILL The primary beam current as measured is the sum of _he t;ther
currents, that is,
Ip-- l_ * |R * IL'
b
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5.9` Mylar
As shown in _lgu_'e 10 for _ rnil thick Mylar there iS r_otrtdicatton 0f any chard-
ink be;ow 2 kV. Above _ RV the drop in IS/I P indicates that the secondary ctnisston
coefficient iS leS tha_ olle CaUBtttEta net buildup in negative charge. With the in-
crease in sue'lace charge the surface leakage c_rrer_t ratio IR/[ P increases. For
beam accelerations above t2 kV Charge penetration is sutticient in combination with
the space charge tields or trapped charges in the dielectric to cause conductivity.
This conductivity iS referred to aS electron bombardment induced conductivity. Dis-
Charge fig arid electroluminescence results trom this tendency ot the dielectric to
hold _t space charge. ThroUghout the 2 to 25 kV range the dominant electron loss
from Mylar iS by secondary electron emiSSion.
Figures 11 through 14 are photo micrographS of a Mylar Surface aftez' 25 mln
o_ electron bombardment at 30 kV, 30 nA/cn_ 2. Damage iS manifested as tracking
and treeing. Table 7 _ummarizes the data t'or Figures 11 to 14.
0. ' iR.ip
0 _L _t_ _ _ _ _ I%llp
U
0
i,I
N Ip - PRIMARY BEAM CURRENT
IR - SURFACE .EAI_AGE CURRENT!
(¢ I I__,. UNCOMFIIEN,'3ATED _CC_IDARYO ELECTRON COL.LECTOR (_EC; CURRENT
IL - BACKPLATE CURRENT
-t MYLAR 3 MILS
SA_._PLE r40 24
I tO0 tO00 I0 000 tO(:, (_C_I_, ACCELERATION POTENTIAL. VOLT_
Figure 10. Charging Characteristic_ ot l_iyiar Film (3 mils) at _0 nA/cm 2
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Table 7, Data Summary for Figures 11 Through 14
i i
Sample Sam pie Sam pie Sam pie
No. 1 No. 2A/B No. 3 No. 4
Material Mylar Mylar Mylar Mylar
Thickness 0.003 in. 0. 003 in. 0 003 in. 0.003 in.
Exposure Room Electron FlOctron Electron
Illumination Beam Beam Beam
Voltage --- 30 keV 30 keV ._0keV
Current --- 30 nA/cm 2 30 nA/cm 2 30 nAlcm 2 _.
Magnification 200X 100X 300X - 400X
Inclusion_ -0.0001 in. Present Present Present
Microscope Dark Field Plain Plain Plain
lUumitlation Polarized Polarized Polarized
Aluminum back None Yes Yes Yes
.-, (notbonded)
Side Viewed --- Electron Electron Electron
Bombarded Bombarded Bombarded
No visualevidence ofelectricdischargescouldbe seen ¢at50X magnification)
on the Mylar. However, athighermagnificationbrick pattern-treelngisevident,
as illustratedby the photographs.
Brick patterntreeing,causedby electronbeam irradiationetching,increases
the surfaceenergy ofthe Mylar by breakingbonds atand withina few microns of
the s,_rfaee.With respectto the trt_eingpattern,internalor frozen-instresses may
resultfrom molecular orientatibnor from thermal stressesattributableto rapid
coollngot the polymer. The intensityofthe crazingincreaseswith exposure time
to electrons.
Apparently,large {micron size)slrueturcsOf500 to 1000_ diameter spheres
developinthe dielectricduringthefabricationprocess,and tieinrows alongthestretch
directionofthe polymer fibers. They representth_ distributionof highlyorganized
strain,due (o fabricationstresses. The spheres, spatiallyordered over a long
period,are composed ofhighlyordered molecular groups (aridcrystallites)which
may move as rheologlcalidentities.The treepattel-nswhich developover the
strainpatternare due to surfaceelectVicdisctmrgesatthe patterns. Correlation
of physical proprieties (for example, % elongation, tenacity, .tear, modu|us) with
structural size of brick pattern is apparently indicated,, especially in the brick Size
: of 1 _o 100 _t. Strain distribution is an important parameter with respect to physical
"- propertieS.
Laminar structuremay alsoarise instretchedpolymers due possibletoanisoo
tropicheattransferduringfabricationby anisotropicstructure'-introducedinto
640 _
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the l_olymer. The regularity displayed by these structures indicates that the applied
stx'ess has bee_ f_irly uniform. I_ essence then,, the parallel stretch direction
lines and brick structure (utllike a grid Structure, since the peVpet_dicttlar lines,
originating f_om parallel lineS, do not generally cross adjacent ,'arallel line_)
are etched into one-wt_y stretched polymer films. The number of tines are depen-
dent upon the polymer history. In contrast, the two -way stt-etched polymer film
etchings reveal lameilatecornpositiorL each layer having brick wall-like StrUcture.
Micron size bricks are apparently composed of spheres or groups of molecules of
about 700 J_, aligned to a moderate extent. The electric discharge trees traverse _.
paths of least resistance alol_g the various higher energy Strain trajectories of the
brick pattern and to a lesser degree over the surfaces of the polymer. Some die
lines also appear-on the Mylar film along which the electric discharges traversed.
Mylar is not a commor_ly used external.spacecraR material because of its sen-
sitivity to the radiation components of the natural sl_ace environment which cause
:- catastrophic degradation in its physical propertieS. The reSultS of this investiga-
tion show that it is not suitable for use in a high electron flux environment, parti-
_ cularly when exposed directly to electron bombardment. However, its use in multi-
: layer insulation(MLl/bl_tnketS)iSacceptablewhere protectedby a comer layerofa
protectivematerialsuch as Kapton or Teflonor any othermaterial which willshield
itfrom directexposure.
5.3 in203/Sn02 (ITO) Cot_ling
Figures 15, 16, and i_ _how the effectsofthe ITO Semiconductor coatingon the
current/voltagecharacterlSt!.csa:polymeric films. For bothKapton and Teflon
__ SubStrateSthe secondary emission coefficientisgreaterthan 1 for accelerating
potentialsbelow 4 kV. The alumini_.edbacking shows no effecton the characteris-
ticcurves. The similaritybetween the curves forbothKapton and Teflonindicate
; the dominant effect of the semiconductor film with little effect on the crossover point
/ between IR and IS forthe two dielectricS.The risein _urfaceleakagecurretttilt-
dicateslow charge buildupon the surfaceofthe dielectrics.
Micrographs ofITO (250_ )coatedFEP Teflonafterelectronbeam irradiation
are Shown inFigure 18b indicating"electron-etched"crackingand crazing. These
crate-cracks (dueto largeappliedarlisotropiCstressor tensileforce)run along
parallel direction of stretch lines to which the .material was subject (that is, longi-
" I tudinaidrawing or ptillingand radialblowing),as is evidenceby the micrOgraph ot!-_ i
the tinexp0sddsp_cecraR material (Figure 18a)and lessevidentoutsidethe electt'on
.- beam irradiation area (Fig_ire 18c}. The stretch lines correspond to tile dit_ection
of mOlectliar orientattoa, preferentially, st_ce the polymer undet" the coating has
less sti'efigth l_erp_ndicular to the oirection of ot_ientatioh. Crystalll_ation occurs
• _tiongtheseorLented ,olecules.
L-.
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Figure 15. Charging Characteristics for ITO Coated Kapton Film at 30 nA/cm 2
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Figure 17. Charging Characterigtics for ITO Coated FF.P Film at 30 nA/cm 2
Withintheseimperfeetlottsand v_)Idsintrappedgas is iOl_izedby electronbeam
charging. Local temperatures rise,Chemical reactionsOccur and Stressis created,
as inthe case bf chemical Or vapor etching.
Intensity of crazing riSes with eXpoSure time to the electron irradiation. Craz-
ing of polymers appat_ently iS related to domain structure of the polymer (that is.
definite homogenous regiOnS surrounded by others of like kind with boundaries be-
tween them}. More craze lines form whenever the stretching Occurred without
lateral restraint than if the stretching oCCurred wlth lateral restraint for the same
stretcliing ratio.
in e_senCe, crack-crazing in polyn_ers is Associated with lat-ge micron size
regular str_ctui-es0 which in general occur in anisotropically stretched (or uniform
applied stressed) films. This StrUctut_e is inherent in the tillfl dtirin_ tlie fltbrica-
lion tlierefOre a distribution of strain i_ prOduCed by [abrication stress,
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Fi_,ure 18c. FEP/ITO After Electron Irradiation
Near the Edge of the Sample Outside the Primary
Beam ProjeCtion Area
2"he z:,icron size structure of "spheres" (500 to ._000 J_) denotes distribution of
strain, due to fabrication stress, q:hes_ "spheres" are highly ordered molecular
_roups aml they .h_ove as theological _roups. The internal stresses may result
fron, mnle,-ular orientation or from _h_rmal stresses clue to rapid coolin_ of the
polymer. In the ease of single way stretch |n fairly evenly spaced lon_ parallel lines
• nf unifomn w;dth (for example, to 7_ ) etched into the surface along the stretch path,
I +he .lensity of the lines (for example, number of lines per unit lent.,th) is apparently
_,roportional to the stretch ratio, whereas the line _'idth iS proportional to the
itwr.r_e nf this ,_tretch ratio.
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5.4 Copper Grids
FiGures 19 to 23 represent the ehara_terist|c curves for_ Teflon and Kapton sub-
strates of vaz'iOuS thickneSS with copper grids applied by a photoetching process.
All of these curves show the same general behavior betweerl 1 kV and 10 kV. A_ in
the Mylar substrate the iowvalue of IR/I P ir_dicates a net charge buildup on the sur-
face. Above 10 kV the penetration depth and charge buildup reSultS in an increase
ifithe electron bombardtnent conductivity. An anomoloUs behavior was observed .b-._
in the 5-railsample of Teflon, plain and aluminized, with the copper grid below
I kV when the secondary current indicated a current ratio _reater than 1 (Figure 20).
Comparison ot the voltage-current characteristics of 2-rni!Teflon (Figure 19) J
with 5-rail material (Figure 23) Shows that the resistance of FEP ihcreases with ]
increased thickneSS. The relatively rapid rise ofbackplate leakage (through the 1
sample) current,..IL, beyorid 10 kV and the associated surface-currents, IR, indi- I
cates the presence of micropores in the 2-railthick film, some of which reach the I
backplate, as indicated by Malter avalartche emission_ from these sites. Thi_ ac- 1
counts for point emission distributionover the electrOn irradiated surface a._a con-
sequence ofthe associated spreading potential, i
F )_ x xX
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Figure 19, Char_in_ Characteristics for 2-rail FEP With Photoetched Copper Grid
at 30 nA/cm 2
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Aside frcS_ the fore_hinR Ma[tel" avat,_nche emission, discharge breakdown in
micropores or occluded u_.q in the Teflon can result :n cavity ioni_ation and thermal
breakdown prior to intrinsic breakdown. This would accotlnt for somB observed
intermittent sparkih_ observed. The r:_o(ie_tte (iecre_sing sttr_tce [e_kage current,
lR. beyond their respt_ctive pe_ks fop both *.he 2- and 5-m{1 materials indicates that
the residtla[ gas surf- _ ,lisehar_e threshold for the reduced charge (that is, ratio
of surface char_P to dielectric constant) as a function of dielectric resistivity has
n_t beeh attained fn_ th@ thicker filn_ within the applied primary electron beam
erlergy of 10 to >_ 20 kV: whereaS, it apparently did occur for the 2-rail material
beRirlntn_ about 15 kV. E_aminln_ the 2-rail Teflon at 10× ma_niflcatlon revealed
that for the region displayin_ copious sparking, Jevidet_ce of gaps in the copper grid
occurred (Figure 24). Some filaments had.as many as six very small Raps (order
of a tenth of a millimeter) in one filament within the grid patch (that is, 12 in. ).
Some _rid filaments had Raps on the order of millimeters wide, wit_l no evidence of
prior bOttdihg ir_ tho_e gap_.
Figure 24. FEP Teflon
(2-rail)Shov,lng Discontinu-
ities(As a Result of Electron
,,_,,_ :__, _:_, Bombardment) irlthe Photo-
._tcheJCopper Grid Along
Extrusion Lines in the
Polymer
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Tho unsati_ffactory pet_formapce of this pat'ticu|ar copper g_lddedT_l_|on is
:,_lribute,I tn the mumerous and small gaps in too many fitatnents c_ the grid. Uni°
fr, r._.ity of bondin_ is suspect, since neJ evidence of bonding occurs in the larger
(.,_e-.oral millimeters} wide gaps. The copper _ilaments themselves have clean diS-
$
_" tinct e,h,,es,, with no raggedness, and of utliforrn, constant width. By electl'ically
i_J:,rea._ing the surface energy of the Teflon, substantially improved bondin_ and
ab_em'e of filament gaps is anticipated. Therefore, copper grid bond TeflOn war-
rants imprc_ved processing and re-test. _*
Throughout the range of primary electron beam voltage, Vp, (> 200 to ", 20 kV),
the dominant electron • loss from 5-mil FEP is by secondary electron emission aS
indicated by its IS .
The surface leakage current, IR, is relatively dominant, with respect to the
backplate leakage current,. TL, from 850 V to 10 kV, whereas beyond this voltage
(- 12.5 kV) the backplate leakage current, I L, -sSu_es relative dominance over the
, surface leakage current, [R.
The backplate leakage current, IL, is relatively negligible, fr_)m about 200 V
to about 10 kV and then rises abruptly approaching 15 kV. Near 30 kV, meters
indicated electric dischaPging to be occurring at relatively frequent intervals {that
is, 1 per 20 see),. However, actual electric dlScharglng could not be Seen bn the
sar_pie in spite of s_veral small (that iS, << 1/10 ram) and a few Subst_ntihlly Larger
{that is, several ram) _aps in the copper grid filarnents which were fourid during the
post test microscopic examination.
5.5 Silk Scrce. Grid on Kaptoa
- A net charge buildup is observed (_ee Figure 25) for accelerating i_tentials
above 1 kV for l-rail Kapion with a silk screen silver grid. Above 4 kV the suP-
face leakage shows a decrease along with a faster decline in the secOridary electron
-_ ,m,i._._ion. Above l0 kV the predbminant charge movemelqt iS by EBC indicating
si_nifi¢,ant !,enetration into the dielectric substrate and large chax'ge buildup on the
,,. sllr f_-I ce.
• The superior perfl,rmance ot the silk screened.KalRon iS evident from its
_ v_ltat_,e-current _.haracteristics with respect to the substantial secondary electron
e_,i_sion (51-:l.:1 yield and backplate leakag_ current. In contt-aSt, tee stirface leakage
= I : I-(, bond breakin_ by electron irradiation or displacing stt_tici@tit l_"s by O'S via
,, icrowave discharge, the surface energy ofTeflon canbe increased from i02_ 4 _
(,_ur:_l) to 6.__ _ 8° contact angle With a _atei _ vapor microwave discharge. The
surrm.e fr_,e energy, l<so, o[ th_ dielectric relative tO vactiUm is related to rite
" _,qni!ibriun_ ,,_.mt'act an_le. O, by proportion: Ego =[t(l * cos 8) + rr_]2. The
--_/ :: axi_,_um r_wersiblt, work of adhesion, Wa, of the two solid sdrftices, S|, S 2, in
,',,ntart. !s rcla?ed to the contact angle, 0, by the proportioh: Wa = (l * cos 0).
omphasizin_ ,rely the contact an_le among oilier intentionally undefined and omitted
v',_riablv.q, for the interim
:.
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Figure 25. Char_in_ CharaCteriStics tot KaptOh i_tlm (3-mid With _ilksereet_eti
Copper Grid
current, IR, although initially large, subsequently decreases rapidly, due to the
rapid rise in backplate leakage cttrrent beyond 4 kV primary electron beam energy.
Up to the latter voltage, the domin_mt electrOh Current loSS from this material :s
due to SEiE current, IS; and to a minor degree, surface leak&ge cut_-_nt, IFt, _v'tile
the backplatecurrent,IL rein&triednegligible.HOwever', beyond a primary el_c-
ti'onbeam energy of4 kV. the dominance otbackplateleakagecurre_Ito|L" rapidly
asserts itself. While the SI_I_ current, I_, relatively rapidly decreases, the back-
plateleakagecurretR, TL, becomes substantiallydorfiihantbeyond 8 _V with_'e-
spectto the SEE current, Is, and SttrtaceleakaRecurPentolR,
Examihation of the silver-grid bonded K/tpton (at 10X magnification) _eveals
that the filaments o_ the grid are of _ately uniform width and deposition. They are
uniformly v)eil bonded to the Kapton. However, there _re some regions ot silver
scarcity in that localized potions ot some filament_ have extremely thin (- 1/I0
width of filamerit) stl_,er brid_es connecting them, defects Which must be remedied
to obtain opttmum performarice. The Surface of tii@ silver filaments are relatively
rough, though apparently this disadvantage does _iot caus_ localized disclisrges.
Die marks are evident on the central eegtons o_ th_ Kal_tOn Windows _f the grid (d_@
I t i I t i ', !
to pt'oc_ssin_.Howev,:_,e|eetz'onirradiatione_ehin_ofthe gapton (bondbreaking;
isnot obviousat I00×and 400× magnification(Figure26}. That is.no parallel
single- not' dotlble-way stt'otch (stre_s) patterns, r,or brick-stress pattern is evi-
detR. This is apparently attributed to the charge dissipative ability of the Rrtd in
conjunction with significant c|ect_on bombat-dment induced conductivity in the
Kapton0 between the grid filaments° a_ _vcil txs _he substantially lower resistance
of the thin (1-miD Kapton.
qb '
Figure 26. Kapton
Film (l-rail) With
Silk Screened Silver
a. (I00 X) Grid Filament Grid After Electron
Bombardment
b. (400 ×} k_.pton
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_=,-._ T-_ere we_'e no measUreable di_ch_t'ges for this ma_,_rial dut'ing _leetron
_ _ botnbardmentcraftthermal blanketthP0ughp.pplteatton.25kV and is apparbntly a satisfactory pt'osp0ct for spgeo-
i, l, 6. CONCLUSIONS
i
_, MlXtures of indium and tin oxides (90/10) reduce the surface resistivity of
ii_y!i' polymeric tiltrm sufficiently to control static charge buildup in simulated onviron-i=_ _i mental tests. In this study a film thickness ot only 250 _ was sufficient to attain
i o !i_ a resistance in the I06 ohm-era range without significantlyPeducin_ the visible
i " i_ tHtnSpkrency of FEP Teflon. No discharging occurred under electron bombard-
-3: 'i
o! meat tO _5 kV with an associated current density as.nigh : q 30 nA/cm 2. The
additional data tleeded to qualify this matex*ial for spacecraR use is that which will
_' _ Show reasonable sUxbllltyi:tthe spa_e enviro_x_en_,and resistance to damage by
_i_'i! flexing the coated film.
_. _
°_i,' Orl the ftPstcondition itiS hypothesized that only slight discoloration of the
_,___ ITO wlll occur under space UV and electron irradiationbecause of the thinness of
_i:. the coating required (f.250 _) to obtain the conductivity to spread out the charge
_._._ arising from solar substormS. This hypothesis isbased on data taken On ITO
_::_: coated OSR'S produced by OCLI and Lincoln LabOratory in the GE Combined Effects
; 1 Chttmber in 1975 fo_ the AFML SpOnSored Thermal ContrOl Coating Development
?_i Program. 3 A _°S of 0.01 was r_lated to ITO coatingduHn_ a EUVS exposure. The
i_ reason tot the _iight effect of the degrading |TO on the per_ormanc_ of the solar
reflecting mit'ror iS that the e_tnction coefficient is not only a function o_ the amount
of light that is absorbed in the ITO, but Mso its thickness. A long term exposure
to UV and low energy (few eV) particles (electrons and protons) which are deposited
,_.. primarily in the conductive coating and FEP or disruption of the FEP surface during
i(: coatin_ deposition will thereby reduce performance of the pc,lymer under irradiation.
TheSe effects should be minimal u_in_ MagnetrOn eqtdpment to deposit coatings be-
,'_, cause ot the very low temperature rise which occur_ during the deposition process.
_? Cracking or crazin_ of ITO films during tlexlng of tht polymer substrate may
" Or may not affectstaticcharg_ co_trOl performance. Preliminary.data indicates
that this Will not be a problem. Mter0crackS in aft ITO coated Kapton film Were
observed (under a microscope) aRer vigorous flexingot the film. However. th_
I s;tmple Shov,ed no discharges, and in fact, performed as well as an xlnfiexedspeci-
;°:i': | men tO 30 kV, 30 RA/cm 2.
Once th_se peter,t/at pi.oblem areas have been cleared, ITO can conveniently be
_. deposited in quantifier'large encugh for spacecraR systetns using conventional
, rail-ec_tttrig equipment.
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Our pC_lt_nl_ary evaluations thdieate tha_ conductive _fids fof_n_d by phnto-
etchirlg et_pper or silk-scfeO_|._ silver fl|led _aint on Kaptan _o be effective in
contro|li.g dischargiag to 25 kV and 30 rJA/cm 2, A squaPe l/2-in, etid pattern
was used baaed on an analysis recently completed for AFML. 40p{Imlzatinn nf the
grld pitch can be done empirically. However, this item does not appear in be
critical from a passive temperature cotltrol point of view because Kapton Is not
u_ed for control of criiical surfaces and in using 0. Ol5-in. wide filmanets only
8 percent Of the Kap!on SUrfaco is covered by the _ld. ,,..
Very poor performance was obtained from FEP T@flon with copper grids be-
cause of poor bonding of the grid to the polymeric film. A remedy to this situation
is not apparent, because bonding can oa|y be improved by etching the FEP surface
and thishas proven to significantlydisruptthe UV stabilityofthe FEP. Aiter-
natively,heatsealinga wire gridintothe Teflonsurfaceisanotherapproach, but
ittoo isexpectedto affectthe stabilityofthe FEP filmin radiationenvironments.
This is a cause for concez_nbecause backsurfacemetallizedFEP isused forpassive
temperature controlof criticalsurfaceswhere even minor changes insolar absorp-
: tance produce unwanted temperature increases.
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Abstract
High purity silica fabrics have been prOposed for use aS a material to control
the effects Of elec'.ro_tatic charging of satellites at synchru,,ous altitutles. TheSe
materials have exhibited very quiet behavior when placed in Simulated charging
" environments aS opposed to other dielectrics used for passive thermal control which
exhibit varying deSreeS of electrical arcing. Secondary emission co_du_ivity iS
proposer1 as a mechaniStS for this superior beh_,vto_,.
f Design of experiments to measure this phenomena and data taken in GE research
acilittes on silic_ fabrics are discussed as they relate tO electrostatic discharge
(ESD) contrOl on _eoSynchronous orbit spaeecrMt. Studies include the apparent.,
change in resistivity Of the material as a function t)f the electron beam et_ergy, flux
intensity, and the effect of varyir_ electric fields irflpressed acrOsS the material
under test.
,?
(
," 1. INTaOI)UCTION
_',' While tht_,tempei'ature Of a Satellite can be adjUStetl throuBh the use Of actl_'e
_ and semi_tlve devices such as louvers dnd hest plpes, the therth_l designer relies
_' *-This _ork _aS supported by the Air Fo_.ce l_iatertai_ LabOratory under Conteact
i! No. F336i5-C-75-5267.i_
i.
),
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h_avily on passive techniqueS. Het'e the arhotmt of heat into a spacecraft by i4_ei-
, dent sol;_r illUminattOtl and tl_e a_buftt radiated or rez'adlatefi at infrared Wave-
i_ lcn_hts is ndjusted by selectin_ eXternal materials and coatings with appropriate
il ref.lec'tances, absorp_anceS, and emitthnceS. Because this passive temperature
i control _uh_ystem comprises the entit-e outer shell of a satellite, it must bear
directly the brunt of the indtgon0uS space environment. At ge0Synchr0n0us alti-
' tudcs this includes the electron plasma whiclt can prodttce static charge buildup
l with the attendant problems of electrical arcing and-discharging.
The r_ost critical elements in a spacecraft passive temperature control sub-
_ystem are the white, high emittance coating_ ttsed not only to reflect a major
I _-_z.tio_ of incident _olar energy, but also to diSSipate internally generated heat.liistorically, white paints employing zinc or titanium oxides have been used. How-
ever, these have been shown tO degrade rapidly by discoloration under solar ultra-
i" violet illumination. The degradation is manifested by a decrease in the amount of
i: incident solar energy that is reflected, WhiCh results in increased surf_tceanctSub-sequent equilibrium t_mperatu because the energy which iS not reflec ed is ab.....
[_ ._orhedl-vthe coating.
Solar reflecting coatings derived from fabrics produced from high purity _lillca
_,_i(_2)yarn such as those available under the J.P. Stevens Company's AStrOquartZ i
trademark have been shown to be eXtremely stable tO the damaging rv[diatiOncora-
l i
, • =
pom_nts of ,_pace. The high radiation s_abthty which iS typical Ot high purity SiO_
i,_,lerivedfz'_m the fabric by merely removin_ the siting Or finisllpieced on _lie i
v_t'nto facilitateweaving by baking in air at tempei'atures inthe 800 to I000°C
r'_nt_e.The solar reflectance of the processed fabric iS in excess of 0.82 whileits
!_d:-'pherical emittanee is 0.82 at 0°C. A tctailoss in reflectance of only 0.03 is
_".-,erie_ce,lafter Ion_ term exposme to solar ultravioletradiation.
To obtain high solar reflecting, high _mittanC_ characteristicS, only dielectric
,,;,_terialscan be used. These of course will s_pport staticcharge buildtlpat
e_osynchronous orbit. Electrically conducting materials in many inStanceS exhibit
hi_,hrefleCtances to solar energy, but without exceptio,have low thermal emittanceS
--'hichviolatethe requirements for solar reflecting cOatil_gapplicationS.
At the onset of this study itwas planned to investigate modifications o_ the
strictlydielectric characteristics of silicafabric by interweaving occasional con-
,h_ctiVe yarns, such as alumlni_m or stainless steel, Within the material. These
would provid_ paths foi- the drainage of static cliai'ge as it develops iri ge_synch_o-
nou_ orbit missions. Conductor spacings were to be Close enough to effect redi_c-
tio_ of large surface gradients.
Although the experimental plan called for fal;/-ication o_ siit ca/m_tal yarn
_ interweaves, b_sellne data collected inl{iaiiy for silica fabric Rself showed that
_' the fabric did not suppoi't charge buildup under electron b@am bombardment at
?:' 656
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energies to _t least 30 kev with associated cut_ettt denSitieS 14texcess of 30 nA/cm 2.
This seeme_ to be anomalous in view of the high resistivity of Silica which iS in
: excess of 1017 ohm/m at ambient cOnditiol_s. This study, then, was undertaken to
• explain the unusual behavior exhibited by Silica fabric under bOmbard_erit by highly
energetic electron heaths designed to simUl_te conditions found at geOsynchronOus
i altitudes.
: 2. REt_IEWOF THE SECONDARYEMISSIONPROCESS
Behaviol- of Silica fabrics in a Simulated plasma charging environment indi-
cated that the secondary electron emiSSion (SEE) process would be the overritling
consideration in the absence Of photoelectric effect due to solar illumination._ Solar
iUumination, of course, wiU not play an important role in neutrali_ing static charge
buildup during that time a geosynchronouS SpaCecraft iS in umbra which has been
shown.to be the most probable time for anomalous events. 2. KnOtt3 has also shown
the importance of SEE in the equilibrium p_-ocess for non,:luminated Spacecraft.
Experimental dataon the secondary emission ofmaterialsyieldthe charaeteris-
tlcallyshaped curve inFigure 1 which iS common to most substances. This curve
relatesthe secondary emission _atio(0)tothe energy of thebombarding primaries
(Ep). Fo_" m6st metals and graphite. 0 dOeS not exceed 1; however, a Slight Oxide
l&ye_" on s metal can produce a much higher value for 6.
.c !
I I Ii
o I I ]
El EM _'2
Ep
I'tgure 1. Characteristic Secondary EmiSsion
Curve fOP Most Materials
The primary featu#eS Ot interest in this cha_'aeterl_tic are: E I. the fil'st
_ crossover, E2, the r_e_ond crossover, F'M' the primar3r energy Of rhaximurii 6,
o"_, 8 M, the maximum secondary emission ratio, _rid the c_,ss-h_tclied area v_here
_i!ii the secondary etitissiofl ratio Is g_eater thaft 1. A Simplified eXpla_lation for the
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shape ¢_f the cu_'ve wot_ld he that the secondary emission ratio inCreaseS with |n-
creasinB pt-imary energy. HoWever, these _ecOndarieS are generated M0rlg the
path Of the _rtmary electron as it penetrates into the crystal lattice of the material
and the SeCondarieS must then diffuse to the surface where they cart be emitted as
a free secondary electron. AsSociated with this diffusion is a diffuSiOn probability
that is a decreasln_ function of path length. At the point EM in the characteristic,
0(Ep) becomes dominated by the decreasing diffusion probability and, hence, passes
through a maximum. This, of course, has been more rigorouSLy treattd by many ,._:
authors. The SternglasS approximation discuSSed by Dekker 4 is most frequently
cited.- HiS approximation for this function is semi-empirical and considers electron
shell structure of materials aS related to atomic number. This• approximation has
been shown to correlate well with experimental data when corrected for back-
: scattered electron_.
The major shOrtComing of the SternglaSs approximation iS that it does not
confider.nora-normal incidence primaries. AgaiL Dekker,4 in interpreting efforts
by Braining, has shown that Ù(Ep) iS a strong function of the primary in_iderlce attgle
with an approximate 1/cos _ dependence. This dependence has the effect of both
increasing 6M and shifting E2 towards the higher" energy primaries thus increasing
the crosS-hatched area Shown in Figure 1. From this _nd consideration of the sur-
face geometry in gili_a fabric, which has the fOllOwing chaP_cteristic numbers for
normal incidence p_ima_ieS
5ma x = 2.1 to 2.9
Ema x = 400 to 440eV
E 1 = 30 to 50 eV
E 2 = 2.3 keV
it can be concluded that Secondary emission cOndUctivity _an effectively reduce
differential charging in the electron bombardment environment found at geosyn-
ch_onOus orbit.
3..¢ECONDARY EMISSIONCONDUCTIVITY
Secondary EmiSsion Cot_ductt_rity (SEC) is a well known proce_a, used primarily
in image processing vacuum tubes such as the SEC VidieOn TV camera tube. S]_C
target_ used in these tubes are s0_ewhat diffe_6_ th&n allic& fabric; however, they
have in common an inorganic dielectric matrix mixed with continuous voids of free
s_ace. G_nerally Speaking, inorganic dielectrics have secondary etniSaiort _-attos
greater than 1. Silica, _or exarhple, i_tins _to_ 2 to 3 for no_'mal incidence p,'i-
marieS. This ratio can go much higher for non-normal add grazitig incidt_nce. As
will be shown later, this iflcreaa_ in the peak _econdary emission ratio (0M) and _
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L_ Sh4ft of the SeCond cross-over _owatMs higher energy primarie_ for_ n_n-no_mal
i' Incidence primaries cOnt_tbute_ to the enhancement of SEC in _ilica tabt-ie_. ItOth
_i: o_ these Shifts may be viewed as in increase in that area of the se ondary emission
_ii curve _¢hich lies above the 8 = 1 line, Figure 2 illustrates the SEC process as re-
_i: lated to It qgartZ fiber yarn fabric.
b_
i 1 I _.
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:_: FigUre 2. The SEC Process as Related to a Qua_z
_ Fiber Yarn Fabric
Z;_ Because secondary eleCtronS gerterated have energies less than I0 eV and
o'i' therefore have a longer mean life time as Compared _o prlmat_tes given the same
_t" mean.free path, the SEC process, (Figure 21, cOntinue_ until free electrons exist
or,
_ in all the inter-fiber voltis. This mean free p_th iS, Of course, a mechanical pro-
._. perry Of the dielecti-ie matrix and is therefore the same f_r both Secondaries and
=_' primaries,
=/ A typical silica fabric ct, t_talns 10-_t diameter filaments. Approximately 250
filaments are contained in a yarn _trand and 16 strands or more are used to pPoduce
_i): a _eavlng yat_i_. There are nominally 60 weaving yards per lifleal itlch Of fabric
_:' So each ebntalng al_oSt a quarter of a miiliod filamentS. From thi_. it Is evident
_>i that ;here ill an extremely large surface to volume ratio associated with silica
fabrl_ which I_ an eSSential Criteria for S_..C effect. Secondary electron emission
being primarily a surface effect is the contrlbutin_ factor responsible fo_ this sur-
:_, _aee to a volu_e ratio d_pend_nce.
::!_ Seeondarles may then be thought of aS a ciodd Of free char_es within the dlelec-
"_' trie matrix add il_ the presence Of an electric field will migrate through the matrix
;°,'_',. 659
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In the dlrect|on of that field much in the sarde manner as Charge _arrlers move
through a coddudtor. If the field iS caused by a differential charge residing on the
dielectric, conducti_,Ity will dontiflue until the differential charge is netltrali_.ed attd
the E field dissipated.
The SEC effect Should not be confused With electron bombardment lhduced con-
ductivity (ERIC), a Somewhat related phenomena exhibited in dielectric solids.
since the EBIC effect is not a surfade process aS is SEC. Both pr6ceSses require
eleCtr6n bombardment and _n external electric field to cause the generated sec-
ondaries tO drift producing a conduction current through the material. In the EBIC
_! process the internal secondaries drift i_ the conduction band of the solid, while in
the SEC process secofldaries are "emitted" and move under the influence of the '_'5
field through the vacuum space in the pores ot a lOW density dielectric.
4. CHARGE DENSITY AMPLIFICATION
Several questions maj :.rise i_rom the diScusSion sO far. What iS the population
density of the free electrOnS in the f_bric? And since the fabric behaves liRe a
conductor in a charge bombardment environment, will it attenuate the propagation
of electromagnetic radiation? These questions are related since electromagnetic
: wave propagation is affected by the presence of a plasma medium. Subsequently it
will be shovtn that the free electron density in the fabric is levy enough to have
;_' negligible effect ofl wave propagation at co_municatlons fr_qtiencleS. Thlq wili be
_(o_ a not_-rlgorOUs analySiS of the free electron popular, iOn/cOncentration wlthinthe fabric. -
_'i_o The tht,ee controlling factors of this phenomena "I_'_.4!. ,_ ,_ are, as discussed i previous section : the
;_:_. ._// fi_ed mean free path independent of velocity;
....... the low veloctty of secondary electronS; and
:o,_:. the high secondary emiSstrn r_ttiO of the fused
! silica enl_anced by non-normal incidence of
_:_ the primary beam.
_,. Consi_ler a finite volume it1 space Of cubic
_Y °_:)i dimensiOnS (d} _ubject to an electron flint.
"_:;" The average charge dertsity(ol inside
_' this volume will be proportional to the time It) that art elect_'ort is within its
=_ ,_:: bOUndaries. Since
o,
J
t = T_'
°,,°:i"
j :i: and since
o::. {7 _ t,
._o_, 6_0
o@ _:
- ,o i"
° _,i
....o ,,,(:':
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_! ,. the charge density is |nve=aely propo_tional tO the ele_trOfi #eloelty. If an electron
!4 were tb slo_v down frot_ Vp to Vs, there wo_id be a re_t_nt lne_eade ih chal, ge
i ':, d_sity (AO) whleh w@uld be proportional to the velocity ratio
r-,,- V
; S
i _ The velocity of an electron is proportional to the square root of its energy and
i ,{
i3',_ by _onVention the velocity Of an electron iS usually referred tO by its energy, there-
_'_ _ fore _'L,
14'
--# ';
F_'_. The Charge density can al_o be increaSed.by increasing the electron fluX which
_,, esSentially occurs _ith the secondary emission process concurrently with a velocity
-_,: reduction _o in effect if there is _econdary emi@SiOn within IRis finite volume, the
_,' Charge density increase is approximated by
:_:! where (_1 iS the Secondary emission r_ttio.
_'_. COnSidering a primary electron energy of i0 keV, the fact that secondary
_," electrons are within the 10 eV order of magnitude arid _n approximate iteeOndary
:il emission _'atiO of 10 within the siltC_ fabric,
i_i" At" , 10 _ 320
i:":" it appeat_ that the free _harge density within the fabric will be approximately 390
i _ times the Charge density in the primary electron envirottment.
_] Traditional metal conductors which could be modeled as solid plasma have free
charge concentrations ma_y orders of magnitude greater tha_ that estimated _or
II_:'!I,o_. the f_hltc. For the purpose of electromagnetic radiation shteld|r_, therefore, the
_:.. _abrlcwillnotbehave aS a conductorand furthercalculationu_ingtheoriesdeveloped
_ _or Wave propagation in plasma would show the cha_'ge concentration levels here tO
_i:' be ofilttleconsequence inattenuatingelectromagneticradiation.
!_!i,
i..-_:. 5. SECONDARYEMISSION CONDUCTIVITYINSILICAFABRIC
_-_ Tests were performeo '_ measut, e SEC for several silica fabrics. Results of
'__. these testsexplainthe supei-iorbehdvior ofthismaterial when subjectedto a plasma
_'' ';_r ' ' envlronmen(. ¢_
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Silica rabbles were subjected to bombard_e_ by aft electron beam with a knawn
clectric field {tnposed across the cross-sectlrJn of the _abric. This was accomp|ished
by mot_tln_ a fabric Sample on a conductive ba_kplale. The sample was held in
place by a wlt-e screen (-90 percent trsnS.misslon) in intimate contact _,ith the
fabric. A potential was placed between the _creet_ and the b_ckplate ahd the cu_'-
rent flow monitored _vhile Va_'ylng the potential across the fabric, l_esistance o( the !
_abric was calculated from the V/I character|sties aS a function of beam energy and i
density. Figure 3 shows this test configuration schematically. !
t
_ 6_A_,_: _ Figure 3. Schematic Of Secondary
_J EmiSSion COrRiuctivity TeSt "
Voltage (v 1) was varied ahd the current (I I} was measured. TheSe were used
_o _alculate the resistances of the silica fabrics which are shown in Figure 4 _or
,r. P. Steven_ Style 581 and Figure 5 forStyle570 AstroquarttFabrics.* As shown
intbeg_ [IgureSbothfabricsexhibita constantresistanceoutto 5{)to75 V across the
fabricwiththe Style581 having the lower resistanceofthe two. the resistance,
however,,is much lower thanthe dc resistanceofthe fabricd_e to the presence of
the bombarding beam. This resistance then devreases aS the voltage across the
fabric iS lncl'eaSed until it reaches another plateau above 120 to i$0 V. _This
plateau results fron_ depletion of the free charge carrter$ within the cloth as the
bombarding beam can no longer st:stain the requirement for chaz'ge carriers in the
fabric. This saturation reSultS from the fact that the experiment is forcing a potential
acroSS the cloth: whereaS, in an actual space environment, the potential will dis-
appear as the chaises are depleted. This is furthtr evidenced by the lower resis-
tance charactertst_.cs which develop as the current density of the beam is IncreaSed.
ThOugh it was more difficult to measure and control the bombarding beam when
I itsenergy was reduced below 3 keV, itappears thatlower energybombardment
would further enht_nce the condi_cttvlty of the fabric. This is substantiated by the
fact that abov_ t_e _ : 1 U.e. the area under the seco:_dary emission c._rve in-
cr_Se_ as integration is e_tended towards the lower energy primary t.lectrons,
_Stvl@ 58| iS an ll-mii thick fabric wltich weighs 8 oz/yd 2, While Style 570 -_
27_mils thick _vtth a weight o_ 19 oz/yd2.
S62
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As the beam CherRy Is increased above 5 keV, the resistance ot the fabric
tendS to i.qc_ease because the tnetdedt electron8 Renerate st_condaties deeper within
the matet_ial whet'e they are unavailable to act ag chat, ge _arriers near the fit, st
sUz'faee Iwtre scveen aide). In this case the test tends to be pessimistic because at
geosynchronous altituO .. there ave always 3 to 5 keV electrons present to generate
secondl_z'ies near the sut'face.
In reviewirtg the results of this expet-iment It would appebr that in an actual
environment, where this iS a continuous distz'ibution of electron energies, the
fabric can be expected to support no more than a 200 V gradient. In tact from
conversations with Walter Viehman 6 of NASA G0ddard, measurements were con-
ducted in his l_tboratory which indicated that a 100 V g:.adieflt would probably be
the maximum encountered. This is in contrast to the kilovolt order static poten-
tt_t!s measured at GE and NASA-LeRC in other experiments uein_ monoenergeti_
electron be_tms with energies greater than 5 kev.
O. ELECTROSTATICDI_CIIARGEINDUCEDRADIO
FREQUENCYINTERFERENCE
In considering the process by which deposited _harge ts redistributed within
silica fabric, the pos_.ibiltty of micro-discharge WaS considered. These could con-
ceivably produce electro-ma_-_etic radiation causing ra.itO freouericy interference
(RFI) to electronic .qubsystems. In an effort tt) sttidy these effects art experiment
was conductedto measure radiationinproximityto materialsinan electronbom-
b_tt_dment envlronment.
Materialsamples were placedinan evacuatedBell-jarmounted on a _rotinde,'
metal plate. A Brad-Thompson Industrieselectrongun.was employed as the elec-
tronbeam source. A thinfilmofgold (200_)was depositedon the insidesurface
ofthe Bell-jar. This filmisused to preventa charge buildupon the insideglass
surfaceand possibleRFI from spurioUS discharges. This conductivefilmwas so
thinthatR produced littleattenuationof theelectrostaticdischarge(ESD) propa-
gatedfield(3 dB lossat 100 kHz and 0.0 dB lossat I MHz). All testswere pel,-
formed ina shieldedroom which effectivelypreventedexte_-naliyprodtlcedfields
from Inter_eriri_withthe measurements and of the ESD propagatedfields.The set-
up is shown schematicallyin Figure 6.
Samples were bombarded by a highenergy monoener_etic electronbeam ata
i currentdensityof5 hA/era2 which is greaterthanthatnormally experiencedduring
geomagnetic substorms. The beam voltagewas variedfrom 5 to 25 kV. Field
strength data were measured at 30 cm fPom the interference _Ouf'ce and is expressed
in units of dB relative to an arbitrary level. Calibrated, tubed at_(ennas were used
to measure the ESD produced fields. The spectral density at UHF, X- and S-band
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Figure 6. EXperimental Test Set-Up for ESD induced _FI Spectrum
Measurements
Were Of primary concern. The afltennas were sutflciently directive to reduce the
influence of the propagated fields produced by the electrort gurt source itself, This
can be explained as followS. The potentilll difference between the electron Gun and
the samples changes simultaneously with the electrostatic discharge and the change
in this poterttlal difference produces a propagating field. A directlve.antenna
effectively reduces this _ource Of spurious fieldS, The results of the ESD induced
Ri_i field measurements are shown ir_Figure _.
The materials evaluated in this experiment were:
(1) A cOnvehtiorial mull/layer insulation blanket consisting of 15 layers of
1/2 roll aluminized Mylar with an outer (top} layer of 2 rail thick single
sidedaluminized Kapton placedwith the uncoatedsidef_cingout. All
metallicfilmsurfaces were connectedto a _ommon ground pointwith a
geound strap.
(7) A multflayerinsulationblanketidenticalto thatdescribedin {I)above
but withan outerlayer ofJ.P. Stevens.Style503 Astroquartzfabric
(8 mils thick - weighing 3.50z/yd 2) which had been ba_¢ed-at 800°C
for two hours to remove si_tng.
(3) A 6-in. aluminum disc with 2 × 2 cm glass cove_ed silicon Solar
cells bonded to the disc with Eccobond 57C conductive adhesive. This
solar array composite w_g grout_ded _ia a strap attached to tho back
of the aluminum plate.
(4) Optical Solar Reflector (OSR) tiles bonded to a 6oin, diameter
aluminum plate with Eccobond 57C conductive adhesive. A _rotmd strap
was cormected to the back face o_ the aluminum disc of this OSR composite.
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(5) TWO layer_ of J, P, StevenB, S(yle 5Bl A_t_qu_x_¢ Fabt_i_ (_aeh A mile
tht0k and wei_hinR 8 oz/yd 2 per layer} baked r_t fl00°c far lhr_e hourB
tO remove _izin_. Both layert_ were tied to _ _o)nmort _t_oUnd point with
_round stt_ap.
'°,=
I,.=, A 131 OI_AR AI_RAY COMPO(_ITg
4/I O (4) O_ COMPO_IT[_
_X 0 (S) VOtJ(]L£ LAYI_R _ _qi'Vt.£ SOl A_TRI_QuARTZ e_,.
_. _ _,t0RiC
%
tOO _ %
%
_o _ \ %
200 _
z_o 1 I 1 I I 1 I
o.o, o., , ,o ,o_ ,®0 ,o._ ,®.O_.-
FREQUI_NCY i_4'4e
Figure T. Electric Field Strength Spectral Distributioft for Some Spacecraft
Materials Under IS kV - 5 hA era2 Electron Bornbsrdrnent
R_SultS obtained from this s_._ies of ESD induced RFI tests, indicate that ti-e
multilayer insulation blanket wCth the Kapton outer covering, OSR platetL ahd solar
cell art,&yS prOdUce substantial RFI field strengths in the frequency r.att_e I00 to
I0, 000 MHz. AStroquart_ 503 and 581 (eSpecially) produced _ighiticantly little or
no RFI _ield strengths in the I00 to I0,000 MHz ft_equency range. It should also be
noted that about lOOOMHz where most spacect-att communication is don_, the ItFI
generated by the silica fabric s_mpies wet_ within exp_t_Iment noise.
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?. CONCI,U,_ION_'
,_tllca fabric exhibits rathe_ unique b_havi_t a_ _ dielectric spacecraft thermal
control coating. It has boon shown that it Wzll not sust_tin a difteret_tial charge in
excess of lOO V while In a simulated elgctron plasma cbal'gln_ environment. Thts
is contrary to the behavior of other dielectrics tOstOd under similar conditions.
Secondary emission conductivity has boon ostabllshOd as the process rosponslble
for this desirable characteristic. Essentially, the primary b0am is transmitted
through the material after reducing tts velocity to under 100 eV0 ,there it can be
imrtntessly conducted and uniformly distributed to the spacecra£t structure.
Th_'ough active means such as electron guns or plasma engines the stt.ucture poten-
tial can be controlled with respect to the plasma if mission requirements dictate.
As the bombardment intensity increases the resistivity of the material correS-
pondingly decreases to maintain a fixed differential potential, thus the material acts
as a passive control device in a changing e_vtronment employing a process much
like dc conductivity. Other dielectrics redistribute charge by etecti_ical arcing and
hence can prodUce significant R_ I wliich can disrupt a variety of spacecraft sub-
Systems. ThoUgh the fabric behaves like a conductor during bombardment, the
charg_ carrier density in the matet_iat is sufficiently tow so that it does not inter-
tore with propagation of electromagnetic radiation. This means the material can
be tl$ed even over antennas and t_ed horns.
So far, tes,ing of this material h.ts been don_ with monoenerg_tic electron
beams, Iri the acttlal envtrohrnent, the charged, bornbsz'ding particles will b= dis-
_. tributed eve1' a bt'Oad range of energies £rom a few eV to possibly 50 keV: however.
_, the major portion o_ the population will be below I0 keV. With the low energy com-
-_ portentalways presentsecondary emission willbe greater and the fabricbehavior
x
._,,. can be expected tobe much improved t_sc_mpared to the resultsreportedhere.
MOnOenergetic bombardment isthe most conservativetestthatcan be d,_neon mater-
ialswhich depend on ?_gbsecondary emission fordesirablebehavior unlessthe
bombarditlgenergy is t,_Idwithintheirmist efficientemission range.
Higllpuritysilicafabricsshouldbe considered _s a prime candidateforthermal
controlapplicationon geosynchronous satellites.The propertiesdiscusse_)here
' show What carl be expected of the material, and with utilization design, its benefits
can be maximized for each spacecraft appiica_.ion./
i
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Z Conductivity Effects in High-Voltage
Spacecraft Insulating Materials
RichardC. AdemoendJosephE. Nanevi,,_
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1. INTRODUCTION
_ A series Of:laboratory meas_ir_ments hag been performed to explore the effects
o_ of various external parameters _n the _onducttvtty properties of several typieal and
_ ° _'_ potential spacecraft insulating materials in a simulated space crrvtronment.
°}i} The matei'ials tested inelude Kapton, Teflon, q_artz, and pbl_vin]lidene
°_:_i_ fluoride. The paeameters varied in these tests inelude sample thicknesso temper-
_iil att_i,e, applied v01tage, illumination IntenSity and wavelength, and electron beam
--_°_,_[:' energ_ and current density. '£edtS were performed both With c0nVentlonal optically
transparent gold fi'of_t-surfa_e el_ctroded and with the fr6nt durfaces of the test
,:._ sampled exposed d{f-_tly to an el_otron beam. All tests Wez'e _ondu_t_d in a
vacuttm chamber at a pre_gure Ot'apprO_dmateiy 10 "6 (err.
_= _i,' Dttrin_ (h(_ _our_e of _h{s program° 1°2 a z;ather large number of te_td Were
/ li_ perforffied &nd many tests were repented SeVeral times tO qerif# ,uneXpected results.
t:: e_9
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It is not the intent of this paper to present a detailed compiletiot_ of the reSultS
of these tests but to Summarize some of the more interesting general properties 6f
the materfais tested.
Many of these properties should be of specific interest to those involved in the
modeling of spacecraft charging etfectg, in l_tbot_atory simulation testinq of spttce-
cPaft materials0 and in the design o0 tutUl_e spacecraft.
alma.
2. SOMETEST RESULTS
The test setup shown Sdhematidally in Figure 1 was used to obtain the results
Shown in Figures 2 through 11.
Test.samples were prepared by sputtering 200_ thick gold center and gUard
electrodes oh the front surfaces and somewhat thicket gold ground electrodes On
the back surfaces,
The area of the center ele-,trode is approximately ? cm 2. Although tOtal
measured bulk Currents are shown iri the figures, the effective bulk resietivities
(Pbulk) can be-_,_Iculated, sines
7(10 -4 )
Pbulk_""Td-- (oh_m) (1)
where V is the applied voltage, I is the measured c_trrent, and d is the Sample
thickr_eSs in meterS.
g&mple temperatUreS were ccntrolied by heating or coolinB the large aluminum
block On which the samples were mounted.
For sotne tests, a xenon light source was used to illuminate the safliples through
a qu&rtz window ir_ the v&_uum chamber. Provisions were inalttded f0r attenuating
the light Using neutral density filter_ and for selecting a particular portion of the
optical speetrurn using a sez'ies of bandpass filters.
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_ii:_ APPLIED VOLTA_I: -- kV
: _,_; Figure 2. Dark-Bulk Current in Kapton V (5 roll) at
, VAriouS Temperatures
°:!t_, Figure 2 shows an example or variations In conductivity with changes in Sample
i_' temperature. The SiUnple material in this case was Kapton V.
°_i!i It ShOuld be noted that several types of Kapton are available. KApt0h H (which
:I: I WAS alSO tested) has been widely used in spacecraft thermal blankets. Zapton Vis rep0rted tO have Similar general properties but _o allow less Shrinkage at ele-
_'_ vated temperatures.
I It can be dean from Figure 2 that the dark buli{ conductivity Ot K&ptori V in-
creases considerably with increading temperature.
The values 0t current Shown in Figure 2 Were each measured 1 rain after the
°_I!: corredp0rid_ng voltages wer_ applied.
_i In these partieuiar tests, the irlitiai di_plac_merit currents appeai, ed to have
" become _iegii_ible and the cOnduetioti eurre_itS w(_re reiatt_ely stable afl:er 60 ,|ec-o 672 ,,
!. t,
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0ridS. This wa# trot true in all t@sts, however, _tnd in nkan_ cases, the measured
Currents in vttriOus materials udder certain condittods eontinued to ehdnge Consider-
ably for periods of several h6urs.
Figure 3 illustrates the effect of material thicknedli_ on effectige bulk _On-
ductivity 01 Kapton H. it Lad be seed, tot _xkmple, that writ &n applied #olti_e Of
,., 10 kV,. redtt_ln 8 the materi_l tlilckneSO b_"ELfaotOi" ot' 3. S produces an increase in
current {tf two o_rtierS of mkgnitude. This cOrreSpOnds to & 40X increase td effe(_tlVe
bulk cohdUctivity.
o7S
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Ftgul-e 4. Dark-Bulk Currents in Various Materials
at 66°C
iiL
:. Figure 4 8hov, ,'e dark bulk currents measured in various materlal_ of dlf[er-
6st thicknesses. Due to the nonlinear effect illustrated in Figl_e 3, it iS not poSs-
t,' ible tO use a simple linear co_re_ion tO eliminate material thiekneS8 as a param-
_ eter in the Fl_e 4 data, In general, howe_,er, it has been observed that in the
°i, darl_, FEP Tetloh and quartz are better insulators than Kapton and poly_rihylidefle
=i_ fluoride by approximately t_vo orders of ma_znitude.
b
_2
c,.
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FigUre 5 illustrates the short-term effect of iUuminatlen on the bulk conductiv-
ity t_f Kapton V. The Xenon lamp. in thls case, was used tO produce • power density
0f I solar conSta_ (= I. 4 kW/m 2) at the sample surface. With an applied voltage of
10 kV. the measured bulk Current with illttminatlt_n is n_ee than _ou_" orders of
magnitude higher than the dark bulk current.
Similar but l_ss ptorlOunced effects were obSet_ced in FEP Teflon and in quartz
as sh6wn in Figures 6 and ?.
I j , I
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,. Figure 7. Bulk Cuz_rentin (_uart_-(10 rail) at IO0°C
The d_t_ in F/sure 7 were obtained at IO0°C w.lth an ineldent energy _.enSlty
equivalent tOtwo _olar _onetants. It c_tnbe seen that the effect Oi'illumination on
; the eondt_etivity Ofqilartz is also Signlfiearitly lowe_ tl_n that observed in Kapton V.
The data in i_.igut'es 5, _. and "]were a11 obtalf_ed within 5 mln of the tim_ that
the sampie_ w_fe initially exposed to iltui-nir_&tlon.
°o':!,.:
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_' l_t_m'e _. Dark-BuLk Cut_re.t in Kapton H (5 mr1) at 226C
° _, Shortly Aftez _ Various Periods 01, 1 Su_ lllurntnatiost
o!:i"i:i_ An addtttona! se_es o1' tests wal; per1,0z'_ed In wt_:h KaptOfl H sampled were
•_:, illUmihated for longer pert{)ds and the dark bulk eurr(_ntS were meadured with
various applied voltages wlthiil _tinutes a_e_ the lamp wa_ turned off.. The results
_{: of these tedtS are shown in _{gu_e 8. It can be e_eit that the dark bttlk cu_r_nt
_i!i,i: ntea_u_ed shortly after g. 5 hr o_ li|UminatiOn 1_IaS _uch as five ot'ders o_ magni-
fy{ tude higher _had the darl{ bulk _ux'rent he_or_ illuminatiod.
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_i_ure 9. Dark-Bulk Cureen_, in Kapton H
(5 rail) at 100°C Before and 65 Hours After
6.5 HOURSOf I Sun Illumination
?i_ure 9 illustrates that the dark bulk c6nductivity after 6. _ hr ot illu_in&tion
_em_ins three orders of m&_nitud_ higher Qven 65 hf- &fter the lamp is turned off.
This l_m_-term pheflomerton may h_tve &fl{mp0rt&nt effeet on the ehat_gtng prop-
erties of Kapton H m&tez_iaiS ott _yn_hrofloUS orbit satellites, particutat_l_ du_'iflR
eclipse pea'iOnS.
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Fi_ttre 10. 1_'ox_malt2ed ]Bulk Photocurren{S in Kapton V(5 rail' at 22°C
In order to detetmitte the optical wavelengths at which the cottductivity of the
sample matePialS iS most enhanced, tests were pel-tormed with v_lrious bandpass
:: filters inserted betweett the xenott lamp and the satnpies. S_hce the actual power
detlsity at the test sample location varies With bandp_Ss filter transmission proper-
ties and _vai|abte lamp poweP wlthifl the passband, the raw results of these tests
have been noPmalized. The btdk euri_ents shown in Figures 10 and 11 represent
i:
• !.
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_i_.. Ft_ure 12, Setup for Electt'on-Beam TeSts
i_ - The test cb_flguration used for tests in which the front-s_fa_es of sampleswet'e exl_sed d.tre_ly to an ele_rokl-beam is shOWn in Fi_e 1_.
Durln_ the performance of etectrot_,beam tests on Kapton-V, li was found that
o: with a constant incident electron-beam density, the maEnil_de of the b_lk curr©nt
_ obtatned at a specific eiectron-bei_m energy depends On the beam enervates _ged for
_ precedln_ test points.
_
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l_igure 13 Dark-Bu!k Current _,s Beam Energy inKapt0n V (5 mill at 22°C
An example bf this hysteresis" effect iS Shown in l_i_re 13 it shOUld be noted
that the left-hand current 8_ale On this fi_ui_e is not logarithmic but linear
The initial m_asUred currents obtained by stepping the incident electroh, beam
enet'gy up from 1 keV to I0 keV, while maintaining the InCident beam current corl-
stant st 1 nA/cm 2, are c0r_ected by the line labeled I EaCh of these currents was
measured aRer the incident beam had t'emamed at the indicated energy for d0 see-
onds.
The line labeled 2 shows the currents obtained aS the beam energy was stepped
down from 10 keV. It _an be seen that cm, ves 1 and 2 are quite different. Addl-
ti0nat tes,_ U_dicate that after Stepping th_0u_h the entile energy range s_Veral times
in the dark, the results become slmilar in either dlrectiOn (aS shown in cUt-yes 4 andI
| 5) and _e "hysteresis" effect iS no longer evident.
HOwever, after _he completion of Test 5, the eleC,tron-be_n_ wks turned Off for
O0 se_ while the skriiple was exposed to 1 sun of |liurninatiOn. The laml_ wl, s then
turned Off arid the dark ele_ron-beam test was repeated _rieldi_ th_ results shown
sea
-v, : -, ; "_0,,, _.,.o _ ° .... ° ...... ,° x_................._" = =,,'_:0°-_-" °o"_.oo;........o . k,I_ L'_oo°
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The resdltS of this and other tests indicate that short periods of illumination
tend tO "eraSe" the sample and return it to near it_ Ot_igtnal State.
The z'eSults shown in Ftgu_e 1S were obtained with Kapton V. Similar effects
were observed using i_01yvinylidene fluoride sampleS.
in additional tests it wa_ fourld that this hysteresis effee _. does not occtii- if the
Samples are {llt_inated throughout the test sequence.
_: Prelimtna#y results 6f b_t_ _-_rk and illuminated electroh-'bekm tests on
polyV/nylidene fluoride arid Kapton r a,e _hhwfi in FigUres 14 and 1_
Fi_,t/_ 14 idd|_ates that for polyvihyiidene fluoride, st incident beam energies
able approximately 6 keV, ihe bulk current is ltrdited by the available incident
,, beam current density. Thi_ i_ trUe b_ih wilt/and wit_i_ut tilt/ruination.
eBs
o: '
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_. CONCLUSIONS
The data p1"eSented illustrate SOme of the complexities in electrical charac-
teristics exhibited by typical sp_ecr'_ft materials as a result of inleractlonS with
various conditions ot their environment.
Increased concern with SpaCecraft charging phenomena and their effects has
recently resulted in increased efforts to provide more c{)rnp]_te models ot the space
environment and its interaction with spacecraft. Ther,., is. h0Weve_', at present,
a critical lack of theoretical and experimental information on material properties
for use in these efforts as well as in the design of future spacecraft and in the
development of new spacecraft materials.
In particular, e_forts ShOuld be made to prov/de a better UnderStanding ot both
the shot-t-te_'m and long-term effects of the space environment on material proper-
ties and Of the effects o_ material properties on spacecraft charging phenomena.
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8. Investigationof ConductiveThermal Contro:l
Coatingsby a ContactlessMethod in Vacuo
_. W. Vl_mnn, c.M. _, and E,L. _n_l
! _ Goddard _ Flight Cs_er, NASA
i ' _.
Vo,_,
Abstract
_,_ A technique, for determtni_ the,,eonduetance per unit _rea of thermal control
, coatings for • eleetrostatically clean SpaceCraft is described. In Order to sitnu-
_: late orbital conditions mo_e closely, cdrrent-density-v_lta_e (j-V) curves _re
_,. Obtained by a cont&ctless method in which the paint on an _llutnlnum substrate is
the anode of & vacuum diode configdrattOn with a tungsten filament cathode. Con-
_ ductances per Unit area w.hlch satisfy the International Sun Earth Ex_lorer (ISEE)
_=_:: requirement Of J/V _- 10 -s A/V ctnz have been obserVed On biack paints containln_
_: carbOn anct in white and green paints filled with zinc oxide which has been fleed
_ in order to induce defect conductivity. BecaUse Of sut_faCe effects and the n6n-
'._ homot_eneO_s fmtizre of paints, large disci'epancies are found between measure-
_'!i! ment_ with the contactieSs method _nd measurements employing metallic cOnt&cts,
patti_ularl_ at lOW curPent densities. TherefOre. me_mut_ements with metallic
_. contacts are considered to be of questionable Value in decidin_ the suitability Of
_°i.... coati_S for elect_o_tatlc ch_'ge control.
° i 1. INTRODUCTION
i _ In Order to minimize lnterferenee _f apacecrai_ charging with low ener_
_ _ ' piasma and electric fle|d measut_ements on the i_EE miSslon_, potential dlfferedceso ,.
_ f
h-)
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between dark and illuminated sections of the spaeec_,aft surface are to be kept tO
less than I volt. Under net current densities (J) Of about I0 "9 A em °2 resulting
fromph0toel_Ctt*ons and plasma electrons in IS]_E 0rbitsj conductance pe_ unit
area of _/A = j/v -> 10.9 A em'2V "i are therefore requited of thermal eofltt_ol
coatings over metal surfaces. _n terms of m_.terial pat-ameters, this requirement
can be expx-essed as
V
-j- = 11. A = p. d • 109_cm 2 (I}
where p i_ the specific reSiStivity in Gcm and d the thielmess of th6 coating in era.
For their product the term "ares, resistance" seems tO be appropriate, Since it is
also the product of a resistance, Ro and {he area, A, over which it is measured.
Thermal control paints are typically 5 • 10°3 to 10°2 cm thick, and resietiv/-
ties of <_1011 G cm are therefore recruited, inorganic paintS, particularly those
based on zinc oxide arid alkali silicates, were coriSidered aS promising candidates
with "Semicondu_ting" zinc oxide as pigment. Their pt_epsration, optical prop_er-
ties, and environmental stability are described in a previous paper. 1
By expressing the resistivity requirement in the form of Eq. (I), one tacitly
aSSumes that--at _onStant temperature--p is a true material parameter, indepen-
dent o£ voltage, that is, the conduction me_:h_niSm iS ohmic in nature. In wide gap
Semiconduct0ts and insulators, however, 0htitt_ condtlctiOn is the e_cept{on, rathe_
than the rule, because it occurs only if the concentration 0f (thermally generated)
ft_eeo or COndttction, electron_ far exceed_ that of injected (space charge) electrOns.
Since the concentration of thermal electrm_S in inSulatorS is small and ifsjected and
trapped charge densities are strongly fteZd dependent, _ondtiction in thin films of
insulators or semtc0nductbrS is Strongly voltage dependeflt with the Ohmic (linear)
potion of the j-V cut-ve Occurring at low voltages, whet6 it iS easily obscured by
• contact _ffectS, that is, by interface po*¢_ntials at the semiconductO_-e0ntact inter-
face. Recognlztng th&t _0nductiv/ty is both voltage and electrode dependent, we
prefer to express the "conductivity specification" as a conductanCe-per-trait-area
' requirement in the form
> 10-9 Actn "2V'I for V • I Volt (2)
with the added _tipulation that such conductance be measured un_er eonditlons
closely gimulating those o_ the ahtual application, that iS, with a "free"--or eon-
tactle_s--Stz:'face in an electrot/plaSfna. _ueh a eOs_tactless te *_nitiue has be_n
described by Bentlage _t al, _ and applied to determine the cha_i4jes in conductance
t_esulting from Surface contamirlation Of c_nduetive coatings. We have adapted this
/_ethod tt) the measurement _f thermal _0ntrol f_aint_ and 0tlier spkce_i_k_t coatings
in the _r_t/t_se of deveit_ping cOndt_tiVe pkint_ for the iSEE pr0gra_.
988
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2.--MI_ASUREMENTSETUPAND PROCEDUIt£
! '
_ The _est Bet_p as _che_natically ShOwn in Finite 1 is _tvacuum diode config_ra-
i_ tion Consisting Of a-tUngsten flla_nent cathode and Z symmetrically arransed anodes.
• Botlt atlodes are 2, 5 cm diameter _luminum die q. One of which is covered On ode
Side with the coating to be measut, ed _nd the oth_. serves as reference diode. They
i-_, _re mounted in a copper block, which ca._ be heated and Cooled by means Of copper
coils thro_h Wltich l{q_ld N 2 or hot air is passed. E_ectrical insulation Of the
L_• anodes against the copper block is provided b_ a Teflon _ount and ltn effective
i_i: anode su_ace of 1 cm 2 area is defined by an aperture in the _orm of a copper rin_
z , preceding the anode. This apertdre is directly a'ttaCi'ed to the copper block, which
_ is at grO_md (cathode) potential, t
ii
'_ ROIJ) Rpljl /_
il IT/ *A
i !i GUAI_D R|N(_ iCd) _/ TEI_LO N
_-: ALUMINUMOlSC I_'_-- _"
_i W-FILAMI_NT _ __ , 8N CONNECT_R
!I,
iii,
'^
_', Fillure 1. 9thematic ot Test SetUp.for the
" " C¢*ntactless MeaSU_'ement Of Paint Resist- •
_" a_ce_ (Lower Paf_), and it_ Equivaleflt
_; ' F tectrieal Circuit (Upper part_, The
-;". reference anode, arranged symmetrically
i _i,. tO _he filameht, iS h_t _h_wn
i /
i ql
Filament power" iS supplied by a current regulated dc power Suppiy (a) anct anode
volt_tge by sither a bipolar (b) o1' positive regulated power supply. (c) Anode voltage
and Current are measured by means Of a high impedance (> 2" l010 _]) digithl
voltmeter "(d) and 3igital picoamp-meter. (e) respectively. All electrical c_ri_eo-
tl0_s are m_tde by means of _hielded C/ableS, permitting Cut_t-ent i'neasul'emetzts
above tt noise current of approximately 2" I0" 11 amperes.
The equivalent circuit of the measurement setup can be represented by a re-
sistance, Rp, in series with the inte_'nal resiStanCe of the diode and an EMF, £g_.
equal to the work function difference between the paint and its SubStrate (aluminum).
Accordingly, the conductance per unit area of the paint is determined from the dif-
ference in slope of the J-V cite,yeS Of the reference diode, and of the (painted) t_rteas-
urement diode of equal area. A, aS illustrated in Figure 2. For a given cut-rent
density, j, the anode voltage VA, across the measurement diode is hlghe_ by
£V A = jRp • A + A4_/than that across the refetence diode. For j"0, th| J differ-
ence becomes equal to A_ and the con_luctance per unit area of the paint :arl be
determined as
The cOnductarice Of the referek_ce diode at current deflSitie_ o_ 10-9 Acm "2
j ( 10"? is of the orde_ Of 5 • 10"g A cm "2 V- i Which dete_r_ines the upper
limit of conductance values that c&n be reliably meaSu/-ed as approximately
10"7 Acm "2 V "1. The lower limit iS set by the f_Oise cu_re_t &nd a maximum anod_
voltage of ~ 200 V aS ~ 10"13 A _m'2V "I.
(a)Kepco Model Ck8 - 5 MH_
(b)Kepeo Model BOP 72, -_0 V < v A < +70 v
(C)Kepco Model HB 4 AM, for 0 < VA< 300 V
(d}Muitirheter H.P. 34_'_.:_
(e}K_ithly Model 440
3. COAJrlNGS
The inorganic coatings investigate d here are modifications of a previSusly de-
veloped _tkble, white painto designated as MS-74. This flight-proven coating is
forhtt3ated with calcified Zinc oXide pigment of the type SP-$00 (New 3ersey ;_inc)
and potassium silicate a_ vehicle, By substituting "cOnductive" zinc oxide for
SP-500, elect_icaUy conductive coatings esn be prepare_l. Comrflercially avail&ble
conductive oxides as well aS "fired" SP-500 have been investigated with potassium
Silicate, sodium silicate0 and et mixture of lithium and potassium silicate as binderS.
The "firing'process ConSiStS cf heating the SP-500 to 1150°C for 15 _in in air. The
proees_ employed for the comme_ci_tl oxides HC 01_ anti HC 238 ai,e pt_Oprietary tO
the tnanufacturer. The lattice defects introduced by these processes result in donor_
a_ceptor, an_ trapping centers that not only govern the _h_trge transpOrt but also
act as _olor c_nters and thez'efore affect the opti_al properties as well. Consider _
able effort w&_, therefore, expanded to arrive _tt eoating_ wltieh ntS_ both the
i conductance requirement of J/V > 10"9 A em'2V "1 and solar _bsorptan_e require-
ment of _S "_0. 3 of the "v_hite" areas Of the ISEE SpaCeCraft. For the n_ain body of
the satellite, thermal design called for a grS_n paint Of_S ~ O. 6_ wltieh h_S be_n
achieved by adding " 2 f_erc_nt of cobalt oxide tb the zinc oxide before _irirl_. For
blse_ surfaee_, a _thm_rciaio cai-bon fil_sd _0|yurethane paint (Chenlgl_ze H322)
with _ S = O. 96 and _n = O. 86 w_S recon_n_er_ded. We lhciUd_ me_aSur_rnentSo_ this
691 !
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p_int becau%e it ox_ibitS the zlZOStmarked differencebet_veen cont_ctle_S cOn-
dUCtanCeValt/e_and conductance measured with metaliie (A_-p_int) c0tlt_ets.
4. R_._ULT8AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Contaet[e_ Mea_ement_.
Typical co_luetance vs voltage curves are 6i;_wn in FIEure $. At low voltages
current density increases linearly with _olta_e (Ohm, s Law) which can be expressed "
as
j = n° e. o _ {4)
_hez'e no is the equilibrium carrier density, e the eieetr{)nto _harge, /_o the mobil-
try an:l d the thickness of the sample. With paint thickneSse_ of approximately
10-2 crr., condttCtivities, a = no#:_., range from - 10"12 (_cm)'l for calcined SP-500 in
~ -9 1 v . .K-sillcateto 10 (f/era)-for ftt-edSP-_O0 inth_ Na-SiliCate;HC-OIe yields
., cbnduetivities comparable to those of fired SP-500, whereas HC 2_8 is only margin-
. ally hil_her th_n (u_{red) SP-500. The vehicle-or binde_-al_O affects the con-
ductance per unit area: Na-siii_te based coatlng8 are more conductive than K-
silicate coatings and mixed Li-K-silicate p_tnts give intermediate Values,
, I_"6"
2: t_lt_EO SI_-E01_ b: Lt2-_l 0 3  K_i0 3
3: HG 016 ©: K2St03
4: HC 238 d: ItOLYtJRETHANE
10.7 I;: 3a* lc_2 b _ 10.9
l_igure 3. C_ndu_tance Per
0.s _ _o._0 Unit Area as a Function of
Oxide-/_iltcate Combi_atiOn_ and
for _.arbon (Chem_la_e H-3_2)
i and Cohdt_ctive-Zinc O_lde in
Polyurethane
_6'0 _o-_ '
tJ , 1©
_6-I0 , , .,.,,.z----:_,, ..... ._,.,_-_........ _0-12
4VA. A_ (v_ts}
Wheti the voltage Is inePea_ed, e.rrent dedsity lflctea_en quadPatlcally with
volta[_o {Child'e LAW)° or the conductance inc_-eaaea li.eaHy with voita_. Thin
characteristic 1_ typical of Spar0 Charge Limited Conductance (SCI.C), that le, of
charge tr.anspoet gov0rned by th0 interaction of injected (_pac0) charge w,:h trapping
v0nt0rs o_ the.material, whoso ever_y levcl_ lie between the steady state Fermi
l_vel and th_ conduction band, According to the theory of SCLC, summarized in
Plgure 4, the relationship b0twe0n current denslty,..J0 and voltage° v, is given by
9/J'0e_ O V2 _"t= ' (5)
where #0 is an effective mobility, ( the dielectric constant and d the thickness of th_
material. The trappin_ factor, O, is the ratio ot free spaee charge, Of, fin the
conduction band) and the trapped space charge Pt' under equilibPium conditions and
is j[ivea by
,Of ffi NC - E T
O ='_"t 1_t exp - E_ (6)
_ where N C ig the det_slty of states in th_ conduction band and NT the density of elec-
tron traps &t an enQP_y ET below the eontluction band, situated at energy EC.
, P FR(E¢,_IUAflE LAW:
' _tJ el 0 •i J'--'V"
.i, +.
: _ Figure4. Space Charge Limited J-VChaPaeteristle for an Insulator Containing
:" Shallow Traps
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4.2 TemperatmeDependence
-_", It Is apparent-from Eqs. (51and (61that the temperature dependence Ofthe
_. effective mobility, or of the conductivityo will give the position of the trap leve), in
_:_ the banct gap. For our standard p_i.nt MS-?4 (SP-500 in_K-silicate), the tempe_'a-
__, ture dependen#._ is plotted in Figu:.-e 5, * from which the energy Of the trap level is
:_! obtained as (E C - ET) _ 0. _$ • 0. 05 eV in good agreement with published values fOr.
i_ high-reSistivity, LL-doped ZnO. 3 It is Important to note here that conductivity
_._. variatlotis from s&mple to sample of tile same batch are of the order Of a factor a,,
'_ 3. to 5, and tO point out that meas_ti, ementS On a different batch ShoWed the same
i-:! temperature dependence and variatiol_-within the batch, but conductivity was about
i_i 10 times higher overall We attribute these variations to the heat treatment in-
i i herent in the meas_trement procedure, in Which the samples are heated to - 200eC
--_!,: _Or variotiS len_S of time and meas_r#.d while cooling. Room temperature eorl-
_ ductivities of MS-?4 which has never been heated are about 100 times higher than..
_I'_ those shown in Figure 5. ARer heating to 300°C for 30 min, a decrease in conduc-
::_ii!' tlvity by a factor of 10 to 20 was noted. Preliminary experiments on fired SP-S00 in--_
. ,_ Na-sillcate did not reveal any dependence on heat treatment, but furthel" work is
: _' reqttired to establish the mechanism responsible for this effect.
. _L '
i_. 1o"
:_ .A_.,A_MS-.4,.,NALU.,NUM
TE_TIN HIGHVACUUM
!-:_ GALLIUMCONTACT
'_} 101t
10_0 Figure 5. Temperature Dependence
_iI _ of the Area Resistance Of MS-,4Paint. (SP-SO0 in Potasslum-Silleate)
• Nr. 1
10" II Nr.
tlNr, 3
XNr. 4
!! 4._ T_de_U Ik_ween Solm Abm_tanr_ _-Co_etance
, AS waS:alluded to earlier, the "filing" p_-ocess which testtlts ,n increased
_ electrical condUctivity Of zinc 0_rlde_ sis0 induces cOlo_- center, so. I_the due of
:_, SP-500, the oxide turn_ yellow and solar absorptAnee IncreaSes from 0. _ to 0.4.
f'_ The conductive cOw,inertial oxide ItC 016 ,Also has a_ a S of - 0.4.. In attempts tO
i_? produce whiter paints while staying with'.n the IS_.E conductance specification, we
-:ii investigated mixtures of the highly conluctive ¢ormt_latlon 1$, a = HC 016 in Na-
i • Silicate) and our standard white paint MS-74 11, c = SP-500 ir_K-sllicate). The m-
_.i results are summa_'ised in Figure 6 from which it iS apparent that paints haVi_
-:_ conductance-pe_-unit-area of > I0 "9 A c_n"2 V-I ahd Solal, abso_ptanceS of <_0, 3
_ can,.o_. 'oe obtained by this approach. Whether a better trade-off can be ach/_ved
2I, by vaz,iationS of the temperature, time, and atmosphe/-e of the zinc oxide fining
proceSe remain_ to be investigated.
ii'
!0-7
{ : (1-Xl,_+ X. lC
: _0 1_:: _P 600 IN K-glLICATE
_. _. _ _ 3a: HC 01_ IN NI,-SILICATE
-°'i°o _ _.e _.o Figure 8, _ola_ Absorl_ta_Ice
2_ - ((_S) a_d COnductance Per
0_ v, Unit Area as a Function of
°_i:_ I the Mixing Ratio for MlXtu_(_
-,_/ 0.6 of _ Conductive Paint
_''" "-'_ ($,a - HC 016 ,.':.nOin
- _
, Na-gilicAte), And a White,
4i" _, Non-Condt_ctive Pa/nt
_,:. ,_ I_-_4 (l, e - SP-500ZnO
._- "I_ in K-Silicate)
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4,4--Comp_ison of C_tut and Cont_ctb_sMeam_ments
In generalj conductance obt_ned wRh e_I_ret" paiflt contacts show the same
strO_ voltage dependance, but a_'e highei- by t_pto Sevel-a_ decade_ than those Ob-
tained by the contactless method a_d they are hil_her in air than in vacuttni. The
differences between the two methOdS in vacuum is most protK)imced for paint fo_-nl_ ..............
lattons in which the cOnducti_rltie_ o_ pigment and binder _re orders of magnitude
apart, as illustrated in Figure 7 for cal, bon and conductive zinc oxide in polyur-
ethane. The commercial biack paint Chemglaze H-322 (5 weight % Carbon)
appears abOtit 105 times more conductive _:tth metal electrode_ than with the "_
104
Ag CONTACT IN 'V/.,CUO
Io-6
b.
I0-6
C.
Fi£ure 7. comparison O_
COndUctance Valttes of
CarbOn/Polyurethane and
'_ Zinc-Oxide/Polyurethane
'_ 1o-7 ' Paints Obtained by Measure-
a: CARBON. O._)S_ I b. wt. IN POLVU_ET_IANE mentS WithAg-Paint COntacts
•-I> (c,,mCb.eH.32_J (Solid Li_es) and by Contact-
b: I:IREO SP-500 T cOBALT OXIDE. -_: 1 b. wt. less Measurement_ (Broken
IN POLYURI'LTHANE Lines)
©: FIRED SP-BO0+ COBALT OXiOk, _ : 1 b. _/t.
iN POLYURETHANE
,_._
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/elect_o_ plasma as surface contact. In the ca qe of the more heavily loaded zinc
oxide/polyurethane paint, thedifferenee is about a factor of 108 which, at least in
part, is due to the lower cOndUctivity Of Zinc oxide as compared to cartoon. The
different reSultS obtained by the two contacting techniques can perhaps be qualita-
tively understood as being due to the heterogeneo_ls nat d_e of paints o_ a micro-
scopic scale. As a dispersion of a "cOnductive" phase (the pigment) in a "non-
conductive" dielectric (the binder), the paint SurfaCe, consiSting of conduct|re
islands in a non-conductive matrix charges to a highly non-uniform surface poten- m-
tial, with insulating a_eas essentially at cathode potential and conductive areas at
anode potential, respectively. The effectivepotential, which govet_ts the anode
cut*rent, is a complex function of absolute and relative island geometry, that is.
of particle size and concentration of the pigment. With a metallic con'_act, on the
other hand, the Surface becomes an equipotential surface. The reSiStive areas are
"Shorted out" and the measured conductance is the sum Of the condoctances of all
conductive paths through the Sample, and therefore mainly a charactel"istic of the
conductive component alone, rather than of the paint as a whole.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Thermal c0ntz'012paints whiCh meet the iSEE conductances specification Of
J/V_ 10-9 ACm" V "1 at V = 1 v01t and T _ 300 K have been formtilated with Semi-
conducting zinc oxide pigment and alkali silicate binders. As in semiCondUctOrs°
ti_eir charge transport properties are strong functions of Vo_.tage and temperature
and depend on both pigment and.binder. Because of Surface effects and the hetero-
: geneOus nature of paints, order-of-magnitude discrepancies are found between
conductance values measured with metallic contacts and those Obtained with a
i contaetles_ method employing a thermal _lectrOn plasma in vacuum. In the evaltta-
tion of surface coatings for electrostatic charge eontr01on Spacecraft, careful
" definition of measurement parametes_s and Of appropriate measurement techniqUeS
ate therefore essential.
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9. Spacecraft Cha_ging/Contamination
Experimenton SCATHA
Dwid F. Hall
TheAiIr.ospaoeCorpOratiOn
El $egundo,California ..
Abstract
The ML12 experiment to be flown on Air Force Space Vehicle P98-2, SCATHA
(Spaeecratl Charging at High Altitudes), is designed to determine it spacecral _, charg-
InR cOntrib_es significantly to the rate of contamination arriving at exterior space-
cr&R surfaceS, ancl Some of the characteristics and effects of the contamination
collected. The _Ont&minatlon transport m0de under investigation involves the Ioni-
zation withlt_ the vehlele plasma sheath of molecules cuirassed or released by the
vehicle and their subsequent electrostatic reattractlon to the vehicle.
Two smisor types will be flown. One type is a combination retai'dlng potential
aflalyzer (RPA) atsd. temperatm'e controlled quartz crysta ! mlctobaiance (TQCM).
With It, distinction can be made between char_ecl and tttschar_[ed arrivln_ mOlecule_,
and information can be obtained concerning the temperature depefldertce or contamin-
ation adsorption arid desorptiOh rates. The other Sr,nsor t_pe exposes samples ot
dltfereht _t_aceera_t su_t_ce materials to Arrlv{flg cont&minattoh and continuously mea
_ure_ the solar absOrptanee (ors) of these materials. Chan_es in as of space-Stable sam-
I_leS will be entlrely ascribed to contamination effects wl_ereas changes in other
sample_ will resuH from a combihatiOri of contamiflation, photochemical, and radia-
tiofi effectS. Upori gs_ound command, some samples will gO through a heatln_ Se-
quen_ designed to roughly determine the temperature at WHich contamiriation iS
deSof-bed_
in addition to deScribin_ (he gOat_ artd teclmiques of ML12 in more detail, the
_xl_ected pert_rfnbti_e of the senSor_ arid th_ need for coo_-dttmttoti with Other ex-
_rimehls on SCATHA Will be discussed.
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10. The Effects of the GeosynchronousEnergetic
Particle Radiation Environment on
Spacecraft Charging Phenomena
J-B,ReOn, W.L. Imhof,m_lE,E.Gaines
LockheadPaloAlto Rmsare.hL_d3o_
PalOAlto, CalifOrnia
Abstract
The energetic electron environment &t the geosyncflronottS orbit iS very intense,.
dynamiC, penetrating, and responsible for _t variety of advex_Se charging effects On
spaCe_raR _omponente. The most Serious of these iS the degradati6n and failure
of widely used complementa_y-metal-o_Ide-semicondtlctor (CMOS) electronic com-
ponents as a result of internal charge-buildup induced by the edergeiic eiectrorls.
Efforts to accurately determine tile expeCted lifetime of thes_ cOrflpotlentS in this
orbit have been hampered by the lack of detailed knowledge o_ the electron Spectrum
arid intensity. I_tr'ticul_rly of the more penetrating enerB{eg > 1.5 MeV. L_r_e
Uncertainties therefore exist in current radiation n_odel_ for th/s region as a result
of these deficiencies. This problem is illustrated through the calculation of the dose
reCeived by a CMOS device from the energetic electrons and a_sociated brems-
strahlUn 8 as a function of aluminum _hieldin_ thickness using the NASA AEo6 and
the Aerospace measured electron envi_'onr_entS. Tw6 coritputati0nal cOdes which
have been f6und to be in g6od &greer_ent were used tO perfortu the calculatiOnS. For
a given Shielding thickness the dose received with the two i-adiation en,v/rOnments
differ b_aS much as a faCtOr' Of sevett with a correSpOnding variation in lifetime of
the CMOS. The important t'ole of bremsstrahlung tO tile p_'o_iem at the lar_er
shielding thicknesses is evident fr6m the results. These disC/'epancies, which ad-
W/'S¢I_ i_npkct spa_eer_aft shielding designs, will b_ resolved on the $CATHA mis-sion Sin_ e the High-Energy PartiCle Sl_ct_'ometer experiment {_C-_) will pi'Ovide
firie reSblutic_n measurements of the eleett-_n flukeS, erier_y spectra, a_td pitch-
arigle distribution over the @nerVy i,ar_e |00 ReV tO 4 _leV and the integral f|ux be-
tween 4 to I0 MeV. Prbton_ f_Om I MeV tO i00 MeV aridalphapa_icie_ from _MeV
to _0 M_V will aigo be meaSUred. The difter_ntiat arid accttmutated dose received
as a function of Sldeld|n_ tliickheSS Will be determitled in real time (hrough_t/t the
mission trOm the measured quantities and the caictflational cod_s.
II I
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1. INTRODUCTION
A satellite in the geosynehronouS Orbit iS subjected to an ihtenSe, contladous.
'_ highly dymimic, and very penetrating radiation enviroi_ment. The energetic elee-
ti'on popt_latibn (> i00 keV) exhibits large variations _n _ntenSity add Spectral shape
associated _Vith geomagnetic storms a._.d SubstormS. In adQxtlOn, the particle pOpu-
lation exhibits diurnal and longitudinal variations that are slgnifi_ant. At the time
of Solar ps_,ticle events, hi_h-energy protons, e!e_rons, and alpha p_trticles of
solar Origin also have ready, efficient, access to the geosynchx_onox_s Orbit. This
• ml_
cor_plex radiation environtnent,, which is difficult to model, is responsible for a
variety Oi adverse charging effects on spacecraft coi_nponents. The most SerloxlS
of these p_oblems, just identified in recent years, is the degradatlorl and ultimate
failure of complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) electronic cOmpo-
nents due to internal-charge-buildup induced.by the ionizing radiation irl the gate
oxide and ,_t the semiconductor-itlSuiator interface of the devices. This proceS.s
occUrS at radiation dose levels approximately two to three orders of magnitude
below the level where b01[_ radiation damage occurs in typical SemicondUotor de-
viceS. The overwhelming attractiveness of CMOS deVices includirig their low power
• cOnSumption and large-scale-integrated circuit capabilities has resulted in increased
usage of these devices tot satellite ap_licatlons, including long-lived geosynchroflouS
Satellite orbit ap_)licatibnS, despite these problemS.
Contending wlth the charge-buildop problem reqtiireS that three distinct areas ......
! be investigated: (I) th_ denSltivity Ot CMOS, PMOS, and other cor/Ipone_ts to
Ionizing radiation must be d_ermined as a fun_tlon of radiat|on particle type and
.. energy, component part type, man_ifactur.lng procesS, and application, (2) the
radi&tiozt envirOttment to which the devices will be exposed in orbit mu_t be estab-
lished; and (3) based on the environment and the miS*tlon lifetime desired; the
added shielding to malzttaln the r_tdiatioz_ dose below the damagin_ 16velS must be
determined.
l_adiation sensitivity test_ on a variety of components are under_ay irt several
laboratories employing principally radioactive gamma-ray emittir_g sottrces arid
electron accelerators. Both ot these sources Only approximate the actual cotlaplex
electron _pectz'um etlCOu_tered ih geO_ynchrOnOuS orbit but the ae_uz_acy of the
techl_iq_Je is felt to be better than our presefit knowledge _t th_ et_rlronmerlt itself.
The prlncipa| tnod_ls o_ the elect_on radiation envlrorlmertt in the geOsynchro-
: nous orbit are pt-0videci by NASA and are re_erred to aS the AE-41 and the AE-d
. models. 2 Both models _re thought to have accuracies ot only a factor ot two to
thr_e. Recently, energetic _lectron measuremetttS mad_ on the ATS-8 synchronoOs
satellite By the Aerospace _-0Up 3 suggest that the a_tual elec_roh fi0x Ks higher and
tit_ s_eclrum mOr_ energetic than th_ NASA model predicts. Th_ cofiS_quehces of
702 _'_
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i: _. , the adOptiOn of the latter ehviZ'ol_mel_t are significant to SpaCecraft desisners tn
i : that greater Shieltlin_ is requi_ed to rrlaintaln the CMOS deVieea below the damage
f level. Increased Shielding means i_erea_ed weight whteh always has an adverbe 1
L i effect on spacecraft design. The prtneipt_l reasons for the tnaceu_'acies and dis- i)
_'i crepaneies in the model environments are the li_tted me&Stttemeflts available over ....
'_' 10ng time periods, extended energy ranges and with qufficiei_t spectral resolution.
_ Until this situation improves° the spacecraft designer will be ttnable to optimize his
_htelding t_eatment _nd must design conservatively.
_ I_ this paper an experiment will bp described that will l;c flown aboard the i
• _ SCATHA satellite in near-synchrOnotzs orbit in I070. A prL, ne goal of the expert- '_ !
ii'i meat, identified as SC-3,, wKI be to define the energetic particle radiation envtr- !
; _ onment in considerable detail and to determine the actual dose received in this
i ill orbit by devices st_eh as CMOS behind various shielding tl_ekneSs. The e_pe=.i_:le_
,_ will be operated continuously for at least a year and the differential and acc,mulated
i '} ' radiation dose will be determined in near-real.time. The dose will be deterr_tned
i=:ii'_ from the measured dlfferei_tlal spectr_m'n of electrons, protons, and alpha particles
! oi_ in conjunction with particle transport calculations that establish the surface dosei i;
_, behind diflerent thickneSSeS of aluminum shielding.
Until the above measurements are available, determination of the dose acquired
o_ in the geosynchronous _rbit and the reqtiired Shielding of CMOS devt_es will have
to be made with the available envi_'bnmental models. Extensive dose calculations
°:. have be_n performed at Lockheed arid are described in this paper uStfig both the
"-i: NAgA anti AerOSpace electron envt_'0nment_ anti employ_g two different transport
, 'il/ code_ tO deVelOp confidence in the tech_que. The calculations h&ve included the
i o_ dose a_quired from the bremsstrahltmg generated by the electrons in the shielding.i}_i: Solar flare proton doses as a _unctt0n of shielding thickness have also been deter-i !:
L i_'i mined Cot an extended mission satellite operating over the solar maximum period.
_y.
! _" 2. RADIATIONENVIRONMENT
_ The dose in the syn_hr0n0us of_olt come_ principally frotu the outer radiation
._ belt electronS. Figure 1 shows the integral flux of these electrons as a function-o£
,:; energy obtained if-Ore the latest NASA AE-_ model 2 _nd from the Aerospace
measurements. 3 The AE-6 model fltixes are mean v_lttes applicable in the 1980
_i [ time period _0_ a ma_nettc L-shell ot S. 6, representative of the synchronous orbit.
_!,, '._ It should be rioted that no substantial dlff_reflces exist between the AE-_I and the
!°_' eetelter AE-4 models in thl_ region of space. As mentioned earlier, the NASA
_-::i model Id believed to be accurate io within i x2 to _ x3. The Aerospace vai_e_ are
°°:' based on a few hundi, ed days o_ dalai obiairied In i975-76 wltl_ an instrument oh the
_- _: 708
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ATe-8 satellite and confirmed by earlier data obtained on the ATS-I Syncht_Onous
Satellite,
_-NA.A I_80(M:ANFLUXL • 6;61
, kEl_iSl_Ai;E._VICHR OU SPE,:TI
"---(COl RTESYJ. B. BIAK£1
'_ Flguee I. Integral Electron
_ _ FlUxes in the GeoSynchronOuSOrbit as a Function of Energy.\ The mean values ofthe AE-6
T \ \ model in the 1980 time period
\ \ at L= e.8 are s_w_alongwith
mean values obtained from.
_ _ the AeroSpace measurements104 \ t
_03 \ \.\ \
\
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The most significant differences in the two environments exist at the higher
energies > 1. S MeV. At 1 MeV energy the AeroSpace flux values are )<3 higher than
the mean AI_-8 valueS, but the upper limit of the lattel, model would t)e consistent
with the former vaiu_s. Above this energy the differen_e_ become progressively
lar_er with the AerOspace fluxes being a factor of $ and 12 higher thah the AE-6
values at enet'_teS of 2 and 3 MeV, respectively. The_e dLftereflce8 are due to a
sorrel" electron spectrum1 used in the AE.,6 model, that is. the flux decreases mof'e
_apidly with InCreaSing e_iergy.
Because of the qttasiorandom n&tut_e 6t the occut_eflceS, fluehce_0 and spectra
of solar particle eventS, sola_ proton flu_es must be treated statistically. For a
synchronous satellite misSi0ri oper&tifz_ for fotir years in the i9T8 to 1982 time
period eh_,ompaSeif_g the next maximum in solar activity, the solar pi'otofl flu6nces
wef-e derived [i'Om the model _rierated By Kltig. 4 This mod_l is _ased h_avily oll
704
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the data Obtained during the last solal' cycle-20 which iS assumed to be typlc_l of
the upcoming cycle.Oi. It should be n_ted that approtim;tely 85 pea, cent of the
fluence experienced in cycle-20 was acquired during thr single iar_e event of
August 1972.
3. DOSECALCULATIONS
The election Spectra shown in FiguPe 1 have been used aS input to two inde- "_
pendent computer prOfvam$ that calculate dose. The first program calledAURORA
was originally developed at Lockheed tO treat the energy deposited in the atmoS-
phere by precipitating electronS. 5 The program _Vas adapted for this purpose by
substituting plane-parallel sheets or aluminum aS the absorbing media in place of
the atmospheric constituentS. The program utilizes finite difference techniqUeS to
numerically solve the Foklter-Ptanclt Steady-State equation for electrons diffusing
through the medium. The derivation of the diffusion equation is rigorous and takes
into account changes in the electron distribution function aS a fuflctlon of time, pitch
angle, energy, and the radial distance from the axis of the electron beam. The
diffusiori coefficients used to describe the pitch-angle scattering in the diffuSiOn
equation are valid down to electron energies of - 1 keV. The treatment is relativ-
istic a_d therefore valid at all higher" electron energieS. The AL_tORA code does
not,ho_vever,includethe surfacedose atthe CMOS chipdue tothe pr/_ductibnot
bremsstrab.lung in tl_e Slabs by the input electrons.
In Figure 2 the surface dose accumulated per year in the synchronous orbit at
the surface of a CMOS chip sandwiched b_ween two infinite plane aluminum shields
of equ_l thickness iS shown for both the AE-8 and the Aerospace electron tluences
as inputs. Th_ 0.01b-in.nickelcover on the CMOS elements prod'idesa measure
of shieldingand thishas been includedinthe calculationS.The shieldingthicltnesS
shown in Figure 2 iSthe additlon_tlShieldingrequiredaround the component,
The second setof electrondose calculationswere kindlyperformed by theAir
Force Weapons Laboratory {AFWL) 6 using their"MOnte Carlo technique. This pro-
gram includesthe Jecondary dose due to bre -sstrahlun_.COmpariSon in Figure 2
of the AFWL and AURORA code outputs for the AeroSpace flux profiles reveals
essential agreetnent tot shielding thickneSSes up to 0.15 inch. For gz'eater shield-
ins the bremSStrahlun_ dose included in the AFWL code begins to dominate. This
illtistrates the i*npracticality of UtiliZing large thicknesses of low-density material
to shield "soil" devzces in this environment. If a soR component requires greater
than -0.2 in. (i. 39 g/cm 2) of aittmifltim shielding to survive the mission dr/ration
then additional constdei.atton mi/st be given to using high-density shielding such as
lend, tt_n_sten, copper, _tc., inside the altlfninum to attenuate the bremsstrahlung _.
705
dose. This latter effort ig much more difficult add weleht-de_anding than shielding
the direct electrons and tS not addreooed fut-thoP in thta paper,
roe
would receive a yea_'ly dos0 ot 10, 000 rada in the AE-_] e_vi;onment bat a do_e of
70, 000 fads in the Aerospace _nvironment. An equivalent way ot expressing this
imD_ct i8 that a CM_S devi_e behind 0. l-in. alumlrlum that has a damage l_vel at
,0, 000 rad_ would function for one year in the 0_viroflm_nt repreAenied by the
AE-$ model but only 51 days in the A01'ospae0 envl_'ot_mont. The impact on mission
lifetime is obviously very 81_nlficant and at peo_nt th_ spacecraft deelgner must
shield conservatively.
The most probable dose z.eceived in a miasion near tho solar maximum period
from s0hI' pI'otons is also shown in Figure _. The total fluence experienced in
cycle-20 as a _unction of proton energy was obtained from King 4 and was assumed ,,,.
to be typical of the maximum fluenees to be encountered in cycle-21. A proton
energy deposit'.on computer program called PROTON 7 developed at Lockheed was
: used to determine the dose behind plane-parallel slabs of aluminum shielding. To
_' determine the total dOSe received by a CMOS device behind a given shieldthickn_ss,
:: the contribution from the solar protons, must be added to the cotltribution f/'om the)
_' tt'apped electrons.
_:: The relationship between the dose level shown itl Figure 2 to the damage levels
o_ CMOS, PMOS, and most bipolar junction tz'ansistors is illustrated in Figure 3.
i. The annual dose due to electrons and bremsStrahluvg in both the AE-6 and Aerospace
_ envirorimentS iS shown out to shielding thicknesses of 0.7 inch. The relatively con-
_. stant bremsstrahlung dose of between 250 to 80_ fads per year (AE-6 vs Aerospace
:: models) accumulated behirtd think shields is quite evident and along with the solar
! proton dose becomes the lit_iting _acto_' on the radiation softness of a device that
::i' can be tolerated in a lon_ duration synchronous Orbit mission.Cur_entiy available soft CMOS and PMOS devices exhibit serious degradation at
_1 levels between 4000 to 16,000 rads due to the charge-buildup problem. Reliable
i:_ utilization of thes_ devices in even a one-year mission would require aluminum
_.
_ Shielditlg o_ approximately 0.2-in, thickness. Hardened CMOS devices, now be-
: coming available, have degradativn levels in excess of 150, 000 fads. A nominal
shielding thickness of 0. 08 in. aluminum will protect a hard CMOS device for a
_ minimum o_ one-year o_eration in the synchroi_ous or'bit. Many linear integrated
_" circuits have eRhibited damage levels as low as 20, 000 rads and col_re_Jpondingly
_',
_ greate_ shielding is required with these devices. As m_ntioned earlier, knowledge
: of the radia i0n Sensitivity of the electronic components to be used in an a_,,_|ication
_ii is esSei_tial to long-lived, reliabie operation. Unfortunately, the _adiation sensi-
_: _ tivity of currently available devices having identical pact types can vary greatly
=_" from supplier to supplier depending upon the manufacturing process used and can!
_,_ even vary _ignifica_tly from wafer to wafer within the same manufacturing process.
, Extreme caution is the watchword.
_,' 707
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THICI_SS FORA SILICON D_ICE WItH A O.OIO-INCH
B_WE[N _NO PLANi-SHIEI,I)._! EQUAL
i BI_PO._LN__JL_ICTION_RANSl sTOi_DEGRADATIONLEVEL
_. SHOLOPMOSDEGRADATIONLEVEL
OEGRAOATIONLEVEL
DOSEPEl_YEARFI_OM.AEROSPACE_:LLIXPROFILE al,.
A
ELECTRONSANJ BREMSSTRAHLUNG
AE-6 ENVIROHMEN_
i
oto.OA.,ON.N E
%
(TOTALDOSEFR_ MAX.
OFSOLAI_CYCLE:
;°'0 o.l 0._ 0.3 0.4 e.5 o.e o.I
SHIELOINGTHICKNESS(INCHES 0_:ALUMINUM)
Figure 3. Relationship Between the Annual DOS e vS
_'. Shielding Levels Acquired in the SynchrOn0uS Orbit
,_: From Electro.s arid the AsSociated BremSstrahlun8
_ ,_ and tl_ Damage LeVels of Typical Electronic Devi_es.
...... The solar flare proton dose iS that likely to be acquired
q: on a long-duration mission operating during _e solar
!_.. maximum period 1978-1082
:ii' 4. EXTENDED DUILA_ION MISSIONS
: Most synehr0noUs satellite mis_tons Are designed to operate for more than
_ ofle year in Orbit. To illustrate the impact of the radiation envlr_nment._ on these
" e_ended missions the total dose ac_U_nulated As a function Of shie)dinl_ tJ,_,eknesi
__
°_' has been.tabulated !n Table 1 for a feur-ye_r misoiori operating in the SOlar maxi- '
_ii'. tF _;: mum period 1978 to 198_..
_!i!_ A.u,,,,,__.,.,_,o.,p,_o,,oo.,.,_,,._cMo_..q,,_,,._..,eo,.po.o., ii _,_. woul,__e _hlelded Witha minimum of O,1 tit. Ofaluminum, Tab_,eI kh_ws that the
I
°i,. l
1 oi:
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--:i_.. ehtp wOtfld receive a total dose over the 4_yea_ period o_43, _00 rad= or 193, (300
i
i i ra_tS dependlng On Whether the _._'._6 or the Aerospace envl=ont_e_t,, respeetlvely,
. iS used. Hard CMOS with this shielding w0t_Id surVive lit the AE-6 envi_0nment
_2;)i but could.be ma=ginal in the Aerospace envirottme_t. Most linear integrated cir-
ri,. cults Wottid require 0.2 in. of shielding to survive the AeroSpace envlron_e_ for
t
_,i'_ four years, but less than 0. 1B 11i. if the NASA environment is more repz.esentative.
7,
_ Table I. Total DoSe (rads-SI) vs Aluminum Shielding for 4-Year
_ Synchrono_is-Orbit MiSSiOn 197_ to 198 _- _-
• , , _"_ v T , ' r ,, ;: " T ..... ,
l:: Alumitlum Electron Plus
_, Stlieldlng EremSstrahlung Dose Total Mission DoSe,o__ Thickness_._ Solar
=il/ (it_.) AE-6 Aerospace Prototm AE'-6 AeroSpace
_: O. 050 340, 000 1,200, 000 2,800 342, 800 1,202, 800
_-_
o_ 0.075 116,000 460,000 2,0SO 1,18,050 462.050
'i!;'; 0. i00 42,000 192,000 I, 600 43, 600 193,600
_:!, O. 150 6,200 3% 200 1,050 ?, 250 38, 250
_, 0. 200 I, 720 9, _00 7d0 _, 480 i0, 360
°_', 0. 250 I, 140 4,720 580 1,720 5, 300
_, :_ii 0. 500 1,000 3.200 230 l, 230 3,430 ,0. 700 960 9, 800 140 i, I00 9, 940
_,,_;_: *CMOS chip with 0. 010-in. Ni co_er behind two plane a_minum_shlelds of equal
:_ thick_eS_.
, Finally, since soft CMOS and PMOS devices can experience problems at dose
_° leveL_ aS low as 4000 railS, shielding bf tl_ese devtceS for a 4-year mission should ... ;i}" _On_erVatlvely consist Of _r outer la_er of aluminum app oximat ly O. _-5'-in, thick
_:_:; with an tinier layer of lea8 t,r equivalent foil (0. 02 to O. 05 in. ) to further redttce
::o__ the bremsstrahl_ng cont:rtbu',lon. Other sandwich combinations Of aluminum anti
_ high-density metals can be ua _d effeCtiVely but caUtt_n must be exercised. High%
-_, density material_ are more weight_effe_tive in redttctng the tr_msmisston of the
_o_," Incident electrOnS since a higher _ractI0n of the electrOnS baekSeatter Out of a Itigh-
_-__._,, den lty Shield. However, the bremsstrahlung pr0ductlon in a high--density shield
=_!' i_ greater than in a low-density Shield of th_ Same electron Shielding effectiveness
_!,. by a factor of appt"0ximately the ratio of the atOmic n_mbers. Hence, the brems_
_, ii; strahlung prodttetldn is 7. _ times higher in a lead Shield than in an alumlnu_ shield
,_,\,"i o¢ the Safne electt, on stopping power. A good cb_lprorflise in Shieidt_ s6ft devices
°' i!:: is tO stop fuost of tBe i_/etd_nt electrons in a low-Z ni_terial stteh as aluminum _nd
.!Y.
o,_. 709
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to follow this, if necesSat 7, with L high-Z matental tO I_ttenuat_ tl_ bt:emmstt_ahlung
photons generated in the ot_ter shield.
5. SCAI'HA_HI_H-ENJ_ItGYSPFJCT]_tOMETER
The SCATtLA satellite, which will b_. launched in 1979 into a near-synchronous
orbit, will carry a high-energy particle spectrometer, referred to as the SC-3
experiment, One of the prime objectives of the experiment is to define the ener-
getic radiation enviz_nment in this orbit in cons/derable detail and to determine in g"
near-reai time the dose acclUired by the payloads and spacecraft eqtii_ment. TO
aeco_itsh this, the Spectrometer will be Operated continUouSly arid the measured
differential spectrL of electrons and protons wiil be used as inputs to the dose cal-
c_t_atiofl codes described in this paper.
The s_ectrOmete_ iS very Similar in design to one described in an earlier
pap_ 8 that l_s been successfully flown in space four tirdeS on two low-altitude
r_idsions. ?:he spectrometer condiets of a stacked arrdy of surface-barrier Silicon
_- detectors surrounded by an active plastic-Scintillator. Passive shielding consisting
of aft oute_- layer of aiu_inum and an inner layer of tungsten surrounds the entire
aSSembly to shield against electrons with energy _ 4 MeV and against the associated
bremSstral_lung. TlW stacked silicon detectors are arranged with a thin (200-_t)
detector in front to rneasure the rate of energy loss by the incoming electrons, p_o-
tons, anct alpha pa_ticleW. Si,_c,_ these three pdrticle types have signif| cantiy differ-
ent characteristics in passing through matter, the energy loss in the thin detector
can be used to uniqdely identify the particle type trader analysis. Behind the thin
de/dX detector is &n array {)f five detectors that are used tO stop ard to measure
the incident energy of the particle under analysis. By arranging several different
cOmbinations of coincidence and anticoincidence between the two detector • systems,
different particle typos c_ver a wide energy range can be an_aiyzed in a tin_e-m_lti _
plexed maimer. The active plastic scintillator is always used in anttcoincidence
with pulses in the main detectors and thUS only particles entering through the nar-
rOW c0_limation system are analyzed.
The cbl|imator iS designed to l_ave a 3-deg field-0f-vie_ and because the satei-
lite is spi_mi_g, pitch*angle distributions of the particles will be obtained with this
angular accuracy. The spectrometer will Imve the broad energy coverage listed in
TAble 3. Electrons from 1O0 to 4100 ke_/will be measured with 13-_hannel differ-
entlal energy resolution. The channf;ls San be programmed in fligM tO cover the
entire energy z,ange or s limited energy r_e With high-energy t-eaolutiOri. TSe
fl_t bf electrons between 3_00 to 10, 0O0 keV will be mes_ured l_i ,, differentiai
channel. SOlAr proto_ fr0n_ 1 to 100 MoV Will also be measured With 12-_,crmel
00000008-TSD03
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energy tes01Utton in Several different modes of Operation selectable by command.
J Thus° all the particle types and energy ranges Of concex_-to the l-adiation dose
problem _|ll be measured in th|s single instrument.
_ Table 2. SC-3 High-Energy Particle Experiment. on _CAT_IA MiSSion
_ Cha=aClerlsflcs i!
I
,-_ Pa icle Type tlergy R nge Resolution Comments
Elect_Ons 100 to 4100 keV 12-channel Channel Widths
>3500 keV integral programmable from
'_:_o 15 kev to 100 keV
:_ Protons i to 100 MeV 12-channel Multiple energy
_ modes required to
:_!_ I Alphas 6 _o 60 MeV 12-chanr_l cover energy range
i_ The capabilities of the SC-3 experiment to resolve the fundamental difference
_ between the NASA and the AeroSpace environment is illustrated in Figure 4._ As
i . /
;_: nientioned earlier° the AE-6 model exhibits a m_ch Steeper fall-off 0f the higher
i: 6nerVy ele_,tr0ns than the Aerospace measurements intlicate, in the former case
: • this re,_,;_ prLncs._,_ll3r frorfl a 1_k of experlmental data above ~ 2 l_eV in energy.
AS _hown, the SC-3 experiment will define in great detail the Shape 0_ the ele_r0n
i
, spectrum out tO 4.1 MeV through the several opex'stirig m0de_ available in the !n-
, In the future the Spacecraft deSigner_ will h_ve a better definition of the
_/ energeti_ r_diation envit0nment aS input to his shielding arlalySls. Until that data
becomes aV_ilableo however, he must design compOn0nt Shielding in a conservative
manner using the more _evere and _dverSe tmvironment _uggested by the Aerospace
-_ measurementS.
; :i_ .
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+i!! Abstract
i ii, In connection withthe Study oP phOtoconduCtivity of insulating mate_-lals under
! _,; condRions r_'_predent_ttve of _pac_craft env_,ror_ment, it W_.Sfound that Oscillations
+,+ (-lp tO 30 percent Of the maximum current) can bCCUr in the le_tkage eu_'rent throughi+_ the sample when the _ample _S SimultaneouSly expt)Sed to at_ tncitler_t electz, on fl_9c ..i-+i_ • "
}_. and an optical illun_inatton of roughly Orie _un. FOr example with an incident ct_r-rent densi y of i0 "_ A/era2 of 4 keV electron_ and an illutninati0ri of one sun, he
_! frequency of oscillate.ionof _aka_e currerR was 0.3 Hz. DecreaSlflg the C_trrent
density to 0.2 X 10-_ A/cruZ Peduced the h.equency to 0.06 H_. The effect of
;7:"+ changi_ incidet_t electron energy d_)e_ not appear to be as pP0riouneed aS changin_
i/_ + current density, With a 0.005 in. -thick Sample Of Kapton V. OsCillations were not
!_+ii obseryed at energies below _ kV, wez_e maximum st about 4 kV. anti their arrlpli-
" tude decreased with increb$in_ enez_gy above 4 RV.
i _ TNs in_tability is of interest because _t indicates that the me_suLee_I param-
_i eter_l o["art inSUlator under constant condltlcn_l Of pla_ima and _blar lllutfllnatiOfi
i-',! potentials and therefore the occurrence of electrici_l disch&rgeS between adja_erit
may be far fz_Om constant, arid _ay Strongly affect the in_t_mtaneous dtfferentl&I
T
b_ areas on a space Vehicle•
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,>, i. System Aspects of Spacecraft Charging
°_i. S.P. Bower
. _ The AerospaceColporation
"_' El Segundo,Calif.
;{' Satellitessome ina varietyofsize_agd cOrt_igurationJi cludingspintllng
°_' Satellites and three-axis stabilized satelliteS. All o_' these characterlsti_s have a
_'. SiLqlificant effect On spacecraft charging considerations. There are, however, i
certain fundi_mentals which can be considered which indicate the nature and extebt !
_, Of the problem.
= _' I
:_: The global positiontn_ system satelllte will Serve to illustrate certain charac-
_._ teristics. Each of.the two solar panels has the potential _or char.l_ing and diScharg-
e"!>: tng on the front surface which conSiStS Of 12 mils of cover glass over the solar t
,i' _ellS. The b_dy _ the spacecraft has a variety of surfaces. Some areas consist t
-!. t
bf multiple layer thef_raal blankets which are typically about 2 mils of dielectric 1
_*_': such aS Kapton on the Outer surface with a laper of vacuum deposited aluminum orif:
°_ silver oil the ba_k surface. Anbther portion Of the tR-dy ha_l panels of second Sur-L t
_-i? _ce mirrors which are al_proximately 2 n_lls of cover gla_s backed by s thin layer i
_ _. 0f alUniinum or silver. Each of these surfaces becomes a capacitt_r whe_l electrons
o_i'. are depositetl 0#1 t_r tt@af" the frbnt dielectric surface, i
_. A_ others have indicated, under certatfl codditionS the_e stlrfaces will charge
to (he bs_eakdown v_Itage and then puncl_ th/.ots_h tlle dielectric and/or di_cha_'_e _iIi:o around the periphery. T_e principle e_ect i_ (_ induce s_uz'tous l, ignal_ in the' i
!!/," ' cables between electrortic boxe_ wtth the l_osstbi|iiy of _psetti_g the electronics or '
,,/
="' "/19 :
-} / ' '_
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burlling them out. With the exceptim, of two possible cases, ot/r problems have
been with Upset rather thari burnout. These problems range a,1 the way from the
nuisance ot havihg to reset the Satellite from tile ground to cases whe_'e the Satel-
lite was almost lost before necessary diagnosis and _ecommlattd could be accom-
plished... The three obvious ways of eliminating this problem are tO
{1) ,eliminate the charging/discharging,
{2) prevent signal coupling into cables by R]_ shielding of cables and/or
satellite housing, and
_3) design electronics which are immune to upset.
ALthough tecllnologydevelopments may resultinmaterialswhich eli:niriatehe
charge/diSchargeproblem, these are hot currentlyavailable,and we must use
other techniquesatthistime. Utilizingrf shieldingmay resultin a greaterweight
increase thanispracticalor neceSSary. The preference atthistime isto design
immunity intotheelectronics.In general,there i:_nO particularweightincrease
and inthe case of militarysatelliteS:which are harde=_d fOr.nucleareffects,the
same designfixesmay protectthe SateUitefrom x-ray ionlz_tion,SGEMP, EMP
and Spacecraftcharging.
Such fixescan be based oa pulse amplitudeor pulse duration. For.a variety
of reasonS, itt_pr.efe_abletOdesignfixesbased on pulse duration. Fortunately,
the pulse durationof theseeffectsis similar.
In additiontodesigningprotectionintothe satellite,itiSdesirableto conduct
tests to verify the fixeS. There iS a wide range of testing possibLlitles ranging
from teStin_ an entire satellite in a vacuum chamber while Subjectin_ it tO a plasma
all the way down to moving a TeSlaocoil along the spacecraft cables and monitoring
for upset.
The first possibility has the disadvantage of relatively high cost and schedule
impact on the program. The Second pOSSibility iS the-most convenient and has the
Smallestimpact. However, itisdifficultto achieverealisticsimulationsfv0m
the standpointOf signalamplitudeand couplingcha_'acterlStics.
Our currentthinRingis interms oftestingan entireoperatingSatellitein an
ambient environment while Subjecting it to Simulated discharges and monitoring the
satellite operation with the test equipmerit.
It1 an actual case, the discharge will be distributed over some portion of a
surface and result in both a radiated field which can couple into electric cables and
also a current which flows through the structure and grou_dtflg paffis of the #atel-
ltte. This latter cu_-_ent also can couple into c;tbles which are neaz' |roufldtng ]
paths such as sttructural members. I_e to difficulties in obtalnin_ a discharge ,t
over a large area, our current thinRing is in terms ol_usit_ B a point source dis- i
charge and grounding tO tlie neaz'est ground point in aft effort to sttnulate both
radiated and coriducting conditioi_d. It Is further ariticipated tSat the diecllarge
720 _
i _ _ ........ _ ....... I
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would be located at vartbUS points flea_' the center and p_rtphery of capacitive
surfaces.
The priflciplepeobtem incomlectionwith thistestingisknowing how large a
surfacewilldischarge. Tests conductedby NASA-LewlS on thermal blanketS,
solar arrays, and Secot,dSurfacemirrors indicatethata_'eaeUl_to atleastI sq
ft may dischargeato_e time witha pulsedut_ationof approximately400 nsec.
Tests have notbeen made withlar_er areaS. We have satelliteswithsolar arrays
greaterthan 100 sq. ftin area e.ndwith thermal blanketsgreaterthart100 sq, ft.
Ifone considersthe capacitanceof such surfaces,thebreakdown voltage{whichiS
typicallyaround 8000),assumes thatthepulse width remains n0 greater than "_'
400 nse_ and thatthe entiresurfacedischarges,theresultis a peak pulseof a
approximately 100,000A. Itgoes withoutSayingthatsuggestingStiCha testto a
program officeon a multtmiUi0n dollarsatellitewtllnot _esultin immediate
approval. Itis alsotruethatthere are reasons tobelievethatwe have not been
gettingdischargesof totalcapacitorsurfacesin currentsatellitesor we would
have had much more troublewithburningout electronicS.Otlrinterimthinkingin
thisarea isto aSSume dischargeof areas nO greaterthan.10 sq. ftand toalso
assume thatifthe area increasesfrom I Sq. ftto 10 sq. ft,thepulse dttrati0n
increasesproportionately.Therefore, a typicaltestwould resultinpulses of
I{)00A witlla 400 nSec to 4 ,sec durationantla breakdown voltageofapproximately
8000.
'/_1
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0_-3,.. In 1974, a set of instrurhentS designed to detect the occurrence of e_ectrical
i=)_ breakdowns was flown on a synchronouS-orbit Satellite. 1 The measurements make
i_ an interesting complen_ent to those reported earlier at this conference by Bob
_!- Lovell of NASA LeRC. The LeRC sensors were installed on cables inside the
i "°_
_=_ vehicle. 2 Accordingly, they respond to signals coupled into the satellite wiring
!_?, System, The SRI sensors Were located on the exterior of the vehicle arid detected
_ _ _r t_X_ noise pulses aSSOciated with Surface breakdowns.
i_'_ The reSultS of the earlier SiqI program a_e being used to design and develop a
_o_ set of instrumentation suitable for inclusion aS a general ptggy-back package for
i_-_'_'i_'! the detectionOf the on.etof _tt_.11itechargingand breakdowns offsynchronous orbitsat llites, This system will b_ flown as the Transient Pulse Monitor (TPM) rys-
.... ,' tern on the SCA THA spacecraft.i_ _,
__,,
i ,t
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_, . .
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', 2. TEST StTELL|TF_IN!I;-Tfil:_IENTATION
....,_. The inStr_entatton flown on the test satellite was capable Of detecting the
onset of geomagnettcally disturbed c0ndttlons and of detect|ng and c0Unti_g electri-fy,
e&l breakdowns. 1 The system, sl_own tn Figure 1, used a sensor plate mOuhtedon the outs|de Surface of the veh_le aft both an electric dipole antenn_ tO pick up
_ noise pulses and as a Larqlmuir ion probe. Since the probe electrode waJ biased
i/. -5. i3 volts wlth respect to the vehicle frame, it normally collected positive ions
and repelled photoelectronS, Under dtstU_'be_! c0n_itio_s the ion probe system _-
_, measures the differenc_ between the photoelectron current from the Surface of the
_; detector pla_ and the plasma electron current incident on the plate. Thus, sub-
s_orms t_re tx_dtcated I_y. a depressed probe current. Since the dc ampl_ier used
with the ioh probe system was unipolar, times when the _urreut iS reversed are
indLcated.by a zero i_a probe _urrent reading.
NoiSe pulses induced in the sensor plate antenna are coupled through capscitor.
C to the preamplifier-counter electronics. Sensitivity teStS of the pulse counting
system were conducted using the set up shown in Figure 2. A thermal-control,
panel was placed inside a glails bell jar and illuminated with an electron beam .to
generate discharges from the mirror cells comprising the surface of the panel.
The sensor electrode and else;tonics System flown on the flight vehicle were used
tO dete_t the noise pUlseS generated. PrOvisiOnS Were made tO place the eens0_' at
var{ous distances from the edge of the thermal control. The reSUlts Of these tests
:_ indicated that the puise counter would reliably detect breakdowns within roughly a
_i. meter Of the sensor plate.
l!
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',, Figures 3 and 4 show data reeord_, during both t_ndistu_bed and dtst_bed-
i_ 'i! geomagnetic field-conditions for one complete satellite orbit. At synol_r-on0us
_/
_i / altitudes, each Orbit is 24 hr lOng, sampling all local times equally. Data from
°_ the ion-Clz_'rent probe are plotted as a fut_ction of local time (LT) in the upper panel
._: of Figures 3 and 4. These data were selected.at po_.nts in the satellite rotation at
:-_. Which the tot_ probe _urrent was a maxim_ (this corresponds to the oz-ie_tation-
_ at which the detector plate is most ne_ly pel_endicdla_- to the sun directlot_ re-
:" Suiting th_ m_im_m photoemission current). The geomagnetic field conditions
:_ Were determined-by examination of-Ap andKp shown at the top of Figure-_ 3 and 4.
_:: F._.gure 3 ShOwS data typically recorded during undisturbed geomagnetic field
i_i_" conditions. It shows the dinr-,_al variation occurs because of the r_epehdence of
:_ photoelectron current on the angle between the sun direeti0n and the detector plate.
-: At local evening and local morning the sun is normally incident to the detector
plate, and the peak photoele_tr0n c_rrent-density has a maximum of about 80 ,A /
m 2. At local midnight the sun is obliquely incld_nt to the detector plate, and the
_:! peak photoelectric current has a minimum of about 30 ,A/m 2. Near local noon
--:- the body of the spacecraft Shadows the detector-, and the photoelectron current is
i:::, reduced nearly to zero, as Shown from 10.7 - 13.3 hours LT i,t Figure 3. These
_-: data _,_present the UsUal diu_'nal _rlatiOn Of peak photoelectr,)n _urrento and no
: _ d+_pressions ._f the probe Current indicating the injection Of et.ergetic electrons are
_, obsex'ved.
The pulse-counter dataAre ShOwn in the low_r pane_s of Figures $ and 4. The
i=i" data plotted at.e the number of diScharge_ per minute that are dete_ted by the pulse
counter. The.number of counts w_re collected and averaged 0V_r a 10-rain period.
.,' For Lhe quiet geomagnetic period shown inFi&-._re 3. few discharges ere detected
i i.
= .... by the instrument except from local evening to local midnight during which rates
:-_ aVerag{n_ Slightly less than l/tutti a_e observed. Count rates typically near 30/hr
_:. al'e ob_.'rved on aJmost every orbit _rom l_cal _vening to local _idnig'ht.
i -" FigUre 4 illustrates data recorded during an o_it On 31 JanUary 1974 for
_-: • which a mOdet'ate geomagnetic field distu,:bance was indicated by the magnetic
indiceS. The irijecti0_i of etierg_tic electrons a{ Synchron0US altitude was detected
by depresSionS Of the total pr6be ctirrent _used by in,Peases in th_ plasma'-elee-
_ii_ tron cUrrent during the injection event.
Two example_ of data recorded d_tring Satellite eeiipse are shOwh in FigUres
_.. a_d 6. Figttr_ 5 Show_ the ion-ct_rrent probe and p_lse counter/iOta recorded
_-,!_ during undietizrbed geOmagfletie conditi0r]S. Ddring satellite eclipse the p_bbe
:_ curPen{ from {he _etectoz _ pl_ie drops to nearly _.ero becaizse solar ultravioie{
_' r' rkdtation is hot tSre_en{ tO cdt_e_eph0t0emisS|0h from the detector p},ate.
ii; k_
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FigUre 5. Static-ChargeExperiment Data Recorded During UnCtisturbedGeomag-
neticField ConditionsThrough SatelliteEclipse. (Theprobe currentdrops to
nearly zero when the photoelectric current iS cut off by the earth's shadow. Only
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FigUre 6. Static-Charge Exper_nefit Dat_ Recorded Durth_ DiSturbed Geomag-
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ZJ Smooth changes in the total probe current On either sitie of Satellite eclipse are
_ caused by ehanffes in the satellite oz_ientdtioti (see Figure 3 and the related dlSC_s-
_ sion of the dtt_l_nal variation in total probe current). Only s few pulse cOtJnts are
_i ObserVed by the pulse cotmter during thls pass. (The pulse eoun'_or data are
_: accumulated af_d-_._ged Over a 2 rain pel;iOd f6r the data shown in F: -tt_#_._
=-): and (_.)
_' ' I_Igure _ shows an example Of data recorded during a magnetOspheric substorm
i_ nea_. satellite eclipse. A depression of the ion probe current indicatirig the injec-
t: '_ion of energetic electrons is ObserVed just after the satellite emerge_ from
_:_:- eclipse (compare these dat_ _ith those Shown in Fil_ure 5). DiSCharge rates as
_._'::_ highevent.as10/rain are observed in a_Sociation.with this substOrm electron-injectiot_ '1
_: The data in Figure 6 show that the_discharges are aSSociated with the injection
_i_ of the energetic electrons near local mitinight, and not _vith s_telltte eclipse. The
_- beginning of the plasma-injectiOn event shown in Figure _ canno_ be determined
._, from the ion-chrrent probe data because the Satellite is in eclipse, it is possible
_.. that the discharge rates r_ay have been enhanced during satellite eclipse; however
_- the generatin_ mechaniSn_ of the discharge,, is. clearly the energetic plasma injec-
_ tion during the magnetospheric substorm.
:_' These _Our examples of discharges observed by the static charge experiment
_} are t_pical of the several conditions under which SynchrOnoUs orbiting satellites
-_ must _unction. They ShOW that electrical discharges are Observed du¢iag sub-
_,:_ Storms at rates nea_ 10/rain on the sateUite'S e_ternal SurfaCe. These disclterges
• occur when energetic electrons are injected tO.synchronoUS altitudes near local
_i:. midnight. These discharges are probably caused by the chal_git_g of dielectric
_:_- surfaces to large negative potentials during the electron injectl0ft events.
..... Other discharges are observed near local eveflin_ and at ol'her points in Orbit
at which discharges were not expected to occur. These discharges have lower
rates (i/2 minl; hOWeVer, they occur on e#sentially all sateUite orbits from local
evening to local midnight. The generatto_ of tneae discharges iS not well under-
Stood at the tii_e of this writing, i
_everal types Of engtneerin_ orbital anbmalies have occurred off this satellite
that have Been supposed td be related to electrical dischargeS. TheSe anomalies
COnsiSt of a type of anomalous detec_o_ reBI)0rise and an m_Otftr_anded z_e@et of a
_atellite cohimand citY,nit. These an6malies have oc_urred.o_,, several other
Satellites iri _dditioft tO the satelli_,e oft which this expeti_flent was flOWfl. An
e]tamiflatioft o_ the values o_ gP_iaftd-Based geon_agnetic indices at the time_ of
occul'reflce of the aftomalies etrt_ngly suggests thai they are related to intense sub-
Atorrh activity. Thus, it _a_ _ugge_ted that such &n6mkiles wes_e gefterated by
iftt_rference from _he eiectron_agftetic radiatt0n Of elec_rlcdl discharges.
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During the period of-operatlo_ o._ tl;_,_=.xpertment, se#e=_alo_cgrrences of both
t_loes 05 these anom=lltes were reported. For the anomalous detector response, a
tOtal,of 35 occurrences were reported. For 31 of these cases a dl=chat'Be was
ObSerVed by the experiment coincidently with the anomalous detector response.
These anomalous t'esponses were reported oh seve_'al-different days, arid the proba-
bility that the coincidences occurred by chance is essentially =ero. The='e web's a
total of 6 of the uncommanded _ir_uit resets, att_i 5 o( these resets occurred
cOtnci¢lently with dete_tiOn of discharges by the experiment. Thus, data from this
experiment has confirmed the hypothesis that these types of orbital engineering
anomalies are _at_sed by interference from these electrical dischargeS.
,ma_
4. SCATilA TRANSIENTPULSE _IONITDR
Based On the experience gained in the satellite tests, a low-le_/ei progr_r_ of
planning and instrurnent development was initiated at SHI. The objective was the
development of a Set Of compact, lightweight instruments tO detect the Occurrence
of an electron injection event, to measure electric field E and current density J at
the vehicle surface, and tO detect, count, and characterize the pulse waveforms
from electrical breakdOWns on the satellite surface. A design goal was to develop
simple instruments suitable for USe on a piggy-ba_k basis oft a large ntlmber of
satellites.
The ptilSe det_ctior_ and _haracterizatiot_ System Will be repacka_ed and flown
on the SCATHA satellite as a TPM. Although the TPM system can be used to mea-
Sure pulses either 0n the outside 0r inside of the Satellite. the SCA THA TPM
system will be used entirely with internal sensOrS Since the electromagnetic signa-
ture of the breakdown pulse on the exterior o_ the vehicle Will be characterized by
the SC1-2 e_q_ertment.
The purpose of the TPM system will be to.acquire amplitude and pulse charac-
teristics of tranSientS coupled into vehicle power and signal lines when .the spate-
craft experiences arc discharges. Requirements imposed on the TPM System are
as fOllOwS:
(1) Measure pe_k pulse amplitude both + and - separately.
(_) Determine number of tranSierits absolute (+ and -).
(3I MeaSure total energyboth + and - separately.
(4) Accomplish these measurements within the following constraints:
(a) 60 dB dynamic range on ampllfiet_s.
(b) Select either a single pulse arid/Or multiple pulseS.
(c) FrequencyteSporise > 50 MHz.
These meaSt_remeflt cap_b|litlt _ are i|iuStrated graphte_Uy in Figure _.
, It i !
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Figure 7. Data Derived From Transient-Pulge Monitor
The _nctlon,_tldeployment of tlieTPM system v_{llbe as follows:
(1) FOul" (4) separate channel_ capable of yielding the complete dtita stipulated
under requirement._ for each channel.
(2) LocatiOnS within the Spacecraft wili be:
(a) Cable bundle antenna O.ow impedance).
(b) Cable bundle antenna (high impedance).
{c) Current probe On primary power reference ground.
(d) Current probe on solar array power input.
A functional blocR diagram of the TPM is shown in Figure 8. The ultimate
form of the SyStem Stemmed from the requirement that itbe able tO provide infor-
mation about the induced noise pulses even though the parameters of interest might
vary Over a cOhSidersble range. Wide dynamic rarlge_ were achieved in SeVeral
ways. FirSt, lOgaritllmic amplifier/detector_ were used trl the pulse-peak rues-
| surin_ SyStem. The puise-integral measuring system has provisions for adjustin_
! tliPeSliold ifl orbit to a_rold the possibility of data betn_ inadVertefltly co_taminated
by sySteni noise. Siflce it is not cleaP _#hat th._ prf ot breakdown/J on SCATHA will
_: be, prOviSiOns are incl.uded to command the pulse-peak and pulse-integi-Sl.meaSur-
in_ Systems io operate with a i s_c measurin_ window or to op.er.ate for Only
:,, i00 ,See after the _irSt pulse occUPlng lfi a telemetry window,
732
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The sampie-and-h01d circuit for each output channel is arranged go th,t data
Obtained during One telemetry Window axe tran_fsrr-ed to the sanlple-and-hold
where they are stored for one teler_etry peniod during which time all of th_ outpt_t
• _ channels are interrogated by the telemetry #ystem. ThUs, ali of the data read
during a particular window were generated during the same Single telemetry period ..........
The pulse-peak detectors indicate the peak _mplitude observed during the
c0mmantled wtnd0_. (If several pulses occlir, the highest will be measured. )
The pulse-integral system indicAteS the inivgral over the entire window of that
signal above the-commanded thresh01d level. The _Vent-cour|ter indicates the
number of pulSeS Occuring during a 1 sec period regardless of which mode is
commanded for the pulse-peak and pulse-integral systemS.
Packas_ng of the system is such as to minimiie size and weight tn order that
it can be used as a piggy-ba_k installation with r_inlmum _eight, volume, and
power impact.
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i_ 3. Provisional Specification for 5atelllte Time
:_:, in a Geomagnetic Environment
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Abstcact
1
_; Satellites in geosynchronoug orbit hav_ been experiencing oper_tic_nal anomalies.
TheSe anOrhali_S are believed _o be due to the environment cha_'ging the Spacecraft
_: _ur_aces to a point wh_e discharges occur. In degiguin_ future _atellites i'or lon_
_ term O_eration at _eosynchronous altitude, it is important that designers have a
i. SpecificatiOn that will give the total time per year, the particle flux density and 1particle ener_ie_ that their satellites can be expected to encounter in these Sub-
t_ storm envtronmental conditions. The limited dat_ currently available off the
_ environmental conditions ha_ been used to generate the provisional Specifieatiot_
_: given in this repe.-_. I
_" Satellites in _eosynchrono_i_ orbit have been exhibiting anotnalous behavior,
particularly during the local dusk to dawn portion of theli- orbit. | |t iS now beiiev_d
' _' that these anOtnalies are due to the noise gen_i'at_d by th_ discharges _rotn the 1
_' differential eiect_'oSt,_tic chaz'gi_ O_ the vai_iOtis spacecraft surfaces to kilovolt
N_
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! _,i pOtentialS I_y the envtronr_ent, The eiectromaghette energy releaeJedfrom such
,9 dt_cha_'geecan trigger sede',Ltveelectronic logic eystetne, reeulttng in the enoma-
i
i_ |One _p_cecraft beP_aVlor, in edditlon, the dtechergee can damage therm++l control
i . Jurfaces, resulting in higiter than anticipated temperatures in,the e_pacec_,aft
_!: system. The charging of mere eurface_ can a_o restll( i- (l_etr enhaflcedcon-
+_i taminattoA.
_ Date from the ATS-5 and ATS-6 sstellttee have shown that cloud9 of kilovolt
i__ electrons can occur at geoeyncllronouS altitude in the local midnight to d_wn
i !: quadrant. 2 The occurrence of ouch particle clouds has been correlated with g_o-i i
magnetic subetOrm activity, 3,4 Furthef_nore, they persist for periods of several
i "i_ hours. These kilovolt electrons imptrlging on the Spa_.ecraft can cause the Space,
[ ,_ el'aft surfaces to charge to kilovolt potentials, ATg-5 and ATS-6 observations
i! indicate charging of the spacecraft grounds to greater than 10 kV negative in the
_' eclipse phases Of their mission and to a few hundred volts negative in sunlight in
,_, the presence of these kilovolt particles. If the Spacecraft groundd can be charged
_!_ in this manner, then it must be a_sumed that insulator surfaces can also be
+ charged to kilovolt !evels. _he Shaded insulator surfaces can be charged to these
;_' levels even when the Spacecraft grounds are maintained at the few hundred volt
i _i level, resulting in differential charging of the various satellite surfaceS.
_i_i The spacecraft _.arging phenomenon is currently under investigation at several
i _i ground _&ctlitie_. 5°9 It has been _hoWn in these inveStigatiOns that insulating _ur-
i _' fa_eS c&n be _tt_rged by beams o_ kilovolt electro_e and that the _ub_equent die-
°_. charges d_ produce conducted and radiated electromagnetic interference, _n
,+ addition, it has been _howfl that the discharges can damage the insuld{or surfaces.
_/' 'Une number of discharges which must b_ absorbed by electrical Systems a_ well
i ,_: aS the degree of damage to surfaces has been shown to be propertY.seal to the
! ,+_. average particle energy and to the incoming flux of particleS. From an engineering
.... Stan_oint it iS important to kno_ the anticipated discharg_ rate for multiyear
! _<_: _issions SO that this factor can be conDidered in the specifications for the elec-
i+i:_ ironic circuit design and for the thermal design. Therefore, it is desirable to
develop a Specification defining the time per year that a synchronous Satellite
!_i_i could expect to spend in a subStorm environment, the relative proportions of tim_
:_ spent in Severe, moderate and mild eubStorms, and the particle energies and
_ current_ characteristic of these Substorm_. With such a specification in hand. it
_;
! would be pOSSible to conduct t_Sts to determine the performance of surface matert-
i -_:_ ale_ _or a proposed mission. In this Pepo_t, the available data on the substorm
! _;_ eflvit'onment are USed to generate a provisional specification re/" use in designing
i °°_!" Satellite systemS.
ii
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'_ I)ERI_ VI;IO'_ OF Till". _PECIFICqtTIO'_
• ile infoz_mation on the geomagrtefie subst0rm environmeflt at Byncbronotts
altitude is based on data from the A TS.5 and A TS-6 Ant'oral Particles Experimefltso
Considerable data exists 6t_ particle flux as a furtction of energy both in quiet tttues
and in Subst0rmS; however, data on substorm particle energy land current flux
varlatlorts over the local dusk to dawn quadraats iS scarce. This latter type of
data iS necessary in Order to derive tt specification for the time history of parttele
energy and fltzx per year 0f mission llfe.
_. The available data include: a Survey of the substorm environment for a three
month.period of I970; i0 time histories of two substorms obtained as a result of
this survey; and data On the .Level of charging of ATS-6 spacecraft grounds during
the fall 1974 eclipse season. 11 These data are Shown in Table 1 and Figures
1 - 3 respectively, and form. the basis f,_r the present specification for _he Sub-
StOrm environment.
Table I, SummRry ofItT_-5MeaSurementS of CliargedParticleEnvironment..
i H
'," PLOT OF 2 JAN 1940 SUBSTORM
Ele ctr0ns J
Currents up to 0.85 mA/cm 2 for = 30 rain
_: Average Current 0.5 mit/cm 2 for > 8 h_
"' Peak Temperatur_ of i2-13 kV for _ 45 min
ItverageTemperature of*-6kV for _ 8 hr ,Ii,_ PrOtonS
-_ Currents up t0 13 plt/era2
l_wii i"I Average Current 7-pA/cm 2 i
Peak Temperatures of 1_-20 kV for _ 30 rain 1
Average Temperatur_ of-,-i2kV !
OTHER SUBSTORMS t
Electrons ]
ill' I Cuerents obSerVed up to 2 nA/cm 2. Typical0.i to O.2 .i
.- PoSSible: 8 nA/cm 2 Maximum (Noisy Data) for 5-I0 rain j
Temperatures up to 20-30 keV
ii" Typic,lTemperati_re2-_ keV
F
i
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Figure 1. EnVironmental Conditions From
2 January 1970 Sub_torm
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FigUre 2. Tb/_perature sfld Current Profile_ for 27 Msrch 1970 Sttb-
stbrm (ROsen_)
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Figure 3. ATS-_ Spaeecraft Charging Data. Fall
eclipse period. 1974 (Bartlett _u)
A study of Table 1 and Figures 1 - 3 tnentioned above indicates a number Of
factbrS _hiCh must oe Considered in developtflg the specification. First, particle
energies are not constant over the SubSt0rm period; they fluctuate th_ough0ut.
SecOnd, there is a.large variation in substorm intensity; the average particle
energies are higher in some substorms thai_ in.others. This is shown by the vari-
ation in the le_tel of charging of the spacecraft grounds in F_b-_'e 3. Third, the
electron current density iS low when the average electron energy it high, and
conversely (Figu_.es 1 and 2). Finally, the relationship bet_veen prOtOn and electron
average energies and current densities is reasonably linear. For the ptirposes of
this specification, it ',s aSSumed that the average proton et_ergy is twice the aver-
age electron energy, and that the proton current density is about 1/_0 Of the
electrOfl cUrr.ent deflsity. TheSe aSsufl_ptions are based ¢_n Figures i and 2.
The temporal specification deduced from these limited data and the c0nsidera,
tions noted above is showfl ifl Figure 4. A more detailed diS_ussi01i of the deriva-
tion of the Speclfi_att0n is g|#en in the following p_ragraphs.
2. | 1"oral Itt'_l'eht in Substbrm
It is necessary to specify p_rttcie energy arid current density aS functions t*f
time in _ subsi0rm enviroflment per year of missitm life. The ftrs_ task is
739
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F_- therefore to, determine the average number of hours/year that a synchron.O_us
_ spacecraft will spend in a substorm environment.
i_'_ According to a simplified evaluation of the occurrence of Substorms, 4 sub-
_::_ Storm activity ocCUpies about 30 percent Of the time during any given year. For
! _" purposes of this SpecificatiOn, it is assumed that d. satellite can firid itself in a
:. _. changing enVirOnment during the local dusk tO dawn portion of its orbit. Ba_ed on
_ these assumptions, a Satellite can be in a substorm environment for a total of
_:_ 1314 h_/year. This number is denoted by Hs (hours per year in SubStOrm).
i ii,_.
___._' _._ Particle Ener_
_:i!:; Two further factors are required to obtatn a specification for particle energy
i _" as a f_:nction.of time. First, it is necessary to. determine _ "time Variation factor"
indicating the frbCtion Of time in any One substort_ that the particles can be at or
! _' _bove v&riOUS energy levels. This f_ctor depends on the particle energy of
L,_,, Inter-eat and ts herein denoted by _t(_). Th_ sec0ntl required factor is _ "substorm
_,, intensity factor" indicating the p_oportions of Severe, moderate, and mild sub-
! _ storms eXpected to Occur ih _ year. This factor is al_O related to the energy level
"_: Of. interest (vi& the _T_-6 grotmt] potential d_tb) arid t_ herein denoted by fs_E).ii
In order to determine ft(E), it is necessary to characterize the variation of
i " ; [bartl_ie enet_gies dtzring a substO_m. For this purpose, the 2 January 1_70 sub-
! "_ storm (Figure 11 ie_ taken ad the rflOdeI Of a devere st_be_to_rfi in term_ of energy
, fluctuatiOnS. D_td _om tht_ _bStorm are u_ed tO define t,e fr_ction_ of the tvtai
io;.
! '
!
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substo_m time (10 hr) during which the aver'age energy o_ the charged particle
population attairted or exceeded Specified Valttes. Ti_e model for the fllode_ate sub_
$iJbstorm is assumed tO be the same aS the Severe but with the average energy
Scale cut in half. The mild substoem model is assumed to be the Same as the
moderate $ubStorm model but with the energy scale again h_lved.
The "subSt0rm intensity factor" fs(E) is obtained from the meaSurement_ of
the ATS-6 spacecraft ground potential during the 1974 eclipse pez'tod (Figure 3).
It is assumed that when the ATS-a Spacecraft ground had been biased to a voltage
level of between .6 kV and - 12 kV, the satellite liad encountered a severe subStorm, ab,
When the ATS-6 ground had been biased to values between -3 kV and -6 kV, it is
assumed that the satellite encountered a moderate subStorm. An encounter with
a mild SubS_orm iS assumed to have occurred when the ATS-£ ground had be_n
biased to valUeS between 0 and -3 kV. The intensity factor is determined by the
ratio of the number of days that the Spacecraft ground voltage reached these volt-
age ranges to the total number of days that the Satellite experienced a substorm
during this eclipse period. Therefore, the intertsity factor takes on 3 values:
_'. 0.33 for Severe subStorms (I0 days out of 30), 0. _7 for moderate subStorms
_i (8 days out of 30), atld 0.4 for. a mild SubStorm (12 days out of 30). It is assumed
°T that this ratio remains constant throughout the year.
_ The specification for the average electron energy aS atunctlon of time
_: (Figure4) isthenObtainedby determiningH(E), thatis,hr/year in a SubStorm
_: environment of average electronenergy _-E0 from the
...._=,:: H(E) --H {[ft(E)fs(E)lsevere+ [ft{E)fs(E)]mod+ [ft(E)fs_E)lmild }
.j.:,. S
_L Values ofthese termEt_or_electedaverage energie_ are given inTable 2.
:'t: Table 2. Factors Used in Derlvin_ Specification
_i':_ Electron Temp. Category of Storm HiE)
°_::" (KeY) ' (llo_r$)
oli _evere Moderate Mild
:"i:: ft{E} fs{E) ft{_} fs(_) ft{E} fS{E)
4:,-
_. 12 0.025 0.33 ............... II
:li' 10 .I ............... 43
q_( 8 .2 ............... 87
ii
_!i 6 .5 0.025 0.27 ...... 22_
_: 4 .8 .2 ...... 418
°?i • 2 I.0 '_ .8 0.2 0.4 823
_i. 74i!"
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The Specification for loft eflergy versus time in the substorm environment iS
Simply that the average ion energy is approximately ttvlce the average electron
energy aS was discussed above. It is recognized that eatagorizing th_ substorms
in the manner outlined above iS arbitrary. As more information on the substorrn
environment becomes available0 the aSSumptions which have been used can be
imprOVed.
2.3 Pamcle Ctuzeat Den_y
The Specification for the electrori current density in Figure 4 is again ba+ed on
data from the 2 January 1970 substorm as the mo_cl substorm. These data indicate
that the current derlsity is 0.5 rtA/cm 2 at the nigh average electron energieS, and
that aS the average electron energy decreases, the current density increases
monotonically to 2 nA/cm _ in approximate inverse proportion to the average energy.
The current density Specification is devised based on thi_ information plus the pre-
viously derived energy specification. Again, the ion specification iS simply Stated
based on the earlier observation that the ion current density i_ about I/50 of the
etectrott current density.
2.1 Field %lig,ed Fluxes
It Should be noted that tliroughout the development of this speclJ_ication, iSo-
tropy oi_ the environment has beerl aSSumed. Recent data indicate that field aligned
fluxes are in fact present0 t2 and that particle fluxes aligned with the magnetic field
lines are _onsiderabiy ttLrger at certain energy levels than th'e fluxes at large pitch
angles. No attempt Ita$ been made to incorporate such aniSotropies into the present
Specification.
3. DISCL'SSI0X
The Specificatiofl presented in Flgttre 4 Shows that for a lat, ge fraction of time,
ttte Satellite _ill encounter only mild Sub_'torrnS. COmputations of surface behavior
of the normal Spacecraf_ materials in th|s environment show that the resulting sur-
face potential tri such substorms is not high enough to cause discharges. This may
explain the apparent rafldomneSS of the observed _pacecraft anomalieS, which do
not always occur _het_ substorms are detected at a _rOund statist.
The specification ca,_ be used in conjunction _tth a ground test program to
detei'mine the behavior o_ aft insulator Surface proposed for a satellite. By simu-
lating the substorm parameterso th_ t_st surface cat_ be subjected to the specifica-
tion prot!iie to determtnt the surface charging characteristics for a giveh mission
llfe. The discharge threshold will also b_ det_rmlned along with the material
742
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i_ degradation att_l tr_msiehtg associated with the dischargeS. This infOrmatiori can
_)ilI then be used in destgtllng the Satellite systems to aecom_nodate the surface behovior.
HenCe, the spevtflcaflon 15 0sed as an engineering tool to aid irt system degigfls
[!:!
, _, i. t;O_CI.IBI_G RE_'IKS
The speeifteation presented herein iS based on a very limRed amount of data,
i_:) and many assumptions. No margins or variances have been included in this speci-
I,, of such parameters. For theme reasons, the present Specificationhas been
_, denoted aS a provisional specification;itis expected that refinements will be made
_'_i as more data become available.
i DeSpite the preliminary nature of this Specification, it iS felt that it provides
_i a useful engineering tool which can be used to provide a guideiine for ground testi- procedures to stimate the effects of substorm activity on a spacecraft d ring a
_il specified mission life.
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°_:} 4. Development of Environmental Charging
_ifi fEffect Monitors for Operational Satellites
_ N. JohnStevens,JohnC. Stunn_, andFrankD. Berkopoc
NotionalAeronaoticsandSpaceAdminlotmtion
t _. Lewis ResearchCenter -1
,k_. Cleveland,Ohio
t
_!i_ Abstract
I An instrumentationpackage tomonitor the effectso_ theenvirc.nmentalcharg-
I inj_o_spacecraftsurfaceson thesystems ofoperationaispacecraftisbein_developedat the Lewis Research Cente_ ofNASA. Thi_ package isto performtwo functions:first,thel.ocalcharged particlefluxand theparticlecharacteristic
energy wiU be monitored;and second, transientsin the spacecraR eIectrlcalhar-
fiess will be counted as a function of amplitude, anti tittte. This package i_ _on-
_ sidered to be a monitor of the spacecraft system. It will be used to determine the
_ duration and effect of arty environmental charging ot the spacecz'att surfaces.
Thus, it will be possible to detern_ine the relationship between the occurrence ot
the anomalies and the charging/pl_enomenon.. Dedign details ahti tiesign goals ofthis package are presented.
t I:;':; !. BACKGROUND
° i
_-°_ Spacecr_tR cha_'_ing occurs when spacec_'aft surfaces react to the char_ed
l_ particles oJ_tlie geomal_netlc substorm environment and charge to negative poten-
!} rims relative to the space plasma. Such chaz'gin_ occut's predominately when the
[;i_ spacecraftis inthe mldnight-to-downportionof itsorbit Spac(_craftsuf-_ac@sIn I
_il_} ,4S
ot.
F o_
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sunitght can charge from several tens of volts _egatlve to _everat ktlovott._ nega-
tive. Spacecraft surfaces in the _h_de can cher_e to _eve:'a! ten._ of kilow4t._
negative. The actu_ surfelce potentials depend upon the 8ubstorm |ntcnsity. Space-
craft surface potentials of this Order have been deduced from scientific measure-
ments made by instruments aboard geosynehronous spacecraft. 1, _, 3
The occurrence ot anomalies on geosynchroflous _paceeraft is _onsistent with
Charging of spacecraft surfaces in the midnight-to-down quadrant of the orbit.
Direct rela_ionship of the occu_rerlce of spacecraft System anomalies0 primarily
changes in the state of electronic logic, and the charging ot Spacecraft surfaces
has been inferred from operations aboard geoSynchronouS Spacecraft. 4 There
is scant one-to-one correlation of spacecraft anomalies with the local environ-
ment in wl_tch the spacecraft finds itself.
Spacecraft surfaces are covered with a varlety of materials an_ can be
variously shaped. Differential charging of these Surfaces, then, can result 4° 5
which can lead to electrical breakdown or discharges. TheSe discharges can
couple into spacecraft harnessing and may cause t_tereference with electronic
circuits. 6
To date, spacecraft that have experienced anomalies have not had sensor_ to
detect geomagnetic sub_torm Condittot_s. In addition° the_e are indications that
_tfferences in spacecraft configurations, specifically thos_ dltfereflces between
spin-stabilized spa_e_x_aft arid thPee-axis-stabiltzed _p_ceer_ft0 result in di[ferent
" re_ctton o_ the spacecraft to its in_ediate environment. 7' 8
To address the spacecraft charging phenomena more data is needed. Data is
needed from many n_issions. Simultaneous information about the spacecraft inter--
, hal housekeeping envtroriment _nd the lo_al geotna_neti_ substrom environment is
required. This can be aCComplished with simple instrumentation that is usable on
the greatest run,bet of spacecraft. It wtU then be possible to correlate transient
events with _.ztvtruh,_ental COnditions. _u_h instrumentation is being developed at
the L_wis Research Ce_tter. Design detall_ arid some design goals of this instru-
mentation _ollow.
2. DE$CR|PTIO_OF E._%IRO_'_IENT_L_10_i1_OR$
2.1 DesignPbilosoph_
To correlat_ spacecraft diScharge-indUced transient events with environ-
mental _ondttiohs it l_ considered su_icie_lt to count tr_insi_nt events lnduc._d in
the spacecraft housekeeping harness° to make a measui'_men{ of the ch_,ac[er-
istic ertetgy of the incident charged _ag._icles0 and to measure the a,-erage current
d_nsi_y of t_e incident cha_.ged pa_'ticl_s. These are reasonable e _gtn_ering
74#
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/_eabufe_ents to make, The envirtm_ental tnontto#s are analogou_ to a space-
c_'_.t system power mofLitor, a diagnostic device, The l_._ormation obtained with
these monitors can be used to supplemettt data obtained from ._cientttie tn_tru,_ents,
2.2 TransientEventCo'nter
The morlitor to be used to sense dlscharge-intlUeed transients in the hp.nesse_
ot spacecraft is a transient event countez,. This is a growth version of the Trans-
ieflt ]_-vent Counter (TEC) presently retutrling data From the Communications
Technology Satellite (CTS). Its charactettstlcs are given in Figure I. Four sen- _"
sors are assembled with the spaoectaft harness. These sensors are coaxial
C_bles with one end unterminated and stripped fol • a length of'30 to 60 cm. Each
sensoP signal is amplitude discriminated to one o£ three levels set during the final
stage ot TE: assembly. Only trwtstents over the preset signal strength, meas-
sured at the input to the discrimination CirCuitry, are counted. The counting
circuitry inCo_'porates a 10-,sec delay after a discharge pulse is counted to avoid
counttnR of Fine ringing as discrete transient events. The counting circuitry
incorporates a ring counter to eliminate transients induced by noise in the space-
craR-to-ground communication link. The Four continuous sensor measurern,._ts
are output to telemetry on separate digital channels. The TEC physical charac-
teristics are summarized in Figure 1 and reflect both design goals and whathas
been achieved to date. The TEC should be located within the sat_llite interior
because of the r_ shielding the elect_'lcaUy grounded spacecraft struc thre and
thermal insulation provides.
INP_ SDlSlN_l,lYH, _.I_CT I'_ _O_L'?_UT__'_"_Ot'_PUT OIOITAL: -- COUNKR$_.,._.. ..j bATATELEMETRy10
PR[_tT R[AOOb_r
PULSETRAIN
CttARACiTRISTICS
4SENSORS
AMKIllJOtOISCRIMINAllON.] LtVELS.i_RESET
[ PHYSICAL:APeROX1½W,0.SKG,100CMaR)O'I'FRINT
OUi'PUT:40IGITAL'flREM[I_?CHANNELS
I.OCAIION:SA_LUTI[IN_RIOR
Figure I. Summary Descriptionotthe Transient
Event CoUnter
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i2.:I Char_cteri_ti_ _:nerg_' _t
,_ The ehaf, acteristlc c_ergy sensor, dc._cribed in Figure 20 consi._ts of an _leco
trlcally floating metal plate coupl_d to a voltag_ sensor. The voltage ._t_n_or is a
i capaclttvely-eoupled electrostatic voltmeter that operates on a null-balance
_: priflclpl_ whereby the l_otenttal of the voltmeter sensor is broul_ht to the potential
of th_ metal plate.by a power supply. This design provldo._ a very aecurvte local
/
voltage measu ement arid mtfitmtzes large voltage gradients at the measurement
-' location. The sensing range° +50 V to -20 kV, is based oil present krtowledge of _,.
..... the envlror_ment. 9 The frequency response bandwidth, de to 5 Hz, is based on
chal-acteristlccharging times that have been observed in testing.I0 The physical
! characteristics shown in Figure 2 reflect both design goals arid what has been
achieved to date. The outptlt is analog but analog-to-digital conversion can be
performed, with the attendant Iriereases in power and weight. It is necessary to
_: locate this sensor c n the satellite exterior, preferably not in the sun.
i
i
'i ,-SEN_INI_SURFACE
?, cOVtmR l
l STOREReaOout
_:, PRIMARY PULSETRAIN
_, POWER
CHAI_ACI_RI_TICS
_:" S_SORI_I_NGE:+_ V TO-dOkV
BANDWIb11_:_ TO._H_
:_: PI.W_ICAL:APPI_X3/4W,O.$ KG,I00 CMZFOOTPRINT
-i_, OUTPUT:I_Bl'tSERIAL_ COMPATIBLE
LOCAfl(_,hSATELLII£_TEI_IO[_,NOTIN SUN
- %
Figure 2. Summary Description of the Characteristic
Energy Sensor
:! 2,.t Current I)en_ity Sensor
Th_ current density sensor is described in l.'igure3. Itcon,_istsof a plain
-_I_i i metal cUl're_tcollectingplate and current measurement circuitry. Current meas-
, 2
_i_ urement is by means of an electrometer. The sensor range, 0.01 to 5 hA, cm . is
_;(_f- based on present knowledge of the environtnent. 9 The frequency response band-
width is de to 1 Hz. The physical characteristics given in Figure 3 are a combina*
tion of goals and what has been achieved to date, The output is analog; conversion
_i to digital output can be perl_ormed, with the attendant weight and power increases.
_!' 748
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_'_;_' I R[jCTI_OMI_IYi[ UIGIfALOUTPUT
ix _ / PowER 1oTEUM|TeY
l StOR( R_L'OUT
i ..:: PRIMARY PULSETRAIN
! _,_ POWER
! :..:i: CHARACgRISTICS
SENSORRANGE:O,OI TO._ nA/CMz CURRENTFLUX
i-:!'.:_ IIANOWID',.4:DCTO I H_'
PHYSICAL:APPROX), W, 0, 5 KC,,80 CM_ FOOTPRINT
i-:,: OUTPU'i_8 BITSERIALI'TLCOMPATIBLE
'_ ;' LOCATION:SAtEILI)_ EXTERIOR,NOTIN SUN
L;.
i=_. Figure 3. Summary Descripl_ion of theCurr._.nt
, ,_ Density Sensor
_-_'.. Sensor locationisrequired tobe on thespacecraftexterior,pPefer._blynot inthe
_°(_'. 3. I)ISCL'SSlIJ_
i _,
,'_ Utilizationo._the spacecraftcharging monitor,% brieflydescribedherein,on
L:_. thegreatesfpossiblenumber of operationalspacecraftwillserve tobroaden the
i !
o_' base of engineeringdata on the spacecraftchargingphenomenon, Their use will
_" alsoenablea heretoforeunobtainedone-to-onecorrelationof transienteventswith
i °'_'_ environmentalactivity.
i_:. .'he_pacecraftcharging monitors can serve as a warning system. The occur-
_i! fence Of a substorm electronin_ectionintothe localenvironment can be sensed
_' withinsome fractionofa minute. The response of thedielectricsurfaee_ofa
!__o_:;.::_:: spacecrafttothe chargingenvironment would be on theorder of minutes,l0 Thu_,
_ : thedifferentialchargingthatcan lea_ltobreakdown couldbe dealtwithby mean,_
_
_'i_. of _ome activech_Irgecontrolor actioncouldbe takento putthe _pacecraftina
!:,_:, fail-sa_eor standbymode of operationuntilthe dangezhad passed.o_ Th_ _pacecraftcharging monito,,'scan serve as a d;_nb_tic tool. Any
.,:._., a_t-)malou._behavior can be Isolatedn_ charging-inducedor the re,_ultof other
°i' _ causes. The real-timecap:,billtie,_the monitors can providein ":i_regard _hould
.... I be particularlybeneficialtooperational_pacecraft/,_
.:o .,'!
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:i' .l. CO,_CLLI)I_t; HI_IMIK_----
::!" The Lewis Research Center is developing a package of e|tgtneertng hl_trument._
_ to serve as spacecraft charging monitors. They ._en._;_the Ioc_lspacecraft Pnvi-
ronment (thecharactcPtstlcenergy and fluxofcharged p_ticles)add transients
: u: ,,ducedintospacecraftharne_slng(as a resultof breakcluwnsresultingfrom dlf-
j:Z
_ £_rentlalcharging). The monitors are simple and conservativelydesi_ied. Their
v'
i Use can serve to warn o£adverse changes inthe localspacecraften.vironment.
_i The datatheyCan returnwillbroaden thedatab_se upon which spacecraftsystem ""--
_-' designand testcriterlaspecificationsrest.
"_! Itis inthe interestof allthoseinvolvedinthe use of operationalspacecraft
°;_: to integratespacecraft Chargin_monitors intotheli-spacecraftsystems. The
_ii! state of knowledge of the _pacecraft charging phenomenon is such that the warning
_-: and diagnostic functions that they would perform would serve to insure a success-
:_'_: ful mission.
, ii/:
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Abstract
!
i Both the Viking and the P78-2 (SCATHA) vehicles must w_thstsnd arcing.
=i _ This paper present_ the design provisions of both vehicles and a mathematical
-_ analysis of the effect of arcit_g on typical inte_'tace ci_'cuits. Results at verifica-tion testing o_ the analysis are p_-esente,t as welt as vehicle testing tar tolerance
i to arcing.
/
=-_. !. I_LECTitO_T.VI'IC CIi.t_RGi_G B[';$1GNS
i I 1.1 _iki,tg Eieetr0st,_tie Cha_giiig D_si_-,
! The Viking lander was destgtied to survive entry into the M_lrtian atmosphere
_ and landing on Martian soil. Entry deceleration was controlled by aeroshell
_."_i; ablation, totlowed by parachute deployment and controlled engine flight to the sur-
_ [ face. Dut'lng entry the_'e was a possibility of flight through carbon dioxide clouds,(-" .
=_ dust devils, and encounter" with Unknown particles. All of tl_ese, as welt as engine
;_ and paracl_ttte charl_ing, could cause arcing art the exterflal surfaces of the vehicle.
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"_Lf!< Viking was designed to operate with corona and survive any arcing that might
;; occur. Prevention ot corona and arcing was not co, Asidered practical. The desigll
_' included the following provisions:
-_oo_,' (l) The vehicle body was an rf enclosure bonded together by joints having a
7_,,_. _esistance of less than lO m._:.
_"_i" (2) All externalconductivepieceswere bonded tothe vehiclestructure.
_'_:,_. (3) All wiringexternaltothe vehiclebody was shieldedwiththe shield
__'
..... grouhded at botllends.
_._.: (4) The biosh£eId had a 4-in. grid of conductive paint to minimize charge ,_
_-_'i buildup.
=_:_=_°!_" (5) The bioshieldcap was supported so thatthe materialcouldriotdrape down ................
7_?_.: ontovehiclecomporients.
_:' (6) Tileantennas were of a dc shortdesign(exposed metal on the antennas and
:_iIil feedshad a directde pathto ground).
_ (7) Antennas were designedto operatewithoutcorona at =riticalpressure,
._..... withtwice theexpected rfpower. Eoaming and/or configUrationof theends of the
:i _I elements provided acceptabledesigrts.
(8) separationconnectors had deeply recessed female contactsthatremained
withthe lander. These connectorscouldoperatein a hotplasma withoutarcing..
(9) COmmand and controlinter_aceswere 50 ohm differentialcircuits(Harris)
driven from a currentsource (highimpedttnce).
(i0} Interfaceswithcomponents havingvoltagesover 300 V were provided
with corona protectioncircuitry,where a failurecouldallot'high voltageleakage
or cotona throughthe wiringtoother components. Fail-short_ener diodespro-
videdthe protection.
(11) Potting,pressur[zatlon,foamin_, and vacuum depositedcovering of
_. citcUltboards were used to allot'alllandedcomponents to operateatcrltical
pressure.
(12) Communication and radar receiver frequencies0 baadwidths, and lock
circt_its were dest_med to tolerate signal inputs from corona.
One ot the desigtl teatul,_s that in_re3_ed the probability of corona and arcing
was that the external surface of the lander had to be covered with a rubbery non-
condt_ctlve substanc_ to protect th_ vehidle from w_ndblown dust. A tape of the
/'ubbery materL:_l was wrapped over all external cable bundles and other parts
were paintedwiththe rubbery coating. The coatlrigswere good insulatorsattd
would certainlyproduce corona when exposed to 200 mph wii_d-blowndustat 5 torr
p_'essureas wellas the entry environment.
-li
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The P78-2 vehicle is bein_ designed to measure plasma parameter_ at and
no'at _ynchronous earth urbits. It will be s.ubject to erlergetic particle charging
and subsequent arcing. The design approach is to shield all wiring internal to the
lower hall" of the vehicle (which is to bc art rf .-lhielded region) and to double shield
all wire external to the shielded region. The single shielding is done by using a
braided shielded and jacketed wire. The wire will be the same type used on Viking.
which is insulated with 3 mils of Kapton. The second shield will be a bundle shield,
achieved by wrapping the bundle with aluminum foil tape that has a conductive =_'
adhesive, The outside of the i'oil will not be insulated or coated in any way, and
will be grounded at each cable clamp. Braided shielding will be substituted for
the foil wrap where flexibility is important.
The power subsystem is being designed to accept high voltage transients from
the solar array without transferring them to the power bus..
The shielding and power subsystem transient suppression are the only design
features of P78-2 for protection from arcing. The question, then, is whether
these designs represent adequate protection to pass the required testing necessary
to verify an interference margin.
2. DESI[;'_ E%:_I.| _I"ION
The design evaluation depends oft how large a signal can be coupled into a cir-
cuit from an arc discnarge. This evaluation will treat only the circuit types and
configurations used l_or Viking and P'_8-2. Other circuits and configurations will
" n_eessarily provide different answers. The method shown here is a general solu-
tion, but care mu_t be takert in applying the results. The solution should be
exercised completely before a final answe: is obtained. That is, the effect of each
assumption should be evaluated by varying the value of the assumed parameter
over its maximum possible, range and observing the variation in the answer, After
a few times through the solution in this manner, one feels the effect of variations
and begins to understand the relationsliips between the physical parameters and
what is happening in the coupling process.
2, i llle[ining ihe _oiJh'e
First, consider the source characteristics. The arc volta_b has been esti-
mated to be b_tween 10 and 25 kV and the arc current to be between l0 and 1000 A.
This would then suggest that the source could be characterized as a 10- to 25-kV
voltage source with a source impedance of 2.5 to 1000 ohms. This source must
755
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be simulated dtlring electroma_tletic compatibility (EMC) t0stlrlg to determine the
susceptibility of the vehicle and external component._. .MII.-._'TD-1541 ha._ lm
_ electrostatic sensitivity te._t that con._ists o_ a 10-kV a_c containing 2, 5 nLJ.Labo_li ory te ts w h a 3.5-mj, 10-kV source in air at I)enver altitude h_s _ho_n
: the source impedance to be approxirl_ately 370 ohms and the pulse to have a rise
time of 3 nsec and an average duration of 7 n_ec. The arc _va._ formed by gradually
lncreasir_g the voltage of the snurce until arcing -ceurred at a 60 Hz repetition
_i rate.
With a test arc established that is fairly represeiltative uf a _pace arc, let u_ qm, h
analyze its eh_ect upon a ciz'cutt. Assume that there i_ an arc ;o the center ol' a
5°ft shielded circuit, Since the rise time of the arc is le_ than the tran._mis_ion
time down the shield and back, the shield ac+_ like a lonff transmission line with
Z° impedance. The voltage on the shield is then a _trong function of the _hield
configuratiori with respect to the if- ad plane. Z can vary from approximatelyO
11 to 181 ohms, this being one half of the characteristic impedance of the trans-
mission line (because there are efl_ectively two in paralle', at the point of the arc
discharge, see ._,ppendixA). Eleven ohm_ represents a kapton-covered shield
_ adjacent to the ground plane or adjacent to otf,er _hields in a bundle,.,and 181 ohms
represents a shield 10 in. above the ground plane. The above vatueS are based
upon a twisted shielded pair wire insulated with 3 mils ,)fkapton. Ifthe design
restricts single shields to beln_ riextto structure, then the calculated voltage on
the shield, due to a 10 kV arc would be 289 volt_. The calculations are shown iri
.Lppendix A. The measured voltage on the shield wa_ 256 volts. Tlli_ represents
approximately half the error of the measuring system (2 dB).
2.2 Electric Field Coupling
The task of determining how much of the voltage on the exterior surPace of the
_f shield is coupled to the internal circuit wires requires the circuit model shown in
_'_,
#_._: Figure 1 and its transient solution.
' _ Notst Source Wlr._
'i Receptor Wlr@
! oi
"o:'i+ %s - ± - c+
. _ Return Wiri_
=_.} Figure I. El@ctric Coupling Model
_@ !'*
+°_ : 756
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C 1 then t'epre._ents the capdetty between the outside ot the sh{e][d and the thter_i
circuit wire. r,d C2 Pept'e_ents the capeieity betwee_ the internal ¢{rdult-wh_e and
the internal _'eturn wire. The tr_n._tent solution to this eCreuit is
E [ ]Vp Fr _Tc1 z-exp (" to RTIC_+e2_) C_)
and
EC I
Vpmax = C_ (2)
where RT -- ?arallel resistance ot RRS and RRL. The maximum value ot Vp oecurs
when t = tr. The complete detinltlon ot paraztletets appea_'s in Appendix B.
Apply[n_ the sob/tton to the circuits o[ Figures 2 and 3, .yields the tollow_
results t'or Table_ 1 and 2:
2.5K
F_fal'e 2. Vtkit_g mteel'_ce Ct_-cuit
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Table I. Viktn_ Design
t r (e factor) Vp
i × 10 -9 4.5 X 10 -2 13.49
3 × 10.9 1.3 × 10"1 12.89
10 X 10.9 0.368 11.07
100 X 10-9 0.99 2.98
1 X 10.6 1.0 0. 301
10 × 10 .6 1.0 0.03
C = 20.8×10 "12 F1
C 2 = 415X 10"12 F
RT : 50 ohms
' Table 2. P18-2 Design (Preliminary)
i-,
z t. (e factor) V.
r pi
!_ I × 10 .9 1, 1 × 10 .4 13.'_9
3 × 10 .9 3.4 × 10 "3 13.79
10 X 10.9 1.1 × 10 .3 13.79
i ,
_ 100 X 10"9 1.1 X 10.2 13.72
! :
i 1 X 10"6 I.I × I0"I 13.04
i_ l0 X 10 "6 0. 6801 8.23
i: C 1 --20.8 X 10"12 F
i C 2 : 415 _<10"12 F
i (_ R T = 20, 134 ohm_
!
: ,_ 758
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The,_e data show that the electric field couplirli_ differ._ only as to rl._e time c,t
: the intertererce pulse. The P78-2 de._i_ is susceptible to Iol_l_er ri_e time
pulses thatl the Viking desig_l. Since the arc rise time i._ '_ery _hort, the re._porl._e
to the arc is quite similar. The measured coupling to the Viking circuit was
12.4 volts and to the P78-2 circuit was 12.0 volts.
The value ot C 1 is obtained by multiplying the capavity b_tween tl_e wire and
the internal sUl'face of the shield {415pF} by tlle lack of cov0rage of the ._hield
(95 percent coverage and therefore 0.05 lack of coverage) ,,r by actual measure-
_ ment. The measured valtm was 18 pFwhile thecalculatedValue was 20.8 pF.
2.3 inductiveI[:ouplla_
The previous analysi_ has defined the capacitive coupling to the ciz'cuits. The
inductive coupling must also be determirmd. This task required the following cir-
ouit (Figure 4) model and its tran_ietlt solution:
LSR$s
---,v':.
LR
Figure 4. Inductive Coupling
LS isthe inductanceinthe source circuit.LR isthe indt_ctanceinthe receptor
circuit, and _I is the mutual inductance between circuitS. A more complete
detlnition of parameters and the compl_.te transient solution appear in Appendix B.
The _implified transient solution to this circuit is as follows:
Vp - t'rIISfir I -exp LSIRS .,' (31
:. and
o°;; E I%1RHL
_:! Vpnla x LS(IIS _ RR ) (41
' 1
S
°_ 759
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where RS - R,_s + RSL at_ RR : RHS * RRL. Applying the ._olutton,_ to the inter-
face circuits of Flgtwe._ 2 atld 30 yields the followin/] r_ult,_ for Tables 3 and 4:
Table 3. Viking Desi_
t r (e factor) Vp
I _ 10.9 4.7 × 10.9` O. 28 ,,-.
3 × 10.9 1.3 Y 10"1 O. 26
10×10 -9 3.0 ×JO "1 0.22
100 × 10"9 O.99 O. 06
1 × 10-6 I. 0 0. 006
10 × 10 .6 1.0 O.0006
M : 1.2 X 10 .8 H..--L S = 0.23 X 10 .6 II
RRL : 50P. RR = 2550_ R S : 11_
Table 4. P78-2 DesigTi(Prellminary)
tr (e factor) Vp
1 A 10 .9 4.7 × 10 .2 13.9
3 X I0 "9 I. 3 × I0 "I 13.3
10X 10 .9 3,8 × I0 "I ii.3
I00 × 10-9 0.99 3.0
I X 10.6 1.0 0.3
I0 X 10-6 I. 0 O. 03
I00 X 10.6 I. O 0,003
I ....
M : 1.2 _ I0 "8 I] I. S : 0.23 ×I0 "9 H
RHL : 4,700_? HR " 4,750L_ RS : I'_?
,4 ! I I ! , |
These data _how that the inductive couplln_ ih the Viking de_Ign i,_ unimp.o_tant.
Thi._i_bOcause the looprosistanceinth_ receptoreH'cuit(2550ohrn._}In51 times
the r_sl._tance act'o._,_ the digital Poceiving circuit (50 ohtnrJ). Conver,_oly, the
P7fl-2 de_iffn has practically all the resistance (24, 000 ohms) acr_ the dil_ital
input, when the transistor i,_ conducting.
'L I P'# '2[h,_tgn_.lodil'h.utioll
The P78-2 prelimifla_y de_ign shows that voltages greater than the noise
rejection capability of normal digital circuitry (I volt) can occur when thOre is an
arc dischat'ge re, the circuit shield. The design must, thereforO, be modiftOd to
reduce the voltage to below l volt, which is the digital noise rejection capability.
Adding a second braided shield was considered, but since it would only reduce the
cot;pied voltage slightly, it was rejected. The reduction is only slight, since the
shieldvoltageincreasesfrom 256 V toa measured 73(}V, because of the iticrea_e
of Zo between the two configurationsand the second shieldonlyprovidesa shield-
ing increase of20 dB. The configurationincludedhavingthe overshield(3.37-in.
above the ground plane,
A solidovershieldwillreduce thecoupled voltagebetterthana braidedshield
and, therefore,willbe used inthe finalspace vehicledesign. The alt_mtnum fell
overwrap was testedon the typicalcircuitswiththe followingresultsas shown in
T_ble 5.
Table.5. Vikingand P78-2 Dezign
Viking Design
Electric coupling 0.45 V peak
Total coupling 0,35 V peak
P78o2 Final Desi, gn
Electric coupling 3.5 V peak
Total coupling 4.0 V peak
3. _P_,i:E_,EIIII;I.E %KItlFIq:%1Itl_ l"E_l'l_,a;
3.1 _i_ing l"e_,,nt, z
The Viking Lander was tested in an environment which _imulated corona inter-
ference. The vehicle operated properly without degradation during this test. A
capacitor discharge test was performed to simulate arcing that could occur during
parachute deployment by charging a 0.05 pF capacitor to 2000 V and dtschazging it
761
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i il •
: through the v_hlolo ,=_t/'t,eture t_ the parachute attaclJ point and the fo_t pad%F_
: ' r_speeHvoly. Thta treat at first eauaed the graund equipment t:_ ma|l'uretian, _ftor[/ '.
i th0 ground oqutlamOnt wa._ roe_Jnflgul'ed to h_ loan nuspeetibl_, the vehicle paa,_otl
: tho iO_t.
!!
" :|.,I i_1_ _ Phtdlh, d 'l'e,,lill_
i The P7ti-2 vehicle will bO te_ted by arcing directly to the vehicle r_t ,_everal
" ' si_lect_d potnt_ whore a:'cinl_ ran p_,_ibly he expected. The arc ._o_r¢o _'ill be ai 4111pt
!_. 10 kV, 2. fl-mj ,_cJuree and the vehicle mu_t or,erate withcJut degradation ___f
_. per foz'mance.
[ ::
t
!,

Jt
then
Zo :_120 eosh-1 i_. 2_120 cosh-l_0.10. {A3)
2; 0 ffi 32.07 7<0.345- ll.06¢_hmS . (A4)
I
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Appendix B
Mothbdfo_Caldolottng[_.lettmmagneticInterferenceCoupledinto aCircuit
Froman AdjacentCircuit (TimeDomaint_etkod)
I. EL.EILTRICFIE|,D COUPI,ING
_. The electrlCfieldinterferenceiscapacitivelycoupled[rom an interference
source wire intothe receptorcL_'cUit.The model circuit(seeFigure BI) to be
used for thiscouplingis as follows:
lllterference Source Wire
. i Hiill i
¢1
2¢ " cD L
4_- _ ,,,
...._' I_erference Recepcb_"Circuit
* _ Figure B1
N_,'
=_:" where:
_i2 E : interteren_esource voltage,in volts.
:_" CI. = maximum couplin_capacitybetwee_asource and r_ceptorclreult,in
._i"- faradS.
_," RRS = maxiritumsource resistanceofsig_l_lin i"eceptorcircuit,inohms.
: o'.*_,
_. Cs -- maximum capacity of _lff_al source cireult in the receptor circuit, in
• ' _: far_tds.
o,
_: C D : maximum tltstrlbuted capacity.in the receptor circuit, i_ farads.
, °_:: [ C L : maximum cap_Cityotloadcircuitinrecepttircircuit,intarads.
RRL = maximum lo_itlresistanceinre_eptt)rclrcuit,in ohms.
: _: Vp : peak noise voita_e lndtlced trt the recepto/- circuit, tri volts.
_o_,
- oi/. .
41
::_: }
_:i'
__.
0:
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Ras X RRL (B1)
RT RRS RRL
C2 = Cs + CD + CL (B2)
Assuming thattr isthe minimum risetime or fall tim_ of the interference rob,
source voltageE, in second_, the solutiontothe model circuitequatiotmisa_l
foUow_ (seeEquationB2):
Vp :'_r RT Cl I - exp RTIC 1 + C2
C I (B4)
VpMAX = E CI + C2
where rise-timeof E isvery short.
The area of theinterferencepul_ein the receptOrcircuitisERTCI:
v.Ax (BS)
E
00 t r 0 0 t r
itlPtrr CO_L£D P_SE
Figure B2
Th@ couplin_ capacity arid the distributed capit_ity for un_hielded wires eEtn be
caleulated.wRh the foliowtn_ _Ormulas (se_ Fl_tlre B3):
10-i212.05_ X fai'ads (1_6)
i°gi0 ' S 2:
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w here !
C - capacity between wires ,,ftt "_o arid return" circuit, in farads.
maximum length of wire, in meters.
S " s_paration between wires (in same units as d and h).
d 1 = minimum diameter of the wire including insulation (in same unit_ a._
S, d, and h). If unshielded wires are in the ._ame bundle, then S d 1.
d = maximum diameter of the wire conductor' (in tim same units a_ S and h).
h = minimum average height above the ground plane (in the same units as d,
and S).
L S _ [ ,---- COnductor
._L_I- ql,d
h = 2 (BT)
_ Insul_tion
_i------ Ground Plan_
FigUre B3
The capacity from a wire to th_ ground plane is as follows (see Figure I34):
24.12 _ X 10 -12
C = farads (Bs)
@_L
FigiJre B4
I Capac_.ties foi- shielded _kires cab b_ calculated as follows:
:. C = r picofarads (139)
lOgl0 Dd
' 767
i
,t:_ ...... :...
f)Nf_FtFtFtr_t_ -r-c, ^ r_r
i /
t
! <
i._i_•
,,: C -- capacity between innez' eonduetbr and tzlslde of shield, in pier,farads.
, .,: Er relative dielectric constant of the in_er wire jacket (relative t_, air 1.0).
<: Q lengthofthe coax, inmeters.
_ D -- maximum inside diameter of the shield (in tim same units as d).
_ d --minimum outsidediameter o£ the if.herconductor(inthe same unitsas D).
S
, "71, CapaCity between the lttner condtl_tor and the outside of the shield is the
capacity calculated above times the tack of.shielding, coverage (that is, C >: O. 05
:i'!i for a shieldcoverage of 95 percent). _.
'(_ The capacity lJbtween two wires, with.a shield between the wires, is the
capacity between the wires without the shield times the lack of shieldir, g coverage
:_'_: for the shield. If there are two shields between the wires, the capacity, is reduced
-'_:'_ by the product o_ the lack of shield coverage (that is, 0.05 × 0.05 × C).
i: Note that twisted ghielded pair wire should be measured. The formulas do
_': not provide accurate answers where insulation t.s very thin. Viking wire meas-
il ured 415 pF for 5 ft (capacity between one wireand the shield with other wire
terminated in 5k ohm to ground}.
'2. _IAt;NE'I'ICPt,:l,ll CIH'PI,,I,_G
_{: The magnetic field interference is magnetically coupled from all interference
source circuit into a receptor circuit. The model to be used for this coupling is
_!i as follows (see Figure B5):
q,:
o_ Ls
_:- , , ,, _ ....
i-:'_'::. ' l_C_pto¢ Circuit
•" nl
;i:,, iiate-rf_$,tt_i Sburce Cl-reuit '
::. FigUr_ B5
i;
!'k:
m_ X
! _'_
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wherc$
E voltage vePsu._ time is a_ folloW.d {see FigUre B6):
., J
'l--'r'- ---
t"
F_re B6
and V is as follows (see Figure B7):
P
E.%
t
r
Figure B7
Assuming that t r is the minimum rise-time or falltime of the interference
source voltage E0 in seconds, the solUtiOn to the model circuit (gee Figure BS) is
shown in Eq$. (B12)-(B17)o and with simplification is a_ follows:
[ l- i,E M RRL i - exp ...... . {Bll)Vp : tr RS RR LS(R R + RS)] ]
769
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_'. RS = +:, RSS RSL'
_! = maximUn_ source resistanceofsi_flv!in recOpforelrcult,inohms
RRI" _ maximum load resl._tance In receptor c(r_ult, in ,,hm_.d
¼_:5: RR _ RRS + RRL"i ?
,_: L S = maximum inductance of the lrtterferenee source eircutt, in henries.
"4 LR : maXimUm indttetance of the interference receptor circuit, in m,.t henries
_ •
...._!:i' M = maximum possiblemutual inductancebetween the interference
): source circuit,inhenries.
_'i)' VpM.A X : maximum peak noise voltage induced in the receptbr circuit load
=:i:;': due to E, volts, With a vet'y rapid rise in E.
=oi!:_
_,i L ina go and returrtcircuit(seeFigure 139)can be computed as follows:
iy , )]
_° ',, L_.-0, X I0 "6 X X lOgl: _ henries (B18)
° }i:' +
:o,i:: _ _ffj_f-
-<i?i
_. Figure B9
F°It,T'
i i:
i ° '" '#here:
.... L : lttduetanee of a go anti return circuit above a ground l_lane, in henries.
';I:' t = maximum len_tli ot clable, in meters.
_I__ [ S --maxlmttmtheavera_etlnttssep_ratiOnandhl.betweeitw retttwisted.Centersinthecable bundleo"_-°':: (tit same as d2 s : di
:_I' d2 mltllmtim diameter o_ theW:re conductor (ifl the same units as S and h).
-_i h --m_tmUm average helglit above the ground plane (ill the same unlt_ as S
. _ii:., aitdd21.
, 7_i
°i:).i/
i !"
_..,:..,_....... _:__..¢.-- .........................................,, o........,............... 00000009.[TSA09
The inductance of a-single ended circuit {see Figure B10) (_round plane
return) iS as follov_
_ 4G0 X I X 10 "6 × logi0 -_ henries (B20)
Figure B10.
M in a normal digital cable bundle, where all circuits u_e a Cbmmoh return
wire, iS.as foilow._:
i M --Ls- LL (B21)
i where L L : leakage inductance between the Source circuit and the receptor Circuit.
i- Then:
• 1
M = L S i × 10"_ In (B22)i " 2 " -_2
[
1
i-,, where d 1 = mtnlmum diameter Ot the wire inehtdlng insulation (in the same units
: as d21and d2 = minimum diameter ofwlre conduttor (in._ameunitsas d).
i lti : log e (B231
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ii_ 6. Design, Construction and Testing of the
,:_, Communications Technology Satellite
---_ Protection Against Spacecraft Charging
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"_ Ottawa,Ontarla
--_._i_., Abstract _
..... This paper discussesind_tallthe measures taken on the Communications 1
_ Teclmolo_y Satellite(CTS or Hermes) _#liichprovideprotectionagainstthe effects i
_i_.. of spacecraR char_in_. These measures include:a comprehensive grounding i
_ _:, philosophyand implementation; provisionofCOmmand _nd datalinetransmitter_ I
....!_, and receiversfor transientnoise immunity; bnd a fairlyrestrictLv_.EMI
_:-_ specification. ' I
_ Ground testswerc_made _n materialsat the Lewis Reseat'chCenter (LeRC). i
_i'" The impact C_fthesetestson _neCTS spacecraftisdescribed.
_!, Hermes, lauflched on 17 january 1976 on a 2914 Delta vehicle, has succes_-
o',_: fullycompleted i0 months at operatibns. Anomalies obse_,vedawe being assessed
:o_L: in relatiott to spacecraft char_in_, but no defintt_ corz, elation_ have yet beefl i
_ _dtablished.
The paper dad_ with a l[_t of C0flclusttms with re_at.d to the CTS experience
_/'_,_. and li_t tit_'eC0mmendatior_star tuttlrespaCeCraft.
i=/
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The Com_ullication_Te_hnolv_njS_tollltei_an expeelm_ntalcommuntcation,q
satOilite,opci,atln_ingco_ynchronou_ orbit. CTS wa_ a jointprojectoftho
Communtcationg Research C6ntr_, ottawa, Canada and NASA L_wls Re_areh
Center, Cleveland, OhiO. Major com_on_ntA w_!'_ provided by tt_e European
Space A_eaey.
The _rpose of CTS was to demOnstrate the technological and social poss:otl-
tries of a high power (230 W) SHF transponder on the spacecraft used in conJl, nction _"
With small lov_ Cost earth t,_/'minals. The high power demanded a three-axes
stabilized configuration, large deployt.ble sun tracking solar arrays, and thermal
requirements wherein almost the entire external surface of the spacecraft was
dielectriC. CTS probably had more static Charge accumulating area than any
previous spacecraft in synchronous orbit. Fibvure 1 is h photograph oi the flight
model with the deployable arrays extended. Each deployable array blanket is
21.4 ft by 4.2 ft. The substrate is a Kapton-fiberglass laminate. The solar cells
are covered by nonconducting cover_lasses. On the body of the spacecraft, the
dielectric areas are:
(1) Solar cell coverglasses and fiberglas_ substrates cove/- the east and west
panel_.
(#) Thermal blankets cover almost the entire forward and aft panels.
(3) Kapton shields, not installed in this photograph, provide thermal protec-
tion for the SHF antentias.
(4) Second sui.face mi_'OrS, thermal blarlkets, and paints Cover the north
and south panels.
(5) A thermal radiator tin extending forward from the south panel is part of
a variable conductance heat pipe system that pz'OVides cooling for the SHF Trans-
mitter _.xpeeiment Pack_tge (TEP). Both sides of the fin ;ire _overed with sil_red
Teflon.
The largest conducting e_tternttl surfaces are the separation ring, the ap6gee
motor nozzle, and the Bistem boom beh_d the deployable arrays.
For thermal and I_MI reasons there are very fe_ Boles into the interior
volumes. Vertt_g _as provided !_ a few screened apertures, loose flaps on
thermal blankets that closed after a_eeht stage, and _ thin annulus around the TEP
i _olleetor. EleCtrOn penetration into the interior was thereby minirflized.
The CT_ project was started in 1970, and by 10_4, when we tully reco_n[zed
the tlhnger presented by spae_crafi charging, the engineer|fig model tests were in
p/.o_ess and the flight model spaceer_ift and subsystetns were being built. Majoi"
changes to hardware would have had an enormous impact on th_ p/-oject. Also,
0000000-TgA 3
FigUre 1. The Communications Techhology Satellite (Ire, e.1 i,'_d_ Integration
: Areas Th_ deployable solar arrays extend from the nurt[.: _,t_south panels
the weight requirements were very tight. Therefore, changes were considerea
: only if they were relatively minor and if the consequences of not making them
would present a : :gniflcant threat to tile mission. Fortunately, during the initial
design phase certain precautionary measurt,s had been enforced that minimized
the modifications necessary to provide protection against spacecraft charging
effects. These measures included: stringent grounding to meet the Launch Safe,_y
J_equlrements as detailed in range safety manual AFETRM 127-1; stringent elec-
trical interface d_sign sta_dar.ds to ensure electrical compatibility and noise
itnmtinity; ahd design and test _MI requirements based on 1LIIL-STD-461.
In late 1974, a_ investigation was started in Lewis Research Center, with the
eooperatiori ofCRC, to perform quickly the followir_g tasks:
(1} Evaluate the magnitude of the danger.
(2} Obtain the electrical sigi_ature of discharges that would occur on external
I surfs_ces,{3) Prepare a test specification for spacecraft level EI_II testing using a ._park
soUi'ce. This source was to have an electrical signature consistent with the results
• _ of the secoi_d task.
E John Stevens set up an electron swarm chamber I and ran a very rapid andprolific test program.
t 775
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Primai_ily as a _e_ult o_ this work:
(I) The grouflding of thermal bla/ikets was improved.
(2) Teflon secorid surface mierors were removed and reinstalled using con-
d_ctlve adhesive.
(_) A review was made to en_ure electrical connections were made between -
all metallle parts and surfaces to the greatest possible extent. Some improve-
: ments were made.
(4) The EMI specification and interface protection circuits were reviewed.
(5) A _autious EMi test using a spark source was done or_the flight spade- _..
craft.
(6) A Transient Event Counter (TEC) 2 was included on the spacecraft to
detect high speednoise bu_'sts on three cable harness bundles.
No changes were made to subsystem components to provide extra EMI protection
nor wa_ any extra shielding added to the wiring harness.
Up to 10 months after launch we have hacl two major faults that could have been
initiated by charge accumtflation or a discharge as described in Section 6. AlSo,
there have been several trips in a Traveling Wave Tube Assembly (TWTA) that
are probably caused by noise bursts on an internal command line. No spuriotis
commands have been e_tp_e.rienced and the telemett'y has proven tO be effectively
free of noise.
The remainder of this paper describes iri more detail the grounding methods
and the EMI protection that were used. Two special tests, one on the command
belt antenha and receiver, and the second on a sample of solar array, made in the
LeRC facilityarebrieflydescribed. The paper ends #¢itha llstof recommertdations.
2. SPACECRAFT WIRINGANDGROUNDING
:' The CTS spacecraftuses a common electPLealplaneground configurationas
Opposed toa singlepointground scheme. For the TEP only,specialground wires
are provided. The spacecraftstructureprimarilythenorth,south,forward antl
aftdecks providethe ground returnpaths.
The primary power, secondary power, telemetry anti commands were.carried
on wires grouped into tour separate wire harnesses..The only spacecraft wiring
that was shielded were 5 volt power lines to logic Circuits, data lines between
attitude control sensor's anti the attitude control eleetrortlCs, and the reactioli con-
tt-ol system wtHn_,
The olily changes to the flight spacecr_R to prot, itie protection against char_lng
wei.e made to improve the reliability of the grouildhi_ of thermal blankets and sec-
ond surfac@ miri'o_'s, and som_ _mall metal pk_'ts.
7#6
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2.1 Groundingof iu&.vMu_ ModhtedU_Its
For all indivi_iually mounted units (IMU), except the TEP, the ground returns
for power, telemetry, and commands are through the spacecraft structure. The
primary ground connections for the IMUS are through their mounting surfaces.
The requirements _or IMU grounds were for less than _. 5 mR between the IMU
and the mounting deck, and for tess than 25 mG between any two IMUs. Secondary
g_-onnd returns were provided by wires from connectors to a nearby groun...d.dlug On
a mountin_ deck. ,m,..
For the TEP separate ground wires v_ere run from the TEP unit to the tele=
metry encoder, command decoder, and to the main power ground on the north
deck. This arrangement kept the i.nterfaee between the TEP and the spaceCraR as
simple aS possible, and _t also isolated the large current drawn by the TEP from
the ground plane u_ed by the rest of the Jpacecraft.
• For the telemetry channels that required extra noise immunity for higher
: accuracy, wires v_ererun from theground on the telemetryencoder todifferential
circuitsinthe IMU. These wires are used for voltagereferenceonlyand do not
carry returncurrents.
2.2 Gmundiitgof ThertmalJ_Jankets
All thermal blanltetsare providedWtth groundingconziections.Blankets With
an area oflessthan oriesquare footllav_one grOUnd connectiOn,aridblanketsdt
largerarea have tWO or more grounds.
Figure 2 shows threeground conflguratiOms,types I,V and IX. With typeI
and V the metttlli_edlayers,_vithouthe interlayerscrim cloth,are extended ina
tab,a stripof aluminum foil0.001 in. thickana 0.5 in.wide isWoven between
the layers,and the tab isthen rivetedwithwashers top and bottom. With typeIa
=_ solderlug iSincluded,and withtypeV thealuminum lolliSextended for attachment
toa deck ground. The aluminum foilprovidesa positiveground connectiontoeach
layer and it also provides Contact over a reasonably large area. Other types from
I tO VIII are variations of either I or V. The type IX is a less secure grouted. The
aittrninum foil i$ wrapped arourid the outer layers only anti cotztact to inner layers
is made by Occasional contact to the rivet. No grotmd Of type IX were used on the
flight model o! CTS.
I .............. 2.,.3.Groundingof Second Sudsee ,_tifmrs(SS_IS)and Silvered Teflon-Electron
SvtatmTestis at LeRC
inthe LeRC expez'tmeftts,ttwas found thktquartzSSMs produced relatively
few and weak dischar[es. The quartzmlreot'sottthenorth attdsOtithl_anelswere
. bonded with a noneoriductive adhesive and were not changed. HOwever, siiveeed
_' tefibri produced very frt_qtient iriterise d|_charges _ifld so the te[lon SSMs on the
i
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north and s0t_th decks t_ere removed and retnstBIIed usltig a conductive adhesl-v-e.
The d{schal-ges on silvered.teflon bonded with none0ttduetive adhesive not o_ly
p_'oduced etectrtcal noise bBt also B eonslderabte quaht{ty of the silver was eroded.
This Indicated that d_g the electron tr_:adiatlon-the _llVer layer Was belftg
charged, by leakage Or possibly by _tcro-dilchargeS from the stlrface. It also
meant that metal to metal a_,_s were 0ccurriftg. In a simulated 2 year mlsstoft,
test on a sample representative of the TEP radiation fin about 12 perceftt of the
silver was eroded. Tht_ eros',on WoUld have decreased the thermat radiation from
the fLn by increasing the average absorbittVtty and by decreasing the heat conducted
from the fin substrate into the teflon. The erosion could prt)bably have beet_
tolerated, without increasing TEP component temperatures above acceptable
limitS. Howe_er we felt that the EMi generated by metal to metal arcs wa_ likely
to be much greater than the discharges off the surface of the teflon. The teflon
was therefore removed f_'om mo_t o_ the fin area and rebonded with a eonductlve
adheS ire.
3. _LECTRICALPROTECTIONAGAINSTEM!GENERATEDBY DISCfl_RGE
_[..Geaet_k EM|Specifie_ions
_o spectat measures were taken to protect uttits against the EMI that could be
genez.ated by discharges. Hotvever, the exist_g _pecifted limits for susceptibility
to ConduCted interfereftce oft pO_er lines extended from 30 Hz to 40 MHz. I_ the
range Where EMI from disehaz'_es is expected, 150 kHz to 400 MHz. the limit was
the I percent of the supply voltage or I Volt RMS WhiChever Was greBter. AlSo
units had to tolerate on any power _'ail, without mEtlfutletion, tt spike Of twice the
nominal supply Voltage or 50 volts Whieheger wa_ less. The spike rise time Was
le_s than 0t_e _ec and the duration WaS I0 _sec.
3.2 Commandand DatttLine InterfaceCircuits
CO_mand tLnd data line transmitters ahd receiVerS were used to pt,ovide
tmmt_rtity from noise and fast transtehts on command and data lines. The ch_rae-
tert_tics of these interface circeits are listed iri Table 1. Figure 3 shows typical
appltcatiof_s fo_ these circuits. The interface ctrcultS were purchased to a single
set of speet_icatiof_s and furnished to contractor_ as GFE items. AlthoUgh not all
Contractors used the GFE circuits, generally alternttte circuits provided similar '
int erfa..'e 6ha_'acteristies.
_ the spaeece_ft level testing With the sp_trk source (see Section 5), the typical
noise bUz,st generated by the spttrk was _ few volt_ high and about 200 nsec long.
The interface circuits would pi.bteet adequate|y against this.
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Tabl_ I. CharacteristiCS bt the Command and Data Line Transrn[tter_ and
Receivers
CO_IANDLINE DATALINE C_4MANDLINE
TRANSMITTER T_tANSMITrER TRANSMITTERSIN THEOECODER
,, r
"Or' LEVEL .25V _ -20 uA .25V 0 -20 I_A 0 to .1V
"I" LEVEL 3.8V _ 10 mA 3.8V _ 10 mA 3.Or e 10 raP.
FALLTIME 100 IIS I bS 50 u5
RISE TIME 100 I_S 1 uS 50 uS
DELAYTIME "0" TO3.2V 100 pS ("0" TO2.0V) 50 IJ_ _"
= '. DELAYTIME "|" TO .75V 100 iJS ("1" TO .6V) 50 u.c
i.
' COHHANDLINE DATALINE
i RECEIVERS RECEIVER,_
' "0" LEVEL .7SV @-3 I_A .75V 9 -3 uA
"1" LEVEL 3.2V @2.5 mA 3.2V _ 2.5 mA
i. _ELAYTIME "Or' TO_V 100 _S 20 _S
i. DELAYTIME "1" TO .5V. 100 1_S 20 uS
TRANSIENTREJECTION S VOLTPULSES p_ 5 VOLTPULSEI IJS
-" NOISEREJECTION 5V RHS0 10 )4H_, 5V I_4S_ 10 MHI
i .'
BASIC ONPIGUI'_tATION
REOUt40ANT D_IVER TO StNGL(Z LOAD
i-
REDUNDANT DRIVERS TO R_'nUNDANI LOADS _l_lke ,_. T:_q0lct,) Applteatloris tot
• " LB ..... ..bi!.e.r.t.L_c Clz'cUits
I-i
=....
S_PARA'TE ORIVERS lO A COMMON LOAD
)
3.3 Telemetryln;_daceReqdln_nont._
The requlre_e_ts tot'analog voltages, flfi_sariddigitalwords that are inptlt
tO the telerfletryef_coder a_e listedin Table 2. The types of input protection ir_
the encoder are also listed. The telemetered data has proven to be _ffectlvely
_: free of noise, Generally, an_tlog channels sh_w much less thart one bit of _olse,
_ 3._ Special Tests-on the ('ommand Receiver at N._,S.._,I.c_ls I|e._earch-Center 3
_:! The telenietry/command belt antenna is a pattern of metal patches and feed
_ lines on a fiberglass-teflon subStrate. The substrate is backed with aluminum
i sheet. The belt antenna is completely exposed to the external particles and we
were concerned about pOSsible interference to comnlaflds or ranging, anti possible
iii}' damage tO the hin feed lines.
, _-: TWo short tests Were set up in the LeRC electron swarm chamber. First, a
_: short section of belt antenna was placed in the tank facing the electron beam. The
_i: command output from the antenna _as connected into the engineering motiel filters
_ and command.receiver. The receiver ranging and cbmmand oUtpUts were mont-
_ toted. With a 20 keV beam discharges did occur though not visiblyon the belt.
_. The l_.rgestarcs produced a short duration 2 sec, 800 mV pulse on the receiver
L_
i :_! ranging output. No disturbance was apparent on the command output. The pulse
iffii_: ot_the ran_tt_gmode Was judged to be of no consequence. For the second test, the
_: belt anteni_a was placed in the tank with the metal groui_tl plane facing the electron
beam and the forward side faclng a 6 in. x 8 in. satnple of silvered teflon. The
i i°: teflonproduced freCluenthigh amplitude arcing. N_ effectswere observed on the
i ._i receiver ranging or command outputs. After the test the belt was carefully exam-
7-_:.
_:._. inetl; no damage was apparent on _he _eed lines.
L :!,
I _?-
-;_ 4. Till.: DFPI.OI'ABLF SOLAR .AIIRA'_S
_ The large ligitt weight deployable solar arrays are unique to synchronous orbit
; .!: spacecraft. The array stibstrate t_ 0.00i in. thick kapton laminated w._th a tiber-
_': _lass/polyester layer. 'Ihe solar ceils art ca_'e°aily bonded to the substrate so as
i _: to leave rite gaps between the cells free of ol.aque adi',estve. The substrate is
i :_:' about 30 percent transparei_t to surilight, the g,_s flhers will scatter some light
_.'- I i_tt) the areas behind the solar cell_. Therefore there will be a certat_ amoUrit ot
#
_°,i_ photoeie_trb_ _,mission from the rear surface, aridthe sUbstrate condtlctlvitymay
=°_ be increased b'-photoconductiofleffects. The arrays are nevertheless the largest
F:_',:,? area of eXternbl shadowed ¢ilelect_'tc on the spacecraft and consequently are possibly
°_ sources Ot frequent discharges.
i_oo!:,| , '! ;
i
o%1
k '_ " _ ' l:'
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Table 2. Ititer£aCe Requirements for Telemetry
ANALOGS;GNALS
NOMINALRANGE OVTO5.0V
FULLSCALE OV TO5.1V
ONEBIT 20 mV
SOURCEIMPEOANCE <_ I_
LOADIMPEDANCE
P"_!N_ SAHPLING 1.0 H_
EI_ER INPUTPROTECTION
BEFOREANALOGSWITCHES 4.7 K_ RESISTORTODIODE
CLAHPSTO+5.6V ANDTO
GROUND-.......
FILTERAFTERTHEANALOG
S_ITCHES-TIMECONSTANT 10 pS
FLA_S t
FLAG 4.0V TO5.5V
ZERO OVTO .7V
DECISIONTHRESHOLD 2V
RISE TIME 1 uS TO10 _S
SOURCEIMPEDANCE <5
_NCODEkINPUTPROTECTION 75 R RESISTORTODIODE
CLAMPSTO+5.6_AND
TOGROUND
DIGITALgORDS
WORD"1" 4.Or TO 8,0V
ZERO OVTO .25V
RISE TIME 1 uS TO 10 _S
SOURC_IMPEDANCE- "1" <1.5 K
"0" -_.__<_._K _ 5._V
ENCODERiNPUTP_OT_CTION O--_--_i_8K_
i 27K
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Te_ts vCez'e rn_de on a stnal_ section of array lh the LeRC chamber, With
electrons incident oft the real" side of the array. In a dark charhber, weak dl_-
! cha_,ges occurred with visible point_ ot hi'ring, primarily in the vicit_ity of iater-
i, connects between the cells. Measurements of the electrical output of the ceils
_,i before attd after the te_t showed that no deterioz'atton resulted from the discharges.
!_... No Changes to the ar_'ays ,#ere considered because the flight units were completed
i_: ' at this time and only a catastrophic failure would hare forced any modi_icatioris.
' Flight data ha_ _hOwn no unusual electrical degradation of the arrays.
_._.i Launch ESTEC ha_ made further tests on an array sample, 4 with both a dark _ i
, } chamber and with a tight source tltuminat_g only the solar cell sitte of the samplc, i
? They have observed discha_rg s with an illt;mi ated sample at temperatures -10°C.
_ Except for transit through eclipse and tmmec_tately after the eclipse, the lowest
_'_ temperattire of the flight arrays is 40°C. This test would indicate that there are
fJ_ possibly no di_charge_ off the arrays in sunlight,...agatn except for a _ew minutes !
after eclipse exR.
::, {
[ : 5. SPACECR._,FTLE_,'ELFMITESTING_iTIt A SP'ARKsOI'RCE i
_) Based on measurements in their experiments, the LeRC group made a apark
i:!_ sotw-ce for the spaCeCraft level EMI test. The sotirce discharged a 500 pF capaci-
ty' tot,charged to 10 kV across a sparR gap. The dischargewas underdamped witha
_ ringing frequency of 25 MHz. The spark t'epetition rate was about 5 pulses per
IY second.
i_ A seriesof testswere made on the flightspacecraft. These testswere
_, cautious because we were ustn_ the flight spacecraft with no previous test experl-
.... ence. Also we Were very uncertainas tothe nlagnitudeo_ thesurfacepotentials, !
i _i and discharge current,s that would be experienced in space. A report by Shkarofsky i
_ and Tam 5 indicatedthatthe rear surfaceof the deployablearray blanketcould
i i charge to 4.4 RV and that the correspondin_ energy density would be 0.27 mJ/cm 2.
i __ The 2.5 mJ in the Sparker Would therefore correspond to discharging 100 square i
_ centimeters of blanket. The same report indicated that the TEP radiator fin could
charge to 23 kV and the 2.5 mJ would correspond toa dischargeofonly i0 square
_ centimeters, it Wa_ felt that thes_ fi_tires0 and the test results from LeRC repre-
i sented"worst case" sttuationa_how_.ver,theywere sufficientlyalarming to_ustlfy !
_.; the spacecraftleveltest.
:i For the test, the d@lSloyable arrays #vere deployed as shown in _'t_dre I. :
:i
' 7 83
°ii ]
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,_' 5.1 I)_plo_,'hbleAemyl:_st,_
,0_ The purpose of this test wa_ to simulate the occurrence of arcs on the rear
_!i surftLceofthe deployablearray blanket. The procedure was _orthe spark soi_rce
i tobe lleldabout I m from therear surfaceof theblanketand tobe moved _lowly
:ii towards theblat_ket.Dur[n_ the arctrtg,the telemetryoutptltConnectionoffan
- _, accelero_eter mounted on thetipof thearray was monitored witha highspeed
_i_!i oscilloscope. Each spark generateda noise burst. For reasons ofcautionthe
._ approach towards the array was stoppedwhen the noiseburst exceeded _ volts
_ peak to peak. Th[_ WaS done at three vertical positions, first opposite the instru- _"
oi,!:" mentationwiringon the array centerline,second oppositethe areas containing
_" solar cells, and third opposite the power wiring along the edge of the bl._nket. At
the,-enterlirtepoSltton_the closestapproath Was about 30 cr_t,atthepower wiring
_ the Closestapproach was aboht3 cm (as closeas theeov_r on thespark source
_ allo_,ed).During thetesttelemetrychannels associatedwith instrumentationon
_ the arrays was mo_litorecion stripcharts. After the testsa computer search of
!i_i allthespacecraftchannelswas made. During allthe sparkingno telemetrydata
was observed thatcouldht_vebeen attributedtothe arcing.
_o_
5.2 TEF_adiatorFinTe_t
_a ii_ili For thi_ test the spark SOU_ACe _as hel_ close to the radiator fin# on both sides.
-o!_ but at some distance_rom sensor wiring. Selectedtelemetrychannelsassociated
_ _Iththe TEP0 particularlythosetemperature sensors moUnted on thefinwere
_ monitored on stripcharts. No change inoutputwas observed.
° ' 5.3 ThermalBlanket Tests
Inthistestthe spark source was held near thermal blanketson theforward
deck, but for reasons of caution,not near tosensors. The computer"search
showed no unusualtelemetrydata.
obviousiya more comprehensive setof testswould have been desirablebut
onlywithprevious testexperienceon non_llghthardware.
°_" 6. ANO_IALIES
_li_ The power stibsystemisdividedifltotwo indepentl_ntsections:hoUsekeepit_
_ and experimeiltsas shown ttlFigure 4. The hoUsekeOpingsectionhas thr_e power
__; sources, thebody mouxltedsolar array, the deployabi_array and batteries.All
°_ii soui-cesar_ conii_ctedtothe unregt_latedbus wtth Isolatingdiodes. The eXperi-
' _!:: merit section obtaifis pow_i" from the deployable arrays only. The voltage sen_oi-
° i l on the expei-tment unregulated bus is on the array side of the over/under voltage
Li switch.
:iil 784
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Fi_re 4. Power SUbsystem. (&) Housekeeping section,and (b) experiment
sectlon
O_t8 June 1976 at 06:43GMT (2_G9 spacecrafttime)a short Circuitoeeurred
i_ on theexperiment unregulated.powerl_s. Immediately the short oceurreCl,the
over/under,voltageswitchdisconnectedtillspacecraftloadsfrom thearrays. The
; shortcontinued24 sec thencleaz'editself.The mt_stprobable location_or thei"
_ short circuitwas on a board eontainingthe power isolatingdiodes. This board is
i mounted on theinboardpalletOn thedeployablesolararrays, and iscompletely
exposed to theexternalenvironment. During the 24 sec thevoltageon the expert-
ment bus variederraticallybetween 19 and 42 Volts°behaviour typicalo_an are.
Also the TEC recorded many noise bursts off the at'ray pOWer and in_tz'umetltatlon
: linesdux'in_the Ist, 18th,2.tat,22niland 25th see. These burSt._we_'eprt_bably
_ generated by the short circuit. The TEC had not recorded any transients in the
! 2 hr prt_eedlttgthe fdult.A mbderdRe substorm hailbeen observed a few hour's
!_ earlier. A micrometeorite hit,charge accufllulationor a small dischargeresult-
_ Ing from charge accumulation on thediode btmrd couldhave Initiatedthe short
circuit. The _aulihas not reoccurred.
Ori28 September 1976 the housekeepin_Secondary Power |nvertei-and all
associ_itedstlbmodUiest_-Ippedoff. Unfo_'lun_itely,thisInvertersuppliedpower to
'yes
[
Iii"
_ t_ed _r_ {2) I_0nd ._ee0nd ._ui'/_ce _iPror,_ including qtmrtz one_ w|th eondtmtlve
_ the telemetry encoders so we immediately lo._t data. The Irtverte_ Was
!:. some hours later arid it has _nctloned normally since. A very |arge transient or| atlhesl_,es,
! _ |lie power bU_ could have caused this faUlt. The TI_C had not registered counts in {3) Ground alLl_yers otal; thet'm_l bl_ttkcta U_ing a ground configuration of
i _ the previous hour arid the magrtetosphere was quiet. Thig anomaly is still under Type i 0t' better,!i 14) Groutld all metal parts.
! _., consideration.
; !i Stgce launch there have beer| about 20 unexplained ttip-offs on the power Con,. {5) Carry otit a spaeecratt level test on the engineering model, using a v0ry
_a_t spbrk source, to establish the electrical signature o_ transients oh power,
,o:, • verter (EPC) associated with a 20 W TWTA. The EPC can get its turn off corn-
' o:i': mand on an interrtal eoramand line. The EPC does not use a command line receiver command, and telemetry litres.. These data should theft be used to specl/y EMt
,,, the protectionon flightmoacI units. A compreher_slvetestshotildbe made on the
i!!: on this line and it is known that a noise bur_t Will resttlt in a trip. None of
,}; trips oecut'Ped coincident wIth TEC counts Or With other spacecraft commanding, flight spacecraft.
_: fast noise bursts and (6) EMI specifications should include limits on emission snd gu_eeptlbiltty
'_' on telemetryand coni_and lines.}_! However, it iS posstht#-_that discharges could be l_trodt_cing
::_'._ eauslngthe trips. 171 Transientsensors shouldbe carried. These sensors shouldbe of more
,!i comprehensive and sophisticated design than the CTS TEC.
_' 7. cONCLU._ION5A_D RECO_I_ENDATION$
i During the first 8 months of flight operatton_ on CTS, we have experienced:
(11 No anomalies commands {exceptthe 20 W TWTA trips). Acknowledg ments
{2) Effectively noi_e free telemetry.
= _.: {31 Two major anomalies that could possibly have been caused by charge
. Iwould liketOthank thepeopleinNASA Lewis Research Center, _ystem
i_i' accUmulatiOn Or discharges.
-_: (4) Severaltripson the _.0W TWTA power converterwhere a cbmtnatidllrte EngineeringBranch, SpacecraR Teclmblogy Divisionunder R.R. Lovell_br their
._. participation and support on the CTS charging inVestigatiOn. I would also like to
_ transmitterreceiverwas not u_ed.
_" (51 No urtusual degradation on the eleCtriCal performance of the flexible arrays, thank the CRC, SpacecraR Operations G_'oup for theiz assistance in preparation of
: From a spacecraftchargingpointof view, the importantdesign feattlres.on thispaper..
i ,_ CTS are:
,:_ (1) A unifiedground plane,configurationwitsused, thussavingthe weightof
_. return w trtng. Re fe r e n c e s
;_i_ 121 Command ilneand data linetransmitter_and receiverswere used to
"_: achieve immunity from fa_t trattSients.
_',/ i. Stevens, N.J., Lov_ll, R.R., and Gore, J.V. (i9761 Spacecraft chari!n_;.... (3) All layers of the thermal blankets and all metal parts were grounded.
o:_: {4) Te/_on second surface mirrors were hondo', using condtlctt_te adhesives. Hlve_tigatlon for the CTS pro_ect_ spacecraft chargirtg by ma_neto_pheric
_i; 151 Few wires were shielded, therefore the wiz'_n_ harness w_s as light as piasma_', A. Rosen, Editor, AIAA Progress in Astz'onautics and Aeronautics,
possible. 2. Steverts, N.J., Loveli, R.F., and Klinect, V.W. 119_1 Preliminary Report
oi:.....
_,i: i61 Ver_ little weight w/_s added for protect'_n _gainst charging. [ on the CTs _an_ient Et,ent c.outtter Perform_rtCe tllrottgh the 1976 Sprifl_o4 .. i _ciipse Season, MA_ T ChniCalMemorandum NAsA "r_Ix-734_7,o_. 1_1 A simple translentevent counter_as flown,
_" Based on the CTS experience,Iwould make the foilo_In_recommendations: 3. Effects.."_i-'0ject'_est°f_pac .craftReportCharlltilTRlS.03.1.0t_theTT&C Recelvln_System 11975)CTS
_:: _ 4. Bo_us, K./_. 110761 Inv_stigatlott of a CTs solar Cell.T_t Patch under simu-
...._:i 11) Use cctmrfl_': _ .... " 4ata line interface circuits which provide protectioti
_,.i_i.; againstshort,idlh _ ,_ artsients. 1 l_ttedGeoma_-i_eticSubs|peruChar_In_ Condl'tions,ESTEC InterrtatWoz,k[ng
• Paper TEC/DB/imi/0469.
_._!_
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Abstract
:. SyStem Generated Electromagnetic Pulse (SGEMP) at_d Dispersed Elevtro-
magnetic Pulse DEMP) are tluClear generated _pacecraft environments. •
: Electrostati_ titscharge (ESD) l_ a r_atur_l spacecraft environment resulting from..
differential ehar_lng ira magnetic sttbstoz_ns. All three phenomena, thot_gh
dl_feri_B in origin, result in the sam_ problerfl to the spacecr_t and that is
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). A common design approach utilizing a
spacecraft Strttctural Faraday Cage is presented _hich helps solve the EMi
problem. Also, other system design te_hniqtaes are discussed vJhich minimize
the m_g_ttude Of these enVlrt)nments through eontrol of materials and electrical
g_-ounding e0nfigurat_on.
I. I_TI_ODUCTION
I The common design approach o_ th_ Abstract is applicable to any high altitude
Spacecraft in an elliptlcal or Syflchrortou_ oz_blt whose altitude S_tbJect$ it t/o the
* spae_craft char_in_ environmeflt and also h_s a nuclear suL_vivabllit_ i'equiremerit.
O0000009-T:
The nature or. the E_D, .DEMP, and SGEMP environ_flents and the EMI cOt_cern
iS diS_Ussed-as iOllo_s.
2. A (_]I_IPARI_JN OF TIlE E$1). D_'MP. AND SGEMP _,N_IRONMENT AND
SPACECRAFT. PERI;'OR_IANCE ('ONCI'_,RNS
2,1 ESD (Eleetmst_ttie Di_scharge)
]_lectrOstatic charging of synchronous s_acecraft results f_om a natu_-al _-
radiation of Charged particles collecting on the SpaCecraft surfaceS. Electrostatic
discharge occurs when the differential _ha_ging of the Spacecr_J_t surface materials
exceed their dielectric breakdown Strength. The resulting system effects of the
discharge are electroiuaguetic interferences such as circuit upset and burnout.
ESD occurs i_ a five-step process. FirSt0 a magneti_ substorm results in an
ihjectt_Jn of charged particles, ions and electrons, into the dU_k-to-dawr_ Sectors
of local time and roughly from 4 to 8 earth radii. Mag_etospheri_ effects Caus_
preferential eastwar_l-drift of eleCtrOnS i_to the midnight-to-dawn quadrant while
ions drift WestWard. Appreciable electrons l_ve been observed (A TS-5) at
5-30 keV_
The second step is the e_cou_ter o£ the SpaCecraft surfaces with the hot° nega-
tive plasma. If a Surface is _elf Shado_e_l or in e_lipSeo it wi_ _harge tO approXi-
mately a potential equivalent to the r_Ost probable energy of the electron energ_
d_stributiono less a poter_tial drop corresponding to SeCondary electron emission
from the Surface. If the surface is in sunlight° photoelectric emiSSiOn w.i11 prevent
it from charging to a negative potential and in fact the surface may go a few volts
positive. It is apparent that d_ferent surfaces, due to different _xpoSure tO
Suniight (and hence photoelectric diSCharge) and different secOnda_-y electrot_
emissioa and photoemissive prOperti_So will charge to different potentir]_.. Thus
Step 2 reSu1_S in differential voltages of several thouSan_l volts appea_'in& at differ-
: ' ent sites on {he Space_raft_s e_pbSed surfaces.
The third step iS electrostatic discharge whenever the differential potential
exceeds the dielectric bre_Lkdown of the material.
The fourth step is the electric or magnetlc field coupling from the discharge
arc into spacecr_t hart_esSes or the irradiatior_ Of antenna assemblies
aSsbciated wiLh the arc (Se_ i_i_ure i).
The fif/_i step i_ the i_idu_tio_ of a transient pulse ifito the circul_ with s_fi-
cten{ magnitu/te tO activate the circuit or burnout some o_ its compOrietlts, or
commut_ica{i_ri and {el_m_tr_ iritez'ference.
Other possible effects than circuit upset or b_rnou{ is direct dafi_age to
thermai controi surfaces resulting f_'om the arc, discharge, and con{arilina_iofl to
suz'_aces.
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I' DETER 101"_ATION OF_THEI:t MAL C6ATIN(_
;.; RAOIATEb OR P,,ONDfJCT_'_'L..,.
COMPONENT ON "'"-
_ -- RADIA'I'_O FIELD_
TO ANTENNAS em*,
=,_ _;, HARNES_ INTERFERENCE
_: CONCER.N
.: • INDUCED CAClL I_ CURRENTS
--_1_:_, INDUCED ANTENNA FIELDS
:__,_, e_-,--OPTfCAL DETER |ORATION OF 3-AXIS STASlLI_'ED HIGH ALTITUDE
!_ SATELLITE
- THERMAL,_OATINGS.-
_?_. Figure I. Arcing Induced SatelliteEnvirotn'nent Due to S/C Charging
_-_ 2.2.-DE_|P (Dlspers ;.I.Electromagitetlc Paise)
._!_ A nuclear weapon detotmted i_ior near the.atmosphere generates a copious
':,,_ stream of Compton-electrOnS. Part of the latter cOnstituteS a time-_hanging,
_ i/" nonradial current wh¢ch in ttwn produces propagating electromagnetic fie_-dS.At
_: i the Spacecraft, the latter' have propagated through the ionosphere Wliich acts aS _t
--:_,_ high-pa_s filter and thins only freqUenCieS above a certain cutoff are observed.
: Also, frequencies that tit) propag_tte tO the spacecra£t are dispersed and arrive_at
i_: different ttme_. Impingement of the DEMP on the spacecraft structur_ and
_.
_ antennas induces _tructural currents which in turn couple electromagnetic fields
_i_i into harneSSeS and communication_ _'eceiverfront entlS. This results in EMI and
:_.... RFI Similar to _pa_ecr_£t az'cing (ESD). (See Figure 21.
'_" 2.3 $(;EMP (5')'stem' Generated Electromagnetic Pulse)
_ SGEMP. strictlyspeaking, is not an external environment but rather a second-
_ ary environment produced prlmarily by the interaction of X-rays With tliedurfacee
- _: and harneSse_ of th_ _pae_raft. SGEMP can be classified aS (1) direct mtd
_i 121 indirect. The direct refers to coupilng of X-rayS directly int_ cables and
_' el_ctt'onic cornp_nents. The indirect _G£MP is ge_eratetl by a two-step process
: in which first x-rays impinge on surface materials a_d release S_ondary electron_
'_i through Comptori and photoelectric processes. '_'he Secondary electrons condtitute
_ilii an accelei_atedcharge and henct_geherate propagatln_ electric and rna_mbtie fields.
: The lattex'couple int_ eabies and cL_'cuits accordinl to th_ partictilat' coupling
_ coefficients that apply to the w_velen_tlt Ot the tl_lds and the geometry ot the cables
' and circuits. Again, t_'ahsient upset and burnout of the electrOfiics r_ault (See
%
•; Figure 31.
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_1. A Cu_Ii'_IIL_ON01." E_I). I1£_1P.A_I) _F31PEI.i,:CI"Iii)_I%Ii_ETIC
Figure 4 illustrates the eommbnality of the electromagrietic signal ch-_racter -
isticS ih both the time and frequency domains.* From l_igure 4 it can be seen that
the fhst rigs i_ all three cases pro_ces significant e_ergy i_ the fre_l_ency
spectrum out to _100 MI_ and then rolls Off at 40 dB/decade. The similarity in
the _pectrum r_akes it poSSible and desirable to find a common design technique
which addresse_ all three phenomena at one time. The common design technique
proposed is to design the spacecraft StruCture _u_.h that it enclOseS the electronic_ .- /!
and harneSSing in the form of a Faradhy cage. Figure 5 illustrates the classical _=" 1
presentation of how the Faraday cage works aS an EMI shield. Figure 6 illUStrates
the comparison betweer_ the theoretical shielding effectiveness of an ideal Faraday
cage and _lSo _/hat i_ achievable in practice. Shielding effectiveness in etttactual i
spacecraft iS litnited by physical construction of the structure which neceSSitates
bonding, riveting, and b01tin_ of structural subassemblies, thus producing metal-
F'REQUENC_ Sf_ECTRUM
104 105 106 107 108 109 10I0 104 105 10(_ 107 I0B 10(3 I010 t04 I0 $ I0 t_ I(I? I(*8 109 I0 I0
FREQUENCY (Hz) FRE(_UENC'Y (H:} FREQUENC_ (H+ +
ARCING DLMP SGE_'iP
'_ k/_ '_N_ _ "1_ !__ _',_PE_D _i WAV_ "__
k - _% ........
TIME (._) TIME (_) "--
TIME(_}
ELECTRIC & MAGNirTIC TIME WAVEFORM
R_'F i97_ IE.EE NUCLEAR
REF MIL-STI)- 1541 CONFERENCE TRANSACTli:_N_,
*Assumed Va|uc for S/C In clltpilua|
orbit
i Figure 4, Erivtrbnment ElectrOmagtt_ti_ Signal Characteri_ttc_
* The SiK,nal characterlStlc_i of the photon flux _d DI_.MP and the z'esponse levels
of the sat-ellite cables and Structttre hart. _ been obtaihed Or derived tto_n the 1974,
i975 arid 1976 tEEE Attnual COifference TransactiOns on Nuclear and Space Radi-
ation ]_ffectS.
793 _:
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t0-metal seams allowing electromagnetic leakage. Rivet spacing, number of
harness penetrattohs, adces_ parts, etc.. all influence the levels of Shielding
e_ectiveness. For tunateiyo in term_ Of spt_cecr_t weight c0bsidex'at_o_s° the use
of metal fOilS Cond_tcttvely bonded between structural elententS makes nearly as an
effeett#e _hLeldlng as does a SOlid Sheet metal enclosure. The actual magnetic
shielding effectiVeneSs o£ a bO1tetl enclOSure (I-I/2 in. bolt _paclng) iS _hoWn in
Figure B. A 30 tO 50 dB magnetic shielding effectiveneSS iS achievable.
I. CO_AIUSO_ OF E'tllLL_.ELS FOR SII|ELDED A_9_SI|IELI}EI| C_._ES _
Figtwes 7 - 9 illustrateinpril_cLplehow the Faraday shietdit_attenttateSthe
interferringsignalcharacteristicsofFigure 4. Itcan be seen from the lastitems
in Figures 7 anti 8 that the reSuRant m_gnltude Of the interfer_ing signal both in
the ESD and DEMP cases iS reduced below circuit compozient burnout damage
levelS. The magnitatle of the attenuated Signal may. however, still be sufficient
to cause, interference (_-0.5 voltS). With particularly SenSitive digital logic cir-
cuits or mission critical functions pulse width discrimination Shbuld also be con-
Sittev4_Las a candidate for inclusion in the EMC design.
CASEA CASEA UNSHIELDEDCON_IGURMION
OPENS/C
STRUCTURE
_--_ • [_OR: I SO.FT. KAi_TONTHERMALBLANKET:C_.
----_' '_'_"_UNSHIELDED O._JOULE,|0KV, 40nsDISCHAi_GE:TI HARNESS II_OF ENERGYCONDUCTEDTO STRUCTURE
ARC -_i'_ _ ] THEARCCURI_ENTIS:
ADIATED
FIB D e I_O_: 1 METERUNSHIELDED#AWG20WIREl-J/4 INCHES
ABOVEStRUCTUI_[
TH(ESTi_UCTURALCURiKNTINDUCEDVOLTAGEINTO_E WIREIS:
Iv,- _d_Vb_TgI
FARADAT .CASE_i.SHIELDE0CONFIGURATION
StRUC_IJ_t , IF THEFAI_AI)AVCAGESH|ELOINGEFFECTIVENESSI > 40dB
(-,,_ THF,RESULTANTSTRUCIU_ALCURRENtIS EQUIVALENTTO: '
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ARC_HARNESS [Is_z.SAMPtRES I SIDE E CAGE
e _THI_ WIREHARNESSIS SHIELDEDWITH A
' SHiELDINI];FACTOI_O_ _ dB, 1HER_.SULTANTCABLE
INTERFEk_CEFI_OMTHEARC IS:
[Vw" O.GgVOL1;SI
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/
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CASEA UN_HIELDtDCONFIGURATIO'N
CA._EA e [:0_: IO00VIM(ASSUMEDP&A][OMEITRSTRUCTURE
,: _ IMPEDANCE@ll_ x • _C)
OPENSIC THEDEMPFIELDCOUPLEDCUI}I_ENTINTOTHESTRUCTUREIS:STRUCTUR(_"_ _UNSHIEtBED
C._ .\ d_.ARNESS 'l, • I_,_M_'i_R_S.r,r.AK,"
"" *T 1
": .. I -.. ",, II FOR: ! METERUNSHIELDED#AWGL:vOWIRE
:' _ ,_1 '_ I I'3/4'_CHESABOVESTRUCTURE
THESTRUCTURALCURRENTINbUCEI}VOLTAGEINTOTHEWIREIS:
:' I Vw " 431XIVOLTSJ
:,_ CASEBSHIELDEDCONFIGURATION
CASEB
e IFTHtFARADAYCAGESHIELDINGEFFECTIVENESSI _40{IB,
_-,' FARADAY THERESULTANTSIRUCTURALCURRENT-ISEQUIVALENTTO:
--' STRUCTURE- ]l s • I._AMPERESI
_, SHIELDED I IFINADI_ITION,THEWIREHARNESSI SHIELDEDV_ITHA
-I':."-"_-I; HARNESS SHIELD!NGFACTORO__>40dE,THir RESULTANTCABLE
"\1 INTERFERENCEFROMDEMPIS: l
_" Iv, - O.43VOLT_I
- Figure 8. Shielding for DEMP
_:_ Figure 9 (the SGEMP shi_Idlng case) is a more c0mp1_x ca_e in thbt the
._ inter/erring cable currents are obtained by three dLfferentmodes:
-;.... (1) Coupling to the cable from structural replacement currents.
_- (2) Coupling to the Cable by cavity fieldS.
_/" (3) Direct ctlrrentinjectionby x-ray impingement.
Harness and Faraday cage Shielding are both effectiveat suppressing EMI from
_ the structural replacement curz'eritS (Ic2). Harness shieldidg, only, is effective
at suppreSSing cavity field induced currevts (ICI). Neither harness shieiding or
_; Faraday cage shielding are effective suppressing EMI from direct cable x-ray
_,_- current injectiOf_ (Ic3).
"iill In this latterca_e, cable current injectionmust be mlnimi_ed through the use
=.,,, Of low atomic number materiMS, dielectric shielding, bundling of cable wires,
,'.'c, The EMt protection for this particular problem must be addreSSed by using
c.,.cuR terminating devices which will limit the inrush currerit below burnout
-ii"' levelei or voltage clamp the input below damage or upset levels.
_i I
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E_I), DE._Ii'A_I) ,_t;t.:_IP
5,i EsIJ I,:_tiIh_&u,lion'l'echnhlul,,_
The spacccrvft diSch{lrge phenomenon can be controlled by reducing the differ-
ential potential buildup between vdrious outer surface thermal blankets and coatings
and the metallic Spacecraft structure. This goal iS achievable through the use of
conductive paints and thermal blanket materials such aS aStroquartz cloth which
has low surface resistance when bombarded by electronS.
In addition, possible discharges between the Various inner metallic layers of
thermal blanRet materials and the resulting degradation of the thermal properties
of the blanket can be eliminated by connecting all blanket metallic layers and
!" grou_ling the composite blanket to the metallic structure. All StructUral members
can also be electrically interconnected to share a commori ground potential for
prevention of differentia) structural voltages. All apertures SuCh as the earth
coverage antennas can be coVereti with dielectric/thermal materials (aStroqUartz
cloth) which exhibit high levels of Surface arid throughput IeaRage0 thereby prevent-
{ng large charge buildup. In those cases where discharges may not be eltmiriated,
such aS on the glass Sections of the SOlar arrays, then the llrie-of-Sight to com-
mur icatiOn_ antennas ,_hOttld be elitnitmted to prevent RFI. Table 1 lists spacecraft
. designguidelinesfor preventifi_arcing.
5.2 DE_||t and SGE_IPE'illReduction Teohnique_
Prlnclpalareas of cOncert_from nuclear effectsare _ystem transientupsets
antIpermanent degradationOf parts antlmaterialS. Preventionof damage topiece
parts and materialsiS accompllshed throughhardened circuitdesign,nuclear,and
electromagneticshieldln_,and the use of hard materialS. All materialS,including
criticalexternalthermttlcontrolmaterials,must be carettillyselectedtopreve_t
• any Significant x-ray induced thermai-mechanical effects anti to adequately with-
stand the natural radlatien environmentS.
The system transient upset and z'ec0very reqttirementS are met by hinctiOnally
configuring each subsystem to minimize the impact at the component and circuit
level. The System ts allowed to respond as much as possible without causing un-
desirable system effects anti to functionally recover within the desired time period.
This t_ achieved by ensuring fast circuit recovery thrbugh proper piece-part
selection and circuit design, preventing the generation and execution of false com-
mandS, lcgic Upset, arid the us_ of hardened data st0ra_e where required.
Tabie 2 itemizes destgri controls for minimizing EMI from SGEMP and DEMP.
7.8
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'I' Table I. Spacect'aft Design _tdeltnes for P_,evonting A_cing
F'i'" I. ThO _r_ph|te epoxy u_ied for st_t_ur:_l m_mbe|'_ is textU_'ed to be
L_, . (_onduct_VO ahtl pre_entS mlntmo_ dii_cOntffmity in stt_uCt_tk',_lgr_ulid
il,
i,;i 2. All epoxy ._nd other nonmetallic st_ctdral bonding adhesives are
i',i _o_d_lctive and present minimum discontinuity in structural ground.
i;! 3. SoLar b,rr_y panels are grotinded to each other with grounding jump_r_. ..,--
).
' 4. Solar panel_ are grounded to the spacecraft St_aCturb tl_rougharray !
special sUp, rings, providing a one milliohtU p_tth, ]
lii' 5. All antennas and support structures are grot_ded to the mart structure.
i 6. AH electricalcomponents and s_tb_ystemsare grounded.
i_i_ 7.-----Spacecraft thermal blanket materials and co_tings have been selcctdd
i wh/ch ha_e high st_rface leakage and btllk leakage.
!
• 8. All external cable harnesses are shielded a_d th_.sttield is ConneCted
i_i to _tructural g_otmd at beth ends.
ii' 9. All apertureS, inch_dihg RF antenna apertdre_, are covered with high
_, surface leakage sUiCa Clbth Co_poSiteS.
i! 10. All wave_uide el_ment_ are _leCtricall_ cotme_ted with spot weld
_ii connections and grot_ided-to the main frame.
11. The _upport members of all antennas will be connected t_ the spaeccraR
struCtUre with cOnductive epoxy such that each supl_oxt..joint represents
approxi_aatety a one _hm connect/on to structure.
12. All deposited thin film t_ntluctors {in thermal blankets or other_vise)
shall h_ve a ground strap of _ufficient area to cttrry th_ transient
curreflt lOadS expected (a 2 Joule ratin_ is self-applied).
13. i_l_etrical resistance from any point on vacuurfl-deposited conductive
fllm_ (in thermal blankets or otherWiSe) to spaCeCraft _tru_tural ground
Shall dt_t exceed 10 ohmS.
i!i 14. Electrical resiStanCe froff_ any pofilt on a thermally is01atod substructure
to spaeecra/t structural ground _,ith _cq_i_cd grotmds in pla_e sl_ll hot
exceed. O1 ohms.
i5. There slutll be at 1oa_t on_ g/_unding point on each electrically
eontiguo,ts substructure.
799
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5_i T_ble I. _p_eoraft Desi_ Guidelines for Pz'ov_ntlng Arein_ (Cont'd)
i
i
!_!" 16. Th_ electri_l resistanc_ of each gl'oultd strap I_)ndbt,t_,t,t_ntht_sir:q)
-: bond and the structure sh:dl not L,xeeed. 03 ohms.
::i:F
_', 17. Tllcrmal blanket co_ducting straps t_ ground sltall be electrically
_ equlWlent tb a copper conductor of Wire ot AWG #22.
_(:
, 18. Each structural ground strap shal| be electrically equivalent tO a
_.il copper corttluctor OfWire of AWG#14.
! 19. Redund_tntlogic iS employed in comm'ind and other sensitive logic und
receiver circuitry.
20. The solar at'ray consists of a honeycomb aluminum base structure with
the following layers of materials: coverglass, solar cells, and mica-ply
substrate anct graphite epoxy. All latoral strip9 or rows of cells _re
• bonded together by a ground wire at ea_h-cnd of the solar panel, such
that the resistance between any two rows of Cells does n_ exceed
5 miilioh_.
21. The solar cell hiring iS electrically coimected to spacecraft structural
grt_tmdat the sht_nt regulator and _,ih n_tural capacitive p_tth$.
22. All outer Solar panels are connected t9 the timer solar panels by
grOu,,tlwires.
23. Thermal windows on north panel (N. P. ) and South panel (S. P. ) ar_
covered with second surface mirrors consisting c{ OSR glass with
silver c_atin_ on one side. The OSR gla_ is attached to the panel
surf._ces with eondttctive epoxy. ::
24. Component enclosures and chassis arc designed to previtlc an RF !
a_tentt:ttion of 50 dB to radia#,¢d fields produc,_ttby ESD.
25. All lntertml and external cables are shtvldetl on a Cable bundle basis.
26. C,'tble Shields will be fnttltipoint grot_ "ledto the spttCeeraft st_ttcttlre
by 10w impt_lanoe conh_ctions.
2_. Mounting hardware used to bolt or fasten cont[_bt_ents to the spacecraft
structure shall als0 serve as grouttd bottdlng pathS.
28. Nohc_onduetive flflidhes suclt as anotlized sur_ces or paltited surfaces I
Will not b_ used on any of th_ grbuhtling Interfaces.
1
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Table 2. Deslg_ Controls top Mialmizing EMi from $GEMP & DEMP
• "_ .... _ ' " ' r n[ll
, t_E P TAT SYST F,SPO ,
SystemLevel
I. All electronics in Faradtty Cage 1. licduees external SGEMP/DEMP
_'40dB atteatmtton field cotlpliag to internal h_rness
2. Controlled structur0 a_d 2. Controls _kin current and thb
penctrRtio_ ttnpedanccS pinccm_nt cttrret_tflow mintmi_es
_10 mllUohms lnt0rn_l coUplin_
3. l_W Z surihce m_te_RtlS 3. Minimizes secondary cl_etroh
emission, redUceS extermtl flOlds
and structural rep_ccment
curr_ntS
Sttbsystem LeVel
1. internal cavities _-oatedto 1. Minimizes IEMP fields and
control secondary emission replacement currents
2. Optimttm grounding (Single and 2. RedUCes replacement current
Mttltipoint) Coupling e[fects
3. Harness and bo_ RF Shielded tO 3. RedttceS CaVityfield c_upli_g
>40 dB effects
4. HarneSs design for minimum
direct X-ray response
a. MuI{ict)aductor bundle cables 4. a. Minimizes Weight _nd SGEMP
instead of flexible Coax response
b....Aluminttm RF shield plus b. RedUced direct X-ray response
inside dielectric lifter over
cable IZmdles
e. Co'attolled cable routing to c. Miniml_,es replacement currcmt
a_oid r_pincem_nt currcnt coupling
lht_el points
d. Multipoint shield grounds d. Mtn|lu|zes current coupling
transientrespoft_e
Box LeVel
1. A.U interface and buried cirCUits 1. Provents circtllt btirnout
prt_tected with terminal prot,_ction
circ.tfltS aS retlu|red
2. ClrtttitS designed for maximum 2. Minimizes need |or terminal pl'o
pfuctic_zl burnodt threshold ptotectloh
3. All boxes RF tight to _ 40 dB 3. Mlriifiiizes cavity Lcld coupling responst'
80i
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EMI fl_om ESD, DEMP, and SGEMI ) hae stmtlat _ ttme and frequency domain
signal charactcrtsttcs. Thus, a common design approach to prevent EMI can by
impletnentVd through th_ use of a spacecraft stl"uctul'e conftL_ur(_d as a Faraday
cage shiVld. Harness shivlding, integral structural groundtrlB, and material¢
control are also common design f_atures for the minimization of the ESD, DEMP,
and SGEMP intel_ference. Figure 10 and Table 3 illustrat_ the integrated design _"
approach.
'_OUTH . /"
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_ _bstract
' This pa_er disCuSses ESD as a radiated electromagnetic envlronmetlt an_J .
_,_ compares the ESD er_vironment to "Standard" EM_ t_st environment. An arc
i _:_ getter&tot used to assess the sensitivity o2 typical spacecra2t elecL_onlc_ is
_ described.
i _: The result_ o2 radiated susceptibility tests conducted _n breadboard cir_uit_
_.:_ and a satellite electrical model _)2a _ommunict_tton satellite are diSCuSSed.
L_
_' 1. ESD A NE_ E_I E_VIRONME_T
_ _ I EMC requtretrtents tot communtcatiOn satullites built at GE Space D[v[sibn
-}.' specify the test requlremerits ot M[L-STD-4_I and the test levels o2 MIL-STD-462
talibred to the sp_clf/e ml_,_ion. The r_Oiated suseeptlb/llty tests typically spec-
i=i}_. 12ied are RS02 and _S03.
_.
:i Rg02 (see Figure 1) is _i low treqt/eney magnetic st_see_tt_iJtty test. A _0ire
_I_ Is wz'apped az'0und the haeri_ss ot _:heunit Uride_"test and the v0ltage spik,_ in
£ Figure i is In,pressed ori a i0 ohm resistor-.
:: 805
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: FigfuPe 1. RS09_
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RS03 is_ Wideband-electricfieldsensitivitytest. The testi_performed
_ii Witha seriesofantettnasand oscillatorsto cover the spectrum shown inFigure 2.
The testoscillatorisswept so thatonlyone treqtiencyat a time isappliedtothe
! te_tsample. The peaks inthespectrum correspond to the frequenelesot On
board transmitters.
i, Recognition of the plasma charging phenomena and the accompanying _rc
i discharg_ reSult_ina differentEMI phenomena -high levelr_dlationWithfre-
quency components extendingfrom the low ktlohertzto the gigahert_region.
Figure 3 illustratesthe spectrum ota trapazoidalpulsewlth a 15-nsec rise
time. a 40_.nsecpulsewidth,and a peak amplitudeot 1200 V/M. A si&_nifieant
differencebetween thecurves of Figure 2 and Figure 3 isthatthe trequencles
hi Figure 3 ape i-adiatedsimultaneously,while thoseot Fi&mre 2 ape radiated
dlscretely.
{ I I • I l l I _ =I
J
This environmetit hl_ctnot been previously tested lit GE Splice Division. A
test program Was instituted to _sscss the _c #_ult_e_bility of _ypicaLci_'cuitry
designed totailored462 levets_md standardEMC pra_ti_e._,thatis:
(I) Minimize eit'cuRbandwidth.
(2) Use twistedpalrwiringand dtfferentlaLtechniquesfor low levelsignals.
{3) All boxes Well borlded to stl'ucture.
The objectivesof thetea'_were:
(1) To determine ifthe _rc was destructiveto sp_cecraR cit'cttitry.
(2) To establishupset levelsofdtgltalinterfacecircuits,
(3) To establishresponse threshold_ofanalo_circuits• _"
(4) TO determine it"latch-up"modes Were excitedwhen IC inputswere
pttlledabove and below thesupplyvoltages.
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i}/ 2. ARC SOl;lICE
_ Since the plasma charging environment is not well defined, specification of a
' suitable arc source required englneerirtgjudgement. The arc source tabr.icated
_i' was based on a NASA approach and was similar to an arc source used during
_:! CTS testing. A block diagram of the arc generator is shown in Figure 4. A high
_ voltage power supply charged the capacitor C through resistor RI, When the
,; capacitor voRa_e r_aehed the tube breakdown voltage, tile capacitor di_chat'ged
;_ through R2 and the tube. The tube, capacitor, and resigtors were easily changed
i so rite breakdown Voltage and are _nergy were easily varied. A picture of the 1
_:, ai'c_enerator is shown in Figure 5. ]
i r
i, i
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Figure 4. Block Diagram -ARC Generator
I Figure 5. ARC Gerierator
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3.1 I:Irc,,il l"e_ll.ll
The testing proceeded in two phases. In the initial phase, breadboards of
typical spacecraft circuits judged to be most sensitive to ESD were fabricated.
The circuit test setup was a shown in FigUre 6. The test circuits were located
outside of the screen room and the arc generator was inside the screen rc_vm.
The test procedure was to move the arc generator progressively closer to the
test harness and to observe circuit performance. This test approach assumed
the component boxes were well sealed and the harness was unshielded. The wires
in the screen room were routed 5 cm above the ground plane vnd were radiated by
the ai-c generator at distances of 30 cm to 2 cm. Test levels for the breadboard
testing Were set at 10 kV and 36 mj.
<
The firstcircuittestedwa_ theanalogteiet_etryconditioningcircuitshown
in Figure 7. The 100 ohm resistorsimulatesa temperature sensor aridthe 1 M.Q
resistorsimulatesa telemetryencoder inputresistance.The encoder isvulner-
ablebecause ofthe highi'e_l_tanCesingle=endedInterface.Inoperation,a low i
bandwidthsample and hold circuitisusuallyincorporatedintheencoder to mini-
mize highfrequencypickup. The Voltageinducedat variouste_tpointswas photo-
grapliedas the arc generatorWas moved from 30 cm to 2 cm. Only one wire was
inthe screen room ata time. The inducedvoltagewas an exponentiallydamped
sinewave It.stingapproximately400 n_ec. The chart inFigure 7 indicatesthe
maximum peak-to-peak voltage induced when AD was in the screen room. Similar
irradiating of the 100 ohm resistor' resulted ir_ ii0 volts peak-to-peak at 2 cm at
the bridge input. In all cases there was no damage and no circuit latch up. The
high voltages induced in the 1 M_t x'eststor indicated that damage to a telemetry
encoder wa,; possibie.
The next ciretltt tested w_ts a digital interface shown in Figure 8. The twisted
pair interconnecting harness was radiated at distances frorti 30 cfn to 2 cm. The
induced voltage again was 20 MHz with a 400 nsec duration. The maximum peak-
tO-peakvvltageisshown inthe charton Figure 8. At dlstancesto 7 cm thel-eWas 4,
no circuit rnalfunctiofl. At 2 _ the cit'cuit maid, motioned. Constde_'lng the + inptJt
of the LM 139 receive_, the negative exeur_i0n oJ_the t_tnging was clamped by the
diode across the 100k resistor_ however, the positive eXcursioti ot the ringing
pulled the + input above the supply voltage and excited a parasitic mode. The
receiver' was upset for 400 #see. The receiver was riot damaged and subseqt_ently
functioned ttormaily. W_'applng the harness with 3 rail copper roll reduced the
ringing amp|Rtide at G to 45 volts and eliminated the spurious i-esponse.
!
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FlffUre 8. Digital InterfaCe CKT
3.2 S,telli_e Electrical _lodel Testing
After Completion of the br.eadboard tests, a test was conducted on a satellite
electrical model of a communication satellite currently under development,
Figure 9 is a diagram of a typical satellite electrical model. These models are
built with engineering model components. The ha:'ness is night-like, but is
unsliielded.A heavy sheetof alt_minumlollismounted on tlleundersideofthe
tableantiallbores are electrlcallybonded to thegrotlndplarie.Performance of
tilesatelliteiectricalmodel ismonitored via a telemetryilnktoa testground
station.The testprocedure w_s to r_dlateallharness segmetRs, box interface
connectors,aridbox surfacesat distancesfrom 30 cm to 2 cm. The arc source
Was set at 13 kV aild455 rnJ.
! "' i J ' _ " m , '
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_t: Figure 9. Typical satellite Eleetrleal Model
_!_ When the arc Source was more than _ cm from the hardware, there was no notice-
;, able effect on system performance. At 2 cm the telemetry encoder lost frame
°44, synC. There Was no upset of the serial digital interlace circuit. This Was attribu-
,,,_ ted tO the shielding effect ot other wires in the harness bundle. Transient anomal-
_// ies were recortledon two telemetryreadings. The command system was unaffected
-_ at 2 Cm arc distance. The PIN diodesinthe transponderexperienceda transient
_: gain change, but quickly returnet_ to normal operation. _
°_ _
'!
r_
_: 4. SI!_M,_tRY.
i lit arc distances greater than 7 cm, there was tto effect on circuit or electrical
_i satellitemod_l performance. At 2 cm, upsetsbut _o damage was experlehced.
_'_' The t_stittg was severe; howev@r, there is no assurance that we over-tested.
_-J':" Clearly, the efforts to understand and characterize th_ charging, phenomei_a must
j,_._ cu.tinue so that m@aningtui test ie#els can be established.
_: 813 t
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9. Qualification Model Spacecraft Tests for
DEMP, SGEMP, and ESD Effects
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the development of a satellite design demonstration test
proRram. The test is planned in lieu of a dispersed electromagnetic pulse (DEMP)
test at the ARES facility. The test approach is comprehensive in that it includes
the effects from electrostatic discharge (ESD), system generated e!_ctromagnetic
pulse (SGEMP), as well as DEMP. The comprehensive test _oncep_ ic based on
the similarity ot the satelltte's responses to the s_veral environments.
The ortgin_l FLTSATCOM hardness demonstration approach Was tO test the
qttall_tcation model Spacecraft in the ARES facility to a simulated DI_MP environ-
meat. 'the revised tt.s'_ concept focuses on taducinl_ the predicted effects from
Several enVironment_, rather than exposing the system tO a simulattofl of only one
ot the environments.
The approEichhas some ri_k_because one must not only predictthe environ-
meat but alsothe effectof theenvironment. However, th_ aRernate approach,
eL5
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_|mulating the envtrcmment, also ha._ ri_k_, The comproml,_ which ar_ made
in the con.-_troetion of _lmulators lead nt be_t to an approximation ¢,f the tl_-._ired
etlvil'onmont. Thus, not only are ,_imulators them,_olve,_ approximati¢m,% hut the
cost associated with a sequence of tost.q at _0voral different _lmulat,r_ will be
large. It was decided to assess system survivability by u_ing a seqtmnce t,f effect
_lmulattons from the several predicted electromagnetic environments.
The degre$ to which test obj0ctive._ can be ;_atisfled by an alternative test
approach was fUndamental in the test selection proces._. Tl_e purpose of tl_e_0
tests is to dem¢mstratc proper operation whilO the system is subjected to the pre-
dicted effects of the environments. This "_imple" ob.iective was motivated by the
fact that a complex seqUenCe of subsystem responses and interactions constitute_
"system operation." ._s long as the objective is satisfied, some liberties with the
environmental simulation itself may be justified. 'this is particularly valid if
e_vtronmental in'refections lend themselves to ft-st order coupling analysis involv-
ing some operationally passive subset of the total system (Faraday cage structure).
2. SYSTE_IBESIGNFEA'I'I'IIiES
Figure I de[aiets the major FLTSATCOM communication customers.
FLTSATCOM is belt, g built Ly TRW uttder .SAMSO contract, with the Navy' acting
as the fUnding and executive agel_cy. Both the Navy and the Air Force will enjoy
the berlerits t'rom FLTSATCO1V, capabilities. The Navy high priority FLTB:_OAD-
CAST mode consists of a single (redundant) channel providing communication from
command facilities to the fleet at large. Similarly, the Air Force is a_sured a
critical communication link with _ts strategic forces. Both service_ are furnished
an additional number of routine communication channel_, the relay channel_.
Finally, FLTSATCOM provides a wideband channel intended for presidential
commtmications.
FLTSATCOM's construction features, characteristic of a three-axis stabilized
spacecraft, are shown in Figure 2. Both receive and transmit antenna_, as well
as the solar panels, deploy after separation from the ATLAS-CENTAUR launch
vehicle. Thermal control of the vehicle is provided by second surface mirrors,
paints, attd multllayered aluminized mylar and kapton blankets, Significant for
the followtrig discussion is the fact that the vehicle itself is constructed as a leaky
Faraday cage. The lower, or equipment bay, internally _eparated from the upper°
........................................... z-, ,._._,,,--_.-_.,_,__-,..... . J'----..,, ........... _ _.,Pc_ '_,,, '
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or payload bay by a shelf, consists of h0rteycomb l_th_l_ atld a tltatllum lined
roeket n_6tor ttctlng _ts close-0ut for eleet_'o_hgnetid si_n_Is. The p_yto_tl bay,
h0tsSlng the tran_Ittet's and r-ee_ivers, ts fot_med by the _ep_rStlng shelf, simi-
lar honeycOtnb sldepat_els and the UH_ antettntt tenter dish (_onnected Vi_ f0ur
braided groundstr_ps to the panels). Pt'tm_try areas of cortcert_ fron_ a spacecraft
ch_t-ging point consist of the sola_ panel surfaees and the dielectric surtace_ of
the thermal blanRets and mirrors coverln_ the sides. Major points of entry for
electromagnetic energy are the _olar boom penetration points and the thermal
blanket cOVered _trea between the spacecraft body arui the large UHF artten_a.
dllbs
3. TEST DEVELOPMENTCONSiDEB%Tlfl_S
Figure 3 illustrate_ the significattt electromagnetic envit:onmet_ts. Electro-
staticdischargeresultsft-om..thebuildtipofelectronson thesurfaceof dielectrics
such as thethermal blankets. When the e_eCtricfleldbuildsup tothe material's
breakdown strength,an arc ocCut'sthroughor at an edge or corner of thethermal
blanket. In response toa DEMP, structuralcurrents are e:titedby the incident
electromagneticwave. In addition,when the_pacedra_tantennas tirettlnedto '_
Fl_mre 3. Si_acecraftEl_c{romagnetlcEnvironments
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freqt;ericteS p]r-esent la the DEMP speetl, um, e',_-1,e_It_ a_'e coupled dir-ectl:, ihto
i the cot_munication_ electronicS. The_e are at least th_'e_ • modes of SGEMP
i reSponSe: e_ternal replacement cttrrentS, dit, ect i_ection cut:t-ents oh cables,
and lr_et'nal cavity [ields. Figure 3 Shows the e_ternal replacement etttrents
caused by the redistribution-of electrons on the spacecraft. Incident photons
liberate electrons causing b Charge imbalance which must be etiu[librated. DireCt
i in lection curretttS result from the interaction of photcn_ with Cables. These latter
i cUrrents will don_,nate in a well rf shielded system.
_ For the different environments, key common parameters used to develop a
comprehensiVe test are summarized in Table 1. Note in partiettlar the fact th_ _"
_ no requtt-ement to design for the spaceeraR charging/discharging environment
_ had been placed on the contractor. Note _tlso that the environment now generally
7 accepted to i-esult in the smallest coupled currents was a design requiremeilt,
_, and the on],y envixonment against which the design was to be tested. Peak currents
_:_ estimated to flow on external surfaces are summari±ed for each environment. The
i- cable core current from direct photon deposition (cab!c injection)is listedsepa-
rately. Also given are the test tacilitieswhich were considered. The confidence
__= statements express not only the degree to which coupling estimates were considered
: Valid, bttt say something about the difficulties anticipated in conchlcting each test
i. (measured both by the efJ_ortrequired to develop the test technique, and by the
degree Of desigW stress evoked by each te_t).
; Table I. SUmmary of Ph_nome_ology and PrOgram Cc ,sideratlons
Primary Re- !Environment Requirement sponse/Le_els Test Beds Confidence
_ DEMP Design/ Field CoOpled ARES Skin GoOd
Verification Skin Currents Injection
_ I0 A/Long
' SGEMP DeS ign Skin Currents Photon Good
_ 200 A/ShOrt S0ut_Ce (Low)
_==_i Direct Injee- Cable l_jection
_ _ tion 10 A/Short
i_," S/C Chhr_ing None SRin Currents Are Discharge Fair
I, 50-1000 A/Med Skiff Injection
;, 819
i
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I_ the eonte_Ltton th&t the FLT_TCOM design affords slgntflcant shielding
_om exter'nall.y i_Idt_ced eaVlrormie_tal effe_t_ is valid, it remalhs 0nly to dem0n-
strafe design adequacy to the relatively large photon direct injection currents.
T_sts exp0si_g eabies to a low energy phOton sotlree have demonstrated that our
eSthhateS of this effect at-e good to a factor of p_obably t_vo. Since the effects
from these environments Will result in transients on cables, it is efficient to
co_.tple transients directly to the system 9is the cable harass ot the operating
qualiflcatio_ model spacecraft. Whether it is necessary to couple currents to the
entire harness simultaneously, or _hether a _ystematic ittvestigation of all i_ter- aw.
connections, or even a sample ot those, is adequate, depends a great deal on the
functional autonomy of the boxes linked by the cables and the sin_d_arity of the
circuits used throughout the system.
It is neceSs_.ry to ve_i_y th_ assumption that the vehicle does provide good
shielding. This is best done by i_ducing skin or structure currents and verifying
that the cable response is as low as predicted, or at least lower than what will be
used during the cable harness direct injection tests.
4_.-$KiN/STRUCTURALCURRENTESTIMATES
Two aspe,:ts of the eler_roma_n_etic environments have beet_ studied in order"
to describe tlle spacecraft's response. The first aspecto particle kinematics,
permits the description of a driving function _or each environment. The Second
aspects, iunlped element modeling, inco_-porates the driverS into an equ.iwilent
electriCai circuit for the spacecraft.
: _i; Lumped element electrical circuits of the spacecraft h_ve been created tor
_:'i the various environments. These consist of re.4istors, capacitors, iflduCtors andi Sources, and have varied widely Ln complexity. A model of the spacec_-aft for
i _ SGE?,_.P response is sho_.n in Figure 4. The spaCeCraft has _ capacitance tO
infinity for each o_ the selected n0des. The nodes are contracted by InductanCes to
a number of _odes si_ce phase delay effects _vill be important. Space clmrge
i_ limited Current driVerS from the solar panel are Cotmected in parallel with the
cap_citam,¢ to infinity to represent the loss of electrons•
:!i_ Using the models deSCribed above, estimates have been Obtained for the
• 1_!', DEMP, SGEMP, anti _..SD surges. Various g:'oups have computed the respori_e and
,il_ because b_ differences in modelin_ assumptions the results vary some_vhat. The
_ composite results are plotted in Flgiire 5. 1 The high f_equency charactebistte
_ii_ exhibited by the SGEMP reflects the sl_ori i-ise time of the x-i-ay pulse, an_ the
_i;. low frequency content ts due to th_ tmipolar time history of the purse. The DEMP
i o_i_ has a low frequency ct_toff due to ionospheric absorption of the low fi'equencies.
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ESD surges are generally thotight tO be somewhat slo_er thhn S_MP tra_l_._ts
and may have a d_ componer,t.
H Ih_
¢ In pF
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--'VVv-.-55/ MAINBODY_ .55 %_. 55 _"
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FigUre 4. FLTSATCOM Model Used for SGEMP Excitation ii
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Figui-e 5. Eiecti'omagne{tc Envit'onm_nt Characteris(ics
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_ 5. COIJPI,I_.APPROACIIES
TWo test teclmiques are bettlg developed to simultte the SGEMP dnd ESD
coupled skin currents. A parallel effort is investigating simulation of direct
tnJectiott into cabl_s. The teel_ique for driving SGEMP replacement currents was
_!"- dttggest_d by Mangan, et al. 2 There are two virtues of the technique. One. the
_, technique requires no direct electrical connection to the spacecraft. Two, the
_ teChbiqUc produces surface ctlt-rent responses that agree favorably with SGEMP
_ predictions. In the technique, plates are used to capacitlveLy couple currents to
_--" the spacecraft structure. The spacecraft is dielectricalLyisolated from grotmd
:, by use of a wooden support structUt-e. Fig_ttre 6 shows the skin injection test setup.
=_
_ The functional performance of the spacecraft will be monitored through the tele-
=_i metry and communications links. This diagnostic approach maintains the dielectric
_. iaolation from _ground. AddRional response data will be collected on external boom
and internal spacecraft cable currents. These measurements will be made With a
=_ microwave data Iink which uses dielectric waveguide to couple the modulated
- X band carrier.
_Mfl
_i ,AI P_TE
_ _M_
_=_i ,v 15{)KV
_' _ SUPPORT
--_: Dt_LECTRIC1WAVEGUIOI_
-._ CUI_RENI
:; . MEASUllEIk_ENT
Fiffuz'e6. SkinInjectlor_Tests(SGEM_/ESD)
q-
: ' 822 _i_
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A simplifiedeleCtriCalcircuitofthe replac0mef_tCUrt_entdrive t_chniqtleis
• givenin Figut'e7. Eitherone or two drWe ptatescan be Used depet_gingon the
•" mode tobe simulated. The capacitancebetween thedrive plate(s}is charged tb
approximately 60 kV. A triggeredspark gap isused todischargethe capacitt_r'
throUghthe 2009 resistortoground. Upon dlsehar_e,a boom currentwill11 ._
and dependingon whether one or two dtLve platesare used, thespacecraftsym-
metric or antlsymmetrlc mode willbe stimulated.3
The testgetup picturedoftFigtlre6 willalsobe used for thearc discharge
simulation. Spacecraftisolationisrequiredand willbe affordedby a wooden
Support, the radiatingtelemetryand communications links,and thedielectric _"
wavag'uid_coupledmicrOWave transmittersto mea._urecurrents. The major dif-
ferencebetween thet,#otestsisthe method of si_ttlatingthe en_tlronment.The
arc dischargedriverprovidesmore localizedcoupling. The simulationwillbe
used to inducetiischargecurrentsata number ofdifferentlocationsaround the
spacecraftwhileharness bundlecurrents and functionalperformance are moni-
tored. A sheetotcopper foilwillbe placedOver the dielectricmaterial tosimli-
latethe layerof electronswhich would be collectedinthe space environment. The
copper foilwiU be charged to a voltagenear the predictedbreakdown levelwith
respecttospacecraftstructUre. The dischargewillbe createdby a triggered
spark gap atrepresentativearc location.An equiv_dentCircuitforthe arc dis-
charge sirnulatibnisshown inFigUre 8. Fibre 9 isa waveform obtainedon tt
prototypeof thepulsertobe used duringthe FLT-SATCOM tests. Th_ wavefbrm
characteristicsare controlledby the area ofthe copp_i-toll{capaCitanCe),lead
inductance,antlthe dischargeresiStanCe.
The thlrtitypeof testwhich willbe performed duringthe FLTSATCOM test
program willsimulate SGEMP tiirectinjectioncurrents. These testsdifferfrom
the replacement currentand arc dischargetestsinthatdielectricisolationisnot
required. Currents Willbe injecteddirectlyontothe spacecraftsignallinesinside
•tilecableshieldssimulatingthe SGEMP directiniectionmode wherein the shielding
does not provideany protection.This willbe the severesttestof spacecrafthard-
ness toupset antipermanent damage since,based on predictionsand testdata,the
injectionlevelswin be on the order of amperes.4 'Tll_couplingmethod intospace-
craftsignallinesisshown inFigUre 10.
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Figure 9. Prototype ARC Discharge Pulser and _'ave-
form Obtatried. Charge voltage -5 kV0 (.ischarge
resistance -0.51_, co.pper foil - 1 m ¢ O. 3 ni, thermalblanket -0,008 ctn thick
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_' 6. St'_IM,_llY
i_:_.. We have described a test program which will ser_teto evaluate a spacecraft
°._ design hardened to DEMP, SGEMP, and ESD effects. One of the elements of the
_.: progr_tm is the injectionof skin currents orttothe qualificationmodel, _pacecr_tft.
The other element i_ the direct injectionof currents into the cable harness.
_. Although dlr.ectir_ectltmcurrent_ are expected to be the dominant coupltng mechan-
_:.
_: ism, this assumption will be confirmed by measurin_ harness currents during the
:_ sRln injection tests simulatin_ external DEMP, SGEI_IP, and ESD effects. The
_i tests ha_'etwo significantcharacteri._tlcs. First, the spacecraft willbe live and
_ ' operatln_ so that performance anomalies v_lll be detected at the systems level,
' second0 the effects of the photon and elects'onenvironments will be induced, no
:!/. attemgt wtll be made to recreate the envi_'onment itself.
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10. Spacecraft Charging Anomalies on the
DSCS II, Launch 2 Satellites
G_rge T. Inou),e
TRWD_fen_ an_SpticQSystemiGroup
R6doitd_[_0_ch,C_iif. J
Abstract
,Six dffi'et-ent types of anomalous events have occurred on two DSCS 1"Is.ntelHte_.
The total number of events, over 100, and the long operational period, nearly 3 !
years, permits some statistical analyses to be performed. Correlation of occur-
_,ences o£ particular types of anomalies With equinoxes and seasons of the year are
consistent with a spacecraft charging model. On the other hand, an interesting ]
eorrelatioti of occurrences with days of the week has been found. Finally, a "ong _i
term dimirhttion irl the frequency of occurrence of events has been observed, and i
foriSdiscusSedmoreata.in terms of environmental activity, material degradations and the need
1. INTROIIUCTIO_
i
I The DSCS H LaUnch 2 _atellites, 9433 a,_d 9434, Were launched on 13 Decembel- !I
1973 and nearly 3 years of operational data are now available for these two gee- t
synchronous orbit spacecraft. Figure 1 shows the longitudes of the two satellites
from initial orbit thsertion to final operating posit_ons, one over the Atlantic and
the other over the Pacific Ocean. Also shown are the occurrences of the anomalous
events during the first few months. Over the 33 month period sinc,_ launch, over
829 |
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100 anomalous events have been.observed. These eventS° rather than being of a
single type, have been manifested in six differenttypes of anomalies occurri, g in
different locations oh the spacecraft as Well as in affecting differentoper_ttit_g
circuits at these locations.
The cot_cluSionsto be drawn from the results to be presented in this paper are
that much further work, both in the Laboratory and in orbit, needs to be performed
in the ar_a,_of spacecraft design and immunity verificationtesting. Studies that
should be implemented run the gamut of materiels' characterizallons to analysis
and test of specific spacecraft configurations. Fin_tllyosimplified in-fllglltmoni-
toring of charging/discharging in the housekeeping telemetry of alL geosynchronous
satelliteswould serve as an invaluable diagnostic in the eventuallty that anomalous
events do occur. Ot_r expe.rience on the DSCS satelliteshas been that a _reat deal
ot effortwas required to identifythe sources, of anomalous behavior, whether
internal or due to the ambient environment. I-7 In the finalanalysis, in _pite of
concentrated "detective work," some o_-theconclusions that the environmeut was
i the most likelycausative source were arrived at by an elimination process _-atherthan by a more direct approach because of the lack of diagnostic data.
O0000009-TSFO'I
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The fiz'sttypeofanOtnalo_sbeht_vior0the anomalous th'ingof the resetgen-
eratorassembly (l_OAupsets),was evidencedon the Latmch I pair'ofsatellRes.
Analysis of theseeventsby FeedriekS and ScarfI led tothe firstrealizationthat
theseeventswere relatedtothe hot plasma environment ofthe geosynehrOnous
orbitratherthanto any internalmalfunctionwithinthe spaeeeraftitself.Once
identified,these anomalies were eliminatedon the LaUnch 2 payloadsby appropri-
ate Pedesignexceptfora sih.glereoccurrence which can be accountedforby the _'"
galaetlccosmic .--ayenvironment. Figure 2 isan exploded Cut-away view of the
spacecraft. On top i_"the despun sectioncontainingthe communieati0ns antenna
array and most of theassociatedelectricalhardware. "Despinnin_'permits the
antennas tobe continuouslypointedtowards the earthwhile the main _pinning
portionprovidesattitudestability.The spinaxisisorientedtObe paralleltothe
earth'spolarrotationalaxis. The Cyllndricaloutershellof thespinningsectionis
covered inwith solarcellsineightsectionsor patnels.On the spinningplatforrn
are locatedthe supportiveelectricalhardware such as the power conditioning,
housekeepingtelemetry,and attitudecontrolsubsystems. The RGA associated
cit'ctiitryisalsolocatedon the splnnibgplatform.
Figizi'_ 2. DSCS II Cuitfiguration
e3/
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With tl_ d_sp_ platform in place, the only access paths for ambient plasma
and sut_li_ht i_to the Spi_ni_ plattorfn cavity ate the a_nu!a_ opening o_I top be-
tween the splrln_ _nd despun Sections° eight slits between solar array panels°
and p6rthoies Used for sehsorS and for attitude control thrUsto/'s in, fou_"of the
solar at'ray panels. The pt'essut-e transducer which failed during the first eqt_inoX
season on Fitght 4 (9434) is al_o located on the qptntting platform as is the hard-
ware associated with the spin type anomalies ("S"). The "S" eve_s are als0
equinoxrelated. All of the ee_ainittgtypeso£ anomalies, the anomalous acti,_ation
of the Tu_nel Diode ._,,_pltflcrLOgic,power converterswitchingand gimbal reset _-
(the"T," "C" and Gimbal anomalies)are a_:_ociatedwithcircuitscontainedinan
electronicunitlocatedon theupper desptm platform.
Aliof the anom_.lousbehaviorobserved, aside frv_ thatof thepressure trans-
ducer, were the resultof theupsettingof thestateofbig_ablelogiccircuits,fllp-
flops,which could be caused by arc dischargesinthe nea_"vicinityo£ the relevant
electr_.calhardware. The abilityotsimulatedarc dischargesto cause allof the
observed varietiesof logicupsetshas been demonstrated on a prototype(qualifica-
tionmodel) spacecraft. Ithas been demonstrated thatitisthe couplingof arc
dischargesto thelinesenteringthevariouselectronicboxes via the connector
which causes the logiccircuitupsetsratherthartartyelectromagneticsignals
enteringthroughthe wallsof theboxes, In thecase of thepressttret=ansducer,
itwa_ determined thatnearby arc dischargescouldeat'_seit_fafittt-#inthe manner
observed inorbit. Th_ fail_e tootleisone in_hlch the_e_sbi-does not recover.
and thereforeoccurs onlyas a one-tii'neevent.
Of allof the varioustypesof anomalies, the"S" were thepotentlallymost
' serious,havingto tlowiththe spacecraftspinor despinratecontrol. After the
fourthS-everR° falsecommand countermeasures were itlstltuted.ThUs° the prob-
lem was solvedOperationally,but atthe same time the solutionelimlnatedthe
possibilityof obtainingadditionaldataof the typediscussedhere.
"_ 3.. CORRELATION81TII.GROt_NDBASEDGEOMAGNETICACTIVITYINDICES
The geomagnetic a_ttvity indices, the daily A-Index _rom Anchorage, AlasRa
and Fredericksburg, Virginia are the n,ost easily accessible measure of disturb-
antes in the geomagnetic field. The relationship between geomagnetic substt)rms,
t_ resultin_ hot plasma environment at synchronous 0ebit altitudes, and ground-
based measurements is a subject ot current research. Figures 3-5 are plots of
these A-indices over the 33 month period from iat_ncli to th_ p_esent. The occt_r-
fence of ano/i_aious events are shown at the top or these figures with a 24 hr verti-
cal scale of iocai time. The type of anomaly and spseec/_aft, 943_ or 9434, ate
832 _)
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Figure 5. Tim!ng ofEvents on Flights3 and-4-andthe DailyA-IndicesF_-o_
FredertcRsburg and Anchroage for 1976
identified, All of the events are listed with greater detail in tabular form in
Appendix A. The following textures are most prominent in Fi_res 3-5:
(I) There is no obvious correlation oL_ent occurrences with the A-Indices.
(2) The rate at which anofnalles occur decreases with time.
(3) There are no obvious preferred local times of occurrence.
The first feature, which is the subject of tl_is section, will be discussed now and
the other points will be discussed in toll0_ving sectic,ns.
The FredericksbUrgA-Index generallyshows a lesservarlabilttyas wellas
smaller magnitudes as compared to theAnchorage index. We may surmlze that
if the latter station, which is more closely related to the geosynchronotts orbit,
had been locttteci exactly at the "footprint" of the geomagnetic fielti line passing
throughone ofthe satellitepositltms,a much bettercorrelation_ith theoccurrence
"or anoma+les would hay,, been obtained. It should b_ noted, however, tl_t the
gr0und.position Ot the footprint associated with a particular geoSynehronbUs longi-
tude is subject to large Seasonal _d _eoma_,rnetic storm indticed vaPibtions beeat/se
the geosynehr_)nous altitude is Close to the mag_etosph¢ric bouridary. Geo_agnetlc
subStorms, with which the presence of hot plasma and the dea/'th Ot cold pla_Ir._
is associated, are _enerally short-li_,ed (appPoxi_ately 0. I-I. 0 hx'}, arid are
localized in longitude as well as in latRude o/- altitude, Being loca_ed st a |ower
latitude, tIi_ Frdderlcksbt_/'g station's ,A-I/'idex should b_ expected to give a better
O0000009-TSF05
ltldtc_tton of geomagnetic activity over All longitudes. I: is for this rebsori that
thl_ index is used in the tollowtn_ statistical analyses.
Figure 6(a) shows the number ot times that each value of A-index at
Fredericksbut, g occurred dtirlt_ the 33 month period. Each corisecutlve 7 day
period %yes averaBed to give a single data point, a_d the A-Index resolution was
limited to multiples ot foul% Figure 6(b) sllows the number of anomalies, which
occurred ineach A-Index group. Figure 6(e)isa histogram of Figtlre6(b) divided
by Figure 6(a)for each A-group, givinga correctedanomaly distributionwhich =="
would be obtainedifthe A-Indiceshad been equaltyprobablerathertl_atias in
Fig'are6(a). Fib_tre6(c)shows a generallyincreasingtrend inwhich the number
of anomalies increased with the A-Index. The bars in Figure 6(c) have been broken
down tc_ show the individual contribUtions of the "T," "C" and "S" type anomalies.
The figure does not show any dramatic threshold effect except for the "S" anomalLc=,
The fact that a significant number ot events occurred at low A-Index values (4 to 8)
is a convincing ar_umerit for not pursuing the correlation further ixi such a crude
manner.
Inspection of Figure 3 for the "S" anomalie,_ which occurred in 1974 show that
allfottrof these eventsdid occur on A-indeX peaks. Why theyoccurred on ortly
one spacecraft and only in the tall equinox is not clear. This question of why
eventsoccurringon one spacecraftare not correlatedWiththoseon theother is
unaflswered. One possibilityisthe existenceot configurationaldifferencesinthe
_ sense ofspacecraftcharging,(groundingof thermal blankets,thicknessof vacuur,
del"_sitedaluminum) oftwo spacecraftwhich are ostensiblyideritical.The other
possibilityisthatthere i_a statisticalvariationingeosynchronous orbitenviron-
merits. Figure 7 shows the geomagnetic latitudevariationwithgeographic longi-
tude. SpaceCraft9434 is.at-5° Sot=thand 9433 isat +6.5° North. The two space-
craftare locatedatsl,ightlydifferentL, B points. Lyons etel,9 forexample,
show thaterierg_tlcparticlepopulationsand theirpitchattgle.clistrlbutionsare
•expected tovary greatlywith magnetic L, B values.
:. 835
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I. SEASONALANDLOCAl, TIMECORRELATIONS
As mentioned prev[otl_ly, '_S" anomalies have been internally Countermanded
so that they cannot occur since the fall of 1974. Both the "S" anomalies during the
fall equinox and the pressure transducer failure on spacecraft 9434 during the
spring equinox of 1974 are consistent.with the authorts I0 charging model pre_iic-
tion ot a large negative spacecraft ground potential during the equino;L when the
metallic surface area of the spaeecrs/t exposed to sunlight is at a minimum as
shov/n in Figure 8(a). From Figure 3 for 1974 it may be seen that a 49 day period
from February 17 to April 7 had no "T" anomalies. During the 1974 faU equh_ox
season a similar period of 39 days lasted from August _4 tO October 2 except for a
single event on September 23. "C '_ type anomklies did not begin until July 20 and
stopped occUrrlr_g on Decembe_ 15, 1974. This type of a;mmaly has been _hov/n
tO be mox'e nearly attributable to internal cause_ than arty oE the others. 5 Here
I also, hov_ever, a 41 day period trom September 3 to October 14 is vofii of these
ariomalles, Ot the total of nln_ anomalies o_cur_'in_ during 1975, the two "Gimbar'
anomalies occurred on March 12 arid 14, and a "T" anomaly on March 31. These
three events would tefld to Irtvalldate the eqllinox argutneflts froth the charging
model _nalysis, although the total number of events is much smailer than tot tile
first year. Durlt_/g 1976 not a strigle anomaly has been observed so fa/_.
837 I
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_!I Tt_ecomparison of thetimingo_anomalous ever)iswith localtime may be
_ e_amlned inFigure 9. The resultspublished.byFi_edricksand Scarfb on theif:
_ analysisofanomalous eventson the Launch I DSCS satelliteshowed an excellent
i_, correlation119 otttof 23 events)withgeomagnetic substorms. Inparticularthe
i} ocCurrenCe ot anomalies dub-tagthe midnight/dawn sector'oflocaltime was very
I! '_:'I: convincingevidence of an environmental origin. "C' anomalies occurrtn_within
, _, an hour of any initial estent have been eliminated in the statistics. Thts accounts| 4 '
_ for the fewer _ number of evbnts plotted in Figure 10 than are listed in the Appendix.
]P_ The four "S" anomalies, as tn their A-Tndex corz-elatlon with expected behavior,
!_. seem tO meet the test of occurring dut'lf_g the midnight/dawn local time sector.
_'_:! The "T" arid "C" anomaly dtstrlbutiotis do not meet this test although ihe midnight/
!-i dawfi sector s_ems to be somewhat more favoi'ed, parttculariv _ith the "C"
_L_ anofnali_s. The most prominef_t features of the "T" anomaly dtsti-lbution ai-_ a
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Figure 9. DistributiOn of Anomalous Events on DgCS
in Local Time
fairly deep minimum near local.noon and slightly enhanced peaks or "wings" a few
hoUt's betore arid after the dip. Figure _(b) which shows the diurnal variation of
the spacecraft m_tallic surface area exposed to sunlight also has these features.
The minimum around local noon occurs when the despun antenna array is pointed
away from the sun, and the dawn _nd dusk maxima occur when the sunlight impinges
I broadside on the six waveguide struts in front of the two large dish antemias. At
local rnidtlight thd sunlight hits the waveguides directly (,n the narrower ¢)f its two-
cross-sectional dimensions. The maximum/minimwn line,_ on Fl_,.'ure 8(a) fur the
seasonal vai-iatioa represent the excursions du¢_ to the diurnal variation. The latter
is a slgnific_it_t fraction _,f ,'he former, especially during the equin(_xe_.
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EVENINGSECTO
COLD ELECTRONS
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DIELECTRIC AUSING HIGH _TRI_SS.
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• F{_u_e 10. Hypothet|c/_1 M.echan|stn fbr Genera'ion _)f Afternoon/
" Ev-enirtgTime SeCtorArc Dis_hai_ges
• The "T" and "C" anomaly distributionsuggestthata combinationo[ environ-
mental and spacecraftconfiguration/brlentatlonalfaCtOrsare atwork. The o_cur-
_IT fence ofafternoontoeveningeven:srequlres further,discussionsince theem'iron-
ment in thesesectors isnot conclusiveto spacecraftcharging. In thepaper cn
spacecraftcharging models, itwas pointedout thatmuch ofthe outerdlelectrlc
surfacematerialswere very good insulatorsand thatleakagetime constantscould
be inthe order of severaldays. With thischarge storagemechanism, itispt)ssl-
ble to conceiveof con[igurat_nsIrtwhich sunlightappliedto a dielectricsur:'_ce
inthe lateafternooncouldcause an increasedgtressand restIltlngarc d|sch;irge
at thattime..Itisalsopossibleforan enha_ced ebldplasma envi_onme_Itsuch as
_: the aRernoon/eventng detachedplasma sectorand piasmapause bulgedescrit,edby
Chappell etalII toseleetivelyreduce the potentialoF a surfaceand to thereto,re
:.. Cause it to arc. FigUre 10 shows dlagramatlcaily how the deZayed arc dlscha._ges
_:. could oCcUr.
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Figure l I _hows the distribtttion of the day,_ of oecurt'ence of ar_omab,u_ t,vent_
according to the day of the week. Separate di_trtbutions for tile Individual type,_
as well as for all el_them together are _hown. The Latter sinews a peak ,,n Saturday
and Sunday which is about tlwee times the midnight miniature. Individually° the
"T" arid "C" anonmll_s also show a week{rod pea!% but the midweek dips are
more nearly a llhif oi_ the weekend peak. arid the transitions from day-to-day are
not as smooth as tot the com_ _site graph. The "S" anomaile._ t,f which there were ,,b.
only l'our, are about as everlly distributed as they could be. C)n obtaining this sur-
prising result, the distributiott of Fredericksburg and AnChorage A-indices over
the entire period Was eompt_ted. The r_sults shown in Figure 12 have a maximum
variability of 7 percent about the mean. A Friday or Saturday peak in activity is
_vident but the ratio of maximum to minimum is far less than for the anomalies.
Discussions with F.L. Scarf resulted in one possible explanation., lie sug-
gested that a reduced loading of the Canadian power system on weekends might be 1
contributing to the selective depletion of the energetic particle population at geo- .I
synehroflous altittides. Ilelliwell et a112 have described magrietospheric FI.I.'
waves which are il_du_ed by the Canadian power sy., tern. They point out that VI.1 r
radiated powers of less than 10 W could cause noti( eabl_ mag_etospheric signals
and that harmoni_s of the 1000 MW load of the Alcan gluminum refineries should
radiate considerably more power. Fraser-Smith 13 has analyzed man)' years of
geomagnetic data and has concluded that an approximately "i percent enhancement
exi_;ts in the Ap index on weekends, "which may reasonably be associated with the
fact that power consumption is lower (by 30 percenO on weekends." An alternative
pt_ssibllity that has been discussed with the spacecraft operational engineer is the
possibility of increased (or decreased) payload usage on weekends resulting in
thermal power dissipation effects. The differential usage as well as thermal
effects are stated to not having been noticeably dependent on the day of the week,
although they have not been looked at in detail with the weekend effect in mind.
i
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The most promir_ent feature or FigUres 3*5 i_ that the frequency of occurrence
of anomalies has been decreasing drastically with time. Figure 13 shows the
Fredericksburg A-Index smoothed and on a more compressed time scale covering
the entit'e 33 month period since launch. The trend seems to be consistent with
the sunspot cycle in that 1974 was in a decreasing phase, and 1976 is near the
sunspot minimum. In this sense, the decrease in the number of anomalies might
be correlated to the decrease in geomagnetic activity. Reference to Figure G(c),
however, show_ that the amount of decrease in average A-Index, coupled with the
fact that actual day-to-day variability is much greater than any longer term aver-
age, does not account for the decrease in the number of anomalies.
ResUlts of laboratol'y expei'iments, of which Figure 14 from Hoffmaster,
IfloUye and Seil_n 14 is an example, show that there are many long term and pro-
gressive eftects which could accourit for d_creastng rate of anomaly occurrences.
F|fftit'e 14 sho_s the hysteretic effect or high energy particle bombardment in
reducing bulk conductivity. Another" Featui.e observed in labroatory tests is the
burnoff ot thin films of vacuum deposited aluminum On thermal blankets and second
surhce mirrors with each arc discharge. It is possible for the increased spark
gap leh_h to gi-adtmlly inci-ease the arc bl'eakdown threshold or for the carbonized
843 l
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material todecrease thethresholdforsucceedingdischarges. From theview-
pointofan electricalcircuitdesigner,thinfilmconductorsar_ extremely poor
devicesbecatlsetheyare difficuRto connectto and are electricallyunstablein
terms of point-to-polntr,_istvnvefrom handlingand crinkling.Thermal and
ultravioletirradiationdegradatiorleffectsollbreakdown thresholdhave not been
investigated.Many otherlongterm effectson materlaland _urfacecharacteris-
i ticssuch as photoemission and secondary emission need tobe studied. Our vie_t
isthatthese longterm and px-_gressivedegradationeffectsare the c_use ofthe
long term d@cr_Ise Inth_ occurrence ofanomalous events.i
,o:_ 844
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'['heanomalou_ events ooeul_rirt_on the D_'_ III.'lunell2 set,dittoshav_,l_een
sttidied with a view l.,)ward._ understandin_ their causes arid initiatin_ etmnt0l'mea._-
uPes to eliminate them (m l'utttre spacecraft. Tiff' work |)rt_ser|tt.d hero underscores
the studies of malay ar_a._ which mu_t b0 [mplemerited to_,at'ds achievement ,,f
enough information to be able to design spacerratt whiell are able to witllstand the
geosynehronous orbit envit.onnl_nt.
_. A basic problem addt'essed here is Whether arid imW these ano,nalies are
related to the envlro_ment. The correlatitm of the "s" type anomalle_ With the
environnlent seems qult_ clear .Prom tim A-IndeX, the local time of occurrence
and the equinox season ot occurveace. The A-Index correlati, a of the other types
or anomalies _as shown to be dubious. Consistency was shown Ikw li_e other types
of ant_malies with analytical rood01 predictions of seasonal dependetlce anti location
on the spacecraft. The local time distribution of"T" and '.'C" type anomalies
x_,,hile not m_eilng the midnlght/dawn criterion are, statistically _peaking, not
inconsistent with an envirorimental forcing functL ,l. The question oi' wl_y events
do not occur in arty correlated fashion on two osten._ibly identical satellites as
close as lO ° or as far apart as 180 ° in longitude has beett discussed, lloth envit'on-
mental and/or uncc, ntrolled _paeeeraft differences ar_ possible sources of th¢_
observations. Calmcltivt* enOrg_' storage it_ the outer dielectric surfaeOs makes it
possible to postulate lucans wllereby arc discharges could ocettr outside, the mid-
: night/dawn local time sector. The p_ak o11 x_'eekends 0_ the distribution of evonts
on a day-of-the-week ba:ds is a sttrpris_ng result which may ,,r may n,,t re relaied
to the environment, l-'inally, the loll_./terltl decrease ill tilt, frequetloy t,f oeet, rrence
of anomahms events coos not seem to be directly related to the enx:ironmt,nt but
rather to on-board progressive and long term degradation effects. In addition to
the need for ,_uci_ furtller Work. the eoflelusion is inescapable tlmt in-flight space-
craft chargittg/diseharging monitt.rs would bO an invaluable ad._unet to the llou_e
keeping telenmtry _ystOm o[ every geosynchron<,u._ satelKte.
• 2
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tAppendix. A+-+
DSCS-II SC9433 ancl9434 Anomolaus Events
Event S/C Ty_e 0&y Local
NO.._.._. Event NO. NO..:._ Date Nb,__ _ GMT Tinie Conimehts
Launch .......... 12-13-73 I THU ......... Launch
I ..... -9434-1 T-I 12-22-73 IO SAT |653 O9.21 6oth _/C at initial.
pOSitions 12-2i-73
2 9433-1 T-2 12-24-73 I_ NON O35fi 20._0
3 943_-2 T'3 12-25-73 13 TUE 0121 17.68
4 9433-2 T-4 12-25-73 13 TUE .... 03.42-- 0900-1150 GMT
5 9433-3 RGA 12-29-73 17 SAT 0108 1_.13 Only riGAevent
6 9434-3 T-5 12-29-73 17 SUN 2224 15.08
7 9433-4 T-6 I-2-74 21 WEU 1114 04.23
8 9434-4 T-7 I-3-7_ 22 THU O731 23.B5
9 9434-5 t-8 I-II-74 30 _RI 16_1 08.6d - i
tO 9_33-5 T-9 1-12-7_ 31 bAT 0008 17.13 -
II 9433-6 T-IO 1-1_-7_ 38 SAT 1726 I0 43 SiC 943_ starts i
12 9434-6 T-II w-26-7_ 45 SAT 1023 02.71 -
!
13 9E33-7 T-12 1-27-74 4f SUN 0705 OI.41 -
14 9434-7 T-13 1-30-74 4_ W_D 0745 00.08 SIC 9534 starts
mov.;n9 1-30-74
•. 15 9433-8 T-14 2-1-74 51 FRI 0757 O3.10 -
16 9433-9 T-t5 2-12-7q &2 TUE 09_8 06.95 *
17 9433-10 T-16 2-17-74 67 SUN 09_6 07,_1 Both SiC at final
positions 3"1"74
,8 _433-11 T-17 4-7-74 116 SUN -- 08.97 0710-1230 GNT
i9 94_-12 t-I_ 4-9_74 JIB tUE -- 0d. 75 0700-1215 G.1
i 20 9_)_-13 T-19 4-10-74 119 WED -- 08.58 0644-1210 GMT
21 9434-8 T-20 4-25-74 134 THU -- |S.|9 1716-2a51CMT
22 94_4-9 T-21 6-27- 74 1_7 THU -- 05.3B 1420-2105 G_?!
t
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i.._ ' Evi_n-t SIC Tyl)e Day LOc/iIi
)_+ No. EVent Ne. No. Date No. _ (_HT Time Coniitent_
_:i 23 9/,34-10 C-I 7-18-74 218 YHU 0505 16.75 First Conve_¢er
_. 24 9434- I I T-132 )-20-74 1320 SAT 1800 0S.67
='_+ 25 9434-12 T-21) 7-20-74 220 SAT 2130 09.17 -
....° _):.' 26 9434- I 3 T-24 7-23-34 227 $A1 0305 15.75 -
,_+: 27 9434+14 C-2 8- &-7-74 248 SAt Ig18 01.97
"+'+_ 28 9434-15 C_I 8-I 7-74 2_8 SA'#" 1819 05.98
29 9434-16 C-4 8-17-74 248 SAT 1819 05.98 1819.3 GHT
" 30 9434-17 c-5 8-17-74.. .a SAT 1832 06.20
) 31 9414-18 C-6 8-17- 74 ):,lJ SAT 1859 06.65 -
i:_ 32 - 9434-19 T-25 .8-18-74 _9 SUN 1040 22.33
_: 33 9434-20 T-26 8-18-7_. 249 _UN 1139 23.32
i_ 34 9434-21 T-27 8-18-74 249 SUN 1139 23.32 1139.4 GeT+ 35 9434-22 T-28 8-18-74 249 SUN.....432!) n1.08
_", 3(_ 9434-2i T-2.q 8- 18-74 249 SON 151S 02. )2
_} 37 9434-24 C-7 8+18-74 249 SUN 1600 O).67
' =_ 38 9434-25 ¢-8 8-18-74 249 SUN 1640 04.33
+-_: 39 9434-26 C-9 8-18-74 249 SUN;,?_' 1644 04.40 -
+i};+,_ 40 9434-27 T-30 8-24-74 2513 SAT -- 17,03 0225-0840 GNT
_./ 41 9434-20 T-)I 8-24- 74 25_ SAT -- 22.62 0820-, j44 GNT
_' 42 9434-2_ C-10 8-24-74 255 SAT 1830 01_.17
•, '+;_+
++' 43 94)4-)0 (:-II 9,3-74 205 TUE 2106 08.77TI/'
°_'" 44- 9434-ji t-1_. 9-3-74
,:_.. _6s fUr 2256 10._0 -
_.L
;++_:f 45 9434-3:_ $-1 9":)0-7E 2_2 FRI 1j30 UI.17 First ,_pi_tuDAnomaly
' _:_• 46 9434- tL) T- _wg.. 9-) :1-21, 28_ NON 0440 16.3J
=-.' 47 9434-34 S-:k 9-2(;-74 288 THU 1512 0:_.87
_g +.+
• 40 9434-3!) s-3 I0-1-7_ 293 TuI_ 17Zl 05.02 -
: 49 9434-36 T'33 10-2- 7#¢ 294 V/[D 170(_ 04.77 -
<.
' t
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+
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Event S/C Type Oar LOcal
No. EVent No. No. Oat._ No._.._.D__ _NT Time Eo/_ments
50 9434-37 T-J4 10-7-74 299 MON 2230 10.17 -
51 94)4+38 T-35 10-11-74 30) FRI 222S 10.08
52 94)4-39 T-)6 10-12-74 304 _A? 1420 0_.00
53 94)4-40 T-37 10-14-74 ]06 NON 05_9 17.32
54 9434-41 C*13 10-14-74 306 NON 1650 03.49 -
55 9434-42 C-14 10-14-74 306 HON 1557 03.62 -
56 9434-43 T-38 10-14--74 306 NON 1741 05.35
57 9434-44 S-_ 10-14-74 306 NON :013 07.88 Last S_inop Anomaly
58 9434-45 C-15 10-18-74 310 FRI 2359 11.35
5_ 9434-46 C-16 10-19-74 311 SAT O008 11.80
60 9434-47. C*17 IO-22-74 314 TUE 2310 IO.83 -
61 9434-48 C-18 IO-22-74 314 TUE 2jJO 11.17 -
62 3434-49 T-39 10-23-76 315 WE0 0543 16.72
63 9434-50 T-40 IO-24-74 316 THU O415 15.92
64 9434-51 C-19 11-3-74 326 SUN 2114 08.90
65 9434-52 C-20 11-4-74 327 NON I1_O 23. j3
66 94]4-53 C-21 11-4-74 ]27 NON 1508 O2.O_ Switched m 57 times
67 9434-54 C-22 11-8-74 331 FAI O_10 19.83 -
68 9434-55 C-23 11-8-74 331 F_I IOI5 22.17
69 9434-_6 C-24 11-9-74 332 SA? 0510 16.83
r 70 9434-57 C-25 11-_74 332 SAT 0655 18.5_
71 9434-58 C-26 I1-10-74 33_ SUN 1755 05.60 -
72 9434-59 c-27 11-10-74 _3_ SUN 2005 07.75 -
73 9436-60 ?-41 11-16-74. 339 SAT 1219 _3.$8 -
74 9434-61 c-28 11-17-7q 360 SuN 1645 04.42
i 75 9434-62 C-;9 11-17-74 340 SuN t927 07.12
7b 9434-63 ?-42 11-18-74 341 NP_ 0025 12.08
P
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[_ht S/C IVpe 0ay Local
N_,,,_. Eveht NO._ NO. 0ate 140. Oay GMT Time Con_ehts
: 77 9434-64 T-43 ll-20-74 3_3 W[0 IO30 22.19
: 78 9q34-_5 C-30 11-22-7g 3_5 FRI 1003 21.72
79 9k3_-66 C-31 11-22-7_ • 345 F_, 1240 00.33
80 9434-67 T-k4 11-24-7g. 3_7 SUN 1935 07.25
_1 9_34-68 T-45 11-25-74 _48 MON 2201 0_.6_
82 9434-69 _-32 11-27-74 350 WED 17OI O_._8
_: 83 9_34-70 ¢-33 I.I-27-74 350 UED 1943 07.38 -
! 64 9434-7t c-34 i2-t-74 354 SUN 0052 12.67 -
i,_i: _5 9_3_-72 C-35 12-1-74 354 SUN O512 16._7
i::' 86 9k_4-73 C-36 12-10-7E 363 TUE O00B 11.80
;' 87 943_-74 C-37 12-)O-74 363 TUE OI25 _3.O6
i_ 88' 94_-75 c-38 12-1o-7A 363 TUE 0305 14.75
; .
8_ 9434-76 T-46 12-1_-74 367 SAT 0652 18._3
_. 90 9_3_-77 C-3_ 12-15-74 366 SUN 1_09 0_.$2
_1 _34-7_ C-40 12-15-7_ _6_ SUN NA NA Switched 6 times.L : Last converter
i ahbmaly,
92 9A34-79 T-_7 I-6-75 390 MON 0355 15.5_ -
93 _34-80 Gimbal- 3-12-75 4_5 _EO NA NA Gimbal anoe_ly only
I
!_"
i__ 9_ 943_-$! Gimba!-2, 3-1_-75 4_7 FA! 145_ 02.65 g|mbal a_omalyonly
:i; 95 9433-14 T-46 3-31-75 47_ MON 1021 22.02 SIC _433 anbmalv
i 9_ %_4-82 T-49 !0-5-75 662 SUN 0055 12.58
97 9_34-83 _-50 10-10-75 667 FRI 0035 12.25
i' _8 9_34-8_ T-SI 10-12-7_ 669 SUN 0013 11.88
i 99 9434-_5 T-52 11-6-75 694 T,U 1527 03.12
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11. Space Environmental Effects on. the
5KYNET 2B Spacecraft
A, _bblnt andC,D. Short
Roycl[AircraftEstablishment
E.arnborooQh,E_gl4nd
Abstroct
This paper refers to environmentally intlut_ed electrical anomalies _vhich arekno_ n to occur on geo_ .ynchronous spacecraft, and in particular to tho_e which
have occurred on th_ SKYNET 2B communlcati0ns spacecraft. Details are gi_t_n
of the ih_/estigati{)fl made into anornalouD telemeU'_ data received _rom SKYNET 2Bduring its first 23 months of operation. The frequency arid timing of these attoma-
louS events appeal _ to differ from those described in earlier reports of Such
phenomena. Attet_ptS are made to correlate the artomalous t_l_metry data with
data deScribin/_ the Spacecraft ettqironment. Some details are _ivert of the space-
craft configuration and commerttS made un its susceptibility to anomalies of this
type.
I. I_TIIIIIII1:110_
The SKYNET gystem forms part of tl-e United Kingdom (UK) Defe/_se Communi-
cations N_twork. The most receflt spacecraft, SKYN_'T 2B 1 was lautiched from
the Amt_iean Eastei-tt Test Rahge oh 23 November 1974 into geosynchroflous orbit
853
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and was stationed at longitude approaitnately 49° East. The sp_reer_tft is contrvll¢'d
anti monitored continuously by the Royal Air Force from its TOlemOtry and Corn.
ranted StatiOn (TCS) located at Oakhartger, England. Through_)ut the period of
orbital t_pe_'atiohS, althou_t, ae.tisfaetory communications havo born maintained° a
conSider'able nut, bet of anomaloud telemetry evc_Ra have been r0cordcd and inves-
tigated. This report refers tO those events that _-4ve been attributed to electrO-
mbgnetic interference (EMI) caUSed by electric_l discharges with_.n th_ spacecraft,
Which have been deduced as having be_n enviromventally induced. 2, 3, 4 Atnomalies o.
of this type &re caused by EMI generated by electrical discharges within the space-
craft. Electetcai discharges can result from the differential charging of spac_-
erbft surface materials to high voltages after exposure to the local plasma
environment at geosynchronouS altitude. Spacecraft charging is frequently associ-
ated with maghetic substorm activity when energetic plasma is dispersed 'after the
inter.,_.c_on of the solar wind with the magnetodphere. 5, 6, 7
2. i_,_,l"._,'llq,,L,'l'i_)_,_01: _,%l)_l_,l,ili_Tl.:l.t:_ll.:'rl{'_Ilt'l'%
Trte SKYNET 2B t_lemetry dhttto transtnitted continuously from th_ spacec_'aft
are received by TCS, recoz'ded on tap_ and also automatic_dly ch_cleed by a cotu-
puter in real time to ensure that ihdlvidual telemetered parm_eters r_main withih
prescribed limits. All deviations from nominal valuta, omissions or n,istime'"
data are scrutiritsed and in each case standar.d anomaly investigation procedures
are observed, involving the detailed asseSSment of every new type of anomaly by
a special committee of advL_er_. Anomalies are classed either as discrete Or
repetitive, tho_e lit the latter category recur_ tng at various times t|trottghout the
year. Certainof _he discreteanomalies observed to dateindicatedind".vidual
malfunctionswithinthe spacecr_t, atldine_ch ofthese cv_ses_ detailedfail_re
mode analysiswas carriedout, and where necessary, redundant,spacecraftsystems
v_ereswitchedinby command, in allSuch cases, eontmgency actionwas success-
fttUyemployed and Satisfactorycommunications operationswere maintained.
Itisnot propOSed in thispaper to referfurthertooperP.tionalaspectsof
SKYNET 2B, but ratherto considerin more detailtheii_vestigatlonswhich led to
the conclu-ion that most of the repetitive anomalotzs telemetry _vents were caused
by the effects of the space environment on the spacecraft.
3. '_Mi_lAi.il.:_Vl"l'iUlll "l'l.:l)1"(IE|.ECI'iIIi_I_t,_i_:'Ill] I'_'i'i.:lll.i.]lli.]%i:t;
L_urifl_ the fii'st _ months of orbital operations, O,small number of discrete
anomalies had been observed on the SKYNET 2B spat-ecr_ft. Durin_ March/April _
8._4
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k II¢_5,l'i'pi'tlt|v¢ullomullc_ occurr_,dwllh iliCl't,;-_|ll_fruqllt,ll,yand far _mlllmuln,rt,d
°!
_.;_ the dtscrt, te anomalies. A _lleclal lnw, Htigation el' tlh'm. ;momalieH w:=_ IiHtdi"
; i ' which concluded thai nm_, but nut all0 rjf the rupeliltw, type ,,f ;qlOIII;dlltlH l'Vl'lll_! '/
, <_ O¢:_'tll'l't'dwith[llth('spucqcruft. Them, arloulalivsw¢,rl,p,c,ni,v;dlyof _llortduv.',ii.ii
+!- and gave no hnmedlatc indh,at|on of p¢,rnlan¢,ntconipellelltfidlur(,,'l'l_t,m_ml ilkely
_ t,xplanatton was the lntrodut'tioil of |':MI,fronl ulIklIOWn HOtlI'CI'I_ within the ,_pi.,'t,o
_< _.raft, into the lt)gic timinR eircuit._ of th_ 'relcnlvlry and ('omlnlmd ._ulmy._lum It !
"i was apparviit by thi._ tinlc that till' ..haractvrl_tics of these parth'ular ano,,,aJit.,"_
I were very similar to the _nvironnlentaily-induced anomalit, s exl)t, rivnced hy other
i '!i " geouylluhronous siiacuL.raft. II, 9, 10, l l, 12
1
A ltllough it is now know, n that lilt)st g(.osyuchrlnlous Sllacevraft h;,vt, t'Xlll'rit'liCi, d
t. anulnalous bc,haviour th'lt t.ould be due to spacecruft charging llll¢_nonlt, iia, few have
i"
p, been fitted with flit, neeessal'y instrunil=ntution for InOllltoring lilt, extent of t.h._.tro-
1:;;f . magnetic iioist_ generated by elet:trical discharges durhig orbital opt.r_titnls.
/,
_: ctnd SKYNET 2t3 has no special instrulncntution for tills llurilosc, l.'or this rt._ison
' i 7t was decided to continue to n_alntaln careful rc,.ords ill till SI<YN]:;'I' 21t anoliialou_
i _ ' telemetry events, and froln tllil_c! dhignOsed as bc,ing c:aused l,) EMi, to isolatt'
i i' those anolualies that could only have b,_,ci_ c;._us,,,I by phenonlena ot,t,urrinl_ withinI
._ the spaci_craft. Allomalotls telemetry data couhl of course, al'ist, frOIll ;i variety of
FRi sources including flu effects of electrOIfl_lgnetlc hlterfercnc.e tit any point in the
overall cblhmutllcation system, that is, th0 spacecraft, tilt, l'adio frequeiwy trans-
-o_
_ mission llnk, the receivers, and the data reduction equipment at the ground station.!
i! It was necessaiy to discard _momalles froi_ the analys's unh.ss additional t.vicl¢lllC't , :
r
t
showed that they originated in the spacecraft and hence nlight have originally been
_ induced by the geosyuchronous environment. Ill order to maintain a high confidence
_ level when attributing an anowaly to electrical discharges withit_ the spacecraft,
i=_' numerous checks were carried out to eliminate the ground-based receiving and !
_" data processing equipment as a possible source. Fortunately the SKYNE'F 2B
i :t system utilizes two separate transnaission links t.perating in different frequency
•' bands, with separate ground stations, and with parts of tile standard telefnetry I
format duplicated in each link. This nl_ans that anomalies occurring siluultane- i7
_: " ously on both transmissions can be considered as originating witllin the spacecraft i
%' to a high level of confidence.
' '_ Figure I sllows the distribution since launC:h of repetitive anomalous teh'metry i
events attributc_d to EM| generated withii_ the spacecraft (a total of approximately
! 300). These anomalies represent approximately 20 percent of the total number
i ,,, that were cOnsidered to be the result of electt'omagnctic interference somewhere ii _!....
ih the overall System. It i_ probable that a large proportion of the remaining
i : 80 percent could also have originated within the spaeecr_t; however, this cannot
,.,_ : be rigorously proved. the anomalies shown tn Figure I are unevenly distributi, d
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Figure I. SKYNET 2B Ano;naliesin FlightTelemetry Data Attributedto
_:_t' Electromagnetic l[nterference Within the Spacecraft
i.- with time o_ year. fewer occurring in Summer an,t Winter months than Spring or
'!_ AutUmn. Tllelargestnumber of ahomalies occurred in 1975 aRcr the commence- i
_ ment o_ the Spring eclipse season, when the spacecraft is eclipsed by the Earth
_i. once per tlaUyorbit. Anomalies u'_rtng1976have fcl_.oweda siJnilarpatternto1975but a_e fewer tnnttt._ber.
J. h 1:0111i1:1.%1'10_Of".s._O%l%l.IF:__1"1'11I-:_%1110_,11_:_'1'_1.I.:FF'Iscf.-
_ :o_:. Environmentally-inducedanomalies, aS thename Implies,resultfrom the
"_}"' I interaction between a @pacecraft attd its e,_vironment. Important factors contriou-
• _' tihg t_ _is Lnteractio_ are: first, the dally impact of the solar wind on the mag-
netosphere t nd the resulting composition and var|attons in energy state of the
......_'-.i:- geosynchronous envLronment in thevlcinLtyofthe spacecraft;second, theopera-
°l" ttonal conditions of the spacecr_t, for example, its veloctty, position, sola:
' illuminance0gne spacecraft-Sunangle,attitude,eclipseor shadowing effectsetc;
_'o_ and third, the spacecrafttype and configuration.
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a_omalieS do in fact occur outside the iocal morning sector. The precise mecha-
nisms _o explain the 0ccur_'et_ce of such anor_|les a_e not yet understood. One
p0sSlbillt._ suggested in (he case of the US DSCS II Comn_unlCationS satellRe
anomaly investigations, is the Subsequent interaction of a sp&cec1'aft0 charged
du1'ing the midlilght to dawn Sec_0 with detached _eglotis of cold (low energy)
plasma causit_g partial discharge and differential voltage breakdown. I_
In order to account tot _ very 1_ge numbers of anomalOUS events recorded
ofl SKYNET 2B, it seems more likely that differet_t types Of discharge which have
a low_r th_eshoid oP do not require very high breakdown potez.tialS may bere-
sponsible. Alternative mechanisms that have been reported are So _alled 'Malter'
discharges or Bilayer tscintillatlo_' types of discharge. I_, 19
A very significant factor concel_ning the SKYNET 2B data is _at, by recording
and analysitLg relatlvely minor occurrences throughout each day° a relatively large
statistical Sample of ariomalies has been 0b(alned. A check was made of th_ length
Of time during which the ground receiving Statloll or the computer monltori_g were
out of commission. It was concluded that on average this was less than I0 percent
of the total time and, therefore° did not significantly affect the time Aistribution of
recorded anomalies.
There was nO obvious cortelati0n between th_ a_omalleS and daily values of
sunspot r_utnber (_u_'ieh relativ_ Sunspot nttrnber RZ). However. this would be
unlikely irl view o_ the variabl_ time delay of _etWeer_ 20 ah_ I00 hr he, re any
Significant effect_ are experienced at geosy'nch_onous altitude followiflg surface
aC(ivtty on the Sun.
Figure 3 shows the geomagUeti_ activity index Ap plotted to the same time-
scale aS the anomalies. There is evidenee of _orrelaUon between Some o_ the
hik,her peaks of magretle activity a_d the frequef_ey of a_malo_ts _ventS_ Corre- I
lation was also sought betweeh the at_omalies and the 3-hottrly r.m_etic K indices I
from selected hi_h-latitude observatories North of the spacecraft, with similar
results.
i( is apparent fror_ the over_dl diStribUte.on of an0mslies thr0u_h the year.
that _actor_ other than geomagneti_ actiVRy must also be slgi-dficant. There was°
for _xai_pie° a very noti_eab1_ Itlc_¢as_ if_ anomalous eVentS during th_ 19V5 Sprin_
spacecraft eclipse seaSoti° which seemed to suggest that each daily eclipse lil-
ac'eased the likelihood of diffel'ential _pacecraft charging a_td hef_eeof sUbSeqUent
dlscl_arge events. ARhough other _eiit_Se seaSOnS also Shb_# an inerea_ in the
number Of anomalies there is, tievertheless0 a _n_ali hut significant numb_ out-
Sid_ the eclipse Seasolis. One pbS_ibl_ explanatio_ _e _at _han_es in stln adgie
with respect to (he S_acOcraf( and _e d_tailed _pac_craf( cot_iguration are also
i'elevaritfae(OrS.
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Figure 3. SKYNET 2B Anomalies in Flight Telemetry Data (Attributed to
Etectrotnagt_etie. Itlterfere_ce Within the Spacecraft)
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The susceptibility of a geosynchrohous spacecraft to environmentally induced
anomalies iS very depeadent upon its precise geometric configUration and detailed
mechanical and electrical properties. 20, 21, 22 The accumulation of charge and
spacecraft floating potential _vill depend upon the type of surface materials exposed
to the energetic plasma environment, and the different secondary electron emis-
sion arid p!_otoemissive properties o_ individual conductors and dielectrics. An
important factor is the extent to v:nicl_ such surfaces are illuminated by the Sun or
shadowed. Furthermore, aperhlres arid projections in the spacecraft configura-
tion can become significant when related to the spacecraft Sun angle and its attitude.
C,flier important factors iticlude the voltage breakdown characteristics of individual
--- e,urfaces and the _usceptibLlity of the val-ious spacec_'aft subsystems to EMi.
Figure 4 sltows tee basic SKYNET 2B configuration. The spacecraft uses
spin stabilization with a nominal g0 rpm Bptn rate, The sides of the spacecraft,
apart from the thri_sters and sensors, are almost completely covered with solar
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cells mounted on fiberglass subStrates. The solar cells having fused s'.lica cover
slips should be relatively immune from large discharges. The forward and a_tend shields, however, seem more likely to be susceptible to spacecraft charging
effects.
.=_,,! Figure 5 shows the variations in sun angle relative to the spacecraft equator
with time of year for SKYNET 2B. During the Win_er months the forward shield
is Inshadow and the aftShieldilluminatedothese conditionsbeingreversed during
_i mately '10 rain each day dtirin_ March and September when the Sun angle is normal
the Summer months. The spacecraft is eclipsed for a maximum period of approxl-
_i" tothe sidesof+he spacecraft. There are a number of Small aperturesinthe sides
....._ of the Spacecraft and the possibility of solar illumination reachin_ isolated, con-
_ ducttve Of dielectric surfaces inside the spacecraft cannot be diScouttted.
= _. SKY.NET 2B sUcceSsfully completed a pt-elaUnch test program tncludi_
=_,_i,' standa_'d EMC test pi'ocedu_es involvii_g the injection of inter_ei'tvtg pulses into
_:, selected power lines etc; however, rio special (e_tS were made _,h_t would simulate
=;_: the effects of electi'tcal discharges in the victtitty of the spacecraft. There was
_. no ObviOus sdUi'ce of arcing Within the spaceci'aft subsystems and no evidence of
_L self.,gefierated ivttei-fe='ence duid.ngprelaunch tests.
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NI_AkLYNEUTkALI2_.SCHARGE SUAFAC_CRARI_ESTO- KTelt
TYPICALNEGATIVtSEVtAkLgV
FtgLtre 5. Seasonal Vartatt0tt of Sutz A_j_le Wt_ Regpect
to _att:111te Equator
It Seems likely that rite SKYN_T. 2B Telemetry SLtbsystem would be moz_e
susceptible than other subsystems to external tnter_erence beca_tSe of the re:ative-
ly large number of SwitchAng device_ that it cot_tains.
6. CO_CI.I!SIO,_
The main cOnclUsiOnS reached fz'om tHb iflves_Igatioi_S of SKYNEI" 2B anOma-
lous telemetry data are as follows:
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L (1} The majority of the repetitive types of SKYNET 2B telemetry ar,omaltvs
can be attrflluted to 0nvirorlmcnt_lly°indu ced spacecraft chargirLg _fft, ct_ fop the
f011Owtng rtasons:
(a't The most likely source of these _noinalies is the presence of short
bursts of electromagnetic _" interference i_ the vicinity of the space-
craft. {Anomalies due to EMI from other sources having been elimi-
nated by cal'efUl scruttvy of the data. )
_. {b) There was no other more conventional Source of EMi within the
spacecraft and there was no previous evidence of such ihterfer_nce _"
i during prelaunch ground test programmes.
i _ (c) The occurrence of the anomalies is accentuated over the Eclipse
! seasons and, therefore, may be associated with photoemissiv.e _ff,ects
i and changes in spacecraft Sun angle (see F:gure 5).
: , (el) There is some degree of correlation of the anomalies with geomag-
i netic activity.
:" (2) Important features of the SKYNET 2B data compared with those of other
F •
i spacecraft ax'e:
i:ii (a) The very large nttmbers recorded due to continuous monitoring, and
L (b) The relatively even daily distribution with lo_al spacecraft time.
(3) The most important unanswered questions concern the precise rmture of
! the environmental phenomena and their,interaction with the spacecraft. The
i_il; ch_wge/discharge mechanisms which would produce a large number of anomalous
: ' events With a relativelyeven daily distributionsuch as observed on SKYNET 2B
i
i ar,d addltlonallyhave the observed seasonal distribution, also require further
• Study.
! :
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:"t' 12.__RCA Satcom 3.Axis Spacecraft Experience
-_:_i" at Geosynchronous Altitude
: _ JotephN6poIl
hi_ RCA AmtrltdnCon,muntcatloh_Inc.
-,i Ptscatow_y,N.J.
!=-
__i.. Jose,5_li_o
i_,_"' RCAAst_.Eliictr_i =s
_, l_rlntefOh,N.J.
i_='_i
i_i!" A bstr oct
"._. The HCA Satcom space segment presentlyconsistso_ two thi'ee-axls_tabll,_ed
"L"_'_ communication satellites which have been in orbit at geoSyflchronous altitudes for11 and 8 mo ths r spectively.Both satellit_liaveeXperiencedtwo eclipsesea-
;_!<i':_ sons |linc_ the be_tniilng of operations. N_ittter spac_ei'aft ha_ exttibit_d any
:_i'. enomalou$ behavior that can be attributed to th_ effects of spacecraft charging.
_)_ A brief discussion o_ the hi,tory0 spacecraft cliaractertstics and design tecltniqu{_s
-_, is presented.
:--?_o_:::
i_,, I I. ilISTOiIY
_--_,
_-,}-:, Tlte IqCA Satcom communication satellites are owned and operated by I_CA
i_ Amex'tcaii Communications, lhc. Under a flxed-price contract RCA Astro-
_'_" l_:lectronics Division developed and delivei'ed the lit'st flight spacecraft within
• 665 _. ,._ _i
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_ _ 24 montlts. On 12 DecemhOP 19'_5 th0 F-I sateUitb was launched ahq on 15
',! DeeembOr 19"t5, the apogco, moist placed th _, satclilW th its synchronous orbit.
The spacecraft achieved synehrortous altitude at 137° W. lottO, and tho_ was
,i, commanded to drift at a 1,25 ° p0r day to its position at 110o W. lon_. i)ut-tng '.his
,', drift period and the time at station through commencement of commercia 1 service
?L
i on 28 February 1976, th_ payload support subsystems and _,msponder payload
S' had sUccesSfully undergone extensiv6 preoperatlonal calibration and testing
On 26 March lg7_, the second _pacecraft was launched and also placed at
_ _ : 19° W. long. After verifying satisfactory performance of all payload support. .,.
_,, subsystems and thatthe antennacoverage patternsand the radiatedpower met the
:' ,_: requirements for CONUS and Alaska, traffic was switched.from F-1 to commel,ce
_ F-2 service t_n 2 June 1916. The F-I wa_ commanded to d_ift at a 0.3 ° per day
_ on June 11 to a newly assignedlocationat 135.8° W. as an In-orbitspare. Since
the Itrstweek ofAuguSt 1976, the satelliteshave been maintained at 135.8° W.
and 119° W. lot F- I and F-2 respectively.
Before, during,and afterthesemaneuvers allsubsystems are monitored via
telemetryon a continuousbasis by _Itheror bo_.hRCA Satcom Telemetry, Track-
ittg and Control facilitie_ located on th_ East and We_t coast_.
2. SPACECRIFT CI|_R_(:TI','Ri_I'i£S
_, Tlie orbital configuration of the spacecraft iS shower in Figure 1. It features
_,_,_ a three-axiS stabilization system, with a fixed nondeploying antenna platform
_:i pointing to earth, and efficient power collection via sun-oriented, flat-panel solar
o arrays. Housekeeping and commanicatlo.s equipments are mounted on North and
_i South-facing _quipment panels which are always oriented to cold space, tttereby
_=!_ Sffot'tiin_ efficient thermal contx'ol. Earth pointin_ iS accomplished via a bias
i:' momentum-type control system which provides pitch control Via a momentt=m
I wheel antimagnetic torquingfoz"yaw and rollcontrol. The Spacecraftisrtlain-
tain_don stationvia a blowdown moflopz_op_llanthydrazinereactioncontrolsystem.
Capability iS provided is/" East/West and North/South drift corrections for 8 years,
°__ antlfoz"stationrel,)catiohas required.
oI The antennaassembly directsa1124 ehatlf_elsto Alaska, as Well as tothe
' _ loWe/- 48 states. Hawaii can b_ set'vtcdti with up to 12 channels by separate offset-
,_ f_d spot beanis.
; Freqttency r_use tit th_ 4/6 GHz baflde is employed ire order to establish 24; .:_ i/_dependet:t 34 M_tz bandwidth channels _lt}_in the allocated 500 M_z frequency
i " band.
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: 1Figure 1. Orbital CorJtguration of the Spacecraft
= ' Tile channels are spaced on 20 MHz centers, but are transmitted via alter- i
._o_il; _latelyhortzontalandVerticalpolarizationsinordertoisolatea _iacentchannels.
-_::_i A summary of_e space,:ra_tpe_'toi'mancefeaturesisgiveninTa,_leI. i
:_ FoUr o_ the uniqu_ RCA Satcom developments which have been instruiuental i
_,_
°o_,L tn aPhleving a 24-channel service within the weight and volume capacity of the
:_ D_Ra 39|4 lauhch vehlclb ai'elistedbelow. These developments are the keys to
o01.°
1,:,?" p_'ovidtng an economical high-capacity spacecri_ft compatible with low-cost Thor
_. _. Delta launches.
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Tm, l_ 1. P,CA Satcom P_l-formancc Fc_tu_{_
_:}ement
Communicattonv
,: 24 34-MHz channels to Mi,Jimum EIItP 32 dBW
Conus and Alaska
12 34-MHz channels to Minimum EIEP 26 dBW
Hawaii
IDl,
Cross polarization Receive 33 dB
isolation Transmit 33 d13
Frequency bands Receive 592.5 to 6425 Mllz
;. Transmit 3700 to 4200 MHz
Power 550 W at end of 8 years full eclipse
capability
Attitude Pointing: +0. 19° E/W, ±0.21 ° N/S
Stationkeeping: ±0.2_ ° EfW, N/S
Offset Pointing: 0 ° to ±5°
Telemetry 128 channel3 for operational and
diagnostic information
Reliability R ffi0.5 at 17 channels for 8 years
FUll _ubsystern redundancy
(1) The _ightweight composite construction of the fixed antenna and ¢.eed
assembly, which maintains accurate at_tenna beam alignment and requires no
mechanical deployment.
(2) Microwave filters of lightWeight graphite fibre epoxy composite (GFECL
which provides sufficient weight saving to make the spacecraft cumpatible wt_.h the
Delta launch vehicle.
(3) The three-axis stabilization system, which pwvides the maximum power-
to-weight ratio lot spacecraft that could operate in the speci{ied payload-power
regime.
(4) High-efficiency, direct-energy-transfer power system developed for RCA
Satcom arid utiltzit_g one-third of th_ equivalent solar cells of dual spin spacecraf*
_lt/tmizes the weigttt of the electrical power gei_erattoti aad regulation subsystem,
t
while maximizing efficiency.
3. sI'I(:F:I:IIWT (:lillit;I_(; Wl*ilILtq:iI
RCA Astro-Electrontcs Di_,ison performed an in-depth stl_dy on the possibility
of adverse effects on spacecraft operation at geosynchronous altitudes because of i
! .... , ............. .:; .............. :::......... :: :::::-.. : ............... ,, ........................................ : .................. ,., ...................................... :................... = . .,.., ..
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apaeeer_ft charging _s a result of the paper by Fredericks and Kendall. I Our
utldor;Jtandtng _f the problem wa_] ft4rtherod by discussions with Mr. R.W. l_lll_ort
o[ the Martir Marielta Company, Dr. D.A. MePherson of the Aerospace Corpora-
tion, and Dr. A. Rosen and Dr. G.T. In0uye of the THW Systems Group.
The RCA Satcotn spacecraft design was r_examined ta light of tne design prac-
tices recommended in the literature of minimize the pos¢lbilities of discharges and
their effects. 1, 2 "['he three areas that were given highest priorities were the
,: structural design, thermal blankets and elec'trontc interface circuitry, bearing in _'
mind that any design changes made to the spaeecrMt had to be in consonance with
the weight constraints p,.sed by the launch of the 24 channel spacecraft on a Delta
_= 3914. Testing was eerie'tiered but :lot planned because of tile inability to identify
valid criteria of acceptability.
, 4. SPACECRAFTDESI(;NTEcIINIQI;ES
:- The principaldesignfeaturesIncorporatedintotheRCA Satc_m spacec.'-_f,tf_
minimize itsvulnerabilitytothe effectsof spacecraftcharges are as/ollow_"
"_ (l) l_e entire spacecraft '-s a closed body except f0_' the ape_'tures requi=ed
: fo':' the horizon sensor, the solar array drive, and the apogee motoi',
_-"_ (21 EVei_ysectionofthe thel-malblanketisgrounded intwo pla,-es.
_--_: (31 The oUterlayer of the tllermeA blanket i_ kapton
(41 The m_chanical structure, including the wrappers of _I!boxes, has
:_ electricalcontinuity.
(51 The hal'nesswiringcontainsshi_-:dedtwistedpairs,coaxialand triaxlal
_:, cables for selected Interfaces an_ is functionally grouped Into separate bundles.
_i! (61 The electronic Interface circuits wer_ designed m have high noise im-
[_ munlty.
S. STRUCTURAL
h__i'
t
_: The almost complete closure ot the spacecraft minitt, ized the possibilities Of
!
tntex'nal differential cttal'_lng. All unit_ on the spacecraft have tlleir cases
_ grounded to the sttucttwe via electrically conductive mountittg surfaces. In addi-
_ tiorl, special raounting inserts ti:at cut and wedg_ into the honeycomb to provide
i gOOd el_.ctricalcontinuitywere used for allunitmoutlti_,gs.All structuralmembers
v ere designed so th_.t, electrical continuity between all sections of the spacecraft
:_" and all unit wrappex$ was obtained. The solar array panels were designed so that
ea._h structui-al section was connected together and grounded to the main spacecraft
,i structurevia tliesliprings ofthe solar array dt'Ive.
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:I,, Kapwn was selected as the outer iayer of the rnUltilayer thermal blanket be-
....i! cause of tho improvement o_ it/_ cOnduvtivlty when stressed and illti_inated by
il re:alight. In l_dditiot% each alurnini_ed layer of the multila_:_t thermal blanket was
----_i. grounded iu two places to the mairt spacecraft st_Uctu_'e. The harness f_'orn tb_
•}. solar array to the spacec_'aft is covered along toe booms atld !n the hinge areas.
_.' The use of conduetlvely coated solar cell eove_ glass or second surt_-ce mirrors it.
:_; was considered but rejected because of the weight pena:ty and its unknown radiation1.
__ effectS.
_. 7. ELECTRONIC
_ The 1RCA Satcom _pacecraft w.as initially designed with gOOd EMC practices
_' foremost ii, mind, with attention g_._,en to wire selection and routing in the internal
!il harnessing. The Spaeec_attnar_tesoisgrouped and buncRetiby function:power
and power re_rr_S, signallivesand returns° and tel_metrylinesantireturns. A
_ _!ngie point ground system has been u_ed throughout the spacecraft, with t_e
_ exc_ptlono_comtnuni_t_tionsequipme'nt. :
_I!- COSMO_ devices were selected for the commuted interface circuitry because i
ol ti_elrlligh nois_Immun'.tyand relativelylow usefulbantiv_idths.Shielded
} twistedpai_'sand coaxlalcables-#erettsedtOfurtherredttcenoiseSensitivityfor ::)
=_' selectedinterfaces.Triaxialcableswere u3ed _or clock_requenclesab0v_
=o 100 gt4_.. ',
t
1 subsystems have been analyzed and i_ continuallybeingmonitored for evidenceof
anomalous behavior. Gain changes, equipment switching or other unexplained
o,_ cauSe_ os exp_riet,cedby other _atellitesatg_osy/_chronbUsalti_dehave not been
=_ observed todate. Consequently,riochange_ to tl-,ed_signofthe 11CA Satcom
4:. series of spacecz'a_t is envisioned at this tithe.
:1 !
= _iL" w
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PANEL DISCUSSION
Panel Discussion
Panel Chairman: A. Rosen. TRW
Panel Members:
E. C. Whipple, jr.. - Univetsity et Callfomicl Son Diego
S. E. DeForest U_iverstty of California Sc_ Diego
" S.P. Bower - Aerospace Co_.
R. R. Lovell - 14ASALewis Reseorch Center
14.J. Stevens - 14A_ALewis ResearchCenter
M. L. Ml_ges - Air Force Meteri(ils Lab.
W. L. Lehn . Air lebrce Materials Lab.
M. H. Bunn - SAMSO
' J.M. $ellen, Jr. - TRW
C.-P. Pike . Air Force Geophyslts Lob,
:.:
TIIE_|E
In view ¢)f the tlata generated on spaC:ecraft charging, hbw should program attd
p_-oject managers proceed with the desl_ of synchrbnoUs spacecraft arid verify
their tie_ign ?
TOPIC_
_ ( _pacecra/t Design and .l"elhrieatiOh
What analysis tools, standardized design crttet'la and i'equtrernents, standard-
ized envtrohth_nta| sp_cificattons are reqUir_d_
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_ Sp.,',.rmft Tes||nK
i 4i What, it any, specific tests should be instituted to assux'e the integrity of the
_!_ _ and immunity from environmental etfect_ ?
:o)
_'" IIou,_i,k('eping l|onJtor_
_=o}
When should ah op_r_ktimial.system carry housekeepln_ monitors and what! oi
_ I,aborat0r) and Space lists--
: ,!_ What additionalmaterialand environmentaldatais requiredfor _pacecrhft
i_ designdevelvpment
°ii_ Panel Member DL--cusston
i*_ A. Rosen The theme of this discussion is that in view of the data
generatedatthtaconference,and priortothisconference,t ,
I: how shoUld program managers arid :JrojeCt managers pro-
_. ceed ,vith the desigv of synchronous spacecraft and ve_ify
_{i their desi_n? Progress in _hls field has been significant;
_ -_i !n the area of spacecraft design and fabidlcation, in the
arettofspacecrafttesting,inthe are_ ofhbusekeeping i! mbnttors, in the area.of laboratory data, and in the area
_ of s_aCe data. Bt_tar_ w_ reallydoingenough? Are there i
* gaps in our coverage ? We have been exposed to ccJnfli¢:tt_g
i'_ bitso:dataatthisconferet_ce.How shouldw_ proceed in
i _ the futtre_ The firstperson to replytoour theme qUe_tion_i_'
_: is Sherman DeForest who isgoingto talk about:he
,_. envlronm_nt.
_, S. DeForest C3ka;:,Iflareapproximately fiveminutes, I g_ess. !have
_, thtee points that i think ace rather i_: portent. One is that
_,,, just at this m?etir_g, I got my first lo(k at data we took this
,, _ Sprit_gwRh _htATS-6 neUtrmizer. _n otherWords, We are
_-,*{ stiltgett,_t_tte_dataand scratchingour heads. The data!,
i °_; base is incom[.tlete. GP..OS going up with out" European
col|eagues, arid SCATHA going up; I think that will really
help. The _naltt po;nt is that the data base is incomplete.
:_ The second thing _s that even with the data base that we
* have, two day._ ago i ned put o_tmy Ideas of what an accept-
able model or environtnenta. _ specification should be. I
' 37r_
:-*: . ................................................. ,, - ............................... ./: ...... - ....."
UUUUUU/U /ODuiJ
have been t_'ylng to talk to evety0t_e I _ould out here to get
some teedbacR oft what they thought. The f'eadit_gs I am
getting, loud and cleat _, is that there at'e a lot of engineers
who do not want a good model, rather they need some
numbers right now. So on the tape here t am going down
on r_eord as sayingIwills_sitchmy efl'ortsfor the present
time togettln_out a shortterm. bettergrade interim
model which willbe relativelysimple, of limitedU_e, btR.
willhave some numbers to woek to. ithinRthisisone
message Ihave gottenback from you people. The third
pointisone thatI feelwas missed, and ithas todo with the
theme here; thatis, futuredirectionson where to go.
' There is only one paper whi_l_ really mentlons it and that
is the spacect'aft have cItartged state. I am going to make
a weather analog_y. We know how to build houses that
would sUrviVe tornatios or earthquakes. It is not cost effec°
tire to build these kind of houses. You cantt put all mili-
tary ba_es ut_de_, Cheyenne mountain. I think the same
thing should be true of spacecraft, We need a prediction
capability, and I don't think an_,one hef-_ hat consltie_ed
that. I deliberately avoided that, myself, to hear what
other people thou/_ht. B_t I think we should get some ideas
forward using the advances tha', we have in magnetospttertc
dynamics, our understanding of it. to set up a method vt
prt:dtcttng, t think wtti,i the state-o_-the-art, right now. if
we want to dv it, _#e could get twetity minute warnings,
without too much t_'oubie. If you had this sort of system on
line, then you could have your spacecraft setid up a corn° -
mand to it and _ay a storm is COming. shut yourself down.
This might be a lot cheaper in the long t'tin then having the
spacecraft ttsell' sense that something is happening. You
might want to do that for-a military spacecraft but for
communications spacecraft, i think it might be too expen-
sive. So otze thing that I would like to se_ in the future, in
: gotiig along _#tth the theme, is the idea to set up a predictive
o# ,line capability arid th_n desi_rtl_ig spacecraft that might
be able to change their state and in some way be more hard,
foz" short pertod_,
A. l_osefi Tht_ next speaker ts Elden Whipple on J_od_ling.
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,- E. Whipple Okay, i just have three points too. | haw b_en very
i _ ehcoul_a_ed by th_ results that have been presented hei-e,
! at this conference, oh the modeling. I am talking h_re
t -L: abotR mod_ling the sheath, modeling the currents from the
i etwironment to the spacecraft that cause a charging prob-
l lem. I think that we really are making progress, and there
_ is at _:_-dimensional program in the works and more
i2 than one group is involved in this kind of effort. I think in
_- the next year we shall start seeing some real good results,
=_-!, in this area. I realized one thing in talking to people, the
Systems Science and Software, Inc. effortis taking a first
_ crack by neglectl,lgspace charge, and I think that is a very
_'*_ _ood approach. It may be a very realistic approximation.
The Debye lengths are very big out in this area. It may be
: that when we understand the problem, that we can neglect
ii space charge completely. And this could be a help in ot_r
"i-i modeling of the currents. Itwill make itn'.ucheasier for
,i_, ' engineers and people involved in designing spacecraft. So
F'. I thi_k that possibility is really very encouraging and we
should eertaitilylook at that approxihmtion flr_tand see
how gooditis. t think eventually we ought to be able to
: get analytic or algebraic expressions for the currents.
'i Now Lee Parker and Iwere able to do this som_ years ago.
_,,_ We were worried about a two-electrode system and we
L! were able to approxin,.ate our computer calculativns. After
_i: we had done the computer calculations, we saw a way of
_' approximating t_em such that we could get al_ebraic expres-
: .... stons for the chat'ging currents. It is a lot easier if you
i_) have somethifig like that to work with, to calculate what
,_ the charges are eventually going to be. I think that should
_ be kept in mind. The computer, the exact calculations,i.J
i: have to be doileto give us n bbnch mark. But once you
:_ have them you ought to be able to find out where to mak{_
yo_lr approximations, so you get tractabl_ expressions that
!_- anybody cal. work with to do their deslgtt with. Finally, I
i_
_'_ woilld like _o emphasize ..... No, one moi'e point con-
i _ netted with the modeling. Nobody has started woi'kthg yet
_ " on a speck.fie three-dimensional n:odel fo_ _he SCATIIA
!
,_- s_ac_craft. Now I think that is being talked about, but l
! ,
Vi-
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4haventt heard it talked about publicly and | would like to go
i on the record as saying that should be started. It is not
_,_ going to be an easy thiag, I don't think, It should be
_" started soo_, so that when SCATHA does go up, we have a
o-£/
k:_; working model we can go to and start using to.compare the
;- _ data. Okay, my final point is to emphasize again what l
ii said in my talk, the usefulness of lab work. Again, I think
_f'_ this is _n area that has been relatively neglecteti. There
_, was more here at _he conference than I anticipated, and
_" especially the wt)rk that is going oil at Lewis Research
_ very eflcouragtng, way they are
center is That able to
generate fluxes el_ energetic particles in their vacuum sys-
_i!i terns and see the effect on materials. _:_t I think we should i
_ go beyond justlookingatthe effectson specificmaterials
_!! and pUt together a composite miniature spacecraft that
truly represents reai spaeecraR configuration, materials;
°'_'_-- and see what happens. We need tohave some kindo_a
__!'_;i model to Use topredictwhat willhappen and go inahd see
what does happen antlbegin toget some confidenceinthe
_" calculations.
A. Rosen M_ke Sellenon Laboratory Research and Simulation.
o M. Sellen i..wouldllketo address threepointsand one ofthese isthe
,_: question of similitude. This gets to be fairly fascinating
_ when once you get intolaboratoryexperiments,_ndtry to
_-_ duplicatespace. Itwould be a healthyviewpointto say
_i. similitudeyes. but always inmoderation. There has been
_ one experience in combined environmental test facilities
which ! think is consistent; that is, that they continue to
insist on more and more similitude, the usefulness of the
facilities tefids to go down. You carl always ask if the
cosmic rays should be there or whether the extremely hard
EUVL should be there or a variety of things. On the other
hand, it is rather ciear that there are certalri openers as
far as this testing goes, arid the spacecrah is going to
operate in vacuum and it is goirig to operate with some k_.nd
of eiectrot._ ehvlronment and some kind of photons. I think
i _ it gets to be a hard and fast rule that basically is where the
: _,_ test results will come, You simply Willnot test spacecraft
_ii ' in ambient air under clrcumstaitces unless that is the
any
- ,,_2 i
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m0dium yotu iniOtid to fly it if_. The sl_ct, hd tiling is to try
and talk about what I think might be the overall purpose ,+f
a great deal of the lab research, and I say that th_re is _ne
outatandihg thitll_ that comes out of it that g_ves you a _en:_e
of perspective. It there is a sit, pie physical parameter that
has a gt'eat_r variation than conductivity, I am not sure
right oft what it is. It goes from 10 TMohms centimeters
do,_n to microhm centimeters. It ha_ a variation of 1024 J
in it
one material to another and particularly xvhen i_from
you get into weakly conducting materials, it is just a func-
tion of just about anything you can think of, particularly in
what we will call weak field conduction, less than 105 volts
per centimeter. And so one thing that can come out of it i_
the possible perception that you are dealin_ with a 12
parameter problem that includes all of the history, includ-
ing that of the manufacturer on the h+.ght that he made the
sample you are looking at. And if that is the case, then
maybe one thin_ that the iaboratory experiments will try to
do is not to try anti solve ¢h6 _.hole pt'oblem, it may simply
have too many pat'ameters in there, but it will tend to
dlre_t the effort off into what I'll say is just r_ductng the
problem. We will talk about tl.at in th[s third point. The
oth_r possibility of using the laboratory again for perspec-
tive is that I am sure there is going to be an increased
analytic effort and already the computers are, I guess,
going to be brought to bear. I think the laboratory will
serve as a very necessary antedo'.e to this. I always dis-
covered even when I am doing it myself, that there is a
subtle narcotic eLrect toward having the computer begin to
ruh thittgs out and, about once a day, have an expel"linear
keep som_ of the perspective because the initial, assumptiot_s
of the computer" progra_ are forgotten I think within a few
hours. And these are v_ry sparihgly based most of the
I time. The third point that i would llk_ to discuss is the
use of the laboratory to reduce the problem. I think the
majority of the program offices would rather see a quick
solution to a small problem than m_ elegant soh_tion and a
pt'olonged solution to a very complicated one, and there
'_ are all these questions about using t_,ese methods to either
, brin_ the man to the mountain and vice versa and the only
880
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_ i: qUttsttun is whether you can use the iahoratory to keep thi.s
:-!: thing from heiCLF,a mountalrL Most of th0 charge up prob-
;_-i lems_ the gross ones, I think the ones that could do damage
ductive. We will always b6 tt,¢ Med with problems of the ....
scientific spacecraft. The ma3o, thing is to use the
laboratory to very rapidly simplify the problem that on6 is
looking at, because most of the applications here, I think,
_::"' would r_ally rather get on to many other things that space- .. ,L
., craft have on their agenda. Thank you.
A. Rosen John Steverts on, Laboratory Spacecraft Investigations.
= " J. Stevens I would like to talk about three different items as well.
What can project man_gers db to help their design?
You've heard a couple of papers today talking abou* the u,,e
of sparkers and looking into the harness r_sponse. I think
% this type of test should be amplified; it should be done earlyii:
_ in. the design phases and get away from using the flight
i_ spacecra/t which imposes severe limitations. You can
_ c0upl¢ a sparker into a typlca t. ._-oacecraft engineering
i/ model (or sbmethlng similar)and lookatwhat goes iri¢o
I::, the harhesses. I believe this will improve thi_ transient
• : specifications. Another point is that actual spacecraft?
: ,_ respcnse to the environment is needed. For that you have
tO scale. YoU can't simply go ft'om small sample responses
to a fUll size spacecraft, t believe you are goirig to have to
_ get into testing compltcatedl large spacecraft models in a
_, simulatedenvlrbnment. Combine this_t,lthElden_scom-
_' me_t on develop|ha a model to predict your performance.
_ Then, you might be able to handle how to design th_ whole
°;_ system without having anomalies. The last point is that
_.
i ,'__ operational satelittes, hopefully. _ill be ca_'ryifig monitors
_ in on_ form or _tnother. We need space data. We rle_d, 6 ,,
something to tell w_at is goifig on in the spaCeerllh in
?: response to the envtrtinthettt. With these tttings togeth_e,
! _2 hopefully, you cat't build yoUrstflf a spaceci-aft thr, t Woifld
:4 I survive, wRhout anomalies, ifl the space eflvli-ot_mlbnt in
_. which it mi_si op_ratb.
= A. Rosefi Bill Lehn on Material Resea/'ch.
s:
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W. Leh. As you have boated lr_ ihe presentatton_ in the Mat_.ial_
D0velopmeht Session, matcrials _e,_ar_h and development
is underway arid new and modified materials are bein_
developed _nder these program._ to_ consideration and
applleation by the spacecraft community in the design and
constru_tlor_ of spacecraft. There is available right now
the new tabz'le th01-mal control c,mtln_ type material which
your have heard discussed. I feel that the application of
this material offers an excellent opportumty to alleviate, ="
at least in part, the problems of dest_rtifig around $om_ of
the major spacecraft arcing problems resulting from
dtei=.etrle mttlttlayer blankets and solar array substrates.
The other materials being developed, the modified poly-.
merits, and others are a little longer range befo-e success-
ful application will be realized. So, at least for the immed_
late future, the designers are _oing _o have to use the
materials that are euerentty available anti design, build
and test the various spacecraft syst_:ms with these mate-
rials. Hopefully, the other matVt_ials solutions tb redt_cetl
surface potetitial,_ in addition to reduced arcin_ will be
f_rthCbtt_iitg. The_e materlai_solutions, thou_._'., will re-
quire the combined coordinated tecttnieal etfox'ts and inputs
of not only the engiheering simulation and characterization
group but all of the results of the classical or materials
properties group being inputted to the tnaterials progt'am.
_bpetuliy, by this c:otnbitmtion of efforts, materials solu-
tions will be t'orthcOmlng. Some of these are longer range
but _iil let_d to useful materials. Reducing the overall
surface potential t_t a spacecraft to low values, is not a
short term but rather a lvnge_/'ange probiem. It *s not
quite as sir_ple a_ modeling as som_ of the ot_er problem
areas.
A. ftosen Stu Bt_wer on Spaeecr_tft Te_tin_
S. BOwer Both John Stevens and Mikt_ S_lloh have made some com-
ments oh the st_bject. I guess a little dissettston is a g_od
thing at a _t,,_ like this, so I think i'11 Curhish a little.
! a_ree tv oii testiftg by small discha_'ges along
cahles com_ _.; _lttt aii=tlysis to evaluate _hat your needs
, are and how to use this =is a design tool in the eai'ly stages
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of the satellite deM_. On the other harld, i back off a
little from Mike's thought where he wants to test in the
ambient en_/ironment. Pet_hap,¢ te._ting a Mli ,_atellite in a
vaCuUm chamber with a plasma source is a highly desii'able
thing from a i'esearch standpoint and to deterrr,;t_e how this
cor_'e_ponds to what you can do with lc._s expensive, less
time cormumtng te_t such as simtzlated discharges. I sort
at feel in th_ tong run that it may r,ot be necessary to use
such an elaborate test on all spacecraft as a validation
test. You can learn from this and ultimately we should be
able to apply this knowledge and cut the test down to some-
thinglessexpensiveand lesstime consuming. Regarding
the thoughtthatyou can never getan adequatetestunless
you testinthe acttlalenvlronm,nt, Iwould llketomake
mention of thefactthatthisis very rarelydone inany kind
of system, abrospace or otherwise. You depend on simu-
lationtest.for example, insurvivabi?Ryofa satellite.
We do not testthem inunderground testsnor do we test
them inspace. We ,4othisChill,elywith simulation.It
take,,;a certainamoutltof z_esearchand thoughtbeforeyou
are satisfiedthatyou have alladequate way of doingthis
and you usuallyincorporatesome safety_actorto giveyou
confidence, just one more comment alongthisline.
Earlier this morning, one of the RCA people was talking to
me and pointing out that they have two synchronous satel-
lites up= o:_e has been up for almost a year and the other
has been up for a number oi months. These satellites
were designee with no provisions for spacecraft charging.
Nothing was dotle about that. They simply desigtied them,
on what they thoughtw_re good desigt_practicesfor those
satellites.They h_ve nn evtdettceof relyupset from space-
craft chargihg in their electronics at this point in time, and
the evidence of dischat, ges occurring in the solar arrays,
coming down throtlgh the boom, are very mitdmal. Those
I that they h,-_,e had, amount to just a fe_# ampOres, perhaps
5 amperes, wht_,:, t_ certainly very small discharges com-
ing down tM, ough there. The principal reason I bring this
i ui_ is I guess that I want to make sure that _e dvntt go for
an overaitl here. Maybe they just plain lucked Out on this
thing. Eut in questioning them a little bit, they had a
t 883
th_'ocl-axi._ stabilized ._at_llite with tht_ ,_paeeeraft body a
fairly good Fare,lay cage, and I ._ur;pact al._o their _lRnal
lthes normally w0_e coax tahiti.% They were getting rf
protection from two ._ources. And th0 point is, if yt,_ t,an
without any effort and research and all the oth0r fine _hing%
design spacecral_: that will operate in this environment
without discharge.s, I think we will have to be a little prac-
tical about it. Along this same line, of course, ATS 6 is
relatively free of anomalies of this _ource. Granted, they _"
went to some rather eY.tensive steps for rr shivlding.
A. Rosen I am glad that _omeone came up with something that repre-
sents some degree of controversy, especially here in the
area of overkilling the problem. We have on the panel,
member_ who are a little bit closer to the management of
spacecraft systems. I want to ask these members of the
panel to comment and also ask questions of other panel
members. The question, as I see it is what is the correct
response to the point that Stu Bower raised. How do we
achieve any degree of standardization so that we can address
the problem in a sensible way. I would like the persofls
who are closer to management to comm6nt on this. Do we
need t:ommittees ? Should the managers themselves pai-tic-
ipate irl the program. To open this thing up, I will ask
Bob Lovell, Maury Bunn, Charli_ Pike, and Meryl Mtt_ges
to comment on these points. Let's start with Maury Bunn.
M. Bunn Haviag just come ot, t of a program office, I think it is quite
important that we include the managers of program _ys-
terns. I spent two years on the DSCS program trying to ,.
get them to fly monitors and I was not successful. I think
if they had been at this symposium, it might have beer_
eastt, r to coavince them that these thing-, do exist and we
have got to design the systems to withstand or be insensi-
tive, or not to respond to th_se effects. I guess I would
like to say that we should definitely include the nmnagement
From the Program Offices, the Air Force, in particular
and I would assume that in the Civiliar. COMSAT community,
it would hold alsO.
3_4
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C. Pike Along the llne ot what Maury ha_ j,,_t _aid, I have actually
boon working with M_ury for a number _d yonr_ In thi_
area, lit general, there certainly i_ a groat reluctance t_
fly monitor,_ ahd the prevailing phllo_.phy ha_ boon the
quick fix. Ultllnatoly what will result from our work and
I feel what We really turn into the _porational community
ha_ to be something rather boiled down. Ifour r_,,ult_ are
in a very complex f_shion, by the time ti_ey _et into the
' working comm'Jnity, our re._ults could be lo,_t. Unless
our results are in a very handy form, we really would have
- m_,ssed a l_t of our goal. So along the line of quick fixes,
:': recommendations should bc to the point, but of course
based on a lot of good engineering and scientific r_search.
=_ A. Rosen Bob Lovell for comments. Do you have any questions
ij
-- R. Lovell I guess I am answering the question or commentinl_ on the
i_ qttestion o_:how do we coordinate our activities. Is that
_ right? ()kay. I don't know hot# many of yol: know about the
_ joint programs tilat the Air Force and NASA have. There
--'_ is a piece of paper out that was pUblished in the Open
l itei'ature. This basically describes what several of us
here worked on and together it is what we call a ro_,d map.
It lays out our plan of attack on this proolem. Part of the
road map calls for a sort of a Steering Group. Again some
of the same people or most of us here are on that Steering
, Gx'oltp. It was described at the AGU n_eeting last June 18
: and its title "Spacecraft Charging investigations, A Joint
Research and Technology Program," It'sa pieceof paper
_,;: like that.
A. Rosen By the way I ought to mefltion their it's also published in
AIAA as Progress in Astronauticsand AeronauticsSeries
Publication,Vol. 47 "SpacecraftCharging by Magn_tospherlc
Plasmas."
R. Lovell My pointisthat.weare t_ryltlgtocoordinatethiswithevery-
one. The users, thepeoplewho need thisinformation,andso we hav{_ a Steering Group. The Steering Group has set
, up working groups. Those working groups are identlfied.
I guess we are the only ones who know their names right
now; but basically they are the people you have heard talk
v
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!5{. and they fit into the five elements that we have Broken up
....,_ the problem intt',,. The defittiilbn ot thv envlt'onmerR, is
_:_ chaired by Lt. Hank G_rrett. Modeling which is cochaired
_!_ by AI Rubitt, and Carolyn PurvL_. And so on. So we have
::_ these groups of pL'..opie, What I encourage you to do is get
'i' better acquainted ,d_h the working groups. Now we have
_, asked them to go out and consult, not only with the Air
Force and NASA people, but the university people and
_. industry tlmt is wor_.'ing on this problem and making ttte
'_ contributions and als_ the EUropean communities. I would
_ encourage you tocontactthem. Ifyou some thoughts
havc
=:_iI and ityou thinkthatthiseffortisnot goinL,the way itshould
i_ be or shouldreceivedifferent_mphasis, contactthose
peopie,because we are lookingtothem to giveus planning
directionand we are tryingto g_=the resources and try to
_i make s'Jrethiswhole th£_gkeeps going. We on the Steer-
i1_ ing Group allkeep talking,to each other,butwe are really
i! lookingtoward the workin_ gz'oups So i guee_ my answer
_ is that we are trying to coordinate it that way and maybe
_! now I have told you that the groups exi#_ts, you can contact
!!i them and g_tyour inputsin.
_! A, Rosen MerrillMin_es on MaterialsDevelopment.
M. Minges From the materialdevelopme,R view, Iam bothencouraged
_ and discouragedby what [have heard th_lastthree days.
EncoUraged inthe sense thatwe are learninga lotofnew
thingsaboutmaterials,but llkethe planetaryprobe work,
for each questionwe answer intheprocess oftestingwe
raisetwo new questions. This situationdevelopsfrom
What Mike Sellenwas sayinsaboutthe multiplicityofparsin-
g.. etet_sthat muat be at leastconsidered if not actuallyintro-
-_!. duced in_xperimentallyevaluatingand characterizingthe
). Materialsforspacecraftuse. Thus, Iwould ask the
=_ question of either the people who develop the materials and
i" rUff the tests on them, the characterization te_ts, or the
_: spacecraftdesigners: "Can we come up with an agreed
_'_ upon ilstof parameters and evalttationsthatw_ ought tobe
......'_. condue_ag on matei'ialstoassure dependablesystem
=_i desigtI?" Can We stat_dardtze on the tests that we should
be performing so thattheywillbe reasonablycomplete in
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;: _- physical principal sense, but not get i_to overkill in
'i_' terms of time and resou_,_es ruqutred,_ Another issue
i_ relatestOthe levelotmaterialsdevelopment funding,
i_ becaus_ i feelwe ai+esomewhat out on a limb in developln_
electric_Uycondtw_Ivematerialsfor spacecraftsystems.
<_. The turtdingisVery maz'gin-1inmy view relativetothe
-'i risk associated with the developments. I think that con-
i, ductivepaintsisone typicale)tarnple,Idonttfeelinthe
'_ near term that we are going to get a conductive satellite .,.
_.i paintthathas anywhere near the desirabletherfnalcorltrol
_' charaCteriSticsthatwe wottldlike. We can always finda
_, coziducttV_ black paint Or a _reezi One but you pay fOZ_ thatT
'_' ikz terms ot the heat load you put h,to tile satellite because
'iI: these are net optimi_.edinthermal controlterms for
I': example. Irtour Air Farce interagencydeliberationswith
NASA over thepastnumber ofyears, the net resultisthat
NASA..islookingtoward theAir Force toput most ofthe
fundsintomaterialsdevelopment. W.ell,we have responded i
positively,but itisa modest sum, overall. Further, ixl
asSesSixtgwhat tsgoittgon IrkEurope it{smy opit_i0nthat
i+
t; there i_ very little materials development.work there,
_' althoughWe are lookingmore Closely. So again,Ifeel
; thatwe have bniya mode.Stamount of hmdlng considering
! the magnitude ot the problem, and I hope that this funding
_!i in materials developmetit isn't swamped by the complexi-
ties of the testingdata that isrequired.
"" A. Ros_n Iwould liketoopen the discussionso thatpanelmembers
_; couldask otherpanel members questionsfirstbeforeop_n-
i ingitup tOthe audience. CharllePike httda questiollthat
wa_ direct_d to Eldon Whipple.
_: C. Pik_ in your comments withregard to requirements rot a model
.- _or $CATHAo towhat lev_lof geometrLca[detail do you
'I" Peelwe should go intotoa_cux+atelymodH thespacecraft
+_,_ configuration. What level at matl_emati_ai detail is
_o_
: /+equtred, irl your opinion, tot this modellug.
_! E. Whipple Well, Ihaven+treallythoughtai_outthat, Iguess my
o:i,!, intuitivefeelingisthat,as you kiloS,SCATHA isa very
!. complicated satellite. It has lots of Booms, n vei-y long
:, afiteriflaormeasuring electricfields, several shorter +
i Be7
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boO_S toe meaS_ei_g sheath and Spacecraft x'el_ted elec-
tric fields, and a magnetometer l_oom. I think that we
shmild--haVe son_ethlng that is reallst_ enough° that the
rough sttrtace features _tre represented. It should have
booms in some c,.-ude Sense, the antenna, the ma_l_eto-
meter boom and it shouid also simulate the surface, the
gross surface properties. YOU Imow where there _re
Insulat0rS and Should represent with an Insulating model
and, where it is conducting, witll a conducting model. Not Gm_
in the centttneter scale perhaps, but certaln_y on the ten
centimeter scale.
A. Rosen I have a question appropriate to this topiC. Ddring this
corderence _ve heard models described tha_ ran the whole
gamut from simple circuits, lumped circuitS, to very ele_-
gant three-dimensional, dyi_mlcal computer codes that
simulate the trajectories o_ particles coming in. Are the
simple models at aU -_aluable.9 They are much easier to
operate at this time anti very easy to discuss and analy_e
and know what yOU are getting. Are they worthless 9 What
is your feeling about simple models at this time?
E. Whipple Well, I think simple models are very valuable. They sez've
to illustrate the basic physical r_rocesses tl_ _.are going on.
They serve to eliminate proce/_seS tli_.t are not _here and
help you to get at the right otles and in the work that I have
done inthe pasfwhere t hav_ had _.vwoery aboutloW energy
particle measurements, it has always surprised me how
well a very crude model can describe the data. FOr exam-
ple, I sho_ed a Slide in my talk Where I had electron
eli,-rent as a l_mlction of voltage. Well, I used the Debye
potential to model the potential distribution around the
sphere. We lmo_ that is not an aCCurate solution, but it
_tt the dater extremely well. And lOokiflg back on it after
we did it. I think we Can explain why. But certainly the
very simple representations, I think, can be very usetul
and surprisingly _ood in those cases.
M. Bunn Elden, in considering the SCATHA vehicle, in p_rtieular,
to get a fit_st Order effect approximation, lefts say. whht
effects do you thinR _e cotfld assum_ awaty? I see that we
have to rtih _h_ simple models to try _o get to the ititernal
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response of the system. And I-also think tha_ we hav._ to
do some extensive in depth modeling so that the experimen-
ters w_,!l know what l_ going on ifl that sheath _'egton. The
problem is that it is going to happen in reverse. If you
have the all-up modeling to show you which were 2nd and
3_d order effects, then you could go into the simple model-
ing and do it right. Is there a way of coming up with the
2nd or 3rd order effect without the all-up modeling so that
the simple modellingcan be conductednow when you need
it? And thenhave theall-upsheathmodeling, what you
call3-D modeling, corttinueinthe future.
E. Whipple Iam not sure Iunderstandcompletelywhat you are asking,
but Ithinkwhat Ihave inmind is,firstotall,when SCATHA
goes up, Joe Fennel for example0 isgoing tohave his
booms outthere tomeasure the sheathfields.Well, I
thinkthe zero order thingwe need isthe geometry. That
sortofdetermines the gross featuresofthe electricfield
pattern. Now we need the geometry and we would rieedthe
surfacepropertie._.Ithlrtkthatkindofa 3-D model, you
know have 3-dimensibns with realgeometry but n_gl_ct
space charge and don'tworry about effectsofphotbel,_isslon
on the sheath or even effects of the plasma, the environ-
mental plasma, on the sheath. I think that will probably
' givea prettygood r'epresentationofgross electricfleltl
configuration.Now, we are not. Idon'tthink,e_renatthat
pt_tntyet. We may be close toitbecause ifybu neglect
: space charge itreduces tojustsolvingPoisson'sproblem
'. for complicatedgeometry and thatshoUldnWtbe toohard to
do. And the nextstepwould be to put intheparticlesand
merely see where theygo, totrack them from theirsource
throughthesystem and thenback outagain or towherever
they go, And thatwillgiveyou a feelingfor the lookangl,_s
forthe instruments. YoU know, what are theyseeingWhen
they look itito a _ertain direction. And that is the first !
question that expex'tmenters will start askitlg; when they
see particles, they Want to know what it is that they are i
seeing. Are theyphotoelectrons,are theyenvironmental i
eiectrohs,where have _heybeen accelerated? And _hat i
kindofquestlonyotlshouldbe abletoanswer wlththiskind I
t
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__i,' of a simple, simple in the sense that it.is not self consis-
:" tent, lYtttcomplicated in the set_se that it really repi'esents
the geometry. But we kno_v how to solve that sort of p_ob-
_ lem. Does that answer' your question?
_=_! M. Bunn Yes. I have just been tryit_ to get a handle on 1_o_ we _o
2 about thl_ whole modelling techniqu_, and the way that I see
_ it is probably at_out what you described where we take a
i: relatively simple model to find out how the vehicle is gotn_
_i to respond, as soon as possible. Some ground tests should
:i!' _ _theh be pe=_formed in brder to understand it more when it
_ gets into orbit and to verify this model, and then to continue
_, in the more complicated modeling for the experimenters.! _
_!i I that t should add here. My view-
E. Whipple Yes, guess one thing
i_i point. I think, probably represents pretty much tho_e o.r
_ the experimenter's where we are more interested in the
', science of what is going on at-ound the vehicle and not to
_=_
,=_: flrst order in anomalies in the spacecraft. ,_lthough if
;-_ something happens, we are goinc to be very interested.
i_. But the kind of modeling that i described may not sufV.ce
!_ for gettin_ at when dlscliarges would occur. So that may
riot be sUfftcietlt for what yott wattt eventtmlly, btit I think
that i_ _hat the experimenters want to analyze their data•A Rosen I'll recognize Bob Lovell at this point. Did yoti want to
i _i ask a question?
,_, R. Lovell t wotitd just like to say somethittg and get everyone's
response here• When we ask a question about how much is
enough in anyone of these areas, wh_ther it is modeling,
_; materials developrr ent or whatever, I would like to thihk it
;_i!, of the spacecraft charging pz'oblem in terms of how it I
:_ manifesteditself.There are foul',levelsthatIsee. The I
_ first thing that we see is EMI. And that is an irntnediate
=:! problem attd I thihk one tha_ is on the top of the pile. That
_ _ is th_ first thing that we have to handle. The next is mate-
!_ r|al degradation. You might recall _rom some ot the talks t
i
tidal some of the material doe_ g_t destroyed and for some !
mission we wotfld s_e some thermal problems arid I think t
?;'_ that is the next level. Tl_e third level Is what I would call
_ cotitami_iatlon. Aftel- yott Sol_e the other- two, you might
= ti
°_.
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be worried about what comes back to the satellite and fouls
up your optical sut`races Or that sort of thirty. Finally, the
science. The people _hb want to do science missions may
require very sophisticated models and precise control.
When we are worktn_ on this problem, that l_ the prioPlty
that I perceive and i hope we have agPeed on the priority
here. I would like some feedback on it. We have tc start
at the top of that and go down. Now when we introduced the
SCATHA in out' program, which is a big investment and a
inecessary st_p, thatmay requirethatyou get very sophia- _'_
tiCated to get everything out of SCATHA that you need so t
that-youcan come back around and have those answers. 1J
Whip_.le itbothers me a littlethatyou put scienceatthebottom of I
I
E.
those four Levels. I thlnk, maybe that your point is that i
Spacecrafthas tosuz'vivebeforewe can do thescience, and i
that is lair enough. 1
R. Lovell i thittk that our customers out there in the world are mostly
operational people these days, arid they're the ones flaying 1
the problems, i!
S. Bower one might pittita differentway and Lthinkwe must be a
li_.tlebitcaeeful. Among til_contractorsand the people ]
who designthese things,there isa heck ota lot".,ore man- /i
power thet`ethanthere ishere. That is, a lot_horecon-
_entrated manpower who at`e closer to the problem. They /
a_'e goin& to come up with some fairly clever solutions onct _
they see what the basic situation is. They'll ccme up with
some rather simple tlxes for some of these things that
won't requirea Lotofscienceand we,itcome alonglater
With a lot of science and by the time we do, there will be "
fixes that people will be using in geiseral. Alo'a_ the same
line t wo-ld like to make the comment that regardless of
what any grot_p sUCh as this does in comiftg oU: with ape,c- ;i
ifications or requirements, the individual p/-og_'am offices ..4
will make the decisions. We will not dictate to them. Their
I life is totally one of making decistotis and tradeoffs. The i
first qtiestion that they'i'e going to ask on any or this _tuft i
is what does it welsh, what is the c,-)_t, arid v#hat is the
scheduling impact ? The next question they are going to
ask is what are my alternatives, and tiley are going to i
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- insiat on alternatives. The ne_tt question is going to be
what if ! don't do anythlttg, what do I los_ ? And on the
basis of that they may tell us to drop de>d, _h_y at'e rot
goln_ to do anythittg. In fact, this has hapncned in the pa_t.
I hate to be so b_.utal and so practical, but this is the way
programs run.
C. Pike I want to amplify a little bit oli my initial comment in
:_ regards to what is ultimately turned over to the program
office:;and the contractor community. The re:,ultshould _
be in a simple and boiled down form; but not at the _.xpense
of some very fine scient_.ficrcse,_rch which is something
that we r_ally don't want to lose sight of. The problem is,
_: from a physics and engineering point-of-view, extremely
_ complex. The community that is working this problem
_ must keep in their mind that the ultimate product must be
something in a tlseful form. It'_ a comment I made earlier
_:° and I make again.
!.x A. Rosett I would like to put in perspective some of the comments that
:_ have been matle. We are operating on a variety of levels
and I feel _Ith Elden that science s'_ouldnot be at the bottom
of the pile. On the othee hand, in many cases we are talk-
_: ing about spacecraft that have ob)ectives tha _. are nonscien-
tif|c, yet we are looking to thes,_ spacecraft to Carry environ-
mental monitors, to do _cienti'.ic ahalysis. There is no
question that a lot of work has to be done in the scientific
; areas; however, programs _ ith nonscientific objectives are
not interested in the scietm,_per se. They are intereated in
r design fixes accomplished in the simplest possible way with
;_ the least expenditure of money. The thing that we cal_ do
as scientists is come up with methods of doing these things
eeotmmieally0 and efficiently. From their point of view,
i our greatest set'vice.would be to flied methods of giving them
the necessary assur_.nce of the integrity of their design and
have them do nothirJg. I Would like to open this discussion
_ up to the £oor.
_::_: A. V am_ola Obviousty, the pt:rpose of this conference is to design c,r
i.
come up with some sort of specification to design spacecraft
to. Th@ modelmg, the materials development, all these
h
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_ things are means to an efld as far as th_ spacevraft Oom-
_ , _tmtty is0oricerned,althoughthes_i_ntltiCcommunity
o_
_o_ may consider it an end in itself. We have been given some
-i_: data 0y D_. Gore _hich shows that p_ying attention to de-
tails ot sig_ttl conditioning on a spacecraft which is other-
_;_ wise quite dirty from a charging point of viev_ can, m fact,
:_ ' alleviate most of the problems and i would like to ask _tu
_:', _ Bower what is Ills opinion after seetng _11 the material
_. i_ presented the last three days. WhJtt is the possibility of
_i_ sittin_ down right now and writing a specification that would
_ have a high probability of producing a spacecraft that would "_"
_S not go bump in the ttlght ?
_i S. Bowel- i _hink there is a pretty good probability with one exceptiorl,
_!._ which l mentioned this morning when I was tallting; namely,
---., the concern that I have for how large an area will discharge
-:_::_ at once. Althottgh thereare some reasons fo_ believing
::i thatitisnot going tobe thewhole surface,there isno rig-
orous proo£availableobviously. This causes some concern.
--_ We have a handle on about how large an area; if we had a
better handle on the size of the pulse, I think the probabilityi,_ is pretty good anti it i_ ba_ed on two things. We can basic-
_ ally identify the char_tctertstlcs of the discharges that take
_!, place_nd where theywbSildtakeplace. Secondly,thecorl-
tractorsechoare designingthe satellitehave access, in
_ g_neral, to the kinds of intoi'mation generated from the= ':!_•
-_ work that NASA Lewis hgs done and the design handbook
=e_ which they are working on. So they have a clue at_d a
_" starting point and then beyond that it is based on tl_e fact
that the desiRrters themselves are fairly sharp people who
know theirsystems, and _-,enthe basiccircumstance are
quitecapableofdesi_,mg arourtdtheseproblems. They
!: have been doing itfor years. ,
._' E. Whipple May t _k a question? I guess this should be addressed to
__ Bob Lovell or john Stevens. This represents a discussion
-_ in that hall, i think yesterday, commenting on the fact that
_ it appears, for ex_tmple, in ATS 5 and n; _.s far _ts we
o_
_,_ know, we have had nc anomalies. And i think the NASA
_, spu,cecraft have not experienced as many anomalies ih this
environment as some of the othei- ono._. and i know tha_
° _ 893
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Bob and John began to look into that. I think ... wtdl let
them speak for themselves, l am just interested if they
have arty comments as to why that might be so.
R. Lovell Let me just say something and let John finish it up. Ablaut
a year and one-halt ago, John, Stu Bower and my._clf,
travelled around to industt'y and we asked some question._.
How do you build your-._ate, llite? And we picked out ,_elee-
tively some compa,ies that we knew who had satellite_ up
that were not having problems and some ¢hat did. We did _..
not, systematically, put that information together and
follow through on it. We are delinquent in that. That is,
it is out" intent to rectify that, to do that and get that infor-
mation out. I thittk, in terms of conclusions, at that time,
the ones I remember ave the same things I heard today. If j
you pay attention to grounding and shielding, and you do a _1
good job, whatever that really means, then you are not it
going to have trouble..I am not sure tnat we see that. The t
biggest doubt in my mind is associated with CTS. 2_'hen we
were working on CTS, we concluded that if wO did all those i
good thittgs it would be heavy like a l_rick house. CTS was i
a very light weight, relativ_Iy opeti spacecraft. I don't
know what Vic Gor_ has to say about it, I think he _aid a
couple of anomalies, but I really don't think we have space- ,
craft charging anomalies ot_ CTS. !
J. Stevens As a result of the tour that we took through the aerospace
industry, it became evident to us, that the satellit_s that
were experiencing anohmlies were the ones that used com-
puter level logic and stored commands.. ']'hose _atelIit_s
that are btfllding in the possible source o_ anomalies, i
because the satellite is cotifigured such that any upset
wo_Id start a whole series of commands. The NASA satel-
lites, the ATS 5 arid 6 attd the SMS satellites were basically
controlled from the ground. There was really w_ry little
that could get them into trouble. The SMS used latching
relays. The fITS 6 depressed the logic levels so that it
took sornethlttg like a i5 volt spike tO get the logic to change
state. This is in addition, of course, to SMS and AT.q (i's
Faraday cage, and the shielded _¢'tre. Stu Bower's com-
ment at the time was that operational :;atellites didn't hate i4
i
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large weigh( rnae_inn and you probably eouldnit do 0very-
_ thlttg that was done for thO NASA satellites. Exactly how
'_ much was really required we were never able to figure (Jut.
, L l_ower lit regard to youl" referetiee to my remark. W_ c¢,uld nc_t
;=_ afford the weight of rf shieldl_g which wa._ done on ATS 6.
Now of course that was done becaus_ the body (Jr the satel-
_ IRe, all the electronics, sit right in the main antenna
_,: beam and tl_e concern was with the up._ets from the thain _-.
i o_ antenna beam, The fixes that are handled by logic design
_"< ii
i :'i essentially add no weight to the program as I mentioned
_ _' this mvrnlng. We did go back and redesign a satellite
: which is a very ,mdesirable thing to do, We want to do it
i !'_ in first place.
_' A. aosen Ray Goldsteln had a questibn. Do you still have it ? |t was
__'_,_ answered. Okay.
!-;i
! i M. Sellen One sort of thing when-I'm sitting around where anomalies
t_ are being distu_sed is the scz't ot f'rustrating feeling you
_. ha,_ewith.very littleamount ofdata on what actuallygoes
_ on in the spacecraft. You have a tev_ termltmls that give
i_i" you numbers and atthatstageyou finallycan defitm
F _ whether you have an anomaly or nbt justo'1 the basis of the
}. itifortnation you get oft of that. And if keeping thebird on
_,' theairandhavingitdoitsappointedthing, whichistrans-
'_ mittin_ messages or something llke that, it is the prima_'yfUnction of the mission, then you can very well say, hey we
_ might already be there. The only other thing, of course,i !} is saylng that we don't really know what is happening on the
i__ sUrfaCe of the spacecrah" except those things that happen at
i ;_: the time you have the ell'cults on. And if you look into the
!_!_= science,you can say, was ),ourscienceanomalous _.Well
•_ if _ou happen to know what, the ambient particles in spac_i _ "
t _ were at that moment, and know that your ihstruments were
L"_" turningout a dltf_.rentresult,thehyes you have _otan
_i' anomaly. But there i_ no way of knowing directly in that
L4. ciL'cumstance.whether tt was anomalous or not. You have
i=_! cnly the data from your terminals. And I think this forms
one of the bases. I would like to come back to _omething
!"_): We talked about late_. This isone of theplaceswhere you
i:_°_i' get p4_rspeetive, Arid a Ivboratory allows you to have some
i i
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command over the parameters that you are lmposih/{ bti
this thfag. Arid It the thirtg0 with its limited dtaffttosttW
that exist on the spacect-aft Or a model 6f a spa_ect'bft,
doesn't tell you the t'tBht things, then you know you have
got an anomaly. An_ most ot the time you just _imply
dontt have that capability. It Is very easy to take a small
model of the spacecraft and put it in and have a sensor" give
you the same ans_ser for 15 different conditions, but it
gives only one klflti ot reading, and you carl twist it around
all over the place. And that is valuable in terms ot what
we _'eblly knoxv about what,s happening on the sp&cecra_t.
We knov/ a very limited amourit. My experience is true in
the other way. I think half the loading you charge to parti_le
data is wrong and the other half is questionable. What is
very difficult for some poor devil Who tlSS spent five yeats
on the instrument, you Rnowo is to say that. It shows up
tn the JGR.
J. Laframbc.ise I have three comments to make. First o£ all i thl_k filet
the entit'e situation that we have been discussitll_ this Week
i_ a classic result OFnegle_'.ting b_sle scletAce. I tidnk that
is somethln_ that ought tO be obvious to eve_'yotie ,_hois
l_ere, but I think there are still a lot of people who dvn_
like to hear that kind of thing. About ten years ago, tt ,d
became very difficult tot' people to talk anybody into hang-
ing particle anti field expei-tments on _atellite_. And I
think the total cost of _vhat has happened may very well be
greater than th_ money that was saved at the time. Tl_at ts
my first comment. My second comment ts in rega_'d to
numerical models. As the proposer' of eithe_ rite only tWo-
dimensional nume_-lcal model that has been discussed, or
one of the only two (1 am not sttve whether Lee Parker
would refer to his model as "two-dimeflstofl_l"}, I want to
t_lk about the Impoi'tance of t_o-dtmenstonal models.
Three have been a lot Ot one-dimensional models and there
is a Very Impressive three-dimerisional model that has been
described. A tWo-dimensiotml _odel is the simplest model
that you can think of, v_hlch Is goitre to give you the basic
feature of this problem, and that is the asyfmneti'y between
stinlit and shaded areas. One-dimensional mode}s can,t do
It, stud three-difnensiotiai modeis az'e more elaborate than
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you need, to do that, So I think that two-dimct_ionnl
modOls will turn out to be extremely important in getting
at a lot ot the basic phy._ics that 1._ tnvcAvcd in thL_ problem.
Finally, I would like to make an analogy to a :4tuation in
aircraft design. Now, when ._omeone roll_ a new airplane
out of the hangar, you already _now it is going to fly,
furthermore you know exactly how it is goittg to fly. You
probably ha_c got a simulator built and trained pilots
already. That,s because there are computer codes for
simtthtting the pertormaflce of that airplane at all levels
or con:piexity. There are many, they overlap. There arc
some simple ones that illustrate basic phenomena and
there are some complicated ones that give you three sig-
nificant digits or more. I think that ten vr twenty years
from now, hopefully that will be the situation in the design
of synchroflous spacecraft. There will be codes available
that will give you that kind of confidence.
A. Rosen Lee, dO you want to comment?
L. Paf'ker Well, the model that I showetl has at1 _-Z geometry. It
couitl be called 2-1/2-dimensiohal i/' you add up all the
V_lOctty and configurational dimensions, el- 2-dimensionai
if you plotted in R-Z space.
S. DeForest I would like to comment just a little bit on the very first
sentence you made. I donet thiflk that basic physics has
been neglected. Gee, ! knew thes_ things were charged up
in 1967. The people at Lockheed a_d I wrote a letter to the
ATS project offic_ and we quoted things all the _ay back to
1924 whi,.'h showed that they _#buid charge up. And they do
charge up. We have tht luthorup here, P.ejean Grard, who
sponsored a similar symposium, I think back in 1971, who
p/'ittted a book, this one very trice book. The stuff has beett
around _ora long time. I donq think ttfs neglected basic
physics. I tnink it's neglected anthropology. That kind of
i problem.
J. Laframboise Okay, but Ithinkyouql probablyag_'eethattncase_ where
anomalies occur, there are hardly any caae_ where there
i_ iilstz_ nentalion on the same spacecraft to see what the
environment wa_.
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M. Selletl I thirtk everyone Is h frl_nd to the computer and there i,_ no
dt_ubt but what it's going, you l_ow, to increase productiw
lty arid do a van|ely o£ things. What I think might bc imVor-
tant to keep lh mind thot_gh about the computer designed
airptan0 as well as the computer d0slgned spacecrah, that
as far as ... if we look into avaiatton ht_tory there are
those occasional brushes with reality and I can think or
i_ three, but I am sure there are more: which _as the retro-
fit of the Electra wing, the landing speed and angle of attack _-
of 727 and the DC-10 baggage door. ,_AI of which, I am
sure, you know, were not picked up in the comVuter. I
think we a_e going to find quite a bit more as we go through
there. Clearly, people will make use. of analysis. What I
was trying to argue for was some kind of check ov open
loop analysis. It, literally, gets fascinated with, you know,
the complexity and brilliance _ its codes and sort of goes
open loop without an experiment.
A. ilosen Pete Stadler, you want to make a comment and possibly
shO_ some charts ?
P. Stadle_ Let me ask a tlUestion in the light of the previous comments,
and hopefully not to produce any emotionalism. Let us put
on the communication satellite program manag_'ts hat and
ask what can be gained by knowing the environment, what
advantage is there to him in putting sensors on the space-
craft? How can we motivate program managers to add
sensors ?
J. Laframboise Do you want me to answer that ?
A. Rosen No, anybody in the room?
:_ j. Laf_,ambotse I gness tt is a matter' of what one thinks is going to _avt_
money. And I have a feeling that knowing what is going on,
tsthebestway to save money ii_the longrun.
P. Stadier Look, Iknow thatsoillethittgupset-lnduclngwas going on,
J. Laframbois0 Yes, bOt you don'tknow what the environmentwas. And if
a problem occurred and you don'tknow what theenviron-
mViltwas, then itisvery difficultto desigr)a spacecraftin
the futurethatisn'tgoingto have thatpz'oblem.
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P. Stad|et" Let'_ r0duce it to _omething reasonable. The kind of
,_onaorn that |'m talking about aPO those which you can
possibly convince _omebody to fly o,_ an operational corn-
" municationa _pacocraR. Arc you ,alklng about a ._en._or of
5 volta in a apace of leas than h_,lf a cubic l'oot ? What can
: you really tell about the environmen_ with those :retail
_ensor._ .o
J. Laframboise Well, obvioualy there are going to be different kinds of
spaeecrcR with more or less elaborate sensors_
S. DeFot'_st Can i address this, ju_:t _ minute? Let'_ assume that
: your spacecraft doesn't exist in a vacuum. I,et's assume
°_ that you liave got this little thing that yoU've put on there,
:- a noise sensor, maybe a simple Faraday cup, and then
suppose you have a continuing program of mOnito,'thg the
envtronmetR. Then I would say, you've got it. If you've
just got your simpl_, you know, half a kilogram, 10 bits
per second so_aething or other and don't know anything
else about the env_,:onment, maybe you're trying to corre-
late _,ith a grovnd base stattori or something. Then, I
a_ree, you*re going to get vei-y little information. Eternal
.z,j
vigilence is the price of liberty. Tha_' is what we have got
._ to have. We've got to know what is going o_ up there. Ii-' am sayingthe millionand one-halfdollartypeplasma
•,. analyzer,you don'tneed on everything.Okay? But you
should have one somewhere. Doing something. And may-
..,, be cheaper. I don't know. But you should have something
up there all the time. And if you have very, very simple
i_oise monitors, plasma type things, on the vehicle itself,
which is being effected. And then I think we can apply
physics. SCAT_A and GEOS both have good instruments.
R. LoVell I wou,_d give you the answer to that question, If you put a
simple senaoi _ on, like th? ones that were discussed here
today, and If you ape project manager° then I would tell y,_,_
the reason you should put it on it' you don_t care at all about
helping the science community is tha* when you have an
_" anomaly on your spacecraft,youql _ave yourself_ome
: money in your failure re_,iew acti_ities. A very _eriou_
_ point because we have _een it. Dr. Gore mentioned it,
maybe you dldn*t catch it today. Whenever there is a
-':_ 899
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< prohiern on CTs, th_ very first place they go l._ the trans-!
-_. tent effect comttcr _nd say "What I_appene_?" So, it'll
sa_e you money and it's u_eful to help explain to your boss
why somethirtg fouled up.
ii_ A. Rosen I would like to suppol't this.
i
i E. Smith Is itworth half a million dolla_s?
'i
!: R. LovelI No, I dontt think it is worth a halF-a-million dollars. What i
_<_: question am ianswerlrig_,. _,-
(.
_: E,--SmJ._ ......... How much money ax'ewe going to save aga_st the cost of
=_ the machine
i'
! R. Lovell W_.ll, the instrument is sirnple° Which I thought his questiort
_--{
'_ was. He is ._hakinghis head, yes, and you're.saylng no....
__ E. Smith When you have to make changes to an existing system,
-:_ including the changes in software, telemetry, allthe other
'_- sttiff,itis.about a $200K change on a military system,
before you start. Now you add $5K instrUment on top o£ it.
Itcosts you $205K. NOW how are you going to save money?
_-_ j. Napoli I would like to answer that questio_. I think I can answer
_! that question by trying to explain the commercial environ-
_: ment for satellites. I guess there are about ten cornmer- ]l 1
!; clal satelUte_ in the geosynchronous altltudeand these
i,i companies plan to be there. These missions were all _!
!< seven to eight years. Ityou could put a means of detecting i
_s or trying to correlate an anornalous onboard catastrophic i_
-_: failure, okay, against something that is induced by the
environment or something else that is related to the space-
craft charg{ng, which __uses the catastrophic failure which
_' gives you only a three year bird; you have lost six years,
_ or you have lost _ouv years ot revenue, at two million
_I! dollars a channel, twenty-four channels. That is a lot of
_' money. Versus a 205 thousand dollar saving. This is from
{
a commercial standpoint.
1 Audience The r_al answer you need to _Ive and what you care aboot
ii! in these operational systems is the fact that you have _i
=_"_ bird Up there operating, and ifyou convince people that by
---:_< putting on a sensor, you are going to be able to solve these
_:i'_ pi,oblems _aste|',so that you have longer lifesatellites,
_i. 900
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i=_ they _v{ll fly those sensors. Just to get data, they won,t
...._. fly them.
i J. Napoli Well, I think thut t_ another problem. I thtt_k _ problem
' here, too. is ff you look at these commet_clal pr_g_'atusthere is a budget, a very competitive atmosphel, e, nd if
- !I
__--_i you look at the people in the bu3iness, COMSAT, Western
_.- Union, RCA, the Canadians, well i guess the Canadians :I
i really don_t have much con_petitlon, lrdt their type programs,
_ two year prof,-ares, these are heavy insent_ves' on the con- o.. _!_1 _ .
i-_f tractor to deliver in two years. We dori,t have this luxury
_:; of running all these test p.r_gl-ams we would like to see and |
i_i. then agaill if yotl do go up and you are maybe lucky, llkeis, in not having anomalies at at10 try to go back andRCA
: convince management to fly on the third, on F-3 and F-4, ]
_ fly a monitor on there, it is a difficult thing to do at thi_
• 1
_:_:_ E. Whipple It s_ems to me that we are purling the cart before the horse
....._ a little bit. We have been talking about flying sensors to
I_ tiedout why we have anomalies. And really_vhatwe want
" to dO is be able to avoid anomalies in t_e flr_t place. NOw,if you have a sensor that just tells you that yot_ had snore-ig k
: _ -' _ altes, arid maybe _orrelates it with something in the
_: y environment, that is fine for analyzing what has happened,
: _ but maybe your spacecraft is dead by then. Now, hopefully
ijl_ by flyingsome o_theseenvironmental seasons we can
findsomething out inthe environment thatisa precursor
_
_ forwhat Causes the problem. Sherman DeForest has shown
that these injection events correlate with a high charging
_:_i' _tates or the spacecraft. It think it is very likely that these
_ injection events that happen in the magnetosphe_,e are pre-
__ figuredor preshadowetiby some klntlo_ electromagtletic
wave. Antlifwe couid identifysuch a thingantluse thatas
_: a warning si_al, thatwould reallybe valuable. Therlwe
'°_' l couldshut down the satelllte,waittlntilthe evefitisover,[
oi afltithen gO back Up a_ain.
" C. Pike Iwould liketoamplifyon thataridsay thatIftnd_edthere: )'
_i! is a si_hatUre -| see a representative f_-om the Air We_ither
°i=i S_rvice h_re, Capt. Halcrow - if there is a firm operational
_" reqt_irement _'_r monitoring, and if there is, indeed, an
:i': 901
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enVi_ont_efltal siena' ,'e which one could realistically mon-
itor, then that iS something that really tails within the Ai_
Weather _ex'vlce_s peevue of responsibility.
M. Bunn I think I would like to offer another answer to Ed Smlth_s
question as to how you justify that $205K. On the DSCS
program during a 2 year period, we spent about $200K just
studying anomalies that we were expertetlctng, And that
doesn,t account for the cost of the fixes after we decided ,_.
what we were going to fix.
A. Rosen Capt. Bunn, with due respect, I want to say that the amount
that was spent was well in excess of $200K.
M. Bunn Thank you. That just reinforces my... i
A. RoSen It does ? BecaUse ttte amount that x#as actually spent in-
vo!:es a team of over flRy people who traced various
aspects ot the anomalies. I would guess that in terms of
the four or five anomalies studies that I was able to observe.
the amount spent was much closer tO two tO eight million
dollars. The amount that #vas spent in our group alone,
_tnd that is just the anaiysis _ro_tp, to stutiy the environ-
ment to try to pill dOWl_the phenomena and try to get J
Sherman DeForest antianybody else involvedinthis,was
wellinexcess ,of$200K. W
M. Buml Iguess Iwould stilllketo see monitors on thosebirds
rightnow antiIha_,ebeen trying._ut itisdifficult,as
Pete know_.
P. Stadler Wouldn't itbe appropx'iatefor thisgroul:,toconsolidate
these arguments and tryto present, as one of the z'esults
ofthiscottference,a recommendattou, withs,,.,.bstanttattng
arguments, thatwe shouttiflysensors on each military
sateillteand/or com_'_-rcialsate11Re. Wouldn't thatbe
helpfulatthistime?
R. Lovell I think tliat iS a _0oti idea anti I think we should take it as
at1 action iteivi _oi. the Steering G_.oUp. i tl_ink that is a
good idea.
j. Napoli I go along with that idea.
R. L_veil We will do that.
¢
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,A. Rosen Y01_have my eflOouragem,_.nt also.
,A. Mtlelenberg The concept is that millions of dollat`s are being program-
reed insuring a couple of ;spacecraft from failure. It seems
t`idlcu_ot_s riot to put a couple hundred thOt_sand dollars into
on board monitoring, which has praetieP, lly the same prob- !
ability of failure these days. The other thing is that looking
at'some of the massive data, y_u can see the onslought of _"
these substorms in time to warn people to get on the stick,
something is _olr_g to happen. Is it going to happen or is it
not, even if you have ten minute warning. If you know what
to look,for,you can prepare _or itmost oftL 'tree. You
can takecare of it. It.isir_plcinsurance.
-audience.• Itis a bitofa change intopicbut earlieron the firstday
we talkedabout activecontrol,electronemitterson ATS 5,
6 and there wiil be some on SCATHA,. How do the program
peoplefee!aboutputtingactivecontrolon theirsatellite?
M. Bunn iguess from my standpointI reallycan'tanswer that
ques_O_o.,,_il_e findoutwhat happens on the SC,ATH,A
bled Withthe activecontrolson that.
,a.Rosen Bob, Wot'd yOU liketotry tllatalso fi'Omthe N,ASA poin_
._ of view?
• R, Lovell Well, N.ASA'ssatellitesa:'emore in tilesciencecategory.
.. Ithinkthereisnot any doubtthatthere isa desireto re-
duce the potentialtovery low levelsand thatwillprobably
takean activecontroldevice. Iam not sure what kind
thatwillbe.. Inout'program thatI talkedabout earlier,
• We had layed otlta fairlyclear pathtoget there where the
development of passive{mainlymaterials)and activecon-
troldevices (thin_slikeshinninglightbulbs, squirtingout
electronsaad whatever}_#illbe investigated.Itisdown
stream because you need .the kind of wot'k |hat the modelers
and rite envirorlmetitai peopl_ are doing before you can
bl_gifi to really evaluate.
M. Bunn Let me add something here. If you cah't get the operational
systems to put a $200K mor, ltor on, you're not going to get
them to put on an active electron gun or whatever. I think
it has to be flown experimentally which is being done on
Sc,ATH,A, although probably not all the pos._'ible active
devices, but it will give u,q a handle.
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=_ C. Pike I wotfld like to add that the Ai_' Force Geophysics Lab is
i_ putting the electron _nd ion beam systeff_ on the SCATHA
!_ satellite0 and the objective of the experiment is technique
_ development for vehicle charge control _xid to come up
_ with, essentially, ho_ to do it ih effective f,_shton. Our
!-i_ program will be complimented with the ATS 5 and _ results.
,-, M. Minges I would like to present an analogy with active thermal con-
i_--':r: troL. From the Air Force point of view, one of the prin-
i _ cipal desib_n objectives is long life satellites, in the range _"[:i
i, fronl five to ten years. If you can provide an active space-
i:! craft char.ge control system vJith no moving l_rt_, if it[ ,
i t_ doesn't weigh much, and it you can assure a high level of
i_':_ reliabilityfor the fivetoten year period,thenyou would
i_:: get a responsive audience. If you can't demonstrate that,
_ then I think operatioflai acceptance of any active system
!/' would be difficulttOachieve.i
[7
[_ A. Rosen Ray Goldstein, would you like _o comment on this question_
r R. Goldatein I think I would have to disting'_liSh between two kinds of
i spacecraft. The _ervice typecomn.unlc_tionsatelliteis
i_ basicallyup thez'e,runs, a:_dispassiSte.The other type
[_; is the on_ that NA_tA is pt-lmarily ihvolved in, the science :
: typeof satellite.My feelingisthatitispossiblewith
q[_\ passive methods, that is, materials, clrcuitr_ and whatnot,
.... tohave a spacecraftina chargingent,ironment withoiltany
_t upset. That was pre_,iously •mentioned, for example° for
_ ATS 6..Bob Loveliand John Stcvenstalkedaboutthe dif-
ferencesbetweetlthosespacecraftwhich dnn'tand other
,_pacecraftwhich do see anomalies. There isa difference
Y=i inthe philosophyofhow you builda spacecraft. So Ithink
i_. it is possible to build a sp_cec_'aft at iea_t with a protective
_i_ point-of-view, so that eveh exposed to the charl_ittg environ- ,me t it will survive. Th cost trade-off between putting in
_I_ fifty pounds of shielding v_rsus twenty pounds for an actU_e
:_ i controlde,riceme.stbe dotle.But from th_potnt-of-vle_ i
_i of a scientificsatelltt_,there isno questionthatinordel-
_ toj_etgood low etiergya_,_ayou need some sortofactiveas 1f,
' '_ well as inactive type of control. I ag_e_ with Mlk_ Seli@n
:: thatmost of the low eflei-gyparticl_d_ita_'tquestionab|e.
The case of Pioneer 10 and II, which was brieflymentioned
the otherday, isa good example.
ii'
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M. _ellen There is one other _.hi_ that you might waht to er_,_, _ize !
he_e, arid that is that it was yo_ kltow, a nice piece of tor-
tune th:_t one had a spacecraft that was geosy_chrohous mzd
that covld go into eclipse and come out and that had a par-
ticle counter oh it and could suddenly watch the spectra
shift tip and down by about ten kilovolts, and had etlough
passes at that sort of thing to cleat, ly identity the effect.
And yet, you know, a Jovian encounter is a Jovian encoun-
ter and there isn'.t thepossibilityofdoing somet_'_ re-
peatedlythere. And so specifically,ifyou tryno_._o
dividethe interestsalonghere intozttoSeSpacecraft
thathave very lirnitedencounterswithan invlronment,
itmay be a betterthlngtoput allk_.hdsof insurance
on thereand thenincludethe activedevit_. For thatsim-
ple reason, you have such a limitedtime and you have such
an unknown environmetR inwhich you ate going tohave to
operate anyway. I.don'thinkanyone r_allyhas an idea
what theJoviansittlationcan be incertainpasses.
Audience Iwould llketoatldressthisquestiontoSherman. With a
predictiveon-llnecapability,don,tyou feelthattheSpaCe
EnvlronfnetltLab at NOAA cotfltlbe a starttngpointfor
that ? Say the GOES data.
S. DeForest - It is a starting point. But as I said before we have a lot of
: salesproblems. Don Williams has been working foryears,
as you know I'm sore, to getplasma instrumentson board.
There are no plasma instrumentson board GOES. The
lowestenergy on any of those isa Solidstatedetectorwhich
catchesth_ tipperend ofthe injections.They ai-every Use-
fulspacecraft; partictfla_ly useftil are the magnetometers
on board which I have studied wi{h Joe Bat'field, beautiful
data, but it would be worth much more,.if there we_-e eveti
a simple plasma device on board. At the present time, i
don't think there are any plans for any plasma devices on
any o[ tht_ NOAA apaceeraR. Tha_, thing is a proper ftmction
and should be p_irsued.
I A udietiCe Why ?
I think because nobody has asked for them to do it.
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S. DeForest No, no. Doff has been tryia_ for years to get on; at least
: that0swhat he tellsme and the people_#howork for him ...
Poe _ottobelievethat. Isthereanyone from NOAA here
thatyou know of todetendyourself,I'IIwithdraw that.
..... : M. Btlnn . She,'man.
Could iinterjecta quick question? Hoq:do ._oufeelabout
the correlation between ground based magnetometer data
_nd activity at geosynchronOus for example ?
S. DeForest Okay, thatisa very good question. Actually,[had ,_lides _"
set asideearlierinthisarea, incase someone asked. In
terms of injection,when thereis injectiortof particlesat
geosynchronous altitude,there isa one toone,.never fail,
substorm bn the ground. The cla_sicatdefinitionsofan
auroralsubstorm, the southern most arc brighteiis,the
whole thing. There ax'efeatureson the grouna, particularly
_ along towards dawn in the "dangeroUs region, " called the
patchy Aurora, rayed structures, and stuff like this. Thet, e
ksno analoginthe pl_tsmafor those features.Okay. Con-
t_arily, there are thing_ that happen in the equatot'ial zones
that are not mirrored on the g_ound. For gross thi_s
the_e isa one toon6 cbx'rel&tionvLndityou count thedetailed
= effect,itisnot there. Now letmslookat something else.
Now When thereis injection,therea_-ecurrents flowing
,qbetween thespacecrattantltheground. The currents
change the mag'netiefielti.You ate on the ground looking
_ Up, and you have an accuracy of wh_re you can locate an
arc, you miss by half a degree, youTre pPetty close but you
=_ have got a hal_ ot a degree erroi'. That translates into over
i earth radius. You'Pe golrtg to miss by 1 earth radius in
the eCltiatoriai zone. _ atidition to that, you have got these
currents in berretta. So you tion't know how to map, even
if you had it absolutely accurate on the ground,, you don't
know how to map. I think you know this, but I _pent a lot
of time dohtg this, tryiri_ to correlate bet_#e_rl ground base
and equatorta| measurements. I think the answer is that
_#ecan improve out' grotmd based measurements. DMSP
pictures ai'e ve_'y very useful. 1 don't think we will _veti
: get d_tailed one to erie cori'elailon.
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J. l,aframboise I would like to make another _'ommeht on instrumehtat'on.p
,_' I think clearly the ideal situation is a tew elaborate m_'u-
-_ meats arid a lot o|' little ofles, preferably standardized, d
:: you think again of aircraft, you see that aircraft all eel ly
/i, crash recorders. If you had that arrangement with a few
oi,_ elaborate instruments and a lot of simple one.%, the clab-
_i orate ones could calibrate the simple (rues. I'_r_hermore,
.._: think of a situation if you had the same instrumg.nt on a lot:5
ot synchrorious spacecraft at d".fferent longitudes. If a
o_! substorm comes along it is going to hit one before the
_/ others, you'll have a little time to react, and you can do
: • somethingwith the others if you lmve t_mt kind of arrange-
meat
C. Pike i want to add a comment on the very localized nature of tl_e
disturbances which are seen on the ground as mapped down
from synchronoun altitudes. And that is that one needs a
_: very dense chain of magnetometers in the auroral regi¢,n
_:_ to accurately id_ ntify that there is, indeed, a d_sturba,nce
. going on. And :there are chains of magnetometer._ along
=-°i_.,:. magnetic mer_dians and the Air Weather Service has data
-i_ ,
:f. from one of those chains in real time. The unambiguous
_}. identification of these injection events is a very d.ifficult '
_!: thing to infer from magnetometer data.
=_: R. Lovell I would like to ask Sherman if he would care to give us a i
*i. ten year weather forecast? Are _here storms ahead? i
_. S. DeForest Well, ifyou have been following the ll.erature, there is a
_,_ thing kp.own as the Maunder minimum. I expect that is
i_:_. what you might be referring to, For a very long time,
:i. essentially for a lifetime of active astronomer_i, there
--_,_. Were no sunspots and tl',ere were no ... there was no _
, aurora and there were no disturbances arid if we had been
o_ around at the time of Galileo, none _t" these anomalies !
would occur. Is that going to happen "1gain, 3:his is cur- I
-"°: t i.... ,. refit research. It dit not come on immediately. It sort !
of petered out for a period of time, but I think the answer i
_,_. is yes, we will have another solar cycle and yes we will 'i
::" have more subs{orms and according to ,_ne book that I I
_-' ' read in " I[-'_3" 'we are going to have lo!s _r sun_p_t_. And t
' _
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th_r_ will be a big OarthquakO in Calirorhia. An Charlie
polnt._ out, we are having these anmnalies righi now, and
thi._ Is solar minimum. Aroulld 19113 it will go! wor._0.
Audience I am somewhat corieern0d about thin qU0stion of prediction.
I am prepared to grant you that you car. predict thest: injec-
tions. _ut what are you goil'tg to do about it .9 Because no
commercial operator is goinl_ to turn h_n spacecraft off,
unless ' e really believes he is l_olng to lose it. I think in
the las three days we have heard enough evidence, he
really isn't likely to lose it. lie may have interference,
he may have bumped telemetry, but he i _ going to be on the
air. These are commercial contracts and you can't afford
to turn the darn things off. That is what you're being paid
for. CorttirlUity of service.
A. Rosen A very good point. The other point is it:at monitors don't
prevent anomalies, they merely record tt:em and I think
the predictive capability is not one that the operational
projects, spacecraft project managers waist to have. There
is only one area where they may want to h.',ve settee pre-
dictive capability, and that is in plannin_ their launches and
posstbiy finding a place to store satellites at synchronous
altitudes. Would you like to comment on that also 9
J. Napoli I don't quite follow that last remark at-_out p_anning their
lautl_hes .9
A. Rosen Yes, there is a question as to whether there is a longitud-
inal position at which the environment is le_s adverse than
at other "ongitudt_s.. Now, the thing that you want to do when
you use opt_rational spacecraft is that you don't want any
down time at all. So one of the schemes that has beeri pro-
posed is to havt_ a passive satellite that is ready to go on
th_ alt" momentarily arid take its posi.tion in order to not
have any discontinuity iri service. And the question is,
where do you store it while it q.s pa._sive, in what region'_
Possibly thet'e _n re._eareh tbat could be done lit this area.
J, Napoii _rom a commercial standpoint that is a v_ry difficult thing
to try and accomplish because if you look at the spectrum
there, between 90 and 135 degrees, it is like the l.,ohg Island
Expressway dUi'lng the rush hour. Ahd you want to have
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! immediate contiftuity or restoration ui service. You would
i', have to be at just about the same lob,aries or within a degt'ee,
and in many cases arid if your intent is fixed antennas on a
spaceerMt0 Which most of the commercial _atellitos are.
| tlonq know if that is applicable to the commercial space-
c='aR wl_ich are dominating the equatorial plane right now.
=:i R. Lovell I woutd like to address your point a little bit. [ think it
would be ri_asonabIO to project that spacecraft communica-.
tiorts, or operational spacecraft, maybe in the next ten
: years, will cax'ty an operational station keeping device,
==: like aft electrical thruster, an ion engine. And would you
--, not be willtn_, if you had a warning, to turn that thing on,
if it also turns out to be etfective as a neutralizer. So I
: think there is a great merit in having this warning capability.
=i,_, Audience i think there is me_'{t in having the warning, even after the
--!
=_, fact, because if something happens, then you are suddenly
_ faced with somethin_ has gone wrong and what is it, and
you lookand you say gee. Ihad a warning fiveminutes ago
_ that this was going to happen, it does point you in the
_!: direction you have to look.
=_:! A. Ro_en It is getting very close tO adjotlrhment. There are a couple
_i' ofitems thatIwanted to cover. One of them was _ request
b),i:'eteStadlerand Paul Chivingtontoaddress thequestion
_} of te_ing. In this area, there ha_ been marly approache_,
--_; i_,rc_edures, and methods that have been used and :Paul
.... ChiViflgto_wants tosay a _ew Words, Afterward,% Ialso
_,- wanted Rejean Gr_rd, to comment on what the European _
_ are doing in materiai ,'esearCh and spacecraft charging.
}
_i So we willstartwithPau_ Chivii1_ton.
_r
_ P._Stadler Editor's Note: The reader is referred to the paper by
_i Chivington and Stadler.
A. Rosen We wilitakeone qttestionon Pete Stadler'scomments.
< E. Smith We did curretltinjectionby dischargihgcapacitorsover the
-_ various parts of a qual model satellite that was left over"
:" _ from a proglam thatwas latinchedotherwise. We got quite
_i: ! a surprise. It was not radiated EMI that was cau_ittg our
°_' } upsets. It Was coupling in structOral tet'ms, for exam[_le.
:, I just thought I would pass that on to yoU.
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-_,_! P. Stadler Well, w_ will cartatnly bt) lookiflg for that very thln_ here.
: One ot the primo thlhgs ....
_; A. Rosen A proc0dural note: we have to terminate the fornml part
_._ of this panel discussion. All of you can stay and ctmtlnue
_. on. W_ will b0 here to answer qu0stions and nmk0 com-
_:i" m0nts. I wanted Dr. Grard to make the final commri_t
4;_:_.... and after that I think most of us _ ill be available anet we
_i_i can continue. The formal parts ar0 over° but before we
_ terminate, Dr. Grard.
_;i R. Grard I feel that we are really shying away from the straight
approach to spacecrai't testing. We are presently tryit_g
to stimulate anomalous spacecraft behavhw with Te.sla
_,_' coils and spark.generators, Itwould indeed r)emuch more
-_'["o:, realistic and efficient to place the spacecraft in a vacuum
chamber and to subject it to electron bombardment. I
-..,_ _
_i:i. cannot see where the difficulties are .......
R. L0Yell Th_s is something that we at NASA think is a good idea.
_!!'- But it is an expensive proposition. For the commercial
_' users, I don't think they can a_ford it.
_i_, R. Grard Today It is customary to submit spacecraft to vibrations
_:?. and to expose them to simulated solar and vacuum environ-
_ ments before launch. I believe that testing their suscept-
_j:,: ibllity to surface charging will become in the future a
_-:_ routine procedure which all spacecraft will undergo. We
_;=_,',•
--_e_..
o 1', do not have to design new vacuum chambers; we only need
_e_: an electron g,an and a battery of ultraviolet lamps.
R. LoVell It is not the expense of the chamber. Expc._se of handling
..... _': a piee_ of flight hardware, the associated ground eupport
.... _,q:
=_)i. equipment, staff. It is just expensive.
t'
,- A. Rosen i am sorry. I will have to make a closing comment. There
:°}, is a joint NASA/Air _'orce committee in existence right
i! '
,-,o_! now and tht_yare open to suggestions and comtaents from
_,_ anybody in the audience and anybody ir_terested in thi,_ field.
-.q:,. M. Bunn Bob Lov_ll and myself are contetct points on that Steering
= _,:' Committee.
;_i:. A. l_oSefi I wotdd like to thank this whole group and state formally
_!' that the pane1[ discussion is closed.
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